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S1CTI0N  1 

SUMMARY 

Thii report describes Che programme of work undertaken for the Ghane 

Industrial Holding Corporation (GIHOC) by our company. The P-E Consulting 

Group,   under contract  to UNIDO. 

In the summary below we have included a brief history of the project, 

background to GIHOC  itself and an overall description of the nature 

of the work and the results achieved.    We have followed this with a section 

giving our recosmendations for future action.    Thereafter,   in the main part 

of the report,  the project is described  in »ore detail under the separate 

areas  i.e.  financial, marketing, production,  technical,  corporate and 

fellowships. 

The project was developed as part of ongoing assistance to GIHOC by 

UNIDO and the general terns for the assignment were laid down in the 

Project Document.    This was jointly signed by the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP), UNIDO,   the Government of Ghana and GIHOC in August 1974. 

Subsequently the contract between UNIDO and ourselves was signed in Vienna 

in March 1975. 

The contract provided for the work to be carried out in two stages: 

Stage I (6 months):    to assess the situation in GIHOC reviewing 

the operation of all sixteen divisions and 

to make detailed proposals for Stage 2. 

I 
I 
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Stage 2 (24 aotiths): to  implement a programme of changas 

and  improvements  to management practice 

with particular attention to training 

GIHOC counterpart staff  to the stage 

of   self reliance. 

The tenas of reference are set out in full  in Annexe I.    These rightly 

placed great stress on the need for  the programme to be  action-oriented. 

In the contract  this  is further recognised by the provision of 22 man months 

of consulting input for Stage  1  (diagnosis)  and 168 man months for Stage 2 

(implementation).    The separation into two stages provided the necessary 

review point at which all concerned agreed the detailed  implementation plans 

for Stage 2. 

In the event,  the project has been completed  in accordance with the 

planned time-scale and inputs as above.    Work was started in Ghana in 

March 1975 and finished in September 1977. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

The background to GIHOC  is that it was formed in 1968,  following a 

decree by Government of Ghana the previous year,  to take over the activities 

of 19 state corporations in various manufacturing industries ranging from 

paper and glass processing to boat building.    Previously these corporations 

were independent organisations each with its own board  of directors but, 

within GIHOC,   they became divisions operating largely  independently but 

all reporting to GIHOC headquarters.    There are now 16  such divisions operating 

plants at 22 locations throughout Ghana as shown on the map given as Annexe II. 

The scale of the operation is indicated by the facts that, overall, GIHOC has 

some 7,000 employees and its  sales  turnover for last year  (1976) was 

Cedis (í)80,674,OO0 ($1.00 - US$0.87). 

The main areas of work,   carried out in close collaboration with GIHOC 

staff at all levels, have been:- 

Finaneial - Introduction of common accounts structure in all divisions 

- Consolidation of group results monthly 

- Provision of divisional cost analysis 

- Development of individual costing routines 

- Improvement of stores ledgers 

- Introduction of new capital expenditure controls. 
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I 
Marketing - Conduct of   individual market studies,  such as: 

bricks 

corned beef 

fishing boats 

footwear 

pharmaceutical products 

- Identification of needs for further studies 

- Establishment of Central Marketing Unit 

Production        - Introduction of stock control routines: 
and Technical 

spare parts 

raw materials 

- Introduction of planned maintenance systems 

- Introduction of production control procedures 

- Study of engineering capability within GIHOC 

- Preparation of plans    for new central workshop. 

Corporate          - Examination of GIHOC objectives and roles 

- Assistance with budget preparation 

- Review and  implementation of Head Office 

Fellowships 

organisation for continuing project services. 

- Selection of  candidates 

- Identification of training needs 

- Identification of appropriate courses and 
attachments overseas 

- Development  of fellowship administration routines 

- Monitoring progress of fellows while in UK. 

The weight of  the work was  carried out at divisional level.    Some 

individual divisions, in fact, have been involved in virtually all  the 

above activities.    Others needed,  at this stage,  only a few.    A table of 

these activities  showing the divisions where they have been carried out 

is shown in Annexe III.    In summery the current position is as follows :- 

Activities 

Completed In Progress Suspended Not Applicable Total 

Financial 

Marketing 

Technical and 
Production 

41 

13 

60 

37 

5 

3 

20 

13 1 

98 

18 

77 

Total 114 45 33 1 193* 
 1 

* Includes activities    added  to the programme during the project. 
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A completed activity represents either a new control procedure 

designed,  introduced and run entirely by local GI HOC staff or a policy 

study completed,   submitted and accepted by   local management. 

The above figures  serve to indicate  the scale of changes which have 

actually taken place within the project period.    Activities in progress, 

though few, represent an important ongoing role for the counterparts,  all 

five of whom have been trained to the level where,  even during the project 

period,   they have undertaken implementation tasks themselves.    They will 

also pick up any suspended activities when  it becomes possible  to restart 

them.     In this way GI HOC now has a live internal consulting resource able 

to  tackle a new programme of activities each year.    Such programmes include 

the monitoring of routines already established to ensure  their continued 

correct operation and use. 

The fellowship programme,  integrated with the management project,  has 

covered the creation of 29 individually designed fellowships for  senior 

GIHOC  staff.    Due to restrictions of finance,  fifteen of  these are being 

held over to 1978 and provision has been made for us to make a small input 

in UK for monitoring progress during the next year. 

In addition to the above, corporate work has involved a wide range of 

activities of a more general nature including attending the budget meetings 

of  individual divisions. 

Training has been a major feature of  this project,  not only on external 

fellowships.    With the high proportion of work being done on detailed 

implementation of new procedures much of  this training was done on-the-job. 

This  took the form initially of training counterparts in studying local 

routines, analysing where changes were required and in putting forward 

proposals.    Then followed training for counterparts in implementation 

together with on-the-job training of divisional staff at all levels.    For 

example,  in installing stock control we not only issued written procedure 

instructions, but also sat with clerks in the stores demonstrating the 

stock card entries required.    Further, collective seminars were held, for 

example, for groups of engineers from different divisions to review and discuss 

developments in planned maintenance applications.    External local courses were 
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arranged for accounts clerks to upgrade the standards of book-keeping and 

costing in addition to on-the-job training in new financial and costing 

routines.    The impact of all this work on management development has been 

considerable and recognisable improvements in management performance have 

been observed. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

In overall terms,  the principal changes have been in the area of better 

information available to management on which to make decisions.    This applies 

for example to financial data where up-to-date,  more reliable, monthly 

figures ensure that the financial progress of  each division and the group 

as a whole can be monitored regularly.    Cost analysis shows expenditure in 

a form which helps management quickly localise changes  in individual 

departments and to take remedial action.    Stock control gives a new, keener 

edge to keeping stock levels in balance and optimising scarce resources, 

particularly foreign exchange.    Planned maintenance ensures  that plant is 

more systematically attended to thereby increasing its availability for 

production and at the same time controlling maintenance costs. 

The availability of  improved systems and management information has 

already enabled managers to make specific improvements in the operation of 

many of  the plants.    Some examples are: 

reduction of waste, by 33Z, on imports of paper 

output increased by 61% on a range of products 

overall reduction of 50Z in machine downtime at one plant. 

Similar benefits will continue to appear as increasing use is made of 

the management information.   These would be magnified many times if progressively 

increased foreign exchange allocations were available to GIHOC,  as virtually 

all the plants operate below capacity for want of sufficient imported raw 

materials and spares. 

In the conduct of a project of this scale,  communications play a 

critical part.    As required by the contract we have submitted the necessary 

progress reports at three-monthly intervals and there has been a formal 

project review meeting every six months.    We have found these most valuable 

and believe that other parties have too.    The atmosphere of  these meetings 
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was always frank and constructive and allowed the work to be kept in 

line with changing circumstances, sometimes to the extent of making 

substantial changes in the programme and the resources required. This 

flexibility has, in our view, been invaluable to the project and was 

only possible with the excellent communications which existed. 

Communication with GIHOC was  of course more frequent and more detailed 

and on both formal and informal levels. We have had exceptionally good 

access to senior management and a close cooperative relationship which 

enabled problems to be solved jointly. Support at this level was always 

available when we were unable, as inevitably occurred in such a wide ranging 

project, to move forward in certain areas. Collaboration from divisional 

managers was, with few exceptions, excellent and the work which had been 

carried out was enthusiastically endorsed at a meeting of general managers 

towards the end of the project. 

Overall we wish to record, very sincerely, our appreciation for all 

the support and enthusiasm for this project which has made so much progress 

possible. To those in UNDP, UNIDO, the Ministry of Economic Planning and 

GIHOC itself who have contributed to this project we offer our sincere thanks. 

M.W. Hicks-Beach K.J. Kempster 
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SECTION 2 

RECOMUIDATIONS 

In the later sect ions of this report there are a lumber of recommendations 

arising fron our experiences in the various areas of work. In addition, at 

the final review meeting in Accra in September 1977, discussion about the 

overall project raised further points which we were asked to include in 

this report. 

For convenience we have 

separate headings below:- 

iced all these recommendations under 

2.1 Financial 

1.      GIHOC should continue with the prograi 

courses for accounts and cost clerks. 

of training 

2. Pressure should be put on divisions to open capital 

work in progress records where this has not yet been 

done. 

3. A regular review should be aade of cost centre analysis 

sheets to ensure that the headings are still appropriate 

to each division's operations. 

A.  In Cannery Division the new accounting staff should be 

given several months to familiarise themselves with 

the division before the accounts review is started. 

5. In Distilleries Division the interim costing system 

should be operated in parallel with the accounts for 

three months before considering full integration with 

financial accounting. 

6. In Glass Manufacturing Division urgent attention should 

be given to opening the capital work in progress cards 

in view of the large volume of new plant being installée. 
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7.      Vegetable Oil Milli Division »houle move tovnrda 

branchée becoming aelf accountiiif once the proel« 

of recruitment of higher calibro ataff at branch 

lavai have boon ovarcc 

S.      logular progreas a»«tin«a ahould continuo to bo hoU 

by the Director of Finança to •»•uro that aatitfactory 

progreea continuai on clearing the balance of system» 

inatallationa. 

2.2 Marketing 

I.  The vacanciea in the Harke tin« Unit for on «snort 

marketing manager/deputy hand of unit and for a 

atatiatician ahould be filled aa a nettar of urgency. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

2.  The balance of the progresse of marketing work for 1977, 

covering atudiea on pharmaceutical! and on the building 

induatry ahould be tackled without dalay. 

2.3 Production and Technical 

1. GIHOC ahould be provided with aufficient foreign 

exchange to build up and maintain adequate atocks of 

apare parta now that affective control of atocks ami 

reordering ie in force. 

2. In Electrónica Diviaion the installation of the stock 

control procedurea ahould be left until after the 

and of 1977 ao aa not to diarupt the programma arranged 

for the production counterpart. 

3. In Glasa Manufacturing Diviaion, local staff should 

proper« new maintenance and aparas scttadulas to deal 

with now itama of plant being dalivered and instailad. 
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4. 

$. 

Partornici inaia« and outaid« GIHOC ahould be 

continually reminded that current level* of it eau 

"out of stock" and "waiting to be ordered" must not 

be accepted aa the nom. 

Deports by counterparts on ongoing activities should 

be submitted through divisional General tfanagera for 

inclusion in their quarterly reporta to Head Office. 

é.      GIHOC should continue  to seek suitable candidatea 

for the post of Group Chief Engineer. 

2.4   Corporate 

1. Performance of Ghanaian industry generally would be 

aignificantly improved by release, early each year, 

of a firat instalment of import licences, backed by 

letters of credit, to cover raw materials. 

2. Marble Works Division should pay cloae attention to 

estimating for contract work to ensure adequate 

•argina in a wider market. 

3. Neat Products Division should continu« to exploro 

overseas sources of aupply offering the best valu« 

in supplies. 

4.  Wider use should be made of simple financial models 

to test, for individual divisions, the effect of 

different variables on profit potential. 

5.  Por the foreseeable future the central services 

(financial and marketing/production) aet up during 

the project ahould continue to be directed by the 

Director of Finance and the Deputy Managing Director 

(Operations) respectively. 
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6.  The programme of work for these central services 

staff should be planned and monitored at regular 

intervals vith, say, quarterly reports of progress 

being siade to the GIHOC Executive Directors. 

2.5 Fellowships 

1. GIHOC should submit, without delay, the application 

foras and fellowship specifications for the fifteen 

candidates for fellowships in 1978. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2.      All organisations involved in setting up and 

administering fellowships should bring forward their 

activities in relation to the fellowship starting date 

to avoid, in future,  having to handle all departures 

as emergencies. 

At the  final review meeting in Accra in September 1977 one session 

wat devoted to a collective review of the handling of the project overall. 

The object of this was to identify,   for the benefit of any subsequent large 

projects of  this type,  any lessons which could be learnt.    We have therefore 

recorded below the main recommendations which emerged from the discussions:- 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The diagnosis work should be formally separated from 

design and implementation into two distinct stages, 

as in the project, to allow formal discussion and 

agreement on the nature and scope of changes to be 

implemented. 

To reduce delays in obtaining counterpart staff for 

the project team, the earliest possible advice should 

be given, to the organisation receiving the assistance, 

on the type of individuals required. 

Provision of transport and accommodation for consultant 

staff is essential to efficient operation of the team 

and both should be planned early and mede available 

from the start of the project. 
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Good coeaaunicatione throughout the projact arc important 

to ita aucceaa. Aa in thia projact, quarterly reporti 

with review nee tinga at 6 aonthly intervale are recoaaMnded. 

Consultants should hold formal seetings with the local 

organiaation at regular intervals, aay aonthly, in addition 

to the informal ongoing contact. 

A follow up visit to monitor progreaa is desirable. Thia 

ahould take place, aay, 6 months after the end of the project 

period to allow the local organiaation to operate on ita 

own long enough to identify any problem» in doing ao. 
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SECTION 3 

FINANCIAL 

This section of the report describes the work on finance, accounting 

and costing undertaken during Stage II of the project. This work is discussed 

under the following nain headings:- 

1. Summary of Findings in Stage I 

2. Approach to Stage II work 

3. Work experience and programme development 

4. Main systems changes 

5. Implementation and future work programmes. 

3.1 Summary of Findings in Stage I 

The survey in Stage I revealed the following weaknesses in the financial 

department of GIHOC which required attention: 

Financial systems were weak as evidenced by the substantial 

number of year-end adjustments and the discrepancies which 

regularly arose between monthly management returns and 

year-end audited accounts. 

Costing systems, where they existed, were mainly used 

for ad-hoc pricing exercises and the costs so calculated 

were not regularly compared with actual results. 

Capital expenditure records were unsatisfactory and 

there was no regular reporting of actual capital 

expenditure against budgets. 

Croup accounting was hampered by lack of c 

analysis. 

n expenses 

The standard of clerical accounts staff was low and there 

was a requirement to upgrade accounts staff by more formal 

training. 
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3.2    Approach to the Work 

At the end of Stage I we proposed a detailed review of the systems in 

each of GIHOC's divisions and the preparation of reports putting forward 

recommendations for revised systems for financial accounting and for cost 

accounting.    We proposed  that head office and group accounting reviews should 

follow divisional studies  so that conclusions could be based not only on the 

findings of the head office reviews but also on those in the divisions. 

Systems reviews were  to be completed within the project period and 

implementation started sufficiently for counterpart and divisional staff 

to complete implementation of all proposals on their own.     It was pointed 

out in the proposal  that  responsibility for  implementation would rest largely 

with divisional staff.     The project team were to take an active part in 

implementation providing guidance and assistance to the divisional management 

during the implementation period. 

I 

On staff training, it was proposed that a series of basic accounting 

courses be arranged for GIHOC accounts staff at a suitable local training 

institution. These courses were to last four weeks and there was expected 

to be at least six accounting and two costing courses per annum. Divisions 

were to send one clerk per division to each course thus enabling the 

majority of clerical staff to be trained without divisions losing too many 

staff at one time. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

3«3    Work Experience and Programme Development 

Divisional reviews were undertaken with two objectives in mind: 

to identify in detail the existing systems and the 

improvements required 

to provide experience for the counterparts in studying 

systems and preparing recommandations for change. 
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The methodology used  in the reviews was  first to interview all staff 

and examine their records.    From the notes taken, existing systems were 

examined and improved systems developed.    The new systems designed for 

each division were then discussed and agreed with Divisional Accountants in 

draft before a formal report was submitted to  the General Manager.    The scale 

of the programme precluded the team from providing more than regular guidance 

visits during implementation.     It was essential therefore  that Divisional 

Accountants clearly understood and were  in agreement with the recommendations, 

and care was taken to have the fullest discussion with them before submitting 

reports to the General Managers.    We were in fact able,   in every report,  to 

state clearly in the introduction that the Divisional Accountant placed on 

record his agreement with and willingness to  implement the recommendations 

contained therein. 

During the first reviews we found  that staff were not always clear as 

to the systems in opeation and,  certainly, divisions had no systems manuals 

which clearly defined the procedures. 

It was therefore decided that each review should produce two documents. 

The first was the Volume  I report originally envisaged, which commented on 

the existing systems and put forward the proposed design for the new systems. 

The second was a Volume II report which was a systems manual setting down 

the existing system in operation, as described to us in the course of  the 

review,  and as subsequently agreed with divisional management.    The  inclusion 

of the Volume II manuals required us to extend the time needed for divisional 

reviews so that full-time supervision of implementation by the team took place 

in early 1977 rather than during 1976.    This was essential to ensure  that a 

really firm basis was laid on which new systems could be  introduced,   to 

provide divisions with a reference record of  existing systems and to ensure 

that bases on which Volume I recommendations had been made were fully understood 

and recorded.   We attach,  as Volums 2,  Annexes IV to VII,  sample copies of 

divisional review reports. 

At head office it was originally intended only to conduct a syst« 

review and to introduce a system of group coding to provide a better basis 

for producing consolidated accounts.    Headquarters work was extended to 

include the systems manual as in divisions, and was further developed to 

provide for a system of consolidated books of account incorporating divisional 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

returns and providing consolidated reports on a monthly basis.     In order 

to undertake this more extensive programe,  additional inputs  in the form 

of  a third consultant  to undertake  this head office work were agreed in 

the review meeting in October 1976. 

On training,  arrangements were made for the National Training and 

Vocational Institute to run four week courses in Accounting and Costing. 

The accounting courses were designed to give a full book-keeping 

training,  taking students from prime entry records to final accounts.    In a 

similar manner the costing courses were designed to take the students 

through all the main types of costing systems. 

These courses were designed for  clerks, most of whom already had 

practical experience and had done some theoretical accounting training 

already.    However,   it was found that  there was also a need for  courses 

for newly recruited clerks who had almost no previous training or experience 

and,   in the second year of the project, junior training courses were introduced. 

Fourteen courses have been held during 1976 and 1977 as follows: 

- Senior accounts clerk courses 9 

- Senior cost clerk courses 2 

- Junior accounts clerk courses 2 

Junior cost clerk courses 1 

14 

These courses have proved extremely beneficial to the staff and we believe 

they should be continued.   We therefore strongly recommend that GIHOC continue 

with this training on a regular basis. 

Finally, the proposal made specific recommendations with regard to 

the audit section and stated our willingness to assist as necessary.    These 

proposals principally required Audit Department to undertake organisational 

changes which were not expected to require any substantial input from the 

project team.    In the event, Audit Department have not called upon our 

assistance during the project. 
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3a*    Main Systems Changes 

3.4.1 Introduction 

This section describes the work done on accounting systems under 

the following headings: 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing Systems. 

3.4.2 Financial Accounting 

In order to provide a means of consolidating divisional 

accounts into a monthly group account,  a standard format of  trial 

balance had to be developed and introduced in all divisions.    This 

involved altering the format of divisional general ledgers to 

conform to the new trial balance procedure. 

At head office a new set of books was required through which 

divisional and head office trial balances ware to be processed. 

The project at headquarters was further developed to include 

a system for comparison and reconciliation of inter-divisional 

balances.    This system ensured that inter-divisional imbalance is 

monitored on a monthly basis and steps taken, as soon as reports 

are received, to reconcile any accounts which are out of balance. 

Introduction of these new systems of financial accounting 

necessitated a schedule which enabled all divisions to come on 

stream at the same time. 

The approach adopted was first to devise and agree the group 

trial balance format.    This was made easier by the fact that 

system reviews had been completed in all divisions and thus any 

special considerations of particular divisions could be taken 

into account in devising the procedure.    The basic procedural 
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notes  (Appendix A of Annexe Vili, Voline 2) were issued 

and all divisions were visited in order to explain the 

main parts of the system and to set up the implementation 

timetable.    Thereafter the team made frequent visits to progresa 

implementation and to assist the divisions with any problems 

that arose in adjusting former financial practices to bring 

their ledgers in line with the new trial balance procedure. 

The process of implementation was begun in May 1977 and 

by the end of July all divisions had reorganised their ledgers 

and submitted trial balances in the new format for the month 

of April. 

The following direction to divisions regarding prompt 

submission of trial balances has been issued: 

single site divisions are to submit returns 

by the fifteenth working day of the following 

month 

nultisite divisions must submit returns by the 

twentieth working day of the following month. 

By mid-September all divisions with the exception of 

head office had submitted returns up to the end of June and 

the following had submitted July returns: 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Brick and Tile Division 

Boatyards Division 

Distilleries Division 

Metal Industries Division 

Paints Division 

Vegetable Oil Mills Division. 

The introduction of this system on a group basis has entailed 

substantial work by divisional staff as well as the project team. 

In »articular, great care has had to be taken to ensure that changing 

over to the new system in the general ledgers vas effected correctly, 

since this final book of account is the most critical area of any 

accounting system. 
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The advantages fro« this new systea arc substantial and 

ly be summarised as follows: 

it provides the group with a common accounting 

base for consolidation and inter-divisional 

comparisons 

the monthly operating reports have been integrated 

with the trial balance and will thus, in future, 

be financially proven 

within the aystea is a sub-routine enabling 

inter-divisional balances to be reconciled on 

a Monthly basis 

staff training and transfers of staff between 

divisions will be facilitated by use of the common 

trial balance systea 

the standardisation of the general ledgers throughout 

the group will assist the work of both external and 

internal auditors and will speed up the production of 

final accounts 

the systea has enabled us to develop regular group 

mt accounting returns on a aonthly basis. 

Por further details of the system, reference should be 

to Annexe VIII, Volume 2 which contains not only the instructions 

for operation of the routines, but also has examples of the new 

trial balance format and of the group financial report forms. 

3.4.3 Capital Expenditure Control 

In the past GIHOC inherited a number of plants which had 

originally been supplied on a turnkey basis and for which mo 

information was available as to the value of the individual it« 
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Efforts had been made in the past to introduce asset registers 

hut each division had sought its own solution and «any of 

these were found to be cumbersome in operation. We also noted 

that divisions were not submitting reports of their current 

capital programme. Finally, the preparation of asset registers 

and capital expenditure reports had tended to fall behind since 

neither were essential to completing the monthly financial accounts. 

In designing the new system, a detailed description of which 

is attached as Volume 2, Annexe IX, we adopted the following main 

approach: 

we have recommended a standard system of fixed 

asset registers throughout GIHOC 

we recommended the use of registers in card form 

to give maximum flexibility of approach 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

we have combined the initiation of fixed asset 

register cards with the capital expenditure reporting 

procedure. This enables management to be sure that 

the fixed asset registers are being kept up-to-date. 

The system has called for divisions to perform two tasks namely! 

prepare the fixed asset register cards 

open capital work in progress cards from which 

capital expenditure reports are to be prepared 

aad submitted. 

The first task has been largely completed by all divisions and 

those with work still to do have been asked, at a recent general 

managers' meeting, to complete this by the end of September. This 

has not bean without its difficulties due to the paucity of 

information regarding some of the assets but solutions have been 

found to enable divisions to complete the task. 
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The Capital Expenditure reporting procedure is still 

in progress since divisions have tended to concentrate on 

other areas of implementation and left this routine for later 

attention. However, Brick and Tile Division and Marble Works 

have completed the full programme and are submitting their 

capital expenditure report to Head Office with their monthly 

returns. Metals, Cannery, Footwear, Distilleries, Paints, 

Steelworks and Vegetable Oil Mills Divisions have all opened 

capital work in progress cards but have yet to prepare reports 

for head office on a regular basis before the system can be 

decaed complete. 

The remaining divisions still require to open the current 

year's capital work in progress records and it is essential 

that management continue to put pressure on them to do this. 

3.4.4 Stores Accounting 

The work on stores accounting required certain divisions 

to set up proper stock binders which showed quantity and 

value for all items in the stores. These are required to 

be checked with the stores records for quantity and reconciled 

monthly with the ledgers for value. This checking procedure 

is essential to ensure that the asset value of inventory, as 

shown in the books of account, accurately reflects what is 

actually in the stores. 

Many divisions already had this system in operation and 

•ajor work was required only in five divisions. Of these 

•rick and Tile and Paints Division have computed the work. 

Marble Works have opened the binders and are bringing them 

up-to-date. In the remaining two, Metals have reorganised 

all but the raw materials stores binders which is still in 

progress. Electronics Division is also still outstanding sine« 

the binders cannot be opened until the new stock control 

procedures have also been implemented. 
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3.4.5 Cost Centre Analysis 

During the divisional reviews we found that all divisions 

were reporting their financial results in the form of monthly 

operating statements under major expense headings, but few were 

providing any further breakdown of these major headings to enable 

management to identify which costs were exceeding budget. 

It was decided, however, that the operating statement 

should be retained as a basic management return, the preparation 

of which was well established and which management were accustomed 

to receive. To provide the necessary supporting data a system 

of cost centre analysis was devised showing divisional expenditure 

under headings appropriate to each division and related as far 

as possible to the areas of responsibility of individual managers. 

In order to prepare such daLa, divisions have had to rearrange 

the basic analysis of financial information. However, once completed, 

the cost centre analysis itself provides the basis for final postings 

to the general ledger and thus is fully integrated into the books. 

In Volume 2, Annexes IV and VI, the sample Volume I reports (Paper 

and Glass Divisions) demonstrate how the system works for these particular 

divisions. The systems installed in other divisions are largely 

the same and only the analysis headings are changed to suit the 

particular division's operational activities. This system provides 

therefore a common approach to expenses analysis throughout the 

group and which facilitates both transfers of staff and staff 

training. 

Nine of the divisions have now completed this task and are 

producing these cost centre statements. In the other divisions 

Boatyards, Electronics and Vegetable Oil Mills have still to 

install the system but design work is complete. In Head Office, 

Meat, Paints and Footwear divisions the analysis is being done 

but cost sheets are not yet being prepared. In Cannery Division 

the review was suspended but implementation of cost centre analysis 

vili be part of the application when work is resumed. 
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In the light of experience in operating the system, 

divisioni aay wish to extend the analysis beyond that already 

installed. He recosnend that a regular review is made 

of all cost sheets to ensure that they are still fully 

informative of the divisions current activities. In particular, 

where divisions start new projects the cost sheets should be 

revised to accommodate these. 

3.A.6 Costing Systems 

In this area of the accounts, a division's activities must 

be the governing factor in the design of the system and therefore 

each system must to some extent be tailormade to suit each 

division's own needs. 

However, we have been able in some instances to use a 

common approach for several divisions with similar costing 

requirements. The main areas where this has been done are 

firstly, in the design of process costing for Brick and Tile, 

Vegetable Oil Mills and Paints Divisions. In this instance 

although the processes are widely different the design and 

operation of the process cost sheets have sufficient similarity 

for staff from one division to understand readily the working 

of another. Similarly in the case of Boatyards and Marble Works 

Division the job costing systems and management reports have 

included as many similarities as possible in order to facilitate 

inter-divisional staff transfers and training. Finally, in both 

Metal Works and Pharmaceuticals Divisions standard costing is 

appropriate, and we have been able to demonstrate to staff from 

Pharmaceuticals Division how their costing system will work, when 

completed, by reference to that in Metals which is already almost 

completed. 

Costing systems were the last area for implementation as it 

was necessary first to ensure that the new financial systems 

ware in full operation in order to provide reliable up-to-date 

information for the costing process. 
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However, at the end of the project period four divisions 

eiy Fibre leg.  Steelworks,  Boatyards and Irick and Tile 

Divisions have completed  implementation.    Metalworks Division 

has completed the system on the basis of old cost data.    Standard 

costs need to be revised to take account of recent wage increases. 

Glass Works Division has completed  implementation up to the stage 

of a trisl run of  the proposed system before the current operations 

were closed down.     In Footwear,  Paints, Pharmaceuticals, Distilleries, 

Paper and Vegetable Oil Mills Divisions installation is in progress. 

System design has been completed for Meat, Electronics and Marble 

Works Divisions.    For Cannery Division the modification of  its 

existing costing systems will be part of the application when 

work is resumed. 

Completion of costing system« will be the main area of ongoing 

work for the counterparts.    Basic design has already been done 

and in the specification of these new systems the counterparts 

have themselves played a large role.    They are therefore very 

conversant with what has to be done.    Furthermore,  sufficient 

implementation has already taken place for the counterparts  to 

become familiar with the sort of  fine adjustments needed for 

practical implementation.    This has  thus given them sufficent 

experience of the methodology of  introducing change in this area 

for them to continue  the work. 

3.5    Implementation and Future Work Programme 

The following paragraphs describe the work done division by division. 

This work arose mainly from the divisional reviews which were conducted 

in fourteen divisions and in head office. 

3.5.1    Boatyards Division 

Systems Progress 

Financial Accounting Completed 

Capital Expenditure Control In Progress 

Stores Accounting Completed 

Cost Centre Analysis In Progress 

Costing Systems Completed 
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In the Boatyards Division one of the most critical factors is 

their ability to identify as soon as possible where individual 

vessels under construction are exceeding the original quotation 

•ade to customers. This is particularly so in view of the fact 

that most quotations include an escalation clause which can 

only be effectively utilised if the yard is in a position to 

notify custoners as soon as allowable cost increments arise. 

We therefore recommended a new job costing system linked 

with a procedure for monitoring, each month, actual expenditure 

to date against the original estimate on each vessel. High 

priority was given to implementing this system and thus, unlike 

other divisions, costing was given priority over cost centre 

analysis and has been completed before it. 

It remains for the counterparts to assist the division in 

introducing cost centre analysis on which some work has already 

started. The counterparts will also ensure that the installation 

of capital expenditure control systems is completed. 

3.5.2 Brick and Tile Division 

Systems 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

I 
I 
I 

This division's financial records were found to be particularly 

poor and costing was virtually non existent. We have been 

extremely pleased with the way the Divisional Accountant and his 

relatively small team of four clerks have undertaken and succeeded 

in implementing our recommendations. The staffing level at this 

division is not noticeably higher than in others and indeed the 

Divisional Accountant is rather less qualified than many of hi» 

colleagues. Our experience in this division has been, therefore, 

all the more welcome in demonstrating to others that the proposals 

put forward are wholly practical in terms of implementation. 
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Duc Co Che early completion of costing in this division 

iC has also been possible Co use it as a training ground for 

cose clerks froa Paints and Vegetable Oil Mills Divisions for 

which we have proposed siailar process costing systems. 

3-5.3 Cannery Division 

Syst—s 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Ceaplete 

la Progress 

Suspended 

Suspended 

This division's accounting review has been suspended. It was 

Awe to be completed by the senior consultant at a tine when 

he fell seriously ill. It was decided that, rather than undertake 

a long review at that late stage, the project team should concentrate 

on implementation in other divisions. The systems review of the 

Cannery Division has been programmed as a special project for the 

system« accountant to undertake. The division has, more recently, 

suffered a major setback which necessitated a complete change of 

senior accounting staff. He recommend that the new staff be given 

some few months to familiarise themselves with the division and 

that this review does not take place until early H7S. 

The new financial accounting systems have, however, been 

introduced so that group consolidation should not be held up. 

On capital expenditure control, fixed asset register cards ami 

capital work in progress cards have been opened and all that 

remains is for the division to use the latter to produce the 

capital expenditure report. 

3.3.4 Distilleries Division 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Coat Centre Amalysis 

Ce«ting 

Completed 

In Progresa 

Completed 

Completed 

In Progress 
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This division has almost completed  the capital expenditure 

•yate«.    Cards have been opened aa far aa possible and a draft 

capital expenditure report produced.    All  that now reaains is 

for the fontal capital expenditure report  to be produced on a 

regular basis. 

On the implementation of standard costing a problem has 

»sea experienced due to the fact that  the present import  licence 

controla have left the division seriously short of raw materials 

and have made  it difficult for realistic  forward production 

programmes  to be prepared.    Thia,  in turn,  has created problems 

in establishment of standard cost recovery rates.    It may also 

give rise  to major variances in the costing rsturns which are 

almost totally explainable by an enforced under-utilisation of 

the plant.    These difficulties have bean overcame by calculating 

standard recovery rates based on immweUate past experience and 

by devising an Ínterin system whereby standard costs are compared 

with actuals on a monthly basis but are not, as yet,  integrated 

in the accounts.    We recommend that this  interim solution is 

allowed to operate for three months.    A review should then take 

place of the possibility of introducing the fully integrated 

system.    All concerned agree that this can be implemented given 

more settled production conditions. 

3.5.3   Electronics Division 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Cast Centre Analysis 

Casting 

Ftegress 

Completad 

la Progress 

Suspend ed 

la Progress 

Suspended 

This division has suffered from major staff shortages in trying 

to iaplomomt its new financial syst «ma.    Mors recently it was 

necessary to transfer from this division to Cannery Division orna 

hay person, due to the greater need for staff at the latter divisi« 

The system* in progress will have to await the recruitment of 

additional staff before work can recommence and we rsi nmmmasiil this 

is under taken as soon as possible. 
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The suspension of implementation of costing and stores 

systems is due to the suspension of th« stock control procedures 

reported in the production section of  this report.    The related 

stores accounting and costing systea were designed to link in 

with th« proposed stock control systea and require the information 

to be produced fro« that systea before they can be iapleaented. 

He understand that the stock control procedures are to be iapleaented 

in the future, and when this takes place th« systeae accountant 

will need to assist the accounting section to iapleacnt the 

recoaaended related stores accounting and costing aysteas. 

3.5.»   Fibre lag Division 

»ystea Fri•«» 

Financial Accounting Consistée 

Capital Expenditure Control In Progress 

Cost Centre Analysis Completed 

Costing Completed 

This division has completed the installation of all major systems 

with the exception of capital expenditure.    The division operates 

an integrated process costing system with 13 process cost centres 

in the production section alone.    The thorough revision of this 

system has been a major task and we are very pleaaed with the 

progress made. 

On capital expenditure records the division is due to complete 

compilation of its fixed asset register by the end of September 1977. 

Thereafter the introduction of capital work in progress records aad 

capital expenditure returns need not take more than one month. 

Additional work in this division has included a special 

•sarcia« om proéuet costing to assist the division in presenting 

its case for a prices review to th« prices and incomes board. 
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3.5.7    Footwear Division 

Syst— 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Coat Cantra Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Confleta 

In Prograss 

In Prograss 

In Progress 

This division has in fact made rather better progress than 

the above schedule suggesta.    On capital expenditure recording 

they have opened fixed asset register cards for existing assets 

and they have also opened the capital work in progress carda. 

A draft capital expenditure report has already been produced and 

all that remains is for than to atart submitting regular capital 

expenditure reports to Head Office.    On cost centre analysis the 

analysis is already being done within the books in basic form. 

This needs to be extracted into a cost sheet for circulation to 

igeneat with some further refinement of analysis headings. 

On the costing side,  the division has bean producing a 

regular internal return showing the added value earned by 

•ach line produced in the month.    This has been used by the 

general nanager to load the factory with the most profitable 

linea as far as possible.    Further development is required to 

provide feedback of actual coat  levels,  especially on raw material, 

as against the standard coat raised on the system already ina tal led 

and wand in the added valve analysis returns.    This is ta be 

undertaken by the counterparts. 

3*5.•   Class Manufacturing Diviaion 

Hü- 
Financial Ac counting 

Capital Expenditure Central 

Coat Centre Analysis 

Coating 

Ftogress 

Completed 

In Progress 

Cempltted 
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This division has recently closed down its current operations 

and is in the process of completely re-equipping the factory. 

Operation of major systems on the costing side have therefore 

had to be suspended pending the restart of operations when the 

new factory is completed.    However,  the systems have been designed, 

trial runs on the last months operations worked through and 

seminars held to familiarise both accounting and production staff 

with the systems. 

On capital expenditure records the division has still  to 

open the capital work in progress cards.    This division is presented 

with an excellent opportunity to ensure that the fixed  asset 

registers relating to the new plant are properly set up and we 

recosmend most strongly that local management is pressed to  install 

the new system and submit capital expenditure returns   as soon as 

possible. 

3.5.9   Marble Works Division 

System 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

Completed 

In Progresi 

Completed 

Suspended 

This division has progressed well, given the small amount of  staff 

available to do the work,  the outstanding items being the costing 

system and stores accounting. 

This division has a multiplicity of activities in that it 

produces tombstones, kitchen «inks and terratso tiles as well 

as laying terratso floors in situ and undertaking construction 

work.    We have recommended a job costing system similar to that 

used in Boatyards Division.    In order to get the system under 

way it is necessary for original estimates to be produced in a 

more formal way than at present and the production management 

who are responsible for preparing estimates are currently working 

on this. 
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Once this  task has been completed the detailed ays tea 

for relating current progress to original estimates can be 

finalised by the counterpart and the  isip lesen tat ion of the 

system completed. 

On stores accounting the division has had to  introduce 

stores binders for the first time.    These have had to be 

written up to the year to date and reconciled with the ledger. 

So far the clerk has posted the stock cards up to June 1976. 

3.5.10   Maat Division 

Systes» 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Cost Cantre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

In Progress 

In Progress 

I 
I 
I 
I 

This division was scheduled as the last of the divisional 

system reviews and has therefore had somewhat less tine than 

the others to absorb and implement the new systes» generated 

fro« their Volume I report. 

However,  they have fully implemented the financial accounting 

procedures.    Fixed asset register cards are to be completed by 

the end of September and thus by the end of October the capital 

work in progress records and related capital expenditure reports 

should also be completed.    The cost centre analysis has been 

prepared in draft and only requires the cost sheets to be typed 

and issued for the system to be complete. 

Work on implementing the costing system is yet to start. 

The system has been designed and fully explained to divisional 

management.    Actual implementation will take place during the 

forthcoming months under the guidance of the counterpart who 

himself played a major role in designing the syst«. 
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3.5.11    Metalvorks Division 

Systems 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

In Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

This division has completed implementation of two main systems 

and work is in progress on the three remaining ones. The 

division has in fact virtually installed its new standard costing 

system and has provided thereby useful experience and training 

material for other divisions, notably Pharmaceuticals, where a 

similar system is in the process of implementation. Standard 

costs were worked out on old labour rates. Due to recent 

legislation on minimum wages these need to be revised using the 

new rates. 

We also undertook an additional special project for this 

division to provide them with costing data on their proposed 

diversification into upholstery tacks. The resultant report is 

shown as Annexe X, Volume 2. 

Of the remaining systems in progress, fixed asset register 

cards and capital work in progress cards have all been opened 

and it only requires the capital expenditure reports to be 

extracted and issued to be fully complete. On the stores accounting, 

binders are now in operation for all but raw material stores which 

should be completed within the next month. 

3.5.12 Paints Division 

Syjtema 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Ledgers 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Coating 

Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

la Progress 
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This division is using a costing system similar to that 

currently in operation in Brick and Tile Division.    The cost 

clerk has been sent to the Brick and Tile Division to learn 

the basic principles of operation and is currently opening 

the new process coat ledgers at Paints. 

On capital expenditure control the majority of fixed 

asset register cards have been opened and the remainder are 

due to be completed by the end of September.    The clerk hat been 

shown the operation of the capital work in progress cards and 

these are currently being opened.    This process  should b« completed 

by the end of October. 

Cost centre analysis sheets have been designed and the 

clerk has opened the cost centre analysis books.    The remaining 

action on this system is the completion of writing up the 

analysis and production of the cost centre report. 

3.3.13    Paper Conversion Division 

Systems 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Stores Accounting 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

In Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

This division was one in which a large part of the proposed 

costing  system already existed.    The report has concentrated 

on using the established system of product costing to create 

standard  costs and using these to relate costs back to actuals 

on a regular monthly basis.    The system has been fully explained 

to the cost clerk and the counterpart has confirmed that it can 

be installed under his guidance within the next three months. 

work has been initiated on all other outstanding ayates* 

revision and capital expenditure recording.    These also should be 

completed by the end of the year under the guidance of the counterpart. 
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3.5.14    Pharmaceutical* Division 

SyitHB 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

For this division we have recommended the introduction of 

a standard costing system which enables them to compare, on a 

regular basis, actual cost with standard product costings 

previously used only for pricing purposes.    This is particularly 

important in this division where there have been instances in 

the past of not recognising early enough increased raw material 

prices, and soma products have therefore bean sold at too low 

a price. 

The system has been fully discussed with divisional  staff 

ami implementation agreed.    Currently, revised standard costs 

are being prepared prior to implementation of the system. 

3.5.15    Steelworks Division 

Systems 

Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Coat Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Prograss 

Completad 

In Prograss 

Completed 

Completed 

This division already had established more advanced accounting 

and costing systems than others in the group.    We have however 

introduced the necessary modifications to financial systems in 

order to bring them into line with the new group accounting systems. 

Modifications have also had to be introduced to their existing 

systems of cost centre analysis and more particularly to the 

costing system to ensure an accurate calculation of work in progress 

figures.    On the fixed asset register and capital expenditure reporting, 

the division has revised its registers and introduced the new card 

system.    It has yet to introduce regular capital expenditure reporting 

using the mew system. 
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3.5.16 Vageta ble Oil Mill» Divi lion 

Ë211 
Financial Accounting 

Capital Expenditure Control 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Costing 

Progress 

Completed 

In Progress 

In Progress 

In Progress 

This division's operations are widely spread  in the country 

there being a copra oil «ill  in the far west at Esiaaa and two 

groundnut oil «ills in the north at Atebubu and Tassale.    The 

system operated is one of pure branch accounting with basic returns 

being sent to the divisional head office in Accra where all books 

of account are kept.    We have recosssended that the division «ove 

towards branches becoming self accounting but this will have to 

wait the recruitment of higher calibre staff at branch level. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Meanwhile new financial accounting systems have been 

installed at divisional head office. The fixed asset register 

cards have been opened for most items. The clerks have been 

instructed in the operation of the capital work in progress cards 

by the consultant, who demonstrated the system to then by himself 

opening capital work in progress cards for the Esiaaa plant. 

The cost clerk is to be sent to the lrick and Tile Division 

to learn the basic concepts of the recommended process costing 

systmm. Once he has received this initial training he will open 

the mew process cost ledgers under the guidance of the counterpart. 

On cost centre analysis the proposed cost sheet has been 

designed and work should now begin on revising the analysis in 

the books so that the cost sheet can be prepared. 

3.5.17 Mead Office 

Progress 

Commie ted 

In Progress 

in Progress 

In Progress 

Commleted 

Croup Accounting 

Capital Expenditure 

Stores Accounting 

Cost Centre Analysis 

Group Consolidation 
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The head office of GIHOC acts as the administration cantra 

and ultimate control centra for tha group. Its review therefore 

was undertaken only when divisional reviews had been completed 

to ensure that group systasis were designed to be complementary 

to, and an extension of, the divisional systems. In the head 

office accounting unit we have recommended broadly the same 

sort of financial systems as there are in the divisions. The 

group trial balance system and revised general ledger have been 

installed. Analysis books have been opened and are being entered, 

These will form the basic record from which the Head Office cost 

centre analysis reports will ba prepared. 

Fixed asset register carda are now being opened, and the 

capital work in progress record should follow shortly. 

A major area of work at Headquarters has been the setting 

up of the consolidation and group returns procedures. These are 

being done in a separate section which is headed by a chief 

accountant. The systems required were totally new to GIHOC and 

have involved opening a special analysed group ledger, into which 

the divisional return is entered, and from which a consolidated 

group report is prepared on a monthly basis. The first set of 

these reports had been issued by the end of the project thus 

bringing this major task to completion. 

3.i Conclusion 

The implementation work in divisions has been a widely spread task 

for the project team, assisting divisional accounting staff in setting up 

the new routines. Annexe III, Volume 2 shows, in chart form, the overall 

picture of new activities being generated in 21 accounting sections of 

GIHOC. It may be summarised as fol lows:- 

Activities completed 

Activities in progress 

Activities suspended 

Total activities 

41 

37 

20 
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To be designated coaplete we have inaiated that a system is fully operational 

and that the related reports are being produced. All major systems generate 

a regular monthly report and thus their full completion and continued operation 

can be easily monitored. 

He have attended discussions between the Divisional Accountants and the 

Director of Finance at which the Divisional Staff reaffirmed their ability 

to complete the programme. Regular weekly progress meetings have been set 

up at which the Head of Accounting Systems reports progress on the continued 

implementation to date. 

At these meetings the Head of Accounting Systems has expressed his 

confidence in his ability to complete the programme and the Director of 

Finance has set a forward programme of work specifying priorities for 

completion of individual applications. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

He too are confident that the Head of Accounting Systems can complete 

implementation,  as a result of his own involvement in conducting the review 

programme,   in design and development of the new system, and in implementation 
already completed. 
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SECTION 4 

MARKETING 

4.1 Introduction 

In our original proposal we identified marketing, in the sense of 

improved promotion of current products, as being of less importance to 

GIHOC than, for example, improved financial management. The sales of most 

divisions were, and still are, controlled more by availability of raw 

materials and production capacity than by market demand. However, we 

identified individual divisions such as Brick and Tile, Cannery and Footwear 

where there was a lack of knowledge of the market and where a better basis 

was required for longer term decisions on product policy. We therefore 

recommended that the project include 18 months full-time marketing 

consultancy to create, within GIHOC, an awareness of the proper role of 

marketing and a small unit capable of monitoring changing circumstances 

and conducting any studies arising. 

4.2 The Market Environment in Ghana 

The Ghanaian market is regarded by most domestic manufacturers as 

a sellers market - i.e. one in which the producer can sell anything he 

can make. The concept of marketing is not generally seen to be relevant 

to the current economic circumstances of the country. Marketing is at 

at early stage of development in Ghana, and GIHOC was no exception to this 

general statement. This attitude derives from past protection of the home 

industries against foreign imports.  It leads towards a lack of concern as 

to the duality of goods the buyer wants and to shortsightedness as to how 

the future demand patterns will develop. 

The comfortable situation of a sheltered market outlined above will 

not continue forever. One day Ghanaian industry will come under increasing 

pressure of competition and this could occur quite suddenly, as it did to 

GIHOC Footwear Division in 1970/1971. Competition is most likely to come 

first from private enterprise in the hitherto protected home market and 

ultimately imports could also be freer. More immediately Governmental 

pressure for exports could force Ghanaian companies into the highly 

competitive world of international commerce. To enable GIHOC to anticipate 

the pressures brought about by competition the general standard of 

marketing in GIHOC needed to be raised. 
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4.3    Headquarter'a Mark«ting Unit 

We recommended therefor« that a mil but effective Marketing unit 

•hould be set up at GI HOC headquarters to initiate the necessary improvements. 

The reasons  for choosing this solution,  rather than working directly within 

divisions, are varied but may be susssarised as follows: 

•osse work relates only to headquarter's functions such 

as policy determination 

work transcends any single divisional interest 

a single source of expertise  is required as a nucleus 

fro« which divisional Marketing aay be developed. 

He visualised the unit would work partly for headquarters and partly 

for and with the divisions.    For headquarters it would primarily concentrate 

on work contributing to senior management's policy decisions: 

advising the Director of Development on future areas 

of  industrial growth suitable for GIHOC investment 

helping to co-ordinate the work of the divisions 

where products or images overlap, so as to avoid 

conflict or wasted effort 

export 

ling the suitability of products and markets for 

providing a bank of economic and market data to help 

in forecasting economic trends, as well as more detailed 

data on markets which are common to several divisions. 

In addition, it would provide divisions with guidance and practical 

help in marketing.    Their need for thia is indicated by the fact that at 

the tine of  the initial survey most of them did not know the sise of their 

market, how it was moving, nor what their share of it was. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The first divisional task therefore for th« marketing unit was to 

guide divisions in assessing their  share of the market and how they could 

increase that share profitably;    alternatively,  if no potential was identified 

for  improving the market share,  help would he given in investigating other 

and possibly aore  lucrative markets. 

The second task was to help the« to prepare for increasing competition. 

Divisions need to know what the consumer wants  in terns of quality and 

also what he  is prepared to pay.    Marketing can help divisions gauge the 

attestions so that they can adapt  their products  to what the aarket wants 

and thereby profitably increase their aarket share. 

Help with exports is the third naia task.    Ghana has a desperate need 

for exports and there is considerable pressure  froa Government for firms 

to export at  least part of their output.    Indeed, Cannery Division was 

asked to devote its entire production to export,  having in the past 

exported little or nothing.    So marketing was required to help divisions in 

preparing carefully considered,  selective export market plans. 

The first consideration in establishing an effective marketing function 

within GIHOC was to create a general acceptance of  its value.    Por this it 

was vital that the marketing unit won the co-operation and respect of the 

divisions at an early stage.    It was essential  to show General Managers that 

marketing was not just another headquarters    function but could give them 

practical help in running their buainess profitably. 

To this end our approach concentrated on: 

doing practical project work for and with divisions 

involving existing marketing and other staff from 

divisions  in the projects as much as possible 

building on such constructive marketing work as had 

already been done in the divisions and using the 

evidence of completed market surveys to convince 

General Managers of the value of marketing. 
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TIH> unit was  set  up   from the beginning of  the  project with the 

Marketing counterpart, Mr.  K.M. Ananga, and subsequently he was joined 

by Mr. Y.C. Gaikpa working on export promotion and acting where necessary 

•s his deputy.    He believed  that the marketing unit  should always remain 

•mall and that by the end of Stage 2  should comprise not more than three 

individuals, namely: 

a senior marketing executive 

an export marketing manager 

an analyst. 

In the event,  this structure has become generally accepted.    Mr. Ananga 

continues to held the senior post but  the other two posts,  at the time of 

writing, are vacant.    GIHOC are planning to fill  these vacancies and we 

strongly urge that this  is done without delay or  the impact and image 

of marketing within GIHOC will dwindle.    Much useful work has already been 

done but, as described below,there are still further important projects 

for marketing to tackle. 

4.4    Work Done 

The unit made a rapid start and, undet the guidance of the full-time 

marketing consultant, completed its first two marketing studies during 

Stage 1 of the project. These were both aimed at providing a basis for 

immediate policy decisions, namely: 

the continuation of corned beef production at Bolgatanga 

and the possibility of diversification from beef to other 

•eats 

and -   the potential for expansion of GIHOC's brick- making 

capacity at Kaneshie. 

These relatively snail studies provided valuable experience for 

marketing staff as well as giving positive useful data to management. 

The main conclusions ware: 
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that  there was a large unsatisfied demand for corned 

beef  in Ghana.    Moat  aupplies are at preaent imported; 

Maat Products Diviaion has only a saull ahare of the 

aarket.    Indications were that increaaed production 

would be readily saleable even at higher prices 

that there waa an adequate aarket to juetify rehabilitation 

of GIHOC's Kaneshie brickworks, despite its run-down 
state. 

Thereafter,  a wider progresse was atraed with senior aanageaant 

concentrating on developing Marketing plans for the following divisions: 

Boatyards 

Footwear 

Pharaaceuticals 

Metal Industries. 
i 

The conclusions fron the aarket studies for these divisions ware as 
follows:- 

Boatyards 

There is enough deaand in Chana for wooden fishing vessels 

up to 70'  long to aaintain the division at about its present 

noainal capacity of 18 boata a year for the next few years. 

Substantial iaproveaents will be necessary to achieve this 

profitably. 

Footwear Division 

I 
I 

GIHOC is the largest industrial manufacturer of footwear 

in Ghana, but its aarket share is less than 10% in tcms of 

voluae.    Cheaper shoes and sandals, for a aarket currently 

dominated by wayside suppliera, offer GIHOC the aost scope for 

increasing its aarket share. 
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Miar—ceuticals Division 

The proposed expansion of Pharmaceuticals Division is 

well founded in terms of potential stärket.    However,   the 

increased sales, especially in the private sector,  will bring 

the division up against stronger competition from other local 

manufacturers.    There will he a need,  therefore,  to aount a 

substantial and aggressive marketing effort. 

Metal Industries Division 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

This demonstrated  that thsre is sufficient market di 

for the scale of operation envisaged by  the division.    The 

market is capable of  supporting a price  structure which will 

enable the division to make tacks profitably.    Prices to 

customers who presently import their summlies direct will be 

a little higher.    However,   it is felt  that, given present  import 

licence constraints,   these customers would accept rather higher 

prices if they can secure supplies locally as this would free 

their import licence allocation for purchase of other imported 

goods. 

The market for welded mesh is seam to be primarily in 

providing burglar proofing for low cost housing. 

As an example of the reports produced froa this series of studies, the 

one for boatyards is given in Volume 3, Annasa I.    These studies ware 

carried out by the project team with counterpart staff  taking increasingly 

more responsibility for the planning and overall conduct of the work. 

In the case of the Pharmaceuticals study moat of the interviewing was dona 

by divisional nark«ting staff with the central nerketiag teas providing 

general direction and guidance. 

With regard to export marketing a separate series of studies ware 

undertaken.    These were designad to damons trata how to identify and then 

follow up opportunities for the export of CIHOC producta.   For this exercise, 

canned pineapples were chosen as a suitable product and  in Volume 3, Annexa II, 

is the report, written by a counterpart, recording the progress made.    A 

copy of the complementary report on the marmat far cannai products in Europa 

is given in Volane 3, Ammana III. 
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The Main findings arc: 

there ia scope  for new entrants to the Western and 

Eastern European markets for canned pineapple producta. 

In West Europe particularly  the market is highly 

competitive and GIHOC's producta do not meet required 

standard! in four reapecta:     conaistent quality, regular 

deliveries,  packaging and price 

succesa in exporting canned pineapple can only be founded 

on large and  assured supplies of raw material. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Preliminary conaideration was also given to other producta which Bight 

b« exported;     low coat  footwear and distilled products were identified as 

possibilities.    The Export Marketing Manager, together with Distilleries 

Diviaion's marketing staff made an initial viait to Upper Volta in June 

1976.    They received a positive response and potential  customers were 

intereated  in buying Distilleries Division's products provided the price 

was competitive.    This was followed by an order from one potential customer 

and a follow up visit was made in July.     Unfortunately  this visit proved 

abortive since the customer backed out  at the last minute on the basis  that 

pricaa were  too high.     It was not possible for Distilleries Diviaion to 

offer any  further reduction in prices,   recogniaing that  the aales revenue 

of  spirits  in the domestic market can be over twice as high as selling the 

sasM product for export,   taking the 20% export bonua. 

Full-time input by  the marketing consultant waa completed in June 

1976.    At  that stage the above studies had been completed and the counterparts 

had gained sufficient experience to work on their own with only part-time 

inputs by ourselvea. 

The studies then undertaken, war« as follows:- 

Footwar Division 

The survey of consumer preferences for adult sandals - 

identified as the prima target for future development of 

aales - was completad and the final report (analysed and 

editad by the marketing unit) was  issued to the division in 

November 1976.   The division accepted the report and used the 

conclusions in planning ita futura operations. 
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Clan Manufacturing Division 

The division completed its programs« of questionnaires 

and follow-up visits to users of hollow-ware  (bottles for beer, 

soft drinks and  spirits), which represents the bulk of its 

output.    A divisional report was  issued in February 1977.    This 

report was then validated by the marketing unit,   and discussed 

with the division before being issued as a final report.    As a 

result of past shortages of supply of bottles,   users' estimates 

of future demand  for bottles - as provided to the division's 

surketing officer - appeared to be seriously overstated, and 

had to be reworked by the marketing unit in the  light of likely 

beverage sales,  bottle stocks and the rate of recycling. 

Pharmaceuticals Division 

Following acceptance by divisional management of the 

conclusions of the overall market survey completed in 1976, 

terms of reference were agreed with the division for a further 

survey of private  sector demand for analgesic and anti-malarial 

tablets.    Due to  the resignation of the divisional sales manager, 

who was to have  led the study,   the study has been deferred until 

the division can make the necessary staff available. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Studies for more than one Division 

Construction Materials Study 

Preliminary terms of reference have been drawn up for thii 

survey by the marketing unit.    The purpose of the study is to 

assess the effect of present and projected building programmes 

in Ghana on the demand for construction materials supplied by 

5 GIHOC divisions:- 

Paints Division 

Steelworks Division 

Brick and Tile Division 

Natal Industries Division 

Marble Works Division 

Paints 

Reinforcing Bar 

Bricks 

Mails 

Tarrasco and Marble Chips. 
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I 

I 

I 
I 
f 
I 

A secondary objective of the proposed study i a to 

identify possible opportunities to make and sell other 

products such as flat glass, builder's hardware (e.g. 

locks,  hinges). 

4.5    Operational Budgets 

The concept of preparing operational budgets for  1977 «as introduced 

to marketing management at a seminar held  in May 1976.     One session was 

devoted to explaining to participants the background to,  and information 

needed for,  the operational budgets.    At the same time participants were 

issued with an aide-memoire listing input« and support data required to 

prepare a detailed marketing plan. 

Subsequent to the seminar,  the marketing consultant visited all 

divisions and discussed with divisional marketing sale« management what 

• could be achieved in practice as marketing inputs to the year's operation 

I plans.    The conclusion of this round of visits was that few divisions were 

really in a position to know the overall  aire of their market nor their 

| own share of  the market.    Sotes of the discussions were made and these were 

sent back to divisional management with suggestions as to what steps they 

I should take to improve their knowledge of  their markets. 

I 4.6   Organisation and Future Programmes 

As discussed in more detail in Section 6 of this report, the former 

marketing counterpart, Mr. K.M. Ananga,  now reports directly to the Deputy 

Managing Director (Operations).    As Head of Marketing he is now fully 

| responsible for drawing up,  obtaining approval for,  and implementing each 

six month's programme of work to be undertaken by the Head Office Marketing 

Unit and the divisional marketing staff.    The programmes will be discussed 

with and agreed by the Deputy Managing Director (Operations)  so as to 

reflect the marketing priorities for the coming six months,  as seen by 

the CIHOC Board.    The progress achieved  in completing studies against the 

proposed programme will be reported each month by the Head of Marketing 

to the Deputy Managing Director (Operations).    A written progress report 

will, in addition, be submitted every three months. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

Ve wire present, aa advisers, at the presentation by Mr. 

of the first suck progresse in March 1977 to tha Deputy Managing Director 

(Operations) and alao at the first progress Mating in Hay 1977.    There- 

aftar. Mr. Ananga want to tha UK for hia two aoaths fellowehip in 

aarkating subjacta. 

On his raturn ha found that his daputy Mr. Y.C. Gaikpa had laft 

CIMOC and such of tha 1977 prograsjM of work reaeias outstanding.    Ha 

would again strass tha naad for filling tha two vacancias in ths Marketing 

Unit so that,  in particular, tha progrs—sd work on analgesics/anti-aalarials 

for Pharmaceuticals and tha comprehensive study of construction aatariala 

can ha coaplatad in tha naar future.    One a thase have been done, the 

coverage of GI HOC divisions by aarkating will be extensiva as shown 

diagrasBMtically in Vol us* 3, Annexe IV. 
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SECTION 5 

PIOOUCTIOM AMD TECHNICAL 

In this icction of the report we describe the production and technical 

work that has been carried out during the project. We show the benefits 

which have already been obtained and others which will arise in the future 

and we also give guidance on soste matters which «ay need attention in the 

future. 

5.1 Si ill 

The tea«, in Chana, for this project, totallad 14 engineers and 

technical specialists of whoa 2 were head office counterparts. They were 

assisted in their work by a large number of individuals and small teams 

at 21 of GIHOC's 22 production plants. Some of the work was done by team 

members being resident on site for periods varying from 2-3 weeks up to 

17 months. Other activities were carried out during visits with a duration 

of one or more days on each occasion. 

Although Stage 2 of the project started in October 1975 logistical 

constraints in terms of counterparts, transportation and GIHOC's 

documentation slowed down the rate of progress until about April 1976. 

Thereafter, as expected, progress was rapid and implementation continued 

at a high pace for the remainder of the project period. 

At the review meeting in Accra in October 1976 we acceded to a joint 

request by UNIDO and GIHOC that the production input should be reduced in 

order to fund additional inputs on finance. To this end we had to agree that 

this would be achieved by cancelling programmes already started in Boatyards 

and Steelworks Divisions, which GIHOC hoped could perhaps be undertaken 

through bilateral financing. Further, despite a considerable input by 

ourselves, Electronics Division failed to implement our detailed 

recommendations on stock control, although they had requested they be 

allowed to do so and agreed both the proposals and programme. 

In spite of the cancellations at Boatyards and Steelworks, the 

progress in other GIHOC divisions was so rapid that we were in fact able 

to continue making an input in the field of planned maintenance. In 

Periodic Report Mo. 1 we recorded our policy decision early in Stage 2 

to involve all 22 GIHOC plants in the introduction of planned maintenance. 
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TW« «a« in contrast with the originally proposed work for Stag« 2 where 

there was mention of introduction of planned aaintenance at only 9 plant«. 

In the event we are    able to record that planned maintenance is no« fully 

operational at 20 plants.    The  «y.te.« have been designed for the remote 

plant, at Wenchi and Fw.lugu «ad will be put into operation in October 

and December re.pectively.    The delay with the latter is waiting for the 

re-opening of the plant in December to process the new season's crop. 

At the start of our work on planned maintenance we encountered 

evidence of sisiilar «cheaes which had been introduced previously and which 

had sub.equ.ntly decayed and fallen into disuse.    To ainiai«« against 

thi« possibility in th« future, we designed a standard basic systea, 

including common documentation,  which then formed  the planning systea in 

each plant.    To this we added the aaintenance requirements  for each piece 

| of plant and aachincry and also the local  administrative procedures which 

wer«  required.    Thus,  although there is a wide variety of machinery aero«« 

th« diff.rent plant«,   th«, all  hav« th« «am* .y.t«. of msintenanc. planning. 

Thi« hai th« great advantage that engineers can transfer to other plants, 

with different processes and aachin.ry,  yet immediately operate the 

maintenance planning systea with which they «re experienced.    There  is of 

cour«« th« additional advantage,  that there are now a large number of 

I engineer, throughout GIHOC with knowledge and experience of  the systea 

and  this will ainiaisc against  th« possibility of decay. 

I 

I 
I 

I 

The purpose of planned aaintenance is  to keep  the production and 

auxiliary aachincry running «aoothly,  thus preventing the serious disruption 

to production which can take place when sudden unexpected breakdown« occur. 

In support of this  it is necessary to hav« «n adequate well-balanced stock 

of «par« parts.    To this end we hav« introduced «pare parts  stock control. 

After  th« cancellation at Steelwork« our work programme for  spare parts 

I stock control comprised only 6 divisions,   but  in fact w« have coapleted 

this control in 10 divisions and the systea« are fully operational. 

The introduction of spare parts stock control has been extremely 

complicated.    It ha« necessitated a technical examination of each item 

of aachincry or equipment to determine which parts  should be stocked, 

physical counting of «vary single item held in stores and in some cases 

J « complet« réorganisât ion of the stores themselves. 
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Mot only is it necessary to have adequate and well-balanced stocks 

of spare parts, it is also necessary to have the saae for raw materials. 

Hence we planned to develop and implement raw materials stock control. 

With the exception of the 3 divisions mentioned earlier, we were scheduled 

to do raw materials stock control in 5 divisions. In fact we have completed 

in four; the fifth will be completed in October and has only been delayed 

by constraints within the division. 

I 
I 
I 

As with planned maintenance, both types of stock control have made 

use of standard documentation and a common approach modified to suit 

the particular operating requirements and internal organisation of each 

division.  In conjunction with each General Manager, responsibility for 

the overall operation of the system, and the investment and balance of 

stock, has been assigned to a single officer at each plant. This is 

always the person responsible for consumption, irrespective of any links 

between, say, stores and accounting. 

The value of stocks now controlled by the new stock control systems 

is in excess of fll.000,000, a figure which would rise appreciably if 

the same controls were extended to other divisions. As most of the items 

are imported, there is now a very real means of making the best use of 

foreign exchange. 

Although large inputs have been made, quite rightly, in the fields 

of maintenance and stock control, a considerable effort has been put 

into other activities, in cooperation with, and often at the request of 

General Managers. Some typical examples of this work are: 

definition of central workshop for specialised repair, 

spares manufacture and training purposes;  including 

estimate of costs and programme for building erection 

and equipment procurement, installation and commissioning 

salification of a range of amali tools and materials 

urgently requiring procurement for divisional workshops 
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establishment of central planning function for boat 

construction (BOATYARDS) 

provision of specialist technical advice on brick 

Manufacture and kiln operation (BRICK AMD TILE) 

procurement of urgently needed spare parts in Europe 

and air freighting these to Ghana (BRICK & TILE) 

planning new warehousing facilities (DISTILLERIES and 

PAINTS) 

measurement and balancing of plant capacity (DISTILLERIES) 

training and supervision of engineering personnel in 

the correct setting, adjustment and maintenance of 

production machinery (FIBRE BAG) 

specification and introduction of changes in process 

and quality control measurement and recording (FIBRE BAG) 

introduction of management control information (FIBRE 

BAG, METALS and PAPER) 

specification of work programme for technical specialist 

supplied under United Kingdom assistance programme 

(FIBRE BAG) 

provision of specialist technical advice on footwear 

manufacture (FOOTWEAR) 

introduction of production planning procedures aimed 

at maximising output with variable product mix and 

capacity restraints (METALS and PAINTS) 

measurement of steel can manufacturing capacity (PAINTS) 
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planning re-layout of production facilities and 

inter-process storage (PAINTS) 

conducting in-plant supervisor training course (PAPER) 

production scheduling to remove bottleneck (PAPER) 

provision or specialist technical advice on rolling mill 

engineering, operation and maintenance (STEELWORKS) 

re-organisation of stores (VEGETABLE OIL MILLS). 

We would like to stress that the above activities, and others not 

included, were only made possible by the positive contribution and 

participation of staff of all levels in the many plants of GIHOC. 

One of the major activities undertaken by the production team has 

been to audit and monitor work implemented earlier in the project. In 

simple terms, the purpose of these visits was to check the effectiveness 

of the new planning and control facilities, to see the procedures are 

operating correctly and that action was taken where necessary. These 

audits also provided an opportunity to resolve any difficulties which 

may be arising and for giving further instruction. The results of the 

visits were discussed with the personnel involved and with the General 

Managers, if available. In the case of stock control audits, a report 

was always issued to the local General Manager with a copy to the 

Deputy Managing Director (Operations) at head office. The system of 

monitoring and auditing will be continued through our counterparts now 

that the project is ended. 

Training has, of course, been another very important element of the 

team's programme. Much of it has been on-the-job training where a team 

member demonstrated the new system over a period of probably several days, 

then performed it jointly with the trainee, again for several days, 

before the next stage which consists of observing the trainee working 

independently. The final stage occurred when the team member resorted 

to part-time supervision. 
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In addition to the on-the-job training, seminars have been conducted 

at both Divisional and Corporation level.    The participants here included 

accountants,  procurement officers,  stores superintendents,  engineering 

and production personnel.    Although attendance has not been coapulsory, 

particularly for Corporation seminars, over  130 senior and middle managers 
have taken part. 

Training by verbal means needs to be supported by written material 

and early in the project we mede a wide circulation of notes on planned 

maintenance.    Similarly with each application of stock control a    manual 

of procedures was issued;     seminar notes were distributed and a number 

of  subject reports issued and distributed.    Finally,  a comprehensive 

guide to stock control in GIHOC was produced with a similar one on 

planned maintenance.    These last two documents have been included  in 

Volume 4 as Annexes I and II.    Also in that Volume and in Volume 5 are 

specimens of production and technical reports submitted. 

With a project of this type, many of the benefits emerge over a 

relatively long period of  time and even then the tangible ones are not 

always easy to measure unless  suitable yardsticks are established at an 

early date,  as has been done for example with stock control.    Nevertheless 

some benefits have already arisen before project completion and these 

are set out in the description of divisional activities which follow. 

Typical examples of these are: 

I 
I 
I 

a bottleneck in the production of internal fitments 

was seriously hampering the delivery of finished 

cases from Paper Conversion Division; scheduling 

this work cantre with an attendant increase in 

capacity raised output by 60Z and has completely 

eliminated the backlog 

improved setting, operation and maintenance of the 

primary processing stages at Fibre Bag Manufacturing 

Division has resulted in a considerable improvement 

in yarn quality, which in turn is resulting in higher 

levels of output due to fewer yarn breakages at 

spinning and weaving 
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th« procurcaent of urgently needed spare parts 

in Europe has enabled production machinery to be 

kept in operation at Brick * Tile Division. 

In all the 15 situations where stock control has been applied, to 

either raw materials or spare parts, there has been an immediate and 

continuing benefit in the form of savings of foreign exchange. With these 

controls, foreign exchange is now being spent only on the materials 

really required and in the quantities needed, in contrast to the former 

situation where it was frequently spent ill-advisedly because of the lack 

of real information and of effective means of control. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The introduction of planned maintenance  is already beginning to 

improve plant performance.    A good example of  this is at Fibre Bag 

Division which has a reduction in machine downtime of 50%.  Further benefits 

of this type are however limited  in many cases by insufficient  stocks of 

spare parts.     This  in turn is due  to  insufficient foreign exchange 

facilities being made available,   a subject discussed later  in more detail. 

Further improvements  in output will  arise through more effective use of 

limited resources,   occasioned by  the production planning  introduced at 

Metal Industries and Paints Divisions.     Similarly, waste reduction at 

Paper Conversion Division is a worthwhile benefit coming from improved 

management information.    The can capacity study undertaken at Paints 

Division is now being extended  to cover other plants with similar 

facilities      Although the benefits of   the finished study cannot be predicted 

it will be surprising if there is not  some improvement in the utilisation 

of existing resources. 

The benefits mentioned above are of a tangible nature,   but  there are 

those equally important which are intangible.     Management development on- 

the-job has been an important part of  the production work,  and we would 

hope that many of  the managers,  and others,  with whom the  team have worked, 

will have benefited    not only by gaining experience of some new techniques, 

but will also have had the opportunity of grasping new ideas and concepts. 

It is these, when sieved and blended to produce solutions appropriate to 

Ghana,  that offer perhaps the greatest long term benefit to GIHOC. 
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I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Of course,   the work which has been implemented during the project 

will be wasted unless there is a continuing opportunity for practice. 

To this end management are now continuing the auditing and monitoring 

of the new developments to ensure  that decay does not take place.     In 

this context,  we would repeat yet again our plea that the GIHOC divisions 

are provided with sufficient foreign exchange   firstly to build up and 

then maintain adequate stocks of spare parts.     Without these,  outputs 

will be lower  through the inevitable stoppages or reduced rates of working. 

But also without  these spares  the engineers cannot practise planned 

maintenance  in the proper way.    Nor can engineers,  production managers, 

stores superintendents and others practise their  role in the efficient 

planning and management of stocks.     We hope therefore that GIHOC will  be 

given the support it needs to operate efficiently and therefore be able 

to avail  itself  fully of the benefits which should be forthcoming from 
the project. 

Of the consultant members of the production team, Mr. D.J. Weeks left 

Ghana on 6th July, with Mr. S.A. Cruickshank and Mr. A.M. Marshall leaving 

on the 20th July and 23rd September  1977 respectively.    Since that  time, 

J the work of auditing, monitoring and progressing  the last completions, 

has been carried out by the two counterparts who are now experienced  in 

I all aspects of  the production work. 

• A table showing the state of completion of all the production activities 

undertaken during the project,  both scheduled and unscheduled,  is given in 
Annexe III,  Volume 2. 

5.2    Boatyards Division 

Activities Scheduled Progress 

Production control 

Plant and equipment assessment 

Organisation of the production function 

Stock control of production items 

Cancelled 

Unscheduled Activities Progress 

Planned maintenance Complete 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

At the time of the review meeting in October 1976 we had been working 

on the first three of the scheduled activities. A number of studies had 

been made of methods of working and practical advice given on these 

matters. A central production planning section had been formed at Tema, 

which was actively involved in programming and progressing individual 

stages of build of each boat in the yard. We were about to extend the 

activities of this section and start work on the application of stock 

control to production items, when the decision was made to discontinue 

this part of the project. 

Although not originally included in our schedule of work, we had 

started the introduction of planned maintenance at both Tema and Sekondi 

before the October review meeting. This was in accordance with our aim 

of implementing planned maintenance as widely as possible within GIHOC 

during the duration of project. We took the view that this work was not 

affected by the October decision and therefote continued with it. 

There is not a great deal of equipment to be maintained at either 

of the boatyards, so that ship's mechanical equipment was included in 

I addition to workshop machinery. The scheme has been operating successfully 

at Tema since the end of March. It will however need to be revised with the 

influx of new machinery and with an additional slipway due as part of 

an external aid programme. This revision work is well within the 

capability of the local engineer. At Sekondi, implementation was completed 

in July for this tiny site. The scheme is operating smoothly under the 

direction of a former naval engineer with previous experience of, and 

commitment to, planned maintenance. 

5.3 Brick & Tile Division 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Unscheduled Activities Progress 

I Procurement of emergency spare parta       Completad 

I 

Activities Scheduled Progress 

Planned maintenance Completed 

Plant and equipment assessment Completed 
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Up to October 197ft, our coranica  epecialist had ned«  two visits 

to Cfcaaa.    Duriag th« first of that«  ia Hovoaoar 1975 ve —rtr recoaneadatioas 

for: 

iaproviag tac kiln draught coaiitioa 

changing acttiag practice 

nodifyiag production schedules 

i -        iaproviag kiln operation. 

It was agreed that thai« ree osane ndat ions would be inpleawated ky 

divisional aeaagenent,  ani we sukseauemtly provided further assistane« 

by aeadiag, froa tha UK, drawings and  technical cost dataila aa required. 

Th« second visit ky the specialiat  consultant took place  ia July/ 

August 197ft.    Ia susaaary, tas advica given covered tha following nain 

isauas: 

identification of the need  to raise tha output 

of tan krick-naking plant Mainly through the 

introduction of new awthoda 

recoaneadations to iaprove  the quality of kricks 

review aad ccassent s oa the plans for expansion 

of the overall plant 

recoasMadation for the developeMat of 

kricks. 

The work oa planned aainteaaace waa atopped for cuita  a while, with 

oaiy one-third of the aaaual sheets coaapleted, as the diviaioa did not 

have aa engineer.    Subsequently a young techaician was appointed aad 

although he took over the developaeat work,  progress waa  atill  alow.    This 

was because ha had to rely oa the Production Manager for aost of  the plaaaiag 

iaforaation.    However,  the work waa eventually ceaplatad aaai the syatea 

started operatiag early ia auguat. 
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During th. „hol. of th. ti- w. have bean associated with thi. 

divi.ion there h«. been a probi« of obtaining .pare part..    The 

divi.ion «ade .trenuou. effort, to obtain suitable spare, both fro» 

ov.r.ea. agent,  and local «uppliers.     The partial succès, of these 

tffort. undoubtedly enabled the machinery to be utilised   to a greater 

.«teat than would otherwi.e have been possible.    However,   there were 

• till some important it«., which were required urgently and which could 

not be obtained  locally.    Th... were  li.ted by the General Manager snd 

". war. able to obtain the. in the UIC and Germany.    They wer. air freighted 
to Ghana and put  to insediate use. 

5.4   Cannery Divi.ion 

Scheduled Activities 

Mil 

Unscheduled Activities 

Spare parts stock control 

Planned maintenance   - M.awam Plant 

- Wenchi Plant 

- Pwalugu Plant 

Protra.. 

Progre.. 

Completed 

Completed 

Due October 

Due December 

In the initial planning of Stag. 2 of the proj.ct w. did not .chsdul. 

«njr production „ork to b. don. in thi. divi.ion.    In th. event we hsv. in 
fact undertaken the two activities named above. 

Spar. part, .tock control was implemented in th. divi.ion'. main plant 

at N.awa. in July of la.t ysar.    An audit wa. conducted in October 1976, and 
another in July 1977. 

I 
I 

Th. numerical result, of the audit, are:- 

DATE NO. or 
ITEMS 

AT 01 BELOW 
RE-ORDEft LEVEL 

OUT OF 
STOCK 

No. X No. X 

July        1976 421 44 10.5 38 9.0 
October 1976 425 43 10.1 30 7.1 
July        1977 "   I 24 5.3 11 2.5 
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The audit showed that  the fall in the number of  itemi at or below 

rtorder  level was reduced,   largely due to item«   locally purchased in 

the meantime.    The position on imported items remains unchanged and the 

placing of orders to clear  these has been urged.     The  locally purchased 

i teas also account for the  fall  in the number out of  stock. 

Planned maintenance was completed at Nsawam in March, it was also 

introduced  to the Wenchi factory and will become operational at the end 

of October.     The necessary development work haa  also been done for the 

Fwalugu factory where it will become operational when the factory next 

opens  in December. 

5.5    Distilleries Division 

Scheduled Activities 

Stock control of spares i teas 

Planned maintenance 

Production control 

Plant and equipment assessaent 

Organisation of the production function 

Progress 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

Unscheduled Activities 

Warehouse layout 

Raw materials stock control 

Progress 

Completed 

Completed 

The spare parts stock control application was completed in March 1976. 

Audita were carried out in December of that year and in May 1977 which gave 

the following results:- 

DATE 
OH STOCK 
CONTROL 

AT OR BELOW 
RE-ORDER LEVEL 

OUT OF 
STOCK 

No. X No. X 

March       1976 

December 1976 

May           1977 

197 

199 

209 

62 

72 

63 

31.5 

36.7 

30.1 

62 

63 

41 

31.5 

31.6 

19.6 

- 
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Numerically the situation had improved by May due to deliveries 

made at the end of December and some orders placed earlier  in the year. 

However,  the May audit revealed some disappointing inadequacies  in 

operating the scheme.    In particular it was noticed that: 

no action had been taken to obtain certain parts 

identified as shortages in March 1976 

certain items had been ordered although they were 

not on stock control 

in at least one case an item was ordered which did 

not require this action. 

The shortcomings  in operating the system vers the responsibility 

of two engineers.    These déficiences have now been corrected  following 

a frank discussion between the General Manager and the officers concerned. 

There is a lesson to be learned from this case and the similar  example 

at Metal Industries Division.     In both divisions the spares  stock is very 

•mall and decisions on ordering take place only infrequently.     Because of 

this,  there is a danger that when a non-routine activity has to take 

place it is carried out in the traditional manner, rsther than using 

the newer, more systematic approach.    It demonstrates the point made 

earlier in 5.1,  of the opportunity to practice being an essential element 
in the prevention of decay. 

Planned maintenance was introduced in February and was operating 

smoothly within the constraints imposed by spare parts.    However, due to 

shortage of imported materials there has been only limited production in 

the plant for several months this year and this has diluted  the  impact 
of  the maintenance scheme. 

The production planning, plant and equipment assessment,  and work on 

organisation of the production function, centred on the bottling department, 

where we made studies  to obtain the capacity and outputs for the various 

product lines.    From these studies, we determined more realistic outputs 

then previously used for planning purposes.    In addition to the revised 

output standards,  standard manning arrangements for each product line have 

been calculated to ensure that supervisory staff allocate the appropriate 

staffing to the bottling lines for the maximisation of output. 
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To determine  th. output« of  th« product Un«., . «tudy of th« capacity 

b.lanc. wa. nacssary.   lotti« «..hin« «a. id.ntifi«d a. th. on« ar«. of 

i-balance. Howv.r. . Mw botti« wa.hing «chin« i. now in.t.lled a. part 

of . n« auto—tic bottling lin«. Thi. «chin. ha. capacity which will b« 

«Md to r«n»v«   th«  iab.l.„c. b«tw*«n wa.hing and bottling proc...... 

Th. information on plant capacity has been uaed to aodify th« 

j pr.-production planning proc.dur«..     It i. now po..ibl. to a..«., «or« 

.ccur.t.ly th«   staff r.quir.d to co«pl.t. th. production pro,,«—,   to 

•«.... th« ti—  « particular product will b. bottLd, to predict «or. 

| .ccur.t.ly th«  r«quir»,nt for blends,  and to be abl. to plan in «dv.„c. 

th. chang«ov«r of « lint from on« product to another. 

Modification, hav. b.«n «de  to  th« «n.ge««t reporting ayate«. 

| Th... hav. included a new daily record of production indicating output. 

-«ling,  .tart «od fini.h ti«, and downti« co-p.r.d again.t th. .tand.rd.. 

I A daily downti.« r.cord ha. b««n introduce in ord.r that an analy.i. of 

th. downti«. of  «.ch lin. can b« k.pt.    A r.vi..d w.kly production r.port 

ha. .1.0 b«.n  introducd to provid« b.tt.r control infonaation.    In 

addition. «onthly .«!„.. .r. pr«par.d to ch.ck tr.nd. in production output, 

•ad downti»«.     Th«.. ar. bain« u..d  to ch.ck th. r.vi..d .tandard. and th« 

•ff.ct« on output of th. plan«d «aint.nanc. procdur... 

Th. fir.t of  th. un.ch.dul«d activiti... carri.d out at th. r.quest 

of th. Cenerai Manager, w«, a study on th. warehousing r.quir««nt. for 

few «t.rial. and fini.had good..    Thi. identified an urgent need for 

incr....d capacity, broadly coafinaing th. division's plan, for th. 

dev.lopa.nt of  now war.hou.ing faciliti... 

Two ..ctiona v.r. id.ntifi«d a. requiring additional apaca, nawly. 

bottling «tarlala «ad bondad it«...     Th« .pac. .vaiUbi. for the .tor«g. 

of botti«, and carton, i. presently so« 15,000 sq. ft.    There ia OM ssall 

«sr.hous. of 2.000 aq. ft. that i. d«.iSnat«d th. bond.d war.hou...    Th« 

calculated requirement i. for aoaw 11,000 sq. ft. 

TH. results of the «tudy w«r« i..u«d in an internal report together 

with a proposed  layout.   Thi. showad that a new war.hou.« of 20,000 sq.  ft. 

•hould be built on th. «i.tin. site, which, together with a re-layout of 

the pr..ent warahousin, facilities would «k. the beat u.« of th. available spac.. 
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IB «édition,  the introduction of palletisation has been suggested,  in 

orear to facilitata tat aasiar transportation of bottles within the 

factory. 

Stock control of raw Materials was consisted in March and 

carried out in June showed the following nwnerical results:- 

an audit 

DATI OH STOCK 
COKTODL 

AT Ott KLOV 
U-OftDCl L1V1L 

OUT or 
STOCK 

Mo. X No. % 

March 1977 

June    1977 

9S 

98 

20 

20 

20.4 

20.4 

•il 

9            9.2 

At that tine the situation had secane nore critical.    The purchasing 

department had a list of itaaa waiting re-orderiag hut was awaiting the 

establishment of letters of credit before orders could be placed.    Also, 

difficulty was being experienced  in purchasing labels from local printers 

becauee of their lack of raw Materials. 

5.4    Electronics Division 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Scheduled Activities 

Stock control of production itane 

Production control 

Unscheduled Activitiaa 

Planned naintenance 

Protraaa 

•altad 

Halted 

Progress 

Conpleted 

In January 1974 we started what should have bean an extensive programme 

of full-tine assistance for thia division.   We en—in cad with a detailed 

analysis of production problene and diagnosed that firat priority should 

be given to the stock control of production Materials.    Detailed recounendatious 

were nada and accepted and we cosanencad iupleaautatioa.    Subeeauently, the 

General Manager requested that hie staff should be responsible for 

inplementation under our overall guidance.   Although wa war« not optinistic 

about thia arrangement we preparad an inplanentatioa unuual, a procedures 
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amamal and a paper setting out tha mitt for establishing eoatral 

parameter«.    Aa ianlaaantatioa programme «as prepared and the variava 

completion datas agread ia June lf7i. 

Following '»at time wa gav« on-site training to all relevant »taff, 

with ona noticeable key absent««.    We nade many visits and on aach 

occasion could datact  littla progress and reportad to GI1KX Head Of fica 

management accordingly.    At  tha beginning of Oc tobar 1976 a review Mating 

was held under tha chairmanship of the Managing Director.    At this seating 

tha Cenerai Manager fully accepted tha propose*  acheae with one ainor 

exception.    Me also promised that tha original prograaaM would be 

completed by 31st December 197é.    Following tha meeting we visitad tha 

division a number of tinas to noni tor progross amd provide guidance should 
it be necessary. 

On these occasions we ware assured that progress was up to plan 

though this did not accord with our owa observation«.    Further, although 

wa ware also assured that tha technical contant of the manual• was wall 

understood, there ware occaaions when we found it difficult to ballava 

that this could be so. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Finally, at the beginning of February 1977 wa had to report to tha 

Managing Director that programme conmistión had not bean achieved and 

tha progress nade waa minimal.    We did not believe ws should continua 

in our attempts to introduce stock control with tha division's management 

teem.    Ve had no confidence in their willingness  to complet« tha 

development in a proper manner nor operate it diligently afterwards. 

Tha development work required is wall docuammtad and instruction has 

bean given to tha Production Co-ordiaator.    lap lamentation «ill require 

his full-tine support for a number of aontha.    Taia should not be 

undertaken this year b«cause of tha heavy programme elsewhere in support 

of tha rast of tha project which is alrsady in hamd.    It may ala« be 

necessary to rear rang« »orne functional responsibilities in the division 

to ensure effective implementation.    Volume 4, Ammei«« III, IV ami * 

are sample« of reporta prepared on tha work ia this division. 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

Tka introduction of pUmai Miattaaac« was not in our original 

•cháfele of work for this division.     Mowowar, we did eventually  includa 

it «1 though it ia a assail activity which bacana operational in Jun« 1977. 

5'7    FUr* **' Divi*io« 

Sckeduled Activities Progress 

Plant and eau i puent assesaemnt Conplatad 

Stock control of production i tanta Conplatad 

Organisation of the production function     Conplatad 

Production engineering Conplatad 

Stock control of spares i tan* Conplatad 

PlantMd naintenance Conplatad 

Uneckaduled Activities Frograss 

Ovarhaul and resetting of aackinaa Conplatad 

Planning and adniniatratioai of 
kilataral aid progranna Conplatad 

Tka plant and eauipnent assessment wna nada towards tka and of 1973 

ky ua co-opting tka aarvicas of a specialist fron Janas Hackia and Sona 

Liai tea, tka company originally responsible for supplying equipment and 

caumissioaing tka factory. Arising from this viait a list of plant and 

apara parta waa specified to Wring th* plant into balança and enable 

production to be maintained. Tka liât waa subsequently nod i fed to taka 

account of tka isska lance creatad whan a serious fire danagad tka taaaer 

J carda and hopper feeders.    The amenda« liât now includes two hopper units 

of inprovad design and although thra« furthar hopper units would enable 

I tka nill to operate no re effectively,  divisional naaaganant haa dacidad 

to avalúate the two nav hoppers before asking a final decision on tka 

ranaiader in viaw of tka high cost iavolvad.    Tka nav hopper unita, 

together with other itane of plant and spares, «houle ka available before 

tka and of 1977. 

Hitk regard to atock control of production itane, which in this 

I ina tance refers nainly to tka jute anal kanaf usad in tka proceaa, a 

datailad study waa nada during early 197».    Tka purchasing, storage and 

trol procedura a warn found to ka aatiafactory and wa considerad 

,ee to ka uunaceeaary. 
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With the organisation of the production function the main emphasis 

was given to changes in process and quality control procedures and to 

machine and worker performances, these being essential factors in the 

management of production. 

Reports were issued on the main factors affecting process and quality 

control, together with revised process and quality procedures. These 

procedures started in December 1976 and are operating throughout the 

factory. The various charts and graphs being maintained regularly by 

quality control personnel, show the effect of various changes in the 

process.  It is significant that senior production management are taking 

a much greater interest in the work of the quality control department 

now that they can benefit from the information made available. 

Revised procedures were also prepared for reporting machine and 

worker performances. These were implemented by the Mill Manager on 

his return from his fellowship in March. Progress has been excellent 

and all these procedures are in operation. The number of different 

reports is less than half of those used in the previous system and there 

is an improvement in the resulting management information. 

As mentioned above we wrote four subject reports for this division 

dealing with both process and quality control as well as production 

performance and procedures. These have been reproduced as Annexes 

I to IV in Volume 5. 

Plans were made and agreed with management in October 1976 to change 

the machine settings throughout the mill nearer to their optimum condition, 

thereby increasing production further. However, such changes are 

dependent on regular fibre slivers through carding, and with the return 

to hand feeding following damage to the hopper units, increases in sliver 

irregularities were inevitable. In the circumstances the plans were 

postponed and efforts diverted to other activities. More recently we 

discussed with senior management what action could be taken to increase 

production and it was agreed that some re-setting of machines within the 

mill could be done to increase throughput. This is a delicate operation, 

so it is particularly appropriate that the changes should be directed by 

the technical expert currently resident in the mill under the bilateral 

aid programme. 
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The production engineering activity was concerned with evaluating 

the types of repair and maintenance work undertaken by the division and 

the skills and facilities available to undertake this work. The most 

immediate conclusion was that although the workshop was well equipped 

and stall well trained, there was serious shortage of cutting tools 

and workshop materials. A special exercise was mounted in which the 

most urgent needs of this and other divisions were identified. It 

had been hoped to obtain these during 1976 using a part of the import 

licence of Steelworks Division. However, this was not implemented due 

to delays in obtaining pro-forma invoices. Steelworks Division has again 

offered their facilities for this year but the prospects are not bright 

in view of the general difficulty in establishing letters of credit. 

In March 1976, a start was made to the application of stock control 

to spare parts. This was a large and slow task with all the usual 

complications found in this type of work, but with the added difficulty 

that no stocks or history of usage records were available for many of 

the items.  By May 1977, all mechanical parts had been completed and the 

effort was then transferred to the much smaller number of electrical 

items.  The work has been done by a divisional team which is undoubtedly 

the most experienced in GIHOC. Audits have been done from time-to-time 

and the results are given in the following table:- 

AT OR BELOW OUT OF 

DATE 
ON STOCK 
CONTROL 

RE-ORDER LEVEL STOCK 

No. : No.     X 

July    1976 1,580 642 41 

1 

567 ! 36 

December 1976 2,381 753 32 1,133 j 48 

May     1977 3,438 1,302 38 1,191 | 35 

4 

This division has large quantities of parts on order, yet still has 

a very serious stocking situation with 38% of all items in need of 

immediate re-ordering and for 35Z there is no stock at all. The position 

has been made worse by the delay in re-ordering which has taken place 

because of the delay in issuing an import licence and establishing letters 

of credit. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 

Our «onitoring visits on planned maintenance, which became 

operational  some months ago,  have confirmed  the original   impression of 

enthusiastic  commitment by engineering personnel.    Staff  turnover and 

•pare parts  shortages are constraints on the effectiveness of  the scheme. 

Nevertheless,   the standard of maintenance  is good as  is  that of machine 

setting.    To date, planned maintenance has  resulted in an overall reduction 

in machine downtime of 50Z. 

One of   the unscheduled activities was  the complete overhaul and 

resetting of  machines, notably  the Teaser Cards and their Auto-Hopper 

Units, which are such an essential part of   the production facility.     The 

need for this work was identified early in  the project,   and we called  in 

specialist assistance to direct  the initial  efforts of   the divisional 

engineers,  and subsequently progressed this work to completion on all   the 

Teaser Cards,   and four out of   the five Auto-Hopper Units.    However, 

immediately  after this work was completed,   the serious  fire damaged much 

of  the same machinery,  and although the Teaser Cards were repaired,   the 

Hoppers are not repairable. 

The second unscheduled activity was the planning and local administration 

of an aid programme for this division sponsored by the Unittd Kingdom 

Government.     The programme had  two parts;     the first being financial 

assistance for  the purchase of  essential equipment and emergency spares, 

the second the provision of  technical assistance.    Through the work being 

done on stock control, we were able  to help specify and  quantify the 

emergency spares.    We also prepared a work programme and man specification 

to facilitate  the selection of  the technical expert.    Another aspect of 

this activity was our co-ordinating role between the division, head office, 

British government departments and the equipment suppliers. 

The technical expert arrived at the end of April and,  in line with 

our original  terms of reference,  is concentrating his effort into training 

engineering personnel on the shop floor.    His programme  is geared to the 

maintenance procedures we have introduced,  and he ensures that the technical 

tasks specified within the maintenance plan are properly carried out. 

Training on breakdown maintenance is done as breakdowns occur,  thus 

ensuring that divisional engineering personnel are involved in a practical 

situation at  every opportunity. 
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Fibre Bag Manufacturing Division has made excellent progress during 

the project period and  since the appointment of a new general manager 

in October  1975.    In spite of the many difficulties encountered during 

the year,   the final output figure for   1976 exceeded  7,000 tons which was 

28% higher   than the  1975 production and  the highest  figure for at  least eight 

years.     Production this year is approximately 10%  lower  than the 1976 

record figures.    This  is disappointing,   although production is still 

significantly above  the  figures for  the  few years prior   to 1976.    There 

is one significant  trend which has had a major influence on this year's 

performance.    According  to the Mill Manager and the Chief Engineer,   5% 

of the skilled production workers and   12% of the engineering personnel 

have already  left in the  first 6 months of  this year.     Another factor 

which may be  limiting output is the shortage of spare parts for sewing 

machines.     This section has now become a bottleneck,  with large numbers 

of bales of  hessian accumulating and waiting processing.    Nevertheless, 

there is an  improved  level of maintenance,  machine  setting and operation 

throughout  the mill.     The result is a contribution to  the high levels of 

output by a better quality of yarn and fewer machine stoppages, due  to 

either yarn breakage or  equipment failure. 

5.8    Footwear Division 

Scheduled Activities 

Plant and equipment capacity balance 

Planned maintenance 

Stock control  of spares items 

Stock control  of production  items 

Progress 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

Completion - October 

The plant and equipment capacity balance was undertaken as part of 

a wider  technical study carried out in April 1976 and reported separately 

•t that  time.    The findings were that,   excluding cannibalised equipment 

held in store,  there would be sufficient machinery in the production 

departments  to maintain existing capacity,   if sole attaching machines 

and a rubber grinding machine were purchased.    Similarly, we specified the 

additional machinery required to raise output in a planned and balanced 

manner from present budget levels of  350,000 pairs  to 1,000,000 pairs per 

year.     It was recognised  that the shortage of leather and spare parts 

was a hindrance to the expansion, and priorities were allocated to items 

on spares  lists in accordance with existing emergency requirements and 

future expansion plans.    A particular problem was,  and still is,  the «peed 

of the conveyors because of drive difficulties. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Progress on the  introduction of  planned maintenance   in this 

division was relatively  slow due to the shortage of engineers.    However, 

it was completed in March and has worked satisfactorily  since,  although 

constrained by the serious shortage of spare parts.     In the past it was 

possible to cannibalise from surplus machines, but this   is no longer  the 

the case.     Hence the fitters are having to make parts on occasions though 

the materials available  for this purpose are not always  suitable. 

The application of  stock control  to spare parts was completed in July. 

With nearly 5,000 items  involved this was by far the  largest stock control 

application.    Fortunately it was completed very quickly,  due to the size 

of team provided by the division and the very good  layout existing in the 

stores.     As mentioned above,   the division has serious  spares stocking 

problems.     Out of  a total of 4,915 items,   there are 1,516  (31%) which 

need  to be re-ordered and 991   (20%)   that are actually out of stock. 

Replacement of  these parts is going to be difficult,  as many are no 

longer in current production and delivery times can extend up to 2 years. 

The application of  stock control  to production iteas  followed on 

from that on spare parts.    Progress was slow as there were a large number 

of items,   such as heels, which had been mixed and which required sorting 

and counting.    The overall programme is being carried out by a divisional 

team under the part-time direction of the head office Production Co-ordinator. 

This work should be completed during October. 

5.9    Glass Manufacturing Division 

Scheduled Activities Progress 

Stock control of production i tests Completed 

Stock control of spare items Completed 

Planned maintenance Completed 

The stock control of production items was completed  in June 1976 and 

suditeli in January 1977.    The numerical results of the audit were: 
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DATE 
ON STOCK 
CONTROL 

AT OR BELOW 
RE-ORDER LEVEL 

OUT OP 
STOCK 

No. Z No. Z 

June       1976 

January 1977 

22 

22 

6 

4 

27.3 

18.2 

3 

1 

13.6 

4.5 

The plant ceased operation at the end of June this year, to facilitate 

the major expansion programe. When the plant is put back into operation, 

the quantities of raw materials to be used will be greater than in the 

past and this will necessitate soute adjustment of the control parameters. 

This is a task which can be undertaken by divisional personnel. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Spare parts stock control was implemented in February.    Of the 197 

items applied at this  time, 20 (10%) were at or below re-order level 

with one item out of  stock.    The range of  items will need to be expanded 

as new equipment is delivered and this can be done by divisional personnel. 

The introduction of planned maintenance has been completed for all 

equipment which is being retained.    The staff have been trained in the 

maintenance routines and should be capable of preparing the necessary 

maintenance schedules as each new item of plant is received.    When all  items 

have been installed a new maintenance programme will have to be prepared 

for what will virtually be a new factory.    Again this  task is well within 

the competence of the engineers in the division. 

5.10   Marble Works Division 

Scheduled Activities 

Mil 

Unscheduled Activities 

Manned maintenance 

Progress 

Progress 

Completed 
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Although no production work was schedule for this tiny division 

we did in fact introduce planned Maintenance to their few »achines. 

Progress was slower than we would have liked due to the engineer having 

also to work on another site.    However,  completion was reached in 

Septenner and the scheme is now fully operational. 

5.11 Meat Products Division 

Scheduled Activities Progress 

Mil 

Unscheduled Activities Progress 

Planned maintenance - Tama plant Completed 

Planned maintenance - Bolgatanga Plant    Completed 

Althoughno production activities were scheduled for this division, we 

did in fact introduce planned maintenance at both plants.    This division 

was accorded a lower priority than some of the others with the result  that 

Bolgatanga was not completed until July of this year followed by Tema in 
September. 

5.12 Metal Industries Division 

Scheduled Activities Progress 

Stock control of spares items Completed 

Stock control of production items Not Applicable 

Plant and equipment capacity balance Completed 

Planned maintenance Completed 

unscheduled Activities Progress 

Procurement of wira gauges Completed 

The spare parts stock control was introduced in February 197», aad 

audits carried out in November 1976 and June 1977.    The results of these 

audits are shown in the following table:- 
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DATE ON STOCK 
CONTROL 

1 

AT OR BELOW 
RE-ORDER LEVEL 

OUT OF 
STOCK 

No. X No. % 

February 1976 

November 1976 

June    1977 

191 

191 

191 

• 

20 

35 

45 

_. . 

10 i 

18 

24 

i 

17 

23 

32 

i   , 

9 

12 

17 

Fro« the table it can be seen there had been a steady deterioration 

shown by the increasing nimber of items both out of stock and vhich had 

reached their re-order levels but which had not been actioned. These 

figures represented only the statistical evidence of a complete breakdown 

of the system. This was caused by the independent actions of three 

officers such that, for example: 

a newly appointed storekeeper had not been trained in 

his duties .* 

stock record cards had not been posted since early in 

1977 

items requisitioned for purchasing had not been obtained, 

even those from local sources 

I 
I 
I 
I 

spare parts had been ordered from overseas supplies without 

any previous reference to the stock cards. 

This breakdown was similar to that mentioned earlier in 5.5 

Distilleries Division where, due to a low level of activity, officers 

had tended to revert to their previous methods of working.    The situation 

revealed by the audit was discussed at both head office and in the 

division itself.    The divisional officer with overall responsibility for 

stock control was charged with re-establishing the system and this was 

subsequently carried out.    The report issued after implementing stock 

control,  together with the audit report are reproduced in Volume 5  as 

Annexes V and VI respectively. 
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We examined closely the need for stock control of production items 

and concluded that it would be inappropriate at this stage.    In a 

situation where demand exceeds supply and there tre  import licence 

constraints,  the major requirement  is  for the division to bulk purchase 

nail wire of good quality as quickly and cheaply as possible.    However, 

we did make a number of recommendations on variety reduction and storage 
of wire. 

Plant capacity studies were carried out to determine the likely 

outputs which could be expected from the machines,   taking account of 

actual operating speeds and losses due  to breakdowns,   tool changes, 

reloading etc. 

The information from these studies was incorporated in a production 

planning and control scheme, the purpose of which was  to: 

enable the annual capacity of  the nail presses to be 

accurately calculated for a variety of product mixes. 

This in turn permits the reconciliation of productive 

capacity with sales forecasts and raw material 

availability 

enable the workload to be allocated to the various 

machines in the most economical way and potential 

over or under load situations identified at an early 

stage 

provide the means of determining weekly production 

targets and advising supervisors of them 

provide the means of recording daily and weakly 

outputs and comparing them with targets.    The 

resultant efficiencies, calculated weekly,  are an 

essential guide to management in seeking to improve 

manufacturing performance. 
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The Production Manager used the new procedures at the beginning of 

the year to convert the 1977 budget for nails into a production plan, 

which, as far as possible, reconciled the load imposed by the sales 

requirements with the capacity available, per period of tine, in the 

•oat economical way. At the sane time the reporting procedure was 

introduced to compare actual output with that planned. 

In the event, material deliveries to this division were later than 

anticipated, with the result that production in the early months of the 

year was lower than planned. However, it was very encouraging to see, 

during a visit in June, that the Production Manager had used the procedure 

to produce a revised production programme, giving the manning requirements 

and monthly outputs to fulfil the budget by the end of the year. It 

was also noticed that the reporting information was being prepared 

accurately and promptly. The work on the planning of nail production 

is given in the report shown as Annexe VII of Volume 5. 

Planned maintenance was introduced into this division some months 

ago and is still working well. In the middle of the year a number of 

operators and mechanics attended a series of part-time lectures to 

improve their appreciation of the subject. 

A small piece of unscheduled work concerned the procurement of 

wire gauges. These are required to measure the diameter of incoming 

raw material. It was discovered that only one gauge existed, which 

was worn, and this tended to slow down the acceptance of material, or 

alternatively cause it to be accepted without checking. For a variety of 

reasons the division was having difficulty in obtaining replacement gauges, 

so we purchased them in England on their behalf. 

5.13 Paints Division 

I 
Scheduled Activities 

Stock control of production items 

Plant and equipment capacity balance 

Planned maintenance 

Progress 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 
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Unscheduled Activities 

Stock control of spar« parts 

Factory layout 

Warehouse layout 

Manag«awnt information 

Protrass 

Consisted 

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

The stock control of raw »ateríaIs was introduced in November 1976. 

At that time it waa noted that an out of balance stock situation existed, 

with excessive quantities of some items whilst some 24Z of items had 

reached their re-order level. We would normally have carried out an 

audit of the stock situation and other developments, progressively over 

the months. However, the plant was closed for approximately three months 

from the beginning of April, due to a lack of certain basic ingredients. 

This situation, which had been forecast by management earlier in the year, 

could not have been prevented by the stock control application. However, if 

in the future, import limitations prevent the plant running throughout 

the year, any closure should occur with better balanced stocks than this 

year, giving a lower level of stock investment and possibly a greater 

output from the same amount of foreign exchange. 

A study was done on paint production capacity and plant balance. 

The report showed that there was a severe shortage of milling capacity 

to handle pigment pastes. However, if the division took delivery of a 

high speed dissolver and a new PERL mill, there would be surplus capacity 

over its 1977 budget requirements and this was quantified. The Production 

Manager was trained in the revised method of capacity planning, which is 

to be done as an integral part of the preparation of the annual production 

budget. It has also to be done when re-programming such as was required 

following the recent prolonged shutdown. The report on this work is 

given in Volume 5 as Annexe VIII. 

A study was also carried out on can production, from which certain 

constraints were identified, and capacity evaluated, with and without 

these constraints. The findings of this study will provide valuable 

basic data for a study of the total can making capacity of GIHOC scheduled 

for completion by the end of the year. 
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The planned Maintenance application in this diviaion was the first 

to be completed. It has always been well understood and operated 

satisfactorily subject to the availability of spare parts. 

Spare parts stock control was not in our scheduled programme but 

was, in fact» introduced in April 1976, and subsequently audited in 

October with the following results:- 

DATE 
OK STOCK 
Control 

—————————— 
AT OR BELOW 
IZ-ORDER LEVEL 

OUT OF 
STOCK 

No. X No. 1 

April  1976 

October 1976 

298 

347 

i  

88 

35 

29.5 

10.0 

71 

25 

i 

23.8 

7.2 

- 

The audit showed that with the exception of one sub-routine, the 

procedures were operating correctly and the stock position had improved 

since the implamentation in April. 

By agreement with the General Manager, a study was made of the layout 

of the factory and recommendations subaitted for a revised layout which 

would provide the following benefits for existing production: 

reduce the distances travelled during processing 

I 
I 
I 
I 

reduce the congestion in the area for tinting and 

storage of various additives 

reduce the possibility of contamination of oil 

paints by various powders used in the Manufacture 

of Beesham. 

The new layout also takes into account two new developments. The 

first is the need to accommodate a high spaed dissolver which has just 

been delivered. The second is the need to re-locate the Beeshaa plant to 

accu—uilate an increase in output of approximately 40X. 
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Tha ree nan» ad t tient on tha layout vara accepted and inpleaeatation 

emu i: ad, though canal«tio« vili take MM tiaa a« it it dependent oa 

ta« »rovi«io« of additional varehouee apace aa diecutted ia Cha next 

paragraph. 

Thar« it a teriout thortage of coverai tpace at Paiatt Divi«io« aad «fa 

vara asked to study thit problem:. Va atada a contribution to tha vork being 

«ana by a team froai tha divitioa by suggesting •©»» poesible varehouee 

ttratagiat and aakiag cartaia specific rocn—andationa vhich vara 

incorporated ia aa iataraal report. 

Although aot part of tha original verk programme, a thort study vat 

made of tha auitakility of tha producti oa information available ta tha 

Cañara 1 Manager. Soaa improvement! vara suggested and agraad by tha 

Ganaral Manager vho alao undertook to imp 1 anea t than. 

S.14 Papar Convartion Pi vit ion 

Ichadulad Activititt Progrttt 

Production control Canal«tad 

fparat atock control Completed 

Plaanad maintenance Convicted 

Unachadulad Activitiaa Progratt 

Supervisory traiaiag Committed 

Tha production control vork vat conalatad ia February 1177. In doing 

thit vork, attention vat focusted aaialy on tha cata factory vhich account« 

I for approxiaetely SOX of tha divitioa*a turnover. A brief investigation 

thovad that tha problena of control of production vare greatatt in thit 

I part of tha factory, largely becaute a number of tuccetiive procettat 

vara involved vhich vera not in balance ia terata of capacity. 

Previously, production control had contittad primarily of preparing 

tchedulet of ordert to be producad each week at tao naia procettaa - 

manufacture of tha board on tha corrugator and production of fitnantt. 

•to echeeulet vara prepared for tha printing and ttitching «actiona. 
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TIM work 4MM MI product io« control was aiaed at ensuring that 

•redaction ia properly planned.    Tinta, tha bottleneck aaction, fitaent 

production, was identifiai and work for thia aaction is now achadulad 

first each week.    Mor aovar,  tha schedule is «ore realistic in that tha 

amount of work shown on it is relatad to the actual capacity to produce. 

Schedules for other sections are now produced and derived from the fi taten t 

schedule. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

At the tine wa ware developing the planning of fitaent production, 

twice as auch work waa scheduled aa could ha achieved. Mot surprisingly 

there wee a very large hacklog of orders awaiting fitaants. Aa a result 

of the action taken, production of fitaents in June waa at a rate of 

4M,tOO per week, coaparad with 302,600 par week in February. The backlog 

has been eliainated, and, perhaps aore iaportantly, we were aaaurad it 

would not return. 

There was no feed-back in the production control aystea whereby 

superviaors could exert any controlling influence over production. Mow, 

at the end of each week, a report is produced for supervisors showing, in 

seae detail, what has been achieved in coapariaon with what has been 

planned. The report is discussed with superintendente at a forasi weekly 

production nee ting. 

Siailarly, control over waste waa United to the collection of data. 

Ma analysis waa done and no information waa aade available to aupervieora 

te help thea reduce the lévela of waate. An analysis of records of waate 

•hawed that the total waate over a tan week period ending 21th Moveaber 197* 

waa lt.71. This figure ceas aa a surprise to aost of tha staff who thought 

it waa around 10%. A weekly report was introduced showing the waata at 

each aaction in ccaparison with target levels so that it was possible to 

noni tor trends and aeak iaproveaenta. This seeaa to have been very 

beneficial, as for tha three aonths ending June, the amount of waste had 

fallen to an average of 12.iZ. Significantly of course, this represents 

a direct saving in foreign exchange. 
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Spar« part* stock control was introducá in April 1976 with audita 

i« February and May 1977. Tha nutricai raault. of tha audit, wer.:- 

ON STOCK 
CONTROL 

AT OK BELOW 
RE-ORDER LEVEL 

OUT OF 
STOCK 

No. X No. X 

205 19 145 13 
237 22 210 20 

"5 

17 

L.„ 

186 17 

Although tha masbar of it— waiting to b. ordarad had droppad in 

tha pariod fro. Fabruary to May thi. year, thia raduction aro.a through 

purchasing it«.« in Ghana. In fact the situation concarning imported 

aparas wor.anad rapidly during tha .as* p.riod, rising fro. 152 to 183. 

Batwaan tha two audita the "out of stock" position improved duc to th. 

dalivary of items obtainad locally. Th«differences shown by the audit 

ara not vary great, but neverthe1«,. the abaoluta valúas ara vary important. 

Tnare ia a danger of accepting tha quantitiaa "out of stock" and "waiting 

to be orderad" aa tha nor.. Thay are not; thay ara far too high and thoaa 

personnel concerned with th... «««era both inside and outside CIHOC should 

•a continually reminded of tha fact. 

Planned maintenance is working emoothly in tha division and ia wall 

accepted by both engineering and production management. This is a 

division which has had a positiva engineering outlook in tha paat. 

Mavertheless w« wara intarastad to haar fro. management at tha and of July, 

that .inc. tha introduction of planned aaintanance, «chine downtime has 

baen reduced fro« 38 to 27 houra par shift, and expanaive waakand working by 

engineering pereonnal had bean halved. 

Our one unscheduled activity in this division was to run a on« weak 

ia-plent training coursa for supervisor.. Th« subjects concerned wares 

th« supervisor's job 

activation and leadership 
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communication 

control and discipline 

training of operators 

production planning and control 
coat control. 

Ina training cour.« va« attandad by all production auparviaora and 

aupar intendants, SOB« maintenance supervisors, the planning officer and 

the production manager.    All the training material vaa prepared specifically 

for the division, so that examples, discussion points and exercises ware 
oaeily identifiable to the work situation of each supervisor. 

3*15   Pharmaceuticals Division 

Scheduled Activities Progress 
Mil 

Unscheduled Activities Progress 

Stock control of spares itame Completed 

Stock control of production item« Completad 

Planned maintenance Completed 

Although we had not scheduled amy activity for this division we did 
in fact, in agreement with local management, undertake the three shown 

Spare parts stock control was applied to mechanical and electrical 

parts for machines in all production departments and also compressor and 

boiler equipment.   A total of 1,055 items ware covered in this manner, and, 

following the typical pattern, 641 of these (611) were in need of re-ordering, 

whilst 379 (36Z) were completely out of stock.   A list of the items to be 
ordered waa handed to the Procurement Manager. 

Some reorganisation of the stores was undertaken in parallel with the 

stock control application.    This was concerned with simplifying the location 

and identification of spares in stock, by locating all items by machine 
type and suitable referencing of locations. 
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The ••cond unscheduled activity completed was stock control of 

production Mterials which are atorad in thro« locations avay fro« the 

production aita. Thar« vara 363 diffarant raw «attriti, invoivad, of 

vhich 67 (18.5%)  vara in naad of raordoring. Of the total, 33 i tarns 

(9X) were completely out of stock. As is usual tha stocka vara out of 

balança with axcassive quantitiaa of SOM ita... Wt would avantually 

expect tha stock valuation at currant pricaa and lavais of activity to 

Chan,, fro« #3,330,000 to #3,613,000, but thara would ba a such improved 

sarvica to production. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Tha third activity has baan tha introduction of plannad «aintanaaca. 

We wara givan tha impression that this was introducad in a pravious UMDP 

Projact SOM thraa to four yaars HO. Sinca that ti»t tha engineer who 

worked with tha expart« ha. long sinca laft tha division. During this 

prasant projact therefore it became claar that plannad Mintanance waa 

not in operation and tha only traca was SOM blank plant hiatory carda. 

Divisional «aaagaaant welcoaed tha possibility of tha taaa helping thaai 

with this activity, but tha start was dalayad until suitable engineering 

staff wara available after collating work on spara parts stock control. 

Tha Mintanance assignant avantually started in Juna U77 and, .up.rvieed 

by tha counterpart, Mr. G. Ackah, was completed by tha and of tha project 

pariod. 

*•!* Steelworks Division 

Scheduled Activities 

Stock control of spara parts 

Stock control of production ita«« 

Organisation of tha production function 

Production engineering 

Capacity balance 

Plannad Maintenance 

Unscheduled Activities 

Mil 

Cancelled 

Cancelled 

Cancelled 

Coapleted 

Completed 

Coapleted 

Progress 
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The decision Mde at th. review «««ting of October 1976 to cancel 

the inputs to this division effected the first three of the activities 

listed above. By then, work had been completed on the production 

engineering and capacity balance activities. Although little had been 

done towards the development of planned maintenance, we considered that 

this work should proceed and not be subject to cancellation. 

The production engineering activity involved the consideration of 

the tools and equipment available to the divisional workshop, frosi which 

was produced the listing of requirements for procurement. The siting, 

equipment and possible role of this workshop was also taken into account 

in the planning of the central workshop. 

The work on capacity balance was don« as part of a wider technical 

study on the operation of the rolling «ill. Our findings were that for 

the type of bar being produced the mill was in balance, though additional 

•ills were being installed to produce bar smaller than J" dia. Some 

modifications were necessary to overcome technical problems and these 

were specified in detail in our report at that time. 

The rolling «ill has for some time operated well below capacity. 

The major reason for this was diagnosed as the frequent breakdown of plant 

due to lack of proper maintenance. Planned maintenance was in existence 

only for auxiliary equipment such as cranes. Because of the importance 

of maintenance to the operation and safety of this division, planned 

aaintenance has recently been extended throughout the factory. The 

technical report on rolling mill operation is shown in Volume 5 as 

Annexe IX. 

5«17 Vetetable Oil Mills Division 

Scheduled Activities 

Nil 

Progress 

Unscheduled Activities 

Planned maintenance - Esimma 

- Temale 

- Atebubu 

Stock control of spare parts 

Progress 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 
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We had not originally plantad to undertake any ectivitiee in this 

division but in tha avant coaplittd thosa listad above. 

Tha firat to ba completed,  in March 1*77, vas tha introduction of 

planned naintananca at Esiana.    Following this tha davslops»nt work was 

completed for plannad naintananca at both Temale and Atcbubu.    Unfortunately 

that« two schemes could not ba startad as tha plants vara virtually closad 

dua to a shortaga of groundnuts.    However, tha sehen«• will ba put into 

oparation whan tha plants r«-open next ynar. 

Tha naad for an adequate and balancad stock of spara parta became 

apparant with tha introduction of plasmad naintananca at Eslama.    Accordingly, 

in agraanant with local management, wa introducad spara parts stock control 

which should have bacona fully oparational in August but was hai tad dua 

to tha illnaaa of tha local counterpart.    As part of this work wa carriad 

out a largar than usual reorganieation of tha atoras including physical 

relocation of i tea*.    This produced an insediata benefit by revealing sons 

urgently required aparas which were thought to have bean out of stock. 

Another benefit which should arise shortly is the nor« accurate valuation 

of stock, through the reswvsl of a large manber of anoaalies which existed 
previously. 

5.11   Central Workshop 

At the outsat of the project discussions ware held on tha possibility 

of constructing a central workshop to undertake specialist repair work 

end the manufacture of interchangeable apara parts.    During Stage 2 we 

examined in detail the need for such a workshop, its rol« and tha type of 

skills and equipment required.    Our work involved visiting all 22 aitas to 

collect information on the requirements of each plant and tha skills and 

equipment slready available to meet these requirements. 

Arising from tha study we were able positively to identify certain 

types of repair work for which central resources were nor« appropriate 

than divisional.    Further, there Jlso seamed to be a case for undertaking 

some manufacture of apare parts.    We therefore prepared broad specifications 

of a central workshop to carry out thia work.    Our report listed the quantities 

and types of équipaient and skills required, approximsts costs and a timetable 

for the development,  installation and commissioning. 
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The proposal  to establish a central workshop was discussed at the 

review aeeting in October 1976.    At this meeting it was agreed that the 

\m would like to assist with funding the workshop and for this purpose a 

feasibility study should be undertaken by ourselves which would itself 

be funded jointly by UNDP and UMIDO. 

The need for a feasibility study for  the proposed central workshop, 

as agreed at the Accra review aeeting in October 1976, was confirmed at 

the Vienna review meeting held in March 1977.    The funding of this was 

now to be undertaken entirely by UNIDO and,  subject to the forasi agreeacnt 

of all parties concerned, it was hoped it would be possible to confira, 

during June,  that P-E were to be retained to undertake the study starting 

in early September.    Whilst in Vienna we therefore took the opportunity 

to clarify with UNIDO and GIHOC the outputs which were required from the 

study so as to avoid any misunderstanding at a later date. 

Following the Vienna meeting we prepared a programo« for the study 

to fit in with the agreed completion date of tnd March 1978.    This programme 

was discussed and agreed with GIHOC during the last week in April, together 

with the curriculum vitae of five production engineering consultants, any 

one of whom might be asked to undertake the study in conjunction with the 

senior production consultsnt from the present project.    Following this 

discussion we prepared a new propossl for undertaking the study and submitted 

this to Vienna. 

During Hay we ware informed by GIHOC that they had decided not to 

support the feasibility study after all, but would use the data from a 

previous feasibility study undertaken by Stevenson and Kellogg, as part 

of a UMIDO Project,  in 1971.    It was GIHOC*s view that taking account of 

the large quantity of information available to them in the 1971 report, 

the proposed feasibility study wss not warranted especially in view of 

the additional cost involved.    Although disappointed st this change in 

direction we respect GIHOC's decision in this matter. 

However, having been associated with the concept of the central 

workshop for over a year, and also having obtainsd considerable information 

on the likely requirements for spares we would like to take this opportunity 

to make clear the very great differences between a Central Workshop and that 
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proposed by Stevenson and Kellogg.    In our view thtie differences arc 

so great as to stake the two schemes completely separate projects serving 

different objectives.    In presenting this case we hope that it auiy be 

useful  in the eventual planning and development of the workshop. 

Essentially there are four major differences between the two concepts 

and these are: 

tola 

Technology 

Sise 

Service to the divisions. 

5.18.1    Iole 

The role of the workshop proposed by ourselves was to 

carry out:- 

(i)        the manufacture and repair of individual worn 

out or broken parts which ars beyond the 

capability of divisional workshops 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(ii)      the manufacture, on a small batch basis, of 

I small parta or tools which would otherwise have 

to he imported 

(iii)    the practical training of engineers and trade 

in appropriate mechanical and production 

engineering skills 

(iv)     the guidance of divisional engineering staff  in 

good engineering practice,  so as to upgrade 

engineering knowledge and competence throughout 

CIHOC 

(v)        the provision of an engineering repair or 

installation service on site to divisions 

(vi)      subject to prior requirement of divisions. 

provision of similar engineering services to 

outside customers 
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(•ii)    th. procurant, «torage and distribution of 

•11 inported tools and raw Materials needed 

by tht nsintenance workshops throughout GIHOC. 

In contrast, the General Engineering Division eaerged fron 

j tha term, of ref.rence givan to Stavanson «d Kaliogg which said 

that a »Ganaral Workshop. Diviaion should b. sat up to catar to 

J tha ovarall naad. of net.llurgical and engineering indu.tria. a. 

• «hole in tha country".   Tha consultants aodifiad this by 

. r.co—»ding «tha .st.blish.ant o£ a Cen.r.1 Engineering Division 
I (broader production and design capability than a workshop)". 

I In Voliana III of their projnet report Stavanson «nd Kaliogg 
coaaented that «tha e.tsbli.hnent of tha Foundry depend, on tha 

j astablietaaent of an Enginaaring Division to machine and finish 

tha abova products".   Thay than »ant on to defina tha products to 
I be «achinad in tha General Enginaaring Diviiion as:- 

I Spara parts 

Hand oparated puapt 

Valvas and fitting. 

I Brass taps, cock., valve, ate. 

Industrial hand tools (Pliers, 
• spannars ate.) 

• Agricultural hand tools 

I Conponant s for sgricul tursi 
iapleaant. 

Padlocks, nortise locks, ate. 
Steal hinges I 

I 
I 
I 

325 tons par SWlI—rï 

25   " ti it 

200    " it M 

60   '• •i II 

100   M ti II 

100   " •i II 

50   M M M 

200   M II II 

50   " M II 

Say,      l,uo tons par annui 

*      This figura nada the assumption that GIHOC could tap the 
aarket for spare part, external to itself. 

Thus it can be .asa there is a fundamental difference between 
tha two workshop..    Tbs Csntrsl workshop proposed by our selves 

»at to eervice the need, of GIHOC'e eniating diviaiona,  largely 
through the provi.ion of specislist repair .enrices and the 
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manufacture of spare parts.    Tha Ganaral Engineering 

Division on the othar hand, is a new manufacturing division 

supplying • variety of «achinad »etal products to Ghana 

as a whole and with probably laaa than 101 of its output 

being used for tha benefit of existing divisions. 

5.IS.2    Technology 

Tha aanufacturing technology required to produca natal 

producta is very dependent on: 

tha function which tha product has to perform 

tha quantities required. 

I 

Tha "products" to be aanufactured in the proposed 

Central workshop were spare parta which had to be fully 

interchangeable with the supplier's original equipment. 

That is,  thay must be identical in dimenaional accuracy, 

metallurgical composition, hardness and aurface finiah. 

Further,  tha quantities required are vary small.    Although 

batch quantities would vary, about three quarters of the 

items would only require making either aingly or in twos 

and would not be required to be made again for per hap a another 

two years.    Thus the manufacture of spare parts for GIROC 

requiraa a high degree of preciaion engineering applied to 

very small quantities.    Success will depend on the craft- 

mtnship of highly skilled machinist» using first claaa 

equipment,  largely unaided by jiga and fixtures.    There 

will mm little room for any inaccuracy, as it will not be 

possible to test the parts in operation until thay ara required 

for service many miles away.   Therefore, mistakes will be 

extraasaly coatly. 

Although it was proposed to make soma spara part« in 

the General Engineering Division, the bulk of the products 

shown in tha Stevenson and Kellogg report are mot of this nature. 
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I 
latter they art, in the ««in, producta «hará, for example, 

diMnaional accuracy ia much ltsi atringant than for apara 

parta and tha shapes required are ralativaly uncotjplicatad. 

The iikaly batch sisea for these producta is not given but 

would probably be aeveral hundred.    Therefore the technology 

required for these producta is one of repetitive manufacture 

without a vary high level of precision.    A few skilled 

mechiniats will be required to set the «achines which make 

the parts, but the bulk of the labour force will be semi-skilled. 

Their taak eaaantially will be to load and unload the «achines, 

pull handles and turn wheels within pre-set Unita.    Tha 

axerciea of akill and judgement will be amali and the training 

required «inimal.    For thia type of work it is not nacaaaary 

to use first class machinery.    Accuracy will be vary dependent 

on tha fact that machines ara pre-set and use is made of jigs 

and apacial tools.    Any inaccuracies,  though wasteful, ara 

not serious.    The products can be teated before daapatch and 

therefore aistakes in service avoided. 

From the above it can be seen there are great differences 

in technology required to manufacture spare parts for GIHOC 

in the Central Workshop, and the liated commercial producta in the 

Engineering Division.    The type of akilla and equipment necessary 

for the commercial products are not auitabla for the manufacture 

of sparea.    On the other hand, it would be extremely waateful 

to use tha more highly developed skills of the craftsmen on the 

repetitive machining of simple componente requiring little akill. 

In easence therefore, apare parta for GIHOC and the proposed 

commercial products are technologically incompatible and require 

completely separate manufacturing facilitiea. 

S.U.3    Sise 

There ara differences in site, and therefore coat, of tha 

two projects. This ia entirely a function of their rola. 
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Our preliminary estimate for the Central Workshop to 

service GIHOC vai givan in July 1976 as approximately 

€750,000.    Th« General Engineering Division figure vat 

11,166,400 in 1971 which may wall have risen to around 

14,000,000 by now. 

5.18.4    Servies to the Divisione 

For the type of production undertaken in the proposed 

Central Workshop there will be the need for a planning 

and control system to regulate the flow of work.    In practical 

terme,  this is to ensure that parts are completed in a sequence 

approximate to that in which the orders are received by the 

workshop.    Of course there will be the need for some flexibility 

to give priority in cases of emergency.    For spares manufacturing 

these should be minimal, as the orders will be generated by the 

stock control systems in the divisions as parts reach their 
re-order level. 

I In the proposed General Engineering Division, outside 

customers will take most of the output.    Therefore, commercial 

J considerations will play an important part in determining 

priorities for all orders in the division.    For spare parts, 

I Stevenson and Kellogg acknowledged this in their reports 

where they mention the need for "fast, high quality maintenance 

work if CIH0C is to attract outside customers".    The commercial 

pressures to maintain or increase the supply to external 

markets for all the products would be much greater than the 

forces operating within GIHOC to deliver spares and repairs. 

This is the classic production control situation.    Manag 

responds to the greatest pressures;    the resulting low priority 

allocated to items for internal use ensures thst their delivery 

is extended, or forgotten.    This leads to the situation where 

the parts are only produced as emergency dictates, with the 

result that the divisions are not provided with the service 
they need. 
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5.18.5 

There ia a case for a Central Workshop to sarvic« tha 

txiiting division» with specialised rapair work and a steady 

flow of interchangeable spara parta.    In our view this servies 

will suffar if combined with tha manufacture of producta 

requiring different and lower technologies and subjected to 

competitive commmrcial pressures. 

5.19   Workshop Too la and Materiale 

The decision taken laat year to purchase a ouster of tool« and quantities 

of «attritis for emergency use by divisional workshops was not implemented 

due to delaya in obtaining pro-fona invoices.    These have now arrived and 

the Head Office Procurement Manager has ones again agreed with the General 

Manag» of S te tl works Diviaion, that their import licence should be used for 

that purpose.    There still remains the great difficulty of obtaining letters 

of credit and the strong possibility that tha quoted prices are no longer 

applicable.    We are not optimistic about the outcome of this matter. 

5.20   Training 

Tha programme of training has continued during the period.    In addition 

to the on-the-job training during implementation, a number of seminars bava 
been bald. 

In-plant seminars have been held, for »ampia, at Footwear, Pharmaceutical« 

and Vegetable Oil Mill divisions.    These are concerned with giving an 

understanding of each particular piece of development as it is completed.    The 

participants are instructed in their own duties and responsibilities and at 

the same time have the opportunity of seeing how these fit into the total 

•chame.   In this way there is a wide dissemination of knowledge at divisional 
level. 

We have alao continued tha aariea of seminars on planned maintenance 

and stock control held at Corporation level.    Invitations to these seminara 

are sent to specific individuals employed as production supervisors, 

engineering aupar intendenta, atores super intendenta and procurement officers. 
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TIMM MÜMti give aa appreciation of subjects to serenami UM art 

actively involved in then.    Taey also provide a fonai for tita discussion 

of problem which aay have boon eacouatered, and alao for aa exchaaga of 
viawa oa aattere for furthar dovelopaaat. 

Attendance at eminara haa not baan compulsory, particularly thoaa 

at Corporation lavai, ao thara nava baan aoaa abeeateee.    Neverthelass, 

all diviaiona bava baan rapraaantad and ovar 130 aanior and niddla asnagers 
bava boon givan training by thia not bod. 

In addition to tao uaa of aoninari and othar mena of training, va bava 
alwaye fait it aacaaaary to provida aoaa writtan mterial on tba najor 

topica of our work.    Vary aarly in tba projact va produced a aeriet of 

papara on tba subject of planned aaiatanance.   Theae ware iaaued to 

general •anegara and divisional aagiaaars and fonaad the beaia for aoaa of 

tba appréciâtioa ••miner•.    A guide to planned aaiatenance hai now been 

prepared which consolidates tbesa papers aad providea a guida for future 
reference. 

Vith stock control va have iaaued copies of aa operations annual, to 

all personnel involved, aach tin« a new application haa been coaplatad. 

The purpoee of theae aanuala has been to set out the duties, reapoasibilitiea 

aad aathods of operation.   However,  thesa manuals were not intended to 

provide e coaprehensive guide to the subject, embracing theory aad the 

•nay practical pointa to the introduction and operation of stock control, 

we have therefore provided a Guide to Stock Control in GIHOC the purpoee of 
which ie tot 

record the beckgrouad situation in Ghana at the present 

tiae which constrains the procureaent of adequate 

quaatities of aaterials for stock, in ao far that the 

stock control system auat taka account of theae conatraints 

record soae of the background problem which exiatad aad 

how theae hava been overee 

provide an uadarataading of the uaderlyiag principias 

upon which the stock control systeas hava been built 
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record tea «mttedology ueed ia mania* tk« applicati««« 

descrita the audit of the operation of tk« ayate« 

indicate »ays ay which greater control caa be exerted 
ia tke fatar« 

próvida a raf «r«ac« to enable stock coatrol to be 

applied to otter divisione or otter typee of Material« 
at a futura data. 

Tter« haa been aa exteneive distribution of tai» guida to all divisioas 
wit» a «taster of copiaa rataiaad at Head Of fica for distribution ia tha 

futura if required.   Copiaa of tka guidas ara given ia Vol UM 4, Annexée 
I and II. 

3.21   Counterparts 

• 

Aa previously agreed, tte two counterparts, Mr. L.A. Odo tai aad 

Mr. C.A. Ackak, new raport diractly to tka Deputy Managing Diractor 

(Operatione).   Broad activity programaos hava kam praparad, and agreed, 

covering tha aia month pa ri od commencing July 1.    Progreee will te raportad 

verbally each «ontk with a vrittan raport aach quart«.    Tka consultants 

participated in tka praparatio« of tte programmes aad support »»aa maintained, 
aa raqui rad, until tha completion of the project. 

5,21,1   Production Co-ordinator - Mr. L.A. Odo ta i 

Mr. L.A. Odotei haa been activaly engaged in stock control 
applications and ia alao f ani liar with a variety of otker 

production work undertaken by various «entera of tka tea«. 

In eetakliahing kia prograaa« a nunbar of on-going commitments 
were taken into account ae can be saan te low. 

Week ending 7 July -   Footwear Division - Spart Parta 

Stock Control.    Finalisa liât of 

parts to be ordered.    Prepare 

procedure «anual and report. 
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I* Jai?       -   

Hip—«t  tMMlMM.     NltWllI  tfet 

tto«« INttM  ri««**  Of   tHlt  ilvUlMI 

It «M wtMMry far aiviaiaaal «tatf 

to araaai« a «•» pnaaiiUa pmii 

«•la* *•• r««tiaaa a»v*toaa« aarliar 

!• tito arajatt.    Tto vtait to tto 

»»•aattiaa Ca-«raia«t«r «aa ta aaaar« 

I UM tto tart wt «aAartato* corrotti* 

t  If 

or fictif» - •»•*• »•»«• »tto* 
CaatralHaaait «tarati«* of «rata». 

« J»iy       - ttMHfclt 9U W.UI »,*,i.n - |fUM 
toar« Stock Control - Naaitar tto 

aaalicatioa.    Tto aavalaaaaat «to first 

•t«#« of tto «faticati«« aar« 

to tao eaaaaltaata ia c«aj«acti «a vita 

tto local «aaiaaariat «aaariat 

Ito lattar «aa ta caatiaaa tto 

«ctoaal«« far caaalatiaa to aaaaat 10. 

Tto aweaaaa ai tail vi«it ttoa «aa ta 

••aitar arafraa« ato atavia« aar 

- law intarlai 
ato toawaa Itaca Coat rol - avait «aerati««. 

àlfaaama tala «ivi«lo« toa caaato aamafactarla« 

tto «wait« «ara «aaartaao« at tto raaaaat «f 

tto aiviaiaaal Qaaaral Naaaaar ta aaaaaa 

tto affactlvaaaaa ami iiaeaaa vita «taff 

atill a« aita. 
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Mt» Jety 

ItMl C«Mr«l        Mit  ^MtliN.     T«ii 

vieit  «M  »laa*»«  tu  ctoct   that   II» 

»vetea «to to«« eacceeefelly r«-eeta»li 

fallevtat tto toaaaato» ravaalto to tto 

•vili toi« 

11 *•»•«   - *mw «m mm untiti - It.a» 
•paree It oc h Caatrel  - toait«? tto 

«»»licalao«,     mit  II  tto  fitol  vieit 

fiato to coiaciée vit li tto e«»» Ut io« •€ 

tto «pal i cat im. 

ts 
li •• i •• il   (aparea.)      - »elloaaaip pr«a^aato in Un i tto Ri 

1« «toitio« te tto atove octivitio« ««irli too elreatfy 

eeaaawlto, there wort Uro« otto« irowpe of activitiee te to 

cataletto to tto eto of this year «to tto«« ares- 

(i)        éailU «to to«iUrit| - «tolte «ill to carrito «to 

ea ell •toe* ceatrol operetioao aat aeatii 

ta «to it io«, ami tor i e* «ill •* toe» of ell 

:tioe war*. 

(ii>     Ci totofacutiai Capacity Ittofr - Taie is • aav 

etto> eriiiat, oat of tto aar* toe» e» CM aaaaiectarlaf 

capacity at Paiate Dur i s loa.    OIWC tova a aaator of 

iivieioae vita fee i lit ios for aakia« caaa, aat all »f 

«aie* ere fully «tilieto.    Tto parpoee of tto sttoy 

ttorefore is to «eteraiae tto type «to eaaatitiea that 

caa to atoe, ato eaaait receaaaaaatieto oa poeeiailitiee 

far iaaroviat utilieatio« tafclaf eccoaat of ea tarati 

rtaaities aa «ell ae GMK'e 
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<""    Hl'iW Ü T »Hi »**» - TMt  it • MV pta)a«t 

«aaaa pMpt —   il ta  iaoatify it«*aa »f  aaariaaa aal 

t balta ataaa aaa aay a» apalitaala to aaw* than at» 

aivtitaa     TtM abartaa» of  «fart parta i a • «til 

liaa* fact  ia CIMC.    A1M,  taan  ia wry  lètti« 

Il it?   of   MT lit Mr?,   «Ml,   tMMHI   Vit»   IM   —Him 

e—tri— <*f  orili»,  IM aaaartwaitiii far baviat 

eaaaaa parti ari aatraaaly raaat«.     Tba aacaptiaa 

•avavar aar «alt b» vith tbaaa tao groupa of  itaaa- 

tf that« U aaaa raaaaaality taaa aar raeiii it »cai 

caá »a utad ta aaat  ta* «aaraaacy aaaaa al otbar 

aHviiioaa.    Tliii pro j art darivaa aa* ml  mm actual 

aaaaala au ri a« tat projact.    Bar lag tba atoeh castrai 

application at Nital  latfaatrin Bivi ito« «a bai 

iéaatifiai rar tali atocia of V balta.    It bappaasi 

taat trica mmá Tila Divtiioa «ara éaaparata for tbii 

tyaa af  itaa aad «a «ari tbarifera ab la  ta aaiéa ta« 

I ta a raaa> »aurea af  auaaly. 

I 
I 
I 
I 1.11.2   HaUtaaaaca Countar »art - Ite. G.A. Ackaa 

Ma bava alio coaaiéarad tba poaaibility af buia 

aviaria« of citta tyaa of itaa ia taa futuri •boni«' aay 

aafraa of coajaaaality aaiit.    levavar,  taari ara viry 

raal practical  raaaoaa, coaaactaa with curraat tapart 

aitficultiai, abicb «ili larioaaly datar  tb« aaaatiaa 

af tbii approach. 

Mr. Acbab ubo bai baan tba cauatarpart mm plaaaaa1 aaiat 

la alaa a qualifia* praéuctioa aatiaaar, aai aia 

far tba ila aaatba aadiaf 3l,t Dacaaaar in- 

(i)       Ovaraaa tbi praaaratioa aaa iaalaaaaatatioa af taa 

raaaiaiai «itaa, ia tat plaaaai aaiataaaaaaa lyataa. 

UN aitai arat 
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•rick Mí Til« 

- Pwl«o> 

•lectroaica 

leal«. 

- la 

(li)     NMátor  «T«t«a airea«? iaetallee mm eperetieaal at 

•11 other titas. 

(ili)    law»• Glaaa Heavier ter la« Piviale« arepero 

steels e« ta« sa« »laat aa it  la iaet alleo. 

(àv)      lasere  that  thee« aitaa «hará  ta* éovel 

•ort he» heea coaeletea, »ut  the plaota ara cl 

for lack of raw salariala, aehe MM of  ta« ayat 

M aoeat aa the »laata atart opere!ia« apaia. 

(v)        Ciaaait  a liul intur for ail aejjiooera ia charpa 

oí plaamea aeiateaaace systaae to aUecœa tat 

presleae eaperieaces aas »oeeiele eolutioas. 

(vi)      Survey ta« verfcehee practices thrnupiiniit ClatK 

«rita a via« to iapreviat tao tralala« of eepieeeris« 

(vii)    Meatify aay »arpias workshop oawiaaHMt aaat aako 

racaaaaam4atioaa for ita «as. 

M of tao activities of act h cotaatsrperts ia tat aarly voeàa of the 

mm it to forasiiee tao reportiaa systaaa va ich eoaitor what ia 

kappaò lap, ia tao aroaa of plaaaei aaiatoaanca aaa stock coat rol.    This hae 

•eoo éeiikorately loft natii tao lattar awl of tao project to eaahla aay 

arac t leal proales» árlala« duria« the eperetioa of th« aya teas to he 

eccouata« for.    More iaporteatly it has proviaea sreeter tie» to coaeioer 

the prefer ralatioaehiM »attreea Usai Of fica aae fairly aetoaaeiyi sivlsl 
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ta taa «««it it 

tatataal  raporta,  of 

i »corporate* ia ta« 

«i leb CM bo MN( to 

aaaiaia« My friction 

litio« fro« 

OOCIM«  that  th« «iMOt   cowi-M  it to aovtlop 

thly or «uartarly frtfHMcy, «nie» CM M 

rol  MM|tr'i «uartarly  raporta «ni copto of 

Off ico.     In this my  it  Moti 14 ba poaaibi«  to 

Mie« night  «rit«  if  it vor« f.lt  tha roportt wort 

Offic«. 

122    JMi—ti- OtfaaiaatiM 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Tb* UM« for a Group Chi of Ingiaaor Ma roeoaniaoa at  laaat a yaar 

«ta, aaa MM M apaoiataant baa MM accopta«  la orlatili«.    Tao fact 

«at Caia uraaat  raawir«Mat  aaa not pot MM fulfil lo«  ti not  through 

•ay MviUiaaaMaa oa tha part of GflBC.    aathar,   thor*  it the not uncoawt 

proal M of a ttat« corporation final«« difficulty  in providing MfficiMtly 

attrattiva tara» to meruit  M *ngin««r of  «ufficientiy hita calibra,  alio 

•ap Mil ba working  in privata iaauatry.    siac«  tao  laat raport, m hava 

Mtwitto« a poaitiM a««criptio« aaa Ma apacificatiM Mich My parhapt 

aalp la taa toarch for a auitabl« aun. 

5 23   »aar« farta 

Taa ttai aava Mon Mara of taa prob 1M of  apara parti la CI HOC for 

«var two yaara BOW, aaa for taa laat tight««« aoatht bava baM work i a« with 

parMMtl la taa «Hviaion« to iatroauce apart parta «tact control. 

Taa purpoa« of introaucing ttock control Ma to iaáicata ia a 

•yacaaatic My: 

M ita« thoula at areata« 

bM auch ahaul« aa oreara« 

with taa object of: 

alialMtiac cha «iaruptlM to proauctlM «Hieb caa occur 

a aacblM or placa of aauiaaaat falla 

•F« 

Miataialag «a oéaauate «all balaacaa a COM af «para aarta 
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divieieae 4« MM Have adequate «»11 keleaeed •(eck«.    At • 

roe«It of  our work we or* akle for tke firot  tie»,  to aueatify tk« 

•Mita«« in tke divistone a« eajwa in tk« following takle:- 

r                     i 
r ..,„... 

On Stock * To ko Out of 

Divi«io« Control '   Ordered Stock 

Mo. No. X Mo. I 

Canaory 423 44 10            30 7 

•iatilleriee M 20 20 9 9 

rikro 3,43« 1,302 39 1,191 33 

Footwear 4,«15 1,516 31 991 20 

Olaaa it7 20 10 1 0.5 

Notais 191 45 24 32 17 

Paint 347 35 10 25 7 

Paper 1,094 115 17 lté 17 

Pneraaceutical« 1,055 649 kl 379 M 

VeaetaèU Oil Hill« 254 •9 35 77 

i   à 

30 
.            > 

TU ITOCHWC POtITIQW FOU lié» »Agft 

•       Taeee euaatitie« aay ko increased if lottar« of c rod it aro Mt 

for itaoM on ordor but not yet da li varad. 

Tke akova taklt «kow« that alaost all diviaieaa of CINOC kav« a vary 

eerioua attortane of «por« parta.    Yat in a awk«i  of cao«« tkoy ara «ola 

ewaaliare of product« of vital  iaaortance to either tka economy or weli- 

keiaf of tka natio«.    There i a tku« tka continuine, dannar tkat tka output 

fres tkeae vital industrie« vili falter «ad ke lower than tka availakility 

of raw materiale would otkerwiae permit.   A simple esempla cae ke «eoe at 

Fiare lag Diviaioe tkia year, «aere «ovan material i* «iliât «• ¿* the aiil 

ami tka output of caaplatad aack« for tka cocoa crap ia reduced kecawee of 

tka euertame of apare part« far a few «avias aackii 
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It is of CMN appreciated that tlw ¡inriiit n;Mtk( tèi« ta 

ejaat all the 4aNli fer forcit« agchnaga which the «My buaiaeaaee in 

the country are likely tu reawest. However, we would aubait that vita 

the «ark which haa been completed oa epera pa«"*« atock control, aad raw 

••Cariai too, GINK ia battar placad than aoat other companies in baia« 

«èia to stata ita needs praciaaly. This aaaaa taa divisions know exactly 

BOW auch thay will need to spend to aaintaia balancad lavais of atock. In 

this way, thay can in futura aaka the bast poeaible usa of foraign exchange, 

aad avoid eoa* of the waate which aay have occurred in the paat whan a 

heavy raliaace was placed on a acre subjective approach. We would hope 

therefore that it is now an appropriate tiaa to demonstrate coafideace in 

CINOC by giviag the proper level of support in tara« of spara parta, ia the 

knowledge that the induetriee are of strategic importance aad the Corporation's 

requests are realistic. 

Oa perhaps a secondary, yet nevertheless iaaortaat noto, wa would ilka 

to refer to the aorale of the vary aaay people at all lavala wick whoa we 

have worked, aad who are concerned in soae way with the operation or effect 

of atock control. During the project we encountered a degree of cyniciaa 

s initially, baaed on the feeling that, despite the syataaatic approach, ia 

* Che final analysis the stock would still be inadequate because of iaport 

restraints. In aost casea the cyniciaa was replaced by optiaiaa aad enthusiai 

I aa the development work proceeded and the officerà concerned were able to 

appreciate the eventual uaefulnaaa of the système. If sufficient import 

I facilities are not now made available, it is likely that the original mood 

of pea a imi am will return, leading to the degeneration of much of the work 

af taa project done duriag taa laat two years. 
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SBCTIQW 6 

6.1 JBJUUuS. 

The overall reeults achieved by GIHOC ovar the last fíva y aar« ara 

tabulated division by division in Voltane 5, names» X. In total, these can 

be svasar i sed as follows:- 

Year 

Cad ie - Thousands Profit (Loss) as I of 

Net Capital 
Employed 

Sales 
Turnover 

Pre-ta« 
Profit (Loss) 

Mat Capital Sales 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

37,905 

39,185 

42,677 

50,621 

65,039 

28,062 

37,700 

54,403 

58,852 

80,674 

• 

(160) 

834 

1,621 

943 

9,914 

(0.4) 

2.1 

3.8 

1.9 

(0.6) 

2.2 

3.0 

1.6 

12.2 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

These figures exclude Head Office transactions and are a direct total 

of the 16 individual divisions.    Amongst these there are still divisions 

which have nade  losses throughout the period,  namely boatyards,  lrick and 

Tile, Class and Vegetable Oil Hills which are discussed individually below. 

On the other hand there are significant changes in Footwear, Marble Works 

and Neat Producta all of which have noved fro« consistent loss-making to 

a aodest profit in 1976.    These, again, are discuaaad below in «ore detail. 

Por the rest, all have continuad to be profitablt,  taking one year with 

another, except that Steelworks had a heavy loss in 1975. 

Overall, GIHOC has therefore novad to a auch «ore aatiafactory trading 

position with profita which show an adäquate but not exceaaive return on 

capital.    The 1976 level of profit continued into the firat half of 1977 

but there are now signs that the reaults for the rest of the year «ay be 

adversely affected by restrictions on imports which could draaticaily reduce 

output in many diviaions. 
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*.l t Lie—c« Mstr jetions 

It is i «por tant to recognise ho« vulnerable CIMOC's resulte art to 

estero«1 changes. For example, at the betinnin« of If77 import licences 

»are ever«ed which, at #43.7 ai 11 ion in total, showed an appreciable increase 

ia those awarded at the aaae time in the previous year. Having obtained 

auch licences it waa, previously, relatively straight forward to obtain 

letters of credit and supplies from abroad provided the licences were 

granted sufficiently early in the year. Mow, however, delays in establishing 

letters of credit (requiring approval by Bank of Ghana) are seriously affecting 

the placing of orders in tin«. This is affecting all manufacturing organisations 

whether in the public or the private sector. As far as GIHOC is concerned, 

leaa than 30X of licences issued for 1977 had been supported by the 

establishment of Letters of Credit by the end of August 1977. 

Each division of ^IHOC submits a separate application for import 

licences for raw materials, spare parts, equipment and other materials. 

It is quite likely therefore that not only nay GIHOC as a whole have 

poorer results in the second half of this year but the difficulties will 

strike soma divisions nor« severely than others. 

It would, we suggest, appreciably improve the performance of manufacturing 

industry generally if it ware possible to release, early each year, a 

first instalment of import licences, backed by letters of credit, for raw 

materials. This would enable the ordering procesa to be completad and 

first deliveries to be received earlier in the year. The second instalments 

could than be given whan the total availability of foreign exchange was 

know«. This would eliminate much of the present uncertainty, make it 

possible to plan for more economic production and help to giva a mare 

consistent flow of finished products to the market. 

• •3 PivUional annuiti 
* 

With regard to the performance of individual divisions we giva, firstly, 

our comments on those still in the loss-neking am« ami then on those «kick 

haw« moved from loss to profit-making. 
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• .3.1 Pivislsas 

••*•*•!    loatvatds 

TIM nead here is to iaarove eetiaates aad ejaotatlc 

that they adequately cover costi currently boia« lacurrei . 

TIM Mv job cotti«« systaa aakes tlM aeceesery ini ora« t io« 

coats available «ad tas division has •tartod including M 

escalation claua« in contracts.    To onorate this, again, 

requires this cost inforantion to be kept accurately aad 

up-to-date. 

Th« fishing industry was depressed last year »ut coaditioai 

have now iaarovad aad a hat tar daaand for vassals at »ricas 

of far ia§ «deauate aargina is ««pected.    With increased daaaad 

aad iaproved aargiae the division could possibly break-even but 

this also depends on iaport licences for boat eagiaas aad othar 

#4|lllipBaHIC • 

••3.1.2 lrick aad Tila 

The poor raaults of this division staa entirely froa an 

inability to produca sufficient bricks of adequate quality. 

As reported elsewhere the plant is in poor condition aad, 

although we have providad assistance recently in obtaining 

urgaatiy needed spares, tha prospect of sufficient iaprovsaants 

are poor. A coavlete réhabilitât ion of tha brick asking aachiaery 

is plaaaad by GIUOC aad iaport licences for aaw plaat have baaa 

granted. So far, no lattare of credit have baaa established far 

any part of tha licence. 

There are clearly aaay aoatha of loss-aakiag 

if tha letters of credit ara established iaaediately. »evertheleee 

CWOC has to persevere with tha current plant rather than shutting 

dava because of its curraat coaaitaaat to Baa» of Ghana for supply 

ef bricks. Thar« is also tha loagar tar« consideration that 

bricks are alternatives to caaaat blockt aad tha ir uta thus saves 

valuable foreign exchange. 
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1.1.1.1 Olita 

This plant has been shut «own since JVIM 1177 for complete 

rehabilitation into what «ill be effectively a new factory. 

Opening ia expected at the and of lt7l. Meanwhile cleeure rasava• 

•Men of tha unaccaptablt currant loaaaa. 

••3.1.4 Vwtabl« Oil Mill» 

This division depends on local raw natarials, principally 

ground nuts and copra. Tha former is a crop which varias annually 

according to weather and, in a poor yaar, inporta ara nanead to 

keep up tha volunta of throughput and hanca acononic plant operation. 

Kith ragard to copra, local supplias arc inaufficiant and have a 

high value for other uses on the general nerkat. 

The division suffers fron the tin« lag between increaaing 

its pricaa for supplies in order to attract input and, on tha other 

hand, obtaining awards fron the Prices and Ineonea Board for 

increases in price to the cuatoner, law material costs account 

for about 75Z of selling price so the anali Margins are under 

constant praesure. The process costing which is being inataHad 

keeps all cost changes under regular review. 

a.3.2 Divisione Moving Fron Loas to Profit 

a.3.2.1 Footwnar 

This division had a change of namagamant over tha laat 12 

months, and amongst other developments, increeeed use haa bean 

made of control information available. In particular, careful 

attention haa been paid to selecting, from the added value/ 

profitability statement which we started in June lt7t, tha beat 

products to fill tha production line. This planning is a 

continuous short term process taking account of changing 

circumstances in sales orders and raw material availability. 

Salea are up, conceivably due to the batter information on 

the market derived from the studies carried out during the 

project. Import licences can have a significant effect on tha 

profitability of this division particularly now that tha 

injection moulding machina ia in una. 
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*•>•'•'   »maltet*« 

••r« tao tain iwitti to caaa froa aavla§ lata prafitaala 

irMi of coatractiaf, iaclaiiat •«•» eaaatractiaa warm,    tf 

this coati«*«« to aapaai, cloao attaatlaa to oat last ia« »ill 

a« —eoi «a taa raaa« of cuatoaara aap aai«.    Tat «or« traalitiaaal 

work t.g. «orlil« teaaatoaaa, coatiaaa« to y io li mamá aaraiaa. 

•J-23   Uff* rraiaet« 

Tao turarouai ia this iiviaioa raaalta froa a eaaaaa ia 

•alley oa aourco« of aaat.    Ptaviaaaly,  iaaata iapaaiai aaialy 

oa iaaertiaa cotti« oa tao hoof froa taaoliaa coaatriaa aavta 

of «MM.    No« cola iraaa«i aaat  ia iaaortai aaialy fraa 

laroaaaa aarpluacawaieli hav« provii«* aa iacroaoai «aaatity 

of »uitaalo quality aoat.    Tao futuro aaacaia o« iaport  licaacaa 

•ai too plaat ir atill operating aolav capacity.    tfaiUt ta« 

•aartat« of  local avpply p«rai«ta tao iiviaio« «aouli taarafor« 

coatiauo to «apiort ovtraoaa aowrcoa offoriag tac aast valva ia 

•uaalioa. 

••*   Catastata flaaalaa aai aaaaatlaa 

la ta« ara« of corporata plaaaiaa. aai eottrol tao iaaiamaatatiaa af ta« 

fiaaacíal »roaraaaa aaa yialaai for G1MC ta« fallaviat iaaraaaaaata t« ics 

»ility: 

Group aaaaaaaaat rotaras aaaaiaf traaa profit«, caaa fia« 

aaá capit«! «tructur« ara proviéai «a • raaalar »Mia. 

Taaaa «aaala top aaaaaaaaat te for«coot aar« accorataly. 

aai aar« fraaaaatly, gr«aa roaalta.    Taoy ara ala« aal« ta 

»ot aai aaaitor graap fiaaacUl oajactivaa aattar. 

Tao raviaai trial aalaaca ayataa ia aaaariat that taf 

aaaaaaaaat roca ivo aar« accorata aaataly raparti tata 

•itaorto. 
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Capital «apiatfitere repart« hava eeea iatraaWei «»ici« 

«ill eaahle tap MMtomt te aaaiter ereareaa M ti» 

itvUiaae'  rapirai  Altran,   fat tat first  tía» o« a 

raaalar hacia 

TW   i«a>leaeatetiea  af  tH» caetiaa tr«t«M  Mrf ce«t  rNtrt 

aaalfai« »ill  eraviée iivieiaaal MMfMNt  with tetter 

iafataatiea M «Mr* te fcaee  their IíMMíIí  erejectiaa« 

••••«ri•§ .M   rwiiini  anwu«!  Hudgpt« 

Taa haapetiaa prweéere  frappati? ral it M tfivieiœal awaaaaaaat t« 

teat  the »If»el  of  flertaatiaeM in certain a»)er criteria e« their  partati 

ta partiralar,   the  level of   iaawrt   liraare  ia carree* ly oae of  the aaat 

critical   f ectect te fee »a tea liehe* atoa preparia« the haápat. 

Oae of the fiaaacial oaavlteeta hea get a» ca«ir aeiel«,  far  tae Hare 

iat aatf Hat«It tfivteieaa. aale» etc tarpaly ta eateaaiee of  the hraahevea 

chart approach      farajilae hava eeea •• teal traci «here** the «iviaiaa it 

aal« te aalact • eattlcaUr  factor, e.g.   the levai et   taper!  licaace, aai 

•tat the affaci aa pref iteti lit« et «i ff er eat lavai« af Ucaaee «aia* 

•Ilacata« te the alviaiea. 

«a have  therefor« aai*  a  atari  oa  tatreaaciaf a  eiaple  far« af 

flaaarial aaaalliat that »ill  eaatle 4ivt«iea« te teat  the effect  oa 

atafitaaiiity «if   flwrtaatieae   ia thé»  tvpe of critical  factor.    Per hep« 

MM aeet   haair  aatf vttfely »aoaja ftaa«* tel  aatfel   it the »reahavaa chart. 

I fai« type «f  flaaarial  aaalyal«, ttv^h »teal? aatfaretoei,   i«  little vteei 

la entC aatf aa have receaweaaai it« iatreaectiaa ia alaaet «II aar repart« 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The eatea«tea of thia tacaaiaat «111 aa taa raaaaaaihilit* af  the 

Ac t aaat i «j tarate««.    He «tarlai aa ha« tcUeveaip  ia 

»r aai erraapeaaata «are aatfe far hia te ha §ivaa «pari«!  taitiea 

aa fiaaacial aaae Ilia« éariaf, hit felievaaia.   Oa hi« retara h« «ill la 

aivaa, aa part af hi« prapraata*. the pre i act af cave lap lap the aa« af 

fiaaacial aaaal« ia ether tfiviaiaat ia taa araap. 
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Duri ut the project, va gave direct assistance with the preparation 

•f diviaioaal budgets for the year 1977.    U«  found that  the process of 

integration of product ion, Mark« ting end financial aspecta into an annual 

budget vea not fully dtveloped  in »ont divi a ions.    To streaa tht inpor tanca 

of recognising the et factors vnen preparing a corporate divisional budget 

we arranged that,   for 1977,  the budgets «»ere prepared in two stages,  firatly 

an operational  one dealing solely with physical quantities and than a 

financial one showing the financial  inoli cat ion of the plan selected  in 

the first stag«.     In sont divieions this was  a fornalisation of the procesa 

usually adopted,   in others the  process provided a useful  introduction to 

corporate planning.    We thee attended nost of  the individual divisional 

it nee tings and assisted in the budgeting process. 

For each division budge ta are presented for approval to the Management 

Lttee, comprising the Deputy Managing Director (Operations), the 

Uree tor of Development, the Director of Finance,  the General Manager of 

the division and one other outside nenber.     The separate treatment of 

operational and financial budgets necessitated additional meetings with 

coaeeauent iecreaae in the demands on the directors'  time.     It has therefore 

been agreed that,   in future,operational and  financial budgets will be 

preaemted at the  e ame netting but the separate stages in the budgtt preparation 

proceae will continue for all divisions. 

• •5   Orgeataatiomal itructurc 

I 
I 

In organisational nattera GINOC has had to balance carefully the 

position and weight of Head Office in relation to that of divisions.    The 

wide rangt of products and p roc esst s in the divisions necesaitatts that 

much of the management and technical input a  should be local.    On the other 

hand,   in addition to senior line management,   there is a requirement at Head 

Office for central services such aa personnel, development, legal and 

group finance. 

We found that ClmX had rightly adopted a policy of avoiding over- 

centralisation and had devtlopad at Mead Office a suitably amali and 

economical unit in relation to  the divisions.    However, the project necessitatsd 

racomaidsrstion of the scope of central aervices in ordsr to provide an 

>img service to the divisiona in marketing, production, planned maintenance, 
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steck control, financial systems and MM|«H( information aenerally.    we 

therefore looked ahead to th« ind of the project and examined the best 

•tans of tnauring that the services and banafita to CIHOC fro« tha projtct 

would continua tharaaftar. 

Tha firet stage was to review with the Managing Director the aapirationi 

and plana of CIHOC on the broadest poaaible front.    This included diacussing, 

for example, whether GIHOC was likely to be seeking new areas of operation 

and,  if so» whether this would lead to the formation of new divisions or 

joint companies.    Similarly, the pattern of ongoing operations was examined 

with particular reference to the typ« of services which would be required 

in order to continue to improve performance, in individual divisions and 
overall. 

This review established that for the next few years the priority for 

attention would be to improve the performance of existing operatione.    Although 

new ventures would undoubtedly arise it appeared likely that any apecialist 

services thay required (for example, market surveys)  could best be provided 

by temporarily transferring resources  from a section,  or sections,   involved 

with current operations. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

The form of organisation most appropriate for provision of these 

services was then considered in order to establish,  in broad outline, whether 

there was a case for bringing all typee of central advisory services  (finance, 

marketing and production)  into a single department,  probably under the title 

of Group Management Services.    This would have the advantage that auch a 

department would be headed by a senior executive who would be responsible 

for ensuring that his staff, including the existing counterparts, worked 

full-time on specific taaks to improve head office or divisional performance, 

lasults could then be readily related to tha inputa in terns of time apent 

on such projects. 

On the other hand, not only would such an executive with sufficiently 

wide experience be difficult to find but, also, there is the problem of 

convincing divisional management that a new head office department waa 

either desirable or justifiable.   He therefore conaidered that, for the 

foreseeable future, the financial services should be with the Director of 

Finance and the production and marketing services with the Deputy Managing 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Director (Opt).    Tme corollary to this irrw|—>t ii that the programme 

of work for such contrai aorvicoa ataff auat bo carafully plaanod ani 

needs to b« noni tor «d at ragular intarvals by,  say, quarterly progreae 

reports to tha Exacutiva Board.    Thia ia to anaura that full uaa continuas 

to ba nada of tha skills acquired by tha praaant counterparta and that 

their rola doea not deteriorate into one of general duties,  albeit at 

a aenior level. 

He had previously collected the job descriptions for all the executive 

directors and checked that the responsibilities, as described, vera clearly 

atetad and covered the type of activitiea which central services staff 

would provide.    We can confirm that the above aolution ia consistent 

with the job descriptions for the Deputy Managing Director  (Ops) and the 

Director of Finance. 

The question of the future organiaation of central aervicas waa aleo 

discussed with theae two directors and also with the Director of Development 

who is Co-Manager of the current project.    In ell caaes,  the conclusions 

reached were similar to those described above.    On a point of detail,  the 

job deacription for the Director of Development includes responsibility for 

"research into production techniques including proceas planning, design 

of jobs and work methods,  setting production atandarda and instituting 

quality control measures".    It was generally agreed that this really 

referred to setting up such services rather than controlling them in an 

ongoing situation and that theae function« should be under the direct control 

of the Deputy Managing Director (Opa). 

A job summary was then prepared for each poat showing tha main 

responsibilities of the post and the channel of reporting.    A paper waa 

also prepared outlining the reaaons for creating these new posts and tha 

proposals were all approved at tha GIHOC Board meeting in April 1977.    The 

posts are as follows: 

Head of Production Services 

Head of Maintenance Engineering 

I -       Marketing Co-ordinator 

Head of Management Accounting Servicea 

Head of Management Systems Servicea. 
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át the MM time the loaré approva eh« poet of Croup Chief Engineer 

which vo had recommomded earlier «risine **«• our study on engineering 

capability vi thin CIHOC completed in June 1976.    Thia post is nacaaaary 

not only for tha davalopnant throughout GIHOC of improved standares of 

anfinaarint but ha would also diract tha work of tha apacialists in 

production sarvicas and maintenance engineering. 

Tha difficulty in finding a auitabla man aa Group Chiaf Inginaar was 

rafarrad to earliar in this report but, apart from that,all other proposala 

have been implemented.    The former counterparts are occupying tha posts 

listed above and are working as members of GIHOC rather than as members of 

a project team.    The marketing counterpart tranaferred in May 1977,  the 

accountants at tha end of July and the production and maintenance counterparts 

during August.    In all cases, forward programmes have been established and 

approved by the Deputy Managing Director (Operations)  or the Director of 

Pittance as appropriate.    Our own contribution to this process was confined 

to ensuring that possible useful projects were not overlooked but the 

ultimate choice was made in discusaion between each former counterpart and 

the Director concerned. 

For the last two months of the project period our role became a 

consultativa one.    That is, instead of directing the project team we 

became advisers on the creation and control of work programmes and on any 

technical matters aa they arose.    This gave GIHOC an opportunity to gat used 

to having central resources in the form of the specialists, aa listed above, 

and to aee that they continue to be fully and profitably employed. 
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SICTIQW 7 

FILLOwlHIPI 

A programme of fellowships for GIHOC staff to receive overeeas trainine 

«at added to tha main projact at tha same time ai tha contract for consulting 

inputs was agreed.    Tha fellowship funds ara a saparate allocation but tha 

intagration of tha two projacta has enabled us to advise and assist GIHOC 

to usa the fellowship opportunities to the bast advantage. 

In our Stage 1 report of October 1975 we confinad the total requirement 

of 108 nan-months of overseas training, of which 18 were to be in respect 

of agro-induatry training, leaving 90 for obtaining experience in manufacturing 

industry.    At that time,  it waa envisaged that all this training would take 

place within tha two year period of Stage 2 of the main project.    However, 

early in 1976, we were advisad that, because of shortage of funds, the suma 

available for the 1976 calendar year would be limitad and would cover only 

about 12 man-months of fellowship. 

In our Periodical Report No.  1 we identified the first priority for 

fellowship allocation as being divisional staff, particularly in the 

production area.    He suggested that the selection of individuals for training 

should be made by members of our project team working in divisions and able 

to identify those members of a division who would not only benefit from the 

training but also be able to apread the benefits to others on their return. 

The Fibre Bag Division had special needs for staff development to provide 

for succession at the mill manager level and also to deal with the maintenance, 

machine setting and quality control work forming part of our main programma. 

In discussion with the General Manager of the diviaion we identified four 

men likely to make good use of the fellowship opportunity.    We itemised tha 

training requirements and a period of 3 months for each man was agreed as 

being needed,  thus absorbing all the fellowship allocation for 1976.    Dataila 

of tha programmes were sent to UK where our project liaison staff explored 

the acceptability of the plana with the firma concerned and obtained details 

of costs and conditions for tha training. 
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IR Acer« we then assisted CINOC to prepare ama  submit the formai 

applications through UHW to UMIDO. At th« project review •••ting in 

October 1976 it vas established that fundi for 1976 could not b« carried 

over into a later year eo there wee barely sufficient tine to meet the 

deadline. However, with excellent co-operation from the nany authoritici 

involved, approval vai obtained in tin» and the four nan left Ghana for 

UK on the 25th November, 1976. 

In early January, the two consultant members of the project team 

responsible for the work at Fibre Sag Division were on leave in UK and 

visited Belfast to check that the training was progressing satisfactorily. 

They were also able to help to resolve difficulties which had arisen in 

the payment of allowances and the absence of return air tickets. When 

the four men had returned to their jobs we checked that full use was 

of their experience. 

We have described the handling of this particular fellowship programme 

in some detail in order to show the role which we are playing in this 

connection. In no way do our activities diminish any of the normal 

responsibilities of the many authorities involved in creating and administering 

a fellowship. However, with our overall experience covering Ghana and UK, 

we were in a unique position to help to match the training needs with fii 

best able to meet them, to co-ordinate the processing of each fellowship 

and to monitor the results of those completed during the project period. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Turning to the rest of the fellowship programme, the review meeting 

in Accra in October 1976 examined, and broadly agreed, the revised allocation 

of fellowship funds as follows:- 

Calendar Year 

1976 

1977 

1978 

13,200 

43,560 

67,760. 

This created a programme which extended some 15 months beyond the end 

of the main project in September 1977. In order that we could continue to 

assist with the 1978 programme it was agreed that, out of the current consulting 

programme, on man-month should be set aside and used for fellowship liaison in 

UK in 1978. An addition of US $30,000 for the 1978 programme was subsequently 

agreed at the review meeting in September 1977. 
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For tlM lt77 fellowships IM produced a forward programme identifying 

th« individuala and, broadly, th« typ« of trainine which we racoon»**«* 

•neh • hou Id rncnivn.    Altar agreement with GIHOC va developed, for aach 

of tha 10 fallovahipa proposed, a full fellowship opacification showing 

th« following: 

tha personal hiatory of th« individual 

aducation 

further trainine 

work experience 

tha roeummsndod timing ami duration of th« fallovahip 

tha further experience now raquirad 

tha suggested combination of couraaa and practical work. 

la collaboration with tha Britiah Council (tha UK agents for UMIDO) 

P-l ataff in UK conducted a search for organisations competent and willing 

to aupply the training.    The identification of appropriate couraea and 

aeminars presented little difficulty, but «any manufacturing coapaniaa 

are reluctant, even for a fee,  to take in trainees fro« outside their fira, 

primarily becauae of the disturbance which the preaance of a stranger 

inevitably causes.    However, we were able to identify suitable couraea and 

potential sources of practical experience. 

The feliowahip work in Ghana waa carried out by the tea* leader, 

vorkii:* in clone collaboration with GI HOC managamsnt,  in particular th« 

Personnel Director,  the Manpower Planning Manager and the Training Officer. 

In the light of experience gainad in processing the f«w fellowships in 1976, 

we drew up a network prograaae froa which we provided GIHOC and UKDP with 

achadules for progressing further fellowship applicationa.    By tha and of 

February 1977 all the individual application foras for 1977 had been 

completed and sent to the Miniatry of Economic Planning for onward submission 

to UMDP. 

With r«gard to funds available for the 1977 fellowahipa, preliminary 

coat estimates indicated that tha total waa likely to be exceeded and 

mmthods of dealing with this were discussed with GIHOC.    We agreed that these 

relatively ahort fellowships are beat uaed for broadening the management 

experience of senior grades of ataff and particularly for supplementing the 
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local training given to our counterpart!.    Th« programme vas tharafora 

balanced by delation of 3 candidata! in th« nor« tachnical araaa of 

••intanane« and quality control whar« alternativa training waa likely to 

be more readily available.    Of the regaining aavan fellowships in the 1977 

programme, four fellow» have already completed their period in UK,  two 

ara there at tin« of writing (September 1977) and one hat «till to go. 

For the 1978 programme the original allocation of US $67,760 provided 

for approximately  10 two-month fellowship« and we started planning on that 

baai«.    During August 1977 we held meetings with the Managing Director, 

Deputy Managing Director and Director of Personnel at which it was agreed 

that the 1978 fellowships should be used mainly to develop the understanding 

and skills of general management.    The type of  training envisaged would 

comprise high level courses, and,  apart from visits arranged as part of 

a course, there would be no attachments.    These are becoming difficult to 

arrange as companies are increasingly reluctant to take in "visitors" for 

such short periods as 3-4 weeks. 

The training pattern for the  two months will therefore be a 3-4 week 

course in overall general management followed by other courses of 1-2 weeks 

selected to suit  the needs of each individual.    For example,  a man with 

only production experience would be given courses in finance,  accounting 

and marketing with emphasis on their application in manufacturing companies. 

Ten candidates were selected from a short list of senior staff at or 

near general manager level.    Five more candidates have now been nominated 

to take up the additional US $30,000 allocated at the final review meeting. 

The submission of application forma is well advanced and the specification 

of courses required for each individual has been completed;    GIHOC will 

forward this information to UNIDO ahortly. 

Ha have stressed to GIHOC the importance of completing applications 

and training plans early.    We are concerned that in spite of frequent 

progressing by ourselves, every departure so far in this programme has 

required last-minute arrangements locally.    Already one fellow has failed 

to arrive in time and missed part of his training. 
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Visas, flight* «mi foreign currency all require time to arrange 

aftar tha award h»e baan nada.    We urga that all th« organiaationa 

involvad in setting up and administering fellowship» recognise this by 

bringing forward their activities in relation to the planned start date 

of the fellowship.     This would reduce the amount of unneceasary work in 

alwaya handling these fellowships as emergencies;    it would also materially 

benefit the fellow« and the training establishments if late arrivals aad 

laat minute changea were avoided. 

We now have aufficient information with which to comment on the reaults 

being obtained frost this programme.    For fellowships which have been completed, 

the reactiona of the individuala concerned and the uaes to which the 

experience is being, and will be, put are deacribed aeparately below. 

Messrs. Baah,  Asare, Kontoh and Easel - 
Fibre lag Diviaion 

Theae four men went as a group to James Mack i e and Sona 

in Belfast for a 3 month period from the end of November,  1976. 

The object of  the visit waa to supplement experience in the area 

of mill operation and maintenance.    The leader of the group, 

Mr. Baah,  is Assistant Mill Manager and the rest are from the 

engineering department in the mill. 

All four returned in March to take up programmée of work 

in the mill which we had planned in conjunction with members 

of the mill management team.    We were pleased to see that all 

benefited from the technical knowledge they had gained.    It 

was most encouraging to see the readiness with which this 

experience waa passed on to others, particularly by the craftarnen, 

The engineering experience is being used actively in the 

current programme of mill rehabilitation which is supported 

by a British Technical Aaaiatance project.    Aa described in 

a previous section, we helped to co-ordinate these two programmée 

and the fellows will continue to extend their practical experienc« 

under the guidance of the UK technical expert. 
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On the management tide Mr. laah has clearly benefited 

fro« hia fellowship and has readily taken on wider 

responsibilities in the running of his department. 

Mr. M. Gekye-Mensah - Director of Finance 

Mr. Gekye-Mensah's fellowship comprised an introductory 

visit to The P-E Consulting Group headquarters to discuss, 

in outline, modern developments in corporate finance, followed 

by a 10 week course at the London Business School in their 

Executive Programme. This is for senior executives and it 

provides opportunity for management development at corporate 

level. 

On return, Mr. Gekye-Mensah expressed himself well 

satisfied with the content of the fellowship and was anxious 

to recommend it to others. Whilst the general nature of 

the LBS course necessarily led to some sessions being less 

relevant that others, the coverage of the topics important 

to him more than compensated for this. Mr. Gekye-Mensah and 

ourselves developed a plan of responsibilities within his 

department which enabled him to centralise the supervision of 

financial routines on the Financial Controller and be 

personally freer to handle group financial matters. The 

experience gained from his fellowship is thus being quickly 

brought into use. 

Major B. Donkor - General Manager, 

Fibre Bag Division 

This was a short 3-week visit to James Mackie and Sons 

in Belfast to examine and discuss various technical aspects 

of mill operation and maintenance. We also arranged for 

Major Donkor to see a specialist in kenaf in London. A brief 

discussion with Major Donkor on his return confirmed that he 

had found the whole programme very useful. 
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I 
I 

Mr. C.K.I. Stephens - Manpower Planning Maniar 

This fellowship comprised • course in general management 

at The P-E Consulting Group and also one giving an appreciation 

of work study.     An attachaient was arranged at Rockware Ltd. 

for study of practical application of the  course subjects 

particularly matters  of special   interest  such as manpower planning, 

work study, training,   staff appraisal systems and job evaluation. 

Overall,  the fellowship contained somewhat more time on attachment 

than on courses. 

Mr.  Stephens has cofsmented very favourably on the whole 

programme and has identified some very specific developments 

in the area of  training and staff appraisal which he would 

propose for GIHOC. 

He discussed the future tasks for Mr.   Stephens to 

undertake with the Director of Personnel.     One of the first 

requirements is   tne setting up of the fellowship programme for 

1978 for which Mr. Stephens "ill be responsible.    This includes 

appraisal of the  candidates, preparation and agreement of 

individual fellowship specifications and processing of resultant 

applications. 

I Overall, we are well  satisfied with the outcome of this group of 

fellowships and believe GIHOC will obtain lasting benefit from the experience 

I their staff have gained. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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"AMISTAsO TO CHAMA IHD08T1IAL HOLDING CORPORATION" 

(CIMOC)    -    Phase II   -    DP/GHA/72/006» 

26 September 1974 

TEWS OF RIFIUMCE 

I.  Description of Project 

This project represents a continuous progress* of assistance with 

GIHOC. The first phase of work, which was directed primarily towarda 

technical prob lens at the division/working levels, was terminated in 

September 1972. Related to the findings and recommendations of a 

UNDP Advisory Mission of 1974, the primary objectives of this project 

may he noted aa follows: 

(i)    To develop action plans and an implementation schedule 

for a comprehensive management improvement programme in 

the various GIHOC Divisions and at Head Office; 

(ii)   To upgrade management practices and systems in selected 

GIHOC Divisions and at Head Office; 

(iii)   To develop within GIHOC an internal consultancy capability 

so that the management improvement programmes may be 

continued once the project is terminated; 

(iv)   To advise and assist GIHOC staff in the preparation of pre* 

investment feasibility studies; 

(v)    To provide general management counsel and advice to the 

Managing Director of GIHOC and the Gemersi Managers of the 

various GIHOC Divisions. 

The work activities associated with this project csa be expected to 

involve the following stops: 
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Phase I:    Preparatory Activities (6 months) 

a)    To advise and assist in conducting a comprehensive review of each of the 

Divisions and Head Office with the objective of determining a Management 

improvement programme for each of the units so considered. 

b)    To define, segregate and select those management needs which justify 

a priority claim of technical assistance resources with the objective of 

optimum deployment of  available resources to assist in improving GIHOC's 

overall profit and management performance. 

c)   To draw up a detailed management improvement programme and action plans with 

the objective of specifying 

i)    priority problem areas; and 

ii) required management resources (both Ghana and expatriate to be 

so utilised), tine scale for action, results expected, procedures 

for faadback, reporting and follow-up. 

Phase lit    Management Improvement Programme 

Subsequent to Phase I, an action oriented management improvement programme would 

be finalised within the prescribed framework: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I b)   At Division level to serve general and operational management and to 

_ specialise in technical needs «specially as concerns the establishment, design 

I and implementation of en inventory control system (e.g. raw materials, goods in 

process, production planning and control system, design forms and operational 

I procedures, manuals, supervision of changeover to new systi 

I 

s) At the headquarters level to serve :- 

i) general management policies, practices and procedures; and 

ii) Heed Office staff services «specially in the areas of general 

managemwnt counselling and business strstegy, corporate planning, 

programming, scheduling, marketing (domestic and export), profit 

improvement, new business development/project studies snd appraisals 
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TYPES  OF WORK CARRIED OUT IN DIVISIONS 
VOLUME 2 

ANNEXE HI 

FINANCIAL 

~ financial accounting 

- capital expenditure control 

- stores accounting 

- cost centre analysis 

- costing 

- group consolidation 

MARKETING 

- home 

export 

building materials study 

PRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL 

- production control 

- spare parts stock control 

- prodn.items stock control 

- planned maintenance 

- plant & equipt. assessment 

- production engineering 

- organisation of production 

- procurement spares/tools 

- overhaul & reset machines 

- assist foreign aid progr; 

- factory layout 

- warehouse layout 

- production statistics 

- supervisor course 

- central workshop plan 

engineering organisation 
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PAIT A 

INTHODUCTtOM 

This report is the result of an accounting consultancy assignment 

carried out in the Paper Conversion Division of GIHOC during 1976, a« part 

of a larger programme of management assistance commissioned by UMIDO 

fro* P-E Consulting Group Limited (P-E) under the United Nations Development 

Programme. Within the Divisions of GIHOC, P-E is required to implement 

a prograaaw of changes and improvements to management practice, with 

particular attention to training GIHOC counterpart staff to the point of 

i self-reliance. It is intended that this report will be followed up by 

assistance in implementation of approved recommendations and proposals. 

1 The tea« engaged on this assignment consisted of C.J.S. laker and his 

GIHOC counterpart J.K. Micah. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I The team wishes to thank the managers and staff of the Division 

for their active co-operation and assistance durin« the assignment and 

I look forward to working with them again in the »ear future. 

I 

Volume I of this report reviews and assesses the accounting syatea 

in current use and sets out recommandations and proposals for their 

improvement and development. Volume II contains tie comprehensive 

description of the current systems on which the content of Volume I is 

based. 

The Chief Accountant, Mr. K. Danu, has reviewed and commented on 

both Volumes I and II. He wishes to put on record his agreement with 

their content, i.e. the description of the system«, their review and 

assessment and the recommendations and proposals for their improvement 

and development. He has expressed the desire for implementation to 

commence as soon as possible. 

C.J.S. laker J.K, Hicak 

Oc tobar. Il7i 
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gy^jAAAarfu     dase       dta|^^|^     ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
*^«e^nni   Ml   Tny snjr^nTi 

•f the report  is aivwi be lev under the headiegsi 

of Principi Findings 

ry of hoc ianiii lit ions «M PrBMiêli, 

l-    «wnw or rtmciFAi PIMI«» 

A «unwary of our principal  findings dlscweeed in Part C it gl 

toi«« and i« e reas-re fereuced te the appropriate »cet i 

(i)    Procur«jgant 

Transections are «ufcject  to authorisation procedures. 

tuitafcla recerda are neintainad and transection« supported 

hy appropriate documentation. 

(Part C,  leetiea 2.1). 

di)    Itere« 

Storekeepers appear competent, coñac ientioua ana stock 

i tea* are physically counted e« a regular beeie to verify 

atarea recera«. 

I 
I 
I 

Storekeeper! have been naintaining record« which includa 

heth euentity ani value ef atock i tea« and have alto engaged 

U the pricing of iaauea and evaluation of stock«. 

TWr« ia a lack of auitahle handling and storage 

faci litle« for iaported reel«.    There i« a lack of storage 

far the Caee Factory and in particular in the despatch 

which cauees severe congestion. 

(Part C, Sectio« 2.2). 
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(ill)  ItOfl 

The operation of th« current procedures is straightforward. 

(Part C, Section 2.3). 

(iv)  Financial Account iny 

The financial accounting system is suitable for the needs 

of the Division, but requires certain aaendaents to the 

procedures to inprove control and analysis. 

(Part C, Section 3). 

(v) Stores Accounting 

Until recently there were no stores ledgers, stores 

documentation being priced by the storekeepers prior to 

posting to stores control accounts. Stores ledgers are 

currently being introduced. 

(Part C, Section 4.1). 

(•O Case and Chipboard Quotations 

The cost tables for case quotations had not been revised 

since August 1974 and then only by applying percentage increases 

to previous costs. 

Subsequently, the cost tables have been revised and are 

applicable froa June 1976. These tables are based on the 

latest material costs and labour rates. The output rates 

from each process have been estimated and related to product 

specifications. The data has been qualified such that costs 

are substantially inflated to allow for future price rises, 

opersting practice and downtime, including that due to lack of 

raw materials. 

(Part C, Section 4.2). 
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(vii)    Standard Product Costing 

Products with standard specifications, e.g.  toilet 

rolls, are costed periodically, but  infrequently.    Costs of 

material content can readily be calculated.    However, the 

absorption rates for labour cost and overheads are «oat 

suspect and appear arbitrary. 

(Part C, Section 4.3). 

(viii)    Budget Preparation 

The procedures for budget preparation are inadequate 

and confidence  in the Division's budget is undermined due to 

the lack of both sufficient consultation between managers and 

the availability of supporting data on the Division's operations 

(Part C, Section 5.1). 

(I*)    Pariod Operating Reporta 

The operating reports provide to the Division's management 

both insufficient and inaccurate information on which to assess 

the Division's performance.    The management accounting expertise 

of  the Division's Accountants is not being fully utilised. 

(Part C, Sectior 5.2). 

2.      SUWAJtY OF RICCTtEHDATIOHS AND PROPOSALS 

In Part D we make over 30 separate recommendations and proposals 

concerning the systems and procedures discussed in Part C. These are 

summarised below under main headings ; 

(i)    Organisation 

ssgregation of Finança and Costing Sections within 

the Accounts Department 

introduction of a budget commit ta« 
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(ii) Han*i—«at Infor—tion 

introduction of period cost centra reports, 

contribution statement, balança shaet and capital 

expanditure report 

preparation of cossMntary to support the period 

operating reports 

(iii) Supervision 

competent supervision to be exercised over stores 

and costing 

close control by accounts menagemmnt over preparation 

of accounting reports 

(iv) Training 

finance and cost clsrks to take advantage of 

training courses 

(v) Timetables 

imposition of and adherence to procedures and 

postings timetables 

(vi) Ita» Systeme, Procedures and Documentation 

segregation of direct material records by product 

document preparation for posting prior to passing 

to machine room 

revision of fixed assets register 

introduction of stores ledgers to be expedited 

introduction of integrated standard costing 
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I introduction of periodic product costing 

use of period cost reconciliations. 

(vii) Improved Data Availability and Analysis 

capacity assessment of accounting Machine 

review of allotment of expense iti 

revision of F IL statement to diffsrtiate 

between direct and indirect costs 

derivation of standard production times 

preparation of quantities budgets 

financial analysis during budget preparation. 

(viii) Verification 

recruitment of an internal auditor 

continuous stocktaking for high volume materials 

accounts management to ensure that source data used 

for coating and reporting is both accurate and 

correctly applied 

depreciation calculations to be reviewed. 
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PAKT C 

COMMENTARY OH THE ACCOUNTING AMD 

RELATED SYSTEMS 

1.      INTRODUCTION 

To assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the accounting and 

related system operated within the Paper Conversion Division, it was 

necessary to prepare a description of these systems.    No aanual of 

accounting and related systems was available for the Division and no 

one person was in a position to relate all the procedures  in the systems. 

A series of interviews was undertaken with not only accounting staff 

but staff in related departments, e.g.  Sales.    A comprehensive description 

was prepared of these systems and is Volume II of this report.    This 

description was reviewed and commented on by the appropriate managers to 

confirm its    accuracy.    It is intended that this description will serve 

as a basis for the Division's System Manual. 

In this part of the report we state our opinions on the existing 

accounting and related systems.    A summary of these findings was given 

to the Division's General Manager in a letter dated 24th May 1976.    Our 

commentary is under the following headings which are in accord with the 

sequence of systems descriptions in Volume II: 

Related Systems 

Financial Accounting 

Costing 

Budgetary Control. 

We make our recommendations and proposals in Part D. 

2.      RELATED SYSTEMS 

The procedures for the related system« are described in detail in 
Volums II, Section A, B and C. 
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These procedures are discussed below under the following headings: 

I 
I 
I 

Procurement 

Stores 

Sales. 

2.1    Procurement 

The procedures carried out in the Procurement Department are described 
in Volume II, Section A. 

All  transactions are subject to authorisation procedures.    Suitable 

records are maintained on suppliers,  import licence application and 

utilisation, letters of credit application and utilisation and progress 

of orders.    Transactions are supported by appropriate documentation. 

2.2    Stores 

The procedures operated in the stores are described in detail in 
Volume II, Section B. 

Receipts and issues are covered by documentation and stores 

stock abstracts are available for all stock items except industrial 

finished products awaiting despatch, i.e.  cases and chipboard. 

The storekeepers appear competent and conscientious.    However, 

overall responsibility for the stores and storekeeping procedures 

is not readily identifiable. 

Stock items are physically counted on a regular basis, e.g. raw 

materials, work in progress and finished goods are counted each period, 

to verify stores records. 

I Storekeepers have been maintaining records,  the stores stock 

abstracts, which include both quantity and value of stock items and 

have also engaged in the pricing of issues and valuation of stocks. 

These procedures are not recommended as these clerical duties relating 

to pricing and valuation are usually more efficiently and accurately 

undertaken by clerks in the Accounts Department.    The storekeepers should 
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only be concerned with quantity stores records and vouchers so as 

to devote their tine to their duties as custodians.     The Consultant 

notified the Division's General Manager of these findings in a letter 

dated 24th May 1976. 

Manually prepared ledgers are now in operation in the Accounts 

Départaient for raw materials and consumables, prior to being installed 

on the accounting machine when the capacity of the machine has been 

accurately assessed.    The evaluation of these stores items and pricing 

issue vouchers has been discontinued by the storekeepers and now is 

carried    out in the Accounts Department.    Ultimately,  ledgers should 

be introduced for all stores  items. 

The Division's management is fully aware of  the lack of suitable 

handling and storage facilities for imported reels.    It is understood 

that an order has recently been placed for a suitably equipped fork 

lift  truck. 

There is also a lack of storage space for the Case Factory and in 

particular in the despatch area which causes severe congestion.    The 

provision of a larger storage area would allow production for stock 

and enable the batch sizes to be increased thus increasing productivity 

by reducing time spent on machine re-setting. 

2.3    Sales 

Sales procedures are described in detail in Volume II, Section C. 

I The operation of the current procedures is straightforward and should 

present no problems to the staff. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

It was noted that the Marketing Manager expressed a particularly 

responsible approach to credit control. 

In view of the imposition of Customs and Excise issues of waybill 

and invoice pads, concern has been expressed over the lack of copies that 

can be retained in the Division.    This can readily be remedied by printing 

un-moabered copies that can be inserted in the pads during preparation. 
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3.  FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

Financial accounting procedures are described in detail in Volume II, 

Sections D and E. 

The nominal, personal and expenses ledger are all maintained on an 

electronic accounting system using magnetic stripe ledger cards. 

The original documents are conventional and are comprehensive 

in their cover of both internal and external transactions. Control 

accounts are maintained and each ledger balanced every month. 

All sales and purchases documentation and the payroll are subject 

to some form of checking by senior management. 

Essentially, we believe that the financial accounting system is 

suitable for the needs of the Division, but requires certain amendments 

to the procedures to improve control and analysis. 

It is in Part D that we make our recommendations and proposals for 

the improvement of the system. Below, we discuss the accounting 

procedures under the following headings: 

Machine Accounting 

Operation of the Financial Accounting Procedures 

Cost Centre Accounting 

Trial Balance and Profit and Loss Statement 

Fixed Assets. 

3.1 Machine Accounting 

Machine accounting within the Division offers the advantae.es of 

accuracy, speed and analysis not readily available with manual procedures. 

The system is operated by staff who appear both competent and conscientious. 
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Concern ha« been expressed as to the processing capacity of the 

system. The proposal submitted by NCR for the '400' Electronic 

Accounting Machine currently installed, claims that the machine can 

process not only the nominal, personal and expenses ledgers and payroll 

but also the stores ledgers. Stores ledger cards for machine processing 

have been prepared but contain no entries except for May 1974. The 

| Chief Accountant has stated that the processing of the stores ledgers 

is both time consuming and the cards expensive. Thus the facility to 

mechanise the pricing and allocation of stores issues is unused. 

The capacity of the system is not fully exploited because: 

(i) source documents are prepared for processing, e.g. coded and 

pre-listed, after receipt in the machine room 

I 
I 
I 
I 

(ii) processing is not carried out systematically to a period 

posting timetable. 

Thus while the system offers fast processing speeds, it is not 

fully utilised due to its method of operation. 

We have contacted NCR in Accra and discussed this matter with 

Mr. S.D. Ababio, Head of Marketing Support Division. He can find no 

trace of paperwork volume assessments in the NCR contract files. This 

lack of data may have been because the machine was considered to meet more 

than adequately the claims made for it in the NCR proposal. 

It is understood that field staff from NCR are currently assessing 

the capacity of the system for the Division's requirements and reviewing 

the clerical procedures. 

3,2 Operation of the Financial Accounting Procedures 

The operation of the financial accounting procedures is straightforward 

and should present little problem to the level of competence of staff 

employed. 
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However,  there is no accounting »anual and training is passed 

on by word of mouth.     When key staff leave it is unlikely that they 

will have imparted to  the substitutes,   if available, all details of 

their work.     It is intended that Volume II, as amended by future 

developments will serve as an aid to staff training. 

The volume of paperwork processed is shown in Appendix I.    The 

volume is low given the facilities available. 

As discussed in Section 2.3,  the  lack of invoice copies can be 

remedied by printing un-numbered copies for insertion in invoice pads. 

As discussed in Section 3.1,  documents for entry are insufficiently 

prepared for processing prior to being passed to the machine room. 

The procedures are not  carried out to a timetable. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

There has been no internal auditor based at the Division since 
May 1975. 

3.3    Cost Centre Accounting 

Cost centre accounting is a fundamental component of the machine 

accounting system and being integrated within the double-entry,  is 

subject to the arithmetic accuracy and processing speed of the system. 

However, many expenses are  apportioned between the cost centres but 

the percentages used have not been reviewed since  1974.    The cost centre 

analysis is not disclosed to the managers responsible for the cost 

centres, who,  in any case, are not cost responsible.    As the analysis 

is not used to assess cost control there is not the incentive to 

ensure meaningful and equitable expense allotment. 
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3.4 Trial Balance and Profit and Loss Statement 

A trial balance is prepared for each period after completion of 

postings and reconciliation of control accounts. The sequence of 

accounts enables a balance sheet and operating statement to be readily 

prepared. However the trial balance, apart from the revenue and expense 

accounts, is not prepared on a pre-printed form which would speed 

preparation. It is currently prepared by the third week after the month- 

end. 

The period profit and loss (P & L) statement is supported by 

schedules on wages and salaries and general expenses. Pre-printed forms 

are used which are in columnar format for analysis by cost centres. 

However, the layout is biased towards the presentation of financial 

data without clear cut differentiation between direct and indirect expenses. 

Within the summary headings on the P 4 1 statement are included 

erroneous items. For example, within 'Direct Labour' is included storemen 

and drivers and within 'Factory Expenses/Overheads*, which should 

represent only variable production expenses in the context used, is included 

maintenance/repairs and rental of plant and equipment and harbour expenses. 

The derivation of 'Materials Consumed' is incorrect. Currently, the 

work in progress (WIP) accounts include only costs of direct materials. 

The balancing credit on each WIP account is the derived cost of production 

of finished goods for the period and is debited to the appropriate finished 

goods stock account. However, the finished goods physically counted at 

each period-end is valued at direct material cost AND conversion cost. 

Conversion cost includes direct labour, factory and general overheads. Thus 

the balancing credit on each finished goods account, which is regarded as 

the materials consumed in the cost of sales is a composite amount not 

exclusively direct material cost. 

These procedures appear to be a relic of a previous attempt at 

integrated costing or at least a means by which coat of sales evaluated at 

'standard' could be reconciled in memorandum with period actual costs. 

No manual of procedures could be traced and no attempt evidently has been 

made by the Division's accountants to review the effectiveness of the 

procedures or to complete them. 
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3.5 Fixed Assets 

Fixed assets are given proper treatment in the ledgers. However, 

the fixed assets registers are not in agreement with the ledger cards. 

Fixed assets are not identified to cost centres. 

Depreciation calculations are suspect. 

4.  COSTING 

Costing procedures are described in Volume II,  Section G.    There 

is no separate Costing Section within the Accounts Department and such 

costing as  is carried out,  is of a limited nature,  and  lacks the rigour 

expected of a Division well endowed with qualified accountants. 

These activities are described below under the following headings: 

Stores Accounting 

Case and Box Quotations 

Standard Product Costing. 

4.1    Stores Accounting 

Until recently there were no stores ledgers, stores documentation 

being priced by the storekeeper prior to posting to atores control accounts, 

Stores stock abstracts recording quantities and values were maintained by 

storekeepers in the stores. 

As discussed in Section 2.2, stores ledgers are currently being 

introduced.    It is desirable that all production materials and finished 

goods stores be recorded on ledger cards processed by the accounting 

machine.    Subsequent to the review of the Division's processing by 

NCR field staff it may be found uneconomic to hold non-production stock 

items, e.g.  spare parts, on machine processed ledger cards and in this 

case, manually prepared ledger cards should be instituted. 
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4.2 Case and Box Quotation» 

Cases and chipboard boxes can be produced to a variety of 

specifications, e.g. materials and dimensions, and thus cost tablea 

which relate cost to specification and quantity are used when preparing 

quotations. 

However, the cost tables for case quotations had not been rtviaed 

since August 1974, and then only by applying percentage increases to 

previous costs. The machine efficiency analysis which is the basis of 

the tables had not been revised since before the plant in the case factory 

was extended over 5 years ago. The Consultant notified these findings to 

the Division's General Manager in a letter dated 24th May 1976. 

Subsequently, the cost tables have been revised by the Planning 

Officer with cost data provided by the Chief Accountant and are applicable 

from July 1976. These tables are based on the latest material costs and 

labour rates. The output rates from each process have been estimated and 

related to product specifications. 

To allow for future price rises, current material and labour costs 

are inflated by at least 20*. Operating practice is allowed for by 

production rates based on shifts each of 6 'effective' hours, each hour 

containing 50 active minutes. Down time, including that due to lack of 

raw materials is anticipated by reducing machine rated output.  Output 

from the corrugator is taken as 2,000 metres per hour which it is 

understood is 50% less than currently possible. 

Factory and general overhead absorption rates on the direct labour 

cost have been derived by evaluating the coats reportad in February, 

March and April of this year. 
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I The coat tables used lor raw quotili ions should ensure profitability, 

As discussed above, the datti hai been qualified auch that coats are 

I substantially inflated. Whilst this is commercially prudent it is also 

in part indicative of the lack of suitable production performance 

I statistics. The Planning Officer agreed with the Consultant that more 

rigorously assessed statistics are required. These can be obtained by 

• time studies on the factory floor and by analysis of available production 

I 
I 

data. 

4,3 »tandard Product Costing 

Products with standard specifications, e.g. toilet rolls, are costed 

periodically, but infrequently by the Accounts Managers. The dates on the 

I latest cost structures made available to the Consultant were as follows: 

Canisters 10 November 1975 

Toilet lolls 21 July    1975 

Paper lags 28 October 1974 

Pacial Tissues I January 1975 

Paper Napkins 26 June    1975 

Adding Machine lolls 7 October 1975 

Polythene lags None available. 

Each cost structure applies absorption rates for labour cost, 

overheads and margin to cost component combinations based on the cost 

of raw material content. 

Costs of material content, allowing for waste, can readily be 

calculated at the latest raw material unit costs. However, the absorption 

rates for labour cost and overheads are most suspect and appear arbitrary. 

5.  WOCtTAlY C0MT10L 

The procedures for operating budgetary control are described in 

Volume II, Section H. They are discussed below under the headings: 

Budget Preparation 

Period Operating deports 
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5.1    Budget Preparation 

Responsibility for budget preparation has remained primarily with 

the General Manager and Chief Accountant with assistance fro« the 

Division's manager's. 

Quantities budgets are prepared for sales, production and raw 

material consumption, but it is evident that the managers responsible 

for these functions have not prepared data which has been rigorously 

assessed or is  in sufficient detail.    The budget prepared  for 1976 

contained no supporting schedules on sales or production quantities, 

although these are being prepared for the 1977 budget. 

The Division operates within a sellers' market and thus the only 

major constraint on sales is output. The major constraints on output 
are: 

(i)    the rated capacity of the Division's machines and 

facilities 

(ii)    the effective utilisation of these machines and 

facilities 

(iii)    the availability of rav materials and spare parts, 

dependent on, 

(iv)    the size of the annual import licence and its timing. 

The capacities,  setting and running times of the process plant 

have not been rigorously assessed as is discussed in Section 4.2 and 

thus the efficiency of production is not known in sufficient detail. 

The lack of data prevents optimum production programming which would be 

the basis of a production quantities budget. 

Capacity and its effective utilisation is a constraint only if 

sufficient quantities of raw materials are available.    Quantities budgets 

should be prepared at different predicted levels and timing of raw 

material availability in order to consider alternative optimum production 
programmes. 
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The lack of rigorously derived product cost structure«, assessed 

with reference to the various constraints, notably the import licence 

value, does not enable the comparative product contributions to be used 

during selection of optimum product six and voli 

As discussed in Section 3.3, the costs incurred by cost entres are 

not reported to the appropriate Managers, who, apart fro« not exercising 

cost control, and in turn being assessed on their ability to do so, 

are not able to contribute to budgeting these costs. 

In conclusion, it is our opinion that the procedures for budget 

preparation are inadequate and confidence in the Division's budget 

is undermined due to the lack of both sufficient consultation between 

managers and the availability of supporting data on the Division's 

operations. 

5.2 Period Operating Reports 

The period operating reports are prepared in terms of value by 

extracting data from the appropriate financial records. 

The operation of the work in progress (WIP) and finished goods 

accounts is described in Section 3.4. In the current procedures, labour 

and factory overheads for the period are charged against sales revenue, 

instead of the cofmwn practice whereby these costs are charged to 

production. If these costs are not debited to the WIP accounts and 

thus included in the cost of production credited to the finished goods 

stock accounts, it is inappropriate to value the finished goods at 

factory cost. For example, if the quantity and thus value of finished goods 

decreases in a period, the P * L statement heading 'Materials Consumed' will 

include the conversion costs absorbed by the decrease in finished goods, 

thus reducing unnecessarily, the reported period contribution and profit. 

The period operating statement is derived from the P « L statement. 

A period contribution statement has been prepared in th« past but not 

currently. On this statement an attempt was made to allocate overheads 

between product groups by using a most suspect basis, that of cost centre 

management salaries and pensions. 
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I 

Ho en—iiitary is prepared to support the operating reporta and 

provide explanation, particularly to the non-accountant, of the period 

results. 

We consider that the period operating reports provide to the 

Division's aanageaent, both insufficient and inaccurate information 

on which to assess the Division's performance.    The management accounting 

expertise of the Division's accountants it not being fully utilised. 
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PAIT D 

RECOttgyPATIOWS AMD PROPOSALS 

i. nrntopucTiow 

Th« accounting and related systems operated within the Paper 

Conversion Division have been reviewed and assessed in Part C of this 

report. In consequence, we aake a number of recotamendations and proposals 

for iaprovesMnt and development of these systems. 

Our aim is to make auch improvements to the systems and their 

operation that confidence in the data so produced is restored and that 

data is fully exploited as management information. 

In the following aections our recommendations and proposals are 

described in the same sequence as Part C and also include a section on 

implementation. 

2.  RELATED SYSTEMS 

In our review of the related systems, we commented favourably on 

the sales and procurement systems and thus do not proposed any changes, 

2.1 Stores 

In this section we make recommendations and proposals applicable 

to the procedures carried out in the stores. 

2.1.1 Supervision 

It is essential for efficient operation of the stores, that the 

overall supervision is vested in a responsible and competent senior 

manager. 
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2.1.2    Quantity Recordt 

Storekeepers should maintain stock records in tens« of quantities 

only,  stock valuation and pricing will be undertaken in the Accounts 

Department. 

The stock records in the stores and the stores ledgers in the 

Accounts Department should be identically segregated and sequenced to 

aid comparison and verification of data. 

Records of direct materials should be segregated by product. 

2.1.3   Verification 

Stores records and stores ledgers of production materials should 

be agreed to physical counts each period. 

Continuous stocktaking should be introduced for all high volume 

materials, e.g. spare parts,  and records verified. 

Stringent audit checks must be undertaken by an internal auditor 

to be recruited. 

3.      FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

In our review of the financial accounting system we found that it is 

suitable for the needs of the Division, but requires certain amendments 

to the procedures to improve control and analysis. 

However,  there is no substitute for enlightened accounts management. 

Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below under the 

headings : 

Accounts Department 

Machine Accounting 

Cost Centre Accounting 

Trial Balance and Profit and Loss Statement 

Fixed Assets. 
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I 3.1 Accounts Department 

I Below we sake recommendations and proposals applicable to all 

the procedures carried out in the Accounts Department. 

" 3.1.1 Organisation 

I It is proposed that the Accounts Department be segregated into 

I Finance and Costing Sections, each the responsibility of an Accounts 

Manager. 

I 3.1.2 Work Planning 

To assist in work planning and task allocation, the work load 

on the clerks should be quantified in tenas of the number of documents 

processed and records entered for each set of procedures. 

Work load records should be maintained and target levels act to 

assess staff efficiency. 

3.1.3 Training 

Opportunity should be taken by the junior staff to attend the 

accounting courses currently being arranged with NVTI. 

In addition, Volume II of this report, which provides a detailed 

description of the Division's systems, as amended by future developments, 

will serve as an aid to internal training. 

3.1.4 Timetables 

A procedures timetable should be introduced to assist in the timing 

and allocation of duties and augment a machine postings timetable. 

3.1.5 Invoice Copies 

Additional invoice copies can be prepared by printing un-numbered 

copies for insertion in the invoice pads. 
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3.1.6 Internal Auditor 

An internal auditor should be recruited as soon as possible. 

3.2 Machine Account ing 

Machine accounting was reviewed in Part C, Section 3.1.    Below 

we make recommendations and proposals. 

3.2.1 Capacity Assessment 

The current operating procedures and processing volume must be 

thoroughly reviewed by NCR field staff to ensure efficient operation and 
assess any surplus capacity. 

3.2.2 Document Preparation 

Document preparation, e.g.  coding and pre-listing, must be organised 

to prevent down time on the machine due to lack of prepared input. 

Ideally as much preparation as possible should be carried out before 

documentation is passed to the machine room. 

3.3   Cost Centre Accounting 

The procedures for cost centre accounting were reviewed in Part C, 

Section 3.3.    Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below. 

3.3.1 Cost Allotment 

Cost allotment of expense items currently apportioned between 

cost centres should be reviewed to ensure that it is equitable. 

3.3.2 Product Groups 

Stores issue vouchers for production materials should be identified 

to product groups for which the materials will be used to provide 

increased analysis for the proposed costing procedures. 
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3.3.3 Coding 

Internal voucher«, e.g. stores issue vouchers, during preparation 

should be coded to cost centres. External vouchers, e.g. invoices for 

services to individual cost centres, should be coded on receipt in the 

Accounts Department. Expense invoices apportioned between cost centres 

should be processed, as now, by the chief clerk. 

3.3.4 Reports 

Period reports of costs allotted to cost centres, as derived from 

the P 4 L statement and its supporting schedules, should be distributed 

to the managers responsible for the cost centres. Actual costs will be 

compared with the period budget for each cost centre. 

3*4 Trial Balance and Profit and Loss Statement 

The procedures for preparation of the trial balance and P ft L 

statement are reviewed in Part C, Section 3.4. Our recommendations and 

proposals are discussed below. 

3.4.1 Pre-printed Form 

The use of pre-printed forms would aid preparation of the trial 
balance and ensure clarity. 

3.4.2 Layout 

The layout of the P ft L statement should be reviewed to differentiate 

between direct and indirect costs,  the definitions of which must be 

clarified,  and the accounts grouped on the supporting schedules to aid 
casting the statement totals. 

3.4.3    Integration of Production Accounts 

We recommend that integration of production accounts within the 

double-entry using standard costing procedure«. 
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The discipline of an integrated system which operated under 

competent  supervision, ensures timely and accurate data. 

The principles of the recommended system are introduced  in Section 4 

and described  in the Appendices. 

3.5    Fixed Assets 

The fixed assets records are reviewed in Part C, Section 3.5. 

Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below. 

3.5.1 Documentation 

Documentation for recording fixed assets and reporting capital 

expenditure is currently being reviewed for GIHOC as a whole. Standard 

procedures arising from this review will be implemented in due course. 

3.5.2 Depreciation 

All depreciation calculations must be reviewed.    It is recommended 

that fixed assets records and depreciation should be analysed by cost 

centre to enable more rigorous product costing. 

4.      COSTING 

In our review of costing, we stated that in our opinion, costing 

lacked the rigour expected of a Division well endowed with qualified 

accountants. 

Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below under the 

headings: 

Costing Section 

Stores Accounting 

Product Costing 
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4.1    Costing Section 

Below we make reroaaendations and proposals applicable to all 

procedures carried out   in the Costing Section as proposed in Section  3.1.1. 

4.1.1 Responsibilities 

The Costing Section will be responsible for stores accounting and 

product costing. 

4.1.2 Supervision 

It is fundamental  to the efficient and effective operation of  the 

procedures carried out  in the Costing Section that supervision  is 

undertaken by an experienced and competent manager who fully comprehends 

the Systems and how they can be most beneficially exploited. 

4.1.3 Verification 

The data recorded  in the Costing Section must be subject to 

verification, not only as a by-product of effective supervision but by 

rigorous internal audit procedures. 

4.1.4 Training 

Opportunity should be taken by both junior and senior accounting 

staff to take advantage of the costing courses currently being arranged 

in conjunction with NVTI. 

4.1.5 Timetable 

The imposition of a procedure and postings timetable, an extension 

to that which the financial postings will be made, will ensure timely 

completion of routines. 
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4.2 Store« Accounting 

The procedures for stores accounting are reviewed in Part C, 

Section 4.1. 

*'2,1 Stores Ledgers 

The introduction of stores ledgers should he expedited. 

4.2.2 Titles 

The stores ledger accounts for production raw •ateríais, 

work in progress and finished stocks should be reviewed to aid control 

and analysis. The proposed accounts are listed in Appendix II. 

4.3 Product Costing 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The procedures for product costing are reviewed in Part C, Section 4, 

Our recoaaendations and proposals are discussed below. 

4.3.1 Integrated Standard Costing 

He recosxMnd the introduction of integrated standard costing which 

will enable preparation of a period product group contribution statement 

with associated variance analysis. 

The discipline of an integrated system when operated under coapetent 

supervision ensures tiaely and accurate data. 

The principles of the recoaaended systsa are described in 

Appendix III. 

4.3.2 Periodic Product Costing 

We recoaaend the introduction of periodic product costing, quarterly 

or aore frequently if appropriate, to review individual product cost 

structures, i.e. set and assess the accuracy of standard costs and 

overhead absorption. There aust be close liaison between the Costing 

and Planning Sections. 
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A description of the proposed procedures is given in 

Appendix IV. 

4.3.3 Period Cost Reconciliation 

Prior to the introduction of integrated standard costing, period 

Manufacturing costs of products for which standard costs have been set, 

should be reconciled in memorandum with actual costs incurred. Whilst 

not providing the detailed variance analysis available fro« a standard 

costing system, the suitability of current standards will be indicated. 

The procedures are described in Appendix V. 

4.3.4 Use of Cost Data 

Product costing enables management to review product standard 

costs and contribution. 

Accurate and analysed cost structures enable management to set 

realistic selling prices on uncontrolled prices and undertake negotiations 

with the Prices and Incomes Board in respect of controlled prices with 

data in which they have confidence. 

5.  BUDGETARY CONTROL 

In our review of budgetary control we stated that in our opinion the 

procedures for budget preparation are inadequate and that the operating 

reports provide both inaccurate and insufficient information. 

Our aim in making recommendations and proposals concerning budgetary 

control is to ensure that the Division's management is involved in budget 

preparation, understands the importance of budgetary control, understands 

the significance of the operating reports and can not only interpret 

management information, but can contribute to budget preparation and 

other planning and forecasting exercises. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below under the 

headings: 

Budget Preparation 

Period Operating Reporta. 

5.1 Budget Preparation 

The procedures for budget preparation are reviewed in Part C, 

Section 5.1. Budget preparation procedures have been revised for 

GIHOC as a whole during 1976. Our specific recommendations and 

proposals are discussed below. 

5.1.1 Involvement of Managers 

The Division's managers mist become more involved in budget 

preparation so that the financial budget is not prepared in isolation 

from operations. 

Formal procedures should be instituted for budget preparation 

which include: 

(i) the appointment of a budget committee consisting of 

the Division's senior managers who will consider 

opinions and data appropriate to the budget 

(ii) the appointment of a budget officer, normally an 

accountant, whose role is to co-ordinate the duties 

of the budget committee 

(iii) The adherence to an internal budget timetable, in order 

to achieve the target date for budget preparation set 

by GIHOC Head Office. 
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3.1.2 Quantititi audaets 

Quantities budgets ere fumi •Intal to budget preparation ai each 

area of operation! will be constrained by factors which are not necessarily 

financial. 

The  following quantities budget   should  be prepared in detail and 

indicate the various combinations possible of product nix and volume: 

• -        Sales 

Production Capacity 

law Materials Usage. 

5.1.3 Coat Control 

Opportunity should be taken during coat centre budget preparation 

to assess cost control exercised by aanagara responsible for the various 

cost centres. 

5.1.4 Financial Analysis 

During preparation of the financial budget opportunity aust be 

taken to analyse the financial effects of variations in product aix 

volume,  and selling price. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

This data will  serve as feedback to the budget cosmittee to show 

the iaplications of its decisions and can be used during negotiation of 

Bailing prices with the Prices and Incoaes Board. 

5.2   Pat tod Operating Reports 

The procedures for preparation of the period operating reports 

Have baa« reviewed in Part C, Saction 5.2. Our recoaaandations and 

proposals are discuaaed below. 
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5.2.1    Supervision 

The preparation of the period operating reports and associated 

ntary must be closely supervised by the Chief Accountant. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

5.2.2 Source Data 

The Chief Accountant mist ensure that data used for the preparation 

of the period operating reports is verified, both as to its arithmetic 

accuracy,  and to the principles applied to its calculation, e.g. valuation 

of stores issues and stock balances and depreciation. 

5.2.3 Co—entary 

A commentary supporting the operating reports should be explicit 

and rigorous in explaining variances.    Ideally this commentary will be 

prepared by the Chief Accountant during his review of the operating 

statements and from his discussion with the appropriate managers prior 

to circulation of the reports. 

5.2.4 Contribution Statement 

The operating statement should be supported each period by a 

contribution statement as described in Appendix III. 

5.2.5 Period Cost Reconciliation Report 

Until the integrated standard costing system is operational,  a 

period cost reconciliation report should be preparad as described in 

Appendix V. 

5.2.6 Balance Sheet 

A period balance sheet should be prepared as support to the 

operating reports. 
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5.2.7 Capital Expenditure Reportini 

Capital expenditure reporting is currently being reviewed for 

GIHOC as a whole. Standard procedures resulting fro« the review will 

he implemented in due course. 

5.2.8 Timetable 

The operating reports should he prepared to a rigid timetable which 

is an extension of that to which the financial and cost accounting data 

is prepared. 

6.       IMPLEMENTATIOH 

Implementation of approved recoasaendations and proposals is described 

below under the following headings: 

Timing 

Consulting Assistance 

Staff Requirements. 

6.1 Timing 

Implementation of recommendations and proposals will comience only 

when authorised by senior management.    The majority of recoanendations 

and proposals can readily be implemented by competent accounting 

management within a short time of authorisation. 

6.2 Consulting Assistance 

The responsibility for effective implementation is primarily that 

of the Chief Accountant.    However, he will be entitled to seek consistance 

from the consulting team as it is intended that the team will be closely 

involved with implementation. 

6.3 Staff Requirements 

Given the current work load and systems, we consider the present 

staff members to be more than adequate, provided that there it competent 

supervision. 
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PAPtKWOtK VOLUMES 

APPENDIX I 

Salca Invoices: 

Cain 

Credit 

Purchaie Invoice*: 

Cain 

Credit 

Chtque Payment Vouchari 

SIVi 

GINS 

October 
1975 

37 

354 

22 

66 

333 

445 

96 

February 
1976 

84 

341 

15 

96 

260 

373 

116 

June 
1976 

92 

394 

14 

67 

281 

435 

85 



STORES ACCOUNTS 

APPENDIX TI 

lew Materials Corrugated Cases 

Chipboard Boxes 

Canisters 

Polythene Bags 

Toilet Rolls 

Paper Bags 

Napkins 

Pacial Tissues 

Adding M/C Rolls 

Production Corrugated Cases 

Chipboard Boxes 

Old Factory Products 

Finished Goods Corrugated Cases 

Chipboard Boxes 

Canisters 

Polythene Bags 

Toilet Rolls 

Paper Bags 

Napkins 

Facial Tissues 

Adding M/C Rolls 

Other stock accounts reaain as in current practice. 



APPENDIX III 

INTEGRATED STANDARD COSTING 

Purpose 

The purpose of standard costing is to compare actual costs for a 

period with established standard costs of the Division's products to 

provide cost variance analyses for interpretation and response by 

management. 

The standard cost of a product is the target cost based on an 

analytical study of its cost structure. 

Integration of standard costing within the financial accounting 

system enables the application of a disciplined double-entry postings 

timetable to ensure timely and accurate preparation of cost data. 

The proposed system is so designed as to enable preparation of a 

period product contribution statement, with associated variance analyses 

that can readily be agreed with the period operating statement. 

Product Standard Costs 

Product standard costs will be derived by evaluating the constituent 

elements of cost of each product at a prevailing unit standard cost, 

e.g. raw material cost per unit weight. Standards will be established not 

only for completed products but also for semi-finished products thus 

enabling work in progress to be readily evaluated. 

The proposed elements of product standard cost are as follows: 

direct material 

direct labour 

variable production expenses. 
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I 
I 

APPENDIX III 
(Continued) 

This direct coat structure is an attempt to evaluate manufacturing 

at marginal cost although it is recognised that direct labour is a fixed 

cost. 

The structure is compatible with the operating statement headings 

thus enabling cost of sales shown on the period contribution statement 

to be equal to the amount shown on the period operating statement. 

On the introduction of standard costing, work in progress and 

finished goods will be evaluated at standard cost for balance sheet 

purposes.    The use  of this structure of standard cost for valuation is 

commercially prudent as well as simplifying cost account entries.    However, 

when preparing the year-end financial accounts it will be possible if  so 

desired, to absorb  fixed overheads incurred  into the valuations of work 

in progress and  finished goods. 

It is intended that the tables used for quotations will be based on 

standard costs. 

The proposed product and product group analysis will be as is current 

practice, as follows: 

Product Analysis Product Groups 

Corrugated Cases Corrugated Cases 

Chipboard Boxes Chipboard Boxes 

Canisters v 

Polythene Bags 

Toilet Rolls 

Paper Bags 

Napkins 

Facial Tissues 

Adding Machine Rolls 

The diagrams of the proposed systems are given on pages  6 and 7 of 

this Appendix and represent the flow of data on production costs;    valuations 

of work in progress and finished goods;    the calculation of variances and 

postings to the trading account. 

Old Factory Products 
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APPENDIX ITI 
(Continued) 

Production accounts are shown for each of the product groups which are 

derived from the production cost centres and finished goods accounts for 

each product.     The use of analysed journal vouchers, described subsequently, 

enables analysis between the cost elements.    Direct material is analysed 

between product groups,  the latter analysis avoids  the major difficulty 

of allocation between individual products.    The comparative low value of 

variable production expenses does not warrant further analysis.    The 

similarity between the current work in progress accounts and the proposed 

direct material  accounts should be noted. 

The proposed variance analysis will be as follows: 

Direct Material Issue Price Variance 

Direct Material Usage Variance 

Direct Labour Efficiency Variance 

Variable Production Expense Efficiency Variance. 

A guide to the interpretation of these variances is given on page 8 
of this Appendix. 

The system relies on the following inputs each period: 

(i)    cost allotments to production cost centres as 

derived  from the cost centre expense analysis as 

amended to derive the materials issue price variance 

described below 

(ii)    evaluation of period-end work in progress and finished 

good« by product at standard cost 

(iii)    evaluation of finished goods transfer notes and sales 

invoices at standard cost. 

For the period under review,  the closing balances on the production 

•nd finished goods accounts for th« previous period will be brought forward 

•• opening balances.    These balances represent the valuation of work in 

progress and finished goods at the beginning of the period. 
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APPENDIX III 
(Continued) 

Production cost will be debited as applicable to  the production 

accounts.    Materials will be debited to the direct materials production 

accounts at standard cost.    Stores    issue vouchers will be priced at 

both actual,  i.e.   first in first out,  and at standard  cost.    Only the 

standard costs will be entered on the cost sheet analysis.    The issue 

price variances,  i.e.   the differences between the totals for the period 

of actual and standard costs will be accumulated in a variance account 

and written off each period.    This implies that the balance sheet 

valuation of raw material will be based on actual cost, although work 

in progress and finished goods will be valued at standard cost. 

Finished goods transfer notes will be evaluated at standard, and 

posted between the appropriate production and finished  goods accounts. 

Sales invoices will be evaluated at standard cost and posted between 

the finished goods accounts and the trading account. 

Work in progress and finished goods at the period-end will be evaluated 

at standard cost and credited to the appropriate production or finished 

goods account.    Ideally, work in progress will be evaluated at standard 

costs based on anticipated states of completion of semi-finished products. 

The balance on each production account  is the variance which will be 

debited or credited to the appropriate variance account to be subsequently 

written off each period. 

The postings to each production account will be derived on journal 

sheets, examples of which are shown on pages   10 and  11 of this appendix. 

The journals enable the postings to be analysed between the standard cost 

elements,  i.e.  labour, materials and variable production expenses, and a 

variance derived for each.    Only the totals will be posted within the 

double-entry. 

This analysis of variance enables preparation of a detailed period 

contribution statement, an example is shown on page  12.   The total column 

contains identical entries to the period trading account within the 

double-entry. 
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APPENDIX III 
(Continued) 

Cost of sales on the period operating statemnt will be identical 

to that derived in the trading account. The direct cost headings on the 

operating statement vili be derived by adding back the period variances 

to the appropriate costs and extracting the increase/decrease of work in 

progress and finished goods fro» the appropriate accounts. 
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INTEGRATED STANDARD COSTING 

PRODUCTION ACCOUNTS 

CORRUGATED CASES 

Production Costs 

 »». 

For Period 

- Direct Material (Standard) 
- Direct Labour (Actual) 
- Variable Production 

Expenses (Actual) 

Definitions: 01 

01 

GMTNs - 

Opening Balance 

Closing Balança 

Good« Materials Transfer 
Motes 

APPENDIX III 
(Continued) 

GMTNs 

at Standard 
<D 

Direct Material 

Production Account 

Variances 

Issue Price Variance 
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I INTEGRATED STANDARD COSTING 

FINISHED GOODS 

APPENDIX III 
(Continued) 

CORRUGATED CASES 

Invoices for Cases/Boxes 
at standard quotation 

Invoices for Old Factory 
Products at Standard 

Standard Cost of 
Sales 

•/- 

Variances 

Actual Cost of Sales 
(Direct Costs) 



APPENDTX III 
(Continued) 

INTEIFRETATION OF VARIANCES 

A guide is given below to the interpretation of the following 

variances: 

Direct Material Issue Price Variance 

Direct Material Usage Variance 

Direct Labour Efficiency Variance 

Variable Production Expenses Efficiency Variance. 

Direct Material Issue Price Variance 

The direct material issue price variance is due to the actual material 

issue price differing fro« standard. 

The variance reflects changes in purchase price when compared with 

standard. The tiae scale between procurement and issue to production of 

material may be such that this variance is inappropriate to indicate 

procurement efficiency, but does indicate the cost of materials currently 

being used in production. 

Direct Material Usage Variance 

The direct material usage variance is due to actual material usage 

differing from the allowed usage. 

The allowed usage is computed by evaluating the standard direct 

material component of the actual production at standard cost. The actual 

usage is also evaluated at standard cost. 

The main causes of a raw materials usage variance are as follows: 

waste or excessive scrap 

defective materials 

pilferage. 
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APPENDIX  III 
(Continued) 

Direct Labour Efficiency Variance 

The direct labour efficiency variance is due to the actual cost of 

labour differing from the standard cost of labour incurred in production. 

This variance thus includes labour rate and labour usage coaponents.    The 

labour rate component of the variance is caused by: 

changes in wage rates 

individual changes in specific wage rates 

uae of non-standard grades of labour. 

The labour usage component of the variance is caused by: 

breakdowns on machines,  power cut s etc. 

changes in machine speeds 

materials not available 

changes in labour productivity 

changes in permanent labour numbers. 

Variable Production Expenses Efficiency Variance 

The variable production expenaes (VPE) efficiency variance is du« to 

actual expenses differing from absorbed expenses. 

The absorbed expenses are computed by evaluating the standard variable 

production expenses component of actual production. 

The main causes of a VPE efficiency variance are as follows: 

price change of expense i tens 

non-standard usage of expense items 

variable expenses not varying in proportion to production 

use of non-standard expenae items 

non-standard use of expense items. 
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PRODUCTION ACCOUNT JOURNAL - OLD FACTORY PRODUCTS 

APPENDIX  III 
(Continued) 
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PRODUCTION ACCOUNT JOURNAL - CASKS/CHIPBOARD  BOXES 

APPKND1X   III 
(Continued) 
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APPENDIX IV 

PERIODIC PRODUCT COSTING 

Purgóte 

The purpose of periodic product costing is  to formally review the 

cost structures of individual products. 

The reviews will be the bases  for setting standard costs and thus 

quotation prices and will be used to assess the adequacy of those in 

current use.    There must be close liaison between the Costing and 

Planning Sections. 

Whilst the  integrated standard costing system described  in Appendix III 

provides  feedback in the form of variance analyses,  the simplifications 

required  to enable practical application to the Division reduce  the detail 

of cost analysis available.     Similarly,  the volume of paperwork that 

would be necessary to operate a factory batch costing system is prohibitive. 

Thus  it  is only during periodic product costing exercises  that all 

components of cost for an individual   product can be taken into account, 

and even  then certain simplifications are necessary to ensure a practical 

approach. 

Cost Structure 

The cost structure will consist of the s asse elements of prime cost 

described in Appendix III for product standard costs, i.e. direct material, 

direct labour and variable production expenses. 

Having determined the unit prime cost, overhead absorption rates 

can be applied to determine ex-factory cost.    The method and rates of 

absorption will be determined during implementation on a product group 

basis, by analysis of the relationship between product mix and volt 

prime costs and overheads. 
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APPENDIX  TV 
(Continued) 

Outline ul   Procedure« 

Direct  labour and variable production expenses for a period will be 

allotted between process outputs during the period on the basis of 

production times.    However, we regard the recording of actual  production 

tiawt for period outputs as uneconomic and propose the use of  standard 

production times.    Period production will be evaluated at standard times 

appropriate to the product specifications and costs will be   pro-rated 

between the products on the basis of those standard times.    A key factor 

in the use of standard times  is the assumption that they remain constant 

regardless of process utilisation and thus can be  readily tabulated. 

Hence this method of cost apportionment can be applied irrespective of 

production mix or voli 

The standard production times will be set for each product or range 

of products that can be processed by each machine  and will be  in tabular 

format,  to show the range of values resulting from different material 

grades, product weights or dimensions.    Times can be obtained by studies 

on the factory floor and analysis of available production data. 

Direct labour and variable production expenses will be allocated 

and rates per production hour determined for each machine process which 

are applied as appropriate to the table of standard times. 

These rates can be amended as necessary to  take into account overall 

production factors e.g.  the availability of materials.    As discussed 

above, this approach relies on the assumption that   rated output  is 

independent of utilisation.     For example,  the rates may be calculated 

on the assumption of 75% 'standard' machine utilisation.    The rates 

may be increased, after due analysis, if raw material  shortages are 

likely to cause a decrease in utilisation.    It  is much more convenient to 

change the machine/process rates than to rework the standard production 

times on the assumption of different machine utilisation.    It  is thus 

fundamental that calculations of standard machine  times and machine/ 

process rates are not confused and records only of derivities kept, as 

is the current practice. 
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APPENDIX V 

PERIOD COST RECONCILIATION 

Purpose 

The purpose of period cost reconcilations will be   to compare output 

evaluated at standard product costs with actual costs  incurred.    This 

will show whether standard product costs in general are  representative 

of actual costs  incurred.    Reconciliations in memorandum should be 

carried out each period, prior to the introduction of  integrated standard 

costing for those items for which standards have been set.    The 

reconciliation of case factory costs with costed work orders should be 

implemented immediately. 

Procedures 

(i)    All goods/materials transfer notes recording transfers 

from production to the finished goods stores  and despatch 

area,  as appropraite, will be evaluated  in terms of the 

standard price cost,  i.e. direct materials,  direct  labour 

and variable production expenses and the trend noted 

(ii)    If work in progress  (WIP) at the beginning and  end of the 

period under review is significant, WIP also will be 

evaluated at standard costs as pre-calculated   for partially 

completed products and the trends-noted 

(iii)    The standard costs of production will be compared with the 

actual period expenditure on direct materials,   direct labour 

and variable production expenses and variances  noted 

(iv)    The volume of output from each production coat  centre will 

be compared with past production rates and trends noted 

(v)    The labour and variable production expenses rates at 

each production cost centre will be recalculated for the 

period and compared with those recorded for previous periods 

and variances noted 

(vi)    Current overhead absorption rates will be applied to 

production costs and compared with actual period overhead! 

and variances noted. 
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APPENDIX y 
('Continuad) 

Given eh« approximations used, there vili likely be variances to 

each reconciliation. However, where a large variance or a trend over 

successive periods is noted, this must be reported and interpreted to 

senior aanageaent. 
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I PART A 

PROCUREMENT 

The procedures operated in the Procurement Department are described 

below under the following headings: 

Oversets Purchases 
Local Purchases 
Capital Expenditure 

1.      OVERSEAS PURCHASES 

Overseas purchases trt primarily for the supply of raw materials, 
equipment and spare parts. 

The Division's requirements for raw materials are prepared by the 

Procurement Manager in discussion with the Chief Accountant and the General 
Manager during the third quarter of each year.    These requirements are 
based on experience of previous years. 

Overseas suppliers who wish to be invited to submit quotations are 
requested to provide suitable samples for assessment by the Production 
Manager.    Selected suppliers are then circulated by letter with the Division's 

requirements and requested to submit quotations in the form of 6 copies   of 
a pro-forma invoice.   These are evaluated on the basis of price, quality 
and reliability by the Procurement Manager prior to assessment by the 
General Manager and the Chief Accountant in discussion.    Successful suppliers 
are notified by means of a purchase order. 

Each application for a letter of credit is prepared in triplicate with 

one copy retained and the other two sent to the Division's bank, the Ghana 
Commercial Bank, Harbour Branch, with three copies of the relevant pro-forma 

invoices and the appropriate Import licence.   The award of an Import licence 
1s the prerogative of the Ministry of Industries.    The Commercial and Industrial 
Bulletin notifies the period for application of import licences.    Arrangements 

for the Issue of Import licences to the Division are made by the General 
Manager. 
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The Division's bank processes the application for a letter of credit 
after approval by the Bank of Ghana.    On approval, the import licence will 
be endorsed with the amount approved.   The Division's bank then requests 
for payment to it in cash of the required margins, the percentage of the 
value of each approved letter of credit as follows: 

25% for raw materials 
100% for machinery and spare parts 

The Division's bank establishes the approved letter of credit and 

cables its appropriate correspondent bank to inform the supplier.    A 
customer's advice copy 1s provided to the Procurement Department giving 
details of the letter of credit and the order is confirmed by telex to the 
supplier. 

Records are maintained within the Procurement Department of all letters 
of credit awaiting establishment, established, progress on each order and 
of Import licence utilisation. 

On shipment of the goods the supplier notifies the Division by telex 
or letter and sends the following document copies to the Division: 

bill of lading 
6 copies of invoice 
clean report of findings 

The supplier presents the original documents to the correspondent bank 
in exchange for payment. 

The documents are subsequently sent to the Division through the Division's 
bankers. 

On receipt of the original shipping documents, the Division's bank 
notifies the Procurement Department to prepare an exchange control form Al 
which must be completed prior to release of the original shipping documents 

and thus clearance of the goods from the port. 
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Prior to release, duty or Import licence levy Is payable at the following 
rate: 

kraft paper 50% 
tissue 20« 

The bill of lading is presented to the shipping company in order to 

release the shipment.    Payment in advance is made to the Ghana Cargo 
Handling Corporation (GCHC).   Customs officers conduct an examination of 
the shipment. 

The shipment is transported under the supervision of a shipping clerk 
from the Procurement Department by the Division's or hired transport. The 

GCHC issue a waybill in triplicate distributed as follows: 

original -     shipping clerk 
duplicate copy )   -     to be presented to port 
triplicate copy) security 

I To cover the transfer to the Division's premises, the shipping clerk 

prepares an Internal waybill distributed as follows: 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Original (white)     -     storekeeper 

Duplicate copy   (blue)       -     driver 

Triplicate copy (yellow)   -     retained 

The procedures on receipt into the stores are described 1n Section B. 

2.      LOCAL PURCHASES 

I Local purchases Include production materials, e.g. twine and starch 
and spare parts. 

I Local purchases are Initiated by means of an Internal requisition (IR) 
prepared after ascertaining availability with the appropriate stores.   The 

IR 1s prepared in triplicate, is signed by the requesting supervisor and 
approved by the department manager and the Chief Accountant.   The copies 
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are distributed as follows: 

original 

duplicate copy 

triplicate copy 

to the Accounts Department 

to the Department Manager 

retained in the pad 

Where possible, quotations or pro-forma invoices are obtained by 

purchasing clerks before preparation of a local purchase order (LPO). 

Where the item required is scarce, an open LPO is prepared. 

A voucher clerk in the Accounts Department prepares the LPO to the 

chosen supplier in triplicate.    This is approved by the Chief Accountant, 

Commercial or General Managers and the copies are distributed as follows: 

original (white)    - 

duplicate copy     (blue) 

triplicate copy   (brown)    - 

to the supplier 

retained in the Accounts 
Department 

retained in the pad 

The original copy of the IR is clipped to the triplicate copy of the 

LPO. 

The purchasing clerk takes the original of the LPO to the supplier 

and collects the goods supported by a waybill, invoice and cash receipt 

where appropriate. 

The procedures for receiving local purchase Into the stores are 

described In Section B and for payment 1n Section D. 

Subsequent to purchase, the duplicate copy of the LPO 1s attached to 

an Accounts Department copy of the goods received note. 

3.  CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 

During preparation of the annual budget capital Items for purchase are 

proposed and those agreed upon by the General Manager are submitted to Head 

Office for approval. 
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PART B 

STORES 

if 

The procedures operated in the stores for the receipts and issues of 

goods are described below under the following headings: 

Receipt of Overseas Purchases 

Receipt of Local Purchases 

Issue from the Stores 

Receipt of Finished Goods (Case Factory) 

Despatch of Finished Goods (Case Factory) 

Receipt of Finished Goods (Old Factory) 

Transfer of Finished Goods to the Depots 

Issue and Despatch fro« the Depots 

Stock-taking 

1.      RECEIPT OF OVERSEAS PURCHASES 

A shipping clerk from the Procurement Department supervises delivery 

of overseas purchases from the port to the Division's premises.    The goods 

are received into the stores with a waybill  (pink copy) prepared by the 

Ghana Cargo Handling Corporation (GCHC) and two copies (white and blue) of 

an internal waybill prepared by the shipping clerk at the port.    The storekeeper 

checks the goods delivered against the waybills, signs them and gives the 

blue copy of the internal waybill to the driver of hired transport as 

support for the hire charge.    The remaining copy of the internal waybill  is 

filed in the stores and the GCHC waybill passed to the Procurement Department. 

The storekeeper is provided with a copy invoice by the Procurement 

Department and a cost sheet by the Accounts Department to which he checks 
the details of the goods delivered. 

The storekeeper prepares a pre-numbered goods received note (GRN) in triplicate 
on which are entered the following details: 

supplier 

date received 

description of goods 
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quantity 
waybill number 
received by 
supplier's Invoice number 

stores ledger folio 

The GRN »ay record several deliveries from the same shipment.   The GRN 

1s distributed as follows: 

original (blue)   -   to the Accounts Department 
duplicate copy     (pink)   -   to the Accounts Department 

triplicate copy    (green) -   retained in the pad 

The details and quantity of goods received are entered on the stores 

stock abstracts as follows: 

date 
voucher number 
details 
receipts 

balance 

Kajor Items of raw material are recorded on stores abstracts segregated 

by shipment. 

2. RECEIPT OF LOCAL PURCHASES 

A purchasing assistant supervises delivery of local purchases to the 
stores.    The storekeeper checks the goods against the supplier's waybill/ 

Invoice and prepares the documentation as described 1n Section B1.   He 
passes the blue and pink copies of the GRN. invoice, waybill and receipt, 

as appropriate, to the Accounts Department. 

3. ISSUE FROH THE STORES 

Issue from the stores, excluding finished goods, Is initiated by a 
factory superintendent or department manager preparing and signing a stores 
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Issue voucher (SIV) In quadruplicate.    This is submitted to the appropriate 

storekeeper and contains details as follows: 

from/to 

item number 

description 

gsm or ref. 

stock unit 

quantity required 

stock quantity issued 

costing details 

signatures 

The issues are entered on the appropriate stores stock abstract and the 

SIV is distributed as follows: 

original (white) - retained by the storekeeper 

duplicate copy     (pink) - to the Accounts Department 

triplicate copy   (yellow) - to the factory superintendent 

quadruplicate copy (blue) - retained in the pad 

Until recently, the storekeepers would price the SIVs from the cost 

details on the abstracts.   Currently this procedure is being discontinued 

as stores ledgers are set up in the Accounts Department. 

4.      RECEIPT OF FINISHED GOODS (CASE FACTORY) 

There is no separate finished goods store in the Case Factory.   Finished 

goods are stacked on pallets in the despatch area after production is 

completed.   Pallets are identified by tickets recording: 

general description 

work order number 

load number 

weight 

date completed 

quantity 



Responsibility'for finished goods, is transferred from production to 

despatch by means of a pre-numbered goods/materials transfer note (GMTN) 

prepared in quadruplicate by a production clerk and authorised by a 

supervisor. 

The GMTN contains details which include: 

issuing dept. 

receiving dept. 

date 

quantity 

description 

job no. 

weight 

authorisation 

The despatch supervisor checks the goods against the GMTN and signs 

the production clerk's record book denoting receipt. 

The GMTN 1s distributed as follows: 

original (white/pink) 

duplicate copy (blue/white) 

triplicate copy (white/pink) 

quadruplicate copy (white) 

retained by the despatch 
supervisor 

to the Accounts Dept. 

retained in the pad 

Details of finished goods in the despatch area are recorded in a note 

book. 

5.     DESPATCH OF FINISHED GOODS (CASE FACTORY) 

An Invoice and a waybill (Customs and Excise forms) are each prepared 

1n quadruplicate by the despatch supervisor and subsequently signed by the 

Marketing Manager.    Details of description and price are taken from the work 

order and details of despatch are recorded In a note book. 
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The waybill is distributed as follows: 

original 

duplicate copy 

triplicate copy 

quadrupl i cate 
copy 

(green) - 

(orange) - 

(green)   - 

to the customer 

to the Accounts Department 

(orange) -   retained in the pad 

The invoice is distributed as follows: 

original (green)   -   to the Accounts Department 

duplicate copy      (green)   - 

triplicate copy    (brown)   - 

quadruplicate N 

copy (blue)     - 

The original of the invoice is mailed to the customer after checking 

in the Accounts Department. 

6.      RECEIPT OF FINISHED GOODS  (OLD FACTORY) 

Finished goods manufactured in the Old Factory are transferred to the 

finished goods store accompanied by a pre-numbered goods/materials transfer 

note (GMTN) prepared in quadruplicate by a production clerk and authorised 

by a supervisor. 

Details and quantities are recorded on stores abstracts.   The GHTN 

1$ distributed as described in Section B4. 

7.      TRANSFER OF FINISHED GOODS TO THE DEPOTS 

The transfer of finished goods from the Old Factory to the depots is 

initiated by preparation of an advice note by the stores supervisor on the 

Instruction of the Marketing Manager.   A GMTN is prepared as described 1n 

Section B4. and is distributed as follows: 



original (white) - to the depot 
duplicate copy     (blue)   - to the depot 
triplicate copy   («hite) - to the Accounts >part*nt 

quadruplicate       ()(tlite) . retained ,„ the pad 

On receipt at the depot, the aoods are checked against the GKTN and 

tto orlgl-1 is "turned to the Old Factory and 1s subsequently passed 

to the Accounts Department. 

8.    tvjiir "•" """T• if F""SHED 60nns FRg< THE KPaTS 

A„ invoice and a waybill (Custcs and Excise issue) are each prepared 

,„ cuadruplícate by the despatch supervisor and signed by a «*»'*•» 
officer.   Details of description and price are taken frc , prie. Ht. 
Th. quantités issued are recorded on the appropriate store abstracts. 

For cash sales, the Invoice copies are st«*ed -Cash Paid» and a 

receipt given. 

The invoice and waybill copies are distributed as *«er1tad 1« 
Section with the exception that the Invoice original is passed directiy 

to the customer. 

The copies required by the Accounts Depart-nt are sent weekly fro« 

the depots. 

9.       STOCK-TAKING 

The «.tenais, work 1. progress end finished gasare p.ys1c.lly 

counted each «>nth and the stores abstracts confirmed where appropriate. 

The Internal Auditor makes periodic test checks. 

Other stores Items, e.g. spares, are counted annually. 
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PART C 

SALES 

The procedures carried out in respect of sales are described below 

under the headings: 

Industrial Products 

Domestic Products 

Credit Control 

1.      INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 

Industrial products include corrugated cases, chipboard boxes, canisters 

and polythene bags.    Cases and boxes are sold on the basis of quotations as 

described in Section G. 

Canisters and polythene bags are sold at prices related to standard 

sizes.    Prices are also   dependent on customer category. 

Certain customers,   e.g. breweries, give large repeat orders notified 

by a local purchase order.    New customers will go through a process of 

discussions, review of samples and quotation prior to a formal order. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The production schedule is agreed between the Production and Marketing 

I Managers in discussion and a weekly schedule prepared of work orders. 
1 / 

On completion of production, an order is despatched from the factory 

as soon as transport is available as described in Section B. 

2.      DOMESTIC PRODUCTS 

Domestic products include toilet rolls, napkins and tissues and are 

sold at fixed prices, depending on the customer category, from depots at 

| Takoradi, Kumasi and Accra. 

Bulk allocations of products to distributors are made by the Marketing 

Manager to be approved by the General Manager.   Other customers can place 

orders at the depots and will be put on the local delivery schedule. 

11 



Goods are transferred to the depots and despatched to customers as 
described in Section B. 

3.      CREDIT CONTROL 

Credit control is the responsibility of the Marketing Manager. 

New customers wishing to make purchases on credit are required to 
name suitable referees to whom enquiry can be made.    Credit limits are at 
the discretion of the General Manager. 

On placing an order, the customer's indebtedness is reviewed.   Where 
a customer has an overdue debt, the Marketing Manager   will make a personal 
visit to the customer's premises.    In addition, an aged debtors analysis is 
prepared each month from the accounting records to monitor indebtedness 
and aid cash collection. 

Currently both credit and cash customers make deposits on placing orders 
to ensure priority.   New customers must pay the full amount in advance. 
Deposits will appear as credit balances on the debtors ledger. 
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PART D 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

The procedures carried out in the Accounts Department are described 

below under the following headings: 

Machine Accounting 

Overseas Purchases 

Local Purchases (Credit) 

Local Purchases (Cash) 

Case Factory - Sales 

Depots - Credit Sales 

Depots - Cash Sale 

Wages and Salaries 

Accounts and Cost Centre Code 

Cost Centre Accounting 
Trial Balance and Profit and Loss Statement 

Fixed Assets Register 

1.      MACHINE ACCOUNTING 

The nominal, personal and expenses ledgers and the payroll are all 

maintained on a NCR Class 400 electronic accounting system.   This system 

comprises a programmable accounting machine which utilises magnetic stripe 

ledger cards.    These cards are conventional visible records but with the 

addition of a magnetic stripe.data can be recorded on the cards and thus 

provide a memory which can be read and up-dated according to the programmed 

routines as the card is processed. 

Entries are made from batched source documents, e.g. invoices, journal 

vouchers, receipts, debit and credit notes.    The chief clerk ensures that 

each batch is pre-listed and is accompanied by a voucher booking summary 

which analyses the batch between the various account groups.    He also codes 

the vouchers to the appropriate revenue or expense accounts and cost centres 

After completion of a batch run, the proof sheet totals are verified against 

the pre-list.    Ledger cards are in columnar format for cost centre 

allocation. 
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2.      OVERSEAS PURCHASES 

On receipt of the goods, the storekeeper passes the blue and pink 

copies of the goods received note (GRN) to the Accounts Department as 

described in Section B. 

From details contained in the overseas purchases analyses book 

maintained in the Procurement Department and from examination of the copy 

invoices, GCHC waybills and insurance and freight documentation, the cost 

clerk prepares a cost sheet for each product in a shipment.    Copies of the 

cost sheet are circulated to the General Manager, Production Manager, 

storekeeper, creditors section and a copy retained to which the blue copy 

of the GRN is attached. 

The cost clerk passes to the purchases day book (PDB) clerk the pink 

copy of the GRN, copy invoice and appropriate GCHC waybill.    The PDB clerk 

enters the details in the overseas PDB and passes the document set to the 

machine room for posting as follows: 

Dr. stores accounts 

Cr. foreign bills account 

The document sets are filed in the machine room. 

3.      LOCAL PURCHASES (CREDIT) 

On receipt of the goods, the storekeeper passes the blue and pink 

copies of the GRN invoice and waybill to the Accounts Department. 

For credit purchases the PDB clerk enters details of the document set 

in the PDB and passes the set to the machine room for posting as follows: 

Dr. stores accounts 

Cr. creditors ledger 

The document set is passed from the machine room to the voucher clerk who 

attaches the blue copy of the LPO to the set and retains it until payment 
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is to be made when a payment voucher is prepared in triplicate and 

distributed as follows: 

original 

duplicate copy 

triplicate copy 

to the cashier 

to the machine room 

retained in the pad 

I 
I 
I 

4.  LOCAL PURCHASES (CASH) 

When local purchases are made for cash the Chief Accountant is requested 

by , memo from the requisitioning department manager to make an advance to 

, purchasing clerk. Subsequently the voucher clerk prepares a cash or cheque 

payment voucher. 

Normally up to *50 in cash is advanced and cheque for a larger amount. 

The cheque will be cashed at the appropriate bank prior to paymg the 

supplier in cash. 

The amount advanced to the purchasing clerk will be debited to his 

staff debtors account unless the documentation, i.e. GRN copies invoice, 

waybill LPO and receipt, is rendered promptly to the voucher clerk. 

The voucher clerk cross checks the documentation and passes a priced 

GRN (pink copy) to the PDB clerk for entry in the cash purchases column of 

the PDB. The document set is then passed to the cashier who makes the 

appropriate entries. 

~~An alternative procedure is that the goods are brought to the Division 

and then paid for on the same day. After cross checking the documents and 

entry by the PDB clerk, the voucher clerk prepares a payment voucher which is 

passed, after authorisation, together with the purchase documentation to 

the cashier for payment to be made. 

5.  CASE FACTORY - SALES 

The waybill and invoice are both prepared and distributed by the 

despatch supervisor as described in Section B5. The copies for the Accounts 

Department are passed periodically to the sales day book (SDB) clerk in 

15 



batches and are listed serially in a note book on receipt and signed for 

by the SDB clerk.    They are sorted into serial number order to ensure that 

the sequence is   intact  and prices and calculations are checked. 

The original of the invoice is despatched to the customer.    The 

duplicate copy of the invoice and the waybill copies are passed to the 

statistics clerk who despatches them, together with a summary, each month 

to the Customs and Excise.    The triplicate copy of the invoice is passed to 

the machine room for posting. 

On the quadruplicate copy of the invoice is entered the cost details 

taken from a copy of the work order which include: 

materials 

conversion cost 

margin 

sales tax 

excise duty 

These details are entered together with the invoice price in the SDB 

which is analysed between corrugating and chipboard sections and the Accra, 

Takoradi and Kumasi Depots.    The invoice quadruplicate copy is then filed 

in serial number sequence. 

The SDB is balanced weekly and monthly and journals prepared for 

posting sales tax, excise duty, freight, carriage and net revenue. 

All sales are on a credit basis although in practice sales are largely 

pre-paid. 

6.      DEPOTS - CREDIT SALES 

The procedures for credit sales at the depots are similar to those at 

the Case Factory with the exception that the documents are checked by a 

s*nior officer and the copies for the Accounts Department are sent 

p«r1odically.    The customers' copies of the invoices are despatched from 

the depots. 
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The Marketing Manager, who is based at Takoradi, reviews the 

documents prior to passing them to the SDB clerk.    Cost details are entered 

on the quadruplicate copy of the invoice from a product cost table. 

7-      DEPOTS - CASH SALES 

The procedures for cash sales at the depots are similar to those 

described above with the exception that a cash receipt in triplicate is 

prepared to cover the receipt of cash and the invoice is stamped to denote 
a cash sale. 

The waybill and invoice copies are sent to the Accounts Department 

as described above but accompanied by receipt copies and a paying-in slip 
to cover the deposit of cash at the local bank. 

The invoices are recorded in the SDB as cash sal 

8.     «AGES AND SALARIES 

es. 

Wages and salaries are paid monthly for the period up to the 15th of 

each month.    The junior staff payroll including casuals, is prepared in the 

Wages and Salaries Section.    The senior staff payroll is prepared by an 
Accounts Manager. 

The Personnel Department notify the Section of engagements, holiday 

periods, dismissal, retirement and sundry personnel details. 

All junior staff are required to clock in and out on arrival and 

departure respectively.    The timekeeper submits the individual clock cards 

to the Section for processing and provides details of working days, 

absenteeism and overtime.    This data is recorded on individual salary advice 

form on which are also recorded non-statutory deductions, e.g. staff loan 

repayments.    These forms are used as input for preparation of the payroll 

and payslips on the accounting machine.    Statutory deductions are 

automatically calculated by programmed routines. 

Wages and salaries are normally paid In cash.   A denomination analysis 
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by department is prepared for cash required.    A cheque is drawn for the 

exact amount.    The pay packets each contain a payslip and are prepared by 

the accounts clerks working in pairs.   The packets are distributed by 

the accounts clerks to employees in the presence of the appropriate 

supervisors.    On receipt of his pay packet, the employee signs or thumbprints 

the payroll.    Unclaimed pay packets are retained by the cashier. 

At the month-end journals are prepared to post the payroll  totals and 

the following control accounts are reconciled: 

unpaid wages 

staff debtors 

payments in advance 

wages 

salaries 

Social security contributions are compiled and paid monthly to the 

Sodai Security Fund.   Employees'  income tax is also compiled and paid 

over monthly to the Central Revenue Department. 

9.      ACCOUNTS AND COST CENTRE CODE 

Ledger accounts are numbered sequentially and grouped under the 

following headings: 

A. Assets and Depreciation 1 - 30 

B. Security 31 - 34 

C. Merchandise Stocks 35 - 47 

D. Debtors 48 - 54 

E. Cash 55 - 65 

F. Capital 66 - 70 

G. Reserves and Provisions 71 - 76 

H. Loans 77 - 79 

K. Creditors 80-84 

L. Pre-payments and Accrued Liabilities) 
M.   Profit and Loss Account ) 

N.    Finished Goods )     85 

P.    Income Surplus/Deficit 
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Earnings and Revenue Expenditure 1 - 102 

Cost centres in current use are listed below: 

CR.l Corrugating 

CM. 2 Chipboard 

PL.3 Polythene 

0F.4 Old Factory 

HQ.8 Headquarters Administration 

HT.9 Maintenance 

CA.10 Canteen 

PW.ll Power 

SD.14 Sales and Distribution 

COST CENTRE ACCOUNTING 

Cost centre accounting is within the double entry.   Each earnings and 

expenditure ledger card is analysed between cost centres.   The appropriate 

program tape fitted to the accounting machine equips it with the routines 

that enable postings to be allocated as each entry is made. 

All posting vouchers for earnings and expenditure are coded to the 

appropriate account and cost centre by the chief clerk.   The majority of 

Items can be allotted directly to a cost centre.    Listed over page are the 

Items currently apportioned and the percentages used. 
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n.    TRIAL BALANCE AND PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT 

A trial balance is prepared for each period-end and is summarised 

under the following headings: 

Assets and Depreciation 

Marketable Securities 

Raw Materials Stocks 

Work in Progress Stocks 

Non-trade Stocks 

Finished Goods Stocks 

Receivables and Payables 

Cash and Bank Accounts 

Provisions 

Loans and Capital 

Pre-payments 

Accrual s 

Income Surplus/Deficit 

Golden Chance Raffle 

Suspense 

Revenue Control 

Expenses Control 

Total accounts for raw materials, work in progress and finished 

goods accounts are maintained within the double-entry.   Stores ledger 

records are currently available only for certain raw materials.    The 

raw materials control accounts are as follows: 

Corrugating and Chipboard 

Polythene and Tins 

Old Factory 

The period total of stores issue vouchers are debited as appropriate 

to the following work in progress (WIP) accounts: 
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Corrugating 

Chipboard 

Polythene 

Tin containers 

Toilet Rolls       ) 

Paper Napkins      I       Old Factory 

Paper Bags and     ) 
Wrappers 

No other costs, e.g. direct labour and variable production expenses 

are currenly included in the WIP accounts. WIP is physically counted 

at each period-end and evaluated at raw material cost. The balancing 

credit on each WIP account is the derived cost of production of 

finished goods for the period and is debited to the appropriate finished 

goods stock account as follows: 

Corrugating 

Chipboard 

Polythene 

Tin Containers 

Old Factory 

Finished goods are physically counted at each period-end and 

evaluated at material and conversion cost derived either from the 

work orders for industrial products or standards for Old Factory 

products.    The balancing credit on each finished goods stock account 

is regarded as the cost of materials consumed in sales for the period and 

is posted to 'Materials Consumed' in the profit and loss (P & L) statement. 

The P & L statement is pre-printed and in columner format corresponding 

to the revenue and expense ledger cards.    It 1s supported by schedules 

listing expenses for the period analysed between cost centres.    The 

period totals on the schedules are entered against the appropriate heading 

on the P 4 L statement which also has a column for cumulatives. 
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"Direct Labour' includes the following accounts: 

51 Salaries and Pensions - Storemen/Storekeepers 

52 " - Factory Operators 

53 M - Dermatology Laboratory 

54 » - Casuals 

55 Overtime - Others 
5$        « - Laboratories 

57 Salaries and Pensions - Drivers 

58 Overtime 

61    Ex Gratia Payment 

67    Night Shift Allowance 
'Factory Expenses/Overheads' includes the following accounts: 

70 Electricity and Power 

71 Fuel, Oil and Lubricants 

72 Consumable Materials e.g. starch, glue, twine, Ink 
stitching wire and gummed tape 

87 Maintenance/Repairs, Plant and Equipment 

88 Plant and Equipment Rental 

102   Harbour Expenses 

The P & L statement is sunroarised in a contribution analysis which 

also shows overheads alloted between the production cost centres. 

12.    FIXED ASSETS REGISTER 

Purchases of fixed assets during the year are posted without 

details to asset ledger cards analysed between various asset categories, 

e.g. factory plant and machinery and motor vehicles.    The postings are 

cross-referenced to vouchers from which the details of the purchases 

can be obtained. 

A fixed assets register is available to record particulars of 

assets in columnar format analysed between: 

Loose Tools 

Canteen Equipment 
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Fixtures and Fittings 

Plant and Machinery 
Motor Vehicles 

I Depredation 1s calculated using pre-detenni ned rates specified 

by GIHOC Head Office. 

t 

i 
i 
i 

i 

i 
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PARTE 

CASH 

The procedures used for recording cash, cheques and letters of 

credit are described below under the following headings: 

Bank Accounts 

Cash Books 

Receipts 

Payments 

Letters of Credit 

1. BANK ACCOUNTS 

Bank accounts are maintained as follows: 

Letters of Credit - Ghana Commercial Bank, Harbour Branch 

Hain Account -     " " "       Liberation Road 

Accra transactions -     M M "       Liberty House 

Kunasi transactions -     " " "       Kejetia Branch 

Treasury Bills - Standard Bank of Ghana, Harbour Branch 

2. CASH BOOKS 

Cash books are maintained at Takoradl for each of the locations, 

i.e. Accra, Kunasi and Takoradl.   These books record receipts, payments 

and transfers between accounts.    They are balanced dally, weekly and 

monthly. 

A single petty cash book Is Maintained on Imprest and the floats 

supplied from Takoradl as follows: 

Takoradl     -   C5O0 

Accra -   flSO 

Kumasi -   flOO 
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3. RECEIPTS 

Receipts are prepared in triplicate at all locations as 

follows: 

Original (white)    -    to the customer 

Duplicate copy (green)   -   to the Accounts Department 

Triplicate copy (yellow) -    retained 

Cash and cheques received at the Kumasi and Accra Depots are 

banked locally.    A copy of the paying-in slip is sent to the 

Accounts Department to support invoice and receipt copies. 

4. PAYMENTS 

Payments are supported by the preparation of payment vouchers 

as described in Section D and can be drawn on any of the locations, 

Cheque payments are accompanied by remittance advices. 

5. LETTERS OF CREDIT 

The procedure for application for letters of credit is 

described in Section A.l. 

On payment of the required margin to the bank the accounting 

entries are as follows: 

Cr.    Main Account E57 

Dr.    L of C No.2 Account E57/2 

When the goods are received, the foreign exchange cost Is 

treated as follows: 

Cr.    Foreign Bills Payable Account C42 

Dr.    Raw Materials Accounts 

26 



The margin 1s transferred: 

Cr. L of C No.2 Account 

Dr.    Foreign Bills Payable Account C42 

When the balance is paid the entries are as follows: 

Cr.    Main Account E57 
Dr.    Foreign Bills Payable Account C42 
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PART F 

STORES ACCOUNTING 

The procedures for store accounting are described below under 

the following headings: 

Receipts and Issues 

Stores Ledgers 

Pricing 

1. RECEIPTS AND ISSUES 

The procedures and documentation for receipts and issues are 

described in Section B.    In the stores, quantities are recorded on 

stores abstracts.    Until  recently, unit prices were recorded on all 

stores abstracts and the storekeepers were responsible for pricing of 

all issues documentation.  Currently, this procedure applies to all items 

other than raw materials and consumables. 

2. STORES LEDGERS 

Until  recently there were no stores ledgers and stores documentation, 

priced by the storekeepers, was posted in total to stores control accounts. 

Currently, manually prepared ledgers are in operation for raw materials and 

consumables prior to being installed on the accounting machine.    Pricing 

of these stores issue vouchers is carried out within the Accounts Department. 

Ultimately all stores accounting may be processed by machine. 

3. PRICING 

Issues and receipts are priced as follows: 

Overseas purchases - cost sheet 

Local purchases - invoice 

Issues - first in first out 

Work in progress - standard raw material cost 

Finished goods -       materials and conversion at standard 
or at quotation cost. 

Conversion cost is defined as direct labour, factory and general 

overheads. 
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PART G 

COSTING 

The procedures for costing are described below under the following 
headings: 

General Procedures 

Cases and Boxes 

Canisters 

Toilet Rolls 

Paper Bags 

Taper Napkins 

Facial Tissues 

Adding Machine Rolls 

Use of Costing Data 

1.     GENERAL PROCEDURES 

Products offered to a variety of specifications, e.g. cases 

and chipboard boxes, are priced during quotation.    Raw material quantities 

are evaluated in detail for ea>ch order and priced at 'standard' costs. 

The labour cost is evaluated using tables of costs related to product 

specification and quantity ordered.    Overhead absorption rates are 
applied to the labour cost. 

Products having standard specifications, e.g. toilet rolls, are 

costed periodically.    Raw material content is assessed in detail and 

evaluated and other expenses are absorbed at various percentages of 
cost component combinations. 

2.     CASES AND BOXES 

Costing of an order is undertaken during preparation of a 
quotation. 

29 



tow material contint 1s determined on tht basis of tht quantity, 
dimensions and material specification and Is evaluated at 'standard' 
mttrlal costs. 

Labour cost 1s the dlrtct and supervisory labour conttnt In 
totting and running tht required processes.   This cost Is evaluated 

utlnf tables of costs related to product dimensions and quantity ordered. 

Factory and general overheads are absorbed as percentages of direct 
labour cost. I.e. currently proposed at 107X and 295* respectively. 

A margin Is applied as a percentage of total production cost, 
currently proposed at 17.5*. 

3.      CANISTERS 

Canisters are manufactured at a standard diameter with various 
axial heights available. 

«ateríais cost 1s based on batches of 1000 canisters.   Material 

usate is estimated by the Production Manager.   The components are costed 
•t the prevailing unit prices and consist of the following: 

tin plate 

aluminium foil 
straw board 
glue 

An allowance of 51* waste 1s made In costing tin plate usage. 

Keterlal costs, excluding that of tin plate, are prorated when 
costing canisters of various heights. 
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Materials cost is based on cartons of 50 and 100 rolls with roll 
| weights of 160,180 or 240 gms.    The components costed are listed below: 

t 
i 

Other expenses are absorbed as shown below: 

materials cost 

+ conversion cost (25% materials cost) 

= production cost 

+ overheads (20% production cost) 

+ packing material (transfer price) 

= factory cost 

• margin (20% factory cost) 

* net price 

+ sales tax (11J% net price) 
+ freight reserve 
= ex-factory price 

There is not currently a controlled price. 

4.      TOILET ROLLS 

tissue 
tube 
ink 

k -       wrapper 
wrapper 
glue 

All other expenses are absorbed as shown below: 

• conversion cost (% materials cost) 
« production cost 

+ overheads (% production cost) 
• packing material (transfer price) 
« factory cost 

• margin (% factory cost) 
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» net price | 

+ excise duty (7.57, net price) 

4 sales tax (7.5% (net price • excise duty)    ) 

• freight reserve (estimate) 

» ex-factory price 

The price of toilet rolls is controlled and the percentages used 

for absorbing expenses are chosen so as to arrive at the controlled 

price. 

5.      PAPER BAGS 

Materials cost 1s based on a batch of 1000 bags produced 1n 

40 or 60 gran kraft paper.   Paper and glue content per batch are cos ted 

at the prevailing unit prices and an allowance of 3% is made for waste. 

The current bag sizes include the following: 

Inches 

60gm 

40gm 

H X 6 

6 X 9 

8 X 13 

9 X 12 

io* X 14 

13 X 17 

15| X 22 

3* X 6 

6 X 9 

9 X 12 

lOi X 14 

13 X 17 

Other expenses are absorbed as shown below: 

materials cost (excluding packaging) 

+ conversion cost (17}% materials cost) 

- production cost 

• overheads (15% production cost) 

* factory cost (excluding packaging) 
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• «argin (15% production cost) 
« net price 

• excise duty (7j% net price) 

• sales tax (7J% (ret price • excise duty)    ) 
• packing material (transfer price) 
• freight reserve (estimate) 
• ex-factory price 

There is not currently a controlled price. 

6.      PAPER NAPKINS 

Materials cost is based on batches of 100 packets of napkins. 

Paper and ink content are costed at the prevailing unit prices. 

Other expenses are absorbed as shown below: 

materials cost 

• conversion cost (252 materials cost) 
• production cost 

• overheads (16% production cost) 
• packing material (transfer price) 
« factory cost 
• margin (20% factory cost) 
• net price 

• sales tax (11*% net price) 

• freight reserve 

• ex-factory price 

There is not currently a controlled price. 
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7.      FACIAL TISSUES 

Materials cost is based on batches of 50 boxes per carton of 
150 x 3 ply or 100 x 2 ply tissues. 

Tissue costs are derived fro* weight evaluated at the prevailing 
unit cost. 

Other expenses are absorbed at the rates shown below: 

materials cost 

• conversion cost (25% »ateríais cost) 

» production cost 

• overheads (16% production cost) 

• packing material  (imported and transfer price) 
• factory cost 

• margin (17% factory cost) 

• net price 

• sales tax (11J% net price) 

+ freight reserve 

» ex-factory price 

There is not currently a controlled price. 

8.      ADOING MACHINE ROLLS 

Materials cost 1s derived from weight of a roll evaluated at 

the prevailing unit costs.    Rolls consist of th# following: 

newsprint 

core 

An allowance of 10« of the cost derived above is made for 
waste, 
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All other expenses are absorbed as shown below: 

materials cost 
+ conversion cost (82% materials cost) 
• overheads (92* materials cost) 
• packing material (transfer price) 
« factory cost 
• margin (35% factory cost) 
» net price 
+ sales tax (11$% net price) 
• freight reserve (estimate) 
• ex-factory price 

There 1s not currently a controlled price. 

9.      USE OF COSTING DATA 

Costing data 1s primarily used for setting selling prices and for 

valuation of stocks of finished goods at factory cost, I.e. direct 
materials, labour and factory and general overheads. 
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PART H 

BUDGETARY CONTROL 

The procedures for operating budgetary control are described 

below under the headings: 

Budget Preparation 

Operating Reports 

1. BUDGET PREPARATION 

Responsibility for preparation of the budget rests primarily with 

the General Manager and the Chief Accountant with assistance from the 

Division's managers. 

The sales quantities budget, prepared by the Marketing Manager, is 

based on analysis of past performance.    The production quantities budget, 

prepared by the Production Manager, is based on past output achieved. 

Subsequently, the Division's requirement for raw materials is prepared 

by the Procurement Manager. 

2. OPERATING REPORT 

The Chief Accountant supervises the preparation of the following period 

reports for distribution to the Division's senior management and to   Head 

Office. 

Form Title 

HQ.l - Operating Statement 

HQ.5 - Debtors, creditors and stocks 

HQ.8 - Monthly Cash Forecast and Statement 

HQ.6 - Debtors analysis 

The balance sheet (form HQ.2) can readily be prepared for each 

period. 

Data for preparation of the forms 1s picked from the financial 

records, in particular from the profit and loss (P & L) statement 

described 1n Section D.H. 
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The P I L statement  Is periodically summarised In a contribution 

analysis which shows the operating statement headings split between 

the following production cost centres: 

Corrugating 

Chipboard 

Polythene/Tins 

Old Factory 

The analysis also shows overheads apportioned between these production 

cost centres on the basis of management salaries and pensions as follows: 

Corrugating     70% 

Chipboard 5% 

Polythene/T1ns 5% 

Old Factory     20% 
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PART A 

INTRODUCTION 

This  report is the result of an accounting consultancy assignment 

carried  out  in the Glass Manufacturing Division of GIHOC from April  to 

June  1976,  as part of a larger programme of management  assistance 

commissioned by UNIDO from P-E Consulting Group Limited  (P-E) under 

the United Nations Development Programme.     Within the Divisions of GIHOC, 

P-E is   required to implement  a programme of changes and  improvements  to 

management practice, with particular attention to training GIHOC counterpart 

staff  to  the point of self-reliance.    It  is intended  that this report 

will be   followed up by assistance  in implementation of  approved recommendations 

j and proposals.    The team engaged on this assignment consisted of C.J.S.   Baker 

and hi«  GIHOC counterpart J.K. Micah. 

Volume I of this report reviews and assesses the accounting and related 

systems   in current use and sets out recommendations and proposals for their 

improvement and development.    Volume II, which is intended to serve as a 

systems manual, contains a comprehensive description of the current systems 

on which the content of this volume is based. 

I The Divisional Accountant, Mr.  E. Ashie-Orllenson,  has reviewed  and 

commented on both Volumes I  and II.    He wishes  to put  on record his agreement 

with their content,  i.e.  the description of the  systems,  their review and 

assessment and the recommendations and proposals  for their improvement  and 

(development.    He has expressed his desire for implementation to commence 

as soon as possible. 

The  team wishes to thank the managers and staff of the Division for 

their active co-operation and assistance during the assignment and look 

forward  to working with them again in the near future. 

C.J.S. Baker J.K. Micah 

November 1976 
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PART B 

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT 

A summary of the report is given below under the headings: 

Sunnary of Principal Findings 

Sumnary of Recommendations and Proposals. 

1«  Summary of Principal Findings 

A summary of the principal findings discussed in Part C is gi 

below and is cross-referenced to the appropriate sections. 

vcn 

(i)    Procurement 

1 
All transactions are authorised and adequate records are kept 

of  such    transactions. 

Amounts received by the commercial clerks against IOU's and 

cheque suspense vouchers  are not accounted for promptly. 

(Part C, Section 2.1). 

(ii)    Stores 

All receipts and issues are covered by 

documentation. 
form of 

The format of the receiving sheet requires revision. 

Bin cards are not maintained for bulk raw materials.    Procedures 

for recording cullet are not rigidly followed.    Control over goods 
transfer notes is lax. 

Period stocktaking  is not properly supervised and,  for certain 

stocks, is on a sample basis which is not systematically applied. 
(Part C, Section 2.2). 
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(ili) Salti 

The salci procedures are simple and straightforward to 

operate. 

Security over documentation is weak. 

Mo formal procedures exist to review the granting of credit 

for breakages after despatch. 

(Part C, Section 2.3) 

(iv) Financial Accounting 

The financial accounting system appears adequate for the 

needs of the Division but there is a need for changes and improvements 

to ensure efficient operation. 

(Part C, Section 3). 

(v) Stores Accounting 

There are appropriate records and documentation for current 

stores accounting purposes. However, supervision over staff is 

lax and the procedures are not effectively controlled to ensure 

accuracy. 

(Part C, Section 4.1) 

(vi) Product Costing 

Product costing operated within the Division is totally 

inadequate. 

(Part C, Section 4.2). 

(vii) Judget Preparation 

The procedures for budget preparation are inadequate and 

confidence in the Division's budget is undermined due to the lack 

of both sufficient consultation between managers and the availability 

of supporting data on the Division's operations. 

(Part C, Section 5.1). 
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(viii)    Period Operating Reports 

The period operating reporta provide to the Division's 

management insufficient information on which to assess the Division's 

performance. 

(Part C,   Section 5.2). 

2.       SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS 

In Part D we make over 40 separate    recommendations and proposals 

concerning the systems and procedures discussed in Part C.    These are 

rised below under main headings. 

(i)    Organisation 

introduction of a budget committee 

appointment of a committee to deal with customers' 

claims for breakages after despatch 

(ii)    Management Information 

introduction of period cost centre reports, 

contribution statement, balance sheet and capital 

expenditure report 

preparation of commentary to support the period 

operating reports 

(iii)    Supervision 

competent supervision to be exercised over stores 

accounting and costing 

close control by accounts management over preparation 

of accounting reports 

(iv)    Training 

storekeepers and accounts clerk« to take advantage of 

training courses 
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(v)    Timetables 

imposition of and adherence to procedure* and postings 
timetables 

(vl)    Mew Systems,  Procedures and w.««n«-.i ion 

confirmation orders to be pre-numbered and copies 

passed to the Accounts Department 

daily reports instituted on IOU's and cheque suspense 

vouchers 

replacement of current stores receipt, documentation by 
standard  format GRN's 

bin card« and ledger cards opened for bulk materials 

introduction of cost centre codes and voucher coding 
prior to posting 

expansion of cost centres  to include production processe. 
revision of fixed assets register 

introduction of integrated process costing subsequently 
developed  to use standard co.ts 

introduction of periodic product costing to formally review 
product co.t structures 

(vii)    *1>rovd D*ta Availability and Analysis 

cullet frost all sources to be quantified 

cullet which cannot be reused must be identified as 
scrap 

expenses  differentiated between direct and indirect and 

consistently used in costing, period reporting and budget 

preparation 

preparation of quantities budgets 

financial analysis during budget preparation 

(viii) Verification 

quantitie. recorded on store, ledger card, to be regularly 

agreed with the bin cards and audit check, instituted 
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continuous stock-taking introduced for the technical 

atores 

weight of bulk materiali to be estimated each period, 

e.g. by empirical  formulée 

depreciation calculations to be reviewed 

accounts management to ensure that  source data used 

for costing and reporting is both accurate and 

correctly applied. 
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PAKT C 

COWCNTARY ON THE ACCOUNTING AWp RELATED SYSTFMg 

!•       INTRODUCTION 

TO ...... th. .„icl.ncy „, .ff.ctivraM. of  the account.       >nd 

r.Lt.d .„„„. oper.t.d withl„ the MMi „.„„^„.^ Divim.on u Mg 

n.c....ry to „«„„. , d„„lptioD o( theje >y>tei<j      No ^^ of 

.«ountin, ... .vail.bu for the Divii.oii ând no OM ^ ^ 

petition to „ut. .11  th. proedur«. in th. .y.te... 

A «ri., „f i„t.rvi„. ... u„d.rtaken with „ot 0„ly „ 

•»ff but ...ft in r.ut.d d.p.r„.nt. .... co.erci.1 .„„ S.U.. 

»o, J ;7"h:n,ÌV' """'"«•»- «• P«P.r.d of th... .,„„. an, u 

th^thi. d..cnptio» vin ..„. .. .  base„ for the D.v.sion,s SysteBs 

In thi. p.rt „f th. r.port « .t.t. „ur oplnio„. on th, 
«cçuntin, r r.Ut.d .y.t«.    ^ tam^f lm under « 

V^'û    'CCOrd "lth "" ••*•' "  ""- "••""»- '" 

Related Syateaa 

Financial Accounting 

Coating 

Budgetary Control 

We sake our recommendations in Part D. 

2.  RELATED SYSTEMS 

V.1«;,pr:.T"íor th* "i't"' •,"~ - U-"
IM

 «• -"» *» voiuM II, Section A, B and C. 
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These procedures «re discussed below under the following headings: 

Procurement 

Stores 

Sales 

2.1 Procurement 

The procedures carried out in the Procurement Section of the Commercial 

Department are described in detail in Volume II, Section A. 

The procedures operated are straightforward and within the competence 

of the commercial staff. 

All transactions are authorised and adequate records are kept of such 

transactions. 

Adequate supervision is exercised over the preparation of documentation 

for overseas purchases. Confirmation orders are prepared in respect of 

all chosen overseas suppliers. However, such orders are not pre-numbered 

and the Accounts Department is not given a copy of the order to enable the 

Divisional Accountant to prepare against the financial implications of the 

order. Further, the security and custody of the confirmation orders is 

inadequate. 

No local purchase orders are prepared for cash purchases. Cheques 

for cash purchases are frequently issued in the name of the purchaser who 

cashes the cheque prior to payment. Amounts received by the commercial 

clerks against IOU's and cheque suspense vouchers for cash purchases are 

not accounted for promptly. As at 9th April 1976, outstanding IOU's amounted 

to Í967 out of which Í485 had been outstanding since 19th December 1975, and 

unsettled cheque suspense vouchers amounted to 020,534.85, some of which had 

been outstanding since November 1975. Management's control of cash purchases, 

hence, is inadequate. 
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2.2 Stores 

The procedures for the receipts are issues of stores are described 

in detail  in Volume II,  Section B. 

All receipts and  issues are covered by  some form of documentation. 

Prior to entry on the bin cards, goods received are recorded on a receiving 

sheet  (RS),   the Division's equivalent of a goods received note.     However, 

the format of the RS duplicates in part  the waybill but excludes  suitable 

headings  to record data on both overseas and  local purchases.     The RS 

should be replaced by a standard format goods received note. 

Bin cards are maintained for all  items  except bulk raw materials, 

i.e.  sand,  shells and cullet.    Although likely to be approximate,   the 

introduction of bin cards for these bulk materials would inject discipline 

into control over them. 

Procedures are available for recording cullet but are not rigidly 

followed due to lack of competent supervision.    Cullet obtained from 

furnace drainage is not weighed and that obtained from the subsequent 

processes is weighed and recorded incompetently. 

The goods transfer notes are not pre-numbered and supervision over 

their preparation and distribution is  lax.    The forwarding storekeeper 

does not acknowledge by signature the goods received from production. 

Monthly stock-taking is not properly supervised and,  for certain stocks, 

is on a sample basis which is not systematically applied.    No periodic audit 

checks are undertaken of the stores ledger cards.    Entries on bin cards are 

not initialled by the storekeeper, thus  in cases of error it is difficult 

to locate responsibility. 

2.3 Sales 

The procedures adopted in respect of salas are described in detail 

in Volume II, Section C. 

The sales procedures are simple and straightforward to operate. 
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I Adequate records and statistics are maintained and strict supervision 

is exercised over the staff. However, security over the sales documentation 

I is week.  In particular, the loading premit is loose-leaved and not 

pre-numbered. 

In addition, no formal procedures exist to review the granting of 

credit for breakages after despatch. 

3.  FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

Financial accounting procedures are described in detail in Volume II, 

Sections D and E. 

The books maintained for the Division's financial accounting system 

are those for a conventional manual double-entry system with separate 

day books, personal and a general ledger supported by subsidiary ledgers. 

The original documents are likewise conventional and are comprehensive 

in their cover of both internal and external transactions. Control 

accounts are kept for all the ledgers and each ledger is balanced every 

month. 

All sales and purchases documentation and wages and salaries are 

subject to some form of checking and authorisation by senior management. 

However, though the financial accounting system appears adequate 

for the needs of the Division, we believe there is still need for the 

changes and improvements to ensure efficient operation. In Part D, we 

make recommendations and proposals for the improvement of the accounting 

procedures which are discussed below under the following headings: 

Operation of the Financial Accounting Procedures 

Accounts and Cost Centre Code 

Books of Account and the Trial Balance 

Wages and Salaries Preparation 

Fixed Assets 

I 
I 
I 
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3.1 Operation of the Financial Accounting Procedures 

The operation of the financial accounting procedures is straightforward 

and within the level of competence of the staff employed.  However, there 

is no accounting manual and training is passed on by word of mouth. When 

key staff leave it is unlikely that they will have imparted to their 

substitute, if available, all details of their work.  It is intended that 

Volume II, as amended by future developments will serve as an aid to staff 

training. 

The volume of paperwork processed is shown in Appendix I. The 

volume of the majority of the vouchers is low in relation to the staff 

available. There is no postings timetable to discipline posting and to 

ensure completion of the month-end balancing earlier than the current 

two to three weeks after the month-end. 

3.2 Accounts and Cost Centre Code 

The code is incomplete as there is no cost centre code. 

Vouchers are not coded prior to posting and this significantly 

reduces the speed of processing. 

3.3 Books of Account and the Trial Balance 

A single manufacturing account and separate finished goods accounts 

for pressed and hollow glass are included in the general ledger and thus 

cost of sales can be calculated within the double-entry. However, these 

procedures are unsatisfactory as they are based on unsubstantiated assumptions 

due to lack of adequate production data notably: 

(i) the unit cost of glass for a period is the same in both 

hollow and pressed glass processes 

(ii) the value of furnace work in proceas, i.e. molten glass, is 

constant and there is no other work in process. 
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It is unreasonable to assume the same unit cost of glass from 

furnaces of different specifications. The process cost of finished 

products will not be dependent only on the weight of glass in each 

product.  Work in process is constant only when the production is 

truly continuous. 

Finished goods are currently valued at unit selling prices as 

these are lower than unit production costs. 

In Part D, we recommend a process costing system which will enable 

•ore equitable accounting of production. 

Cost centre accounting is integrated within the double-entry. 

Vouchers are posted to expense headings in the expenses ledger and in 

parallel also analysed to cost centres in analysis books from which 

the departmental cost analysis (DCA) is prepared. From the DCA is 

derived a journal clearing the expenses ledger to the operating statement 

headings in the general ledger.  However, the lack of voucher coding 

delays cost centre allotment in the analysis books. The cost centre 

analysis is not disclosed to the managers responsible for the cost 

centres, who, in any case, are not cost responsible. As the analysis 

is not used to assess cost control, there is not the incentive to ensure 

meaningful and equitable expense allotment. 

The sequence of accounts aids preparation of the operating statement 

but not the balance sheet.  It is inconvenient during preparation of the 

trial balance that the sales revenue accounts are not included within the 

general ledger.  The trial balance is not prepared on a pre-printed form 

which would speed preparation and aid clarity. 

3.4 Wages and Salaries Preparation 

The Division's Burroughs accounting machine was used for payroll 

preparation but has been out of action since January 1975.  Thus the 

payroll (700 employees) is currently prepared manually which imposes a 

large volume of clerical processing with attendant risk of error. 

The security over payroll records is lax.  Supervision of staff is 

lax. There is inadequate checking of payroll calculations. 
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The format of the personal earnings record card is inappropriate and 

requires revision to replace inactive colisene, e.g. bonus, by col tarns for 

the various allowances. 

Pay slips are not issued with pay packets. 

Employees records and statements for social security contributions are 

not kept up to data. 

3.5   USED ASSETS 

Fixed asseta registers, with th« exception of that for mmtor vehicles, 

are non-existent. 

With the exception of motor vehicles, there ia no identification 

tag denoting ownership on any of the Division's property. 

Depreciation calculations are most suspect. 

4.     COSTING 

Within the Costing Section there are two main activities carried out 

which are discussed below under the headings: 

Stores Accounting 

Product Costing 

4.1   Stores Accounting 

The procedures for stores accounting ars described in Volums II, 

Sections F and G. 

Stores accounting for raw aaterials and finished goods is within 

the double-entry.    Work in process at the end of aach period is a 

constant since it is assumed to consist of a fixad quantity of «ölten 

glsss in the furnaces evsluated at a standard cost. 
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Stores ledger cards recording physical quantities and values are 

kept in a cardex in the Costing Section. There are no cards for sand, 

shells or cullet. Entries by the stores ledger clerks are made fro* 

receiving sheets and stores issues vouchers. The clerks operating the 

procedures appear sufficiently competent and conscientious given their 

level of attainment. However such entries are inadequately supervised 

and not checked to ensure accuracy. 

No aonth-end reconciliation takes place between the quantity balances 

on the bin cards and those on the stores ledger cards. 

All issues of raw materials and stores are costad and alloted to 

cost centres in the raw materials analysis book and the departmental issues 

analysis book respectively. Again, this analysis and costing is inadequately 

supervised and not checked to ensure accuracy. 

In conclusion, we consider that there are appropriate records and 

documentation for current stores accounting purposes. However, supervision 

over staff is lax and the procedures are not effectively controlled to 

ensure accuracy. 

4.2 Product Costing 

The procedures for product costing are described in Volume IX, 

Section H. 

Production cost statements are prepared infrequently in memorandum. 

These are the basis of product costing. Production costs and overheads 

for the period are related to output weight to derive the period cost par 

tonne of good formed glass. Product unit costs are determined by evaluating 

the product weight at this period cost per tonne. 

There is limited differentiation between pressed and hollow glass 

production and individual process or product costs ars not considered. 

In addition, as discussed in the previous section, raw materials issue 

data can be suspect. 
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This approach to coicing ii inaufficiently rigoroui and is unable 

to provide either the accuracy or the detail normally required by 

for coat control or pricing purpose». 

To co.t producta effectively, a costing system must be able to 

evaluate production in sufficient detail ao that all «ajor coat faeton 

are accounted for and related to the individual producti. The glass 

industry i. one of those industri«, where the largest co.pon.nt of process co.t 

ia »variable production expenses'. The equitable treatment of this component 

ia fundamental to arrive at realiatic product coats. 

Thus, we consider that product costing operated within the Division 

is totally inadequate and in Part D ve propose the introduction of fornai 

costing procedures. 

5.  BUDGETARY CONTROL 

The procedures for operating budgetary control are described in 

Volume II, Section I. They are diacussed below under the headings: 

Budget Preparation 

Period Operating Reporta 

5-l Budget Preparation 

»asponsibility for budget preparation has remained primarily with 

the Diviaional Accountant «ho r.c.iv.. v.ry limitad aa.i.tanca from the 

Division1 • managers. 

I 

Quantitiea budgets are preparad by the Divisional Accountant. This 

aituation reflect, advar.aly on th. competence of the appropriata m*»,.,.. 

Th. Divi.ion oparate. within a ..ll.r's market and thus the only „jor 

constraint on aalas is output. It is understood that output from the 

Diviaion'a plant ha. nav.r achieved «or. than 50X of theoretical capacity 

•»d thus profitable operation with th. currant plant and facilitiaa is 

unlikaly at currant salii«, pricM. However, effective budgetary control 

basad on accurata product costing can assist man.gam.nt in reducing loa.... 
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The major constraint* on output are: 

(i)  the capacity of the Division's plant and facilities 

(ii) the effective utilisation of this plant and facilities 

(iii) the availability of raw material« and spare parts 

partially dependent on, 

(iv) the sice of the annual import licence and its timing 

Statistics on plant capacity and utilisation are not readily available 

although date can be obtained by management with little effort. Tills lack 

of data prevents production programming which would be the basis of a 

production quantities budget. 

The lack of rigorously derived product coat structures prevents 

comparison of product contributions and thus selection of opti«« product 

mix and volume. 

The differentiation between fixed and variable production expanses 

uaed in budget preparation cannot be substantiated and is not in agreement 

with the definition* used in the period operating statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.3 the costs incurred by cost centres are 

not reported on to the appropriate managers, who apart from not exercising 

co*t control, and in turn being assessed on their ability to do so, 

are not able to contribute to budgeting these cost*. 

In conclusion, it is our opinion that the procedures for budget 

preparation are inadequate and confidence in the Division's budget it 

undermined due to the lack of both sufficient consultation between 

managers and the availability of supporting data on the Division's 

operations. 

5.2 Period Operating Reporta 

The period operating report* are all prepared in tart» of value 

by extracting data from the appropriate financial records, nspsrti em 

coat centre expenditure are not prepared. 
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The operation of elM •enufacturing «id finished goods account« it 

disavowed in faction 3.3 in which we statt that tht procsdurtt trt 

wMatiefactory. In Part D proposait for tht introduction of procsss 

ctatis« «a aade which will provida sure dttailad infomation than 

currantly available fro« tht production coat report, and in particular 

próvida a period contribution etataaant. 

Account la« ratios are calculated each period but no cossssntary is 

prspsrsd to support the operating reports and provide explanation, 

particularly to the non-accountant, of the period results. 

He consider that the period operating reports provida to the 

Division's nanagenmt insufficient infomation on which to aasaaa the 

Division's perfonsanct. 
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PAIT D 

lECOHMWDATIOWS AW) PROPOSALS 

1.      IKTtOWCTIOW 

The account ini *nd related »yates» operated within the Glees Manufacturing 

Divi«ion have been reviewed and aaaeaaed in Part C of this resort.    In 

consequence, we aake a number of recossMndations and proposals for ism>rovesjent 

and development of these syst ess. 

Our objective is to aake auch improvements to the systems as will 

enable theai to operate more efficiently, produce sore eccurste and adequate 

data and are consistsnt with the proposed rehabilitation of plant and 

faeilitiea. 

In the following sections, our recoassendetions and proposals are 

described in the sane sequence as in Part C. 

2.      »ELATED SYSTEMS 

In our review of the related systems, we cosssented on a nuaber of 

aspects of theae syst ens, sos» of which adversely aff acted the operation 

of the accounting systi 

Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below under the 

headings: 

Procureasnt 

Stores 

Sales 

2.1   Procurassent 

In this section we sake reco—endettons and proposals applicable to 

the procedurea carried out in the Procurement Section of the Conner e ial 

Depertnert. 
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2.1.1 Confi mat i cm Orders 

It i« reciisamided that confinât ion orders be pra-maabered «ad 

that copies of confirmation orders should be passed to the Accounts 

Department to enable the Divi s ione 1 Accountant to prepare against the 

financial implications of the order, e.g. by cash flow forecasting. 

2.1.2 Cash Purchases 

A local purchase order duly Marked 'Cash Purchase' should he 

prepared in respect of each cash purchase. 

In addition, a determined effort should be made by the Division's 

aanageaent to obtain credit facilities from suppliers of recurrent i tea». 

Such a aove will reduce the unnecessarily high incidence of cash purchasing. 

The practice should cease, except in abnormal circumstances, whereby 

cheques for cash purchases are drawn in the nane of the commercial clerk 

making the purchaae. Such cheques should be drawn in the naae of the 

supplier on production of a proforma invoice by the procurement clerk. 

2.1.3 Settlement of IOU't and Cheque Suspense Vouchers 

It is recoasaended that the Divisional Accountant ensures that all 

monies advanced against iou's or cheque suspense vouchers are settled 

promptly. 

Daily reporta on the position of IOU's and cheque suspens« vouchers 

should be prepared by the Accounts Manager on pre-print«d fora« for 

the attention of th« General Manager. 

2.2 Stores 

In this section we aake recommendations «ad proposala applicable 

to th« procedures carried out in th« stores. 
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2.2.1 Docunentetion 

It is proposed chat a goods received not« of étendard forant as 

shown in Appendix II b« introduced to replace the receiving sheet currently 

Bin cards should be introduced for all itone to include sand, »helle m 

cul le t. Ist inet es seiet he node of the current quantities for entry es the 

opening Balances on the cerds. 

The foods transfer note should he pre-nianbered and etrict supervision 

exercised over ite preparation by the shift nteetero. 

lech entry on the bin cards oust be initielle« by the eppropriate 

storekeeper to fecilitate the locetion of reeponeibility in case of 

errors or fraud. 

2.2.2 Trsining 

Opportunities should be explored for etorekeopers and other associated 

with the stores to attend short conrees on otorekeeping. 

2.2.3 Vsrificetlon 

Quentities recorded on the storse ledger carde should be regulerly 

agreed with the bin cards. 

It is rocasmsndod that the internal auditor undertakes surpriss 

audit checks of bin cards and storse ledger carda. 

2.2.4 Cul1st 

Cullet fron ell sour es s nust be quantified, e.g. by weighing or by 

celculetion before being stored end appropriate docunentetion conpleted. 

Cullet which cennot he reused nust be identified aa scrap. 
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2.2.5 Itock-takimg 

It it proposad that conti 

in tn« technical storna. 

etock-taking procedureo be introduced 

Procedures should b« instituted to «nabla «tight of bulk materials 

which ar« atorad in pilaa, hoppers or bins, o.g. sand aballa and etil 1st to 

ba constantly eatimeted aach period. Empirical formulée can be uaed to 

ralata dimensions with weight. 

2.3 galea 

In thia section «a make recommandation and prometáis applicable to 

procedures carriad out in the galea Department. 

2.3.1 Pocumentatlon 

The custody and security ovar salaa documents ahould ba strengthened. 
In particular, the loading permit ahould ba pre-numbarad. 

2.3.2 Refunds for Breakages 

It ia proposed that a standing committee compri e ing the Intarmai 

Auditor, the Production Manager and the galea Managar be appointed to deal 

with matterà relating to customers' claims for breakages of goods after 

deepatch. 

The committee, under the cheimenehip of the Intanai Auditor mill 

conduct inspection of the braakagaa, aaaaaa their value and make recommendations 
to the Ganara! Managar for approval. 

Ubare the amount involved ie mora than ¿2,000, it is recommended 

that the approval is sought from the lead Off lea before credit is granted. 
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3.      FHUWCIAL ACCOBnTDK 

I« our ranriaw of tb« financial accounting »yoton va found that tlM 
ayatan io adäquate for the neods of tb« Division, out there it need for 

changea and inmtrovenents to anobio toa «yeten to operate «ora efficiently. 

Our 
headinga: 

propoeals aro diecueand below under tao 

Finance taction 

Account! and Coat Costra Code 

look« of Account and tho Trial Balança 
Wag«« and Salaries Präparat loa 
Fixod Aaaata 

3*1   Finança Saction 

Wa sake recouBcndatione and prenotale »alow which ara applicable 
to all procaduroa carriad out in tho Finança taction. 

3*1.1   Trainina: 

Opportunity should ba taken by tha junior ataff to attend tho 

accounting couraoa currently bain« arranged in conjunction with MfTI. 

It ia intondad that Vol tana II of this report, which containa a 

datailad description of tha Division's account in« ayatona and procedura«, 

will «arva aa an account ini nanual «hieb will ba uaad in conjunction with 
job descriptions for ataff training. 

3.1.2   Tinetabla 

It ia rae 11 ami n dad that a procoduras and postings tiaetable ba 

introducad and enforced to inject diaciplina and increase productivity. 
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3.1.3 If ff tupenriaio« 

The Accounts Manager should exercise strict supervision over ths 

accounts stsff and aaintain disciplina. 

3.1.4 Account int Machina 

Bapair or replacement of tha accounting aachina should ba 

expedited. 

Opportunitiaa should ba explored to awchaniee financial accounts, 

a.|. tha craditors and dabtors ladgars. 

3.2 Accounts and Coat Cantra Coda 

Tha accounts coda is reviewed in Part C, Saction 3.2.    Our 

racossMndations and proposals ara diacuaaad balov. 

3.2.1 Cost Cantra Codas 

It is recoassendad that tha coat cantra bs expanded to idantify 

production procaaaaa and a coda introducad as shown in Appandix III. 

Tha layout of tha coat cantra analyaia shaats should ba ravissd 

to includa thaaa coat cantras as ahown in Appendix IV.    Expanaaa aust 

ba diffarantiatad batwaan diract or indiract and ussd consistently 

in costing, pariod reporting and budgat preparation. 

3.2.2 Voucher Coding 

Vouchers should ba coded to expense and cost cantra prior to 

posting. 

3.3 Books of Account and the Trini Balance 

The procedurea for preparation of tha books of account and tha 

trial balance are reviewed in Part C, Section 3.3. Our racoaaaandationa 

and proposala are diacussed below. 
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3.3.1 Inf »ration of Process Account« 

V« recoaaend th« integration of procees accounts with the financial 

account«.    This vili «nabla th« calculation of cotta of production and 
•alas within tha double-entry. 

Th« diaciplina of an intogratad aystm, when oparatad undtr coap«t«nt 
supervision,  anauraa tiaily and accurata data. 

Th« principia« of th« recoaaradad systea art introduced in Saction 4 
and daacribad in tha appendices. 

3.3.2 Trial Baiane« 

Tha aequenca of accounts and thus tha layout of th« trial balança ahould 

b« revised to aid baiane« sh««t preparation. 

The uae of pre-printed foras would speed preparation of the trial 
balance and anaure clarity. 

3.*   Watas and Salaries Preparation 

The procedures for wages and salariss preparation era reviewed in 

Part C, Section 3.4.    Our recoaaendations and proposals ara discussed 
below. 

3.4.1 Custody of Records 

Strict control aust be exercised over the location of and access 
to payroll records. 

3.4.2 Supervieion 

Strict aupervision aust be axarciaad by a senior accounts clerk 

over preparation of the payroll and rigorous checks instituted. 
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3.4.3 Documentation 

It   is recommended that the format of the personal earnings records 

be redesigned to include columns for discomfort allowance, deep night 

allowance  and tool allowance.     This will facilitate preparation and 

minimise   the incidence of computational errors. 

Employees1   records and statements for social   security contributions 

should  be brought up to date. 

3.4.4 Pay Slips 

Employees must be given pay slips recording  their gross pay and 

deductions. 

3.5    Fixed Assets 

The   lack of fixed assets  records is discussed  in Part C, Section 3.5. 

Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below. 

3.5.1    Documentation 

Documentation for recording fixed assets  and   reporting capital 

expenditure is  currently being reviewed for GIHOC  as a whole.    Standard 

procedures arising from this  review will be  implemented in due course. 

3*5.2    Depreciation 

All   depreciation calculations must be reviewed. 

4.       COSTING 

In our review of costing in Part C, we  found  that the costing 

systems   and procedures are inadequate for the needs of the Division and 

that there is a lack of supervision and verification. 

Our  recommendations and proposals are discussed below under the 

following headings: 
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Costing Section 

Stores Accounting 

Product Costing 

4.1     Costing Section 

Below we make recommendations and proposals  applicable to all 

procedures  carried  out by  the Costing Section. 

4.1.1 Organisation 

The Costing Section should be organised under an Accounts Manager. 

The  section will be responsible for stores  accounting but product 

costing would, for the meantime,  be undertaken by the Accounts Manager. 

4.1.2 Training 

Opportunity should be  taken by the cost clerks to attend  costing 

courses  being arranged in conjunction with NVTI. 

4.1.3 Timetable 

The imposition of a procedures and postings timetable, an extension 

to that which the trial balance is prepared, will ensure timely completion 

of the costing routines. 

4.2 Stores Accounting 

The procedures for stores accounting are reviewed in Part C, 

Section 4.1. 

4.2.1  Supervision 

Entries on the stores ledger cards and the costing, coding and 

posting of stores issues documentation should be closely supervised. 
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4.2.2    Reconciliation 

Balances on the bin cards  should be extracted  and reconciled with 

the   stores  ledger card balancer  for production materials at the end 

of  each month and for all   items periodically to ensure accuracy and 

that  document cut-off  is  observed. 

4.2.3    Sand,  Shells and  Cullet 

Stores ledger cards  should be opened for sand,   shells and cullet. 

All  receipts and issues   should be documented. 

4.2.4 Batch Issues 

Batches will be included  in work in process  only when transferred   to 

the  furnaces.    When evaluating stocks, materials  remaining in the batch 

house will be added back  to unissued materials. 

4.2.5 Screen Printing 

Prior to screen printing,   the appropriate output  from the annealing 

10 hours  is stored.    Ledger  cards must be instituted  for  these  items. 

4.3    Product Costing 

The procedures for product costing are reviewed  in Part C, 

Section 4.2.    Our recommendations and proposals are discussed below. 

4.3.1    Integrated Process Costing 

We recommend the introduction of integrated process costing which 

will  enable costs to be alloted to production processes such that output 

from each process can be  costed within the double-entry. 

The discipline of an  integrated system when operated under 

competent supervision,  ensures  timely and accurate  data. 

The principles of  the recommended system are  described in 

Appendix V. 
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4.3.2 Integrated Process Standard Coating 

When the rehabilitation programa« has been completed and tore 

consistent production is possible, we recommend that process costing 

should operate with standard costs. Process cost variance analyses 

will then be available for interpretation and response by management. 

The proposed system described in Appendix VI is so designed as to 

enable preparation of a period product group contribution statement 

with associated variance analyses, that can readily be agreed with the 

period operating statement. 

4.3.3 Periodic Product Cost mg 

Periodic product costing refers to a formal comprehensive review 

of the Division's product cost structures particularly during the 

introduction of standard costs, selling price reviews and annual budget 

preparation. 

A review of product process costs requires special attention to 

the bases of direct cost allotment between products and will be 

necessary on introduction and subsequent review of standard process 

costs. 

Product overhead absorption rates must be reviewed to ensure that 

selling prices are based on equitable ex-factory cost calculations. The 

bases of overhead absorption will be determined during implementation by 

analysis of product mix and volume, process costs and overhead«. 

5.   BUDGETARY CONTROL 

In our review of budgetary control we stated hat in our opinion the 

procedures for budget preparation, in particular, aie inadequate and that 

the operating reports provide insufficient information. 
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Our aia in making recommendations and proposals concerning budgetary 

control  is  to ensure that the Division's management  is  involved in budget 

preparation,  understands the importance of budgetary control,  understands 

the significance of the operating statements and can not  only interpret 

management   information but can contribute  to budget preparation and 

other planning and forecasting exercises. 

Our  recommendations and proposals are discussed below under the 

headings: 

Budget Preparation 

Period Operating Reports 

5.1    Budget Preparation 

The procedures for budget preparation are reviewed  in Part C, 

Section 5.1.    Budget preparation procedures have been revised for GIHOC 

as a whole during 1976.    Our specific recommendations and proposals are 

discussed  below. 

5.1.1    Involvement of Managers 

The Division's managers must become more involved  in budget 

preparation so that the financial budget is not prepared  in isolation 

from operations. 

Formal procedures should be instituted for budget preparation which 

include: 

(i)     the appointment of a budget committee consisting of the 

Division's senior managers who will consider opinions and 

data appropriate to  the budget 

(ii)     the appointment of a budget officer, normally an accountant, 

whose role is to co-ordinate the duties of the budget coranittee 
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(iii) the adherence to an internal budget timetable in 

order to achieve the target data for budget preparation 

set by GIHOC Head Office. 

5.1.2 Quantities Budgets 

Quantities budgets are fundamental to budget preparation. They 

should be prepared in detail for sales, production and raw «ateríais 

requirements and indicate various combinations of product mix and vol 

The effects of the non-availability of imported raw materials should 

be anticipated. 

5.1.3 Cost Control 

Cost centre expenditure should be budgeted and opportunity taken 

during cost centre budget preparation to assess cost control exercised 

by the cost centre managers or senior management where appropriate. 

5.1.4 Financial Analysis 

During master budget preparation opportunity must be taken to analyse 

the financial effects of variations in product mix and volume and selling 

price. Unit product standard costs should be reviewed and revised if 

necessary. 

This data will serve as feedback to the budget committee to show 

the implications of its decisions and also serve as additional information 

during negotiation of selling prices with the Prices and Incomes Board. 

^•2 Period Operating Reports 

The procedures for preparation of the period operating reports have 

been reviewed in Part C, Section 5.2. Our recommendations and proposals 

are discussed below. 
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5.2.1    lu#ervision 

Th« preparation of the period operating reports and associated 

coaaantary aust be closely supervised by the Divisional Accountant. 

5.2.2    »ource Data 

The Divisional Accountant aust ensure that data used for the 

preparation of the period operating reports is verified both as to  its 

arithmetic accuracy and to the principles applied to its calculation, 

e.g.  valuation of stores issues and stock balances and depreciation. 

5.2.3 Co—entary 

A coaaentary should be prepared as support for the operating 

reports and be explicit and rigorous in explaining variances. Ideally 

this coaaentary will be prepared by the Divisional Accountant during 

his review of the results of the period and fro« his discussions with 

the appropriate managers. 

5.2.4 Contribution Statement 

The operating reports  should be supported by a contribution 

statesMHit as described in Appendices V and VI. 

5.2.5 Cost Centre Reports 

Period reports of costs alloted to cost centres, coaparing actual 

costs with budget, should be distributed to aanagers responsible for the cost 

centres. 

5.2.6 la lane» tifa t 

A period balance sheet  should be prepared as support to the operating 
reports. 
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5.2.7 Capital Expenditure Reporting 

As discussed in Section 3.5.1  capital expenditure reporting is 

currently being reviewed for GIHOC as a whole.     Standard procedures resulting 

fro« the review will be implemented  in due course. 

5.2.8 Timetable 

The operating reports should be prepared to a rigid timetable, an 

extension to that which the financial and process costing data is 

prepared. 

6.       IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of approved recommendations and proposals  is described 

below under the following headings: 

Timing 

Consulting Assistance 

Staff Requirements 

6.1 Timing 

Implementation of recommendations and proposals will commence only 

when authorised by senior management.    The majority of recommendations and 

proposals can readily be implemented by competent accounting management 

within a short time of authorisation. 

6.2 Consulting Assistance 

The responsibility for effective implementation is primarily that 

of the Divisional Accountant.    However, he will be entitled to seek 

assistance from the consulting team as it is intended that the team will 

be closely involved with implementation. 
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6.3   Staff Raguir—tnti 

Givan th« current work load and syst «M, va considtr tha praaant 

ataff aaabers to ba aora than adequata, providad that thtra ia coapatant 

auparviaion. 

I 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX  I 

PAPERWORK VOLUMES 

JUNE 
'75 

OCTOBER 
•75 

FEBRUARY 
•76 

JUNE 
•76 J 

Sales Invoices    : Cash 34 40 11 7 
: Credit 38 30 31 37 

Payments Vouchers : Cash 

: Cheques 

125 

134 

163 

"5    1 
131 

120 

150 

126 

Stores Issues Vouchers ?92 376 444 471 

Goods Transfer Notes       1 90 80 82 95 

Purchase Invoices : Cash 

: Credit 

35 

127 

41 

133 

32 

78 

37 

89 

Waybills                1 75 69 
71 81 

1 
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GOODS RECEIVED NOTE APPENDIX  II 
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COST CENTRE COOES 

APPENDIX III 

Hollow Glass B 
•i 

Pressed Glass 

Batch House 

Hollow Glass A 

Malting Furnace 

Foraing 

Annealing Lehr 

Melting Furnace 

Forming 

Annealing Lehr 

Melting Furnace 

Forming 

Annealing Lehr 

Screen Printing 

Sand and Shell Preparation 

Inspection 

Packing 

Warehouse 

Electricians Shop 

Machine Shop - Mould Manufacture 

Machine Shop - Plant Maintenance 

Power House 

Laboratory 

Water Treatment 

Carpentry 

Administration 

Selling and Distribution 

Garage a Transport 

Dispensary 

Canteen 

Club/Shop/Band 

BH 

HC-A 

HG-A-MG 

HG-A-F 

WG-A-AL 

HG-B 

HG—B—MF 

HG-B-F 

HC-B-AL 

PG 

PG-MF 

PG-F 

PG-AL 

SCP 

S « S 

INS 

PCK 

WRH 

ELC 

MAC-MM 

MAC-PM 

POW 

LAB 

HAT 

CPT 

ADM 

8 ft D 

GAT 

DPY 

COT 

CLB 

Notes: i) This list ia not exhaustive 

ii) Process coat centres will be adapted to identify rehabilitated 

and additional plant 



COST CENTRE ANALYSIS APPENDIX IV 
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APPENDIX  IV 

COST CENTRE ANALYSIS 

CLB 

CNT 

DPY 

G 4 T 

S & D 

ADM 

CPT 

WAT 

LAB 

POW 

MAC-PM 

MAC-MM 

ELC 

WRH 

PCK 

INS 

S  & S 

BH 

SCP 

PG 

HG-B 

HG-A 

TOTAL 

5 ,3 
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APPENDIX V 

TMTBCaATED PBPCESS COSTING 

Purpose 

The purpose of process costing is to enable costs to be allot.d to 

production processes such that output fro. each can be costed. 

Integration of process costing within the double-entry enables the 

application of a disciplined double-entry postings  timetable to ensure 

timely and accurate preparation of cost data. 

The proposed system readily enables the preparation of a period 

contribution statement. 

Cost Structures 

The cost elements accounted for in the proposed syst«, are as 

follows: 

direct materials 

direct labour 

variable process expenses 

This prime cost structure is an attempt to evaluate production at 

marginal cost whilst including all direct process costs.    The use of 

process marginal costs snsures consistent evaluation of work in process 

and finished goods.    If  fixed cost, were to be absorbed  in process costing, 

wide  fluctuations  in process unit cost, would be caused by the  lack of 

consistent production volume and mix. 

It is recognised that direct labour is a find cost but inclusion 

.nable, the cost structure to be compatible with the operating st.tamant 

headinga: 

The cost element, will includa th. following direct .«pan., compon.nt.: 

diract «at.ri.is -    •" -"rial., chemical, .nd 
cuilet i.au.d to proc... co.t 

centres 
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direct labour 

variable proceas expenses 

APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

gross  salaries,  SSF, overtime 

and deep night and discomfort 

allowances for  factory operatives 

alloted between process cost centres 

electricity, power,  fuel oil and 

Lubricants alloted between process 

cost centres 

When preparing the year-end financial accounts  it will be possible,  if 

so desired, to absorb fixed overheads incurred into the valuations of work 

in process and finished goods. 

Description of  the System 

Process  costing is a simulation in financial terms of the production 

processes shown on page 5 of this appendix.    The current three process  lines 

are represented, Hollow Glass Lines A and B and Pressed Glass and each 

process  is identified using the  code proposed in Appendix III.    The system 

can readily be adapted to cover additional processes.    Packing costs will 

be excluded to avoid complication due  to the current operating practices. 

Accurate  process costing relies on the availability of production data 

on the quantity and description of input and output at each process.    This 

data will be provided for each period by the Production Manager in the format 

shown on pages 6 and 8 as described on pages 9 and 10.    The data will be 

confirmed in the Costing Section, where possible, by reference to stores 

accounting records. 

The accuracy of the production data will depend on: 

(i) competent supervision 

(ii) accurate recording of cullet 

(iii) accurate product identification and quantifying 

(iv) accurate products unit weights 

The process data will be evaluated in financial term, on process cost 

•beets, example, are shown on page. 11 to 14 of this appendix. There will 

be separate cost sheets for each process in each Una.    Period process costs. 
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APPENDIX V 
| (Continued) 

both direct costs incurred and costs already accumulated against WIP 

inputs are  totalled and apportioned over process  'outputs'.    Thus direct 

costs are accumulated against WIP transferred along the process  lines 

until  completed.    Format of  the cost sheets complies with accepted process 

costing practice.     Quantities will be extracted from the period process 

reconciliations.     Period costs will be derived from the appropriate cost 

centre analysis.    Process  cost sheet computations are described in detail 

on pages 15 and 16 of this appendix. 

I 
I 
I 
I For evaluation of process outputs, the use of equivalent weights may 

be found desirable. Period costs of output will be derived by prorating 

period costs on the basis of output weights. However, the direct labour 

and variable process expense components apportioned to certain outputs, 

E.G. WIP carried forward, may be overstated by using weight as a basis of 

apportionment. In this situation, the weight of WIP used in the apportionment 

calculation will be reduced by a standard percentage or percentages to 

calculate on equivalent weight appropriate to the direct labour or variable 

process expense content. The decision on whether to incorporate equivalent 

weights will be made during implementation. 

The process costing system described in this appendix uses cumulative 

average costing. The use of standard costs in process costing is described 

in Appendix VI. 

In accounting for losses it is proposed that normal and abnormal losses 

will be differentiated. Process losses are to be expected during production. 

Those that can be accurately predicted e.g. by a fixed percentage of the 

appropriate process quantities, are considered normal, the balance of losses 

being regarded as abnormal. Abnormal process loss is that loss caused by 

unexpected or abnormal conditions, e.g. sub-standard materials, or machine 

breakdowns. All losses under this category must be thoroughly investigated, 

and, where necessary, steps should be taken to try to prevent any recurrence. 

However, it is understood that losses due to evaporation in the melting 

furnaces can always be accurately predicted and thus no provision is made 

for evaporation abnormal losses. Results for the first half of 1976 show 

that 63Z of raw material input to the hollow glass furnaces was lost as 

cullet or evaporation and that performance fluctuates from month to month. 

Thus, not only are the losses of significance but also consist of normal and 

abnormal component« as defined above. 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

The conventional accounting treatment of normal and abnormal losses 

differ. The cost of normal loss is absorbed in the process cost of WIP 

and good output. Abnormal loss is written off and thus is not included 

within WIP or finished goods valuations or in the cost of sales. This 

treatment prevents unit process costs fluctuating each period depending 

on the magnitude of the abnormal losses. It is proposed that abnormal 

losses (or gains) will be posted out of the process costing system each 

month to an abnormal losses Account, and subsequently written off. Cullet 

abnormal loss will include only direct labour and variable process expense 

components as the cullet can still be re-used and is valued at direct material 

cost. 

Within the double entry there will be separate process line accounts 

as shown on page 17. Thus the process cost sheets are equivalent to 

journal vouchers for postings of direct costs from the cost centre analysis 

to the process line accounts and from the process line accounts to finished 

goods accounts. Space is allowed on each cost sheet to record the appropriate 

journal postings. 

Currently, product costs, as calculated using prevailing procedures, 

are greater than selling prices. Thus it is prudent to value finished goods 

at selling price. However, finished goods should be valued at unit process 

cost where that is lower than the selling price. 

Finished goods ledger cards must be maintained for each product, process 

costs accumulated and the average product process cost re-calculated each 

period. The period process cost of sales will be calculated for each product 

and a contribution statement prepared as shown on page 18. 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

Lina 

1 WIP   b/f 

2 rrcMi latch Noue« (N) 

P10ŒSS   LINKS 

HG-A HG-B PG 

Kf *t Kt 

1        Input« 

4 WIP c/f 

5 Evaporation - Noraal  Loaa 

6 Cullat  - Noraal  Loaa 

7 Cui let   - Abnormal  Loaa 

8 To Fonai of (f) 

9        Outputs 

Foraini (r) 

Liny 

I        Pro« Hal tint Purnncaa  (Iff) 

2        Cui let   - Noraal  Loaa 

1        Cui let   - A »normal  Loaa 

4        To Annaalin« Lahra  (AL) 

b        Output« 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

PROCESS RICONCILI AT IONS 

PROCESS LINES 

HG-A HC-R PG 

*R «I K* 

Annealing Lehn (AL) 

Line 

1    Frost Forming (F) 

2   Cui let - Nonni Loss 

1   Cu11et - Abnormal Loti 

4   To Finished Goods 

S   For Screen Printing (SCP) 

6   Output» 

Screen Printing (SCP) 

Lin* 

)    Froa stocks 

2         Gullet  Morrnal Loss 

*   Cullet - Abnorm«1 Loss 

k         To Finished Goods 

S   Outputs 

-   S   - 



PROCESS DATA 

APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

BATCH HOUSE   (BH) 

Line 

1 Balance b/f    - batched 

2 - not batched 

3 From stores 

4 Inputs 

b      Balance   c/f   - batched ) 

- not batched 

7  to 9    To Melting Furnaces 

10 Losses 

11 Outputs 

) 

Aa  at previous period-end 

As at previous period-end 

SIVs for period 

Column total«,   linea 1,  2 and  3 

Physical   count  or 
estimate 

Issue documentation for period 

Balancing figures 

Equals  line 4 

MELTIHC FURNACES   (HT) 

Line 

1 WIP  1../1 

2 From Batch House 

1      Inputs 

4 WIP   (7t 

5 Evaporati on  - Normal  Loss 

h Cul let -   Normal Loss 

7 Cul let - Abnormi ti  Loas 

S To For« ing (F) 

9 Outputs 

Forming (F) 

Line 

1 Fron Melting Furnaces (MF) 

2 Cullet - Normal Loss 

1 Cul let   - Abnormal  Loas 

4 To Annealing    Lehr« 

5 Outputs 

As at previous (ieriod end 

Weighed in Batch House 

Column totals, lines 1 and 2 

Estimates based on depth of glass 

Standard percentage of materials 

issued 

Standard percentage 

All  cullet  derived less normal   loss 

Derived below 

Equals line  J 

Balancing figures 

Standard percentage 

All cullet counted/weighed leaa 
normal loas 

Derived below 

Column totals, lines 2, 1 and 4 



APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

Anna«lint Lehra  (AL) 

Lin« 

1 Fro« Forain« (F) 

2 Cullet   - Norael Loss 

3 Cullet   - Abnormi Lost 

4 To Finished Goods (FG) 

5 For  Screen Printing  (SCP) 

6 Outputs 

Balancing figures by product 

Standard percentage 

All cullet counted/weighed, 
identified by product, less 
normal  loss 

Counted,   identified by product. 

Evaluated at standard «eight 

Coluan totals,   lines 2,   3,  4  and   S 

Screen Printing (SC?) 

Note:    A buffer stock eiists between the annealing lehrs and screen printing 

Lit 

1 From  stocks 

2 Cullet      Nomai Loss 

3 Cullet      Annerasi Loes 

4 To Finished Goods (PC) 

5 Outputs 

Counted,  identified by product 
evaluated at standard weight 

Standard percentage 

All cullet counted/weighed, 
identified by product,  less nonna 1 
loes 

Counted,   identified by product, 
evaluated at standard weight 

Ceh totals,   lines 2,   3 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

PPXXX8S COST ShgET 

HOLLOW GLASS LINE A 

HG-A-W 

1 2 3 4 5 

Ht. Total DM DL VP! 

H U Kg *i K« 

Line 

1    WIP b/f 

2    Direct Cost» 

^          Evap -  Normal Loss 

4    Net Inputs 

S    Average Unit Costs 

b           WIP r/f 

7    Gullet - Normal Loss 

H    Cul let -Abnorm« 1 Loss 

9    To HC-A-F 

10    Net Outputs 

Journals. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Noti 

(i)    Definitions: 

UM    -    direct materials 

DL    -    direct  labour 

VPE    -     variable proceas 

(u)    Period tatch House coats,   i.e. «iract labour ami eanenses are 
pro-rated between the process lines by weifet issued. 
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APPENDIX V 
(Conti d) 

PROCESS POST SHEET 

HOLLOW GLASS - LIME A 

MC-A-r 

I 2 3 4 5 

Ht. Total      IM DL VMS 

M- € t      4 t 

Line 

1 From tK-AHV 

2 Direct Coats 

Î Inputs 

4 

5 

Average Unit Costs 

Cui let  - Norms 1 Loss 

6 Cui let - Abnormi Loss 

; To HD-A-AL 

8 Outputs 1 
Journals: 

Mote-.    Transfers  beteten »roc« sac s 

by  proéuc t. 

subsequent to Forming ara analysed 
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Lige 

1 

2 

Ì 

4 

6 

7 

8 

For MG-A-F 

Direct Coati 

Input« 

APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

FUOCHI QOiT «BIT 

muov GUIl - LIW A 

MÇ-A-AL 

Aver««« Unit Costs 

Cui let  - Moraal  Loss 

Cui let  - Abnormi Loas 

To Fini«ned Good« (FC) 

For Screen Printing (SCF) 

Output« 

Ht. Total ON DL VFt 

Journal«: 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

PHOQEgS COST SHEET 

SC1IKW  PRINTING    (8CP) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Ut. Total DM DL VPE 

*• e t t t 

Line 

1 From HG-A Stockt 

Fro« HG-1 Stock! 

Fro» PC Stocks 

2 Direct  Coite 

Ì Inputs 

4 Average Halt Costs 

s Cui let  Nomai Loss 

h Cui let - Abnormal Loss 

; Finished Coods (PG) 

ñ Outputs 1 
Journals: 

Not« 

(i)    Tit« format above aeetsaaa  acroon printing plant capable of 
processing all producta 

(ii)    Direct costs are apportionad between products on tl*e beai a 
of operating tie»s 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continuad) 

PtOCISS OOIT »MEET CQWUTATIQWS 

WLHMG FURNACES   (HF) 

Lint 

1        HIP b/f 

2 Direct Cost« 

3 Evaporation - Normal Loss 

4 Net   Inputs 

5 Average Unit Coats 

6 WIP  c/f 

7 Gullet   -  Nomai Loss 

8 Cul let  - Abnormal Loss 

9 To Forming  (F) 

10 Nat Outputs 

Valuation of work in process brought 
forward fron previous period 

Period costs of materials   issued, direct 
labour and variable proceas expenses fra« 
cost  centre analysis 

Nil   Value 

Coluaui Totals,  lines   I,   2  and   3 

Input cost totals per unit weight 

Period costs prorated  by  weight 

Materials cost prorated  by weight 

Aa   for WIP 

Period costs prorated by weight 

Co lue» totals,  lines 6   to   10,  equal«   line  4 

FOtMlMG   (P) 

Line 

1 Krom Melting Furnaces (W) 

2 Direct   Coa ta 

3 Inputs 

4 Average Unit Costs 

5 Cuilet   -   Normal  Loss 

6 Cui let   -  Abnormal Loss 

7 To Annealing Lehr s (AL) 

g Outputs 

Period cost calculated   aa above 

Period costs from coat   centre  analysis 

Column totals,  lines   1   and 2 

Input  costs totals per   unit  weight 

Materials cost prorated   by weight 

As   for output  to AL 

Period cost prorated by   weight, 
apportioned between producta by standard 
process times 

Col totals, lines  5  to 7, equals line   I 

ANW AL INC UHUS   (AL) 

Line 

1 From Forming (F) 

2 Direct   Coats 

3 Inputa 

4 Average Unit  Coats 

5 Cuilet  - Normal Loss 

Period cost calculated aa above 

Period costs from coat  centre  analyaia 

Column totals,  linea  1   and  2 

Input cost totals per  unit weight 

Materials cost prorated by weight 
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I AFHWDIX v 
(Continued") 

* 

7 

9 

Cui let - Abnormal Loti 

To Finished Goods   (PC) 

For Screen Pristini (ICP) 

Outputs 

As for output to FC/SCP 

) Period costa prorated by 
) 

/ 

Might 

Coltasi totals, lis«i 5 to I, squats 

lias 3 

sewn» PUHTIHC (ter) 

Li 

1 Fron Stocks 

2 Direct Costs 

3 Input* 

4 Avara«« Unit Costa 

5 Cui let - Nonna 1 Loas 

6 Cullet - Abnormal   Lost 

7 To Finished Goods   (PG) 

Outputs 

coat Croa laager cards 

Period costs from cost centre analysis 
apportioned between process linns 

Colon* totals,  linei 1 and 2 

Input cost  totals par unit veight/product 

Materiali coït prorated by msnsir/ueinbt 

As for output to FC 

Period costs prorated by number/«sight 
apportioned betunen products by  standard 
process tiaei 

Column totals, 3 to 7, squali  line  3 
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APPENDIX VI 

IWTEGKATED PROCESS STANDARD COSTING 

Purpose 

The purpose   of  a standard costing  syste« ia to coscare actual coati 

for a period with established itandard  costa of the Diviaion'a producta to 

provide coat variance analyses at «ach procsss for interpretation and 

reaponse by management.    The standard  cost of  a product is  the  target coat 

baaed on an analytical study of ita  cost  structure. 

This ays tesi   is  a development  of the  ayate« described  in Appendix V 

which will   together with appropriate procesa  data, provide   the neceesary 

analysis oí  coat   structure to enable standards  to be act in  terme of both 

quantity and value. 

Integration!   of   the standard costing within the  financial  accounting 

ayate« enables   the  application of  a disciplined double-entry postings 

tie» tab It to enaure  tiaely and accurate  preparation of coat data. 

The proposed   syatea is so designed   as   to enable preparation of a 

period product   contribution s ta testent  with associated variance analyses 

that can be  readily  agreed with the period operating statement. 

Product Standard  Costs 

Produit   standard costs will be derived hy evaluating the  conatituent 

e tenants of  cost   of  each product at  a prevailing unit standard coat, 

e.g. direct naterial  cost per unit weight.     Standards will  be established 

for output  frosa each process and work   in process where appropriate. 

the proposed  e lenenti of costa  are   the  aase as for the  ayate« 

described in Appendix V, that is: 

direct  Materials 

direct   labour 

variable process txpanaea. 

The structure   ia compatible with  the operating statañent headings thus 

enabling coat of   sales shown on the period contribution statement to be equal 

to the amount   shown   in the operating  statement. 

-  1   - 
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I APPIMDIX VI 
(CoatinuadT 

I 
I 
I 
I 
t 

On the introduction of standard cos ting, work in promt and 

finished goods will be evaluated at standard coat.    However, whan 

praparing tha year-end financial accounts it will b« posaible, if ao 

da airad, to abaorb fixad ovarhaads incurrad into the valuatioaa of work 

in procoas and finiahad goods. 

Description of tha Systan 

Tha process raconciliationa will ba carriad out each period «a 

describad in Appendix V. 

The process standard cost sheets will ba similar to those de a cribad 

in Appendix V with linea for the variances included.    An example of the 

format is shown on page S of this appendix.   Tha standard cost coasputations 

are described on pagas 6 and 7.    Tha cost sheets will renain aa meid i a 

for journal postinga and in addition provida tha means for variance 

calculation. 

The process line accounts and finiahed gooda accounts will romain 

unchanged from thoaa proposed in Appendix V.    Period variances will be 

recorded in process variance accounta prior to being written off.     The 

variance accounta will replace tha accounts for abnormal loaaea propoaed 

in Appendix V. 

The aatting of standard costs will take into account tha following: 

(i)    materials issued to the melting furnaces will be costad at 

standard material issue prices par unit weight 

(ii)    evaporation - normal loaa will be a fixed percentage of materials 

issued to a malting furnace and tha standard material isaua price 

of thia loaa will be abaorbed in a standard net material cost 

par unit weight 

(iii)    tha appropriate standard net material coat will be uaed to 

evaluate salting furnace WIP and tranefera to subsaquent processas 

- 2 - 



APPENDIX VI 
(Continued) 

(iv)    tlM dirtct material caeeoneats of the losses du« to evaporation 

or M cullat will ba evaluated at standard material issue pricee. 

Thue cullat, which ii uiwd will ba reprocessed, will be valued 

at th« iaw atandard aatarial iaau« prices par unit weight of the 

appropriate formila ai unproca seed sa tarlala iaauad to the 

•siting furnacea 

(v)    cullat - Normal Loaa will ba coa tad at atandard aatarial iaaue 

pricaa only.    Abnormal lottes will be coated at standards which 

includa direct material iaaue pricaa, direct labour and variable 

proceaa expense components 

(vi)    equivalent weight percentagea thought desirable in the system 

described in Appendix V will be  incorporated into the 

appropriate at andar ds 

(vii)    stendardi will initially be baaed on those unit costs derived in 

the ays tea deacribed in Appendix V. 

The aelection of variances for analysis is baaad on the following 
considérât ione: 

(i)    evaporation and cullat normal loaaea will be fixed percentagea 

and will not be considered aa variances.   Neither losses will absorb 

direct labour or variable proceaa expense componente 

(ii)    efficiency variances will be derived aa balancea on each 

proceaa account and represent direct costs not absorbed into 

WIP, losses or tranafers 

(iii)    the efficiency variance for direct material will represent 

a batch mix variance and alao the direct material coat of 

evaporation normal loss not ab aorbe d in the atandard material 

cost of 'good'  output due to non-standard yield 

3 - 



APPENDIX VI 
(ContinuedT 

(A batch «ix variance represents th« quantity differences, evaluated 

at standard coats between the materials aix uaad in forming vare and the 

standard aix aasuaed for coating that ware.    Thia variance would be 

calculated for the gob frost each furnace.    However this variance can 

only be iaolated if the actual gob aix can be accurately determined. 

If so, the process «conciliation for the «elting furnances shown in 

Appendix V, page 7 should be extended so aa  to ahov the material aix 
for each heading.) 

(iv)     the costs alloted  to cullet abnormal loases, i.e.  direct 

material, direct  labour and variable process expansée will be 

considered as significant data for apecific reporting to 
senior management 

(v)  as variances will be calculated on the process coat sheet« 

these docuaents cam act as reporting madia or as support to a 
period report. 

As noted above, it will be desirable that  the total direct cost of 

abnormal  losses be reported to senior management and the cost sheets can 

act as support to a period report.    However,  it is assuaed that all cullet 

will be stored for reuse and the direct aaterial cost component will not 

be 'lost'   and thus treated as a variance will be posted to the Cullet 

Stock Account.    This splitting of the cullet coat leaves the direct labour 

and variable process expense  components to be  treated as variances and 

subsequently written off.    Cullet which is not suitable for reus* must be 

identified and written off. 

The preaentation of the period variances in the contribution statement 

is shown on page 8 of the appendix. 

To derive direct aaterial issue price variances for a process line, 

batch houae documentation for issues to the melting furnaces will be 

priced at both actual i.e.  firat in, first out,  and at standard.    The 

standard coat of issues will be entered in the  coat centra analysis and 

subsequently posted to the proceas accounts and the issue prie« variances, 

i.e. the differences between the period totale of actual and s tender d 

costs, accumulated in appropriate variance accounts. 

- 4 - 
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ICmtlwmà) 

UM »roceee variances, ut of the direct notarial cenai am t oí eullet 

vili be acctanuleted by 4ir«et coat csapnaiat against eaca procesa.   Direct 

labour and variable procast MNIN variane«a vili includo both loaa and 

efficiency ver i anca • ubidì con be «neve separately if ao desired. 
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•IX VI 

HOCUS STANDARD (X)8T SrnWT 

HOLLOW GLA88-LH« A 

HG-A-NT 

1 WIP b/f 

2 Direct Costs 

3 Evaporation - Normal Loss 

1 2 3 4 5 

Ht. Total DM DL VPE 

Kf € t t t 

4   Net Inputs 

S   Avarage Unit Costs 

6 WIP c/f 

7 Cuilet - Normal Loss 

8 Cuilet - Abnormal Loss 

9 To Forming 

10 Variances (DM, DL and VPE) 

11  Net Outputs 
  - -, „. _..   

Journals: 
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APPENDIX VI 

PROCESS STANDARD COST COMPUTATIONS 

HmXTINC FURNACES (MP) 

LÜ 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

WIP b/f 

Direct Costi: 
- Material» Issued 

- Direct Labour ) 
- Variable Process Expenses) 

Evaporation - Normal Loss 

Net Inputs 

Average Unit Costs 

WIP c/f 

Cui let - Nomai Loss 

Cullet - Abnormal Loss 

To Forming (F) 

Variances (DM, DL and VPE) 

Net Outputs 

Valuation of work in process brought 
forward from previous period 

Actual quantities at standard material 
issue prices from cost centre analysis 

Period costs from cost centre 
analysis 

Nil value 

Column totals, lines 1, 2 and 3 

Input cost totals per unit «eight 

Actual quantity at standard WIP 

Standard weight at standard material 
issue price 

Weight at standard cost 

Actual quantity at standard output cost 

Balances of DM, DL and VPE costs 

Column totals, lines 6 to 11, equals 
line 4 

FORMING (F) 

Line 

1 From Melting Furnaces (MF) 

2 Direct Costs 

3 Inputs 

4 Average Unit Costs 

5 Cullet - Normal Loss 

6 Cullet - Abnormal Loss 

7 To Annealing Lehrs (AL) 

8 Variances (DL and VPE) 

9 Outputs 

Calculated as above 

Period costs from cost centre analysis 

Column totals, lines 1 and 2 

Input cost totals per unit weight 

Standard weight at standard material 
issue prices 

Weight at standard cost 

Actual quantity at standard output cost 

Balances of DL and VPE costs 

Column totals, lines 5 to 8, equals 
line 3 
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APPENDIX VI 
'Continued) 

AmttALIMG UHM (AL) 

Lin« 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

Pro« Forming (F) 

Direct Costs 

Inputs 

Average Unit Costs 

Cullst - Normal Loss 

Cullet - Abnormal Loss 

To Finished Goods (FG)   ) 

For Screen Printing (SCP) 

Vsrisnces (DL and VPE) 

Outputs 

Calculsted as above 

Period costs frosi cost centra analysis 

Column totals, lines 1 and 2 

Input cost totals per unit weight 

Standard quantity at standard material 

issue price 

Weight at standard cost 

Actual quantities at standard output 

cost 

Balances of DL and VPE costs 

Column totals, lines 5 to 9, equals 

line 3 

SCREEN PRINTING (SCP) 

Line 

1 From stocks 

2 Direct Costs 

3 Inputs 

4 Average Unit Costs 

5 Cullet - Normal Loss 

6 Cullet - Abnormal Loss 

7 To finished Goods (FG) 

8 Variances (DL and VFE) 

9 Outputs 

Actual quantities at standard cost 

Period costs from cost centre analysis 

Column totals, lines 1 and 2 

Input cost totals per unit weight/product 

Standard weight at standard material issue 

price 

Weight at standard costs 

Actual quantities at standard output cost 

Balances of DL and VPE costs 

Column totals, lines 5 to 8, equals Una 3 
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The procedure« operated 1n the Proctire*ent Oopaibeant ere described 

below under the following héosnos: 

Oversees Purcheses 

Locol Purchases 

1.     OFUSCAS PWCHASCS 

OvorsMs pwrcheses are pr1e»r1ly for tno supply of cnefflcals, 

•echinery and sport ports. 

The Division's retirements 1n rotpoct of chemicals end sporo 
ports tro prepared by tho Ceo*orc1o1 Nenaeer fron tho 01v1s1on«s OOROOI 

budoot which 1s usually «vo11«b1c 1n October of ooch yoor. 

Overseas suppliers tro thon circulated with tho Division's 

retirements and Invltod to submit quotations by means of pro-foro» 

invoices. 

Tho Commercial Hinofor subsequently anolysos tho pro-foroo Invoices 

by pHct. delivery time and mode of pacMnf and recomeenés a sop?Her to 

tho L/C application committee which comprises tho follewlne:- 

-      «onorai Aaneoer Chairman 

riant maneeer 
Divisional Accoontent 

Tho L/C opfUcotlon committee chooses tno suppliers on Mo botls 
of tno Commençai «onaoor's analysis ani i ILO—»litio»*      Tho •onorai 

•fcneeer than authorises lottors of erodit to bo ostebHsned for tno 
typpHors.     Eech oppi 1 cation for a lottor of erodi t 1s proparod 1« 

applicata with ono copy rotalnod and tho otner sont to tno Olvlslon's 
bonk, thtihono Commençai bonk, teeether with two coplot of tno relèvent 

pro-form 1nvo1cos and tho appropriato Import Uconco. 



Tho tHtrë #f M itfort Heine« It tht oror*§tt1vo of th« Ministry 

«f Inoustrios.     Tho Coaatrclal an* InéustHal tullttln notifias tht 
atrito4 for ottHcitlon of 10B©rt Hcencts.     Arrantotants for tht Issue 

tf tomort 11 conca to tht Division trt mat by tht Htad Offlct working 1« 

conjunction with tht «onorai «anaoor. 

Tht Division's bank oroctssos tht application tfttr approval by tht 

ft«* of MOM.     On approval, tht liaport "conce 1s endorse« with tht 
«mint approvai      Tht D1v1s1ons's bank thon requests for paywent to 1t 

<* ctsh of tht rpttilred «erelns - tht percento* of tho valut of each 

ipprawad letter of credit as follows: 

til far row Mtorlals 
101 for starts and amchlntry. 

Tht Divisions'! bank tsUbHshtt tht attrita lotttr of credit end 
eatlts Its aptrtprlate cormtonttnt bonk to Infor* tho swppHor.     Tht 
t«* orovlétt a cesto»*" s advice copy to tho Ceawlelal Dtttrtttnt 

«Mch confira» the order to the supplier by tht preparation of a 

ettf1r«jt1«i trier 1a ttttVufHcatt distributed as follows: 

or1alati ) ._ 
v     to tho supplier 

«jpHcato copy   )     w *" 
triplicete cooy - to tho M/0 rYoctirt»«* Officer 

tjvatrMtlleatt cooy - rotolate 1n tha pod. 

Tha Cetrarie« 1 ntntftr lyoteeuently follows tho ctnf1rt»tiin treter 

** i »***r rtptatlti oévonco coorte* of tht éacynentt below: 

till Of IttflM 
attested 1nvt1ctt 

-      ttrt1f1tote tf clot* rtptrt tf finii»*. 

_ trt tJlottlntd within tut Ctmwlctl Pott, fant tf til 

•f crotU «alti« e*tt»l1in»tnt. titillanti. w^Ttii * 

tr*jr ani tf «tjtrt Htttct tt111ttt1tn. 



On shipment of th. goods, the supplier advises the Division by telex. 

The Comercial Manager then goes to the Division's banker with a completed 
exchange fona Al to be exchanged for the original copies of the following 

documents : 

bill of lading 
attested invoices 
certificate of clean report of findings 

manufacturer's Invoice. 

On arrival of the goods, the Shipping Section of the Commercial 

Department clears the goods from the T.koradi Port and an Internal waybill 

1s prepared 1n quadruplicate and distributed as follows: 

original ) t0 ttie storekeeper 
duplicate copy ) 
triplicate copy - P«*ed to the transporter 

quadruplicate copy - retained 

Th. joods .r. tr.nsporfi to th. Division's stores by hired trucks 
•r by r.11.     On r«.tpt of th. ,00,.. th. stor*«p.r ch.cks th«. .,.1nst 

th. 1«Ur«1 «yb1H •*« Prf«« • •*•" shMt *° C0V,r th"' 

Th. Division's 1n.ur.rs .re notify of .n» short.«, or d*»». 

•»tact* by th. Shlpnlna Sutton In «ch cons1o.nn.nt clMr«l. 

t.    LOOM, rwcwsts 

L«.1 pMrch.». .r. Mtl.«. by . **.rt-nt.l —^•*,tt'T* 
ration to th. C—«1.1 0*r«.     Th. C-0-.rcl.! *"•» forwd, 
«T^rch... nwriiltte. to th. »jnl **** *» wro«l- 

hy . 215.1 ci.*.     Th. C-rcl.l «-H-" «'«*•» »»"«'« 
ZLu« . M »-«h... or*r (LN) to be pr^r«. 1n trlpUct.. 
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Tht LPO it sua»1ttod with tht purchase requisition to tht Divisional 
Accountant and tht General Manager for approval. 

Tht top copy of tht LPO Is taken to tht chottn supplìar by a 
conatrclal clork who colltcts tht goods support*! by a waybill, Invoice 
or rtctlpt.     Tht duplicata copy of tht LPO 1s ptsstd to tht s toros and 
tht last copy of tht LPO Is rttalnod In tht Cotonarci al Dtpartmtnt. 

Mhtfl local purchases art Mdt for cash, no LPO Is preparad.     Tht 
Divisional Accountant author Has tht cashier to advanct cash against an 
IOU for tht purchase where tht aatount Involved dots not excttd C50. 
«Hare tht anottnt exceeds |50 tht cashier advances a cheque against a 
cheque suspense vouchor for tht purchase.     Tht cash and cheques art 
accounted for with supporting receipts after purchase. 

Tht goods art checked against tht supplier's waybill, Invoice or 

rtctlpt by tht storekeeper who receives tht Item Into stock and issues 
a receiving shoot to covtr thou. 

- i - 



MUT I 

STORES 

Tht procedures operated 1n the stortt for the receipts and Issues of 

goods art described below under tht following headings: 

Receipt of Ovtrtttt Purchases 
Receipt of Sand and Shtlls 

Receipt of Local Purcheses 
Receipt of Finished Goods 
I taut of Sand and Snails 
Itsut of Gtntral Stores 
I s sua fron tht Chamlcal Storti 
I taut and Dtspatch of F1n1shod Goods - Credit Salts 
Issue and Dtspatch of Finished Goods - Cash Salts 

Stock-taking 

1.     RECEIPT OF OVERSEAS PURCHASES 

Staff fro« tht Shipping Stctlon of tht Coieitrclal Department supervise 

tht delivery of overseas purchases - chuleáis, sparts and »echinary to 

tht factory proni sts. 

Tht goods art received with Internal weybllls prepared by the Shipping 

Stctlon, a supplier's packing 11st and a copy Invoice. 

The storekeeper chocks tht goods against tht accompanying docuewnts, 

signs tht waybill and prepares a pre-nutbered rtct1v1ng sheet (RS) 1n 

triplicate which contains the following details: 

consignor 
delivery slips 

waybill no. and date 

quantity 
description of goods 

allocation 



Tlw stortkoopor Mkts ontrlos on tht btck of tht 1nvo1co/wtyb1ll, 
•t tppropMtto, tftlnst tht hotdlitft which no sttnps ts follo*«: 

I 

etto of rtctipt 
LPO no. 
tettiti ty 
quality tpoc1f1ctt1on 
porti cui ort of porto* chocMnf 

Ho thon t tochos tht «rifinii of tho RS to 
tht distribution 1s ts follows: 

origin*! 
duplletto copy 
trlpllcttt copy 

to tht Accounts Dtptrtatnt 
to tht Procuroaont Stctlon 
rotti nod 1n tho »torti. 

Tho dotti Is tnd qutntlty of goods rocolvtd trt thon ontorod on tht 
bin ctrd by tht storokoopor ts follows: 

dttt of rtctipt 
ordor no. 
description 
qutntlty rocolvod 
btltnco. 

2.     «CEIH OF SANO ANO SHELLS 

Tht Divisions's junior gl«» tochneloflst suptrvlsos tht doHvory 
of stnd tnd shtlls to tht ftetory proirtsos. 

Tho stnd tnd shtlls trt wvlghod on doUvory st tho wt1thbr1doo 1n 
tho prosonet of t »tcuHty offlcor tnd tho ttcbnologlst proptrts i toll 
brido* cord to rocord tht doUvory.     Roctlpts art rocordod 1n sn 
tntlysls book tnd t dolly rtw «ttorltl roctlpts form 1s proptrtd 1n 
dupllcttt.    Tht oMfllntl 1s ptssod to tho Accounts Doptrtaont tnd tht 

duplicttt rtttlnod. 
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3.    «KIM OF LOOM. rUhtHASK 

A comercial clork suporvlso« tho dollvary of local purchat«. to 

tha storts. 

TN fee* ara rocalvod togathor with M 1nve1co. waybill, duplicata 

copy of LH) and rocolpt whora appropriato. 

Tha storakaapor and • sacurlty offlctr chock the goods mimt tht 
docuMnt sot and tho storokoapar signs tho suppHar's waybill which it 
uiually subaHttad 1n duplicata.     Tha storakaapor thon raturns tha 
original copy of tho siano« waybills to tha dallvary dHvar. sta*s tha 
back of tho 1nvo1co and proparas a raco1v1ng shoot as dascrlbod In 

Section B.l. 

Tha ornimi copy of tha RS 1s pUmod to tha Involca •* *• 
distribution and oiitry on tha bin caro 1s as do.cr1bod 1n Soctlon 1.1 

with th. addition that tho stor*oopor's and M.1 ri^,J^* 
of tho LPO ara .tttchad to th. doa»ants ,ant to tho Account. Dapart-nt. 

4.     TfFTOT OF F1MSHED QO0D5 

F1n1.hod good. tr.«.farrad fro» tho Packing Soctlon to tha finish* 
.ood. stor. ara acco*an1od by a good. tr.n.for nota (GTN) praparod by 
tho shift «.«tar 1n quadruplicato and dl.trlbotod as follow: 

original - to thf 6•"•r,1 Mtntatr 

duplicata copy - to tha Divisional Accountant (Costing Saction) 

triplicata copy - to tho Production Hanagor 
ou^rupHcat. copy - to th. Salas Aanaoar (forwardlng/.toras) 

Tha GTN 1s .ub.aaoo«tly u»od 1n tho Costing Soctlon to vartfy th. 

production analyso*. 

7 - 



Tht ttorakoopar chockt tht qutntltlt* traniftrro« tfalntt tht GTK 

•nd prtpartt • dally stock awoatnts thott  (DSKS) 1f» qutdrupUcttt «h1ch 

contains thn following «tttllt: 

data 
dtscrtptlon of foots 

opanlng «tock 
production 

sol« 
brttktfas 
closing stock 

Tilt distribution of tht W« Is as follow: 

oHglntl *    t0 *• fim,t^,1 MiB,,tr 

duplicata copy      -    to tht Salas Kantftr 
triplicità copy    -    to tht Account! OoptrtitMit 

Tht DSNS 1. uttd by tht Gotti« Stctlon to at«t tntrltt In tht car*». 

5.    '«*« or am m mis 

I,*. of sand and thall. 1. r«»rdad on t daily ~ «t.ri.1. 
cation rttum pr«.rtd 1n duplicata, tht tr1f1ntl 1. ptnad to *. 

Accounts Dapartaant, tht duplicità copy rttalntd. 

i.      feci* OF atMEJAL STQiES 

itérai starts Includi tht folloni«: 

- atcMwtry sparts 
attar acctssorltt 

- altctrical occttsorlts 

atdlcal suppliti 

stationary 
pitrel, oil and lubricants 

Urto tools 
alsotllanoous 1to». 

- 8 - 



Usuo 1t 1n1t1atod by tho proparatlon of • pro-nt*borad «torti litt* 
vouchor (SIV) 1B trlplletto which It to bo approvod by a dopartMntal 
•anotar.    Tho SIV contains tht followtaf totalis: 

éootrtaonttl roqu1s1t1on 
dopartwsnt to bt chtrfod 
quantity roqulrod 
dotcrtptlon 
data of roqu1s1t1en 
quantity supplìod 
stock btltnco. 

Tht storokoopor rtctlvos tht SIV not dottchtd fro» Its pad, chocks 
00 tht availability of tht 1toa* roouostod and suppHos accord1n|ly. 
Ht thon Mkos rolovant tntrlos on tht SIV, slow It tnd distribuios tht 

sot as follows: 

original -     to tht Accounts Dopartotnt 
duplicato copy      -    rotalnod by tho storokoopor 
triplicato copy    -    to tho roquottlnf dtptrtaont. 

Tho Hants aro ontorod on tho rolovant bin card as follows: 

dato of Usuo 
Issuod to 
SIV No. 
quantity Issuod 

balança. 

7.      ISSUE nm THE CHEMICAL STOICS 

Choilcals usod Includo tho followlnf: 

ash 
albita 
barivi carbonato 

• - 
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I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

sodium sulphate 
borax 
dolomite 

sodium biocromate. 

The procedures for the Issue of chemicals ere the sane as those 
described In Saction B.5. 

8.     ISSUE AND DESPATCH OF FINISHED GOODS - CREDIT SALES 

The finished goods storekeeper receives a loading permit from the 
Sales Department signed by the Sales Manager and approved by the General 
Manager.     The availability of the Hems to be issued Is checked and the 
storekeeper prepares a loading analysis sheet in duplicate as the customer's 
truck Is being loaded. 

Using the loading analysis sheet, the storekeeper then prepares 
waybills in four copies to cover the Issue.     The waybill contains the 
following details: 

name and address of customer 
identification of driver and transport 
quantity and description of goods 
time and date of despatch. 

It is signad by the despatener, the Sales Manager, the General 
Manager and the receiver and 1s distributed as follows: 

original                  (green) - to the customer 
duplicate copy        (orange) - to Customs and Excise 
triplicate copy      (green) • to Customs and Excise 
quadruplicate copy (orange) - to the sales clerk 

The storekeeper prepares a loading analysis (LA) and subsequently 
enters the Issues on the dally stock movement sheet. 

A sales clerk 1s located In the stores and prepares Invoices from the 

loading analyses. 
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9.     '«T Mff ff SHTCH OF FIllIlHfP MOM - CM* SM.« 

Tht trocoourts •**** for tht 1ssut and dtsoatch of finish* foods 
1* roteo« of cash Mitt art tht sat» » thost doscrlbod In Stctlon 8 
«1th tht «ctotlon thtt tht storokototr rocolvos t cash salts 1nvo1co 1n 
tHoHcttt toftthtr *1th • cotMtr's rtctlot fro» tht »tits dtrk otfort 

tht foods art Issuod. 

10.   STOCtC-TMCIIIS 

Finish* foods t*f chaortcal storti ort physically count* otch ptrlti. 

tontrtl storti art count* annually. 

ft* «torlals. . |   to*d. ihtlls ant cullot art not physically count*. 

- 11 



WWTC 

SAUS 

Tht nrocodwti adoptod 1n rttpoct of salts art doser1bod bolo« untor 
tHt following hotdHnfs: 

CrttfH Salts 
Coon Solos 

- CrtoHt Control 

1.    CKEPIT SALES 

Cradlt salts oro IMtlatod by tho rocolpt of t ctistoaor's ordor by 
tht Salts Dopar to*« t.     Tht Silos Nontfor author!sos tht solos dork to 
propart a loading pontit (LP) in rospoct of tht custoaor's ordor In 
duplicate for tht opproval of tho Gonoral Nanotpr. 

Tht loading pomit contains tho following dtUlls: 

- into 
of coopany 

LPO no. 
no. of cortons/crotos 
doocMptlon 
drivor's MM 

vtMclo no. 
Hconct no. 

Tht top copy of tho LP 1s sont to tht finished foods stortkoopor 
who Issuos tht goods and proparos a loading analysis (LA) for tht Salts 
Doportmnt.      Tht duplicata copy of tho LP 1s ratal nod 1n tho Salos 

Doportmnt. 

12 



Using tht LA, tht MlM clor* proparts an 1«w1ct 1n sow» coplts 

for chtcMng and signatura by tut Divisional Accountant prior to 

distribution « follows: 

original 
2nd copy 
3rd copy 
4th copy 
5th copy 
6th copy 
7th copy 

(groan) 

(trotti) 
(brown) 
(blut) 
(wMtt) 
(whlta) 
(whlta) 

to tht custoitr 
to CustOM and Exciit 
to Cuttont and Excitf 
to tht Accounts DtpartMUt 
rttalnod on tht custoitr's flit. 

rotalntd for salts rtcords 

rttalnod in tht pad. 

2.      CASH SALES 

Cash salts trt Mlnly in rospoct of prasstd glass 1taM. a.g. flowor 

vasas, ash trays and soup bowls. 

k salt 1i inltlatod by tht customtr or Ms agant who gots to tht 

Salts mntftr for a MM» authorising tht salt. 

Tht salt, dark prtoarts a prt-m-Étrod cash salts letica (CSI) In 

triplicata which contains tht following dttails: 

data of salt 
•ascription of goods 

quantity 
unit »Hct 

total cost. 

t. «TLlL .1- - »»«, tt. r~.,pt m» m «. CSI .- .-»"« 
tht goods. 

I 
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Tlw CSI It HIM ëlstrthiitod it follow: 

oHfllool (rm)      -     to tho cysto«or 
*»11cott copy   («hito)      -     to fit« socurlty 
trloUcoto copy (ytllow)    -     roteino* lo tuo poi. 

3.    CWEOIT COWTMt 

CystoMort «UM«, to purchMO o« • cr*1t bosls wit* too 01*1s1o« 
oro roqulrod to sMbMt • foroml opp11at1«i oo o oro-pHiitod Hm 

•ddrtssod to tho Sonori 1 Nonofor. 

Conf1dofitU1 roports oro subsoquontly soufht fro« too custom's 
Bookors ond othor byslooss housos nhlch oro currontly trodl« "Uh tot 

custaoor on* of fording hi« erodi t. 

tftwro tho roports oro fovouroolo. to« iooorol «onofor oparom too 

oopllcotion statino, tho crodlt Uorit. 

Tho Divisioni AecoufiUtit tod tot Solos Wooofor oro «ot1f1od of too 
cvstooor-s crtdlt Hotft by coolos of tho iooorol »oofor's lottor of 

•poroval to tho custooar. 

Tho Solos Nioofor tofothor «Uh tho DI vi Html Aecouotont o»Mtor 
tho custoior's tnosoctloiis with tho Division to ons«ro thot Mi dobts 
•ro sottlod orooftly ood thot Ms crodU imt 1s not oncoodtd. 

- 14 - 



MILI 

runnel* MX&mm 

Tt» ti tctéurti carrlt* oyt 1« tut Accotttt OtptrtMftt 1a rttptct 

tf fumetti accolti* trt éttcrlatt btlt* y*étr tfet ftlltm* pliait: 

Ovtrttas PurcKtttt 
Local FurcHttt; (CrtfU) 
Locai »trcfcttot (Catti) 

Crttit Stia* 
Exttftttt Latftr 
StptrtatfiUl Cost Attlytls 
itfwrtl Lattar mi Frtaarttttt tf tfct THtl Hit«« 

Matas tue Sil tritt 

Fitte Atttts. 

i.   «ÜKE0S WWCHMCS 

Tfe. ottrtttt pyrcfctttt (») cltf* It tut Fluttet Stttlta rtctltt. . 

c*t .Ut»tt fro. tht Cotti* Stctloa ftr ttcH »Mp-t.     "»J».^ 
cttflltt tally tut totalis tf til cost ttttatJtutt 1t t _ii.inlir ttjtct 

•Mi,.«» b«* «hicn H mi»* * t«p-iit*rt mmm «'•*< * «••" 
«f lt»orttt1«i ana It ciotti off tt toa «ttH-tui ftr tottltft 1*%t 

•otaral lottar ata tfet txatmtt Itiftr. 

2.    iftf-At PUaCHttCS (CKOIT) 

Frlor to ptrefcato. tht LW 1t 

«tf tt» 01v1t1ttal Accotttttt. 

fey t«t* ttt ttttrtl 

Afttr ttrcfettt. tht twrefcttot éty fett* <•••) elt* ractlm 

tfet Ctttltfl Stetlot t tac*t*t ttt cttprltlti tüt ftl1tt*tj: 

tutti1 or's 1*vt1ct 

rtct1v1t| tUttt 

«•polli 

II 



The »M citri checks the accuracy of ti» calculations, coajperes 

tht decuatnts and takes appropriate tuteles 1« til» purchasts day book 

Th* rDt clerk closes off the PM Monthly imi the total is entered 

In tilt creditors control account 1« the fonerai ledoer.     Tht PO§ entrits 

ere posted to tilt creators letter daily when convenient by the POB cltrk. 

TUt relèvent cash book entries trt postod at tht Month-tnd.      Th« creditors 

tedaer is do ltd off Monthly, auf eny adjustetnts MOO« by authorised 

Journal vouchors       Tht creditors 1 toter is aereed with tht creditors 

control account prior to preparation of the trial balança. 

3.      LOCAI KJtCMASÍS  (CASH) 

Tht CetJtarcial DtpertMtnt prepares an IOU or cheque suspense voucher 

for tht approval of the Divisional Accountant and the Ganara 1 «antear 

prior to the release of cash or a cheque by tht cashier. 

After purchase, a coawtrclal clerk  submits the supplier's receipt 

teftther «1th the recel vini sheet for the oséis to the cashier for entry 

lit tht cotuMnar analysed cash book.      The cash book entriti are postad 

ily to the appropriate ladears 

4        CKDIf SALB 

The sales day book (SM) cleri 1n the Finance Section receives 

three copies of the invoict freu tht Seles Dtaertawjnt      Ma verifies tht 

accuracy of tea calculations and «sine the blot copy he takes entries 

In the sales day 

The sales day book 1s posted daily when passible to the debtors 

tedtjtr by tht SM clerk, the total of the entries beine posted Monthly 

to tht debtors control account m the fonerai Indoor.     Tha relevant 

ceth boot entries to tht debtors ledfer ore posted at tht tenth-end. 

The debtors ledftr and control account oro aeread prior to the 

ittoo of tht triti odiente. 
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TIM debtors schedule 1s prepared monthly togtthtr with an aged 

analysis after the control account has boon rtconciltd. 

Customers' statements art prepared In four coplas soon aftar tha 

Distribution 1s as fol lows: 

original to tha cus tomar 

duplicata cosy - to tha Salas Manager 
triplicata copy - to tha Ganan 1 Manager 

•uedrupHcate copy - ratal nod 1n tha Accounts Dapartmant. 

The remaining two coplas of tha invoices (tha graan and brown copies) 
ara forwarded to Customs and Excise accompanied by a summary prepared by 

an accounts clerk. 

5.     "PENSES LEDGER 

The expenses ledger records all operational expenses and revenues 
and 1s analysed by expense headings to which the cash book expenses analysis 
headings correspond.     It 1s kept by the general ledger clerk who mikes 

postings at tha month-end from the following books: 

cash books 
payroll summary 
stores Issues analysis book 

journal 
purchases day book. 

The ledger 1s closed off at month-end and tha expense totals agreed 

with the corresponding totals 1n the departmental cost analysis sheet 

prior to transfer of these expense totals to the general ledger. 
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6.     DEFAHTI€HTAL COST ANALYSIS 

The Division operates an Integrated cost centre accounting system. 

Costs are accumulated on a departmental cost analysis (DCA) sheet and 
allocated between the following production and service cost centres: 

Batch House 
Hollow Glass 

Pressed Glass 

Screen Printing 

Sand and Shells 

Electrical 

Machine Shop 
Garage and Transport 

Power House 

Laboratory 
Mater Treatment 

Carpentry 
Dispensary 

Canteen 
Administration 

Selling end Distribution 

Club 

The OCA clerk analyses, by cost centre, the cashier's payment 
voucher file and the stores issues analysis book 1n a memorandum analysis 
book (MAB).     At the month-end, the MAB totals are agreed with the expense 

account totals 1n the expenses ledger and then entered on the DCA sheet. 

The OCA clerk prepares an operating cost summary which further 

analyses the DCA cost centre totals between the following operating 

statement headings: 

direct production expenses 

factory overhead 
administrative overhead 
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selling and distribution expenses 

ietta ind shells 
club house expenses 
El Dorados 

Finance charges are Included under administrative overhead. 

Depreciation 1s not Included 1n cost centre accounting. 

The bases of the allocations are as follows: 

expenses Incurred at the sand and shell cost centre are 
treated is material purchases and charged to the raw 

materials account 

expenses relating to raw materials consumption, fuel and 
electricity consumption, and the labour expenses of batch 
house, pressed glass, hollow glass and screen printing cost 
centres are charged to direct production expenses 

all expenses Incurred at the machine shop, carpentry, 
transport and electrical workshops as well as all overhead 
expenses of batch house, pressed glass, hollow glass and 

screen printing are charged to factory overhead 

all expenses incurred at the canteen, dispensary and 

administration cost centre etc. are charged to 
administrative overheads 

Using the operating cost analysis summary, the general ledger 

clerk passes a journal voucher crediting the appropriate expense 
accounts 1n the expenses ledger and debiting the manufacturing account 

and the appropriate operating statement accounts In the general ledger 
thus clearing the expense ledger account with the exception of the sales 

revenue. 
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7.     GENERAL LEDGER AND PREPARATION OF THE TRIAL BALANCE 

The general ledger records assets and liabilities and includes 

control accounts for trade debtors, staff debtors and creditors. 

A manufacturing account and finished goods stocks accounts for 

both pressed and hollow glass are included in the general ledger and are 

within the double-entry. 

For each period, production expenses, i.e. direct labour, direct 

material, variable and fixed production expenses Including depreciation, 

are posted from the appropriate expense ledger accounts to the debit of 

the manufacturing account.     This account represents all processes for 

both hollow and pressed glass.     Work in process (WIP) is assumed to be 

a constant quantity of molten glass retained in the furnaces evaluated 

at a standard value.     No formed glass in subsequent processes is 

included in WIP.     Thus the cost of output for the period, the balancing 

credit on the manufacturing account, is the same amount as the total of 

production expenses debited. 

The cost of output is posted to the debit of the finished goods 

stocks accounts apportioned between pressed and hollow glass on the 

basis of output weight as reported in the production summaries.     The 

finished goods stocks at the end of each period are derived from the 

production summaries and evaluated at invoice price and are debited and 

credited to the finished goods stocks account as appropriate.      The 

cost of sales is the balancing credit on each finished goods stock account. 

Accounts for the operating statement headings are included in the 

general ledger to which the appropriate expense ledger accounts are 

posted each period.     Thus, with the exception of the sales revenue, 

all the expense ledger accounts are cleared to the general ledger each 

period. 

The trial balance is prepared in balance sheet format and verified 

by the Accounts Manager prior to preparation of the operating statement. 
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8.  WAGES AND SAURIES 

Wages and salaries are paid monthly.  The junior staff payroll is 

prepared by the wages and salaries clerk and the senior staff payroll 

1s prepared by the Accounts Manager. 

The wages and salaries clerk receive copies of all engagement, 

promotion, suspension and dismissal letters from the Personnel Department. 

Junior staff are required to clock in and out on arrival and 

departure respectively.  Time keepers use the clock cards to prepare 

employees' time sheets grouped by department.  The time sheet details 

are summarised in night/discomfort/and absenteeism returns which are 

usually available to the Wages Section by the 15th of every month. 

Overtime is authorised by departmental managers with the approval 

of the General Manager and details are submitted on pre-printed forms 

for verification by the time keepers and the Personnel Manager. 

Basic pay, overtime, other allowances and deductions, e.g. income 

tax and employee social security contributions, are recorded on the 

earnings record cards.  From these cards, the wages and salaries clerk 

assisted by 2 other clerks, calculates and prepares the payroll. 

The payroll is then submitted to the Accounts Manager for checking 

and signature and then passed over to an internal auditor who pre-vouches 

all entries on the payroll prior to payment. 

Wages and salaries are normally paid in cash.  The wages and 

salaries clerk prepares a denomination analysis by department of cash 

required.  A cheque is drawn for the exact amount and signed by both 

the Divisional Accountant and the General Manager. 

The cashier accompanied by the Accounts Manager, security officer 

and armed policemen goes to the bank to cash the cheque. 
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Tht pay packets, with distribution details, arc prepared and 

th« cash counted and enveloped by the accounts clerks working 1n pairs. 

The supervisors collect the pay  packets of their respective sections 
On receipt of his pay packet, the employee signs or thuMb prints the 
payroll.     Unclaliatd paypackets are retained by the cashier.     At the 
•»nth-end, total salaries and wages payments are analysed for posting 

Into the expenses ledger. 

9.     FIXED ASSETS 

Purchases of fixed assets during the year are posted without details 

to the general ledger accounts which are analysed between various 
categories, e.g. plant and machinery and motor vehicles.     The postings 
are cross-referenced to the vouchers from which details of the purchase 
can be obtained.     The particulars of recent fixed asset purchases are 

entered 1n an assets register analysed as follows: 

description of asset 

date of purchase 

purchase price 
expected normal life 
expected scrap value 
other associated costs 

location 
depredation rate 
annual/monthly depredation charge 

accumulated depredation. 

Depreciation is calculated using predetermined rates provided by 

GI HOC Head Office. 
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PART E 

CASH 

The procedures adopted for the recording of cash, cheques end letters 

of credit ere described below under the following holdings: 

Tarkwa Accounts - No. 1 and No. 2 

Takoradl Account 

Accra Account 

Petty Cash 

1.     TARKWA ACCOUNTS - No. 1 and No. 2. 

The Division operates two accounts - No.l and No.2 at Tarkwa, Ghana 
Commercial Bank and Barclays Bank respectively.     These accounts are used 
for all receipts and payments excluding payments for letters of credit. 

The Division maintains separate analysed cash books for receipts 

and payments.     The cash books are balanced dally, weekly and monthly. 

Receipts in duplicate are prepared for all cash and cheques received. 

These amounts are paid daily into the Division's account with either the 
Ghana Commercial Bank or Barclays Bank using a pay1ng-1n slip prepared 

1n duplicate.     Receipts are subsequently entered 1n detail 1n the 

analysed receipt cash book at the close of each day. 

Suppliers' Invoices to be paid are presented dally by an accounts 

clerk for authorisation by the Divisional Accountant.     The clerk 
prepares a pre-m*bered payment voucher and a cheque (where the amount 

involved exceeds fSO.OO) 1n respect of each Invoice.     The payment 
vouchers are prepared 1n duplicate and contain   the following details: 

date of payment 
name and address of payee 
particulars of payments 

accounts code 
amount of payment 
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Tht «y-iit vouchers. ~t yet dettch«! fr» thtlr p.d.   tojtthtr 

ritt th, .pprwUt. im«1c* .«d cheques .r. checked by th. Account» 

I* .nd Uken to th. Divisi«,.! Account«* -«*'»*r 
.Iprftr, .nd .ppr.v.1 re,p«t1v.1y.     All of th. docu«nts «re returned 

to th. «Mr «to deUches tht s19«d cl-oues for p.y»t to th. 
respective p»n>.    The «shier subsequently st«ps th. Involc. p.d. 

,nvo1« .nd «k.s entries In th. p^nt «-to*p£  o   11«^ 
document set in voucher sequence number.     The renaming «w 

1s retained 1n the pad. 

C.sh .nd cheques P.ssed to «rid cl.rks for loci purchases 

«st be .uth.r1.ed by th. 01,1s,«»! Account .nd   *•f * «¿^ 
MT.1 mmmr.     For c.,h .nd cheque .dv.nces. either, n   «I «dm* 
suspens. voucher .111 be sloned .nd the Ml «cunt* for .fter th. 

purchase has been «ade. 

2.     TAKORADI ACCOUNT 

Th. Division's T.k.r.d1 «count 1s oper.ted .t th. Gh.m, Coirci., 

B.nk .nd is used for p^nts to the oust« dep.rt-.n   .nd   he *.« 

Or*, H.ndUn, Corpor.t1on 1n respect of oust«« dut1 «' «* *«*"* 
ch.r*s on Divisions'» 1«*>rts.    The procedures .dopted   or P.y~n* 
frTthls «count .r. the s« .s those described 1n Section E.l .bove. 

3.     ACCRA ACCOUWT 

The Division's Acer, «count. *h1ch 1s ooer.ted at the Gh.n. 

CcJcî.î Mnk. 1. -.- —I» 'or p.y*nts for letters „f credit. 

The procedure, edopted for pw-ents .r. the s« » th... described 

1n Section E.l. 
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#.     PETTY CASH 

Tht Division io1nti1ns potty cosh on an 1o*rost of fl.OOO 
rocorood 1n • potty cosh book which 1s tnolysto* by txponst hot41n|s. 

All otymntf up to 150.00 srt MOt by pttty ctth. 

Cosh 1s count* osch «omini by tht D1v1i1onil AccounUnt or his 
«iHunt tod • cash count stttootnt proportd tnd sutoritttf to tho 

fitntrtl Nintfor. 

Tht pttty ctsh book 1s chtckod «* btltncod dolly by tht Accounts 
Nsntoor.     It 1s clotod off tt tho «onth-ond for posting Into tho 

oxptnsos ItOfor. 
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PART f 

ACCOUNTING FOR RECEIPTS AND ISSUES BY STOKES 

Accounting for rtctlpts and Issues by storts is dtscrlbod btlow 

unétr tht following hidings: 

I Rtctlpts of Sand and Local Raw MattHals 

Roctlpts of Ovtrstas Purcbasts 

1 -  Rtctlpts of Local Purchasts 

Rtctlpts and Issuts of Culltt 

Issuts of Raw Materials 

Internai Issues 
• -  Rtctlpts of F1n1shtd Goods 

I Issuts of F1n1shtd Goods 

| 1.  RECEIPTS OF SAW" "P LOCAL RAH MATERIALS 

I «thin tht Hboratory, an analysis is maintalntd in tht local raw 
1 mataríais rtctipts book (LRMRB) of all rtctipts of sand and local 

I «ataríais, t.g. liiatstont and ftldspar. 

data of dtUvtry 
particulars of vehicle 

«tight of material dtUvtrtd 

typt of material 

supplier 

» Tht LRMW It analystd by raw «tariti type and it rtcords tht 

I following totalis 1n rtspoct of tach truck load dtlivtrod: 

I 
I 
. Th. «.toll, .r. tr.M.ttt6d to th. Co.««. S«t1o» by »on. of ally 
I rm »ttrl.l «etlot fon» pronrwl by th. «1.» toelH»l«H»t. 

I 
I 
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Tht Q«.t1t1t» nctM «rt rtco«c1lt<l to tfct «PP»»"1 '»"«co. 

ktfor. p*wrt. »*» *• «porvi.*» of tht ««•*• *«.atr. co.t. 

accumulated on a cost shttt as follows: 

royalties paid to land owners 
-  transport chargts paid to contractors 

«adical and sundry expenses 

labour costs 
•1scaliantous expenses 

These costs are picked fro. the appropriate led*• •* f «lit* 

to the deliveries for the period unit costs per tonne. 

2.  erfCIPTS OF OVERSEAS PURCHASES 

For each shlp-ent. the senior cost clerk prepare, a cost sh~t In 

quadruplicate recording costs Incurred as follows: 

bill anount 
-  hank charges on letters of credit 

«arine Insurance 

1*Bort duty 
delivery expenses 

handling charges 
transport charges 

Th. co»t» trt Pick* fro« tht co»t rtport prtptrt. »y tht »1pp1"l 

«T-sr; «- ^ -* — -,-- *co,t * 
1» dlstrlbuttd a» follow«: 

•rtafMi -   to th. M» ci.* 

duplict. copy -     to th. •«"*"-» 
trip»«« copy -     to th. Co-«1.1 *~tK 

quadruplicatt copy    -    rtttlntd 
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Tht total and unit costs derived art tnttrtd on tht receiving 

shtet passod to tht s torts ltdatr cltrk for tntry on tht car**. 

3. RECEIPTS OF LOCAL PURCHASES 

For tach rtctlpt of local purchasts, tht stortkttptr picks tht 

cost fron tht accompanying Involct or rtctlpt and tnttrs 1t on tht 
rtctlvlng shttt which 1s passed on to tht storta ledger cltrk for tntry. 

4. RECEIPTS ANO ISSUES OF CULLET 
t 

Culltt excluding dralnagt during machina breakdowns 1s weighed prior 

to dumping at tht batch house. Tht weight 1s rtcordtd 1n a note book 

and sumaarlstd wttkly for tht Production Manager.  Culltt obtained fro» 

drainage 1s dumped at the batch house without weighing. 

Issues of culltt to prodcution are recorded on the raw materials 

analysis rtturn which 1s submitted to the Costing Section dally. The 
cost clerk compiles the weekly Issues in the raw materials analysis book 

which is closed off at the month-end.  He prepares a monthly suewtry of 

tht culltt issuts tvaluated at basic raw material cost. 

5.  ISSUES OF RAW MATERIALS 

Issuts of raw mataríais, t.g. sand, snails and chamícela art nttlfltd 

to the Costing Section by means of dally raw mataríais ca*ttim*t1on rttyrnt 

prepared by tht batch house superintendent. 

The dally Issues to production are compiled wttkly 1n tht raw 

material analysis book (RMAI) by a cost clerk.  The RUN 1s closed off 
at the end of tach month, tht quantWts totalled and evaluated at mit 
cost on first 1n first out (FIFO) basis. The gtntral ledftr cltrk 
subsequently collects tht RMAI for postings into tht aafroarlate Itéftrs. 

In addition, stores Issue vouchers (SIVs) art prtpartd for chtmlcals 

and are passed to tht storts ledger cltrk for tntry. 
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i.   immL nm% 

Istutt frati tht «torts art notifiai It tht Ctttlnf latita* Ir 
of SIVi ts ittcHaai In Saction I.     Etch S!V cartolai éttalli tf tit 
cttt cantra to at char pi.     Tht cttt citri tutori tht Sift ilractly 
Into tlw latcatclata tttrt lotpr caret ont ctttt thai an • FIFO aatlt 
prior to pattlmj that 1n tha iaptrfntal litóos analyttt bat* (HAS). 

Tht DI Ai, «Melt 1s aalytti ay oapann Natiti»)! Mi ay etat cantra*, 
1s ciotta* off at ta* ttnth-tiii far pattiti 1ttt tUt oattoaat l< 
ractriltf on tht iiptrf wtal cttt analysis thatt. 

7.   ftfccim OF Fimstco 

All rtctlats of flMthai ttttt ara arttrai ay a etat citri It tat 
analysis atta for cttt tf fates prattesi (AtCf) frat) tut tat* traatfar 
ttttt (6TH) which art rtctlvti éa11y fro» tUt aacMtf tacita*. 

Tht AJCF 1s iitalysat by prattct typt ani contal* totali» tf tata 
tf rtctlpt ani tjnattlty rtctlvti. 

Tht AJCF 1t ciotta" off at tht out of atch aairth ani a 
proparti of tht atta** rtctlvatf frt« halla» ani trattai flati roaptctlvtly 
Tht rtctlptt art ova It* tot hy opatrtlanttnt ay «ttftt tf tht attuti 
protuctlot cttt at iarlvai frtt) tht tanofocttrlna atea—t It tht paart 1 

li 

i.   ungi OF nmwa 

Itsttt tf f1t1thtf pois art atttrat 1t tht aaatyttt 
cttt tf ttltt (Att$) frtt) tht latitai shtttt thlch art rtattvai *tty 
frt« tht starts ani fanmrilna soctlon      Tht Atti 1s amlytai ay arttttt 
fratt) at« contains tht ft 1 latini Ott« Dt 

étto tf 1lMt 

tttntlty ttanai. 

Tht AtCS It citati tff at tft» ani tf tat« ava* ani a hfjry «• 
traforai 1f tht 1tt*tt avalattti at involta prieta 



ti« »H«**«* ft M» CttttM tatti« Hl • «Pi* ffcr 
tit mm «IMI MM* it*. iüUt Mí Mit«. 

1. 

I •«• MuH #w lim Ü tut ttipr ctr* tPt tut rwtlvtw 
Ml MI MMM tMM MMMft MltfiMl 1« Mtttl  «« StCttM I 

f. 

fit Mit Ctt* •• tMFM tf Mi MF** MflM tUtt tht Mt 
I« Mi tttPM MMI «ti» MI tttPM ttÉMT MFÜ If l'tttl'MU It Mi 
*WH^^9 HWM ntMHt tt vHt VttVVt   vtttt IPttttt»   tBt Wff pt» iHIC 

It MFTMl Mt MCttlMlHy M t MMlfo| 
HtH *M MVt MF* Ml MMPtl ttMMt Ml MMtty ftf fllHtMi 

I. 

•ti mm» MHpt rniMw PM. tut MIIMMI M • firn m 
flftt Mt Mltt. 

FMlflMl PMt «* MllMMl M MlltM fritti 



NWTH 

HEMMT COSTIPI 

Tn« pricodurii tor product cottinf art dotcribod bolow undor tito 

folleni nf hoodlnns: 

Unit Cost of Gli« 
Unit Cost of Products 
UM of Cost dota 

i.   miT COST m suss 

Tno cott por tonno of flass producod 1i calculatod it tho and of 
oten »»nth by tHo Accounts Pfcnafor.     Tho total coiti routing to output 
of flots oro confilo* ooch porlo* 1n • production coit itotonont as 

follows: 

Doti Sourco 

Total »storiai input (tonnos) )   -   Production roport proparod 
Total output    (ttnntt) )        »y *f- Production Mintoor. 

Motorini contortion -   Mu «tofiil coosunption 
analysis book 

Olroct labiur cost -   "•§•« «^ »•'•''Its analysis book 

Producta o*tr*tods )   -   B^rtnontol cost antlysls 

nt*fn1strat1vo ond othor oMponoos    ) 

Tho toul production cost so dorlvnd 1s rolatod to tho tottl output 
of flots to arrivo ot tho cost por tonnt.     No d1fforont1at1on 1s nodo 
btvjntfi holltu and prossod flass.    Tno production costs Includo oporotlnf 

onptnott of «11 prttttsos. 
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t.     «KT CWT fr MBKCTS 

Nr1tt1ct11y tht cttt ptr %MN» tf firn It mm/wt* to It« tttt 
etti tu tilt tesis tf tintori srttvct wtlffcts. 

Cwt fett 1s MS* pH «Hl y fsr sHcli* twpttts. 
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PART I 

tUMETMY CONTHOL 

Tho procedure* for operating budgetary control are described 

below iMior tho heedliwjs: 

Budgtt »roparatlon 
Period Operating Reparta 

1.     BUPttT PREPARATIOW 

Responsibility for prtporing tht Division's •MNMI budget rosts 
prlatrily with tht D1V1S1OM1 Accountant with vtry IMted assistance 

fro« the dooartaontal «onagers. 

Tho budget preparation comncts with tht assessment of tho expected 

production quantities 1n tonnes by tho Divisional Accountant. 

Qthor budgets tro subsequently prepared by tht D1v1s1ontl Accountant 

whon tho production budget has bttn coeolotod. 

Tho «ester budfot which «abraces til tho departaental budftts 1s 
dlscussod with tht Ûenoral Hanegtr prior to submission to tho Hood Offlco 

for tpproval. 

Tho documents Includtd 1n tht Division's annual budftt filo sunHttod 

to tht Hood Offlct aro as follows: 

For« JUlo 

O.P. 1.1 -   Iwdfot Operating Statooont 
0.O.1.2 -   Phosod Budget Oporatlno Statement 

- Monthly Analysis 
O.P. 1.2 (b) -   Phoood Budoot Oporatlng Statooont 

- Cumulative Analysis 

A.s.l.l                                    -   ludNjot Balança Shoot 
- F1xod Assots Schodulo 
- Source and Application of Funds 

SUtootnt 
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A.S.2.2 

A.S.2.4 

A.S.2.5 

SAL 3.1 

SAL 3.1 (b) 

SAL 3.2 

SAL 3.2 

SAL 3.3 

NAT 4.1 

NAT 4.2 

FIX 7.1 

FIX 7.2 

FIX 7.3 
FIX 7.f 

K.l 

H.I (to) 

- Cash Fonçait 

- Capita! Expenditure 
- Capiti 1 Asstt Disposal 

- Budejtt Stlts Stanary - Silas Valut 
- Budgat Salts Suasary - Stlts Quantities 
- Phased Budgtt - Stlts Statement - Vtluts 
- Phtsad Budgtt - Stlts SUtaatnt - Placas 
- Budgat Sailing Prices 

- Raw Materials Budgat 

- Budgat Product Consumption of Ni1n 
Raw Materials 

- Production Expenses 
- Administration Expansas 

- Sailing, Distribution I Advertising 
- Staff Housing 

- wages and Salarlas - Senior Staff 
- Wagas and Salarlas - Junior Staff 

| The 1 api emente t1 on of the Division's annual budgtt Is the joint 
responsibility of tha Divisional Accountant and the General Manager. 

2.        PERIOD 0PERATM6 REPORTS 

t 

I The Divisional Accountant supervises the preparation of the following 
reports each month for distribution to tha Division's senior management 

I and to Head Office: 

Operating Statement -   HQ 1 
-      Dabtors/Credi tors/Stock -   HQ S 

Monthly Cash Forecast -   ht) B 
Accounting Ratios 

Production Cost Report 
Departmental Wages/Salary Analysis 

Raw Mataríais Stock Position. 

Tha aalanca shaat (fora HQ. 2) can raedlly be prtpartd for each parlad. 

Data for preparation of the fonai 1s picked fren tha financial records. 
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PARTA 

INTRODUCTION 

This report 1s the result of an accounting consultancy assignment 

carried out 1n the Head Office of GIHOC, during the period from March to 

July Ì977, as part of a larger program« of management assistance commis- 

sioned by UNIDO from P-E Consulting Group Ltd (P-E) under the United 

Nations Development Programme.     Within the Divisions Head Office of 

GIHOC, P-E 1s    required to implement a programme of changes and 

Improvements to management practice. 

This report 1s concerned principally with the Head Office role of 

financial co-ord1nator of the various divisions within GIHOC.      In 

particular it deals with the problems of collation of meaningful financial 

information at the centre and the control of transactions between Head 

Office and the divisions and between the divisions themselves. 

In general, the recommendations contained within this report have 

already been implemented at the time of writing   and 1t 1s Intended that 

the report and Its appendices should be regarded as a manual for those 

required to operate the systems 1n future. 

The Director of Finance, Mr. M. Gyekye-Mensah, the Chief Accountant, 

Mr. J. Ayeh, and the Consolidations Accountant, Wr. P. Aduhene, have all 

reviewed and commented on the contents of this report.     They wish to put 

on records their endorsement of the recommendations and proposals made for 

the Improvement and development of the central financial monitoring system. 

The consultant wishes to thank the afore-mentioned officers and 

their staff, together with the financial managers of the various divisions 

of GIHOC, for their active co-operation and assistance during this 

assignment. 

V.J. TUFFIELD 

UNDP 

AUGUST 1977 
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PART B 

BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

1.      BACKGROUND 

In the stage I survey report 1t was stated that there was a need 

for reviewing the monitoring of divisional results by headquarters.     This 

was primarily seen as a problem of improving the accuracy, scope and 

consistency of divisional financial reports which were Intended to be 

brought together and processed by means of revised procedures at the 

centre.     In particular 1t was suggested that a standard group system 

should be Introduced. 

During stage II of the project GIHOC management expressed Increasing 

concern over the problem of producing audited group accounts within a 

reasonable time after the year end.     The following table demonstrates 

the delays that have been experienced 1n the part. 

Year Ended Date of Audit Report 

31.12.68 15.1Z.70 

31.12.69 25.2.72 

31.12.70 29.10.73 

31.12.71 10.1.74 

31.12.72 15.11.74 

31.12.73 1.5.75 

31.12.74 12.2.76 

(Note:   The accounts for the year ended 31.12.75 Had not been received 

1n their consolidated form at the time of writing this report and those 

for year ended 31.12.76 were 1n the process of audit) 

Thus 1t can be seen that, although there has been some Improvement 

1n recent yeers, the basic situation 1s fer fro» satisfactory. 
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The necessity for improving this situation is demonstrated by the 

fact that the Government will not sanction bonus payments to GIHOC Staff 

on the strength of management accounts alone.     Also, a more rapid 

publication of consolidated accounts will strengthen the organisations 

corporate image, not only with the general public but also with the 

various ministries and other official bodies with whom it has dealings. 

2.      OBJECTIVES 

Given the situation as outlined, the prime objectives of this 

assignment was to explore ways and means of speeding up the consolidation 

process and thereafter to report and implement a series of reconmended 

changes in procedures. 

Initially, this was regarded from the view point of annual financial 

consolidations for audit purposes.      However, as the investigation 

progressed it soon became apparent that there was a need for this informa- 

tion to be available at more frequent intervals.     This is necessary in 

order that central management has the opportunity of monitoring, on an 

on-going basis, the capital structure and liquidity of the Corporation 

as a whole. 

Consequently, it can be seen that the initial terms of reference 

were developed and expanded as the assignment proceeded. 

In addition, an examination of the consolidated accounts of past 

years showed that there was severe accounting problems Involved in inter- 

divisional trading and indeed between the Head Office itself and the 

various divisions.     There was therefore a need to develop a means of 

monitoring the various current accounts and to systemlse communications 

about internal transactions. 

3.      APPROACH 

The consultant commenced the assignment by holding • ««Hi* <>f 

discussions with the Director of Finance, the Chief Accountant and the 

Consolidations Accountant, 1n order to determine the nature of the 

problems and to find out what attempts had been made to overcome them. 



After this, tht basic concepts of the recommendations were 
discussed and, following broad agreement, Interviews were sought with 

the   State Enterprises Audit Corporation.     This purpose of interviews 
were firstly to obtain their views on the problems encountered in the 
past, secondly to establish their concurrence with the basic principles 
involved in the proposals, and thirdly to discuss in detail the 
accounting conventions to be used. 

As a result of these discussions an internal memorandum, in the 
form of an Instruction manual,  was drawn up concerning the procedures 
required to Improve the reporting of financial Information to Head Office 
on a monthly basis.     This memorandum was then delivered personally by 
the consultant to the divisional accountants of all the divisions, with 
the exceptions of two in outlying areas, where the Introductions were 
made by a colleague consultant.     The purpose of these visits was to 
Introduce the new systems and explain the reason why the change was 
necessary. 
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PART C 

FINDINGS 

This part of the report describes the findings of the Investititi on. 

The commentiry 1s organised in the following manner: 

annual financial consolidation 
monthly management Information 
inttr-divisional accounting 

1.     AWNUAL FINANCIAL CONSOLIDATION 

As already stated, the problem here Is that there 1s an Inordinate 
delay in the production and therefore publication of the annual accounts 
for the Corporation as a whole.     The reasons for this divide Into two 

main areas: 

audit problems 
accounting problems 

1.1   Audit Problems 

Although GIHOC is unlike a conventional group of compacts, in 
that the operating divisions are not separate corporate entities, the 
problems of audit and production of consolidated accounts remain the 
same.     There are in fact a few 'subsidiary companies', although not in 
the conventional accounting sense since there are no Investments in 
terois of shares, and there are also some investments 1n associated 
companies.     However, the accounts of these subsidiary and associated 

companies are not Included in the consolidation. 

In theory, as GIHOC is a single legal entity, the external auditors 
should be presented with one set of draft accounts for the whole Corporation 
for review.     However, each operating division 1s an autonomous accounting 

centre and 1n the past head-quartero has been unible to produce a unified 

set of accounts. 
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review onct they have finished their work 1n the divisions.     However 

this hts been achieved it the expense of a considerable amount of time 

and energy put 1n by the consolidations tea«. 

In summary, therefore, the accounting problem can be stated as 

follows: 

(a) The preitnUtlon and content of the trial balances Is 
Inconsistent and therefore difficult to consolidate; 

(b) tho préparation of th* tri,ì b*1*1**5 1s such that th* 
contents do not provide an accurate record of the 

financial position of the divisions;   and 

(c) tht process of consolidating the trial balances 1s not 
worthwhile unless the procedures ere Improved at divisional 

level. 

2.      MBWTHLY «WKSHENT IttFOMttTlON 

The existing accounting returns submitted each month to headquarters 

consist of an operating  statement, a statement showing movements In 
trade debtors, trade creditors, raw materials stock, finished goods stock 
end work-profress. and a cash flow forecast.     Balance sheets are produced 

at six monthly Intervals only. 

The problem arising from this situation 1s that there 1s no means 

of checking the figures since the accounts «re not financially proven 
through tho dldpHne of producing monthly balance sheets.     This must 

cast serious doubts on the validity of the information produced. 

An examination of the monthly trial balances showed that. 1n most 

casos, tht figures on the operating statements bore no relationship to 
the flguros 1n the books of account.     Host divisions were preparing 
their eptretlng statements from memorandum records which contained 

numerous adjustments to the financial flguros and 1n some Instances 
1t was discovered that the operating returns were being completed prior 

to the books having been balanced. 
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Also In many divisions the stock accounts were not 'Uve1, I.e. 

they did not records movements In the stocks 1n the books of account. 

Thus 1t was not possible to verify the cost of materials consumed from 

the trial balance. 

This problem had already been commented on in the divisional 

accounting reviews and the recommendations put forward, particularly 

those relating to Integrated costing systems and cost centre analysis, 

were designed to correct the situation. 

Apart from the question of the validity of the Information submitted, 

the other major problem 1s the deficiency of adequate Information on 

which to base a view of the Corporation as a whole.  Although the monthly 

operating statements provide a means by which central management can 

monitor the progress of Individual divisions there 1s no opportunity of 

examining such things as corporate liquidity, the flow of funds, the 

changes 1n the overall Investment 1n stocks, the level of debtors 

throughout the organisation, and the progress of capital Investment 

programmes.  Without this information there can be a tendency to 

concentrate on the weakest divisions whilst perhaps overlooking the fact 

that the Corporation as a whole may be achieving far better results. 

Management does not have the means to regularly review and update its group 

development plans and financial policies 1n the light of changing 

clrcumf tances. 

3.  INTER-DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTING 

The magnitude of the problems 1n this area can quite easily be seen 
from a casual examination of the audited consolidated accounts.  In any 

confondati on, whether of companies or divisions, the amount of Indebted- 

ness between the constituent parts should cancel out.  In 6IH0C this does 

not happen. There 1s always an unreconciled difference 1n the annuel 

accounts. 
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To 111 us tr*tt the point, tht balances at the end of each ytar are 

Usted below: 

YEAR ENDED DIFFERENCES 

31.12.M 

% 

937,039 

31.12.69 (3,013,442) 

21.12.70 (559,868) 

31.12.71 2,890,647 

31.12.72 3,306,569 

31.12.73 3,170,436 

31.12.74 867,403 

31.12.7S NOT AVAILAI 

31.12.76 3,639,601 

(Note:   Figures 1n brackets Indicate a credit balance) 

The reason for this Imbalance 1s that there are no regular standard 

procedures 1n operation for reconciling the balance* between divisions 

or between the divisions and Head Office.     In particular there has been 

no Issue of standard accounting practice on the problem of cut-off at the 

year end. 

The content of this net balance 1s not known but 1t 1s conceivable 

that this could represent expenditure which has not been properly 

accounted for through the revonue account over tho years.     If this 1s 

the case 1t would Mean that the current assets of the Corporation are 

substantially ovorstatod.    The significance of this can be put Into 

perspective when one considers that the balance at the end of 1976, 

per the unaudited draft accounts, represents ovor 25« of the total 

acctnulated surplus to date. 
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»AKT D 

R£C0W€WDATIONS AMO PROPOSALS 

This section of tht rtport outlines • torlos of recowntodttions 

•ne proposals deslfned to alleviate tht problems described In Part C. 

Tho overall objectives oro: 

to Improve tho flow of Inforniti on to headquarters 

to Improve tho content and validity of such Information 

to stood up tho consolidation process 

to produce the annual accounts sooner after the year end 

to provide additional mtnaeomtnt Information on Monthly 

oasis. 

1.     JASIC PROPOSAIS 

The «tans of acMovine, those ends is throufh standardisation. 

The principal reco—inditions are as follo*«: 

(a) All divisions and Hood Office should ro-arranfo their 

fononi ledfers so that the accounts follow a pre- 

determined sequence. 

(b) A coupon codino system should be »doptod. 

(c) Tht presentation of the monthly trial boloncos should 

follow a common format. 

(d) Oporotinf statements should be extracted directly 

from tho trial balances. 

Tho details of those propoti Is are contained within AfffhtU A 

to this report and 1t 1s not, «idrofore, ntcotttry to reiterate them here. 
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2.1 Inf nul Audit 

It 1s not within the compass of this report to coment generally 

on the functions of the Internal Audit Department.  However certain aspects 

of them Impinge on the probi ens; with which this report 1s concerned. 

The Internal auditors have a big role to play in Improving the 

accuracy of the Information produced.  In order to achieve this it is 

recommended that they should regularly, though not necessarily monthly, 

conduct balance sheet audits at divisional level.  This means that they 

should concern themselves with verifying the figures reported on the trial 
balance as well as detailed vouching of source data. 

It Is Important however that the submission of the trial balances 

1s not delayed pending audit.  Any errors found can be adjusted in the 

ensuing month. 

Comment has already been mede on the Independence of the Internal 

auditors.  Until such tint as the external auditors feel that they can 

safely rely to any large extent on the work of the internal audit 

department, there will continue to be duplication of verification work 

at considerable cost to the Corporation. Competent Internal audit will 

reduce the work of the external auditors and thereby speed up the publica- 

tion of annual accounts. 

It 1s therefore recommended that urgent priority should be given 

to the restructuring of the internal audit department 1n order to restore 

eneir ineepeneence• 

Also the Internal auditors should adhere rigidly to the existing 
audit proframmet, which are considered adequate, and not involve themselves 

in other areas of management. Ménagement audit should take second 

priority to financial audit. 
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2.2   Extern»! Audit 

It 1s not within the competence of the consultints to dictate to 

the State Enterprises Audit Corporation how they should organise their 
business.     However» 1t is considered that 1t Is in GIHOC's best Interests 
that a dialogue between top management and the senior- officers of the 
external auditors ihould be commenced with the objective of exploring ways 
and means of reducing the audit lag. 

In particular it Is suggested that 6IHOC Impress on the auditors 
the need for Interim audits.     There Is no reason why much of the detailed 
vouching work cannot be completed before draft accounts are produced.      If 

this were carried out. the final audit would be a comparatively short 
exercise 1n checking year-end cut-off procedures and verifying the 
existence of assets and liabilities. 

It 1s Important, however, that the divisional accounting staff are 
aware that this will take place and that they will be expected to co- 
operate.     Although a detailed time-table of visits should be drawn up 
by the external auditors in conjunction with GIHOC's financial staff 
at Head Office, the precise timing of specific visits to divisions 

should not bt communicated in advance unless there are unavoidable 
logistical problems such as accommodation. 

In general, the work of both the Internal and External Auditors 
should be considerably facilitated by the adoption of the prepared 
stendardi sad general ledgers and the related coding system. 

3.      DIVISIOWAl ACCOUNTING 

Many of the problems of accuracy currently arising in the divisions 
should be solved by the adoption of the i acorn*»dations contained within 
the Individual divisional reviews.     In particular the proposed Integrated 
costing system should overcome the present difficulties with stocks, 
work-in-profres s and materials consumption, and an area which gives rise 

to considerable differences at the yter end. 
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In addition tht integrated cost centre analyses, which are currently 
being Introduced throughout GI HOC, are designed to automatically produce 

s unwary figures for operating statement purposes.     The  analysed data will 
be posted to control accounts with operating statement headings and these 
also conform with the requirements of the standard trial balance format. 

Divisions are now also required to pass entries through the books 
monthly for current depreciation. Head Office contributions and internal 

finance charges Instead of waiting for the year end. 

All of these factors should combine to reduce the discrepancies 
between tht trial balance and the draft accounts at the end of the financial 

year. 

There matins the question of accruals and repayments and divisions 

should be vigorously encouraged to bring Into their accounts each month, 
by means of journal entries, as much as possible of known or estimated 
liabilities.     This can be monitored by the consolidations team 1n that 

enquiries can be made if there 1s no movement on the accruals or 

prepayments accounts from month to month. 

4.      CENTRAL PROCESSING 

It 1s not felt necessary to change tht consolidated books of account 

themselves except 1n so far as 1t Is necesstry to re-arranft the ledger 
accounts to conform with tht trial baltncts.     The posting procedures will 
also remain tht stmt.     However, the whole process should be considerably 
speeded up since all tht Information has been pre-analysed on to the trial 

balance form.     Also, since the trial btlances show monthly movements, 
the process 1s simply one of checking and transfer of each division's 
flgurts Into a sumttry book prior to posting to the ledger evtry month. 

Apart from simplifying the posting process, tht purpose of showing 

monthly movements 1s to entölt tht contoll dot Ions team to recognise any 
accounting problem as they arise and Initiate corrective action rather 

then waiting for the year-end draft accounts. It 1s intended that the 
time saved 1n proctsslng shell be utlHttd In thoroughly checkina the 

Information received. 
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The Consolidations Accountant will be expected to liaise with 
the D1v1 sonai Accountant in order to resolve errors and omissions. 

The responsibility for investigating discrepancies therefore rests 
with the Consolidations Accountant.     In the unlikely event that 
Investigation shows that errors are resulting from a weakness in the 
operation of a particular division's system, then the Head of Accounting 
System should be called 1n to advise on the solution to the problems. 

The consolidation procedures and checking processes are described 
In more detail 1n APPENDIX B. 

5-     mWMMT IWFORWTIOW 

The existing management returns have been retained on the grounds 
that everyone is familiar with their style and content.     However, a 
number of proposals are made to supplement the Information provided. 

At divisional level recommendations have already been put forward 
in the individual accounting reports whereby the divisions are required 
to produce monthly balance sheets,   product contribution statements and 

capital expenditure reports.     The first of these will be considerably 

facilitated by the introduction of the standardised trial balance format. 

In addition to these new divisional returns it is proposed that 
the following statements should be drawn up at headquarters 9^cry month: 

Consolidated Balance Sheet 
Consolidated Operating Statement 
Consolidated Source and Application 

of Funds Statement 

With theee documents management will be 1« a petition to attest: 

overall profitability 

channel in the capital structure 
prefreti of capital Investment plant 
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changas 1n the level of debtors and creditors 

the level of Investment in Inventories 

the Movement of liquid funds. 

The last of these items will be explained by the sources and 

application of funds statement.     It has been recommended 1n the report 

on the Head Office Accounts Department that a similar monthly statement 

be drawn up to reflect the movements for headquarters Itself.      Consequently, 

a simple comparison of the two statements will enable management to assess 

the relative liquidity of Head Office with that of the divisions and 

corrective action can be taken if necessary. 

The format of the recommended statements is shown in APPENDIX C, 

together with instructions on completion of the source and application 

of funds statement. 

6.      INTER-DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTING 

Here there are two basic problems which require attention. 

Firstly, there 1s a considerable backlog of reconciliation work 

required both between Heed Office and the divisions and between the 

divisions themselves. 

Secondly there 1s a need to Improve the accounting, procedures 

at Headquarters. 

In so far as it affects Heed Office the first point has already 

been mentioned 1n the report on the Head Office Accounts Department. 

By far the greatest part of the Imbalance arises between Head Office and 

the divisions.     For the most part this dates back to the times when Head 

Office was organising the letters of credit for all divisions.    Fortunately 

this practice has now stopped.     However there are still a considerable 

number of balances 1n the Head Office overseas creditors accounts which 

presumably relate to the Importation of goods on behalf of the operating 

divisions.     It 1s therefore most Important that these balances are cleared 

before any attempt 1s made to reconcile the divisional balances. 
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On the second point it is recommended that a directive should be 

sent from Head Office to all divisions and the Head Office Accounts 

Department specifying the routines which should be carried out each 

month.      These should include the following: 

all debit and credit notes must contain an 

indication of the current account to be 

debited or credited. 

each month statements must be despatched within 

one week of the trial balance having been agreed 

to all other divisions with whom an account is 

maintained,     irrespective of whether or not 

there has been any movement during the month 

(a copy of this statement should also be sent 

to Head Office), 

a member of the staff in each accounts department 

should be allocated the task of reconciling 

current movements each month with the statements 

received from other divisions or Head Office. 

If these simple instructions are carried out divisional accountants 

will have the opportunity of questioning allocations as they arise and 

the current imbalance will not worsen. 

The task of sorting out the existing balances should be given to 

an accountant based at Head Office.      Once the overseas creditors accounts 

have been cleared at Head Office, this man will then have the job of 

visiting the various divisions in order to establish the amount of each 

balance which cannot be reconciled or for which documentary evidence no 

longer exists. 

As a result of these visits he should prepare   a paper for the 

Botrd reporting on the situation so that policy decisions my be taken 

as to how the residue can be written off. 



There is also a need for setting up a system of monitoring progress 

on divisional reconciliations on a monthly basis.     Since the accountant 

concerned is likely to be away from the office a great deal on divisional 

visits, it is recommended that he should be allocated an assistant to 

maintain routine records and files. 

The assistant would prepare two schedules of balances which would 

be extracted from the trial balances each month.     The first of these 

would be in columnar form with the divisions along one side and the five 

Head Office accounts along the other. 

For each of the five types of account there would be two columns 

in which would be entered the balance per the division's books and that 

shown in Head Office books.      This would give an inmediate indication of 
the problem areas for investigation. 

The second schedule would be in a matrix form with the divisions 

(not Head Office) along both sides.     One particular division's balances 

with other divisions would then be entered down the page in its own 

column and totalled.      Once this has been done for all divisions, the 

columns can then be added across for each division to give a total of 

the accounts as held by the other divisions.      A comparison of totals 

at the bottom with those down the side would give a clear indication of 

those divisions having most difficulty in agreeing their accounts. 

However, as each division may have up to three accounts with any 

other division, once one has been selected for investigation, a more 

detailed schedule should be prepared showing details of all accounts as 

per their own books as compared with the other divisions records.      It 

should be borne in mind that a purchases account in one division's book 

should contra with the sales account in another division. 

The assistant would also undertake the task of chasing those divisions 

who had not submitted copy statements.     Once received these statements 

would be checked against each other and missing items can be noted so 

that the accountant in charge can follow ihm up on divisional visits. 

- If 
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I 
I 
I 

<d)    The Inclusion 1n the triti bilance of control accounts 

for the major headings contained within the Operating 
Statements will enable the latter to be broadly verified 
and reconciled with the trial balances. 

ftCCOMCNOATIONS 

Our recommandations are discussed below under the following 
headings: 

(a) Standard coding 

(b) Trial Balance format and procedures 

(c) Year-end draft accounts 

(d) Implementation Progn 

(•)   Standard Coding 

It 1s proposed that all divisions and Head Office should adopt a 
common system for their general ledgers.     The recommended codes are set 
out in Appendix AI. 

It will be seen that these comprise eight major account groupings 
etch with a letter code as follows: 

Inter-Divisional Accounts 
Fi»ed Assets 
Investments 

Current Assets 

Current Hae1l1t1oi 
Long Term Liabilities 
Capital and Unserves 

Accounts 

lash major group hat boon too-divided Into tnote accounts «Men ero 
reme 1red for hoed Office purposes, oui at toen cerner 1 se the minimum 
information required.     At the »am» time, to avoid unmeetstory end timo- 
cam urnlng analysis or collation of »umertui eel entes In order to arrive 
•t tnote fi gores, top specified accounts tmeetd alto to regarded M Um) 

if dotili romei red 



Further analysis can be furnished to Head Office on request. 

APPENDIX A 
(Continued) 

Detailed notes and comments on particular accounts within each group 
are shown 1n Appendix All. 

Since, 1n many Instances, the coded accounts are summaries of 

numerous Individual balances, It will be necessary for divisions to 

further sub-d1v1de the accounts and Introduce their own sub-code routines 

for Internal use only.     The codes 1n Appendix AI relate to only those 

accounts which are required to be reported to Head Office. 

(b)    Trial Balance format and procedures 

The format of the monthly trial balance to be submitted is shown in 

Appendix All.      A temporary supply of forms is being issued to all divisions 

and once the procedures have been operating for a few months printed forms 
should be made available. 

It will be noted that each trial balance consists of; 

I 
I 
I 
I 

the opening balances for the month 

the movements on accounts for the month 

the closing balances at the end of the month 

The object of this is to enable the Head Office consolidation tea« 

to pest each months movements into a cumulative suawary ledger.     Alio 

Heed Office staff will be better able to recoonlse any accounting probi 

as they arise and Initiate corrective action without having to wait for 

tne year-efwJ draft accounts. 

In order to prevent numerous queries arising from Mood Office and the 

consequent delays eve to communication problem«, 1t 1s recommenced that 

each month all divisions thou!« attached to their trial balances a report 

eaptelMng any significant adjustment» mode In the current month 1n respect 

of any previous period. 

fur thai 11 a, when the year account« of a di vii ions have 

nee estar y account lug adjustment» thou Id bo posted as a 
anil tod, 

onore i se 



APPENDIX A 
(continued) 

and a revised trial balance submitted showing the adjustments in the 

centre column as current month's movements.      This will enable the Head 

Office consolidation team to adjust their summary ledger and reconcile 

the opening balances at the beginning of the year with the subsequent 
audited accounts. 

(c)   Year-end draft accounts 

Ultimately the level of monthly accounting to trial balance should 

reach a stage where there will be no need for a separate exercise to 

be undertaken to produce draft accounts.      However, it is recognised 

that this is a longer term objective, and in the immediate future, with 

the constraints imposed by the availability of suitably qualified or 

experienced accounting personnel, it is not feasible to achieve this aim. 

Consequently, it will be necessary for draft accounts to be prepared at 

the year end for each division when a detailed trading account will be 
required by the external auditors. 

(«*)    Iwplttntation of Coding System and Triti »alance Reporting 

Implementation is phased in four stages and although no specific 

time-table is planned for each individual stage, Divisional Accountants 

should complete all four stages in time to produce the June trial balance 
in the new coding order. 

The four phases art as follows: 

(*)   ruase I 

Each Divisional Accountant should Uà« Ms lilt of accounts as per 

his existing trial baiane« and eoe« tech account to confer» with the 

«tane«re ceding in Affinili AI 

h» should then list in the seawence snew» in Appendix Al. all the 

new account heeding* afeítetele to hu «visten and the» against etch emt 

tee titles of the existing accounts te te included      This list «neuId 

te sent to N>   Aevnene. the Consol teat ton« Accountant, at Need Office 



APPENDIX A 

(Continued) 

Every effort should be mede to prepare these lists as soon as possible 

and send them to Head Office by the quickest possible weans. 

Head Office will check the account allocations and ensure that a 

uniform approach 1s adopted by all divisions. 

(11) Phase II 

Once Heed Office has had an opportunity of checking the revised 
grouping of accounts, the Divisional Accountant will be given clearance 

to continue with Phase II of the implementation programme. 

Upon receiving the clearance, the divisional accounts départaient 

should complete the posting cycle currently 1n progress and balance the 
boots as normal ly.     New ledgers and/or ledger cards should then be opened 

for all accounts 1n the order required under the standard coding system. 
The balances on the old ledgers or ledger cards should then be transferred 
on to the new leaders or cards which should then be totalled and balanced 

•gain to ensure no errors have arisen. 

In order to evo1d delays the trial baiente for the month in question 

my be submitted In the old formet prier to «awning the new beets. 

(111)   rhete HI 

As MMiitm)Ni Idtun tre opened tft* petting cycle cen beg 1n 

uttmj the neat emmet.     At the end of tuet month (ne liter then Jume) a 

triel balance cam be twmeUted In Ine mu fdrwmt *H«1 t*» third colman 

only 

tue tyttem «ill be fvtty emaretient». Hie trial belarne« being turn. M te* 
it mjiiMi M men t* omening ami c »eel mg be lerntet 
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Alio at this t1«t the first commnfry on major adjustnents relating to 
prtvlous ptriods should M attached to tht trial balança. 

Conclusion 

Tht UMP/GIM0C account1nj ttM »111 bt pttattd to htlp dtal with 

§** trobltm arisi* 1n particular divisions.     If such difficultés do 
trist thty My bt rtftrrtd tlthtr to Ar. V.J. Tuffltld (UNO?) at Httd 
Offkt or to out of tht visitino consul Un t s as convtnitnt. 

(wia i rurti "•••   TWFIIIO 
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APPENDIX: A-11 

NOTES OH STAWQMQ COQUE SYSTEM 

]-     mQW *:    *"tT-di visional Accounts 

This Is in irta which has caused many probi«» 1n the past due 

to failure of accounting stiff to comunícate adequately with each othtr. 

It has thtrtfort been deidad to highlight this arta by removing such 

accounts from sundry creditors or debtors and grouping the« as i separate 

category in order that progress on reconciliation can be »ore easily 
monitored. 

Ideally, of course, all such accounts should cancel out on 
consolidation. 

(1)   Accounts with Head Office 

It will be noted that five difference accounts have been a Honed 

between a division and Head Office.     This 1s the maximum number of accounts 

permitted.     Any transaction which does not fall naturally in to one of 

the first four accounts should be passed through account AS - Miscellaneous 

In pactice, 1t 1s unlikely that any one division will have all five accounts 

In operation at one time, since a division would scarcely have a loen from 

Weed Office and a deposit with Head Office concurrently. 

<H) Accoonti »1th other 01 vi tient 

Three accounts nave been al lowed for trontactlont with another division 

Homever,   Sale* to Division   andfurcnat#t from Division   accounts ere only 

permit tod «man inch sales forma regular feature of inter-d»*t%ional  trading 

o.e. Paper Conversion Division manufacture* packaging materiaU for 

Distiller^ Division       Irregular tromaoctlomt should be passed tnromfh 
too Hiscellaneout Account 

Cémentent ty, mot every division mill move three account« »un ever» 

other division some moy have nene at all however, «more «counts are 

a» iota mod betwmon divistomi, ime codimi «mmmn in mjmoimtia •-! mvtt fee used 
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ÄffCWDIX l 

THE COJtSOUPATIOtl P*OC£SS 

The central consolidation proctss rtqulrts the use of three beets 
of account only:- 

t triol bolineo sueaary book 
i lodger and 
I journal 

The accounting procedura* Involved can ba regarded In two sections:- 
•onthly procadurot and 
annual procaduns 

'*     WQWTWIY PROCEDURES 

Those cons it of the following operati ont:- 

(a) registration 
(b) checking 
(c) clearance of querías 
(d) posting 

(e) extraction of reports 
(f) comantary. 

(•)   Registration 

It 1i Important that all Incoming trial balances are entered Into 
a register and the dates of receipt should be noted.     Not only Is this 

usaful for keeping a check on the progress of tht consolidation, but 1t 
will also enable the Consolidations Accountant to report to the Chief 

Accountant on those divisions which are persistently 1n arrears. 

(b)   Checking 

This 1s probably the most leoortant process of all.     unless this 
1s done thoroughly the results of the exercise will be SMnlngless. 

- 1 



APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Listed below 1s a check-list of questions which should be answered 

1n respect of each divisional trial balance wry month: 

1. Is the trial balance arithmetically correct? 

2. Do the current month's opening balances agree with the closing 

balances of the previous month? 

3. Have any figures been missed in the typing process? 

4. Do the section totals (schedules A-H) agree with the summary? 

5. If there have been movements in the fixed assets, have details 

been provided? 

6. Do the fixed asset additions agree with the capital expenditure 

report? (see schedule B) 

7. If assets have been disposed of, have they been taken out at 

cost with the appropriate adjustment to accumulated depreciation 

and has the profit or loss on sale been transferred to other income 

in the revenue accounts?    (check schedule B and schedule H account Hll) 

8. Has depreciation been provided for the current month? 

9. If there have been movement in the investments, have details been 

provided? 

10. Do the movements on stocks, work-in-progress, trade debtors and 

trade creditors (schedules D and E conform with the statements 

attached to the operating statement?    (H.Q.5) 

11. Do the changes in finished goods stocks and raw materials (schedule D) 

correspond with the figures on the operating statement (H.Q.I) 

12. Is there any movement on the pre-payments and sundry deposits account? 

(account D 12) 

13. Does the cash at bank (schedule D or E) agree with the cash flow 

statement? (H.Q.8) 

14. Is there any movement on the accruals account?    (account E 12) 

15. If there are any movements on the Income surplus/deficit account 

has an explanation been provided? (account 6 3) 

16. Do the revenue   account figures (schedule H) tie up with the 

operating statement? (H.Q.I) 



(Continuée) 

17. If tht division has a loin fron head Offlct, have any Internal 

finance charges been fMit through tht accounts? 

It. If there 1s a deposit with Head Offlct, dots it aoptar that credit 

has bttfl taktn for interest receivable? (check account A.3) 

It. Do tht interest charges look reasonable in relation to tht loan? 

20. Has provision bttn wade for tht contribution to Head Office? 

(chtck accounts A4 and H10) 

21. Does tht calculation of tht contribution provision look correct? 

22. Dots the balance sheet agree with tht trial balança? 

23. Dots tht current year depreciation provision look realistic 

when compared with the previous year? 

24. Have any bank accounts moved fron debit Into overdraft or vice- 

versa? (check accounts D14, D15 and E7) 

25. Have any extra accounts been Inserted? 

26. Have any balanças been static where movement would be expected? 

27. Have there been any disproportionate movements on any accounts 

without adequate explanation having been given? 

(c) Clearance of Querías 

A fairly simple form can be drawn up with tht numbers of tht above 

questions along the top and the divisions down the side.  The answers 

to tht questions can then be indicated by a tick or cross for each 

division. 

From this can be extracted an Error/Query Report for each division. 

This should be prepared in duplicata.  Tht first copy would be given to 

the Consolidations Accountant so that he can decide how best to arrange 

clearance of tht problems.  The second copy should be sent to tht 

appropriata Divisional Accountant, tvtn if tht queries are small and can 

be cltared by telephone, so that he 1s aware of the sort of mistakes 

that can causa problems 1n consolidation. 

It 1s Important that a sense of proportion 1s maintained whan dealing 

with querías. Although accuracy 1s desirable, an error of even a few 

thousand cedi s will not significantly affect the overall position 1n the 

consolidated balance sheet. 



Once all tht divisional trial balances havt been entered Into tht posting 

iry book tht columns should be totalled and cross-cast.  Tht final check 

1s then to ensure that the sections balance prior to posting to the consolida- 
tions ledger. 

| APPCWOIX 8 

(Continued) 

I       «) rotting 

I Once each trial balance has oten checked and the significant problems 

I      hive been resolved, the figures for the current month's movements can be 
transferred into the posting summary book. 

| This will be sectionalism in the same manner as the trial balance Itself 

• «Uh columns across the page for the Individual accounts within each section 

I 
I 

The total of each section should then be posted to a control account 

• within the ledger and the Individual analysis totals can be ousted to separate 

I      accounts arranged 1n accordance with the trial balance coding.  Once the 

I postings have been made and the cumulative totals have been adjusted, each 

section can be balanced back to the control accounts. The use of control 

accounts will facilitate the tracing of posting errors. 

(t) Extraction of Reports 

The figures required for completion of the consolidated balance sheet 

(« Illustrated 1n *mmit C) can be extracted from the ledger,  m some 

cases, e.g. fixed assets, the figures will be taken from the control account 

and 1n others, e.g. current assets, the Individual account totals will be 
required. 

In the case of the consolidated operating statement the monthly figures 

•re required and these may be extracted from the revenue section of the summary 

beofc. The group net profit before tax should then be verified against the 

total of the Individual operating statements. 

Although 1t will not appear 1n any book, a provision for taxation can be 

calculated on the consolidated results, taking Into account any known exemptions, 

and can then be entered on the consolidated operating statement to give a net 
profit after tax. 

- 4 - 
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APPENDIX B 
{Continued) 

Tht source ind applicati on of fundi statement 1$ explained 
In dotali in APPENDIX C. 

(f) Commentary 

Tht Consolidations Accountant should prepare a monthly commentary 
to accompany tht rtports to tht Board.  This would draw attention to any 

ptrtlntnt facts and explain any major movements 1n the nonth.  Occasionally 

1t nay be necessary to omit a divisions's figures 1f their submission has 

bttn unduly delayed and this must be noted in the commentary.  In addition 

attention can be drawn to thost divisions who art ptrslsttntly late 1n 
submission of their reports. 

2.  ANNUAL PROCEDURES 

At the end of tht yàr ménagement accounts can be produced In tht 
normal way from the December trial balances.  These figures would then 

be transferred to a new ledger to form the opening balances for the 

ensuing ytar.  However when the draft accounts arrive from a division 

a comparison should be made with the trial balance and a schedule of 

differences drawn up.  The normal practice would be for these adjustments 

to be put through the divisional books in the following year and therefore 

1t 1s essential that the consolidation team 1s aware of when they have 

been included.  Thus tht books of tht ensuing ytar will be automatically 

adjusted, but 1t will be necessary to put through a series of journal 

entries 1n the books for the ytar in question, 1n order that the draft 

consolidated balance sheet for audit purposes conforms with the Individual 
accounts of the divisions. 

At the same time, cartful enquiry should be made Into tht reasons 

for tht adjustments as this will Indicata tht rtllability of the trial 

balances used for management Information purposes.  It should be expected 

that some adjustment will take place due to such things as year-end 

reconciliation of the stock records with tht physical count and inclusion 
of additional creditors picked up after the December trial balance has 

bttn computed.  However, large discrepancies may indicate faults 1n the 

accounting system employed and 1t may be necessary to advise the Head 
of Accounting Systems accordingly. 
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mm INBMSTIIAI HOLDING CONHHATION 

COmOCIOATED lAtANCE SHEET 

APPENDIX C 

1 

AS AT. If. 

Noprtsontod by:- 

X Stttod Capital 
X X ttovtrn—nt Grants 

X AccwiuUtod Surplus 
X Currant Voir Profit/Lots 

Doduct:   Dlfforonct on Inttr- 

d1v1s1ontl Accounts 

X CAPITAL ENPIOYED 

CttTfWlt Nttrtil Curront Lost 
Lilt Y< Mr Month Month 

fot» row f'000 

X Flxoá Asstts loss doproc1tt1on X X 
X BOVOIOOMOnt X X 

X X Noforrod Expandítura X X 
X X invostRonts X X X         X 

X Not Norklng Ctpltal por schodult X X 
X 

X 
Doduct:    Long-ttrm Liab1Ht1ts 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X NIT ASSETS X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1 - 



APPENDIX C 
2 

AMANA INDUSTRIAL HOLDINS CORPORATION 

SCHEDULE OF M0RKIN6 CAPITAL 

tont* Current Current 1 Last 

Last Year Nonth Nonth 

f'000 1*000 f'000 

X 

CURRENT ASSETS 

X Rw Materials X 

X Nork-ln-Profress X X 

X Finished Goods X X 

X Non-trad« Stocks X X 

X lonéed Stocks X X 

X goods 1n Transit X X 

X TOTAL STOCKS AND H-I-P X X 

X Tradii Otbtors X X 

X Sunary Debtors X X 

X Staff Debtors X X 

X Praoayments 1 Sundry Deposits X X 

X Prepaid Incoa» Tax X X 

X Cash at lank X X 

X X Cash 1n Hand 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 

X   x X 

X Trad» Creditors X X 

X Sundry Creditori X X 

X Accruals X X 

X Deposits Received X X 

X Staff Malfare Fund X X 

X Letters of Credit Payable X X 

X lank Overdrafts 1 Shert-ter* Lotnt X X 

X X Corporate Income Tax X   x X 

X NET CURRENT ASSETS X 



I 
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APPENDIX C 

3 

OMAHA INDUSTRIAL MOLDING CORONATION 

PER IOD CONSOLIDATED OPERATING STATEMENT FON Thf 

»tenth Curront Curront 1 Cm. Yoor 
Lttt Yoor Month to doto 

f'000 rooo f'000 
Silts:- 

X Cisn X X 

X Crodlt X X 
X X Export X X X   X 

X Viritelo Cost of Solos X X 

X 

8N0SS CONTRIBUTION 

Loss: Ovorhoods 

X X 

X Flxod Costs of Production X X 

X Adrinstrition Exponsos X X 

X Soiling 1 Distribution Exponsos X X 

X X Flnonco Chirgos (Extorntl) X X X   X 

X X X 

X Otnor Incoao X X 

X X X 

X Loss: Doproclitlon 

NET PtOFIT BEFORE TAX 

X X 

X Provision for Ttxttlon X X 

NET PROFIT AFTER TAX 

I 
3 - 



CONSOL 

mm INDUSTRIAL HOLDING CORPORATia N 

STATENE» 

APPE NO IX C 

IT 

4 

IDATED SOURCE ANO APPLICATION OF FUNDS 

Ttfit Month 

•tt YHf 
Currant 

Month 

Cu 

t 

Cur 

L 

SOURCE OF FUNDS 

• Voar 

o data 

f'000 f'000 f'000 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Net Op. Profits btforo Tax 

Add Dépréciation 

Inc./(Dtc) 1n previous yoar profit 
(Inc.)/Doc. 1n 1nttr-d1v. insalane« 

FUNDS GENERATED FRON OPERATIONS 

FUNDS FROH OTHER SOURCES 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

APPLICATION OF FUNDS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Not Ine/(Doc.) 1n Stocks 

Not Ine/(Doc.) 1n Dabtors 

Not (Inc.)/Doc. In Creditors 

Inc/(Dtc.) 1n Working Capitol 

Purchases loss Salts of F1xod Assots 

Dovolopnont Expenditure 

Not Tix Paid 

Repayaents of Capital /Loans 

Other I tests :- 

X X X 

X X X 

X 

M 

X 

NIT INFLO«/(OUTFLOW) OF FUNDS 

NOVENENT IN NET LIQUID FUNDS 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X H 

X 

X 

X 

Inc/(Dtc) in bank balanças and cash 

(Ine)/Dae. in bank overdrafts 

X 

X 

- 4 - 



APPENDIX C 

S 

mm INDUSTRIAL M0LDIN6 C0HP0HATI0N 

SOURCE OF FUNDS STATEMENT 

Cyrront CurroM Nonth Cuü.Yotr 

Last Yotr Month to dito 

f'000 f'OOO rooo 
X Ooorttlnf Profit* 

ft«: 

X X 

X MJuitMfit for Dtprtclitlow X X 

X X X 

X Incrotso 1n Previous YMr Profit X X 

X                  X Otcftatt 1n I*tor-D1v. Mollifico X X X         X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

FUNDS 8ENERATED FROM OPERATIONS 

FUNK FROM OTHER SOURCES 
Capital Introducto 

Loons Roctlvod 

Docrooso 1n Stocks 

Docrooso 1n Doctors 

Incrottt 1n Creditors 

x 

x 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Sftlos of Assots 
Otcrotto 1n Inmtaonts 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Othor I tons: 
x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

TOTAL INFLO* OF FUN» 

- S 
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IMMA IWUSTMAL HOLOINS COHPOMTK* 

AffLICATIOK OF FUNDS STATOCHT 

 1»... 

Cwrront CtffTMt NMtR Cut. V«tr 

Litt Toar NMttfc to «tt 

f'000 1*000 1*000 

X OMratlnf LotMt 

Ltts: 

X X 

X 

X MjttstMfit for Dtprtclatton 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x MCTNM 1n prtvlottt yttr prtfH x x 
IncrMtf 1n Inttr-D1v. Iatalwwt x       x        x      x 

x mm LOST TMR0UQH 0KMTI0» 
OTHER APfLICATIOHS 

x Iacrtatt 1n Stocks 
x IncrttM in Debtors 

x x tecrttM 1fi C rtiltort 
x Purchttoi of Attttt 
x Oovoloanwit Exptniltiirt 

x Incrttft 1n Iiwtttmittt 

x Hot Tax Paid 

x Ctpltal MoaU 

x LMM RtftK 

Othtr: 

TOTAL OUTFLOW OF n»m 

- 6 

x x 

X x 

X           X X         X 

X x 

X x 

X X 

X x 

X x 

X x 

X x 

X x 

X x 

X x 

X X 

X x 



ITEM/SOUECE OF InTOPHATIOH 

I TEW SOURCES OF InTOW*TIOM 

Afptwoix c 
7 

Not Ootntl ng Profits 

or Lottos otforo Ux 

Dooroclttlon 

Soctlon H of postini suiBtry book 

Account • 100 

Cntnot 1« »rovloos Yotr Profit    Account 8 3 

Intor-D1 visional It*t lonco 

Caplttl Introiucou7Aoto1i 

it on til Accounts Utt 

Incrosto or éocrotso on account I 1 

Incrosso/Oocrotso 1n Invostaont Incrotso or otcrotso 1n Soctlon C 

Purcntso of Assots 

Bovolopaont Euponilturo 

Solos of Assots 

Otcrotso/Incrotso 1n Stocks 

oni oM-P 

Otcrotso/Incrotso 1n Dottoro 

Otcrotso/Incrotso 1n Crofltocs 

Not Ttx Pt1i 

Incrosso/Oocrotso 1n 

otltnco tni Ctsn 

Incrotso/Oocrotso 1n 

ovorirofts 

Otoltt to Accounts 110 - 170 

Accounts I 10 tnt • 90 

CrotUt to tccountt 010 - 000 
loss tooUt to tccountt 0110 - 0110 

nVtoont on tccountt 01  - Of 

HtvtMftts on tccountt 07 - 01t 

NtvoMfttt on Accountt CI - CO 

Not roiuctlon In tccount E0 loss 

tccount 013 
(Koto:   Curront yotr ttx trovi sitôt 
trt lonorot tt tnt funis stttomnt 
s torts trttñ prt-ttxoi profits.) 
Novoaontt on tccountt 014 tni Oil 

Movoaoftts on tccount OH tni 17 

7 - 
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APPENDIX C 

8 

MOTES ON COHHSTION OF FUNDS 

STATEMENTS 

TD« in—iiiirt toyrct and application of Fund» Statement consists 

tf throe   separate reports: 

Source of Funds Statement 

Application of Funds Sttteaent 
ConsolIdittd Sourco and Application of Funds Statement 

The object of spintine, the statement 1s to demonstrate that novoitnts 

«111 tolte placa 1n opposlt« d1ract1ons 1n dlffartnt divisions.     For example 

SOM divisions irlll Incroaso their  Investment in stocks and work-in-progress 

«mitt others »111 roduc« tholr holdlnfs.     In this case the Increase 

1* stocks «111 to reported on the Application of Funds statment, «hllst 

tnt dtcrootos «ould appear on the Source of Funds Statement and the net 

différence ootHOon the two «ould he entorod on the Contolldatod Source 

Mi Application of Funis Statement. 

The infoiMtlon required for completion of the forms can bo obtained 

frw the postini toMery book.     Care tfcould bo taken to teperete oppeslna. 

MMMOtt «1th1n occeuntt. to that they con bo entorod at sourcot, or 

applications appropriately. 

The attached table 1od1catot the tourte of the ImforMtiom for 

completion of the major Item« M «IO funds lUtomonts 
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ANO REPORTING 
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^^^^SlJMj^^ 

«e attach hereto two •» forms ^Ul¡ m 

»keep.   The first is for the recording of fixed     se " *° 

"xed asset register card.   The second   s " ° '°°Se 'eaf 

expenditure progress report   Is aedV "*" m0"th,y CapU" 
| statements. ^ * aCC°"pan* «" ""thl, operating 

|  ^"^ tW "-0'"' -* »•«« for the following reasons: 

I "      «cX„luñoYe9i:ter CardS are <,eS,9ned t0 «"»'-* in 
«counting déparants the plant register cards already 
Introduced on a group basis 

Operating statements are on a r•. *„ 
I,„.        ..  , on a common format for all Divisions 

.- capita, expenditure reports should in „ur ïjew   *• 

I "      cTlei^l°rTaredeS,'9nedtObeUSedt0'e"-i"^tthe * capital work in progress «prtin« «* *».   ,. 

, card f„• the basi   ZTfZ *££" • ^' 

| progress report is prepared. ">'"' "^^ 

| The purpose of this memo is to describe 1„ grHter detail „„ 
these new records will be used in Divisions. 

'•     THE FIXED ASSET RE6ISTC» rapn 

M   The attached card (Appendix I) has been design«, as , result of 
r review progr.»* whic ow coveped .¡^   , 

" h.. the following „<„ characteristics: D""»<°«- 

It is designed to complement the pl.nt history C4rds or 

equivalent capital stock records (1 e eh«•,. „. .     ? 
cardsl «1-„..<,. ^-     ,                     l an9e parts stores 
»^« °      r0dUCe<i 1n the e"9i-.e,rin9 and 
production projects.   Thus a card must be prepare   that 

lori "e. ind "ery 0ne °f the ^"«-^/Productlon 
«cords,    care must be taken to ensure that certain details 
common to both are indeed so 



The card 1s designed to provide as comprehensive a record 

as possible of the asset's financial history 

By incorporating the budget record into the fixed asset 

register card.    Divisions can and should open the card as 

soon as an item is approved, record its   progress against 

budget and, once installed, enter the fixed asset register 

by merely transferring the total cost on the card to the 

appropriate section and the card itself into the appropriate 

batch 

The register is designed to be in card form to enable the 

different classifications of fixed assets to be batched 

together and further split between capital work in progress, 

fixed assets in use, and where appropriate, idle plant. 

1.2 Whilst some Divisions do have asset registers which incorporate 

many of the features above, none incorporate the budget record and thus 

enable the items of capital expenditure to be recorded as soon as 

possible on one complete history card. 

1.3 The cards will be held In files as follows: 

There will be three main files covering the following 

main ledger accounts: 

File 1    Capital Work in Progress 

File 2   Fixed Asset Register (Active) 

File 3   Fixed Asset Register (Idle) 

Within the above three main files will be sub-files covering 

asset classification as per the bilance sheet e.g. 

land and building 

plant and machinery 

office equipment 

canteen equipment    etc. etc. 

- 2 



1.4 Each of the above main and sub-files will have a control card 

which should be reconciled monthly with the general  ledger 

accounts which will be analysed on the same basis. 

1.5 The following paragraphs describe the entries  to be made in the 

various sections and boxes on the card and how they will be used. 

1.5.1 Cards will  be opened for each item on the capital budget 

as soon as the budget is approved.    (Cards should of course be 

opened for all existing assets).     'Asset Classification', the 

first entry, will  be in accordance with the headings in the 

general ledger. 

1.5.2 The first line, the section on description record will 

be entered as follows: 

'Asset Type/Description' must be the same as that 

used on the plant history card.    The Accounts Department 

should liaise with the Engineering Department to ensure 

that this is so 

The name of the maker as well as supplier should be entered, 

(they are not always the same).   The country of origin 

of the "Maker" should also be shown 

'Inventory/Plant No.' must be the same as that shown on 

the plant history card.    This may not be allocated by 

the Engineering Department until the items are received 

and may therefore have to be left blank.    It should 

however be filled in as soon as possible 

'Makers Number1 must also agree with the plant history 

card.    This is very often shown on the invoice but it 

must be checked with the actual number on the machine 

when it arrives 

I 
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The last three boxes are self explanatory.    The asset 

life should be that indicated by the depreciation rate. 

However this should be checked and should it be found 

that the  item is likely to have to be replaced earlier 

than the depreciation rate indicates, then application 

to Head Office should be made for a special  rate to be 

used. 

1.5.3 The second section, capital work in progress record, will 

be entered as soon as the card is opened as follows: 

'Budget Year' will be the year in which expenditure 

on acquiring the asset will  start to take place 

'Budget  Invoice Price'  will  be as per the supplier's 

invoice or contract document for local  purchases. 

For imported items, only the L/C cost will  be 

entered in this box, all ancillary charges including 

local L/C levy and duty will be entered under other 

charges 

'Budget other charges* will include the estimate of 

all ancillary costs 

The remaining three boxes are self explanatory 

1.5.4 The second part of the capital work in progress record is 

used to record in detail the budgeted expenditure and the actual 

expenditure as it comes through.    The budget figures can be 

entered in accordance with the agreed capital expenditure budget. 

As the expenditure is incurred it will be entered on the card and 

each month the cards will be listed to form the capital expenditure 

report.    The control card will carry the totals of all capital 

work in progress and should agree with the equivalent ledger 

account in the general ledger. 
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i 1.5.5    Once an asset has been installed and  is operational  the 

> total actual  from the capital  work in progress section will be 

transferred to the fixed asset annual  record section.    The 

, card will  be removed from the capital work   in progress file and 

inserted in the appropriate fixed asset register file.    Each 

: asset register file will  have a control card which should be 

balanced with the ledger accounts.    Depreciation will only be 

| entered on the cards annually.    The monthly charge will  be posted 

' to the ledger and the annual  entry on the fixed asset register 

¡ cards should be balanced with the annual  total as  per the general 

k ledger. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

1.5.6 Side 2 of the card provides space for additions and 

disposals details.   There will normally be only one line but 

additional space has been provided for possible extensions to 

buildings and additions and disposals of change parts.    It should 

be noted that change parts will be kept on the asset register 

by part  number and where a number of the same part are kept they 

will be    recorded on the same card. 

1.5.7 Corporation tax valuation should be maintained for each 

item and will be used to calculate tax allowance on asset 

acquisitions, annual allowances and balancing charges and 

allowances on disposal . 

1.5.8 The sections for fixed asset and stock replacement reserve 

will be used to record the reserves so raised on fully depreciated 

plant still in use.    Such asset records should be kept in a separate 

file having a separate control card and corresponding ledger account. 

This will enable the fixed asset and stock replacement reserve to 

be calculated and posted in the ledger on a monthly basis and on 

the card annaually in the same way as depreciation.    It is recommended 

that the amount of provision made should be the same as the depreciation 

rate used for the asset. 



1.5.9    Finally there is a record of the locations.    The entries 

are self explanatory and space has been allowed for changes  in 

location.    Within the individual asset register files it may be 

useful  to group items by location and thus facilitate making 

out the annual  inventory check lists. 

2.       CAPITAL EXPENDITURE RECORDING 

2.1 Attached as Appendix  II is the proposed capital  expenditure report 

form to be used in conjunction with the asset register cards. 

Completion of the asset register cards is  not however essential 

in introducing this report which can be utilised without them. 

2.2 As stated above, the budget section of the fixed asset register 

card will form the original  record from which the majority of the 

capital expenditure report will be prepared.    It is important to 

note that the first three columns will contain the entire capital 

budget authorised by the Board regardless of whether any progress 

has taken place in the month.    This is essential  to enable 

management to review the capital budget in its entirety at regular 

intervals and make any necessary adjustments in the light of the 

total  commitment rather than current work   in progress. 

2.3 The form should be completed as follows: 

2.3.1 On authorisation by the Board of the forward capital 

programme, cards will  be made out for each  item and placed in 

the budget file of fixed asset register cards.    A senior member 

of the divisional accounts staff must personally check that all 

cards for both proposed and current capital expenditure have 
been made out. 

2.3.2 In order to aid monthly reporting,  the agreed budget plan 

may be run off on preprinted forms which have the first three 

columns and budget columns filled in.    This would mean that the 

fixed asset clerk would only have to fill  in the actuals for 
each month as they occur. 

- 6 
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2.3.3 Each month the fixed asset clerk will go through the 

budget file section of the fixed asset register, once it has 

been balanced with the capital work in progress account.    From 

there he will  extract the actuals to date for each item and 

enter them on the semi-completed form. 

2.3.4 He will   then pass the draft report to a senior member 

of the accounts staff, either the d visional  accountant or 

accounts manager who will ascertain from the appropriate managers 

responsible for each project the following: 

the percentage completion.     This should reflect the 

actual  work done and thus indicate as early as possible 

if the project is going to overrun budget 

the latest target completion date should also be stated 

and the earliest indication sought of any likely slippage 

on the programme. 

2.3.5 The report once completed should be examined by management 

and a covering commentary prepared on any variance from the 

original  programme.    These should be submitted to Head Office 

together with operating statements. 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

3.1    It may be decided that major capital   programmes should be 

reported and recorded separately.   This decision will usually be 

indicated to the division at the time of approving the project. 

The cards and report form can be used for this purpose as follows: 

once the project has been agreed, capi tal work in progress 

cards will be opened as usual.   However they would be 

placed in a separate project file 

in the same way a separate capital expenditure report 

form may be prepared listing the buildings and equipment 

to be bought and the monthly progress monitored as usual. 

7 - 



3.2 With major capital programmes there may be ancillary administrative 

and development expenses as well as design costs.   These will  normally 

be capitalised and apportioned to the assets acquired only if  they 

are incurred for the purpose of acquisition and installation of 

particular assets.    A further area of capital  development costs 

may be  incurred in project feasibility studies and in trial  running of 

new plant.    These are not normally added to asset values but should be 

treated as a separate asset account, normally called development 

expenses, and written off on a basis agreeable to the auditors and 

in line with corporation policy. 

3.3 For the purpose of fixed asset register recording and budget 

reporting, the specific charges will be added to the individual 

asset register cards.    Development expenses should be recorded on 

separate cards and if these are substantial it may be necessary 

to start cards for separate cost centres.    This will only occur 

on major projects, which because of their size and relatively 

infrequency should in any event be treated on their merits. 

8 
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PART A 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report 1s to appraise on behalf of the 

Division, the cost of diversification into the manufacture of 

upholstery tacks. 

This cost appraisal is based upon the conclusions drawn 1n 

Diversification Study No. 1 - Upholstery Tacks and on operating 

costs of the Division derived fro» the 1976 Budget. 

In Part C, the costs are analysed and minimum selling prices 

calculated. 

In Part D, the bases for cost computations are described 

and supported by the appropriate working papers in the appendices. 

C.J.S. Baker 

April, 1976. 
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PART B 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The revenue cost structure for an annual production of 9 tonnes 

of upholstery tacks by the proposed equipment at 1976 prices 1s shown 

below: 

Direct Labour 

Raw Materials 

Variable Production Expenses 

Fixed Production Expenses 

General Overhead 

Finance Charges 

Depredation 

c 000 

4.7 24.6 

5.7 29.8 

1.7 8.9 

12.1 63.3 

0.4 2.1 

1.8 9.4 

1.9 10.0 

2.9 15.2 

19.1 100% 

Unit Cost per kg. 

+ Sales Tax 

+ Head Office Contribution 

2.12 
0.24 
0.04 

12.40 

Thus the minimum selling price of tacks to yield a net profit 

at that level of production must be greater than: 

I 1.09 per lb. 



PART C 

COST COMPUTATIONS 

The cost computations used for appraisal are described below 

under the following headings: 

Marginal Costs 

Additional Revenue Expenditure 

Cost Statement 

1.     Marginal Costs 

Marginal costs are defined as the variable costs of production 

which in the case of the Division are raw material  costs and variable 

production expenses.      It 1s these expenses that can be assumed to 

vary in proportion to output and thus these costs per unit of production 

remain the same at different levels of output. 

The difference between the unit selling price and the unit 

marginal cost is termed the contribution as this amount contributes 

to recovering the fixed overheads.      In the case of the Division all 

costs other than raw materials and variable production expenses can be 

assumed to be fixed.     Thus as production of units  increases the component 

of unit cost reduces that is necessary to recover fixed costs. 

In this appraisal, the purpose of calculating the marginal cost 

of the proposed product is to determine in the absence of a controlled 

price set by the Price and Incomes Board, what the minimum unit selling 

price must be that will yield a contribution. 

The marginal cost of budgeted production of tacks is compared 

with that of the nail press as a whole 1n the table below: 

- 3 



Raw Materials 

Variable Production Expenses 

Nail Press 

g 000 

1782.5 

38.4 

1820.9 

Tacks 

g 000 

5.7 

1.7 

7.4 

Budgeted Production 

Marginal Cost 

2671 tonnes       9 tonnes 

gO.68 per kg     g0.82 per kg 

gO.37 per lb 

The marginal cost of a tack is greater than that of the average 

nail due to increased production expenses because of power required for 

heat treatment.  Raw material costs per unit weight are assumed to be 

similar. 

The implication of this analysis are as follows: 

(1)  At the proposed level of production of tacks, i.e. 

9 tonnes, each additional kilogram of production costs g0.82 

(1i) The minimum unit selling price of tacks that will yield a 

contribution to the fixed expenses, i.e. labour and general 

overheads, must be greater than: 

g 

Marginal Cost 0.82 

+ Sales Tax - 11\% 0.09 

+ Head Office Cont. Z% 0.02 

JO.93 per kg 

gO.42 per lb 

Additional Revenue Expenditure 2. 

As described In D, we do not consider that additional labour, 

fixed production or general overhead expenses as defined 1n the 1976 

Budget need be Increased on diversification.  However, additional 



revenue expenditure will be Incurred solely in respect of tack 
production.     This expenditure 1s regarded as a fixed cost.     This 

Implies that the contribution derived from the sale of tacks must 
be at least sufficient to recover these costs. 

Additional revenue expenditure in the production of tacks Is 
incurred in the form of: 

(I) Interest charged on the finance for fixed and working 
capital, I.e. machinery and raw materials 

(II) depreciation on the machinery. 

This expenditure is regarded as non-variable. 

The total additional revenue expenditure required per annum at 
the budgeted output of 9 tonnes is shown below: 

Marginal Cost 
Finance Charge 
Depreciation 

i 000 

7.4 

1.9 
2.1 

11.4 

Budgeted Production 
Unit Cost 

9 tonnes 
gl .27 per kg. 

f0.58 per lb. 

This analysis demonstrates that before yielding a contribution 
sufficient to recover any of the budgeted fixed costs the minimum 
selling price of tacks, I.e. to breakeven must be greater than: 

Unit Cost 
+ Sales Tax      11 J* 
• H/0 Contribution 2% 

Selling Price 

gl. 27 

0.15 

0.03 
gl .45 per kg. 

gO.66 per lb. 



revenue expenditure will be incurred solely in respect of tack 

production.      This expenditure is regarded as a fixed cost.     This 

Implies that the contribution derived from the sale of tacks must 

be at least sufficient to recover these costs. 

Additional revenue expenditure in the production of tacks is^ 

in the form of: 

interest charged on the finance for fixed and^Wking 

capital, i.e. machinery and raw materials 

(ii) ireciation on the machinery. 

This expendn« is regarded as non-variée. 

The total additioÄLrevenue expendÄfre required per annum at 

the budgeted output of 9%•es is sh«below: 

Marginal Cost 

Finance Charge 

Depreciation 

Budgeted PjAVsction 

Unit Co« 

1 000 

7.4 

Ll.9 

fc.1 
TISL 

9 1 :M| 

fl .27 per kgJ 

I* .58 per lb. 

K analysis demonstrates that before yielding fÄntribution 

Pient to recover any of the budgeted fixed costs th^Jnimum 

ling price of tacks, i.e. to breakeven must be greater 

Unit Cost 

+ Sales Tax      11|* 

+ H/0 Contribution 2% 

Selling Price 

5 - 



3.  Cost Statement 

As discussed above, we do not consider that the budgeted fixed 

costs need be increased on diversification.  However, in addition to 

the fixed costs solely incurred in respect of tack production, a 

proportion of the budgeted fixed costs charged against the nail 

press will be legitimate expenses of tack production.  Thus tack 

production should be priced on a more appropriate cost analysis. 

The absorption of expenses in tack production also implies that the 

cost of nail production decreases. 

The table below compares the costs of nail and tack production. 

eooo % 

, „ . .    Revised 
Nail Press  Tack Machine ToUl Costs 

£000 * eooo 

Direct Labour 
Raw Material 
Variable Production Expenses 

Fixed Production Expenses 

General Overhead 
Finance Charges 
Depreciation 

TOTAL COSTS 
Output tonnes 
Unit Cost per kg. 

per lb. 

245.4    9.8 
1782.5 71.5 

38.4    1.5 

21.5    0.9 

304.2 12.2 
38.0    1.5 
65.5   2.6 

4.7 24.6 250.1 
5.7 29.8 1788.2 

1.7 8.9 40.1 

2066.3 82.8       12.1        63.3      2078.4 

2495.5 100« 

2671 
CO. 93 

10.42 

0.4 
1.8 
1.9 
2.9 

2.1 
9.4 

10.0 

15.2 

19.1       100* 
9.0 

12.12 
10.96 

21.9 
306.0 

39.9 
68.4 

2514.6 



It will be noted «bove that raw material costs for tack production 

•t the proposta level of output art a much lower percentage of total 

costs than for nail production. This 1s due to the effect of: 

(I) power consumption of heat treateient 

(II) finance charges 

(III) depreciation 

An Indication of the effect of decrease and Increase of tack 

production 1s given In the table below: 

Annual Tack Production 

Tonnes 

4.5 9.0 13.5 

fOOO 1000 fOOO 

3.7 7.4 11.1 

n.7 11.7 11.7 

15.4 19.1 22.8 

Marginal Cost 

Fixed Costs 

Unit Cost per kg.                       13.42 Í2J2 *K69 

ptr lb.                        fl.56 10.96 fl>.77 

Thus the minimal selling price at tht above levels of production 

to yield a net profit must be greater than: 

Un11 cost per kg.                       Í3.42 12.12 H-69 

• Sales Tax lit*                          0.39 0.24 0.19 

• M/0 Contribution 2*                  0.07 O.M °-03 

Selling Price per kg.                13^88 £2.40 H-91 

ptr lb.                 11.76 11.09 10.87 
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PART D 

BASES OF COMPUTATION 

Tht major sources of dita are as follows: 

(I) Diversification Study No. 1 - Upholstery Tacks 

(II) the Division's 1976 Budget 

The Division's 1976 Budget does not enable operating costs, apart 

fro« raw material costs, to be allocated or apportioned between the 

different types of production undertaken.  The Budget 1s summarised 1n 

Appendix I. Hence, as an approximation suitable for this cost appraisal 

all budget operating costs, other than allocated raw material costs, 

are assumed to be Incurred 1n nail manufacture. 

Costs to be Incurred 1n tack manufacture fall Into two different 

areas: 

(1) costs Incurred 1n addition to costs of current production, 

e.g. fixed and working capital, power, finance and depreciation. 

(11) costs re-allocated * -e no overall Increase in costs 1s 

anticipated e.g. labour, fixed production expenses and 

general overheads. 

Tack production details are given in Appendix II. 

The bases for allotment of costs are discussed below under the 

following headings: 

Direct labour 

Raw materials 

Variable production expenses 

Fixed production expenses 

General overheads 

Finance charges 
Depreciation 

- 8 



1.  Direct Labour 

Tht dirtct labour cost 1n tht 1976 Budget 1s C250.1 thousand.  TN 

analysis of this figure between the production areas 1s not available. 

However, tht Mil prtss which 1s budgeted to produce 86* of turnovtr has 

been allocated approximately 50* of direct labour.  Thus 1t 1s Hkely 

that no additional labour would be recruited to produce tacks. 

The bases for allotment of direct labour cost are as follows: 

(I) All direct labour costs are allocated to nail and tack 

production 

(II) Direct labour costs are apportioned between nail and tack 

production 

The computation of productive machine hours Is shown 1n Appendix III 

Budgeted production has been converted to machine hours at estimated 

machine outputs.  Assuming constant two shift working on all 26 nail 

presses and availability of raw materials, this Indicates a nail press 

utilisation averaging 67.5*. 

The utilisation of a new but similar machine should at least be 

eo.ua! to 67.5%. In Appendix IV 1s shown the computation of output of 

the tack machine assuming one shift operation. 

The computations 1n Appendices III and IV are summarised below: 

Hall Press  Tack Machine 

Utilisation 

Productive Hours 

67.5 

64.620 

98.11* 

67.5 

1.242 

1.89* 

Thus the budgeted direct labour cost 1s apportioned as follows: 

1000 

250.1 

Nail Press 

1000 

245.4 

Tack Machine 

8000 

4.7 



I 
I 
I 
I 

between the nail press and the tack machine on the basis of productive 
hours. 

Budget Nail Press Tack Machine 
fOOO eooo 1000 
21.9 21.5 0.4 

General Overheads 

No additional general overheads are considered necessary in respect 

of tack production.  The budget expenses are apportioned between the nail 

press and tack Machine on the basis of prime cost plus production overheads. 

Prime Cost plus PE 

General Overheads 

Total Nail Press 

fOOO 1000 

2*100.3 2.087.8 

306.0 304.2 

Tack Machine 

fOOO 

12.5 

1.8 

6.  Finance Charges 

Additional finance charges are anticipated as Interest charges on 

increased fixed and working capital as follows: 

Cost of Mafios BT15 

Raw material - | annual consumption 

Interest at 8% per annum 

«21,380 

2,842 

24,222 

%  1,938 

7. Depreciation 

Additional depreciation will be Incurred 1n respect of the tick 
machine as follows: 

¿21,380 • 10X stralghtlIne • f2,136 per annum 

11 
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AmNOlX i 

Stotl mn 
NtMt 

AÍÍM **Ml 
1600 

2.821.2 

All Othor 
Products Totti 

Ititi 

fOOO 

453.2 

N/A 

203.8 

N/A 
M 

8000 

3,274.4 

Mrtct Ltooor 
NM INttriiU 
Vtrtttit rroiocMto lnotMft 

N/A 

1.782.S 

N/A 
M 

250.1 

1.988.3 

38.4 

2.274.8 

trttt «trt 1i* 
H M 999.6 

natt Protvctloft Eoototos 

ototrti woroooo* 

FíMOCO CntrfOf 

N/0 Contribution 

« 

M 

a 

H 

M 

M 

« 

21.9 

308.0 

38.0 

65.5 

Total Ovoroooit 
• H 431.4 

Profit 

8tproc1tt1o« 

M 

H 

H 

M 

568.2 

66.3 

Profit Aftor Doproclatito 
H H 501.9 

(*)     Sot Ut SocoHtj CootMottto* Incitât* oïtMo Ytrttolt 

ProoocMo* lipt««* 1* too 8-ooot »at loto tütt bock to 

01 roc t lofeoor 

(M)    No« «ttoHaH for ot1U oro ttttnë tt tocltit tocklof 

•ttorUli 
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APPENDIX II 

MACHINE DETAILS 

w>fiot ins 

(1)   Machino Ptrfonmnct 
(continuóos operation) 

(11)   Nachtat Cost 

16,500 ticks ptr Hr. 
7.25 k| ptr hr. 
6.9   hrs. ptr shook 50 kg. 

FM Gtmany DM 45,000 

Exchanot rate 2.21    f   20,362 

Frtlght/Insurance 
• 5X F0t %     1,018 

Duty ttc, N11 
%   21,380 

(111)   Ha« Notorial Cost 

-   as for stoal «1rt 1n 1976 bwOoat 580 ptr tonnt 

Nüt TrottMont 

(1)   Proctss Output   -   as for tack awcMnt 

(11)   Eqtripmnt Cost   -   f 1,000 

(111)   Optratlnf Cost tstlaattf tojvlvaltnt tltctrlc potior ratlnf 10 kw/fer. 

at So ptr kw/hr.     f 0.50 ptr hr. 



NAIL PRESS UTILISATION 

APPENDIX III 

Nili Size Budgeted Output 
Cases 50 kg. 

Machine Hrs 
Per Case 

Machine Hrs 
for Output 

i x 18 455 8 3,640 

j x 17 450 6 2,700 

1 x 16 300 6 1,800 

1   x 15 4,550 3 13,650 

1   x 14 1,340 4,020 

Il x 14 2,200 4,400 

1} x 13 1,750 3,500 

2   x 12 5,550 5,550 

2   x 11 5,550 5,550 

2| x 10 4,300 4,300 

3x9 1,300 1,300 

3   x 8 6,600 3,300 

3* x 7 400 200 

4   x 7 2,150 1,075 

4   x 6 10.800 5,400 

S   x 5 1,610 805 

6   x 4 1,380 690 

QN.2Í x 10 2,740 2,740 

53,425 64,620 

Avil Ubi e Hours 

As SUM.    (1)    2 shift working 

(11)   8 hour shifts 

(111)    230 working deys 

(1v)   26 nail presses 

Average Machine Utilisation 

95,680 

67.5% 



I APPENDIX IV 

TACK MACHINE OUTPUT 

ttchine Perforane» .     7>25 kg   ^ hf 

-     6.9   hrs. ptr shook 50 kg. 

Available Hours per Annua 

Assume (i)   l shift working 

(11)   8 hr. shift 

(111)   230 working days -      î,840 hrs. 

Average Machine Utilisation 

Assume similar to nail press Le. 67.5X 

67.5* x 1,840 -      1,242 hrs. 

Annual Production 

••«»»»U« -      9 ton• 

180 shooks SO kg. 
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BOÀTYABPt PnilKW 

Of CIMOC 

HAEtfT 8UIV1Y 

1.       INTRODUCTION AMD 0BJECTIVB8 

In August 1975 it was agraad with the Managing Dirtctor of GIMOC 

that the central marketing team should conduct a survay of the aarkat for 

••all wooden vessala in Hast Africa and Europa and thereby provida an 

essential contribution to decisions on the futura operations of tha 

Boatyards Division.    Tha survey was coaductad in two parts.    This raport 

daals with the »est African study;   tha Buropaan study is tha subjact of 

a aaparste report. 

In late September the tern» of tha survay wara agreed with tha 

Cenerei Manager and tha Commercial Manag« of tha Boatyards Division.   Tha 

cantral narketing tea» has conducted tha sunray. fro« Octobar to Deceaber 1975, 

with the Division providing statistics of ODBC sales, and giving guidaaca on 

spacific study araas.   We should like to thank tha Conerai Manager and 

Comercial Managar very much for thair co-operation and guidance. 

The report is arranged as follows: 

taction 2 : Summary of Findings and Conclusions 

taction 3 : Approach to Sunray 

lection 4 : Findings 

taction 5 : Factors Affecting BeaUsatiem ami tetentUl 

taction i t  Implications ami Prospects for OMOC. 

2.1   Fish consumption in 

level by Watt African 

of «early 30 kilogramo 

is 20 kit 

Thar« it 

nam! par yeer, • "U* 

timatad potential 
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Fi»h Supplies 

2.2 Ghana's fish catch has increased fro« 68 thousand tonnes in 1966 to about 

200 thousand tonnes in 1973 and now accounts for 91Z of consumption. 

Total supplies still fall short of demand by 100 thousand tonnes. 

2.3 Canoe fishing provides the largest part of fish catches at about 60Z. 

Distant water vessels have a 30% share.    Inshore motor vessels have the 
resta ining 102. 

2.4 Total inshore catches by motor vessels have fluctuated between 30,000 

tonnes and 15,000 tonnes,  largely as a result of very variable catches 

of sardinella, and are currently depressed. 

2.5 The future of the industry depends on being able to fish for species 

other than the seasonal sardinella, or on finding new stocks of 

sardinella.    Most of the inshore fishing fleet is equipped for purse-seine 
fishing alone. 

2.6 Poor catches have sude existing operators unable to invest in newer 

équipaient, but have not prevented newcomers investing in bigger vessels 

and different fiahing methods.    An insediate priority is the conversion 

of purse-seine vessels to dual purpose trawlers which enables operators 

to fish all the year round and therefore operate aore profitably. 

Vessel Trends 

2.7 There is s gathering trend to large Multi-purpose vessels for inshore 

fishing and the preferred sises are now between 49' and 70'.    The larger 

vessels have a longer range, a high f iah storage capacity and aore 

space for modern fishing equipment enabling the« to fish the more remote 

fishing grounds profitably.   Most current orders sre apparently coming 

from newcomers to the fishing business. 

Replacement Market 

2.8   Nearly half of the Takoradi motor vessels are over IS years old in 

contrast to the Tema fleet where three quarters ars under 10 years old; 

but the desirability of replacing ageing boats at Takoradi is  likely 

to be prevented by the ^profitability of existing operation«. 



I 
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Dominance of Canoes 

2.9 Canoes are «till .ore important numerically and as catenari of fiah 

than larger aotor vessels.    Although they could be regarded as outaoded, 

there is no likelihood in the short run that the larger vessels will 

supplant then, particularly since aost have now been fitted with outboard 
engines. 

Boat Building Materials 

2.10 The maximum economic size of a wooden vessel is about  70'.    Equally, 

the minimum economic size of steel vessel is about 80'.    The local 

availability of wood, existence   of wood-working skills,  and the high 

foreign exchange cost of imported ateel make it most unlikely that steel 

will be a serious competitor to wood in this sise range. 

Competitors 

2.11 The Yartel Boatyard at Elmina is the only significant internal competitor 

to GIHOC.    Future expansion and competition from Yartel  is likely to be 

limited, partly because of financial difficulties and partly because its 

production may well remain confined to the smaller (30' - 40') end of 

the size range. 

Finance 

2.12 The availability of finance for customers is fundamental to future 

demand for GIHOC vessels. Poor fish catches and rising capital sad 

running costs arc exerting financial pressure on most purse-seine operators. 

The result has been defaults on loans and a coassqusnt reduction of loan 

facilities. 

The African Development Bank's 1976 forecasts show a willingness to 

continue financing the fishing section, its leading priorities being 

for conversion of purse-seiners and construction of 70' vessels. 

Government Policy 

2.13 The Government intends to take steps aimed at raising fish supplies from 

200,000 tonnes to match the sstiaatad consumer demand of 300,000 toaaes, 

but specific plans are as yet unpublished. 
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neeairs and Convirtió»! 

2.14 There are three Min areas of opportunity for GINK apart fro« new 

construction. These are conversion of |MrN-NÌMri te trawl ie«, 

•awrgency rapaira, and routine atinttnMr*. 

We estimate that annual salea from rapaira and nei Menane* could 

ultimately aa»unt to $bOQ,0O0  - auch of which wi11 he far parta 

and materials.  Fulfilment of theae high sales levels will depend 

on a more secure supply of spare parts, ama! on the successful etfwcation 

of operators on the coats and benefits of regular preventive nrnint« 

Short Term Order Book 

2.15 GIHOC currently has 33 prospective orders and outstanding nuotati 

amounting to a potential sales value of #4 million. Iven if only 

33X of these became firm orders it would still repreecmt ms>ariy a 

year's work. 

Conelu»ions 

2.16 There is a continuing demand  for CIHOC-buiIt  vessels and for GIHBC'a 

repair and maintenance services which should emetic the yards to 

operate at near their present nominal capacity for aeveral yeera. 

In the short term this is hated on: 

newcomers and a ama 11 neater of «nil estaelitaee eperetert 

wishing to purchase vestals in the 4f' -  70' foe« sise re*** 

•quipped for dual purpose trawling amd with nw>n tirstttiln 

operators who are not doing well with traditionel fi »hi 04 

techniques who are willing end tole te eonwort te do* I 

trawling 

a »ecu t ion of a tech leg ef «itateatHe« remeirs. 
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t  taifa émmmà i« aaaaa1 o«: 

fol lavine up »ha traatf to  at'   -  NI'  vaaaela 

rorwart ma. Maallar vaaaala 

a*i Mia* MM It  NMteu of  dual  parpoaa  1V4V  vaaaala 

•ataaliahajntt  of  • r«fular  pravaativa — tut——em aarvice 

to ta» fìaaaa   mailer« ft ah in* f laat 

aaporta to otaer Maat Afri ran coaatriea 

raataraaaat  of   «»etmáary  paaa»aa»ra/car§o traaaportatio* 

lauawaaa am ta» Volta Lata,  awl ^wl up—at of  boat a for 

fi all tat *•* »aaaar «»atara. 

Palfilavat  «f  ta»»» opawtrtaaitiaa éaaaaia ami 

•arti «nr» regular  aaaaliaa of vaaaal aaeftiaary,  aaaacially 

aaa>aaa, ani of   apar» parta 

•era lar at io« «f  vaaaal  production 

raétortioa m praawxtiaa coat« 

i ay i m aaw ut  of  repair aaal — iataaaara farilitiaa. 

I.     ffUMpTi to f typr 

fila «araat   for  aaal I  MIMII la «all  <ma—taá.     Itatiatict m tac 

«Hear aaaort» »f  fiaaia« aov»laa-jaatt ia Maat àfrica «ara ofctaiaa* fra» 

PAD     Ti» Matatry of Agr triti tara, Plateariaa iaaartaaat aaa* Flatearia« 

•a—atea Matt  »«aal ta« tlatear iaa «ata «• Gteaaa.    tata oa taa fiaaaela« 

at aaarator« «Ma ataviéaa by AfrieiiUaral tova I aaaaa t  atoa*.    GtMC laatyaraa 

Mviataa aaaalia«! 6NK »alea,  flaaartal/coatt. mê raaairi aata. 

ta »»«at to avalaat« ina atwva atatlatirá, taa Taa* coaafcctaé a 

>lv« i atar* lo* »roa, rasa»     Tilia  tax l aaa« taa «ala aaawfacturla« 

»aajaatitiaa, • »avala ot «paratati af  taateor» ana «aa#~aa« fittela« vaaaala 

aal taa  taaata* raaaWtciat aaaaa     Taa Volta Uta «avaloaaaat prifiaajaj 

«•a aaajata* tf »taita ta taa taita Uva* Aataarity at ÉhiiifAi aaá Atara. 

A llat mí bay rata»a«aaf U atea»» ia aaaaa» i • t-l 
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*'      UMPIHCS 

*.l    Introduction 

The fishing industry in Ghana in predominantly Mrinc, with Lake Volt« 

•ufflying only 201 of dowitic fish catches.    62* of the tea fishing is 

inshore,   that  is,  it  is carried out by vessels operating up to 50 ailes 

fro« the coast on th« continental shelf.    The two GIHOC Boatyards at Sekondi 

and Tea« were set up  to supply this part of   the industry and  in the short  tei 

the Min potential for GIHOC resta ins with inshore  fishing vessels.    It is 

therefore  the deisattd for the« which this report examines.    There is also a 

longer ter« but auch small er potential for transport and fishing vessels on 

Lake Volta and this is  separately described. 

This section outlines our nain findings under the following headinge: 

Consuaier demand for fish 

Pish stocks 

Fish catches and trends in fishing techniques 

Trends in vessel production 

Repairs, Maintenance and conversions 

Other factors 

Econoaic sia« of Ghana inshore fleet 

Potential demand for GIHOC:    new vessels, rsplaceaents and repairs. 

The report necessarily uses a number of technical tenet and these are 

defined in Appendix B-II. 

4.2   Consume r Demand for Fish 

There is a substantial, but currently undersatisfied consumer demand 

| for fish in Ghana.    The Ministry of Agriculture estimates that consumar demand 

now amounts to about 300,000 tonnes representing a consumption rate of about 

* 30 kilogram» per person per year.    Average annual supplies fall about 

100,000 tonnes short of demand, and the Government wishes to close this 

demmnd/supply gap. 
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The ability of  the inshore  fishing fleet,  coaprising both canoes 

•nd 30'  - 70'  so tor vessels,  to fill a significant part of this gap 

depends primarily on continuing availability of inshore fish stocks 

and will necessitate a dramatic improvement in fish catches.    Understanding 

of these two factors is fundamental to any estimate of  the future demand 

for GIHOC built veaaels.    They are discussed in the following sections. 

4.3    Fish Stocks 

A continuing high density of inshore fish stocks  is essential to the 

future prosperity of the fishing industry.    If these vanish, or seriously 

diminish, there can be no profitable fishing industry, and therefore demand 

for GIHOC's products will fade. 

FAX) experts admit that the estimation and forecasting of fish stocks 

is haiardous and that past attempts have often been wrong.    Collapses in the 

fish catch, most recently in Ghana, but also in other parts of the world 

(see section 4.4)  ahow that a recession can be both sudden and severe. 

Purse-seine fishing in Ghana haa been very unprofitable over the past three 

years, mainly because pelagic fish stocks (i.e.  those in the upper waters) 

have gone.    Those involved with the fishing industry,  including Government, 

the Agricultural Development Bank, and operators themselves wish to restore 

the industry's prosperity by a conversion of boats to enable them also to trawl 

for demetsal fish.    Stocks of these fish are thought to be 'good', but we 

must await an FAO survey (planned for 1976) for a more thorough assessment. 

Demand for GIHOC vessels is closely tied to the inshore fishing industry's 

prosperity.    There is a need for GIHOC constantly to watch for shifts in 

inshore fish stocks as indicated by the trend of landings, so as to anticipate 

a likely change in demand for its products. 

4.4   Fish Catches 

Tables 1 and 2 show fish catch trends, first in the Vest African region, 

and second by the Ghana fishing fleet. 

4.4.1   West African Hominal Catch 

Table 1 shows the annual fish catch of the main Wast African countries 

with coastal fisheries.    More datsii is given in Appendix B-III. 
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'000 tonnes 

Country 1966 1970 1971 1972 1973 
•«nin(Dahomey) 18.8 31.5 32.9 32.9 32.9 

Ghana 68.2 171.5 216.4 281.2 195.5 

Ivory Coast 61.6 57.9 62.6 72.4 51.0 

Liberia 15.8 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0 

Nigeria 110.0 542.9 592.7 645.6 664.8 

Senegal 141.5 189.2 239.8 268.1 323.8 

Sierra Leone 32.2 30.6 30.6 51.0 51.3 

Togo 7.0 8.9 10.6 10.6 10.9 

Others 140.9 151.4 150.4 150.2 148.8 

TOTAL 596.0 1198.8 1359.0 1535.0 1502.0 

Source: Extract from FAO Year Book of Fishery Statistics 1973. 

The total West African catch between the years 1966 and 1973 expanded 

from 600,000 tonnes to 1.5 million tonnes, an annual average rate of 14X. 

This is the highest growth rate of any world fishing region. Of the total 

Vest African catch, the combined share of Nigeria, Senegal and Ghana is 791. 

Pish catches in these countries trebled between 1966 and 1973. Ghana's 

fish catch has increased at a slightly lower rate, fro« 68 thousand tonnes 

in 1966 to 195 thousand tonnes in 1973. The Ghana fishing industry is 

therefore one of the largest in West Africa. 

4.4.2 Ghana Pish Supplies 

Table 2 shows the volume of fish supplies to Ghana between 19*7 

asá 1974, by source. More detail is given in Appendix B-IV. 
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Table 2: Ghana Fish Supplik by Source. 1967-74 

Source of Pish 

Canoe fishing 

Inshore vessels 

Distant water 

Imports and other 

TOTAL 

'000 tonnes 

1967 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

40 90 113 154 73 109 
24 20 19 30 17 16 
28 47 44 65 65 55 
13 17 21 1 1 6 

105  174  197  250  156  186 

Source: Fisheres Department Annual leport 

Note:   The sharp increase in fish catch by canoes fro» 1970 

onwards reflects the provision of aore detailed statistics 

on canoe fish catenas. 

The above table shows that: 

canoe fishing still holds the largest share of fish catches, 

at about 60S in volt 

distant water vessels (e.g. State Fishing Corporation, Ocean 

Fisheries, Mankoadse) have a voluae snare of about 301 

the share of inshore notor fishing vessala fluctuât«« between 

about 81 and 12X. 

The above figures suggest that the Ghana fishing fleet, although 

developing over the last decade fro» a traditional canoe fleet to a nixed 

traditional-modern fleet is still doninated by notor i ted and non-no tor i sed 

canoes. The canoes partly operate in the sane inshore waters «a the 

30'-70' vessels. He believe that this feature will continue for «any 

year« to cone. The nain trend in further modernisation of the canoe fleet 

will be in autorisation of canoes rather than in any extensive rep 1 aces»«t 

of canoes by notor fishing vessels. 
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4.4.3 Catches by Imhore Vtiitli 

Total catches by inshore vessels in recent years have declinad 

substantially, as shown in Table 2, but during this period the 

distribution of inshore catches by fiahing Method has altered very 

significantly, as shown by Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Inshore Fish Catches by Method, 1971-74 

Category 

Trawl 

Purse-seine 

Ring/ali and other 

TOTAL 

1971   1972 1973 1974 
Tonnes Tonnes Tonnes Tonnes 

7,024 10,805 11,457 12,680 

8,420 12,878 3,199 1,857 

2,606  6,399 1,972 1,263 

19,050 30,082 16,648 15,800 

Source: Fisheries Department Annual Report 

Historically purse-seine fish catches have been subject to grant 

fluctuations and since 1972 have declined fron nearly 13,000 tonnes to 

below 2,000 tonnes. Ring-ali fishing, which is a sinilar method to 

purse-seine, has experienced a decline in catches from 6,400 tonnes in 1972 

to under 1,300 tonnes in 1974. During the sane period trawling has 

increased its share of the total fish catch from 11,000 to nearly 13,000 

tonnée. 

Purse-seine fishing is the technique for which most GIHOC built wooden 

vessels are designed. Yet by 1974 it only accounted for 12X of inshore fish 

catches. Conversely, trawling, which in 1974 produced BOX of inshore 

catches, is mostly done by a small number of 100* long steel vessel«. These 

are meetly operated by Kaleawor Fisheries. 

The implications for GIHOC of this change in the successful nethods 

of catching fish are discussed in the following section. 
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4.4.4   Trend« in Fithing Techniques 

The Ghana inshore fishing fleet was built up on the basis of 

30'  - 40'  vessels operating up to 50 «ilei offshore on the continental 

shelf.    The most productive areas vere the 100 ailes between Winneba and 

Axi* and the 50 miles fro« Ada to Afleo.    The fishing pattern  is determined 

by the annual migration of the sardinella aurita.    The main season for 

catching this species usually lasts for three month» of the year, from 

July to October. 

The fishing method used was purse-seine, which involves  the drawing 

of a net through the upper waters.    Because of the proximity of the fishing 

grounds to the Tema and Takoradi bases,  and because purse-seining does 

not demand much power, most vessels were fitted with 50 hp engines (much 

Her than needed for trawling). 

In the  late  1960s purse-seining was lucrative.    In the peak season of 

1967, 27X of domestic catches were of sardinella aurita.   1972 was also an 

excellent year, when 20,000 tonnes were caught by vessels using purse-seining 

and similar  techniques. 

Since  1972,   the picture has dramatically changed.    In 1973 and 1974 

the sardinella catch by purse-seine declined to well under 2,000 tonnes. 

Such drastic declines are not peculiar to West Africa as indicated by 

Table 4 below which shows other world fishing grounds where a similar collasse 

ha« occurred in recent years. 

Temi« 4:    Current and Maximum Catches of Pish 

Pishing Ground Current Catch 
'000 tonnes 

Maximum Catch 
'000 tOMMS 

Hokkaido-Sakhalin 
Herring (Japan) 0 •00 
Atlanto-Scandian 
Herring (M. Atlantic) 21 1,723 

Downs Herring 
(M. Sea) 0 M 

Pacific Sardine 
(W. Coast USA) 0 7ti 
Japanese Sardine 21 I,sto 
8. African Sardine 12 4S2 

TOTAL 124 4,4M 

Source:    Journal of Physical, Human ani Mgional Geo se i «nee s 
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SOM PAO experts regard these collapses as due to ecological factors, 

and it is known that they can last «any years. Other experts believe that 

they aay be the result of overfishing and that strong and continued 

conservation measures by Government over at least 5 years are essential 

to any recovery. 

The collapse of the sardinella supply has badly affected the profits of 

most operators, who are typically one or two man enterprises owning a single 

purse-seine vessel. Only a very few, such as Soli, Matanawi and Olerad 

operate two vessels or more. Catches have dwindled often to as little as 

10 crates per boat per trip, compared with a capacity of 300 crates. The 

collapse has emphasised the disadvantages of concentrating on purse-seine 

fishing. They are: 

even in a good year, sardinella is a highly seasonal catch. 

Vessels are likely to be underutilised during most of the year 

the purse-seine engine is too weak for other fishing techniques, 

such as trawling. The vessel therefore cannot use these other 

techniques to obtain good catches when sardinella is not 

available. 

the purse-seine net is expensive, at a capital cost of #40,000 

since the vessel was designed for short fishing trips, there is 

no refrigeration on board, nor is there radio or sonar equipment 

the crew required is at least 4 more than for trawling. 

Ttie collapse in fish cátenos, added to increases in fuel prices, 

amor« »arts shortages and foreign exchange scarcity, has meant that existing 

sparatore are in no position to invest further in fishing of any sort. 

Tas operators themselves, as well as the Fisheries Department, GIHOC Boatyards 

Division and the Agricultural Development Bank, see the first priority at 

being conversion from purse-seining to dual purpose trawling. Dual purpose 

trawling involves equipping each purse-seine vessai to operate a trawl mat. 

Usi advantages which this method has ovar purse-saining are: 

it should enable operators to fish profitably all the year round, 

since stock« of bottom feeding fish ara believed still to be 
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tlM «ort powerful engine should enable veseels to work a 

wider area of fishing grounds 

too trovi Mt ot 15,000 coots about ott eight of too poree-saine 

fewer crow oro needed than for puree-seining. 

There U plentiful evidence of too determination with which the 

fiehing industry is Attacking tho took of conversion. Too Agricultural 

•ovelopaoat Boo«; which próvidos obout 101 of oporatoro' finance hoo budgeted 

over 1100,000 to holp convert 20 vassoio io tho 27' - 45' siso rango. GIMOC 

itoolf recognises that purse-seining io a dying aathod and now inoiot on building 

only duel purpose veooola. Tho Government professes thot it will encourage 

conversion of sono 100 pursa-soino boots over a (probably) S year period. All 

ore aware that conversion is the key to restoring tho inohore fishing industry's 

proepority. 

4.5 Tho Ghana Fishin* Float 

•.Li rift su« 

Table 5 shows haw tao siaa and u lini tien of tho Ghana flaking fleet 

an* variai since It70. 
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Type of Vessel 1970 1*71 1972 1973 1974 

•) Fishing Vessels 
(tenersi) 

Up to 32' 201 220 IM 204 144 
33'  - 60' 131 119 95 128 100 
•l'-lOO1 25 27 21 29 36 
100' • 32 34 27 22 35 

TOTAL 3W 3§0 311 3t3 315 

•) Specislisee' Tua* 
•oats 

•1*  - 100' 3 - « 5 3 
100' • 74 52 49 29 30 

(«) • (•) 

Tstsl vessels 
sparst isf 4M 432 3*4 417 344 

1970/74 

-57 

-31 

•11 

• 3 

c) Vessels registered 
sut aos-operatis« •3 72     192 119 

(s) • (») • (c) 

4) Tetel 
Vessels Sil     SM     SM   417       447 -94 

IMS    1194   lilt   Iti«   1070 

4903    7SS4   7SM   7iM   71M 

1729   9721   97H   UM   MM 

i    flsssriss 

I« 1970 there vers SM leaeral persess f isfclsf vessels im #%•», sf 

«Ms» 3SS (IS!) «Mrs 40 fest or wsssr is lesjt», me Ml (SSf) ssts 

M feet er usser.    ly 1974, of SIS vessels 244 (771) sere «ait* M fest im 

Isatis imi 144 (441) «ere unser 32 fest,    The tsttl rssmetis» ever the 

4 yssr psrisc sf sess 75 vessels relstss te sM satllsr sises vssssls 
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replaced and to vessels not operating for one reason or another (e.g. awaiting 

repairs or chartered to another West African country). The start of a 

trend is evident, which is only now gathering impetus, away froa vessels 

under 32 foot, and towards the 49 foot, 60 foot and 70 foot vessels. 

In the same period the total number of canoes has only reduced by 500, 

froa 8,700 to 8,200, whereas the number of non-motorised canoes has nearly 

halved from 1,800 to 1,100. Motorised canoes have slightly increased in 

number and at 7,168 now amount to over 85Z of the total. These figures show 

that since 1970 the modernisation of the Ghana fishing fleet by re-equipment 

of canoes has made some small progress. There is, however, little to show 

that traditional canoe fishing is being ousted for large scale inshore 

fishing from motor vessels despite moves by fishing co-operatives, notably 

the Ghana Co-operative Fisheries Association, in this direction. 

4.5.2 Afe and Sise of Inshore Fishing Fleet 

Tables 6, 7 and 8 below analyse the vessels the GIHOC yards have built 

since 1952 by size and age. Table 6 includes the 30 vessels built since 1971 

by the Yartel yard at Elmina. The aim of these analyses is to show site trends 

in tne 30' - 70' range and to identify a potential replacement market for 

OlsttC. 

Table 6 below analyses the aga and sis« of vassals for th« conminad 

ti—t. 

Teal« él Vassal laaiatrations by Sim and At 
rumio 

Period of legistration 

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-73 Total 

JO'*     31 

to'* 
TO' 

TOTAL 33 Ut 70 179 70        670 

laureai   Piallar las Department »agister 

321 of the fleet i« ovar IS years aid. 

• - 15 

103 33 66 52 207 

9 33 99 5 IAO 

- - S 9 14 

6 4 9 ) 
. ) 
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The start of a trend to the 50' - 70' sizes is «atrging, but is 

much more apparent fron an analysis of vessels under construction and 

quotsd than f rosi past registrations (See Table 9). 

The following tables analyse the Takoradi/Sekondi and Tema registered 

vessels separately since the yards have been operating for different 

periods and have somewhat different production capabilities. 

These tables account for 440 of the current fleet of 470 vessels. The 

regaining 30 vessels have been built in the last 5 years by Yartel at Elaine 

and are to the 30' - 45' range. 

Table 7: Numbers of Sekondi Built Vessel» by Years of Registration 

Period of Registration 

angui IMI-M IMO-OU ini-» 1«H>5-/U IÏ/1-/3 xota 

*>•• 32 105 31 65 20 253 

40'* - 10 8 52 5 75 

50'* - - - - - - 

to'* - 2 10 - - 12 

TO'* - - - - - - 

TOTAL    32    117    4!     117     25   340 

Source t Fisheries Department Regieter 

fisi above table shows that Senondi has concentrated on vessels of 

40'. 4SI of the fleet of 340 are sore than IS years old, and sight 

he empected to be aeering the end of their reliable life. However high 

capital costs have dieeuaded aost owners of these older voseéis fro« replacement, 

«si lea toad thare it e preference for rehabilitation or piecemeal repair. 

•o identifiable replacement market has therefore yet emerged, ami is 

mmtftmaly to do M until opereting profitability improves. 
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IHMWei»   <•>•»•    »«• 

Period of Registration 

Length 1962- •65 1966- 70 1971-75 Total 

30' + - - - - 

40'* 26 48 3 77 

50' + - 6 10 16 

601* - 5 1 6 

70'• - - 1 1 

TOTAL    26     59    15    100 

Source: Fisheries Department Register 

Moat vessel« built at Tena have been over 40 foot in site. Since 

1966 the trend towards the larger si.es has gathered pace. Of the 26 

vessels built before 1965 all were of 40' average length. Indeed, 77 

vessel, are still in this category. In contra.t, of the 15 built aince 

1971, 12 were 50 foot or more. 

The Tena fleet is relatively young with 74 vessels under 10 years 

eld and .11 ve...l. under 15 years old. Thia .ugg«» that replacent 

of wnll-.aint.ined *••••!• offer, .cope for work in the «diu. rather tnmn 

th. snort-tern. 

13 out of 15 V....I. regi.terod in the ye«r. 1971-75 were betwnen 

40* end 50' in length. However, 15 out of 35 outstanding quotation, (M. 

T*L t) .re for v...el. 60' or nor. in length. Of tho.e «-er 60« at l...t 

t ... river Lunche, or planked be.ch cano... and hence in . different *•.•.! 

cetegory. The advantage, of . Urger v....l »P to the .conosci ceiling 

•f trows* 70 foot, .re: 

increased fish storage 

greater range 

•ore space for iccniorUi wich .. frontina, «quiaejenfc 

-  «ore engine power, creating wore fl«lwilUy to n**ntlf« 

and fishing techniques 

operating économies of sci«. 
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fWro !• « atraa« corrolatiaa bttvm troaéo ia TIIMII 

(aaaaoai aaw vtiMl caaalotioaa) corf in fi* catcHaa.    Mt <aaa TAI«   •) 

of tao Taaa flaot war« rafiotcra* aatvaaa IM« «MI ItTO, aa «oro MI 

(M* Tool« 7) of tao Satoarfi flaat.    Tala »ottoni «oiariooo «Hü « «wi«j 

*» paria-aoiaa flak cateto« «NI particularly «jai, aa ««Ma la ft«jta t 
•ala». 

li 

•—- - » 
o*  o*  *«  *f  «*   *i  a» 

JLmJk Hzi_ • • 
»•  *• m •*   «a 

tili« wmrita twit «i 

ficaia« «*aa tiaao ara aoad; a 

TW« ia aa iaaortoot factor ia 

aattiaalarly ia tao light of 

ia 

ia «aliaaly to 

iaj tao 

loaa t 

aal« t« 

tar OSfJK »It. 

*•»•* iamsL 

Taalo f caafira» Uta aataoria« 
top «Ml of the 30* - 70'  n 

Iff«« mt 
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Ut!»  O: rÌ»IÌfJ ff tUJÜL 'i" ÌEggJM ¥lJt»U.  ttn OiiUflf 

«t»Mla t»fi*t«r«4    VIIMII Q»»t«i 
Ittl-fl l«r  Jl.IO.7S 

»•• 

1 
M 
t 
I 

l 

9 

IO 

1 

M 

i    6MK ttotlMlc« 

4.0 5-JKE JSSESEIìSK 

«*• Mtttm cNtiiiri r«MÌre Mi MìMIMMI, Mi tM MWìIM 

ooftjovt «4 iMwiiiiM t« «IMI pmwpmw trovila«, fra» ti» fol Lavi* 

futur« 

ropoéf *«ott tr««4* 

4.0.1 

tra« rtooirf Mi 

Itti 
IfH 
Itti 

iiallM 
•4 roaoir 

»lo oto 141« M to» 
lo MH IOOOIéOTOOIì toopo im mm 

r. Ott  M OB OMO II «Iti iOW 0*1 

Ito 

IM 

•I fosétittoo 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

á «or« steaoy .ourc« of ine«* could be by undertaking r.guUr preventive 

•ftiatenancc for operator, and thereby «voiding soae of the »ore serious 

breakdown, which re.ult in ve...l. being out of operation for long period.. 

*•••*• »fir Cost Trend» 

Cost, of repaire heve risen by well over 100X since 1971.    Comparative 
coite, oeinly Ubour, for 1971 and 1975, are shown below: 

Category 1971 1975 

Hull repeirs #300 #600 
Engines and 
machin« #»00      #2,000 

TOTAL #1,100      #2,600 

Source:    GIHOC Statistics 

The only way to aitigate these increaaes and to convince operators 

of the benefit, of oaintenence, is by providing atore efficient repair 

facilities, which ensure that the vassal ia out of service for as short 
• »oried as poecible. 

It Sectio« 4.9.2 wa assess 0M0C'. sales potential fro« refaire, 

4.? 

litt* other factors aro releves* te the petcotial etani for OtattC's 

direction osai incoativo 

lateo» le« of territoriel «atore 
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4.7.1 Government Policies 

In August 1975, the Commissioner for Agriculture announced a Government 

programe aimed at achieving self-sufficiency in fish supply. The immediate 

target is to increase fish catches from all sources, from 200,000 tonnes to 

300,000 tonnes (see paragraph 4.2). Appendix B-V contains an outline of 

the programme set by the Fisheries Department to achieve this. In pursuit 

of this objective the intention is: 

to provide technical services to support the fishing industry 

to determine specifications for fishing vessels in general 

to set up a standardisation programme for marine engines and 

accessories 

to enforce a mesh sice policy to ensure that only mature fish 

are landed 

to zone fishing areas and to establish administrative 

units for each cone 

to provide harbours and landing stages for the fishing fleet 

to evolve an effective communication network for the fishing 

fleet 

to give financial support to co-operatives and associations 

to increase the sise of the fishing fleet 

to establish technical support facilities, including base 

workshops, maintenance workshops and mobile repair services 

to encourage dual purpose fishing vessels. 

tff 

à 

It is too early to assess the extent to «mich this |ii i|i—i «ill •* 

lated into action which will foster the denmmd for G IMC's órnemete. 

party tías boon set up under the Director of Fisheries to formulate 

enneifie plana. 

For the moment, it can be said that the programme reflects a desire by 

rnmnmt to develop the Ghana fishing industry, so as to satisfy the 

for flan from indigenous resources. Some of the «tops contemplated 

In achieve this objective, such as encouragement of dual purpose vessels, 

increnne in fishing fleet, technical aupoert, standardisation of amaines 

má snore parts, ami support for fishing co-onorativna shewld nil be 

boflwflcial te «IMC. 
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I 

,h. Lav o£ the Sea «t Caraca, and 0«n.». 
Th. recent « Coniere.ce - «^ .„„. „ extend 

have .ho« evidence of   -""^'    yond  their eoMl..    Ttt. —" 
their territorial *one up to *> ~       *> ^     „ ,. iurty 

„courage Ghanaian «*'~~ * "'      grants  £or bu,in8 Urger »oat., an. 

tUt the Govern«« »ill -««'*"^ *      cepl„e their ho.t,. 
enco«.ge~nt of boat owner, to -oderm.e 

«.7.3   ECOWAS 

, ECOWAS i. .till •' - «»» "'^    " U *""*"' Th. e.t.bli.h-«t of ECOWAS » uion, .. r.c.procal 

not yet po..ible to anticipate the .ett.ngJ» ^ ot iol„t 

„.„in. right.. 3oint «*. ;:r:; —^nts £or the Longer ter.. 

,1*1* -..t arr»g««t     ^„^ o£  fi.hing in tb, We.t Air«. 
Hon. the U... the, point to the -» H0C     to initi.l a....«"' 
„.ion and to potential export opportunxtie. 

of „port proapect. i. contained in Append« 

,      „ .urv«, the »igerian «rh.t for «HOC ve.se» » -« <*  "» 

* PU0 " '"    '      t Itudy, to h« conducts in 11». 
Met African arnnort «artet «tuo,. 

,        ik-d the «i» f«"" ,*i':h "•" 0'' ** 
„.ti« 4 .. «« »a. «*»»- * « „. it u «« t. 

HM..U! d— «« «" "- ^^    uhU. »„t.    « the fi- U 

.1~* - hi. to b. pro« »«•• "£-- „...u „m w -.U.UU. 

...1. I. -llt-W «•* "»ti»»»» *—' 

..v.r.1 difficultia. U Pro*.«- » —"» '""'^ ., 
t»,,. ar. «wr«l it (^„«..t *~. ~t control th. .1» 

., the fl"f. .«—" «l-    "• * .«„,,-»... *• W **" 
*, «UH.   nahiM U --«-£ - „ wtt..«.l ^r.»» — 

« ,h.u «. taituti- »""J"" 51. „ „.«u n* 1~" 

„,*.«-«. •"•-«•» «* Oov*"~ T*. »« *-» *« *~ " **• 
<„. »0.000 «—• to 300.000 «—•• „. i«,— rf 

v„„, ,1p» i. .~<«" - '»"""J,» t_ h, *• U-« ««- 
fidi e«t«to« !«•• i»»WM **—^ 
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could have iaplicatioaa for the fleet «ixe, but we do not certainly 

whether inshore fish stocks could sustain such an expansion.    Any 

assessment must therefore be to soae degree speculative.    In appendix B-VI1 

we have calculated the  'economic' fleet size for two extreae conditions 

in recent years: 

(i)      1972:     a good year for fish catches, which caused  low 

selling prices and a squeeze on Margins 

(ii)      1974:     a poor fishing year,  which along with inflated 

running costs, caused a sharp rise  in selling 

prices. 

Table 10 si irises the results of  these calculations. 

Table 10;    Comparison of Actual and Estimated Economic Fleet Site 

Year 

1972 

1974 

Actual Sise 'Economic'  Sise 
(Vessels) (Vessels) 

263 234 

244 fté 

'Economic ' 
Actual 

89X 

3SX 

The table shews that in a good fishing year such as 1972 M7 of 

sjpsjggUft are rsaeomably profitable.    In a poor year,   such as 1974,  only 

• flttt 351 of the actual aise would ha regarded as profitable. 

These conclue ion* are based on a master of assumptions,  and in 

particular on the mood for boat operators to cover   all costs  including 

éaejvaclatioa.    Al though they could and do continue to operate on a «arginai 

oeat beala ourlas) a had year such aa 1974, such a level of profitability 

Wtmli est permit thoa either to buy now vessels or to carry out major 

rejMtilitatlea of eaiotimg vessels.    Nor would there he any encours«smsst 

for «wtaioere with aemey to iovoat in ths fiohio« i meus try at such • tie». 

log« therefore 

if voaools for 

oaly this f lamia« 

•soilabia. 

that there io as iaaodiate praspect io» 01MC 

-aoiao fiehimgi amd that tao if so «one flaw« alao 

«hod it ptahchly mil below tht eotasl aaatet of 
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Consideration of  alternative fishing methods  presents a somewhat 

different picture.    Statistic« of trawler catch« show annual tonnages 

ranging fro« 11,000 to  12,500  tonnes.    The number of  registered trawlers 

of over  80'   is   7.    Thus the annual average catch in  recent  years for these 

longer boats has been about 1,500 tonnes.    The average capacity of a 49' /70' 

boat is  about  half that of these  larger boats.    Thus,  assuming 150 trips  a 

year,  this  indicates an annual  catch per boat  of  750  tonnes.    A fleet of 

100 dual purpose vessels should therefore in theory be adequate to produce 

•uch of  the increased  inshore  catch required by the Government's progress«, 

ignoring any contribution frost unconverted vessels. 

The published statistics  show canoes, which normally fish within a 

few ailes of the  shore,   as accounting for 5  times  the  catch of the  inshore 

•otor vessels which range up  to 50 miles out.     Unless  therefore the density 

of fish stocks decreases drastically as the continental  shelf gradually 

deepens  there would appear to be every likelihood of  adequate stocks  to 

support a substantial  increase  from the inshore fleet. 

However the availability of fish stocks does not of  itself mean that 

they can be economically fished.    This depends on such factors as  the 

rock i MS • of the  sea bed and the accessibility of the fishing groumd from 

the harbours, which is a function of the rang« and equipment of boats in 
each location. 

The  implications of this assessment sre that  in  the next 5 years 

there should be adequate room for 100 dual purpose vessels  to operate 

profitably  inshore, and consequently GIMOC should be  able to assume 20-30 

conversions or me« contracts for such vessel« each year during the perte«. 

4,f   lentia! P—nd for GlmOC's rrodarti 

The pr«ceding sections hove outlined the different factors which 

neon potential demand for GIMOC's products.    This section summarises 

this oar bet potential, both in the immedute end the longer term. 

There is • e leer indicati«« of pot eat lei deammd for GINK ve« eels, 

el the source« «f that éemmmd, (rem the f«Howie, «corn**!« «f «mwtatiooa 
since July 1971. 
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Takt« 11»   Outataotloo. Quotation - Tot and Uktmii Yorét 

Category   Votati Typ« 

rialtio« 
M 

loach Como« 

Yacht 

Salca Valu«  (fro« quotation) 
Sito   No.    VoMl Typ#  {$)    ToUl {#) 

70' 

•S' 

40' 

40' 

35' 

14 

7 

1 

1 

S 

1 

2,800,000 

l.OOi.000 

140,000 

111,000 

9,000 

34,000 

4,044,000 

Othor 

livtr Cooo« 

livor 

n 

H 

45' 

4$' 

55' 

33' 

40' 

45* 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

3 

8,000 

15,000 

10$ ,000 

40,000 

59.000 

15.< 

SéUt Voluo, OutttootUof <)oot«tioao 

287,4 

#4,353,Ono 

ItMtrtt:    GWC Solot locorét 

OUOC's acótatelo of proopoctivo oreara hot o potootUl M loo voleo 

of ovo* #4 oil lio«.    Util ovor 901 of thit roprooomta ooloo of fiofcio« 

«HHU.   TI» otero of othor vetta 1 cotoforiaa io ooly 71. aoioly 

of Un lo« wit volo« of soot rlvor or lomo voooolo.    Tho tool« coo* in 

oar wim toot too colo aortot potoattiol ooth io  tooWri oaf valu« lioo 

it OM f ittita] voooolo rotfcor toon io othor typo«. 

It it itmwooaolo coot oil of too otovo «oototioo* will oocaao fit« 

eiMC thoatolvoo oapaat o aatwaroio« rot« of «aototioao iato 

oao thiN.    Horoovor, o owhotottlol oroowrtio« of too coot rolotoa 

attoriol two coa»oaot*a. to too cootriootioo to «HtC*t l< 

tMT 00  OO BOM   tit»  Mt Of  OOlOO VOlVOO.      tOtt 00,   0 

of «oil mm fl oil lioo too to in—I ft» «IMC fro» ttaooo 

i it ottwM to ootoihlt to éi«ttt oMt) otatlot» «était It/It 
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Two oth«r point, should be noted.    Fir.t, of  th€ 23 «nquiri.« for 

fithiiig V....U. 21 «r« fro. pot.ntUl n.wco«.r. to th. fi.hing bu.in.«« 

wi.hing to purch... «••NII,  «.u«liy of th« l.rg..t «cono-ic ti... .«ui*p«d 

with du«l purpo.« trawl g«.r and oth«r «od«rn «cc«««ori.« life« radio, 

r.frig.r.tion, «ne .cho .ou«*d.r.    Th«y «r. in . diff«r.nt c.t.gory fro. 

th« tr.dition.l op.r«tor «truggUng with th« pur..-««in« v...«i. «* »**. 

cLarly not b««n d.t«rr«d by hii roc.nt lack of .«cet. 

S«cond,  th. Volt« Uke  «nd liv.r i. b«giiuiing to ««org. •• • potwitUl 

•r.a of d.-nd.    In th« .hort t.r. w« do not «poet «uch bu.ino«. fro. 

thi. «our«, but in th« long.r t.r. tb.re i. pot«.ti«l for r««i«cUg «*ch 

of th. «i.ting ..cood.ry tr.n.port fi..t of 130 lawcb...    àpp-éi« 1-VIII 

dUcu.tct thi« urlwt in «or. datail. 

à..«..Wnt of d«~nd b«yo«d two y««r. «h««d i. much -or. «p«cul«tiv.. 

It  i« difficult to •••««• buying intention, until « »ould-b« ow^r «•*•• 

.« .«quiry.    M«v.rth.l .v.r«l  indictors of  th. cltet. i« th. fi.hing 

i«4w.try en ...i.t CIIIOC in for.c.ting tr.nd. «»d in anticipati«* .hift. m 

d««»«d P.tt«rn. .o «.  to «d«Pt product policy and -rk.ting .ffort.    Mo.t 

of th.« fetor. h.v« «Ir.ady bw« outlinod in thi« ..ctio. mé tta r««m*é.r 

«r« e«wié«r«d i* Metió« 5.    Th«y «r«: 

•tock« of wmi— («*•?-•*• •** *"*»*•> fUh 

fite etch«, «*d fitlii«« e«c«*i«»« 

V—l  IÌNI  «•«   «g«  C*g««ÌtÌO« 

•«*r«t«r«' profitability ^^ 
•^lability of f i—«• to th. fi*i«« itA-try ft« ** t—tfci.l 

w—».. ~»»i*Mi*riv th. Agricultural »«w«l«««»*t ••* •««M particularly th. á#ricultur«l 

OlgOC't a«, output fri «iMor.   
-       «ffct« .1 cititi« fr- otl-f —l~t«wt.. -i U It* taütt 

t.r« from othor «.t.rUl«. 

liti«« «U •* th*«« i«t. «ccowat it —m tfc«t i« **• 
.( ^t 10 K4t. . r^ U th. •#• - »• r«*» U I4fc.lt. •* 

tM« «b~l« to -ou* t. gi~ • wmÊm+U ignWiHül«^ 
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Indication« of orders in the smaller  size« between 35'  and 45'   are 

Usa prosiising if we only consider the outstanding quotations.    However, 

it should be noted  that Yartel at Elaina has consistently bean Baking 

up to six dual purpose boats a year in this sise range, and we do not 

therefore belitve that demand for the scaaller aised boats is at an and. 

Yartel's succaas is doubtless in part due  to the difficulties CIHOC 

have had in producing on tine and at the quoted price, but iaprovennnt in 

CIHOC'• performance should enable than to  tap  this nerktt, which is ae likely 

to consist of new entrants to notarised fi shin« as of owners replacing 

obeolett vessels. 

••••2   *•»•*"# Mnintennncc and Conversions 

In the next five years there are throe nein areas of salea opportunity 

fer CHOC resulting fron: 

conversion of existing paree-enine veasels to dual 

trawlers 

enargency repeirs 

reatina nelatenenct to cha inehers fiohieg fleet, en a twice 

er thriee yeerly basis. 

U add i tien there ia a short un app ir ternit» te catch ep en Uni hack leg 

et M hanta currently needing repairs of ver lesse tetta,   hi entente*« halen 

Liai ani«« ravenwi fren each enasten ne tapait nark. 

<t> Çfrttttff ft .Eni 

fnt enleatetien eeeenw« that ml* MO «f tisi fine* «AH he 

• • If 



I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

t 

(it)  Eawrgancy Haintanane« to Flaut 

Nuabar of VtiMli 30 

Maintenance frequency I 

Labour coati: 

latinee and aachiaery #2,000 

Total aeveuue #10,000 

The calculation eeaeumi that 30 vaaeels vili aaa4 I aawaaaey raaalr 

aar yaar at a labour coat of #2,000. 

(iii) lout ina Maintenance to Plaat 

ir of Veaaela to ba •einteilte«- 200 

il Maintenance frequency 3 

Coat of routine hull overnaul #100 

Total •avenue #3*0,000 

Hal calculâtioa eeauaee that 200 vetee li «ill 

1 elaaa a yaar at a hull ovar haul coat af 0000.    It attività 

f tmtllttâ— alenane at aaaar «elatenaaKe «ark. 

r at Vaaaale 

t    Mali 

!*«*! •miMil ftlMa» 

ft» Mlawtettia* aaauaae ten* alatjaaajb lut atf Hal 

ilf Ml« ajajaj «ajAat at aavMootf runnire, ana «null 

• tall avuafjMt U 

• - » 



Theee four sources of repair work would give the following potential 

revenue to CIHOC: 

laergancy «aintMane« 

Conversions 

Outstanding rapair work 

loutin« maintenance 

#40,000 

#100,000 

1130,000 

IMO,000 

On-going 

Once-off 

Once-off 

On-going. 

If conversions arc done ovar a 5 year period they would previe« 

annual revenue of #120,000 ovar this period, «ad emergency rapaire a 

further #«0,000 in addition to any contribution fron the backlog of 

oute tending repairs. 

In the short tern therefore there should h« a continuing repair and 

conversion turnover of up to #250,000.    The contribution of routine aaieteneac* 

ia nore problematic.    It could asjount to a substantial figura, hat dapsnda 

em educating boat owners as to ita valve. 

He conclude that repairs and Maintenance work could contribute a 

tentisi proportion of annual revenu«.    Achisvanear of the salea  lavala 

vili depend on: 

regular supply of »para parts 

previaion of a separata rapair slipway 

pravi a ina of a   »peedy and economic repair servie« to 

epereters, as that the valval ia »at af ectiee far taa 

»avaatlea   af aparatara lata taa ceet/heeef it* af 

Te» preapaeta far haiIdia« 

•ar« reflect a potential 

#)ti na 11 lan in the fir at paar. 

assi far éeiag repaire aaji 

fee InfJC'i preevete af 

this paria« amami la «ate npaauUtiva.   as 

«111 ha a centlauiag, if liai ted, éemamd far tè» anal 1er aval 

vmeeels ami the liants te tuia «fill he »et h* tm» aja» af flamia« 

eeeeeeihle (rem the flahiag peata,   ame* nav h nati «ill h» ia «ireat 

titiaa vith aap af the vaiatimi fleet ami ah ate aaaveraai.   fan) 

I - tt 



boati in th. 49 • - 70'  rang« are itili in tha pot it ion of being aal« to 

J work raiativtiy unaxpioitad fishing ground, by virtya of thair lotujar ran««. 

to for the next fa« yaars va sa« th« greatest acopa for expansion in 

j this .actor but it ii not yat possible to aaaass how «any boats of thia 

aiaa tha coast could ultimately support.    In tha lomar t.rn tbarafora 

| CIMOC ahould cartainly ba looking to assort poaaibilitias in otbar Unat 
t African countrias. 

However potenti.1 daaaad and actual salas ara two diffarant «attar.. 

fteali.etion of tha potential depend, on a maabar of factors neatioaod in 

•action 5 which fol Iowa and GIUOC can control aoaja of these. 

S*      yâCTOM ArnCTIHG GIMOC'S Aaiprv wi »J.ISI POTtT-"!! j^^. 

Faejr nain factora arc likely to influence tna ability of CIHOC to 

raalisa tna potanti.! daaaad stated in taction 4.    They .rat 

production resource. 

finança for tna fishing industry 

caapatitioa,  fron matériel, and otaar aaaafactarers 

rapatatlaa. 

I.I 

il sriÉnstlaa capacity «i Uni a» UÊÊC yarda is «Uisjsjtf 

, Il vaaaals af él'/»' 

4, • **aaals H lS'/if*. 

te practica variava prob lana, aaatly 

•f ««tata «ml aashiaar, fr«, abroad bawa 

t. M insHaaacjd i« Tabla 11. 

• - » 



Ubi« 12: Nuaber of Conflations of Major Bontà 

Ynar Tei M OS '•) Sekoudi <30'*) 

H71 4 «.a. 

1972 5 4 

1973 14 é 

1974 3 9 

Avarag« 6.5 «.3 

Ivaa al loving for tt» hither avara«« aia« of boat« até« at 

that yard'a output haa been disappointing in relation te ita claiaad 

capacity. 

At TatM and to a la s aar ««tant at Sekondi the yard layout and 

is particular tna short*«« of slipways and cradles ia a conatraint 

»oth on production of nav vaaiala and th« rapair of agisting onoa. 

Vassals have to wait up to 3 nontna for repairs at Tona, although this 

is not nacaaaarily only due to slipway difficulties.    Delaya in construction 

of tna particular boat on the cradle have intarfarad with the effective 

aparatloa of th« whole yard. 

At lahondi th« location of th« yard precludes launching of the 

largor beata «nennt at spring tiéna. 

If CIht)C la to nava any hep« of achieving eh« sales potential out lined 

to ttatiaa 4, practices aaat ha d«v«lop«d and rasieteN praviéf4 «nica 

vail «analatnntly rnénca the tin« nui ad te oaaalate «nd laanch • vnaaal. 

I.I 

Into f« il awhjact la 

•ani tat «nets 

It 

• • M 



52.1    c-iui Caaf 

a»at fiaaiat aparatara at« fraa aaa «f taa l>Ut>j tèm MI^HM, 

co-oparativai 

liaita* liability    njMln 

partaaraaipa. 

Tai capital iavaataaat ia a fiafcia« vaaaal aaa civada haaa Ma lar»* 

for «oat iaëiviaval..    Laca of (ìMM. aaa aaa« aa* ia a aajt oaaatraiat 

oa taa axpaaaioa of tat fiaaia« iaaaatrp.    feraavar, cavitai raata at« 

riaiag.    la 1971 capital coata of a «$' oaaaot ««to aaavt #40,009.    ay 

1975 taay darf incraaao« to #100,000.    »art of tao iaaraaaa ia capital <oot 

aaa aaaa éu* to iacraaaiat aopaiatiaatiaa af taa iap.laM aai taa fi amia«, 

aavigation aarf coaaaaicatioa oaaipaaat.    Uaowr eoata of  lattai talia» *ao» 

at laaat douaI«4 ovar tat pax fi«a paart.    aat ta lUi ta* loa« i eoa 

aacvaaa orear »mé éal ivory vit* caattanat iacroaaaa ia attoria I prioaa. 

aal tao operator cao aa «ear fiaaaeial ptaaaata aatata Ma oaaaal aaa 

•tarto* to tara rovaaao far ala. 

Taa aaaal aavrca of f iaaaca ia a loaa tras aaa al taa 

fat AtticaUaral tavolapaaat aaa* ia miaaial la ara»léa Ml al all 

f aparatara,    faaaa ara far: 

af vaaaala 

aajor rapaira, r 

•C aata 

fiaaiat aaa« at aia aalp 

at aatt aaaa a faalifial 

at 

• • » 



•MM«  ti»   MM   1  ft«!  *§»*••*»«*•» 

#4 «Mite» t« ifc» titetet M»«».    MMl M m* m fettetet 

Itti 
Itti 
It» 
Itti 
Itn 
it» 

ut 
4M 

t,«M 

l.tte 

(Ml.)   ft* 

te «te 1*1 tte w* tltete* • ft* •' tffl* te#t#«U«»«l 

«itn it« .4«.. Itt* te» wt tete te«     •«*•!**•! 

•ltl»Mt   t»  Ut  > Iteli MWltCte. 

itn •M  •€  !•» teH§»**«te. «tete •».* «Ute* 

*f 

t« tte 

t«t«*   MMMt«  *• 
tel êll 

• •  Il 



àê a ratti It of poor repeyajoato by operator«, Africel total 

IMI aoepeoooel for It?) loaaa for »aw veeeel awrcbaaee, amé mm 

ceaceatrated iavoocaaat ia apara porta proceraaaat, re-eaoiaaaat ma 

repoira.    It ia alee taaia* actio« to eacooraae etaaeariieotioa of mm im 

eagiaae to alleviato pro»loaa of apare porta procoraatet.    fot  liH, tao 

¡'a aain priority ia to coavert 10 Ntrl« baaa  apoaaoretf veeaela to tool 

trawler a by obtaiaiof eaaiaoe oarf apore powta fro» loroo)o. 

Ita  i ove at—t proareao» for 

veeeele obice oro to bo éoel 

It?* »Ml 

r veaeele io  It* it coat io** to *•• 

t reviera. 

Hü 

veeeel |0, a 

•oll •*• * 

travi tmli M 

ÛMMMtf ftaWBfltt 

II*-»* tab—to M 
m «•»-*•* M 

ttt 

taAJUL 

ili 

• * m 



The aia of   ttw aurvvy was to achieve aoa» N«w*r« of oaar«tia§ 

»r*f i u*U it?.    Itwiia« war* lanéMctad with a aaapla of fitala* «MMII 

in ite Tt*«r«li, ••»—<i, MMM •* tei« ara«, «aria* J«»?, ta* feat* 

MrtflMlla MMa«.    UM raanlta «f ti* «trwy «r« MMTìMI la Takt« IS 
•aim. 

tati« tit 

ft* «UM 

aaita/trta   taila/trta   caaUa/trta   taiáa/tt&a 

II. ft It.» n.m at.» 

M 

(«Ml      ff falta 

!•?  r 

•I tBfttira  t« 
aa»fta». Hull 

él »Ml • itati«» • 

(MM •# 

11.1 

M).«t 

M.W 

4M 

II.» xt.m t.» 

t.ftt t.m t.» 

MM) m.m MM) 

M » H.m MM) 

•J a a* 

if, M. tl 

Mil 

I.» 

a. 

tt.M 

(I, Ml 

(II. I» 

M.M> 

II 

ft). M. •!. « I».«* Hi. 

M> Itti. 

• • » 



I 
I 
I 

tai ttitvty MitMN that m 

Uè Iwiiiin i« fitti* », ti» 

it m*  UMTM^ 

il f Itala* 

af 

rttw lt —Stilli« I« 
Il ftt< 

r, atarla* *• 

•f tat cateti, it !• ala» tteat I 

»••t« it jaita la» 

parla« af la» fi tè 
fat t 

«riva» tat af 

11   ft I Uli 

Ulta fat ala« It la Mi 

rial, ttta ttatl ami 

(I) 

(111 

.  M  II 

alt taa 

ft.ft.1 

• - Il (...• te lain.) 



I 'If  •••»! «MNli  «r* mm NWItr »n toi« tfcÄt   >u 

•MtoUl«   .c«r.|, ,«*•!•  « *,» ito Hltr       AI«!«!«. «* 

Mtfttoi  I«.  Itali« t«Mito>*«*  •• to •» il*   «.H   ,éétt  #|| 

•till H— M,lw<tf|      *tf-e««*r.».,   m« §t##li 

rui,  má tto*»f«r, ,. ««iitolt <• »if«, m99imm   >>iitl 

•«  r«ti Ml rtltattili, »f a^pi^ 

ttef Mf 

Un to 

MM« u 

ti*. i toi-ft % 

I 

I 

* 

t 

I« 

I 

1 

« 

II 

it 

If 

I 

It 

It 

itn n r«*«i 
mi M 

i 

i >• 

i Ä* 

i« »/ 

* 

Ift 

« 

M 

ti 

«I 

IUI.  Mi 

Ito •#•»!  t 

«•   Iti  NMt toM»|« 

•I—MfrM  flit 

»It 

»IM '.   It tolto élftlt—<      to4  *   M «Mtot» 

lt»l, «4« t «M« «in to Hm ton    MMU»I9, «M »I 

lu* «M if*, «ti fi m, o*,, to'     itou i 

mê «It» «M ff 
to«, Nf ito il 

ut 

• - Il 



Utility «4 tototi«! 

•*m\ tat t« to 

it •lit»  »l«Mtf»l   !• «MM, 

•* • Mgp f«e«i«i 

•I» 

i 

It 

typ» «4 fitto* tat 

f i«tt«j «i ito 

i tan i »afffltl«Mly 

«MWl   «MM 

tlctotttlt »i 

IH»  «NMl   1» 

l«MM*l   Ifelll  «f  «MM   Affflt«,  «Mi 

tot l««tto; «M?~Nt trip», 

ft»  «Mdl  Nif   MMl  «MM 

«••«MU« ito» MMl, •!•»• itoy •*• «MM 

MÉ   ••  to   MtlH   f»«MMti«t>tlt       MMl   «« 

êlfffflwtll   MM)  NMHifl   I«   t«Mit,   «ttoB 

M««*t«J   •*  •»  ««• 

I« 

It 

•      twit  It ptwtttwtoffly 

*• t«rt  Ml 

HI I 

•I ito 

it •• t«tolvt 

»t titt tmt II 

ttottot sta» t» • 

MM» ft«* —m»i. m 

•Mt  Ml «MW   •• 

I   H «lit 

ê Ittt*to*  «MM«!•!   i«t   «Mil   «MMll   it 

«f#l  MM   MlMtll 44««« til MMl   MM« 

(•Ito I«*»* to tt'i*} «Ni M'   i ili 11 taf t 

M  tot «Mil   «MM   iK«   1*4 •««.   M  t 

Ml  M»  »'       «V   t««j»      ftoft  MMM4M  Ml 

«rito «4 

Ito 

•tty. 

• - M 



•arawa«  of   thai   Itati«* rapacity, 

•f tait attttil fa» ialaai Mtwi, m 4m mi 

tili«« t« 6HK ia ta» tatrt tat». 

•f   tM»  praatat   aaitafctlttv 

Mf M aravMtaj Mtl 

1 •> *   SMiniMI Uli 

M» M»"«» »art, tart«! at  IIMM,  k«ilé« mwli  ta tit tita taaji 

>'        *V        tiata   a*a*»rti*a aajM»   la   |«n,   it   at«  »«ill   » «HWll,   Ml 

p> »f  ft       1 pat yaat      All   » fttttli M» far aailt  at* aati patpaaa 

travi«**      aal •!  Mt tNt«ti ara taJivttaal a»a«at«*a MMM! M I lata* 

fartai *a fatata «ttaptnt •»• «M 

»It,  f  *a*ata Mi « nmMji 

«Vlaaa»* ••  aal«*  it M« 

,.i m ti* - *©• ft 

*  fa* IH» **ila  UM      M>  li 

itMiM fa* ft at li IMI «f  lapatt 

i« 

tettai  *I«M» au a*«aaai pala« attattat« tat •  1%' »I  itt 

IM 
li.« 

It Ma tita» it •atvatt, 

»MMa     Hita  fa*iaa MM 

fatatati tatfett taa* at 

la» M  ti 

1 

It MMMMMMttMl <»• 

ita afta«i MM* MI 

fatta!'* raaait ti 

If la«   Mill MM*  MM  plMMlMJ. 

•M  titila tapait aar* ta tat 

flaaa tv 

fat 

»f  it 

wflM'W     ajaH 

•«aalt at 

It aatr 

It mn an 

taata* f»M> *i*tu t* fartai   It IMM atllMM#% it MM a aMttftt 

tt MHtat *«•••«« Ira» fiaaatiai ptaalaaa 4M** at awMtaaa« 

ta *#•« if» la aatail      At a taaatt Mt tajan I at ttajM MM 

at IMMIMI ta itja aaati tata    iMatattaata, Ma fcaataat tétaj aaptfiaaea, 

aal alta twaat aaMtai. it paar at aatr Mata ta tat «Mit aal at tai alta 

raaat («ata* aVi      It *•* awwt talli a »• aataat, aa« MM at MM a« «teat 

•aiata»* irM ilaW't •**»# MM« «at Ita» 4 inatti tat wttfc ftiniaMti. *M 

tai fan.  iiiaaiiii a ttraaj ttaai MM» tras tat tMtttat  tiaaa ta èi\ at* aat 

*V waaaata  ta »taat t» lata ataaataa* •• acaaaaVa* *»t  acata aal taaattty 

far aaat aaaatt«! aaaita« ma aaaatattcata« flattai 

•     M 



It vaalé te ml t» «ateraatiaat* Yen»I      O* tat «tter tete, t 

teltaaa that  aia aataatlal «artet  i« tat atert  tar* My to • fairly 

NflM««Nlt   «»»,   «f   »V        *f>*    «HMll   I«   tto   Tateftei  tlMM  ITM 

alar tate a anil I ateta af  tte teaalaaia« «»ita Late aartet     ClflK 

!• M «At»« 4a« «ai«««t te fat«*« fiaaiaa *«aaal  tratet ite« Tart«! 

ill 

te«*4 af  i« «tter   «Mil ataafartarara at  T« 

C.t. «aita awl taw otter IMMT      ••••n'a  'tara"   la laaatte laut ite 

Tasa try ter«  ait* ate raaariaaa ta» titear  rrtelaa     At   tte lisa af avr 

•tait,  aar» ertela tel« •   »'   «««Mí   la armraaa «I   raaatrartiaa      filia 

aaajaat» ttet  Uta «aatatiaa  i a «•*? atei I ate eaaiaairataa m tte  la**t 

ate af  tu»  IB*       M»'  raa#r      te  ia raaatte ta te alaaaiat a aa*j»f attar ia* 

•aar at t «a •«  wtaaate.  i« *  »«ta«  «««ta«» «tía a lana» ai fit«,    fiait 

laatet tata tevalaaaaat aatea  ta te 

•*jR•P *3P 

• la« «te aratati«* «t  étffttaltlaa  (a*» aatafrate I lì 

af  mm «ia»«a«i«M»a «Ile raaaaateat a,  te* • ta*)**.!««, affati aa 

• rasatati«» a« a r» Itati* teteteiltef ai**«« »al»-  fat te 

ta fra» apatatett ti«*  att«a§ «altea** ttet citer'• rtraat   raartattaa 

a raatraiataa  »tetauten aa aaaate fat  ¡t» »««te* ta      Cri ti«ta» 

talata« aata  ta «aratela» tela«« la tatti  «aaflattaa ratter ite* ta tefattia« 

la.  altteate iter* «aa aaaa «riluta* «t  tte faatitt af  tell «aaUtaa, 

aita«*? »liai ta«  »ta* «4 la* 

tatara),   tea» Ittette tteir   Iff* la«* 

<*> «aarati*aa it a»  frtaat ratai atta o 

tfte aatini      fte «ait «alata«*** al fatta!, «te 

«aaaaIt aar  *aM alata Itti.  a*a rateit«f f 

**tiaf»»aa 

•f Taaa • 

t« «alt • aaaaalt 

'• itteiUtr t* (MB*>lata 

a «***t »a*a*i 

'• late af tettati  ta 

It it art ta a*f at ««aaraa atei t 

aa*àfte**£^aa% A****.    a*ä*afk     ^n^aj|    A^aM tPa**fâ      á*áaa****faa*i*iál    a**: f/^a1f^f»*^PífWr f|•*at    «aaaaP    ••JjWPa*   aaaP«**' * «^âaar     ^P*^VJaaPfaFtefWP   •*•/ 

é «\    at ft Bx^Bjav^ai    aaaa, A ^a^aaaBk^t^ft    aaáf     Jà   A^aavjA ál a*aAs\ ajaaa    ja^_^uu—^*     at ^^^m 

falte 1 VVVNF Jf    f»te ••*%•*#    aasswpVP    fMaVateaPaf    w     »faWèW«7    teaf    MHMF 

•• «aste *t 

la itwtf 

»ta. 

i - m 



Ito talt»v* ita* ita t»rv»? •! tta '*<M' 

i*ilt«*»« • §•»»#•! •*«•*»««§ «iti^ti«« i«* r, 

•vi«Mr« ttat   itali pt«é*cl« •*• mifé lf» 

tMlM ««Hai !•*  t 

It »t  f«t   «Mil 

fUtr*  ta  tastati* 

MM   Ita«   lütt»  i« 

•cl IMI  U Mrtrt  •*»  r»t*l«« Ita 

•stallai     taf  Mki e*vrttat«M tt» §!••»  *• Ita  *•»» 

*  1    I 

I 
I 
I 

fot   lit»  »• 

Ml   • 

fr*a i ai i 

fi» •«?*•* ta« «taw» «ta* »« 

•t—ii ita* •»•iltai» Mfttt*« 

(IM*  tito  MMl/MflU  tit  •*   »•*.••  •« 

Mira tmmm* «taml* pt«wi#» •*-•» ••• **»  »fttati  n##* 

lanuti itt r*tr» tal* •ta»i»«»tt m •• * 

mmiété !•*• rtii»ti» •»• •**      Ut«*,  ita?» 

fili •• •«•••*• m i**««**» *• «•«•ta* *» **• *' 

.- »••   m mm %*mm*     M »*•• **••*• ••"•*•»* «ita«!«* •* *i ite «t««*«*»!« 

MMBtT ^ f L .n,i »v |H un INMII ite»» •»*» *» *»•* »«*«tat. ma 

ita« «il» ««•*«*«lt •««••• «*• •J"""- ,«*f 6,aii ••»•»^     •*»•»!• WjnÉ,i '** 
Kk       ...   _..   ._   *-   .^^|        «rf   lèi!  1—•   Mi««  IÌ*   **•*• 

fitta«* •« 

Iti tv 

•i t* 

tt—       flM* 

iêllr •«» 

ri«««  ftta *,•» 

mi, T    !»»••  ii w n i m «»ita  *• ,M 

lt.illi.Ml   fi«***   t~ta*«~   •*•   **•  ft«.  ••*•*.».   *•*    ••»• 

Wli—I   C*t««l* »«    *• 

Pw tt» l«M ita*» #••*• « 

Ita pHilill  «*   «••»••«*• 

IMI 

IH» 

Ut 

«H  M*« ta» ti*   ttatta  •»•   «taf *Mll# 

«••ti«*«   —»»tilt  «•>*•%   <*«  M***   •»•••«•« 

|MMU1|   >   IM III       it  iti—»««  ••  tatti    »* 

•• «Ml   ^ilfall   IttWlttl *•   *   PtMttlf  *• *•••##»»• 

t   • 
fi» *it«*l  élUff •••••••  ** 

»tapi« ••#«* ma it« •«!••» «• ••»•*»•• 

I« fl«Ì4«i.   !•«!•«•••  ta» tl«*«lf  »*• ••»•••*•• 

t««   INV   «Mtal«  «W  MMMMtfi.       i«   »•   »•^••W »*Wl   t»f 

, ita 

»tu* 
iti «f ita 

•ta ita 

»«•ttaMitf »• 
ita ttatii m tit* mm^— «ta ita •* !• «Ä*#fc 

ita i «ta*«»» ?•«••• •» »tai li «M l« Ita*« IM mmmU 

• - *t 



• ' üB. '»jümJlM» 

ii 

it • MMMWIMJ ***** I—at it I «eg»« «ill i 

«MMN  in tu» 4V      W   r«M»,  «II» tv*lr 

M-«U «M MM*fi«* M<r««««ti««,  ttvfvj» «M 

•f • MlVlf   MMMMBtt «to «M*    *•'   «HWtt  MM   M»  WM«  MM   VMM  V*t«trvJ 

vi i« pligM «f   tfc» ••ìMIMJ «MIMMI      TW   «irMMtk «*t   MMMltVt« «MMM 

i« rvflvrlvá m MMMMMIMJ MwMvllMM «viel»  •#• Uvvlv l» r««wlt   In «rv»9« 

IM» t •  *©'  MM)  I • ••' «••«•!• im »Hwr* «nf lit MM«   ll/li MM«IM 
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APKHPIX 1-V 

mtàKtmm or rismiES - ACTION fwxmmm 

I.      Introduction 

Fish is a very important source of protein in the Ghanaian diat. 

The Ministry will therefore undertake a promotion programme which vili 

ensure regular and adequate flow of fish to the markets. 

Since 1972,  the annual tonnage of fish has ranged  from 180,000 to 

200,000 metric tons.    The estimated yearly consumer demand now stands at 

300,000 metric tons.    There is therefore a shortfall of over 100,000 metric 

tons.    The action programme will be aimed at eliminating this shortfall in 

production. 

2«      Programme Structure 

The programme atructure for the action programme takes into account 

the extent of our present dependence on marine fishing which has been quite 

} well developed.    Our problems in this sector have been those of  infrestructurai 

services and support.    Inland fishing on the other hand has not received 

much attention and therefore needs to be given sufficient attention in order 

to raise substantially our present production in this sector.    The Ministry 

is aware that the main constraint is the inadequacy of fish ponds. 

Ai— and Objective« 

a) To achieve self-sufficiency in fish supply from marine as well 

as from inland water resources. 

b) To provide firm technical services to aupport the fishing industry. 

c) To determine specifications for fishing boats in general. 

d) To formulate a standardisation programme for all categories 

on marine engines as well as for other engines, machinery and 

equipment of general application in the fishing industry. 

e) To evolve and enforce fishing nets policy to ensure that only 

nature fish are landed. 
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f) To SOM fishing «roas for adainiatrative purposes. 

g) To establish fisheries administrative units for aach sona. 

h)       To provide an intensive research progresase in support of the 

fishing industry. 

i)      To evolve an effective communication network for the fishing 

fleet. 

j)      To provide search and rescue services for the industry  in 

collaboration with other aganciea  such as the Armed Forces. 

k)      To ensure equitable distribution of fish throughout the country. 

1)      To proaote the developaant of fish culture in collaboration with 

the Department of Irrigation. 

a)      To ^..ovide harbours and landing atages for the fishing fleet. 

3.      Fisheries Administrative Units 

For the effective implementation of the action programme the country 

will be divided into a number of fisheries administrative units with the 

requisite technical and other supporting staff to enhance fisheries activities 

in that unit.    The following units will be  set up in the various regions: 

i)      Marine Fisheries Adainistrative Units 

(a) Western Region -     Half Assini, Axim,  Bonwera, Miemia, 
Princess Town, Dixcove,  Sekondi/ 
Takoradi and Shama 

(b) Central legion -     Kommnda, Elaina, Cape Coast, Moree, 
liriwa, Anoaabo,  Saltpond, Akumpuano, 
Sarafa/Tantua/Legu, Mumford, Apam, 
Vinneba, Senya-Breku Fete 

(c) Greater Acora legion -     llymnyenu/Kokrobite/lotiano, Oshie, 
Chorkor, Jaass Town, Osu, Labadi, 
Te «hit, Teas, Kpone, Presaren, Mingo 
and Ada 
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(d)   Volta legion 

APPENDIX B-V 
(Continued) 

Anlog«, Anyraui Dielokope, AeUna/Kedzi 
Denti/Af l*o. 

ii)      Inland Admioiatrative Units 

Sogakope, Akoaombo, Kpandu-Torkor, Abo toas«, Kete-Krachi 

Amankwakrom, Adawao, Ycji, Tasu le, Navrongo, Bawku, Lawra, 

Wa and Aveyime. 

iii)      Special Irrigation Project 

Fish culture programmée will be developed in conjunction with the 

following irrigation projecta: 

Vea, Tono, Zongo-Macheri, Atebubu, Ejura, Teno, Accra Plains 

irrigation projects, Ho/Keta irrigation project. 

4        fish Production Agencies 

The progresase will be carried out through the following «ganci«*: 

(a) The Department of Fisheries 

(b) The State Fishing Corporation 

(c) Fishing Co-operatives and Association* 

(d) Private Fishing Companies 

The Department of Fisheries will develop and manage all public inland 

fish farming projects. The Department will also provide technical support 

for the programme. 

State Fishing Corporation 

The Ministry will monitor the operations of the Stat* Fishing Corporation 

fro« time to tima to ensure that target* are man. 

Fishing Co-operativea and Associations 

The Ministry will assist the small scale fisherman and encourag« the 

formation of fishing co-operatives in each fieherias administrative unit. 

It will also assist the fishing co-operatives to *«pamd their activities. 
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Private Fishing Companies 

The Ministry will encourage Ghanaian» with adequate financial support 

to go into commercial fishing. 

5.      Financial Support 

(a) Every individual co-operative or Association will operate as a 

commercial concern under a project programe. 

(b) The Agricultural Development Bank and other financial institutions 

will be invited to participate in the project to be launched later. 

6.      Targat Achievements 

The  level of targets depends on port facilities and the fishing fleet. 

There will be an increase in the number of the fishing fleet.    Recommendations 

will be made to the Government to establish landing stages,  cold storage 

facilities as well as facilities for processing at the following locations: 

i) Coastal 

ii)      Inland 

Half-Assini, Mi ernia, Kromantse/Saltpond 
Winneba, Mumford, Old Accra Port, Prampram, 
Ada, An Ioga, Adina 

Kete-Krachi, Kpandu-Torkor, Yeji and Yapei. 

The national target under the plan programme is 400,000 metric tons 

out of which 50,000 metric tons is to be produced from inland sources.    The 

increase in production can be achieved under the following conditiona: 

i)      Increaae in the number of the fishing fleet 

ii)      Acquisition of additional carrier vessels 

iii)      Eatablishing landing atages and harbours 

iv)      Stepping up the development of fish culture 

v)      Negotiating reciprocal fishing righta with friendly countries 

vi)      Setting up a tuna fishing company to undertake tuna fishing 

vii)      Intensifying activities in shrimp fishing in both marina and 

inland waters.    The shrimp fishery of the Keta Lagoon will be 

developed in conjunction with the Avu/Keta project. 
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7-      Technical Support 

»)      *•*• Workshops;    To b« established at each of the following 

stations: 

i) Sekoadi/Takoradi 

ii) Elaine 

iii) Acer« 

iv) Tema 

f v)    Ada 
i 

vi)    Anlogt 

' b)      Maintenance Workshop»:    To be located io all sdaini s trat iva units. 

I c)      Hobila Kapair Sarvicaa: To be operated in demarcated oparational 

areas.    These services will bs established 

J in conjunction with aanufacturers and suppliers 

of standardised equipment. 

Fisheries lesearch 

Research activities will be intensified and given   prominence during 

the plan period.    All-purpose research vessels will be procured to support 

the progresase in both marine and inland fisheries development. 

[ '*      Standardisation Policy 

| a)      Enginaa for both inshore vessels will be standsrdised 

b) The standardisation programs« will also ensure that sdequate 

apara parts and maintenance cover services are made available 

c) The use of sll purpose fishing vessala for operation all the year 

round will be encouraged. 
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EXPORT PROSPECTS IN WEST AFRICA 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Lack of information about boatbuilding and fiahiag industriai in 

Hast African countries other than Ghana has made an aaaessment of export 

1 potential for GIHOC vassals difficult.    The evidence suggests that export 

opportunities exist in the following countries: 

Sierra Leone 

Gaabia 

Nigeria 

Caswroona 

1. Sierra Leone 

The country produces about 30.6 thousand tonnes of fish and has an 

annual per capita fish consumption of 14.7 kilograms.    Most fish are caught 

by dugout canoes and surveys indicate substantial sardinella stock in 

inshore waters.    Experts are of the opinion that medium sited purse-seiners 

are aost suited to exploiting the species which suggests an export potential 

for GIHOC véasela. 

2. Gaabia 

The country has a high annual per capita fiah consumption of 23.7 

kilograms.    The fishing industry produced 16 thousand tonnes of fish in 

1971.    It relies heavily on a fleet of so«* 600 narrow beaaad canoes.    The 

government is involved in developing the industry by providing training 

facilities and better equipment.     It is intended that stronger, more atable 

vessels should be acquired to replace existing canoes.    Thia also could offer 

an opportunity for GIHOC to supply boats. 

3. Nigeria 

Nigeria's per capita fish consumption is relatively low at 3.6 fcilogr 

Deapite thia fish production reached 155 thousand tonaca in 1970.    Estimates 

of demand for fiah (based on FAO research) are 360 thousand tonnes in 1975 

and 520,000 tonnea in 1980. 
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About 60S of doMstic production is  fro« canoe fishing.    There 

art also about 50 Nigtrian trawlers operating in inshore waters but 

it ia not known where they were acquired.    The country will probably 

have to supplement thii fleet of 50 vessels if it is to satiafy the 

demand increase of nearly 400,000 tonnes estinated for the period 1970 
to 1980. 

4. roons 

The country has an annual par capita fish consumption of  13.1 kilograms 

and produces about 70 thousand tonnes of fiah annually.    Its flaet comprises 

25 trawlers,   12 shrimp vessels and 600 dug out canoes.    The national economic 

plan envisages an expansion in the induatry through investments from the 

public and private sectors of the economy. 

In sum it would appear that future development trends in the fishing 

industry in all four countries anticipate an expansion in domestic production 

and therefore increase or modernisation of the inshore fishing fleet.    So 

far Ghana is  the only country in West Africa with a boatbuilding industry. 

This presents an opportunity for GIHOC.    As a next step, more detailed 

market studies aud pre-sslea contacts must be conducted in the individual 

countries. 
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APPENDIX I-VI 11 

VOLTA LAKE DEVELOPMENTS 

I.  Introduction 

The Volta Lake is the largest man-aade lake in the world, and as such 

should generate an appreciable demand for boats. We discuss the opportunities 

for GIHOC under the following headings: 

Fishing 

Lake Transportation 

Future Trends and Implications. 

Volta Lake has an area of 3,275 square miles stretching from the north 

of Ghana to the south. It has a shoreline of 3,000 miles on which numerous 

fishing villages are located. The immediate catchment area of the lake 

covers 20,000 square miles with an estimated population of one million people. 

2.  Fishing 

2.1 Lake Fish Catches 

Fishing is the main occupation of the people wmo live along the 

lake. The total number of employed fishermen is estimated at 26,000. 

Table 1 below compares fish catches from th*. lake with total domestic 

catch: 

Table 1: Volta Lake and Domestic Fish Catch«» ('000 To—s) 

Year   Domestic   Volta   Volta 
Catch     Catch   Share X 

1971 215 39 11.1 

1972 291 32 11.4 

1973 195 40 20.S 

1*74 221 39 17. é 

Source i Department of Fisheries, Volte liver 
Authority 
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Fish catchet fro« the lake have increased fron 15,000 tonnes in 1967 

when the  lake was f o raed to 61,000 tonnes  in 1970.    Since  then catches 

fro« the lake sees to be stabilised at about 40,000 tonnes.     In 1972 Lake 

Volta's  share of total domestic fish production was 11.4%,  but this rose 

to 20.51  in 1973 largely because of the decline in marine catches. 

Lake Volta is thus an important source of domestic fish supplies particularly 

whan the catches of sardinella are in decline. 

2.2    Canoe Population and Fishing Technique 

Nearly all fishing boats using the  lake are dug-out canoes.    The 

canoe population was estimated at 13,000 in 1970, and  is  thought to be 

about  the same now.    Most of  the canoes are non-motor i sed,  and are considered 

unsuitable for fishing in the deeper waters of the lake where waves could 

rise to  five feet.    More recently there has bean a move  to fit some boats 

with outboard motors but the number is still insignificant. 

••cause the lake is scattered with tree stumps,  neither purse-seining 

nor trawling techniques can be effectively employed.     Consequently  there 

is extensive use of one type of fishing gear - the stationary gill net made 

of multifilament nylon.    An FA0 fishery biologist estimated that over  75Z 

of fishing is done using this technique. 

3.      Lake Transportation 

Two types of transportation system« are currently operated on the 

lake, there are: 

Primary Lake Transportation (PLT) which opevates a long 

distance rente between Akuioamo ami Yapei in the North 

secondary Lake Transportation (ILT) which cowers short 

distances between ports alen« ana aerata the lana. 

}.l   FTianrr Lake Transportation 

Primary lake transportation which links senthtrn and northern Ghana 

is retarded as an economically attractive alternativa ta ina ran« traffic 

ayntea between Accra, banani and Temale. 
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PLT has nade great progress since its inception in 1970.    Between 

1970 and 1975 passenger transport increased fourfold from 6,500 persons 

to 28tOOO. 

The growth of cargo traffic has also been marked, increasing eightfold 

fro« 3,000 tonnes in 1970 to 24,000 tonnes in 1975. PLT currently operates 

with one steel passenger boat of 250 tons and two barges. 

3.2   Secondary Lake Transportation 

in 1969,  123 launches operated between the seventeen secondary ports 

of the lake and a similar number still operate.    The distribution of the 

launches among the ports in 1969 is shown on Table 2 below. 

Table 2:    Secondary Lake Transport Launches and Their Bases 

Base Launches (Number) 

Yeji 45 

Abotoase 26 

Kpandu 19 

Adanosu 5 

Vfusuta 5 

Others 23 

TOTAL 123 

The launches are used to convey passengers, fish and agricultural 

products from outlying villages to large market towns and beachhead trade 

centres along the lake.    They return to the villages with passengers and 

general merchandise from the market towns. 

Estimates of secondary passenger and cargo volumes transported on 

the lake in 1970 were: 

Passengers 100,000 

Cargo 140,000 tonnes 

Since 1970 a modest annual growth rate of about IX in tonnage has 

been achieved. 
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4.      Future Trend« end Implication» 

APPENDIX B-VIII 
(Continued) 

4.1    Fishing 

Fish stock surveys on the lake suggest a potential annual supply of 

60 - 80,000 tonnes. This should permit an increase in Lake Volte's market 

share to 20Z of an estimated total domestic demand of 300,000 tonnes. 

There are four ways of achieving this aim, namely: 

improvement of infrastructure and facilities for fish 

marketing 

use of improved fishing techniques 

more extensive exploitation of the deeper waters of the 

lake 

use of improved boats. 

4.1.1 Infrastructure 

Fish is a highly perishable food and hence requires speedy distribution 

to avoid wastage. To this end, a fish complex with a planned boatyard unit 

has been recently commissioned at Kpandu-Tokor. It is intended to build 

one more such complex at Yeji in the very near future. In addition landing 

facilities are to be provided in selected towns along the lake shore. These 

facilities should not only streamline the fish marketing process, but by 

the creation of more effective distribution outlets should encourage fishermen 

to step up their fishing performance. 

4.1.2 Improved Fishing Techniques 

Experiment has indicated that the use of monofilament nets would 

result in increased fish catches, compared with the multifilament nets 

now currently used. 
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APPENDIX  fe-vlii 
(Continued) 

Currently most  fish is caught in shallow water areas having depths 

of 5 -   10 feet, while deeper waters are  still   unexploited.     It   is  anticipated 

that  as   tishinR techniques   improve,   fishermen will  become   increasingly 

motivated  to  explore  deeper water areas with depths  ranging  from  15  -   40  feet 

It  is  believed  that  the additional catche,   fro» these areas will  contribute 
a significant proportion  to  the total  lake  catch. 

4.1.4     Improved Boats 

It   is  clear that  the  commonly used dug-out  canoes are  unsuitable 

particularly  in rainy weather,  for fishing  in  the areas of open water  alon, 

the lake.     As  a result  fish  resources of   these waters arc  only marginally   ' 

exploited.     A prototype hull   suitable for   fishing  in open water,  has  alreaov 

been developed by the Volta River Authority with Boatyaras  Division.     A   fev 

of these  hulls have been sold  to the fishermen at a nominal  price  to  test 
their acceptability. 

tew 

These developments point  to a  likely  increase  ir.  the  rate of  fish 

production  from the  lake.     The demand for  more durable  boats  is   likelv   to 

increase   in the longer  term,   and if Boatyards Division can develop  their 

prototype  boat  to suit  the needs of lake fishing and produce  and market   it 

profitably,   then sales prospects should be  encouraging. 

A'2    Primary Lake Transportation 

I 
I 

In paragraph 3.1  above we noted PLT operates one steel passenger' 

cargo vessel.     The VRA has   indicated its  intention to buy one further  see«! 

vessel.     Thus  estimates of appreciable increases  in PLT triffic   (to   ir.,0.. 

tonnes of  cargo and 60,000 passengers in 1980)   are unlikely to result   in  werk 
for GIHOC. 

*'3    Secondary Lake Transportation 

In  1969,   123 launches were operating between the secondary lake ports. 

By the end of   1975 this number had risen only  to 130,  indicating a very  slow 

rise in economic activity along the lake shore during this period. 
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APPENDIX B-VIIl 
(Continued) 

However key respondents claim a continuous expansion in this activity 

both in the development of fisheries and in agricultural production. 

Table 3 below gives a forecast made in 1969 of the volume of traffic for 

secondary lake transport in 1980. 

Table 3: Estimates of Secondary Cargo and Passenger Traffic 

Commodity Year 1980 
'000 Tonnes 

Fish 37 

Yams 70 

Other Agricultural Produce 65 

Cocoa 35 

General Merchandise 18 

Total 225 

Passengers 155,000 

This forecast seems to have been unduly optimistic in the light of 

progress so far made. The increase in numbers of boats in service is less than 

IX a year compared with forecast traffic increases of about 6%. 

Both the Eastern and Volta Regional Development Corporations have 

initiated design studies with GIH0C for barges to be used on the lake, 

but even if successful they are unlikely to indicate an increase in the 

total traffic; rather they will be substitutes for an increased number of 

launches. 

In the longer term the factors mentioned in paragraph 4, and the 

barge development mentioned above should generate additional traffic, but 

we do not believe that this is likely to result in the need for major 

increases in the secondary transport fleet. 

Although we do not see a need for large increases in the secondary 

fleet, there is the question of replacement of the existing boats. The 

Volta River Authority are dissatisfied with the suitability of existing 

designs to stand up to rough water conditions on the lake. Moreover, the 

use of outboard engines with a high fire risk is not regarded as wholly 

satisfactory. Thus if GIHOC could develop a more stable and inherently 

safer vessel for this secondary traffic, and could sell it at an economic 

price, then there would be good prospects for eventual replacement of the 

whole of the existing fleet as a matter of VRA policy. 
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I 
PROGRESS REPORT 

EXPORT HARKETINC CAMPAIGN 

1.        INTRODUCTION AMD OBJECTIVES 

The export promotion campaign is an important part of the UNDP/GIHOC 

•arketing programa«.    The Ghana Government is urging companies to export 

to earn auch needed foreign exchange for the country.    Indeed, GI HOC 

Cannery Division has been told to export all its canned pineapples when 

hitherto it has exported little or none.    The first phase of the campaign 

has comprised a survey of the West European market for canned products. 

Most attention has been given to canned pineapples.     Such a survey  is 

essential if GI HOC is to find out more about an unfamiliar and highly 

competitive market and is to plan the way ahead carefully before risking 

its  resources and reputation. 

This report outlines progress to date, both in the West European 

market study and in associated export work in Accra.    The former has been 

conducted from the United Kingdom by the P-E Group and is the subject 

of a separate report.    Work in Accra has been done mainly by Y.C. Gaikpa, 

GIHOC Export Promotion Officer, helped by K.M. Ananga and R. Meyer.    The 

work has involved:    establishing contacts through the Foreign Affairs 

Ministry with Ghana trade missions in Eastern Bloc countries to find 

out about potential demand there;  interviews with embassies and corporations; 

alao some technological and packaging studies.    The report is arranged 

as  follows: 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Summery fo Recommendations 

Survey of W. European Market for Canned Products 

Associated Work in Accra 

Conclusions and Recommandât iena for Follow-up Work 

Export Market Survey in West Africa. 

We would like to thank Mr. F.J. Tekyi, General Manager of Cannery 

Division, and Mr. L.A. Odo tei, Factory Manager, very much for their 

guidance and co-operation. 
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2.       CONCLUSIONS AMD «COMMENDATIONS 

2.1    The European market  survey for canned producta ahova a cop« for 

now producers, including CIHOC, to enter  the market, but tha European 

importer's requirement a  of his supplier are demanding:    he expects 

continuity of supply  (usually in large  quantities);  competitive prices; 

consistent quality and eye-catching lebe Hing (particularly for tha 

conaumer aection). 

In order to have any hope of penetrating the market on a significant 

scale,  it is vital first to resolve serious rpobleae of supply, prices, 

quality consistency and  labelling. 

Our recommendations for action are  as follows: 

i)      An investigation ef the Nastrasi plant's existing and potential 

supply sources in order to determine: 

- purchase price arrangements,  relating to CIHOC and 

competitive purchasers 

- tha efficiency of GIHOC's purchasing organisation 

- the need for GIHOC to becoeae self-sufficient in 

fresh pineapple producti« 

ii)      Detailed costing studies to  identify the coat structure 

of the canned pineapple product as far as the buyer 

and to pin-point where coats are excessive.   This should 

include a atudy tö detersine the minimum economical level 

of output from the factory in order to. aupply export 

markets at cosspstitive prices. 

iii)      Investigation of quality control procedures to identify 

where standards are inadequate. 

iv)      Work to improve the standards of GIHOC's packaging and 

labelling. 

The above ia a sussmary of th« action needed as a first stage for 

GIHOC to realise the potential desead  for one of its cammed products ia 

the European narks t. 
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2.2     A limited number of  other CIHOC products  suggest  scope  for export 

to  the West African markets, particularly footwear and fishing vessels. 

We  plan to conduct an export market survey in Nigeria and Upper Volta, 

starting in April  1976,   the objective of which will be to identify 

those products and markets which offer  the best  chance  for export. 

The survey will be   led by Mr. Gaikpa, Export Promotion Officer, 

with  help from divisional marketing staff as required.    Planning of 

the   survey will take place in February and March 1976. 

3.        SURVEY OF WEST EUROPEAN MARKET FOR CANNED PRODUCTS 

3.1 Survey Objectives 

P-E Consulting Group was asked to help GTHOC Cannery Division  in 

a survey of the market  for canned pineapples  in the UK, West Germany, 

the  Netherlands and Belgium.    The study was required  to examine  in detail 

the  UK market for canned pineapples and,  to a  lesser extent,   the markets 

in West Germany,   the Netherlands and Belgium,   in terms of product  type 

and  quality, can size and  labelling,  shipping and payment  terms, broad 

market structure and distribution.    Those market sectors offering the 

best  opportunities for new supplies would be identified and related to 

GIHOC's potential  as a supplier. 

3.2 Study Results 

The study's main recommendations are:- 

1. GIHOC Cannery Division should plan to enter the West German 

and UK markets  for canned pineapple. 

2. Initially, market strategy should be to sell standard quality 

pineapple pieces in AIO sizes to the catering section through 

one or two selected importers. 

3. As experience  is gained in these competitive markets, and 

as quality and quantity become more predictable,   it should 

be possible to supply an increasing proportion of higher 

quality cuts and packs to selected consumer sectors. 
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4. GIHOC should not enter the West European market for tomato 

puree. 

5. It should not enter the UK market for pineapple juice. Other 

EEC countries should be studied in closer detail before 

considering entry. 

6. Specialised markets in the UK for other canned products 

(such as mango juice, garden egRs, pepper puree and snails) 

may offer scope to GIHOC.  Direct contacts with specialist 

importers should be developed. 

3.3 Technical Inspections 

In the course of the above study, we sent samples of GIHOC canned 

pineapples to three potentially interested UK importers for technical 

inspection.  Details of their comments arc given in Appendix D-l. The 

comments vary.  Some variations may be due to differences in subjective 

opinion about flavour and colour.  It is as likely, though, that the 

differences are due to inconsistencies in the quality of pineapple 

received at the factory or in the canning process or in the time the can 

has been stored.  Importers seem unanimous about irregularity of cut and 

piece size; this must be due to the type of cutting machinery or its 

operation. 

3.4 Conclusion from European Survey 

GIHOC will be unable to penetrate the competitive West European 

market unless it can offer a regular supply in predictable quantities and 

to a consistent standard of fruit and pack quality. Problems of inadequate 

supplies, uncompetitive prices, irregular and inadequate quality and 

outdated packaging need to be resolved before GIHOC can penetrate the 

West European Market on more than a very modest scale. 

4.  WORK IN ACCRA 

Concurrent with the W. European market survey the following work 

has been done in Accra: 
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interviews with embassies  and  corporations 

investigation through Ghana trade missions  in Eastern 

Bloc countries of  the market  for canned products  there 

technological and packaging studies. 

4.1    Embassies and Corporations 

Two European embassies expressed  interest  in importing GIHOC canned 

products,  namely Yugoslavia and Poland.     GIHOC has previously exported 

to Yugoslavia on a small  scale,  and has received enquiries  from Poland. 

Yugoslavia 

Estimated annual consumptions of canned pineapple   products  is  1 , >00 

tonnes;  of   this  about  500 tonnes are  slices and  500  tonnes  concentrate. 

This   is  .i  very  small market when compared with the UK,   Netherlands and 

West German markets and  as  such may offer hotter opportunity   in the 

short  term,  while GIHOCs  ability  to produce on a  big   scale   is  limited 

by supply  constraints. 

The main existing supplier  is  the Kenya Delmontc  company, whose 

products  are well-known and established in European markets.    Although 

GIHOC has  a  good  reputation for quality  in Yugoslavia,   xt  would need   to 

make prices and packaging much more competitive  in order  to capture  a 

significant  share of even this market against existing competition. 

Appendix D-II shows Yugoslavian market data. 

Poland 

We were unable to obtain import statistics from the Polish Embassy, 

but according to commercial staff, the current supply of pineapple products 

does not meet demand. 

The Polish state import organisation for agricultural products is 

AGROS, who have recently made an enquiry, unfulfilled due to supply 

shortages, for 2,500 cartons of juice, pieces and pulp. 

The Polish Embassy advises GIHOC to re-establish contact with AGROS, 

stating types, quantities and prices. 
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4.2    Ghana Airways Flight  Catering 

The Ghana Airways Flight Catering Division supplies mal*  to all 

airlines operating out of  Kotoka Airport.     Estimated weekly passenger 

traffic out of  Kotoka  could   be as  high as   r>,000,   generating up   to  10,000 

full  and  snack meals,   and  soft drink refreshments.     By   selling  to  foreign 

airlines  the Division   is earning foreign  exchange.     Monthly demand  by   the 

Catering Division for  fruit   juice  is over  2  tonnes,   and   tor canned  fruits 

more  than  3 tonnes.     Annual   demand  for  canned  fruit   products   is  about 

60  tonnes.    Details of monthly demand,  by main product,   are  shown in 

Appendix 111. 

Flight Catering Division  is keen to do business with (.1H0C,   since 

GIHOC canned products  have  a  good  reputation with airlines.     However, 

continuing failure by GIHOC  to deliver   in  anvthing  like  adequate quantity 

have  forced the Division  to   import   the  canned  fruit  products  from the  UK, 

(main supplier  is Chef's Larder Services Ltd.),  and   're-e«port'   the 

prepared meals.     The General Manager has  said  that   if  GIHOC supplies were 

secure he would prefer GIHOC canned pineapples  to  imported products. 

We conclude  that   although Ghana Airways Catering Services only 

represents a modest demand,   sales  to    he Division have   the advantag« 

of  earning foreign exchange at very low distribution cost.    This 

opportunity is  therefore worth pursuing. 

4.3    Ghana Trade Mission Contacts 

Brief market reports have been received fro« Ghana  trace missions 

in USSR and China      These vary in the detail of  information given about 

the markets for canned products.    A summary of  information gather««  is 

given below:- 

4.3.1    USSR 

Imports of  tropical  fruit to USSR increa»«« from 395 thouaamtf Commas 

in 1972 to nearly 450 thousand tonnas in 1974, an annual  growth rata of 

IX  (see Appendix IV). Imports of fresh and casmad pineapploa fot« a very 

small part of  this  total,  with between 6 and • thousand  tonnas.    Of  this 

figure,  the share of  canned pineapples is unknown,  but   indications are 

that  the market  for canned pineapples is vary «Mil,  ami therefore not 

worth pursuing in the short  term. 
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4.4    Packaging Studiti 

Research has shown that labelling  is important  for cans sold  in 

consuaer markets (e.g.  supermarkets,  grocery stores), whereas it is 

relatively unimportant in the institutional and mass catering markets.     In 

the latter a plain white  label with black print indicating the contents  ir, 

often quite adequate.    However,  in a supermarket GIHOC canned products will 

compete with other cans  in catching the purchaser's eye and as such must 

have  striking visual appeal.    A comparison of GIHOC  labels with those of 

potential  competitors on  the European  consuaer markets, such as Teseo, 

St. Michael, Delmonte and Wavy Line,   suggests that GIHOC labels do not 

show up well.    The main deficiencies  are: 

ill-defined and blurred colouring 

dull colours 

outdated lettering 

unimaginative,  often unclear, product message 

poor quality of paper which tears easily. 

Quality of itself will not sell a product in the consumer market.     If 

GIHOC  is  to compete for the customer's  attention in the supermarkets of 

Western Europe, colourful, exciting packaging is as important as competitive 

prices  and good quality.     The appearance of GIHOC canned products must be 

improved before a serious attack on the West European consternar markets is 

contemplated. 

5.      IMPLICATIONS FOR GIHOC AMD RICOI—IHDATIONS FOR ACTIO* 

5.1    Introduction 

The survey of the European market for canned products shews a 

promising potential for GIHOC, but success will depend on improvement 

of supplies, quality,  prices and packaging, none of which now meats the 

requirement s of the market.   We elaborate on those points below. 

5.2    Supply 

Supplies are inadequate in volun* to sstitfy any major importer. 

Moreover,  they sre uncertain since GIHOC has no control over the grower: 
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These are fundamental disadvantages,   since  export ordere tatui to be  in 

large quantities  and  importers attach great  importance  to continuity 

of deliveries.     GI HOC Cannery Division han   taken the first »taps,  through 

cultivating its  own pineapples on a 60 acre plot,   to increase supplies, 

but will still  have  to rely on peasant farmers and co-operatives  for  some 

tine  to come.     It needs now to be considered what  tonnage of pineapples 

GI HOC should be processing annually if its  export prices are to be 

competitive and what steps should be taken to reach this state. 

5.3 Price 

Research shows strong evidence that price is an important factor   in 

a foreign importer's purchase decision and  that GIHOC's prices of mor.t 

pineapple products are substantially above  (sometimes even double)  those 

quoted by competitors.    Part of the reason  for this may be that GIHOC's 

purchase prices  for fresh pineapples are  too high and that 'home-grown' 

pineapples would be much more economic.    However,  detailed coating studies 

should be conducted  to determine the cost   structure of  the finished 

canned product and to identify where excessive costs are being incurred. 

5.4 Quality 

The quality of Ghana produced pineapples is generally thought by 

European consumers to be at least as good as of those produced elsewhere. 

However, the comments on canned samples by potential Europaan importers 

suggest that quality control, particularly in relation to piace cutting, 

acidity, smell,  colour, ripeness and sise consistency should be tighter. 

Detailed investigation of current quality control procedural should b« 

conducted and improved methods introduced. 

5.5 Output 

Most of the problems connected with GIHOC's inadequata output are 

caused by supply shortages.    The capacity of the Nsawam factory is claimed 

to be 12,000 tonnes a year of pineapples.     However, this figure has 

clearly been based on an unlimited supply of pineapples all the year  round, 

end on operating 3 shifts for 50 weeks a year.    In fact, throughput  is 

about lj - H tonnes per hour of rev pineapples, resulting in about 
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one  tonno  per hour of  the ,m«o<l produet.     The  true rapacity of the „,.,,„ 

..  therefore determined by the  length of  the-  pineapple harvcting near.• 

| and  the number of hours  ., week that  the plant  can be operated at peak period 

Actual output  in  recent years has seldom exceeded  2000 tonnes p.a.  This 

| contrasts with the statements of the  Ivory Coast and other large producing 

countries  that  for a canning plant to make a continuing acceptable prof at 

| an output   level of at  least 30,000 tonnes  is  essential.    Detailed costing 

I studies should be made to determine whether  the GIH0C plant can produce 

at an economical  level and at competitive selling prices even at full 

capacity.     if not, GIHOC needs to consider whether steps should be taken 

to expand  the plant to a m0re economical  level of production, which would 

xnvolve a very  large investment, or whether «orne «ore «ode.t role for the 

existing plant would be preferable. 

5.6 Packaging 

Plain  labelling is adequate for  the catering industry, but imaginative 

attractive  labels are an important selling feature  in the con.u~r sector. 

Work should begin as a priority to improve GIHOC'.  labelling. 

5.7 Follow-up to European Market Survey 

The Government has  told GIHOC Cannery Division to export, and the 

European market  survey has shown market potential, particularly in 

West Germany,  but has also suggested that GIHOC'. product, are uncompetitive 

It is undesirable  to contact potential  custom«, only to disappoint then,, 

either through supply shortage, or by quoting unco-petitiva price..    The 

problem, outlined in paragraph 4.4 mu.t be re.olv.d fir.t.    It would be 

better to en.ure a really solid ba.e,  in quantity of .upply, quality 

and price and packaging of product, rather than to v..te ra.ources and 

create cu.tcmer re.i.tance with an uncompetitive product and incon.i.tent 
delivery. 

6'      NEXT STEPS IN EXPORT PROMOTION CAMPAIGN 

Preliminary a..e..»ent. have .ugge.tad potential m.rk.ts for other 

GIHOC product, in We.t Africa.    The Footwear and Boatyard, «ark.t .urvevs 

have recommended detailed study of the potential for footwar and fi.hinR 

vessels.    Indeed, Footwear Divi.ion ha. ju.t r.c.ivad a .ub.tanti.l 

export order for Nigeria.    We thw.fr. pi« to und.rtaka, a. th. next 

•tage of the export promotion campaign, an .«port market .urvy in West At rica. 
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The countriee aelected for the .urvty are nigeria and Upper Volt.. 

Nigeria haa a population numbering aoae 70 million and a buoyant oil 

economy.    It has also been the source of enquiry to GIHOC, not only for 

footwear, but for other GIHOC producta.    Moreover,  the Ghana Government 

has identified GIHOC footwear and electrical products aa poaaible exports 

to Nigeria.    Upper Volta is a relatively poor country with a small 

population.    However, it is a major West African cattle producer,  and live 

cattle and carcass meat supplies are vital to the prosperity of the GIHOC 

Bolgatanga factory.    There may here be the prospects of a reciprocal trade 

arrangement, with exports of, say, GIHOC footwear to Upper Volta in 

exchange for cattle and meat imports to Ghana. 

The objectives of the West African survey will be to identify the 

products and markets giving GIHOC scope for export pen.tr.tion.    Main 
areas of study will be as follows: 

trade practices, such aa import licences and controls, 

in relation to Ghana products 

tariff structure as it affects GIHOC products 

transportation routes and spacial factors 

names of importers and GIHOC products which they «re 

«»at interested in purchasing 

competitive prices 

competitive products and sources 

market preferences, such as quality, prie«, quantity, 
supply continuity 

market trends and main product growth sommants. 

The aurvey will be conducted by Mr. Gaikpa. Import Promotion Officer, 

in April and May U76.    If the survey is to be of value to GIHOC.  it «u*. 

be carefully planned.    gy mid-March, we intend to have defined: 
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the GZROC products which vili be included in th« survey 

a tiaatable for th« survey 

nssMS of key respóndante, auch as asporterà, Chaaber of 

Cosssarc« etc. 

other GIHOC managaawnt who vili aaaiat Mr. Gaikpa in 

the survey 

outline progresase of visita to importers and other 
respondents. 
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APPENDIX   I 

COMMENTS ON CIHOC SAMPLES FROM SOKE UtlTISH IMPORTERS 

1.      Baveritock 4 Co. 

•Good flavour and quite tender, but the cutting resulted in 

very irregular pieces.    As a reault the pineapples would be 

hard to distribute in England but night be «ore acceptable 

in West Germany'. 

2.      John Martin (London) Ltd.    (a well reputed fii 
high standards) 

'These pineapples would not sell on UK market 

not market the«'. 

- pieces: not uniform enough 

- juice: rather cloudy 

- texture: too firm, almost chewy 

- colour:  too pale 

- flavour: rather insipid. 

with unusually 

John Martin would 

3.      Peabody Foods Ltd, 

'Pineapple juice • 

Pineapple pieces - 

Garden eggs 

Mango juice 

- sweet, but a slightly 'oily' flavour 

- flavour OK; colour pale; ••all slightly 'boery', 

could be caused if sample kept too long asid fruit 

acid eats into tinniate, or if fruit too ripe when 

canned. 

- more a vegetable than a fruit.   Highly •»•cialised 

product which probably only Wast Africa«« would 

recognise - would not fit into our range'. 

- satisfactory. 
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YUGOSLAVIAN MARKET DATA 

inned Pineapple Product 1.     Estimates of Annual Consumption of d s 

PRODUCT TIN SIZE/WEIGHT 
(gas.) 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION 

CARTONS TONNES 

Pineapple: 

-   slices     (i) 850 6,000 120 
-   slices   (ii) 450 15,000 320 

Total slices: 21,000 440 

-    pieces 450 5,000 110 
-    pulp - - 400 
-   concentrate - - 500 

Total annual consumption 1,450 

2.     Agencies and Importing Organisation» 

(i)    Accra-based agency:    OttilCO 

(ii)     Importing companies: 

1. VOCE, 41001 ZAGREB, P.O.  Box 53 

2. EMONA, 01001 LJUBLJANA,  P.O. Box 140 

3. COBEX,  11001 BELGRADE,  P.O. Box 138 

Sales to the importing companies ara handled through OMNI CO. 



APPENDIX III 

CHAMA AIRWAYS CATERINO SERVICE 

MONTHLY CONSUMPTION OF FRUIT JUICE 

CANNED FRUIT JUICE TOTAL WEIGHT 

Kilogram        Tonnes 

Orange Juice 
(Israel) 

6 x AIO 40 x 6 x AIO (71b) 800.00 

24 x A2 60 x 24 x A2 990.00 

24 x A2 16 x 24 x 14 oi 150.00 

24 x 14 14 x 24 x 14 oí 140.00 

6 x AIO 6 x 6 x AIO 120.00 

Grapefruit Juice 
6 x AIO 3 x 6 x AIO 60.00 

Total 2,260.00 226 

CHANA AIRWAYS CATERING SERVICE 

MONTHLY CONSUMPTION OF CANNED FMJITS 

CANNED FRUIT 

Grapefruit 6 x AIO 

Peach Halves 6 x AIO 

Raaberries 24 x A2 

Pear Halves 6 x AIO 

S.P. Apples 6 x AIO 

Fruit Cocktail 6 x AIO 

Mandarin 
Oranges 24 x A2| 

Black Cherries 6 x A2| 

Strawberries 24 x A2 

Red Cherries 24 x A2| 

TOTAL WEIGHT 

Kilograms   Tonnas 

48 x 6 x AIO 900.00 

60 x 6 x AIO 120.00 

24 x 12 x A2 210.00 

20 x 6 x AIO 380.00 

24 x 6 x AIO 460.00 

40 x 6 x AIO 800.00 

4 x 24 x A2i 80.00 

10 x 6 x A2| SO.00 

8 x 24 x A2 120.00 

8 x 24 x A2| 180.00 

Total 3,280.00 328 



APPENDIX  IV 

um Mtticrr DATA 

1.  Inport of Tropical Fruiti ('000 tonnet) 

PRODUCT GROUP 1969 1970 1972 1973 

Oranges 233 250 331 312 
Pineapplea 5 5 1 6 
Lenona S3 56 56 49 

Total 291 311 395 367 

*•  Ingort ina Organisation 

V/0    SOJUZPLODO IMPORT, 

SMOLEMSKAJA - SEMMAJA PI, 32/34 

MOSCOW G-200 

USSR 



APPENDIX V 

UIW IMPORT» Of HAMPO PBOPUCTt 

mon INDU 

nODUCT GROUP 1964/65      1965/66     1966/67      1967/66      1966/6»     1969//O 

Mango Juice: 

N. Toni 

X of India's 
exporta 

1,012 1,397 2,062 1,966 6,367 

<7SI) (701) (62X) (67X) (84?) 

Mango Slices 
in brina: 

M. Tont 

X of India'a 
auforta 

10 SO 

( 2X)        ( 91) 

100 

(371) 

Fruit preservad 
in ayrup: 

N. Tona 

X of  India's 
exporta 

15.4 

( 5X) 

Mango Jams, 
Jelliaa, 
Pureea 
Pastea etc. 

M. Tons 

X of India'a 
exporta 

Tona Total 

*/• 

ft/a 

lit 

(711) 

100 

(277) 

ft/a        1,160 1,497 2,062 1,966 6,462 

... Not available 

- Mil or negligible 

Source:    Foreign Trade of India 

Department of Coaawrcial Intelligence 6 Itatiatics 
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October  l»7!> 

GUAMA IMPUSTIIUL HOLD »ICS GOtfOMTIOW 

CAMMHUl PIVISIOII 

SURVEY OF THE  KUkOPtAW HAMULI   KO« CANUCO K1K>IX)(TS 

INTRODUCTION 

On 28th August 1975 the P-E Consulting (iron» was requested by 

telex to help CIHOC's Canneries Division in a survey oí the Market lor 

canned pineapples in the UK, West Germany, the Motherlands and gelgna*. 

In response to this P-K sent telemos on 1st September 147S ana 

3rd September setting out its terms of reference.  These were agreed bv 

CIHOC on Sth September 197b.  Detailed questions relating to the market 

for canned pineapples were sent to P-E on 9th September 197S énd mango 

juice, pepper puree, garden eggs and snails were added tu the product 

list tor brief investigation on the UK market.  <>n 11th September 197S 

GIHOC requested statistics to update thone contained in a previous pineapples 

study report oí which a copy had been sent earlier to Acira  These were 

telexed to Accra on 2bth September 197'».  A ropy of th* detailed term« ol 

reference is given in Appendix I.  The main purpose o« th' »tudv wa» to 

examine in detail the UK market lor canned pineapple*, and, to a lessei intent 

the markets in West Germany, the Netherland« and ielgium, m term» ot gradui t 

type and quality, can size and labelling, shipping and payment terms, broad 

market structure and distribution.  In so doing it was intended thot thosr 

market sectors offering the best opportunities for now suppliers could 

be identified and related to CIHOC's overall potontial as s supplier 

The following contacts wore 

retail chains and professional 

interviews. 

importers, »rotors, 

i at i ems in tho course of P-t's field 

Table  1:     Interview  Schedule 

UK 

Personal 
Interviews 

Telephone 
Interviews 

Dotes 

13 11 ISth      .Mrs Soft.   197* 

West  Germany - 7 ¿3rd      ¿«th «opt.   l*7*> 

Netherlands S 10th      Joth topt.   lv7S 

Belgium - b 2tth Sopt Ird t»ct.   197S 

tue. W| 

J. will 

gjgtor 

fmt 



M ND UH. S 

Ih«   Htrfct't   fer  rt*Mi ^iMifflfi   m UK,  Maat  GarMny,   Holland and 

lri»iuM   m  ltl4  aaavated  to ovrt   120,000  to««,   coaa>ar<»d with 

I**»,<««>  tons   m  ItWi.     Although   l<m   ta   likely  to  show a  further 

de» hut,  aarket  <NMä  thou 14  rtrmi  by  1*77 to a «or«  nor aal 

level   of   (aay)   140,000 tona  p.a. 

»Ui>.'ii«t< w« eapect   I itti«  growth  in anrhet   aia«,   there   i»  BOO» 

». »H'«1   'or  no« ewapliera aa  the  changing Ktf  tariffa  Rive  progrvasiv? 

«avantagea tu AC F  (Al ri ran.  Cart »Wan and Pacific  countnea  under 

tht*  LUe»   convention)  ewapliera   agamat   traditional  exportera  auch as 

Molavi*.   S-   Afma,   the  Pfcilippinea  and Taiwan. 

- • IBMHV representa awr *Ot of áamand, UK over 10%, Holland and 

a»l|tiM*i «bout I'll t atermg/inat itut lonal buyera account for ion»' 

Mti  at   tH* total aar hat 

ini« rii4i i on« I   one»   aiaea are  clearly defined and uaiforalv obaerved. 

then   ar*  ihr*»  recogniaed atiality grado a  for cannod pineapple«. 

Pru»   «lit feront tala  for difforont quality grano a,  typo of cut and 

i an anea vary «arginaity fra« difforont  auapliera 

A iww  *n«l  regular   ««Mtrte of  aupolv would bo acceptable1  in all   four 

..»tir y  «artel»,   provided  that   the  a up? liar  could  coarly with the 

gwn#i4llv  «riepted  »tandnrda  of   preoontation and  price.     Ma eat mate 

that  «  typical   er»««   «tandard   (l«7N endaeaeon price  tor AIO can, 

atandard placee) would or  about   I0vp nor  lb fob    Moat African  port. 

Tlii»   m  equivalent   to apprestante iy  Hi  por caae.     Currant  price« an> 

«it if ICI ally    low at  preeont,   and      once proaont  aurpluo atocha  are 

mv\4      aaybe e »per tod tc   tacreaee acuite  aharply  m  lina with lanroveaont» 

tn the «coaaajle ai tant ion el HC eeuatriea. 

» Tía» Mfhata fot pinoapple jaico and inaiato puro« appear laaa 

«tuait two      »tneapale juica aa«and haa collapaad in tao U* thia 

pear,  ina aar hot  ta eithor datai aatad by larga bot tiara ar  increneingly 

•uopi tod to roaauBjara aa a froao« concón trat«.    Tha KIC tonano auree 

a»rket   giwoa a htah degree  of  protection to EK pr adúcar a. 

' » A «anti   but htfhly eaettelieed aar»et any eatat  for garden egge, 

popaei   »uree,  analta and aaa#a  iute« threat» eaectaliat  iaaartara 



«COW« NDATIOWS 

1. We recommend that «HOC Canneries Division should plan to enter 

the Heat German and UK market« for canned pineapple. The West 

German market appears favourable for GIHOC's entry now. The UK 

market «ay be «ore attractive in 1 or 2 years. 

2. To start with, the «arket strategy should be to sell regular 

quantities of standard quality pineapple pieces in AIO sizes 

to the catering sector through one or two selected importers. 

3. As experience is gained in these competitive markets and as 

quality and quantity of production become more predictable, it 

should be possible to supply an increasing proportion of higher 

quality cuts and packs to selected consumer sectors. 

4. we do not recommend that GIHOC seeks to enter the West European 

market for tomato puree. 

5. We do not recommend entry to the UK market for pineapple juice. 

Other EEC countries should be investigated in closer detail 

before considering entry. 

6. We believe that specialised markets in the UK for other products 

(such as garden eggs, mango juice, pepper puree and snails) may 

offer scope to GIHOC. Further specific research would be needed 

if significant quantities were available for sale. Otherwise direct 

contacts with specialist importers should be developed. 

- 3 - 



A large quantity of dank research étta on the European anë world 

nerkets for cannad pineapples was forwarded to GIHOC prior to the coeaaenceaent 

of this survey.    Further data was provided by P-E for various tablea contained 

in these two earlier studies and the updated versions are set out in 

Appendices III - VIII. 

- 4 - 



3.      FIELPWOtK FIMDMC8 

3.1    UK - Canned Pineapples 

3.1.1    Present Situation and Influential Factor» 

Over the past decade the demand for canned pineapple in the UK 

haa remained fairly conatant, with consumption varying more as a function 

of the supply conditions than because of any fluctuations in demand. 

Indeed canned fruits have been comparatively inexpensive items on the 

household shopping  list with pineapple cht-oer than other canned fruits. 

Before 1970 the majority of UK canned pineapple  imports came from 

traditional and commonwealth sources;  in 1962 Australia, Malayaia, 

South Africa and Hawai supplied 85Z of UK requirements. 

In the last 1 - 2 years there have been several changes in the 

UK canned pineapple market. These can broadly be attributed to two 

main factors: 

a) The economic depression which has brought about a severe 

decline in the sales of most non-essential goods.    Imports of 

canned pineapples fell from 56,175 tonnes   in 1973 to 46,421  tonnes 

in 1974.    Increased freight charges,  supply shortages and general 

inflation have  forced up the prices of all canned fruita so that 

they have now become a luxury item for many previously regular 

buyers. 

b) Britain's entry into the EEC and its  transition over to 

EEC import duties with effect from 1st January 1974.    Complete 

alignment with EEC tariff will be completad by 1st January 1978. 

From 1978 Commonwealth countries will lose their preference and be 

subject to full  import tariffa.    There will, however, be preferential 

rates for many   'developing' countries.    Under the LOME convention 

Ghana,  together with 45 other ACP (African,  Caribbean and Pacific) 

countries is entitled to the free export of most of its goods to 

EEC countries;   this agreement took effect from lit July 1975. 

- 5 - 



The following table show« the tariff ratas on canned pineapple 

products froa lat January 1978. 

Table 2:    1978 EEC Tariff Rates 

Canned pineapples with added sugar 

EEC    FULL ACP 

- more than 1 Kg nil 22Z nil 

- 1 Kg or less nil 24Z nil 

Unsweetened cans 

- 4.5 KG or «ore nil 23Z nil 

- less than 4.5 Kg nil 23Z nil 

Despite the obvious advantages  for ACP countries under this  system, 

it buyers did not  foresee their sources of canned pineapple changing 

aa drastically as might be expected.     It was generally felt that the 

price gap occasioned by differences between full and ACP tsriffs would 

be considerably narrowed by the suppliers themselves:    countries such 

as South Africa anxious not to lose  their market   in the UK and other 

EEC countries will probably absorb  some of the tariff increases, whilst 

poorer countries might see them as an opportunity to improve their profit 

margin end hence boost their export revenue.    Furthermore, the price of 

canned pineapples is not solely dependent on tariff rates:    with higher 

raw material input, more efficient working methods and modern plant, 

the traditional auppliers may still be able to offer their goods at 

competitive prices. 

3.1.2   The Market 

The UK canned pineapple market can be divided  into two main aactors: 

the consumer sector 

the manufacturing and catering sector. 

The Consumer Sector 

This sector estimated to repreeent about 70% of the total canned 

pineapples market,  ia largely dominated by retail  chains end voluntary 

aesociations of retailers s.g. Tasco, Fine Fara, Wavy Line who probably 

- 6 - 
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account for about 85X of »ales, with a correspondingly high proportion 

of business in 'own brand'. Moat of the canned pineapples sold in thi. 

aactor are of choice grade; the nost popular can size at present is the 

I60E in which an estimated 80X of sales are made. Second in popularity 

ie the 30o* can in which sales have declined considerably over the past 

two years. Promotion particularly in terms of labelling are important 
selling requisites in this market. 

The Manufacturing and Catering Sector 

This  sector can be further subdivided into: 

'professional'  caterers and institutions 

other caterers and inatitutions 

manufacturers. 

Professional  caterers incorporate hotels, restaurants, and retail 

catering chains.     For such concerns  the quality requirements are clost 

to those of the  consumer sector,  the main difference being the quantities 
bought and hence  the  size of can. 

The  remainder of  the catering sector consists  of boarding houses, 

hospitals,   schools and  industrial canteens.     In some  cases quality 

requirements particularly with regard  to colour,  size and regular cut 

of  fruit are less  stringent in favour of corresponding price advantages. 

A. high proportion of purchases by catering establishments are made 

through Cash a Carry shops.    A number of importers claimed that most of 

the ir business in the catering sector was with Cash & Carry. 

Canned pineapples are also bought by manufacturers as ingredients  for 

yoghurts,  dessert creams,  fruit salads and several other products.    For such 

purposes crushed pineapple is generally used. 

About 95Z of  sales  in the manufacturing and catering sector are  in 

the AIO  (6A0Z net drained weight) can,   the remainder being in the A5 size 

(46-ioz).     Labelling of cans is not  important, and in some cases black 

and white  strip labels are adequate. 

-  7 - 



3.1.3 Source! of  Supply 

In the  last  five years there has been a gradual change   in the UK 

sources of  canned pineapple.    At present Malaysia supplies about 45% 

of UK requirements,   South Africa about   30Z.     Imports from Hawai   and 

Australia have declined considerably largely  for price reasons.     While 

imports from the Philippines, Kenya and Taiwan remain constant,   countries 

such as Swaziland  and Thailand are posed  to  increase their share of  the 

market.    The changes that  have taken place  in  recent years have  shown a 

movement away from  traditional commonwealth  sources towards  a broader 

selection of  supplying countries.    While conditions may at present  favour 

new  sources  of supply,   it   is only by offering price advantages   that a 

new supplier will be able  to penetrate  this highly competitive market. 

3.1.4 Distribution 

Various  methods  of  distribution exist  for  canned  pineapples.     These 

may   involve   first  hand distributers, wholesalers, agents and  brokers. 

Frequently  all   these  functions are  filled  by  one  firm.    There   is,   however, 

a visible trend towards direct shipment  of goods between the   port  of  entry 

and   the end  user or  retailer,  in order  to avoid delays and minimise  storage 

costs  - this   is facilitated by containerisation and it   is  thought   that  in 

the   long term the  shipment of all  canned   fruits will be containerised. 

Documentation,  payment and  the mediation between buyer and  supplier  is 

handled by agents  and brokers.    This function  remains an important one 

due   to the   introduction of  EEC tariffs,   and payment complications  arising 

from  fluctuating exchange   rates.     It is   the duty of the importer/broker 

to keep abreast of   changes   in tariff regulations and exchange   rates, whilst 

finding alternative  sources of  supply to meet  his sales commitments, 

should a shortage  occur due  to crop failure.     As a result importing 

companies are for  the most  part open to potential new sources  of  supply, 

providing minimum quality  standards can be complied with at a  competitive 

price.    Payment is generally made  in cash to banks on receipt  of  shipping 

documents,   importers may book foreign currency up to six months  in advance 

as a hedge against  falling exchange rates.    Most prefer to deal  in c.i.f. 

or at  least  cost and freight terms,  insurance  presenting no great problem. 

It is,  however, easier for  the canner to calculate freight costs basing 

these  on his knowledge of   local freight  services and his proximity to the 

port  of shipment.     Quantities bought vary greatly:  some importers would 

- 8 - 
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not consider buying in regular quantities of  lesa  than 5,000 case« 

a tiae.    A typical importer night buy 10 containera of canned pineapples 

over the year,  having these shipped over one container at a tine: 

one container holds 84Q cases and is roughly equivalent to about  20 tonnes. 

These would be paid for c.i.f.  by the importer upon their arrival.    He 

would then have  to pay inland haulage and RHD (receiving,  handling and 

delivery i.e.   storage)  costs amounting to approximately £120 per container. 

Examples quoted are all taken from importers.    Retail chains often go 

through such motions of dealing direct with  suppliers as visiting canners 

or packers,  and deciding upon the type of product,   labelling and  approximate 

quantities.    Shipments are then made direct  to the retail  firm in regular 

monthly/quarterly quantities.     In the majority of  cases,  however, 

documentation and payment is handled by importer/brokers, who combine 

the orders of  several clients  to make larger orders.    Many pineapple 

plantations have an output of  20-30,000 tonnes per annum.    It was,  however, 

stressed that actual quantities are  less important  than the capacity to 

maintain a regular supply, however small the quantity.    A new supplier 

may sometimes  find it easy to sell  small quantities on a   'one-off basis' 

where supplies  from other sources have fallen short, but  if   he  is to enter 

the market in a more permanent capacity, he must be able to provide regular 

shipments. 

3.1.5    Quality 

There is not a wide divergence  in the quality of the different brands 

of canned pineapple sold on the UK market.     Several  respondents  in the 

trade were at a  loss to define the exact differences between the grades: 

fancy,  choice and standard.    Major producing countries such as Malaysia 

and South Africa enforce rigid quality control through specially appointed 

boards.    Yet for  importing countries  the decision to buy a new product 

is based largely on taste and visual  aspect,   and the  'minimum quality  level' 

i« essentially  the lowest level which is acceptable to the market  at a 

given time.    While some importers felt that  the UK market had become 

accustomed to choice quality and would not accept a  lower standard,  others 

maintained that there is always a market for standard products providing 

the price is  low enough.    One  large  supplier of canned fruit« to  the 

consumer sector was convinced that the price threshold in canned fruits 

had been reached,  and any further price rises would cause these to be 
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regarded at luxury  foods.    For the firat tiae he was contemplating the 

•ale of standard quality products at a lower price in order to offset a 

heavy decline in salas over the past year. 

3.1.6    Price 

Prices fluctuate heavily on the canned fruit market,  since prices 

are highly susceptable to shortage of supply,  increased freight charges 

and rises and falls  in demand.    For this reason it is difficult to assess 

the prices for the  canning season.    The following table gives examples of 

recent prices paid  for canned pineapples. 

Table 3:    UK Canned Pineapple Prices 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Source Pineapple Product Quality 
Grades 

Sice of 
Can 

No. per 
Case 

C.I.F. Price 
per Case 

Malaya Rings   in Juice Choice AIO 6 £5.12   (6.12) * 

Malaya Rings  in Syrup Choice AIO 6 £5.35   (6.36)  * 

S.  Africa Rings   in Juice Choice AIO 6 £3.75 

S. Africa Rings  in Syrup Choice AIO 6 £4.04 

S. Africa Rings Standard AIO 6 £3.50 

S. Africa Pieces Standard AIO 6 £3.12 

S. Africa Rings Choice 16oz 24 £2.58 

S. Africa Rings Standard 16oz 24 £2.48 

S. Africa Pieces Fancy 16oz 24 £2.28 

S.  Africa Pieces Choice 16oz 24 £2.22 

S.  Africa Pieces Standard 16oz 24 £2.11 

* One importer supplied his selling price together with his price of purchase. 

N.B.    Sterling prices are based upon the following exchange rates: 

£1    -    5.60 Malaysian Dollars 

£1    -    1.80 South African Rand  (following South Africa's 17.9X 

devaluation on September 21st 1975) 

It can be  seen that variations between different quality grades 

are small, even when one comparea the purchase of caaes at wholesaler/first 

distributor level.     The corresponding price difference reflected at retail 

level per can would be minimal. 

- 10 - 



3.1.7   General G nts 

In  the past two years  the economic depression and  inflation have 

pushed up the prices of canned  fruits with a resulting fall  in demand. 

Such a situation cannot be favourable for a new aupplier wishing to 

enter the market.    The situation  is, however,  seen by many to be short- 

tern.    Furthermore the world  supply of pineapples  has  in  the past followed 

a cyclical pattern in which shortages occur every 4-6 years.    Such a 

shortage can provide an opportunity for a new supplier  to enter the 

market;   under normal circumstances he would need  initially to offer 

goods of comparable quality  5 - 8Z cheaper than his competitor.    Ghana 

should attempt to base their  prices upon those of  Kenya,   Swasiland and 

South Africa,   the latter having sustained considerable price advantage 

through their recent devaluation. 

3.2    UK - Pineapple Juice 

Respondents interviewed  appeared little interested  in the purchase 

of pineapple juice.     Indeed  the greater proportion of pineapple juice   in 

the UK  is  sold to the  licensed trade through such well-established 

companies as Cadbury Schweppes,  Britvic and Canada Dry.     A small proportion 

of pineapple juice imports  is used  in the producing of mixed fruit 

squashes and concentrates.     Consumption of pineapple juice has declined 

in relation to grapefruit and orange juice with no prospect of  a change 

in consumption patterns to redress  the balance.     In 1974  South Africa 

and the Philippines supplied  88X  of UK pineapple  juice  imports;  there   is, 

however,  considerable competition from other sources.    EEC import tariffs 

on concentrated fruit juices  are  scheduled to rise  from the present  19.8% 

to a colossal  42Z by 1978.     This may well cause  the consumption of fruit 

juices  in unconcentrated form to decrease.    Clearly any  tariff preference 

under the LOME agreement could prove of considerable benefit for pineapple 

juice. 

(1) 

(I)    The question of tariffs  is a highly complex one, and we were 

unfortunately not able to discover the precise tariff rates for pineapple 

juice in the time allotted.    For detailed information on this a copy of 

Tariffa and Amendments should be obtained from H.M.S.O. 

- il 



3.3    UK - Tomato Puree 

There   is undoubtedly a market  for tomato puree   in  the UK and other 

EEC countries.    The following table shows UK imports of  tomato puree  from 

1969 to 1974. 

Table 4: UK Imports of Tomato Puree 

Quantity in tons 

Country of 
Provenance 1969 1970 

1 
1971 1972 1973(1) 1974 

France - 7 1,007 1,243 - 934 

Italy 5,665 2,072 4,639 4,653 478 7,489 

Spain 2,522 1,896 6,526 9,668 1,922 7,829 

Portugal 38,158 48,740 36,163 33,433 3,662 32,057 

Bulgaria 3,052 541 2,138 2,644 797 2,072 

Rumania 92 80 106 168 1,667 2,928 

Hungary 1,479 1,174 656 2,080 149 1,462 

Greece 489 179 4,027 7,768 710 10,526 

Turkey 1 2,696 4,185 4,229 753 6,658 

Canary Islands 228 - 384 498 339 7 59 

Other 530 277 456 537 16 8,406 

Total 52,216 57,662 ¡60,287 66,921 10,493 81,120 

(1)     1973 was  a notably bad  year  for tomatoes.     Furthermore with the 
beginning of a boom in commodity prices, many suppliers held back 
their  stocks in order  to profit from the higher prices. 

N.B.   Imports  of pulp or paste wholly tomato and water   (including 
preservative etc) with dry weight of  tomato not   less  than  25% 
weight  of  container content.   - Official Customs Tariff definition. 

Although  the import tariffs   set Italy as an EEC member at  an advantage, 

Italy sells much of  its produce  to America,  and  has not  sufficient quantity 

to cover EEC demand.    A substantial amount of  tomato puree  is   imported 

from Portugal,  whilst Greece  and Turkey have steadily  increased their 

market share  over the past  five years.    Whilst  there  is undoubtedly a 

market for  tomato puree,  it must  comply with health and quality standards 

e.g.  the mould count must not exceed 50Z.    Furthermore,   in August 1975 

the EEC decided to impose minimum import prices on tomato puree,  in order 

to offset heavy competition from third countries  selling at 3O-40Z less 

than EEC countries.    The EEC  also require  importers to pay a deposit of 

three units of account per 100 kilogrammes of tomato puree as a security 

against non fulfillment of allocations.    The combined effects of these 

moves are possibly still to be felt. 
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3.4      UK - Mango Juice.  Gardan Egg».  Popper Puree.   Snail» 

These are products for which a limited market may exist.    Mango 

juice is only sold  in small quantities in the UK,  having never proved 

very popular as a drink.    None of the companies spoken to had ever heard 

of  garden eggs  or pepper puree.    Snails have previously been imported 

only from France,  but  there  is no reason to prevent  another source of 

supply being adopted.     Unlike canned pineapples,  pineapple juice and 

tomato puree,the above products would not be handled by large companies, 

but by  small  importers   specialising  in the supply of a wide range  of 

goods to delicatessen shops,  Chinese  and indian restaurants, African and 

Asian communities.    When introducing new products,   samples are circulated 

through sales representatives to see  if they evoke  any interest.     If the 

reaction  is positive,   a small order  for about 50 cases would be  placed. 

If  sales prove  successful,   further orders would be placed. 

3.5      WEST GERMANY - Canned 1'inaapplas 

West Germany has  in the past offered a large  steady demand  for 

canned pineapples.     Recently  there has been a slight fall-off  in demand 

I following sharp price  rises.    All the importers spoken to were,  however, 

confident that  this was only a short  term development,  and that demand 

would recover   in the   long term.    As   in the UK,  the  consumer sector absorbs 

70-75% of W. German canned pineapples,  the remainder of  the market being 

• more or less equally divided between industry and  the catering sector. 

The most popular  consumer can sizes are the  2  (24oz)  and  the 2}   (30oz), 

| the latter larger size  still maintaining the lead despite a marginal drop 

in sales.    In the catering and manufacturing sectors sales are almost 

exclusively in  the AIO sizes. 

Different quality grades are  less well defined in W. Germany.    Imports 

from the Philippines are normally regarded as the highest quality; excluding 

these there are only two standards:     acceptable and non acceptable. 

Acceptable quality is determined by  the usual universally applied criteria: 

flavour,  texture,  colour,  cut.    Most canned pineapples sold in Germany 

are,  however,   roughly equivalent to UK standard quality,  and some importers 

maintain that  there  is always a market in cheap discount stores  for low 

quality providing the  price  is low enough,  the only exception to this 

being pineapple rings which will not sell  if the cut is  too irregular. 
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Consumption is mainly in rings and pieces, tidbits and chunks being less 

popular for price reasons. 

Although methods of payment differ according to the country ol 

provenance, the most common and preferred method is rauh on documenls 

paid at C and F or c.i.f. prices.  The respondunts interviewed were keen 

to import from African countries, largely because of the duty advantages 

enjoyed by ACP (African, Commonwealth and Pacific) states under the 

LOME agreement. The German canned pineapple market has many competing 

suppliers, but at present demand is thought to marginally exceed supply. 

Last year Indonesia successfully entered the market.  At present conditions 

are favourable for new suppliers wishing to enter the market, but this 

could change rapidly.  In order to enter the market, a new supplier would 

need to offer his goods at 2 - 3Z below the 'going price'.  Price can 

change from day to day, and competitive prices must be based on those 

operating at the time of entering the market.  Prices between the upper 

and lower quality grades would differ by about 3 - 4%. 

3.6  THE NETHERLANDS - Canned Pineapples 

The Netherlands offer a stable market demand for canned pineapples. 

Last year consumption dropped due to supply shortages and price increases, 

but it is expected that consumption will rise again to its previous level. 

The four major supply countries are the Ivory Coast, the Philippines, Hawai 

and Taiwan, who together supplied 85% of the Dutch market in 1974. The 

consumer sector represents about 75Z of the total canned pineapple market 

the majority of sales being in the 2J can size. The catering sector also 

use the 2i size, and the AIO is sold both in the catering and manufacturing 

sectors. 

As in the UK, most of the canned pineapples sold in the Netherlands 

are of 'choice' quality, with only a small percentage of business in 

fancy and standard, the latter being sold mostly to independent retailers. 

Canned pineapple products include half slices, chunks, pieces, tidbits and 

crushed (in its own juice). Labelling is important particularly in the 

consumer sector, and is usally carried out in the country supplying the 

canned goods. The Netherlands market is very price conscious, and prices 

vary between different quality grades. The following examples of current 

prices were provided by a large Dutch importer. All prices are c.i.f. in 

Dutch guilders per case. 
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Tafele 5:    Netherliiét Canned tinai— le Pfiepe 

Pineapple 
Product 

Cân 
Sit« 

Slices 

Slices 

Pieces 

Pieces 

pieces 

Coarse crushed 

2, 

2 

21 

2 

2 

AIO 

Count ry 
of origin 

i 

i 

Ken y M 

Pora»! • 

Ceylon 

Kenya 

Price 
per  Cae« 

n SI 

Jt.tO 

lt.lt 

W.té, 

m .TO 

The   preferred nethod of   paynent   ís enea against   eWtanants 

for C and  F terns   (insurance  being arranged   ia the »et he ri ends ),  alino«»«»» 

•on« countries   (e.g.   Fumosa)   will  only accept   letter ol   credit      »teat  ot 

the  goods   are  shipped  by container,   but   son» countries   still  use  conventional 

shipping.     On principle all   the Dutch inporters  spoken  to. were eee»e  of 

the duty advantages of  African countries under  the LO**  agreeneat,  and 

expressed  interest   in Ghana aa  a potential   new aonrre  lor  canned pineapples 

3.7      BELGIUM  -  Canned  Pinci 

The  denand   for  canned  pineapples is   wry  stable   in telina»,  pineapple* 

being one  of the nost   popular  canned  fruit..     The «am  countries of  eng.« 

arc the   Ivory Coast,   the Philippines. Hawai.  Gruesa Mid kenya      The ne.» 

popular  for« of  canned pineapples are fancy and choice  ringe  la s y ruó el 

IS - 20° brix in can sises 1   flat.  2. 2|  and Aio.    half  slices af standard 

quality  are also popular in   sises   1   and 2 .      In  the AIO  sise cheue and 

standard quality tidbits and  cruehed pinenpple sell wall      Unlike Oor»*ny. 

the Motherlands   and  the UK pineapple pieces do not  sell   in telina»      till, 

.re most  cosaaonly paid «ash  against  docuwnta  tot (   A f prices      telgttt» 

was not   thought   by reapondents to ha overeuppl led but   rather  te toni the 

other way. with occasional  shortages.    Lnat year Thailand euraeeelnlly 

entered the narhet,  and the  road ia cieew  lor new suppliers 
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§ Fro« this campar isoa chart, certain pattar«« bacoaa «vidant: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

tha gradual withdrawal froa tha aarket of two 

traditional supply countries:    USA (Hawai), Australia 

a decrease in tha aarkat shares of  the Phillipines 

and Taiwan (Fors»«*),  both of whoa have lost auch 

of their original price advantage since entering 

the aarkat 

an increase in the aarket shares of the Ivory Coaat 

(except  in the UK), and Malaysia in the UK and 

West Germany. 

Thailand and Swasiland have also entered the aarket in recent years, 

eat have yet to attain significant shares. 

It is significant to note that in Wast Germany,  tha Netherlands 

and lelgiua, where  the EEC  import  tariff regulations detailed earlier 

in this report are already in force, ACP countries Kenya and  the Ivory 

Coast have »teadily increased thair share,  while other countries subject 

to tariffs  (Philippine«, Taiwan)  have declined  in importance.    A similar 

trend will undoubtedly emerge in UK iaports with ACP countries increasing 

thair shares and Malaya declining. 

It is also interesting to coapare the progressive changes to the 

import« of the different countries.    In the UK,  the Netherlands and Belgium 

minor fluctuations detract froa the overall patterns showing the increase 

and decrease in the aarket shares of various suppliers.    West Geraany, 

however,  follows a steady predictable pattern reacting to price advantages, 

laaaed it was confi raed by the iaporters spoken to that Germany is a 

highly price-sensitive market.    The UK aarkat  is similarly predictable, 

whilst lelgiua would appear to be the least prie* sensitiva,  probably 

due to the preference of pineapple over other canned fruit. 
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4.1.3   Can Siiti 

Catering 
Sector 

Table 8:    Preferred Can Sim and Quality Grades in EEC Countries 

tactor 

lini I ril  KIIH'.'IIII 

Can Sii«« 
in Ordrr 

ui Prtfrranci- 

(1) AIO 

(2) (AJ) 

Kalativa 
Prrfarrad 
quality 
Crada 

Ï 
Went O many 

(1) loo» 

(2) 30«l (20 

()) 24oi (2) 

Choic«/atd 

Choica/atd 

Choica 

Choica 

Choica 

Can Siaaa 
in Ordar 

of Prafaranca 

(1) AIO 

(2) 30oc (2J) 

(1) SOos (21) 

(2) 24oi (2) 

(S) learn 

Nalativa 
Prafarrad 
Quality 
Crada 

Nt-tlivr l.imls 

Standard 

Standard 

Standard 

Standard 

Standard 

Can Siiaa 
in Ordar 

of Prafaranca 

(1) AIO 

(2) 

dritti i ve 
Prcf rrri-d 
Qu.il ity 

Crada 

nv I e, ' »i" 

Choica/atd 

(1) 30O1 (2|) 

(2) 24o» (2) 

O) 

Choica 

Choica 

Can Si»«* 
in Ordar 

of  Preferenr» 

(1) AIO 

(2) - 

(1) 24o«   (2) 

(2) lOoa  (2|) 

(Ï) Mo* 

'.ti- loi i »e 
l'i i'l IM ri'd 
Qu.il ity 
Cr ailc 

Choice/itH 

Fanry/choice 

Fancy/choice 

Pancy/chuic* 

The above table is not based on statistical data, but reflects the 

information and impressions gained by talking to a «»-all number of canned 

pineapple importers in each country. 

4.1.4   Quality and Price 

Three main factors must be taken into account when determining the 

quality level of canned pineapples and the price at which they may be sold: 

1) Explicit standards relating to taste, colour, texture and 

cut may be used to determine the quality grade of the raw 

material. 

2) The quality of the cans and labels used must be taken into 

account, as theee may be important for promotion in the consumer 

sector. 

3) Price levels must be geared to those of competing suppliers. 

4.1.5    Prices 

In the following table an attempt has been made to compare the 

examples of price obtained from the different countries covered in the 

survey. Direct comparison is difficult since different can sises, type 

of pineapple product and quality grades are sold in each country. Furthermore 

various different exchange rates will in many case* have been used by 

importers for converting prices into local currencies. Nevertheless they do 

provide some measure of the differential in price between different can sises, 

quality grades and countries. 
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It can be seen that prie« differentials between different quality 

grades in siailar products vary between 3 - 7X, the margin being highest 

on the largest can sises. Price differentials between countries are largely 

dependent on the country of origin. All the prices supplied by UK importers 

were for Malayan and South African pineapples, since the Majority of UK 

canned pineapples are imported from these two countries. 

Belgian, Dutch and Centra importers were in most cases not able to 

quote prices for Malayan and South African pineapples, since most of their 

iaports cose fron different sources. In the one case where a Belgian 

importer provided a price for South African pineapples, the price was given 

in Rands, and this was identical to the London price. All the prices shown 

are net of duty. South African prices are artificially low due to the 

recent devaluation, and to the fact that the prices quoted are end of 

sesson prices for remaining stocks to be sold before the new season. Whilst 

allowing for this fact, we have based our calculations in Table 10, 

estimating possible price levels for Ghana,on South African prices. 

Table 9r Comparative Price Levels in UK. the Metherlands and Belgium 

Caaaaa Piiwapplit Uni tad •int*. Natharlaada avi«.ut. 

'-ojntry of Can la aar Pinzasela Quality Prica Prica par Panca Prica par Prica par Panca Prica par      Prie« aar         ••   er 
Ungili Siaa Caia Product Crada Tarn» Cata 

1 
par lb Caca 

Oaildar 
Caaa 
t 

par Ih Cat«               Caaa             p»r   ll< 
•.Pre               i 

»   Africa AIO 40 
(in  juica) 

Choica c.l.f. 1.7} l.M 

1    Africa Ain A0 A inga 
(in  »yrup) 

Choira c.i.f. 4.04 10.10 

S.   Attira AIO 40 a inga Standard c.l.f. l.M l.M M» .IS             l.M               a.TS 
S. «Inca AIO 40 Pirrra StanJard c.i.f. J.12 7.M 
Malaysia AIO 40 »i "«a 

(in   juica) 
dioica c.i.f. S.ll II .K) 

Malaysia AIO 40 Ri ng,a 
(in arra*) 

Choica c.i.f. J.li II.M 

Ivory Coaot AIO 40 tinga Choica c.i.f. «M. Il              l.ll              II.IS 
*J »y» AIO 40 Cruahad It atajar* c.i.f. M.P« l.M 11.21 1 
II»»« i 11 44 Ringa Pancy c.i.f. M.?l 2.11 M.t* 
•>nya 11 44 Piacaa Choica c.i.f. M.** 4.M M.fP 
>Ula)a li 44 Riitga Pancy c.i.f. i.M 1J.J2 
Ula/a l\ 44 tinga Choica c.i.f. S.M 12.M 

Na laya li 44 Cuhoa Pancy c.i.f. «.20 14.01 
talaya 21 44 Cuhaa Cnaica c.i.f. J.A2 lt.» 
lia laya 2 1» Ringa Pancy c.i.f. l.M 10.14 
Malaya 2 M • inga Choica c.i.f. ï.al l.M 
Malaya i M Cutas Pancy c.i.f. l.M ÌO.M 
Malaya ? M Cubaa dioica c.i.f. 1.4} M.« 
Hawai 2 3» Ringt Pancy c.i.f. M.t» l.M la.M 
Porania I M Piacaa Itanatra c.i.f. II. M l.M l.M 
Cay Ion 2 M Piacaa Itascari c.i.f. iì.U l.ll l.M 
i. Afrira Itili 24 tinga Choica c.i.f. 2.M IO. 2» 
S.  Alnca Ifcai 24 Ringa Standard c.i.f. 2.4« IO.» 
i.  Alnca lao» 24 Piacaa Pancy c.i.f. l.M «.M 
t. Africa lava 24 Piacaa Chaiea c.i.f. 2.22 l.ll 
t. Afriaa la*a 24 Piacaa Standard c.i.f. 2.11 1.» 

• •». Maat Oarsjaayi tapartara vara raltsttaM ta aawta 
aaaaldarad thaaa «tra nat tp»i«al 
- («tatar Ith It» 

law •*" tnntnt ptiot* Ht 
lately M data*» ta • M. m»ltlaa] lattar 
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Tabi« 10:    Recommended Prie« Levels for AIO Pieces of Standard Quality 

Baee c.i.f. pricaa par caaa  (6 AlOa):    £4.20 
£4.30 
£4.40 

A • Import Duty at Full Rate 

Baie c.i.f. 

Prices 

1975 

+ 9.2X 

1976 

• 13.8X 

1977 

+ 18.4X 

1978 

• 23X 

£4.20 £4.59 £4.78 £4.97      £5.17 

£4.30 £4.70     £4.89   £5.09 £5.29 

£4.40 £4.80 £5.01 £5.21 £5.41 

B - Insurance (IX c.i.f. price) and Freight (56p par caa«) 

• f.o.b. Price Per Caae 

Base c.i.f. 

Prices 

1975 

f.o.b. 

1976 

f.o.b. 

1977 

f.o.b. 

1978 

f.o.b. 

£4.20 £3.99 £4.17 £4.36     £4.56 

£4.30 £4.09 £4.28 £4.48 £4.68 

£4.40 £4.19 £4.40 £4.60 £4.80 

C Price per lb (f 40) 

Base c.i.f. 

Prices 

1975 

pence lb 

1976 

pence lb 

1977 

pence lb 

1978 

pence lb 

£4.20 10.0 10.4 10.9 11.4 

£4.30 10.2 10.7 11.2     11.7 

£4.40 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 

In the above table ve have calculated three possible f.o.b. prices 

at constant prices for a case of AIO pieces of standard quality.    To 

arrive at the f.o.b. prices, we have added the full duty rates (payable 

on iaport• froa aost non EEC countries) to the baaic c.i.f. prices, and 

subtracted insurance and freight coats (based on South African examples). 

In order to compare these with the Ghanaian pricaa quotod to us, the f.o.b. 

price per lb should be multiplied by 44 (to compare with Ghanaian caaaa) 

converted to US dollars. 

Thue 

£4.30 

x 44: 

a 2.0615: 

1975 1976 1977 1971 

10.2 

£4.49 

10.7 

£4.71 

11.2 

£4.93 

11.7 

C5.1S 

$9.25 $9.70 $10.16 $10.61 
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4.1.6   Distribution and Promotion 

For distribution and promotion purposes, the market can be divided 

into two nain sectors: 

consumer sector 

catering and industrial sector. 

Consular Sector 

The consumer market is servad by three main types of company: 

retail chains importing direct and through large 

importers,  selling both 'own brand' canned pineapplea 

and competitive labela e.g. Sainsburys, Tascos etc. 

large canned fruit iaporters selling under their own 

name and label e.g. Libbys, Del Monte 

other iaporters of all siaes importing a wide variety 

of products froa many countries of origin on behalf 

of other companies. 

The consumer  sector is demanding where labelling is concerned,  and 

supermarket shelves carry many competing brands with brightly-coloured 

labels placed side by side.    There is also a certain amount of variation 

in can shapes:     e.g.  pineapple rings  in 16OE tins may be in tall or flat 

tins, and these may be of varying diameter in accordance with th« sise 

of the original pineapple.    Del Monte and Libbys also sell 13|o« and 11 los 

can sises, but most other brands adhere to standard weights. 

Catering and Industrial Sector 

The catering and industrial sector consists of three main sub- 

catagories: 

professional caterera such as hotels,  restaurants and 

catering chains presenting food of a high standard 

othar caterers e.g.  seaside boarding houses, and industrial 

canteens;   institutions e.g. schools and hospitals 

manufacturers of food products incorporating pineapple 

e.g.  fruit yoghurts and deserts, mixed salads «tc. 
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Caterer» may  often he  served hy some  of   the same   importers who 

serve   the  consumer  sector,   but  supplying  the   industrial   Hortor  is oil in 

more  specialised.    The AIO can size  is standard for all   three sectors with 

a minimal   amount of  sales   in the A5 site.     There is  little variance   in can 

shape and  labelling is unimportant. 

4.1.7 Seasonality 

Pineapple suppliers usually have two pineapple seasons each year, 

and the new pineapple crop  is offered for sale at new season prices shortly 

after   it has been picked.     However, pineapple   seasons vary  in different 

countries,  and canned pineapples can be bought ê» long as  stocks last  in 

some cases carrying right over to the following season.     For this reason 

importers were not preoccupied by the question of seasons. 

4.1.8 Quantities 

It   is  impossible to set a minimum quantity level which a supplier 

must be capable of producing.    Orders vary tremendously  in sise and 

importers  insisted that only regularity of supply, whatever the quantity, 

was  important. 

4.1.9 Conclusions - Future Treads 

A. Market Growth 

The demand for canned pineapples  in the UK, West Germany, the 

Netherlands and Belgium has fallen in the past year as a result of the 

economic depression.    Demand in the short ter« will undoubtedly be influenced 

by the economic fortunes of the countries concerned. 

UNITED KINGDOM     Although some  improvement can be expected  in the next 

year  it  is unlikely that demand will revert  to the normal  annual level of 

54-60,000  tonnes.    The pattern of demand  in the UK will also be affected 

by the  latter's gradual change-over to the EEC tariff system, under which 

major  suppliers such as South Africa will  lose their preferential status 

and be  subject by 1978 to a 24Z tariff rate.     Although UK importers expect 

much of  the price differential caused by the  change in tariff rates  to be 

narrowed by suppliers  (some absorbing a portion of the extra cost in order 

to maintain their markets,  others marginally  increasing their profit margins), 

if the overall effect is to increase the price of canned pineapples,  then 

demand will probably not increase beyond its  1974 level   - thus representing 

a fall  in the sise of the market. 
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WEST GERMANY      The demand  for canned pineapples fell by 26*  in 1974. 

German importers were, however, confident that sales would recover  in the 

long terra,   some reporting that the situation was already beginning to 

improve 

THE NETHERLANDS   The demand for canned pineapples has in the past been 

steady, but fell by 26X  in 1974 due to economic pressures.     Importers 

expect the market to recover, and are eager to find new sources of supply. 

BELGIUM The market for canned pineapples is particularly stable due to 

the precedence of pineapple over other canned fruits. The 1974 fall in 

demand is only partly attributed to economic reasons, canned pineapples 

having been in short supply for part of the year. 

B.        Tariff Rates 

The UK market is particularly susceptible to the EEC tariff ratos, 

since these will represent a considerable change eway from the previous 

UK tariff  system under which commonwealth countries were granted preferential 

status.    For this reason  the old tariff rates are gradually being phased 

out and replaced by the EEC tariffs - a typical progression is shown below: 

Phasing Import Duties During Transition for Canned Pineapples 

Cans 1kg or less 

Old Preferential Rate 1.1.74      1.1.75    1.1.7»    1.1.77    1.1.78 

NIL 4.M t.tl       14.4»     !•• «      2*-0* 

C.        Future Competition 

UNITED KINGDOM     This  is  the most difficult and competitive of the markets 

investigated.    Canned pineapples are imported from many different sources, 

but two countries dominate the market:    Malaya with 40-45X of tha market, 

and South Africa with 30-35» of the market.    Both countries can pineapples 

on a vast scale with tha resulting economies of large scale operations; 

Malayan prices are highmr than South African price«, but their producta 

are more specialised.    Malaya is th« only country to produce tha thin 

2" diameter pineapple rings in AIO 115/110 count,  these are much used in 

professional catering.    Other countries wishing to supply th« market 
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arc forced to keep their prices on « similar  low level to those of 

South Africa.     It  is,  however,   certain that  the UK market will  alter 

considerably in  the next few years as the new import tariffs begin to 

take effect.    This should scan a swing away frost present suppliers 

(previously enjoying preferential tariffs as Cimmnniiialth members) towards 

ACP countries,  eventually conforming to the import patterns of other EEC 

countries. 

WEST GERMANY      The market is cosjpetitive but  imports are at  present more 

evenly spread assong different  suppliers.   Only the  Ivory Coast,  which has 

trebled its market share in the past four years,  holds a substantial part 

of  the market.     Ivory Coast prices are undoubtedly higher than South African 

prices,  but their tariff advantage  (as ACP members) would offset this. 

NETHERLANDS      The pattern of   imports   is similar  to  that of West Germany, 

although  large quantities are  still being imported  frost the  Philippines. 

BELGIUM      The Belgian market has a smaller number of suppliers,   and is 

reported by importers  to tend  towards undersupply.    The largest  supplier 

is  the  Ivory Coast with a market share of 301.     Other imports are 

distributed evenly between various countries. 

4«2     Other Products 

* • 2 • I    Pineapple Juice 

The UK market is declining.    The market is dominated by large 

bottling companies who distribute mostly to the  licensed trade.    A small 

proportion of pineapple juice  is sold to the manufacturing industry for 

use in mixed fruit squashes and concentrates.     In the retail sector the 

trend is toward* frosen concentrates, which enjoy lower tariff rates. 

4.2.2   Tomato Puree 

There is a larga market for tomato puree in the UK and other IEC 

countries.    Health and quality standards muet be complied wit«,  furthermore 

minimum import prices imposed recently by tha HC to protact member 

producing countries will make it difficult for third countries to compete. 
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*.2.3    Mango Juice, Garden EM». Pepper Puree. Snails 

The market for these products  is highly specialised and unpredictahl 

Iaporters  specialising  in this type of product proceed by  tenting new 

products cautiously, and ordering in direct proportion to dastand. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1      Canned Pineapples 

The two main criteria which will decide the success of a potential 

new entrant   to any of the markets  inveatigated are quality and price. 

Information   received  to date  indicates that the canned pineapple produced 

by Nsawam canneries division is of standard quality  (largely due to the 

irregular cut of the pieces).    From the price examples provided by  importers 

it is evident  that Ghana's  prices are too high and must be lowered 

substantially  if Ghana is  to enter the market.    Assuming that the products 

can be produced at a competitive price,  the most suitable markets will be 

those where  there  is a demand for standard quality.    On this basis West 

Germany is  the most  attractive market since it offers  a large stable demand 

for standard quality pineapple.    The UK market is the  second most attractive; 

although at  present choice  quality is the most widely  sold,  there are 

signs  that  quality standards may be forced down to prevent  further price 

rises.     In addition the UK can shortly be expected to change  its sources 

of supply moving away from former Commonwealth countries towards ACP 

countries   in   line with other EEC  countries.     Since  few formal  links already 

exist between the UK and ACP suppliers,   the time could be right  for Ghana 

to begin dealings with importers.     Quality grades in the Netherlands and 

Especially  Belgium are mostly in the choice/fancy range, and would make 

them unsuitable markets  for GIHOC. 

Having decided upon which countries to aim at, the most appropriate 

market sectors must also be determined. * Initially GIHOC should sell to 

the catering and industrial stctors which present three clear advantages: 

1)      Quality grades  tend to be a little lower than in the 

consumer sector. 

2) Promotional aspects such as can shape and labelling are 

important. 

3) Pineapples need be packed in only one can site:    AIO. 

• This recommendation ia based on our findings in the UK; although the 
west German market is thought to be similar in many respects, further 
research is needed to acquire more detail on market »actors. 
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Essential  preliminaries  to entering either the UK or the West 

German market  are to write to a number of importing companies  (listed 

in Appendix II) supplying details of: 

the product:    slices/pieces/tidbits etc in juice/syrup Xo brix 

can sises and quantities available 

canning seasons  i.e. when products will  be ready for  sale 

prices stating currency/exchange rate upon which these 

are based and period for which they are valid 

any legal/political  limitations which night affect payment. 

It   is also essential  to provide samples:  at  least 8-10 cans per 

company  to show that  the quality is consistent.     Subsequent to agreement 

being reached on the  points  listed above,  GIHOC could appoint one or two 

agents  in each of the  countries. 

5.2    Other Products 

Pineapple Juice and Tomato Puree 

Research ha» shown that conditions on the UK market are not  favourable 

for GIHOC  to sell the  above products.    From our research to date it would 

seem unlikely that EEC countries are a feasible market for tomato puree, 

but this  should be investigated more  thoroughly and the possibility of 

exporting to other European/Scandinavian countries explored.     Similarly, 

further  research is necessary to become familiar with the markets for 

pineapple juice  in other EEC countries. 

Mango Juice, Garden Eggs, Pepper Puree and Snails 

It  is recommended  that a similar course of action be adopted to that 

set out   for canned pineapples, with greater emphasis laid on the providing 

of samples to potential  importers.    These could alao suggest appropriate 

price levels   for the products once these have been tasted among their 
customers. 
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Ai'PLNüiX i 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

PROPOSED EUROPEAN STUDY FOR CANNERIES DIVISION PRODUCTS 

Introduction 

GIHOC's Canneries Division plan to export all (or as auch as possible) 

of their production of canned fruit, particularly pineapples and mangoes. 

GIHOC arc conducting their own export market survey and seek help from 

P-E Eghain in interviewing a small sample of large retailers in UK and 

Western Europe. 

Study Objectives 

1. To help GIHOC identify i assediate potential for this year's (1975/76) 

production of canned production. 

2. To identify present suppliers, their presentation and prices. 

3. To assess beat opportunities for short tern sale of fruit, including 

channels to be used, packaging, type of product and likely prices 

and quantities to be purchased. 

4. To provide a basis for a longer tern marketing caapaign. 

Proposed Approach 

Ghanaian products are presently best known in the UK as a result of 

traditional trading and shipping links.  We would agree that UK retailers 

and first-hand fruit inporters offer the most likely insediate opportunity 

in West Europe.  The next most likely opportunity lies in the West 

German market, access to which is usually through the North West German, 

Dutch or Belgian ports.  We believe that a programme of interviews 

should cover importers/wholesalers in the UK and in West Germany/Holland/ 

Belgium as well as the major retail chains in the UK. 
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APPENDIX   11 

COMPANIES  INTE»VIEWED 

TN« tel lowing iaporting companies expressed an  interest   in the 

prospect of  importing conned pineapples fro« Ghana: 

UK 

Gill  è UuCfua, 
S Victoria Street, 
Livorpool 2 
Toi:  051   236 6871 

Anglo-Baltic Produce Ltd., 
52/4 Tooley Stroot, 
London   SE  1 
Toi:   Ol  407  4343 

Dt: 1 tec   Foods   Ltd., 
Deltec  House, 
193  St John  Street, 
London EC  1 
Tel:   Ol  25 3 8400 

(1/2)  »overstock è Co., 
St George's  Road, 
London SEI 
Tel:   01  92b  7638 

(1/2) Peaboay Foods Ltd., 
Astronaut House, 
nounslow Road, 
reithan,  Middx. 
Tel:  01 890 1433 

(1) Mac loud loss i Hamony, 
76 Long Lane, 
London ECI 
Toi:    01 606 6407 

Modena Canned Foods Ltd., 
Town Hall Chas*era, 
32/4 Borough High Street, 
London SE  I 
Tel:  01 407 8196 

J.   Gerber  Foods  Ltd., 
Nappin  Mouse, 
4 Winsley   Street, 
Oxford Street, 
London W.l 
Toi: 01  580 0370 

(2) John Martin   (London)  Ltd., 
Battlebridge House, 
87 Tooley Street, 
London SE l 
Tel: 01 407   3155 

A.J. Mills A Co.  Ltd., 
Colonial House, 
Tooley Street, 
London SE  1 
Tel:  Ol  407  3180 

Wvst Germany 

Arnold otto Maier, 
Hantburg 
Tel:   040 30011 

Tel:   331201 

Paust, 
aaanmrg 
Tal:  2509656 

(2)   Molting 

Tal:    4414)1 

Riccordson, 
H—sur g 
Tal:   2870218 

NOTEl: 

(1)    Also sell  soi 
Mago juiso, 

(J)    Ianpl*s have 

r« specialised products which night incarpar at«* 
purne, gptnv« eggs and! snails 

given ta «nato companies. 
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•aas I.V. 
Den Haag 
Tal: (070) 99 31 00 

Wintar èKonijn U.V. 
AaMtardaa 
Tal: (020) 10 02 34 

APPENDIX IT 
(Continuad) 

E. van de Sandt, 
lot tardas 
fai: (010) 18 20 20/40 

Cats International, 
Rottarda« 
Tal: (010) 31 10 365188 

Belgiuw 

Helcotra, 
Autvarp 
Tel: (031) 33 76 34 

Hooat, 
Antwerp 
Tel:  (031) 41 37 40 
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APPENDIX   III 

UK CANNED PINEAPPLE  IMPORTS 

IMPORTS OF PRESERVED,  TINNED OR BOTTLKÜ PINEAPPLES INTO THE UK 

(1962  -  1975) 

YEAR IMPORTS ('000 Matric Ton») 

1962 67.• 

1963 53.2 

1964 57.4 

1965 55.3 

1966 64.3 

1967 64.0 

1968 57.7 

1969 54.9 

1970 65.3 

1971 53.7 

197Ü 53.8 

1973 56.2 

1974 46.4 

1975 (Jan - Jum i incl .) U.3 

Source : H.H. Custo«« and Excitt 
Trae« of the UK 

IMPORTS OF CANNED AMD »OTTLED PINEAPPLCS INTO TÌK Vi 

Jaa-Jua« If 71 

25,391 

laure«: 

JANUARY - JUBt 1973 - lf75 

Quaatity ta »»trie tona 

Jaa-Jua«  1974 

25,IH 

i Uh Secretariat, fruit latalliaaac« 

Jaa-Jww it;; 

It, 264 



APPENDIX   IV 

UK IMPORTS OF CAMMED PINEAPPLES AMD PINEAPPLE JUICK 

VALUE OF IMPORTS OF PRESERVED,  TINNED OH lOTTLED PINEAPPLES 

(1962 -  1974) 

YEAR 

1962 

1943 

IH4 

1945 

19** 

19*7 

1949 

19*9 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

IMPORTS 
(Metric  ton«) 

67,402 

S3,216 

57,444 

55,27* 

64,296 

63,932 

57,716 

54,912 

65.302 

53,659 

53,799 

54,175 

44.421 

TOTAL VALUE 
It'òùb)— 

6,953 

5,292 

5,739 

5,651 

4, Jf7 

4,409 

4,243 

6,244 

• .255 

6.990 

6, 414 

4,917 

11,064 

l/TON 

I02 5 

99. 4 

99. 9 

102 i 

102 4 

100 .2 

lot .8 

113 .7 

126 .4 

ISO .2 

124 .6 

15« .7 

217 .9 

M.N. Cu«t< i  Enei«« 

UfOETt Of PUHWPLfc JUICE WW Tjg U« (1470 - 1175) 

^MSiÜJL wfi it» nmmmé Gallic »» Cmmti 

AUSTRALIA PHILIPP INtl 1 .APtlCA KENYA MIA oran TOTAL 

1970 71 599 1.517 219 ?t 141 1,499 

1971 71 691 1.729 141 50 1M 2.952 

1972 60 •46 1.296 - 13 250 2.455 

1973 m 754 1.93t - 245 1,121 

1974 «7 1.05* 1.703 40 II 101 J.tM 

1971* tot 442 it 109 }» 

• n»*t iifur«« Ur   1975 «t* Ur tfc»  tirai   •»• wm%%* m\f 

tit* 4»ir*t«r4«t,  Pvutt   l»««tll( 
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OF CAKWD PINEAPPLES PRJ8EIVID I 

(1969-197*) 
uantity Importad  (Tona 

N SYRUP um 

Aí'ftNÍJlA   VJ 

IWORTS ) WEST GERMANY 

q 

EXPORTING 
COUNTRY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 19/4 

Kenya 448 407 2,021 2,791 2 ,705 2,091 
Malaysia 4,166 4,982 4,191 3,433 1,946 4,72b 
Chin« 2,957 4,641 2,749 4,267 3,407 4, 5b 1 
Ivory Coast 3,194 7,472 12,302 19,066 19,285 20,471 
Phi lippims 5,654 6,815 11,667 12,70« 12,094 3,821 
S.   Africa 7,737 14,150 12,739 11,25« 12,588 /,6Hí> 
Taiwan 17,9tO 17,875 24,961 13,036 14,819 7,11 i 
Thailand 1,489 1,696 1,305 1,13« 2,012 3,171 
USA 8,014 8,997 11,340 9,839 10,328 U,Vii, 
Other 117 408 190 50« 730 1,000 

I fc">       1 53,756 67,443 83,465    1 85,060     ] 79,914 59,2 ih 

Source:    i. ornan Trade Statistica 

IHPOfqS ut   CAUMED PIMKAPPLE PHISHVID  IH »YRUP   UffO Ti» ttTM8*UU«)i> 

(1965 mmi 1970-1974) 

(fraauity laboread  (Hatric To»a) 

fcXPOUTHIC      ] 

COUNTRY 1965 1970 1971 1972 l«73 1974 

Ivory Coast 125 2,250 3,334 3,011 3,953 1.212 
Kanya - - 481 588 1.059 528 
Phi lipsiana 820 1,959 3,712 3,506 2, «42 2,715 
Taiwan 3,077 2,191 1.730 1,545 1.756 •41 
U&A ».»64 1.41« 2,166 1,784 1.942 1.201 
Other« «79 «81 724 616 1.0«« 956 

Telai 8,065 9,037 13,137 11,06« 12.75« t,453 

tkx*ro«     H«ti<mal Trae« Statistica 



•fcU.IAN  ANI)   IIALIAN   IMPORTS OF CANNED   PINKAPPIKS 

I 
I 
I 
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i^ws or CAJHBD PiiKAWLi two uuumJuiamum 
(19»S an* 1970 - }fi^ 

»XWtity l—ort.4 (in Metric T«-TI 

«POUTING 
COUMTRY i%y 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Ivory  Coast 1.747 - 2,300            2,000 2, XX) 
USA 3,299 2.353 2,300 1,200 2,000 1.200 
Taiwan 1,821 1.211 2,800 3.300 1,000 1,000 
Philippine« 448 1.400 2,500 1.700 2,100 1 ,400 
Other 

4 
994 

|   
309 2,800 1.100 1,400 1.900 

Total                1 4,582 7,100 10,400 9,800 8,300             7.êOO 

Source:     National Trait Statistic« 

»rorrs or CAJ—D timing u^ IfALY (IHS ^ lt7n . It7^ 

Quitity 1—orto* ji, mtrit fmmm) 

EXTOftTINC 
couwrmr 

•"                •-» 

19*5 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Ivory Coa*t 

S. Africa 

Taivem 

Other 

108 

85 

37 

724 

2.O20 

1.174 

304 

1.074 

2,579 

919 

478 

2,430 

2.850            2,89«                « 

974            1,5*4                « 

**•                  -              I.tit 

1.837            2.3M           4.41» h 

Total 954 5,372 8,404 3.979 
•—— '—                » 

8,922             5,715 

a    lnel»«««-  if My i„ *%tkÊt  caMMttviat' 

h   Of «atticli C*eu Itica:    2, Iff 

Na*iemal Trait ttatieti«* 

mmtt» Ü74J 

*. 

I12S 
1,100 

mi 
0. 

mi 
•.no 

mi im 
t.t» t.tftt 

^.     Natte*»! Trai» •***»•«*•• 



APPiNPix via 

tiff«• or Piücárru JUIGR INTO mum» IUHMAII umifriuKK 

feifttit* (i» Ttiit) 

IMPORT WC 
COtMTKY 1971                   H72 1973 1974 

N«tlterl«ida M5 Ml                  1» 55 
Norway 239 455 »25 297 
Mitt UsrtMny 1,404 2, Sit l.fto 99t 
UK * 2,152                 2,45$ 1,121 3.1M 

•    I« tlwwii 6*1 UM 

•Mte«:    Qmmm •»•It* lacra ttwUt, Ptvlt toMlliMMi 
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4.     MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY 

For some Items, mainly small proprietary ones, the order quantity will 

be fixed by the supplier.    That is, he will only accept quantities convenient 
to himself which could, for example, be dozens, hundreds etc. 

For most items however, the quantity to be ordered will be decided 

by the division.   Without any rules for guidance there 1s a natural 
tendency to over-order especially where the unit cost is low or will 

probably rise due to inflation.   This is a mistake because: 

it can tie up unnecessary amounts of GIHOC's 
money in stocks that are unwanted 

It can use up foreign exchange 

if the division does not have the funds it will 

have to borrow - possibly at high rates of interest 

there is a risk of - spoilage 
- pilferage 
- obsolescence. 

The quantity to be ordered therefore needs to be related in some way 
to the estimated usage.     In fact if a new order is raised just as the previous 
order is received into stores then the quantity received must be sufficient 
to last until the new order is delivered.    That is, the order quantity must 
be equal to the estimated usage during the delivery period. 

It should be noted that the estimated usage during the delivery period 
Is the minimum order quantity.    In practice, it may be necessary to make 
the actual quantity ordered greater than the minimum.    This will occur 
in the situation when the actual cover falls below the re-order level. 
As a guide, the quantity to be ordered should be the minimum plus the amount 

the actual cover is below re-order level.    Failure to do this will mean 
a second order will have to be placed shortly after the first as the re-order 

level is reached again. 
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Therefore, in the general case where:- 

minimum order quantity = usage during delivery period 

with a delivery time of 9 months the minimum batch quantity can be expressed 

as 75% of annual usage. 

However, where the delivery period is very long, as the 18 months at 

Fibre Bag, it is preferable to review each item annually with the object 

of ordering every 12 months.    In this case the quantity to be ordered must 

be sufficient so that when it arrives in stores it will last until the 

next order is due to arrive i.e.  it must be the equivalent of 12 months 

usage.   As will be seen below the result will be a lower investment in stock 

than if a quantity sufficient to last 18 months were ordered. 

5.      ALARM LEVEL 

In theory an order is received into stores just as the stock reaches 

buffer level.    If however delivery is longer than expected and/or usage 

greater than estimated the stock will fall to below buffer level.    However, 

it is not very sensible to allow the stock to be used up without taking 

action to get the next order delivered.   To help prevent this situation 

arising it is necessary to set an alarm level on the stock card.    When the 

physical stock falls to the alarm level the storekeeper notifies management 

who must decide what action, if any, is required to expedite delivery of 
the outstanding order. 

There is no cause for alarm when the physical stock falls to the 

buffer level as Indeed it is expected to do so.    It follows therefore 

that the alarm level must be below the buffer stock.   The amount by which 

the alarm is below buffer is a matter of judgement but a figure of 50% 

1s not unreasonable. 

Therefore:- 

Alarm level 

Alarm level 

50« of buffer stock 

50% x 37.5% of annual usage 

18.75% of annual usage. 
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Within GIHOC there is a wide variety of delivery periods but in 
the general case mentioned earlier a figure of 9 months was used.    Buffer 
stock was taken as 50% of usage during the delivery, therefore:- 

ROL   =   50% of 9 months   +   9 months 

=   112.5% of annual usage. 

For convenience, a figure of 1 times annual usage can be used. 

Therefore the re-order level will be set at the estimated annual usage. 

With spare parts there can be examples where the usage may well be 

less than one per year, say one every two or three years.    In these situations 
the re-order level might be set at 1.   However, there can be a special 
case where the spares item concerned is very expensive as might be with 

a replacement gearbox or motor.    If the re-order level is set at 1 there 
could be a high probability of receiving the new order into stores a \,ery 
long time before the first one was used.    Thus for much of the time the 
division would have two in stock, a situation which would provide one 

excellent service to production but would involve a heavy financial investment 
and be wasteful of foreign exchange. 

One solution to this particular problem is to set the re-order level 
at 0.    In this way, re-ordering only occurs once the Item has been Issued 
from stores.    The general expectation would be that the next order would 
be received Into stores before the next breakdown occurred.   Of course 

there is a risk with this policy of the opposite happening 1n which case 

production might be severely disrupted.   Decisions on important items such 
as these must be made by management and reviewed by them in the light of 
experience. 

6.     AVERAGE STOCK 

At any given point 1n time some of the Hems 1n stock will be at their 

buffer level.   Other items will have just been replenished and the quantity 
In stock will be the buffer plus the order quantity.    Thus for any Item 

and for the stores as a whole there will be a stock fluctuation due to the 
order quantity.    The average amount held in stock however will be:- 

average stock buffer stock + order quantity 
2 
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If th. flffn of .v.r.,. stock 1s »mm* b, th. unit co.t the 

.nswr will be th. .v.r.». «"*«««*•   This fH-r. of .v.r.». stock Is 
"fu, ...sur. and U «k.s It possible to del.» th. av.r£ s ock 

1„v.st*nt after th. stock control application or *«. th. par«et.rs 

ar. changed. 

7.     CONCLUSION 

Appendices II. Ill and IV ar. typlcl Ml« of control P"-"""" 

f0r ,E -UK delivery p.Hod» „«In, fro. 3 _«. to 18 «"«^       "" 
s.ts of tables h.,. b«n «d. av.11.bl. at th. «* of ..ch stoc   <^°' 
a» 1c.t1on to enable divisional p.rsonn.1 to »dlfy the control of p. ».Urs 
S nlss.ry and also «t.nd th. ran,, of It« suM.ct.d to .»* control. 
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PART E 

ESTABLISHING STOCK RECORD CARDS 

In this part of the guide we describe the procedure recommended for 

setting up the stock records.    It is important that this task is carried 

out in a methodical manner to avoid mistakes being made which could have 

serious consequences.    In particular it is important that each item is 

correctly identified and a physical check taken of the quantity held in 
the store. 

1 ITEMS TO BE RECORDED 

1.1    SPARE PARTS 

It is necessary to decide which parts should be held in stock. 

Clearly not all parts of a  machine will wear out or get broken.    On 

the other hand, the range of parts which should be held in stock may 

be greater than the range actually held in store...   The engineers are 

the only people with sufficient knowledge of the machines and it is 

their responsibility to specify the items to be stocked.    This should 

be done by examining each machine in turn and creating a stock card 

for each item specified.    Stock cards should also be created for 

any part held in stock, even if not specified, but only for a 

machine in current use.    In this case it is unlikely that the part will 

need to be re-ordered and therefore the front of the card should be 

marked "Do not re-order" in pencil. 

Parts which are held in stock for machines which are truly obsolete 

will not be applied but will be listed for possible disposal. 

!-2   RAW MATERIALS 

A stock card will be created for all production materials currently 

used and also for redundant Items held in stock.     In the latter case 

the cards will be marked in pencil "Do not re-order". 
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2. STOCK CARDS 

Two standard stock cards will be used, a green one for production 

materials and a brown/pink card for spare parts*   The size of card is 

Ili" x 8J"     The method of storage can be left to the division but a 

convenient method is to store in a box approximately 4j' deep by 10" 

long..    An example of a stock card is given in Exhibit I. 

3. SEQUENCE OF IMPLEMENTATION 

The system should be introduced in a logical manner.    For spare parts 

it should be on a machine by machine basis with priority being given to the most 

important machines in the plant.    These may either be machines which are 

the most numerous or those of vital importance.    Priority should not be 

given to machines which are about to be scrapped or replaced by another 

of a different model.    All the parts on the machine which are to be 

stocked should be completed before moving on to the next machine.    Where 

possible a machine should be dealt with in a logical manner by sub-dividing 

into units e.g. gearbox, and creating new record cards for all parts in 

one unit before proceeding to the next.    When it appears that all parts for 

a machine have been included, a check should be made in the stores to 

ensure that there are no other parts in stock which may have not been 
listed. 

4. CO-OPERATION 

In establishing stock records, information is required from various 

departments whose personnel will probably be busy with their daily 

routines„    Requests for information for a batch of cards may be countered 

with a suggestion to return later and possibly to leave the cards.    This 

situation must be avoided as errors can easily occur and cards get lost due 

to the delay.   Where possible the person doing the application should offer 

to obtain the information himself from the departmental files. 
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5-      NUMBER OF PARTS TO BE APPLIED AT ONE TIME 

In applying the system it is necessary to collect, check and record 

information     This is gathered fro«, a number of sources such as engineering, 

purchasing and stores.    For each part or item there is therefore a sequence 

of events to be followed.    It would be uneconomic to process   only one part 

at a time through this sequence and therefore a number of items should be 

taken together as a batch.    A useful "batch size" is 20-25 items.    Any 

larger number may lead to difficulty in reconciling the actual state of 

affairs due to the time taken to pass through the sequence. 

6*     METHOD OF APPLICATION 

The following is a suggested method of application referring to a 

situation where some form of stock card exists although only for the purposes 

of stock recording and not for control.    The example 1s for spare parts but 
the procedure for raw materials would be similar. 

Take a batch of 20-25 new stock cards and proceed as fol lows:- 

6.1 Select an appropriate number of existing stock cards and copy 

PART No. and (machine) USED ON in ink on new card.    Also enter part 

name in space headed DESCRIPTION - but in pencil 

6.2 From the original  stock card copy onto the new stock card the 
supplier's name (if known) 

6.3 If the information is available, calculate the annual usage for 

each of the last 2 or 3 years and enter on the card; otherwise estimate 
the annual usage 

6.4 Make a physical check of the quantity 1n stock and mark the bin 

location In a distinctive manner to show this has been done 

6.5 Enter the stock check figure on the OLD STOCK CARD.   If there is 

a discrepancy take account of any requisitions that may be in stores 
but which have not been posted. 
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I 6.6 When the physical stock quantity has been agreed enter onto the 
NEW STOCK card: 

the date 

the words 'STOCK CHECK' in column headed REFERENCE 

the quantity in stock - in column headed IN STOCK 'a'. 

6.7   Enter lightly in pencil (so that it can subsequently be erased) 

in some convenient place on the card the date and reference numbers 
of the last two orders received. 

6„8   Replace OLD STOCK CARDS in original  filing location and take batch 
of new cards to Purchasing department. 

6.9   Enter name of supplier if not previously recorded in stores. 

6J0 It is necessary to enter the delivery time for the previous two 

orders received.    Using the reference pencilled on the cards in stores, 

check with the purchasing copy orders to find the delivery time involved. 

It is important that this figure spans the period from when the 

puchas i ng department received the request to purchase through to the 
receipt of those parts in stores. 

If there has not been a receipt for that item during the previous 

two years, either obtain an estimate from the Purchasing Officer or 

use a typical delivery time for other parts from that supplier. 

Enter the delivery time on the cards with that for the most recent 

in the second line.    Erase the order references pencilled on the stock 
card 

6.11 Check for any outstanding orders and enter on card with the 
longest dated order written first:- 

date 

purchase order number - in column headed REFERENCE 
unit price 

quantity 

add the order quantities 

and enter the total 

opposite the last order 

UNIT PRICE 

ORDER QUANTITY 

TOTAL ON ORDER 
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6.12 Add the quantity in stock to the total quantity on order and 

enter the sum in the column headed TOTAL COVER a + b opposite the 

entry of total on order. 

6.13 Enter in pencil, the BUFFER STOCK, ALARM AT, RE-ORDER AT, and 

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY figures. The method of doing this is described 

in PART F of this manual. 

6.14 Compare the TOTAL COVER with the RE-ORDER AT figure. If the 

total cover is at the re-order level raise a requisition to order the 

minimum order quantity. If the total cover is below the re-order level the 

quantity to be ordered will be the minimum order quantity plus the amount 

by which total cover is below re-order level. 

6.15 Compare tht quantity in stock with the ALARM AT figure and 

discuss with the Purchasing department the action to be taken if stocks 

are below the alarm level. 

6.16 Check with the engineering department that the part description 

pencilled on the card is the correct one as used by the manufacturer. 

Enter the correct description in INK on the card. Also ensure that the 

stores ledge- in the accounts department carries che correct description. 

6.17 Where the confirmed name differs from that used in stores a note 

will be given to stores personnel of the correct name for future use. 

6.18 Return to stores. Remove OLD STOCK CARDS. Check both sets to sec 

if any movements have taken place since the new cards were made out. 

If so, copy the entries onto the NEW CARD and produce new totals for 

IN STOCK, ON ORDER, and TOTAL COVER as may be necessary 

6.19 Place NEW STOCK CARDS into storage file and OLD STOCK CARDS 

into a dead file. 

7.  ANNUAL USAGE 

Whilst the annual usage described under 6 above was the historical 

usage based on previous consumption, with raw materials it may be possible 

to use the more accurate information obtainable from the annual production 

plan for the current or following year. 



8.      RATE OF APPLICATION 

Once the application has started and the personnel concerned have 

gained experience it is essential that momentum is maintained.    For this 

purpose an equitable target should be set for the number of parts to be 

applied each week.    The actual performance against this target should be 
recorded weekly and cumulatively. 

9-      TAKING ACTION TO ORDER ITEMS AS A RESULT OF APPLICATION 

IMMEDIATE ORDERING 

Arising out of a stock control application there are usually a number 

of items which are at o>  below re-order level.    It is important to list 

these and start the process immediately of requisitioning for eventual 
purchase. 
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STOCK CONTROL RESPONSIBILITIES 

AND PROCEDURES 

Having established the stock record cards it is necessary to establish 

the organisation and administration essential to make the system operate. 

In particular attention must be given to: 

clearly defining who is to be responsible 

I 

for the effectiveness of stock control including procedures, 

investment and balance of stocks 

setting out the duties and responsibilities of each individual 

who has some part to play 

setting down how the pieces of information used in the 

procedures should be transmitted and recorded 

clearly defining what ACTION is  required under a variety 

of conditions. 

The way in which responsibilities are allocated and detailed procedures 

developed depends to some extent on the existing    organisation and administration 

of a division.    There is a need therefore to introduce these new features 

within an existing framework.    This requires clear discussion with 

all personnel  involved, for example, Accountant, Storekeeper, Works Manager, 

etc.    Each of these officers must be instructed in his responsibilities and 

duties.    The whole scheme should be discussed in detail with all the 

officers together, so that all are aware of the part played by each other. 

Finally, it is necessary to set out the detailed responsibilities in 

a divisional manual.    Copies of this manual should be issued to each 

individual who is involved and care taken to ensure they understand both 

what is required of them and also of others.    A copy of a typical 

divisional manual is given in Appendix V. 
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PART G 

IMPORTANT OPERATING POINTS 

Part of the operation of the stock control system is the routine 

recording of receipts, issues and balances on the stock record cards 

held in stores. Usually this task is done neatly and methodically with few 

problems. Experience has shown that the difficulties which arise are not 

with the day-to-day routines but concern important matters which occur 

periodically. In these cases it is not uncommon for senior officers to 

forget or ignore their responsibilities under the system, a practice which 

can lead to severe operating difficulties at a later stage. 

This part of the guide is concerned with setting out the more important 

operating points so that DECISIONS will be TAKEN and RECORDED in a PROPER 

MANNER. 

1. REQUISITIONS AND ORDERS 

It is important to recognise the difference between a REQUISITION and 

an ORDER. 

A REQUISITION is a request to order an item.    Once raised the requisition 

exists during the whole of the period of obtaining pro-forma invoices, 

import licences and letters of credit.    A requisition is cancelled either by: 

the action of placing an official ORDER on a supplier 

deciding NOT to place an ORDER. 

By definition an ORDER is an official request from a division to a 

supplier.    With imported items it will usually only be raised when the 

letters of credit have been obtained. 

2. NEW ITEMS TO BE STOCKED 

When new items are to be stocked the officer responsible (as stt out 

1n the manual of stock control procedures for that division) will: 

specify the Items to be stocked 

estimate the annual usage 



create the stock cards 1n the approved manner 

« 

set the control parameters on the cards 

decide the quantities to be purchased 

requisition the items to be purchased 

enter the date and quantity requisitioned on the 

card in pencil 

send the stock card to the storekeeper. 

Where new items of plant are being ordered the essential spare parts 

should be ordered at the same time. 

3. OLD ITEMS TO BE REMOVED FROM STOCK 

Where plant is made redundant any spare parts in store should be withdrawn 

together with the stock cards. This action is the responsibility of the 

Chief Engineer in liaison with the Accountant. The same principle applies 

to production materials, the responsibility being that of the Production 
Manager. 

4. REQUISITIONING NEW ORDERS 

In the process of requisitioning the Production Manager/Engineer have 
responsibilities as does the storekeeper.    The responsibilities of these two 
officers are:- 

»)     Storekeeper's responsibility 

»s each issue is entered on the stock card, 

check the total cover against the re-order level 

when re-order level is reached enter Item number 
and description on requisition 

enter details of requisition in pencil on the 
left of the stock card. 
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Requisitions are sent to Production Managers or 

Chief Engineers together with the stock cards 

either as the requisition is entered or period- 

ically, e.g. every 3 months, as set out 1n the 

procedure manual for that division. 

b)     Production Manager/Engineer's Responsibility 

On receiving a requisition the responsibilities 

of these officers are: 

to VERIFY an order is required 

to approve requisitions and pass to 

Procurement Department 

to notify stores of action taken by copy 

of requisition and return of stock card. 

NOTE:-    If it 1s decided NOT to REQUISITION an 

item which has reached its re-order level this 

decision should be recorded on the stock card 

with the reason and the initial of the officer 

Involved. 

When planning major overhauls there is frequently 

a need to order sets of parts, some of which 

will not be held in stock, but the quantities of all 

must be sufficient. 

VERIFICATION 

When an Item reaches its re-order level and is 

requisitioned, the process of re-order1ng is NOT 

AUTOMATIC.    It is necessary for the Production 

Manager/Chief Engineer to verify that an order is 

1n fact required.    In doing this the officer 

responsible must approach his decision In a 

logical manner and be prepared to justify the 

decision. 



The process of verification is therefore: 

to check that the items will in fact be 

required and the product or machine is 

not obsolete 

to check that actual usage shown on card 

is the same as estimated in setting control 

parameters - if not - RE-SET CONTROLS 

if usage is correct - requisition quantity 

in list 

1f usage is higher - use appropriate quantity 

shown in table of control parameters 

1f usage is lower - do not requisition or - 

use smaller quantity shown in table. 

NOTE : -   The officers responsible DO NOT have the 

discretion to order any quantity they think suitable. 

They MUST ESTIMATE the USAGE and use the RE-ORDER 

QUANTITY in the TABLE. 

5.      RAISING THE ALARM 

The stock control  implementation has been carried out at a time of 

severe shortage of spare parts and materials.    It is hoped that at a 

future date this situation will have been largely overcome by an additional 

in-flow of foreign exchange to enable sufficient items to be purchased 

on a regular basis.    At this time therefore it will be necessary for 

divisional  staff to take action to prevent an out of stock situation. 

For this purpose an 'alarm level' has been set against the physical stock. 

The responsibilities involved are:- 

a)     Stores responsibility 

as each issue 1s posted check quantity 

'in stock1 against 'alarm level' 
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1f at or below alarm level - notify 

Procurement Officer giving order number. 

b)     Procurement Officer's responsibility 

check to see if supplier has sent any 
notification of despatch 

if no notification, contact supplier 
for urgent delivery. 

6.      ANNUAL REVIEW 

It is necessary for the officer responsible for stock control in each 
division to conduct an annual review of the stock cards.    The purpose of 
this review is to make the control of stock more effective.    It is carried 
out in early January each year after the storekeeper has entered the 

consumption for previous year.    The Production Manager/Chief Engineer 
examines each stock card in turn and: 

checks the accuracy of the 'total cover' quantity 

checks that action has been taken on all items at 
or below re-order level and alarm level 

checks that actual usage is the same as estimated 

1n setting the controls.    IF NOT HE RE-SETS CONTROLS 
USING THE TABLE PROVIDED. 

7.     AUDIT 

Stock control 1s a new development within GIHOC and Its success 1n 
any division depends on the efforts of a number of officers who must do 

things In a different way from previously. Although a considerable time 
has been spent on 1n-plant training 1t is nevertheless possible that 1n 
the first year or so of operating, some matters may be overlooked or 

performed Incorrectly. It is for this reason that an Independent audit 
1s undertaken periodically by the Production Co-ordinator. 
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The purpose of the audit 1s to measure the expected improvement 1n 

the stock situation as a result of the proper operation of the system. 

Therefore the audit: 

a)     Measures :- 

number of Items on stock control 
at or below re-order level 
have been actioned 
not yet actioned 
out of stock. 

b)     Compares - the results in (a) with previous audits 

and the situation when the system 
was introduced. 

c)     Examines the operation of the system 

that action has been taken. 

d)     Discusses - findings with personnel Involved and 

and with the General Manager. 

e)     Prepares a Report   - Issued to the General Manager 
and Deputy Managing Director 
(Operations). 

8.    STAFF 

A large number of people have been trained to understand and operate 

the stock control procedures In ten divisions.    If any of these personnel 
leave or are transferred it 1s essential that their replacements are 
properly trained.    This 1s the responsibility of the officer responsible 
in each case.    Assistance can be obtained from the Production Co-ordina tor 

at Head Office if required. 
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PART H 

STOREKEEPING 

Good storekeeplng practice is an essential element of efficient stock 

control.    During the course of the many stock control applications, a 

number of situations have been observed within the stores which have had 

to be corrected before the application could continue.    In the following 

paragraphs we quote these instances as an aid to good storekeeping 

and stock control. 

1.      IDENTIFICATION 

Every material or part must have a proper description by which it 

is identified and which differentiates it from all others.    If there is a 

physical or chemical difference a separate identification is required. 

EXAMPLES 

a) Parts which are "left hand" and "right hand" are not the same 

and must be stored and recorded as separate items.    The same 

separation is required between single parts and sub-assemblies 

containing them. 

b) Some suppliers have poor parts numbering systems and,  as 

a result, the same number may be applied to similar items of 

different sizes or features.    These differences must be recognised 

and the parts treated as different items with appropriate 

descriptions. 

c) Some equipment suppliers may use the same part in different 

locations on a machine and give them either the same or 

different part numbers.    In these cases all these common parts 

should be stored together and controlled with one stock 

card.    A dummy stock card should be prepared for any part 

number which is not being used.     It will  carry no entries but, 

will be cross-referenced to the 'live' stock card. 
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2. QUANTIFICATION 

Every item held 1n stores must be capable of being quantified. That 

1sf 1t MUST be possible to weigh, measure or count. 

It may be necessary to make an allowance for any NATURAL loss that 

occurs between receipt and issue. Sand is often bought in a wet condition 

but issued dry. Therefore, in taking each delivery into stores the 

weight must be downrated. Failure to do so will result in an out of stock 

situation when the stock cards show otherwise. 

3. UNITS OF ISSUE 

It is the responsibility of stores to issue only the quantities 

requested on a duly authorised requisition. There can be instances however 

when the stores will vary the quantity issued. This can happen with very 

cheap items stored in boxes or very expensive items where only a small 

quantity is required. 

a) Large quantities of yery  small pins are stored in boxes 

containing 5,000. The unit of issue will therefore be 

boxes and issues made in whole boxes > 

b) Expensive belting is purchased in rolls. The Engineering 

Department really needs only a small amount per occasion. 

In this situation the stores will not issue a complete roll 

as, once outside the control of the stores, there is an 

increased risk of pilferage and misuse. 

4. LOCATION 

It is an essential requirement of good storekeeplng that items held 

in stock can be located when required. This requires that each item 

should have an adequate allocation of space and a bin card carrying Its 

identification. There should also be some logical layout of the stores 

such as; 
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similar types of materials 
materials for the same product 
spare parts for the same machine 

being grouped together. 

The location of the item should, «here possible, be given a reference 

known as a bin number.    This reference is Included on the stock card. 

During the stock control application examples of Illogical  layout 

have occured.    As a result we have found urgently needed spare parts 

hidden away and long considered to have been out of stock. 
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PART J 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

During the period of the project the major problem has been the 

difficulty of obtaining imported raw materials and parts due to restrictions 

on the amount of foreign exchange that can be made available.    As a result, 

the stockholding position is distorted by shortages of many items.    When 

replenishments are made of these Items other items fall out of stock and 

so on.    However, it is necessary to look ahead to the time when these 

problems are overcome and supplies are more plentiful.   At that time the 

task of management will change.    There will be much more of a need to 

look at the total financial  Investment in stock and to exert controls 

so that the Investment does not just grow and grow in total whilst each 

Individual Item appears to be safely under control on the stock card. 

There are a number of stock control techniques available, well 

documented in textbooks, which enable future usage to be predicted from 

past demand with greater precision than is sensible to do at this time. 

With greater accuracy 1t should be possible to reduce the number of occasions 

on which stock is excessive and therefore more closely fit the pattern of 

demand. 

There 1s another simple but extremely powerful tool referred to as 

the Pareto Distribution, or ABC Classification, which enables very tight 

controls to be exerted.   The total amount of money consumed by stock Items 

each year consists of the quantity used of each Item multiplied by the unit 

cost of each item.   There 1s a special term, USAGE VALUE, used for the 

product of the usage of an Item and the unit cost of an Hem. 

For every Item in a store we can calculate the usage value.    Some 

will be >^ry large and some usage values will be yery small.   Here It 1s 

Interesting to note that whilst some of the large unit values are for 

Items of high unit cost used perhaps no more than once or twice a year, 

other Items of high usage value may have a relatively modest unit cost 

but be used in large quantities.    It 1s the USAGE VALUE which 1s Important 

not just the unit cost.   The usage values for all the Hems can then be 

Usted with the Hem of highest usage value at the top and going in descending 

order to the lowest usage value at the bottom.    Starting with the first item 

and working downwards, we can similarly write down the cumulative usage 

value so that the last entry 1s the total usage value for the whole of 

the stock. 
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If «ft examine the cumulativi usage value listing again by starting at 

tht top and going down we always find the few Hems at the top account for 

a large percentage of the total.   He can call these 'A' Hems.   It 1s 

quite common to have, say, 10% of all  Hems classified as 'A' and accounting 
for perhaps 75% of the total usage value.   At the bottom end of the listing 

H 1s usual for the last 60% of Hems to account for, say, only 10% of usage 
value.   These are the T Hems.    In the middle range, the 'B' Hems which 

are perhaps 30% of all Hems may account for 15% of the total usage value. 
This can be represented graphically with percentage of usage value on 
the vertical scale and percentage of Hens horizontal.   The result 1s a 
curve rising steeply then curving away with a long flat tall at the top. 

The usefulness of the classification lies 1n the fact that so few 
Items account for such a large percentage of the money being spent.    It 
follows then that If a tight control 1s maintained over the few Hems 
this control will have a large effect on the total Investment.   As we 
have seen the Investment in stock 1s related to the size of the order 

quantity.    Thus by carefully examining each requisition for an 'A1 class 
Hem, and ordering In small quantities only, the total Investment can be 
kept well under control with the minimum of effort. 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

STOCK AND TOTAL COVER 

ORDERING! 
PERIOD""* 

RE-ORDER LEVEL 

PLANNED AVERAGE 
STOCK 

BUFFER LEVEL 

ALARM LEVEL 

31/3      30/6      30/9      31/12      31/3      30/6      30/9      31/12     31/3      30/6      30/9 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STOCK AND TOTAL COVER 

BASED ON:    ANNUAL USAGE       « 4 

DELIVERY PERIOD * 18 MONTHS 

ORDERING PERIOD * 12 MONTHS 

.'. USAGE DURING ORDERING PERIOD - 4 

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY - 4 

THEREFORE:-      USAGE DURING DELIVERY PERIOD - 4 x 18 - 6 
77 

BUFFER STOCK - 75* of ANNUAL USAGE - 3 

RE-ORDER LEVEL - BUFFER * USAGE DURING DELIVERY PERIOD 

-3+6    «9 

ALARM LEVEL       « SOX OF BUFFER - 2 

PLANNED AVERAGE STOCK » BUFFER • MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY 

4 3 + 

NOTE: "9
U SÄ Aft ZT" ",th "*suw,1er "th* — «- 
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I TABLE SHOWING THE CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR ITEMS WITH 

9 MONTH DELIVERY PERIOD 

  

ANNUAL 
USAGE 

(A.U.) 

BUFFER 
STOCK 

RE-ORDER 
LEVEL 

MINIMUN 
BATCH 
QUANTITY 

ALARM 
LEVEL 

PLANNED 
AVERAGE 
STOCK 

37„5% of 
A„U„ 

100% of 
A.U. 

75% of 
A„U. 

18.75* of 
A.U. 

Less than 1 0 0 1 0 0.5 

1 0 1 1 0 0.5 

2 1 2 2 0 2 

3 3 2 0 2 

4 4 3 1 3.5 

5 5 4 1 4 

6 6 5 1 5.5 

7 7 5 1 5.5 

8 8 6 2 6 

9 9 7 2 6.5 

10 10 8 2 8 

11 - 25(18) 7 18 14 3 14 

25 - 50(38) 14 38 29 7 28.5 

50 -100(75) 28 75 56 

" 

56 

- FOR IMPORTED ITEMS ONLY 



TABLE SHOWING THE CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR ITEMS WITH 

• AN 18 MONTH DELIVERY PERIOD 

- ANNUAL RE-ORDERING 

ANNUAL USAGE 

(A.U.) 

ess than 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11  - 25 (18) 

25 - 50 (38) 

50 -100 (75) 

BUFFER 
STOCK 

75* of 
A.U. 

0 

1 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5 

6 

7 

8 

14 

29 

56 

RE-ORDER 
LEVEL 

225« 
A.U. 

of 

0 

2 

5 

7 

9 

11 

14 

16 

18 

20 

23 

41 

86 

169 

MINIMUM 
BATCH 
QUANTITY 

100« of 
A.U. 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

18 

38 

75 

ALARM 
LEVEL 

37J« of 
A.U. 

0 

0 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

7 

14 

28 

PLANNED 
AVERAGE 
STOCK 

1 

2 

3 

3.5 

5 

6.5 
8 

8.5 

10 

11.5 

13 

23 

48 

93.5 

FOR SPECIAL GROUPS OF IMPORTED ITEMS ONLY 

e.g. AT FIBRE BAG MANUFACTURING DIVISION 
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TABLE SHOWING CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR ITEMS WI H 

3 MONTH DELIVERY PERIOD 

ANNUAL 
USAGE 

BUFFER 
STOCK 

RE-ORDER 
LEVEL 

MINIMUM 
BATCH 
QUANTITY 

ALARM 
LEVEL 

PLANNED 
AVERAGE 
STOCK 

2 0 0 1 0 0.5 

4 1 2 1 0 1.5 

8 1 2 2 0 2 

10 1 4 3 0 2.5 

12 2 5 3 1 3.5 

16 2 6 4 1 4 

ONLY FOR ITEMS OBTAINED IN GHANA 
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EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL PROCEDURES MANUAL 

GHANA INDUSTRIAL HOLDING CORPORATION 

FI IRE BAG MANUFACTURING DIVISION 

SPARES STOCK CONTROL PROCEDURES 

CONTENTS 

PENT 

A 

I 

C 

D 

INTRODUCTION 

STORES SUPERINTENDENT - DUTIES ANO 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

CHIEF ENGINEER - DUTIES ANO RESPONSIBILITIES 

DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANT - DUTIES AND 
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RESPONSIBILITIES 
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10 
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APPENDIX V 

FIBRE BAG MANUFACTURING DIVISION 

SPARES STOCK CONTROL 

PART A 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper sets out the main features of the spares stock control 

system being Introduced Into the division, together with the duties and 

responsibilities of the persons concerned with operating the system. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of the spares stock control system 1s to Indicate in a 

•natie way: systematic way: 

when an item should be ordered 

how many should be ordered 

with the object of: 

eliminating the disruption to production which can 
occur when a machine or piece of equipment falls 

by: 

maintaining an adequate, well-balanced stock of 
spare parts. 

It should be noted that It 1s NOT Intended to maintain a level of 
spares stock sufficient to cater for w€ry breakdown.   To do so would 
require an excessively high Investment. 

SCOPE 

Spares stock control is being applied to all mechanical and electrical 
items.    Tools, consumables and vehicle spares which are stored 1n the same 
location have not been covered but could be done so at a later date using the 

principles. 

- 1 - 



APPENDIX y 
(Continued) 

CONSTRAINTS 

The system has been Introduced during a period when purchases of 

materials fro* overseas, Including spares, are subjected to annual Import 

licencing.    The system has been designed to cope with this constraint, 

but could be modified 1f licencing were abolished and spares could be 

purchased as and when required. 

ORDERING FREQUENCY 

It 1s Intended that Items requiring re-ordering should be collected 

together and ordered at the end of the quarter i.e. 31st December, 

31st March etc.    In theory this would mean ordering four times per year. 

In practice, 1t may not be possible to order Items in the latter part 

of the year (if for example the licence has been used up).    In these cases, 

re-ordering may have to be held over till the following year but the 

re-order levels are set sufficiently high to allow for this delay. 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SYSTEM 

The spares stock control system is designed primarily to aid the 
work of the Engineering Department which Includes the maintenance function. 
The Chief Engineer 1s therefore responsible for the efficient operation 
of the system across all departments within the Division. 

The Production Co-ord1nator from GIHOC Head Office is responsible 
for the future development of the system and 1t 1s to him that any 
operating queries should be directed. 

- 2 



APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

FIBRE BAG MANUFACTURING DIVISION 

SPARES STOCK CONTROL 

PART B 

STORES SUPERINTENDENT - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Tht Stores Superintendent 1s responsible for the safe keeping of the 

goods 1n his store.    He 1s also responsible for the accuracy of the two 

main records;   the bin card and the stock control card. 

It Is the duty of the Stores Superintendent to compare: 

quantity in stock (a) with the figure shown 1n ALARM AT 

total cover (a+b) with figure shown In RE-ORDER AT 

and notify the Chief Engineer 1n all case? where the quantity in stock or 

total cover 1s less than or equal to the figure in the box I.e. the 

control parameter. 

1.      ROUTINE POSTING OF STOCK CARD 

The following paragraphs describe the entries to be made on the spares 

stock control card on each occasion a stock movement occurs. 

1.1    STOCK ISSUES 

Enter   -   date 

- requisition reference 

- quantity Issued 

- new stock quantity 

- DEDUCT quantity issued 

from quantity shown as 

TOTAL COVER and enter 

new total 

- signature 

in column headed REFERENCE 

1n column headed OUT 

in column headed IN STOCK 

1n column headed TOTAL COVER 

in column headed INITIAL. 



1.2   OROER RECEIPTS 

APPENDIX V 
(Contimi«!} 

Enter   -   date 

- goods receipt numbers   - 
- quantity received 

- new stock quantity 

- DEDUCT quantity received 
from TOTAL ON ORDER and 
enter new total 

- signature 

1n column headed REFERENCE 
In column headed IN 

in column headed IN STOCK 

In column headed TOTAL ON ORDER 
in column headed INITIAL. 

NOTE:    If quantity received 1s greater than the quantity which 

was ordered, INCREASE the quantity In TOTAL COVER column 
by the excess quantity. 

1.3   ORDER REQUISITIONED 

Enter   -   date 

-   quantity requisitioned 
)    IN PENCIL 

) 

) 

at top of card 1n 
space marked DELIVERY 
TINE FOR ORDERS 

NOTE:    This Information will be entered from a copy of the official 
requisition typed 1n the Chief Engineer's Office. 

1.4   ORDER PLACED 

Enter   -   date 

- purchase order number   -   1n column headed REFERENCE 
- quantity ordered -   In column headed ORDER QTY 
- ADO, quantity on order to 

total on order and enter 

"•" totâl -   1n column headed TOTAL ON ORDER 
- ADD, quantity ordered to 

total cover and «fiter 

"•* toU1 -   In column headed TOTAL COVER 
- signature -   in column headed INITIAL. 

and also: 

ERASE - quantity requisitioned and date - written 1n pencil 
In space marked DELIVERY TINE FOR ORDERS. 

- 4 



APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

NOTE:   This 1nfonnt1 on will be entered fro« a copy of the 

supplier'spro«forma Invoice supplied by the Procurement 
Officer et the time of placing the official order. 

1.5   RETURN TO STORE 

Enter   -   date 

- RTS 

- quantity returned to store 
- new stock quantity 

- ADO quantity received 
to total cover and enter 
new total 

- signature 

1n column headed REFERENCE 

in column headed  IN 

In column headed IN STOCK 

in column headed TOTAL COVER 

1n column headed INITIAL. 

1.6 STOCK CHECK 

Entries to be made In RED Ink. 

Enter   -   date 

- stock check 
- quantity In stock 

- INCREASE or DECREASE 
1n toUl cover by the 
amount physical stock 
has been adjusted (If any) 

- signature 

1n column headed REFERENCE 
1n column headed IN STOCK 

In column headed TOTAL COVER 
1n column headed INITIAL. 

1.7   MONTHLY CONSUMPTION 

Each time a card 1s withdrawn to requisition a new order, the 
quantity Issued In each of the previous months will be entered 1n 

the table headed MONTHLY CONSUMPTION.   The quantities entered must 
Include any adjustments that might have been made due to returns 
to store or stock check. 

During January of each year, monthly consumption and total 
usage for the previous year will be entered on all the stock 

cards.    If there has been no movement during the year NIL should 
be entered. 

- 5 - 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

2.      REQUISITIONING PARTS FOR RE-ORDER 

As each issue 1s entered on the stock card a comparison will be made 
between the quantity shown 1n the column headed TOTAL COVER and the 

quantity entered at RE-ORDER AT.   Where the total cover becomes equal to 

or less than the re-order level, the part number and description will be 
entered on a requisition list. 

At the end of each 3 monthly period, the stock cards will be withdrawn 
for all Hems on the requisition 11st.    The proposed re-order quantities 
will be entered on the requisition 11st and the 11st together with the 
relevant stock cards will be sent to the Chief Engineer. 

3- NEW PARTS TO BE STOCKED 

When new parts are to be stocked, the Stores Superintendent will make 
out new stock cards.    It Is his duty to ensure that the Chief Engineer 
gives the correct specification of DESCRIPTION, PART NUMBER, and USED ON, 

and set the correct control parameters, I.e. ALARM AT. RE-ORDER levels, the 
MINIMUM BATCH QUANTITY and the BUFFER STOCK.    He must ensure that the 
ntm of the suppliers and the delivery period are specified. 

4- OLD PARTS TO BE REMOVED FROM STOCK 

When old parts are to be removed from the store for disposal or 
scrapping, the Stores Superintendent will pass the relevant stock cards 
to the Chief Engineer who will 1n turn pass them to the Divisional 
Accountant with his recommendations. 

5- WHEN PHYSICAL STOCK REACHES ALARM LEVEL 

The Stores Superintendent will notify the Chief Engineer so that 
the necessary action will be initiated to obtain delivery of outstanding 
orders before shortage occurs. 

6 - 



(Continued) 

FIBRE BAG MANUFACTURING DIVISION 

SPARES STOCK CONTROL 

PART C 

CHIEF ENGINEER - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The spares stock control system has been established to assist the 
engineering section to maintain an efficient manufacturing and engineering 

operation.    The Chief Engineer 1s therefore responsible for the total 
operation of the system.    He 1s also responsible for the type and quantity 
of items held in the store and therefore the service provided and the 
Investment this Involves. 

1.      ROUTINE RE-ORDER 

The Chief Engineer will receive from the Stores Superintendent, at 
the end of each quarter, a 11st of all parts which have reached their 
re-order levels during the previous three months, TOGETHER WITH the stock 
cards concerned.    Normally he will take a decision to re-order the parts 
required, but will not do so if he knows a machine 1s to be withdrawn 
from service. 

The Chief Engineer will check that the actual usage 1s the same as 
that used In setting the control parameters.    If not, the parameters will 
be RE-SET using the table provided. 

The Chief Engineer will Issue a typed copy of the requisition 11st 
to the Procurement Officer.   The quantities to be ordered will be: 

where usage Is correct - requisition quantity 
as original 11st 

where usage Is higher   - use larger quantity 
shown In table 

where usage 1s lower     - do not requisition - or 
use smaller quantity shown 1n the table. 
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APPENDIX V 
(Continued) 

• The quantity to bt rtqulsHlontd will be the minimum quantity shown 
• on tht card plus any difference between the total cover and the re-order 

I level.    In practice 1t may be necessary to Increase the quantity to an 

economic purchase quantity.    It may also be necessary to Increase the order 
quantity to cater for any planned rehabilitation programme. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The stock cards will be returned to the Stores Superintendent together 
with a copy of the typed requisition sheet. 

2. NEW PARTS TO BE STOCKED 

The Chief Engineer will specify all new parts to be stocked. This 
will Involve: 

specification of parts 

estimation of usage 

creation of stock cards 

determination of order quantities 

requisition of Items for purchase. 

New parts should be ordered at the seme time that new Items of plant 
and machinery are purchased. 

3. OLD PARTS TO BE REMOVED FROM STOCK 

The Chief Engineer 1$ responsible for removing from stock all parts 
for machines which are permanently withdrawn from service. 

4. ANNUAL REVIEW 

The Chief Engineer will examine each stock card In January each yêr 
after the stores personnel have entered the usage for the previous year. 
The purpose of this annual review 1s to: 

check that all Items requiring re-order 1ng 
have been actloned 

re-set the control parameters where actual 
usage 1s lower than previously stated. 

- 8 - 
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(Continued) 

FUNE IAS HANUFACTURIN6 DIVISION 

SPARES STOCK CONTROL 

PART D 

DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANT - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. PRICE NOTIFICATION 

Tht Divisional Accountant will notify tht Storti Suptr 1 nttnotnt of 
tht currtnt lindod prices for ill 1ss?orttd 1tat» at wall as tht purchast 
pHct of all local 1tt*s hold In stock. 

2. NANA6ENENT INFORMATIOH 

Tht Divisional Accountant «111 prtpart control rtturns 1n a fori to 
bt agrttd with tht «HOC Htad Off let Production Consultant. 
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TPENDIX V 
(continued) 

FIMg DAfi HMRJFACTUR1M6 DIVISION 

SPARES STOCK COWTROL 

PART E 

PROCUREMENT OFFICER • DUTIES AMD RESPONSI81LITIES 

The Procurement Officer Is responsible for ordering the spares end 
obtaining their delivery by the time required. 

1. ORDERING IMPORTED SPARES 

when the Procurement Officer obtains the letters of credit he w111 
send a copy of the pro-forma Invoices to the stores for them to post the 
official order to the stock cards. 

2. ORDERING LOCAL ITEWS 

When ordering local Items the Procurement Officer will notify stores 
using a copy of the Division's own pro-forma Invoice. 

3. EXPEDITING DELIVERY 

The Procurement Officer will contact suppliers to urge dtl1very 
particularly when notified by the Chief Engineer that Items Have 
reached their alarm levels. 
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GHANA  TWroaTBTAL HOIJIBG CORPORATION 

A GUIDE TO PLANKED MAINTENANCE IN aiHQC 

1.  Introduction 

This guide has been prepared at the end of a two year 

programe of assistance to GIHOC during which a formal planned 

maintenance system has been developed and introduced to the 

divisions for the control of their maintenance sections. 

The purpose of the guide is to: 

provide an understanding of the underlying 

principles upon which the system has been 

built. 

record the methodology used in making the 

applications. 

record some of the background problems which 

eiisted. 

discuss some of the operating problems 

experienced after implementation. 

It should be noted that although we have adopted a standard 

approach across all the divisions, there are small differences 

in each case to meet particular requirements. Therefore this 

guide describes the general situation although an examination 

in any single division might reveal individual variations. 

By the end of the current UNDP/GIHOC project all divisions 

should be operating the new system. In some cases, notably Glass 

Manufacturing Division, the system ie «vailable but due to shut- 

down of the plant, the maintenance programmes have been suspended 

and only "moth-ball" maintenance is being carried out. At Glass 

- 1 - 
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Manufacturing, the lyttw haa only been introduced to covar thoaa 

item« of plant that will be uaad after the rahabilitation programi 

haa bean completed. However, aa the new plant ie inatalled, 

maintenance routinee and achadulee will be completed ready for 

implementation at the commieaionin« of the plant. 

Finally, this guide is |QX intended aa a teitbook on planned 

maintenance. 
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2.      Definition of Planned Maintenance 

Maintenance can be defined as all work of an engineering 

nature done to restore plant,  machinery and equipment to an 

acceptable standard.    Planned Maintenance ie the application of 

techniques to achiave the systematic maintenance of facilities. 

Total maintenance planning embraces all activities necessary to 

plan,   control and  record all work done to keep an installation to 

an "acceptable" standard.    This includes preventive and corrective 

maintenance, periodic overhaul, planned replacement,  supplying of 

parts,workshop functions,  repair scheduling, plant history 

compilation, plant modifications to facilitate maintenance,  spare 

part manufacture and preventive maintenance of spare parts. 

Often the terms "planned maintenance" and "preventive 

aaintanance" are taken as synonomoua.    However,  in the table 

given below showing the major sub-divisions of maintenance, 

präventive maintenance can be see to be only one aspect of 

planned maintenance. 

Planned 
Maintenance 

Preventive 
Maintenance 

Running 
Maintenance 

~l 
Corrective 
Maintenance 

Unplanned 
Maintenance 

Shut-Down 
Maintenance 

Breakdown 
Maintenance 

Bmergenoy 
Maintenance 
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Iikis-1 Sub-divisions of Maintenue* 

In a veil planned situation, the unplanned 

or emergency maintenance aspect of the department's 

work can be as low as five per cent of the total 

time spent on maintenance. 

3.  Objectives of Planned Mainte MPC« 

The primary objective of planned maintenance is to increase 

the company's profits or service it provides to society. It is 

notable that,even today, a large number of engineering and 

maintenance decisions are made without considering this objective. 

Planned maintenance contributes to this objective in the following 

ways :- 

by improving plant availability; 

by reducing the maintenance cost per unit 

of production; 

by increasing the effective life of 

capital equipment; 

by collecting and analysing information on 

equipment performance to ensure that re- 

placement is done at the most economical 

time and with most economic equipment. 

This is achieved in the following way: 

breakdowns are reduced by means of regular 

engineering inspections, adjustments, services 

and preventive replacements; 

equipment is neither neglected nor over- 

maintained; 

maintenance work is scheduled to fit in with 

production requirements; 
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the total amount of maintenance work involved 

ie reduced by the introduction of better 

methods of doing the work and the need for 

fewer replacement parta; 

the work of each member of the maintenance 

staff is planned ahead and maintenance labour 

requirements are reduced; 

maintenance budgeting and coat control are 
established; 

equipment is maintained in good working order 

and hence its useful life ia prolonged; 

modifications to plant are planned 

systematically to ensure maximum productivity 
at all times; 

cost, performance and technical history is 

recorded;    and this is used as the basis for 

making meaningful decisions on plant replacement; 

maintenance staff training is established which 
ensures a constant standard of work; 

continuity of maintenance is provided to ensure 

that the plan continues with minimum disruption 

during the course of staff chancres ; 

4.       The Cost of Maintenance 

Planned maintenance is expensive,  but failure to maintain is 
even more expensive. 

The "direct" costs of maintenance are made up of i- 

the wages of the maintenance labour force 

the cost of spares and other materials used 

the overheads of ths department itself. 
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Ths "indirect" coita of «»intanane« are incurred through the 

lo«« of output and consequent excess production coats. 

Tha ratura« of thaaa coat« can be jua tifiad a« follova : 

to protact tha invaataant in plant and aachinary 

throuéTh regular and adequata maintenance to 

ensure long lifei 

to safeguard the return on investment by 

maximising plant utiliaation with minimum 

downtimei 

to control and direct the aaintenanc« 

labour force; 

to maximise utiliaation of labour and 

reaourcea; 

to prevent vasts of tools, spares and 

aatcriala. 

There are three main sources of aaintenanc« costs : 

Preventive Maintenance   -   vork dona in good 

time to ensure that an ite» of plant ia available, 

in working order, when it is required! 

Corrective Maintenance   -   work dona in 

reatoring an unserviceable itea to an 

acceptable standard} 

Indirect Coate of Maintenance   -   incurred 

through loaa of output and consequent exceaa 

production coats. 

It should b« obvious that the more preventive maintenance 

is done, the less corrective maintenance will be necessary and 

that the indirect cost of maintenance will be lower.    The optimum 

level of preventive maintenance will be when tha total cost of 
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maintenance is lower.    Tab!« 2 shows this graphically - 

I ^ Optimum fcevel of 
N '   Preventive plaint «nanea 

Total Coata 

(1) Preventive Maintenance 

(2) Corractivt Maintenance 

(3) Indiract Maintananca 

Laral of Preventive Maintenance 

Tltll 2, Coata of Mitiitinânfl. 

The financial benefits of plannad maintenance ara not 

tha only advantage.   Othar benefits, no laaa important ara: 

improved quality of production; 

improved safety froa plant and machinery in 

better condition; 

•ore reliable production scheduling aa a 

result of increased plant availability; 

better industrial relatione.    Machine break- 

downs are frustrating to operatore and 

management aliks. 

Aa atated above,  total maintenance planning eabracee all 

activitiea neoeaaary to plan, control and record all work dosa 

to keep an installation to an acceptable standard.    Th« three 

basic requirements of a plannad maintenance ayates can be 

summarised as follows :- 

a maintenance programme 

a meana of enauring the fulfilment of tha 

a method of recording and aeaessing tha resulta. 
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Tabi« 3 givea a compreheneive liât of all tha elementa that 

on« ahould expect to fini in a total planned maintenance system. 

Element 

1 

8 

Element 

Facility Regiater 

Maintenance Schedule 

Work Spacificationa 

Maintananoa Control 
System 

Resource Schedule 

Maintananoa Raoorda 

Maintananoa Support 
Organiaation 

Liaiaon with 
Production 

Plannad Overhaul 

Deacription 

A coaplate invantory of the it 
to be maintained. 

Schedules for inspection,  lubric- 
ation and preventive maintenance 
of the items in the register. 

General instruction cards or 
documents that identify exactly 
tha tasks to be undertaken by the 
engineers within the maintenance 
ayatarn. 

A trigger system that initiates 
tha activities on the maintenance 
programme at predetermined 
frequencies aa listed on the 
maintenance schedule. 

A manpower allocation system to 
ensure availability of the 
reaources to implement the 
maintenance requirements of the 
plant and optimum use of labour. 

A record of maintenance carried 
out and a reporting ayatea to 
management. 

The organisation of maintananoa 
aupport in respect of technical 
information, spare parta, toóla 
etc. 

An affective system of agreeing 
with production management when 
maintenance may be carried out. 

Provisions for ensuring the 
plannad overhaul of plant, either 
on a regular basis in accordance 
with tha maintenance schedule or 
during an annual shut-down period 

P.T.O. 
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ElMMnt 
^IL- 

IO 

11 

Element 

Costing System 

Training 

Description 

Coating procedures to ensure 
adequate cost control and 
apportionment of costs in the 
maintenance department. 

The necessary training of plant 
engineers and supervisors in th< 
operation of the Systems, and 
training for works management 
and production management in 
aspects of co-operation with 
the maintenance department. 

Table 3      The Element» ^ f Víanme Mmintananoe 3v.t.m 

With the exception of the costing system, all the above elements 

are discussed below in greater detail with particular emphasis on the 

application in the divisions of divisional accounting reports issued 

as a part of the UMDP/GIHOC project.    The section headings are :- 

6. CoMillnjf the Plant Inventory 

SEíJULÍ 

7. Tf^Mi   Planning 

8. fmr-^* mnd lMU* nf Pi««** Maintenance 
Work 

9. Maintenance Qramniaational Structure 
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6.       COMiliM the Plant  Inventor» 

Thia section describes the first step in the application of a 

planned maintenance scheme, that is,  to compile the Plant Inventory. 

It «eta out to answer the following questions :- 

what is the plant inventory? 

what information should be recorded? 

how should the infornati on be recorded? 

what sise of equipment should be uniquely 
identified? 

6.1    What is the Plant Inventory? 

The plant inventory   is a list of all items of 

plant and machinery which are owned by a division. 

It should, however, not be confused with the 

Asset Regia ter, which is maintained in the 

Accounts Department although they both contain 

much the same information.    The plant inventory 

is designed for the use of the engineering 

department in a division and will contain 

considerably more detail about plant and 

equipment than the Asset Register.    Further- 

more, it will probably not take into account 

many of the things that appear in the Assst 

Register such as office furniture,  office 

equipment and such like.    The plant inventory 

for engineering purposes will cover all items 

of every description which require some kind 

of maintenance.    It must be complete    to be 

fully effective because major items of equipment 

can be brought to standstill by failure of an 

apparently insignificant item. 
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The plant inventory is the totals upon which 

planned maintenance ia "built. Ite preparation 

ia an eaaential step in the development and 

introduction of planned maintenance. 

Equally important is the need for the plant 

inventory to be kept up-to-date. The responsibility 

for doing this and for feeding the up-dated 

information to the accounts department to maintain 

accurate records lies vith the engineering depart- 

ment. 

6.2 What Information should be Recorded? 

The information contained in the plant 

inventory will vary from organisation to 

organisation, and will depend both on the 

requirements of the organisation and on the 

method adopted to record the inventory. 

Essential plant inventory data ie:- 

a unique identification for each item 

a description of each item 

manufacturer's name, model number 

and serial number 

relevant technical details (s.g. speed, 

rating, capacity, services etc.) 

maker's codea of spare parts. 

In some cases, all the detalla of the plant will 

be contained on the inventory record, while in others 

supplementary records will be maintained if there is 

too much data to put on one record. 

6.3 How Should Information be Recorded? 

For the purpose of the UNDP/GIHOC Project the plant 
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inventory will be recorded on two doouMnta.    The 

information required is :- 

Plant lumber 

Description of the item including machin« 

typ«, manufacturar and modal number 

-       aerial number of the item (where available). 

The liât ia completed on a department by 

department baaia and oare muat be taken to ensure 

that all items are included.    It ia eaay to over- 

look items that are in hidden cornera or even out- 

of-doors.    Therefore it is essential that a check, 

independent of the compiler,  ia made. 

The Plant Liât is shown in Appendix I. 

fiMt HlltvTY Ciri 

For each item included on the plant list, 

a plant history card has to be compiled.    An 

example of the card is given as EXHIBIT I. 

All the relevant technical data for each item 

is entered on the front including a section 

noting the essential spares that should be in stock. 

On the back of the card, the plant history is 

recorded giving details of breakdowns, overhauls 

and routine servicing. 

6>4   Whit gait Qf fiqialMBt gflgmlfl fri Vaimly Htntifiti? 

It ia often difficult to decide what sise of 

equipment should be uniquely identified.    All plant 

and equipment can be categorised under the headings of :• 
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AJ2BÜ 

A Unit of plant could be a collection of placa» 

of equipment and machinery, all of which ara inter- 

dapandant upon and adjacent to aaoh othar. Exampla» 

of thia might be: a rolling mill in a metal proceaeing 

work« compriaing a aariaa of roll atands, aach of which 

ia dapandant upon ita neighbour for operation; a bollar 

Inatallation with all ita aaaociatad water pumpe, fual 

feeda, etc. and ao on. In affact tha unit compriaaa all 

tha iteme of equipment which will atop or cannot 

affectively produce in the event of failure of any 

aingle piece that goaa to make up tha unit. 

An Item 

A unit conaista of a aeriea of items. An item 

may be deacribed aa a piece of equipment for which 

a apecific maintenance schedule has to be written. 

An item might be: one of the roll stands of a 

rolling mill; a carding engine; a nail making 

machine; a capotan lathe; a bottle waahing machine, 

and so on. 

.  5B§re filie 

Each item of equipment will have a number of 

replaceable apare pmrta.    Spare parte are generally 

piecee which are replaced and upon which work ia not 

done.    However, they may be aubject to a routine re- 

working or reconditioning process. 

In the plant inventory recordé, it ia eaeential 

to identify aach ita« of equipment and than indicate 

in soma way that it ia part of a composite unit. 

6.5   ^ Should tha Items be Identified? 

It is eaaential that aach item of plant is given 

som unique identification number of coda ao that it 
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may be clearly differentiated fron other items of 

the saae type and may receive individual maintenance 

attention. 

Plant numbering can be :- 

a) Systematic, using some type of coding 

b) In an arbitrary sequence from 1, 

without any relation to the particulars 

of a piece of plant. 

a) Coding is of value when plant information is of 

importance to Management :- 

For segregation of plant particulars of 

any sort by types, departments, products etc. 

Vith high value plant, requiring examination 

of financial return. 

With long-life plant, to assist revaluation 

in light of inflation. 

In most cases complex coding should be avoided 

unless there is a clearly known use, and any form of 

coding should be closely examined before acceptance, 

as its adoption automatically entails work in clas- 

sification and control. 

b) Unrelated numbering is suitable for factories 

with :- 

Small number of items of plant - may a 

hundred at moat. 

Relatively low value of individual items. 

Plant largely of «ame type. 

Small range of products. 
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In these circumstances there is unlikely to be much 

requirement for segregation into groups for costs, etc. 

and there is no object in complex coding. In practice 

this probably applies to a large majority of firms. 

The physical numbering of items of plant is 

important. Standardised positions assist location and 

the number must be indelible. 

Por the divisions of GIHOC, it will not be necessary 

to have a compiei coding system. The proposed system to 

be used is a two letter code, indicating department or 

section, followed by sequential numbers. 

For example at Fibre Bag Division production depart- 

ment, loom section, the looms would be simply identified 

by : 

Ui/1  to LM/200. 

6.6 Procedure for Completion and Updating 

Of Plant History Cart 

This section outlines the procedure for entering the 

details of plant onto the plant history card and the 

routines to be followed for ensuring that the plant's 

maintenance history is recorded. 

Each item of plant must be allocated a unique plant 

number following the method outlined above. 

A plant history card will be required for each item 

of plant. Completion of the cards should be in a logical 

sequence i.e. section by saction or machine group by 

machine group. 

After completing the cards for each section an 

independent check must be carried out to ensure that 

ail items of plant in that section have been included. 
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The plant, history card will be c«ipl©l.o<l nn followm- 

1 )  Enter the plant number and looation of the itsmj 

2) Enter a detailed description of the item of plant 

including model number, capacity etc. 

3) Indicate whether the item of plant ie new or 

secondhand and enter the coet. Also enter the 

date the item was commissioned and ita e*pected 

life (fro« the date of commissioning). 

4) Mote details of the prime movers (if any) under 

the headings provided. 

NOTE:  prime movers are electric motors, 

diesel motors, belt drives etc. 

5) Enter the services required, to enable the item 

to work, in the spaces provided. 

6) Enter the name of the maker of the item, the 

serial number (if available) and the supplier 

in the spaces provided. Also note the drawing 

numbers of any appropriate drawings for the item. 

7) Where special conditions apply to the item 

e.g. because of excessive weight, height, aree- 

or foundations, note the necessary information 

or appropriate drawing numbers. 

8) Note the recommended lubricants required for 

the lubrication of the item. 

9) Any further information deemed neoeeeary on 

the item should be entered under "Kötern" in 

the space provided. 

10)  Under "Spmres to Stock", list thorn« spare parte 

that should be kept in «took to enmure that no 

major delays are oaueed due to shortage of 
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7. 

•paree.    Examples of apar«« listed would be 

dut to : 

a) lonf lMd time in obtaining than 

b) wearing parts 

c) parte frequently replaced fro« past 

knowledge. 

The minimum and maximum numbers of the parta stocked 

ahould be noted.    Where there are shared parts with 

other item«,   the loja^ minimum and maximum numbers 

of the parte ahould be noted. 

Once a plant history card has been completed,   it must 

be filad eection by eection in numerical order. 

One aeaber of the aaint«nance staff should be chosen 

to keep the cards up-to-data.    Details of any breakdown 

or amjor service must be noted on the back of the card at 

th« tiM they occur so that a detailed history of the item 
can be built up. 

Detail« of regular cleaning, lubrication, inspections 

and adjustment« ahould be entered on the card. 

Where alterations or additions are made to the item, 

thia ahould be noted on the front of the card in the 

•pace provided. 

It is essential that the senior manager in charge 

of maintenance earriea out frequent, random checks on 

the history carda to ensure  that they are being kept 

up-to-date and that the infonaation is correct. 

This section outlines  the ne it step in the introduction of 

planned maintenance following the preparation of plant history 

cards for all itati of plant. 
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Before regular maintenance can be planned it is necessary 

that a schedule of maintenance practice is devised for each item. 

This schedule will cover the maintenance operations necessary, 

the frequency of each of these operations and an estimate of the 

tine each will take. 

Planned maintenance requires that the following must be 

organised for each item of plant :- 

i) Cleaning 

ii) Lubrication 

iii) Inspection 

iv) Adjustment 

v) Replacement 

vi) Overhaul. 

The engineer responsible for technical planning will have to 

take each item of plant, or an identical group of items, and 

establish the requirement for each of the above classes of 

maintenance. 

The planner will then carry out the following :- 

i)  List each part which requires cleaning, 

lubrication, or is subject to wear, fracture, 

distortion, corrosion etc. 

ii)  For each of these, decide on the frequency 

of servicing. 

iii)  State the aji&i, work to be done in each case. 

Por the frequency of services, the requirements can be 

established on one of the following bases:- 

a) Calendar baa is, on which servicing is done on a 

strict time basis, regardless of running time. 

b) Running basis, in which servicing is related to 

the extent of utilisation of the machine, measured 

by hours run, metre of kilos produced. 
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• c)      In a few cases a combination of the above may be 

I used e.g.  once a month or 10,000 kilos produced, 

. whichever is the more frequent. 

Servicing on a calendar basis is the normal method used for 

J most plants.    Por plant running intermittently or subject to 

unpredictable use,  like a vehicle,  the running or combined basis 
| is almost essential. 

i For the purpose of introducing planned maintenance throughout 

the divisions of GIHOC,  the calendar basis of servicing will be used. 

It is essential that the instructions for the tasks to be 

performed during servicing are positive and clearly defined, 

containing limits of wear, clearance etc.;    not vague remarks 

like "check bearing for wear".    This example could be "check that 

bearing wear does not exceed 0.25 am". 

However, unless there is detailed information on the servicing 

of items,  either from past experience or from manufacturers' 

servicing manuals,  initially the instructions will,  of necessity, 

not be as positive and clearly defined as desirable.    But, as a 

result of a build up of historical data and experience,  the 

instructio l8 should be up-dated and made more exact. 

The technical planning data will be compiled into a Manual for 

each item,  or group of identical items, which will give :- 

a) The job required, and how to do it, with a 

suitable reference number. 

b) The frequency of doing the job. 

c) An estimate of the man houra required to do the 

job and the type of labour required. 

For the purpose of developing the manual«,  the manual sheet 

given as Appendix II will be used. 
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The data on the manual sheets must not be regarded aa fixed, 

but must be conaiatently reviewed in the light of experience, 

eepecially from the point of view of :- 

i)      The tasks to be carried out 

ii)      The instructions given on how to carry out 
the task 

iii)      The frequency of doing each task. 

An example of a part completed manual ahaat is given aa 
Appendix III. 

8-      PrQgra—lTUr and Issue of Planned Maintenance Work 

This section outlines the procedure to be followed for the 

programming of routine servicing and overhaul of items of plant 

and the procedures necessary for the issue of maintenance work. 

The programming stage can only be completed after the technical 

planning stage, as described above, has bean finalised. 

The routine service programme in any aaction or department 
ia developed from :- 

a) The plant liât, which states the plmnt in 

that aaction or department. 

b) The manual sheets (aa described above) which, 
for each item gives :- 

what servicing tasks have to ba done 

the frequency of each task 

an estimate of time for the completion 
of each task. 

Prom the manual sheet,  "Routine Service Schedules" can be 

produced.    These schedules are siaply an extract of the manual 
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sheets giving only the tasks to be performed on any particular 

service frequency.    That is,  only the monthly taaks will be Hated 

on a monthly routine service schedule;    for the 3-monthly routine 

service schedule,  all  taska up to and including the 3-monthly taska 

will be liated.    The Routine Service Schedule sheet is given as 
Appendix IV. 

The service programme can then be compiled by tabulating the 

items of plant and listing the various routine service schedules 

required and the estimated times for each schedule against each 

item.    Once all items in a section or department have been listed, 

the various services can be arranged under the weeks that the 

service is due.    By using the estimated time for completing a 

service,  the services can be arranged to give as balanced a work 

load as possible for each week.    It may be,  in some cases,  necessary 

to plan for an unbalanced work load where there is a plant shut- 
down for holidays etc. 

Appendix V gives an example of the working sheet on which the 
programme is developed. 

The working sheet, when complete,  can be retained as the 

Master Programme or preferably be used as the basis for a wall- 

chart which will then be the Master Programme.    The programme can 

be duplicated and issued to maintenance supervisors.    For 

convenience,  the programme can be broken down to cover smaller 

perioda of time and, also,  depending on the organisation of 

maintenance staff (i.e.  if departmentalised),  the programme may 

be sub-divided on a sectional basis. 

Once this stage has been reached,  the planned maintenance 

procedures are ready to be introduced in practical terms.    However, 

it is essential that there are procedures for issuing the work to 

be done to the maintenance staff and to ensure proper reporting of 

work done and the condition of items of plant.    In most divisions, 

it will be possible to work with one common document - a JOB CARD. 

Very large schemes may however require more complex paper-work. 
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Job Card» are needed for the following mioni :- 

to provide written instructions to maintenance 

staff. 

to producs a written record of what work has 

been done. 

to enable a picture to bs built up of the 

forward workload. 

Where the job to be done on an item of plant is a routine 

service, the job instruction will refer to the appropriate Routine 

Service Schedule, which should be attached to the job card.    Where 

the job is not a routine service,  the job instruction will have to 

be written in sufficient detail for the job to be carried out. 

The simplest form of job card is given as Appendix VI.    The 

job instruction and other details are completed on the front of 

the card}    the job report being recorded on the back. 

When a job card is returned after completion of the task, the 

information recorded will be used for the following :- 

updating of the plant history cards 

the issue of more job cards for tasks 

identified from the previous job cards 

- labour control information 

- manpower utilisation information. 

To ensure that proper control of the maintenance labour force 

is kept, the following rule must be adhered to :- 
nTllY Qni P"1 MV work on one iob card' 

9.      Maintenance Organisational Structure 

The manager in charge of maintenance may be responsible directly 

to the General Manager, or responsible to the G.M. through the factory 

manager.    If there is a chief engineer, he will be responsible to him. 
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Sometimes the functions of the chief engineer, and the maintenance 

manager are combined. Typical functions of the chief engineer may 

include  :- 

Responsibility for maintenance department 

- Responsibility for plant engineering 

- Capital work 

Utilities 

Workshops 

Fire precautions, safety etc. 

If the engineering functions are fragmented and spread across 

the organisation both geographically and in terms of responsibility, 

it may be necessary to centralise maintenance activities to obtain 

maximum benefit of the engineering planning functions.    When consider- 

ing the organisation in the context of planned maintenance the 

following points should be borne in mind. 

- centralised control generally brings cheaper 

operation but may cause communication problems. 

- each man should report to only one supervisor. 

- the higher the functional status of the 

maintenance department the more effective 

its operation is likely to be. 

- communication lines should be as short as 

possible. 

a new maintenance planning section to control 

planned maintenance should be fitted into the 

organisation to achieve maximum effectiveness. 

However, in spite of what has been stated above, decentral- 

isation is to be recommended if localised expertise is required 

on short notice in certain sections of the plant.   Fibre Bag and 

Steelworks Divisions are examples of where decentralisation could 

be advantageous.    Although control problems are slightly increased, 

this system has much to commend it, especially where trust and 
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understanding are developed locally between the operatore and the 

maintenance staff in each section. 

The implementation of properly controlled planned maintenance 

procedures obviously implies additional planning requirements in the 

maintenance department.    It is therefore essential that an engineering 

planning department is established. 

Prom the start it should be clear that the engineering planning 

department is a service, not an executive department.    All admin- 

istrative work connected with the planned maintenance scheme will 

be undertaken by the department but the action remains the 

responsibility of the engineering supervisors.    The size of the 

engineering planning department will depend upon the extent of the 

planned maintenance scheme, the sise of the plant, and the number 

of items in the inventory.    It may only consist of a part-time 

clerk partially supervised by the engineer.    On the other hand, 

it may consist of the two or three qualified engineers supervising 

a team of clerical workers. 

I 

The duties expected of an engineering planning department 

can be summarised as follows :- 

the maintenance of an up-to-date plant inventory, 

assisting in the preparation of maintenance schedules 

and ensuring that these are issued at correct intervals. 

the co-ordination of the requirements of the 

engineering and production departments. 

to liaise with production management and decide 

when plant should be stopped for maintenance work. 

to keep the available work force evenly loaded 

with work. 

the planning of major overhauls and shutdown 

maintenance. 

the investigation and recording of all breakdowns 

with the intention of eliminating the causes. 
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the administration of aya tema to ensure that 

all engineering work is planned in advance, 

allocated systematically and followed up to 
completion. 

bringing any deviations from plan to the notice 

of the engineer or whoever is in a position to 

take remedial action. 

to provide management with regular meaningful 

indices of the performance of the engineering 
section. 

the   maintenance of accurate and meaningful 
machine history records. 

the training of new engineering personnel in 
procedures and methods. 

ensuring the availability of spare parts as 
and when required. 

planning and control of the salvage and re- 
conditioning activities. 

As a final point,  it must be recognised that without a properly 

established section for the planning and control of maintenance, 

success in the implementation of planned maintenance system will 
be greatly impaired. 

10.    Implementation and durational PrnM-y. 

The major problem in implementing the new system has been a 

personnel one.    In most divisions, there was a lack of suitably 

qualified,  experienced engineers, particularly mechanical 

engineers,  to write out the preventive maintenance routines. 

The maintenance routines have, for the most part, had to 

be written from first principles.    In no case were there suitable 
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manufacturers'  manual which gave comprehensive maintenance 
instructions for the engineers to follow. 

1 The preparation of the maintenance routines on the manual 

sheets represents approximately 80^ of the time required before 

| implementation can be carried out.     Because of this,  the prepar- 

ation of the manual sheets has taken longer than it would have 

done if an engineer could have spent all his time on the prepar- 

' ation. 

, In the larger units of GIHOC,   it has been necessary to set 

up Planned Maintenance Control sections to control and operate 

the new system.    The small divisions have been able to implement 

and run the system with no increase in staff. 

j 

In all divisions and sites, the major problem in running an 

i effective maintenance system is the lack of spare parts.    No division 
i 
• has a sufficient stock of spares to enable the engineering depart- 

. ments to maintain the plant at a satisfactory level.    In many cases 

| in the event of breakdown,  long delays are experienced while a 

new part is obtained or manufactured.    Also, in a number of cases, 

i major overhauls are being missed as  the required replacement parts 

are not available.    Until such time as a full stock of spares can 

be obtained,   the full effect  of the new system will not be seen. 

However,  in many cases,  the routine maintenance of equipment has 

shown an improvement in plant availability.    For example, at Paper 

' Conversion Division,  machine downtime has improved by 40$ since 

the introduction of the new system. 

Experience with the implementations has shown that it is 

essential that close co-operation between the maintenance and 

production departments is maintained.    It  is recommended that 

regular meetings are held between the two  to agree the release 

of plant according to the preventive maintenance programme. 

This is especially important  in the case of major services and 

overhaul where the plant may be required by the engineers for a 
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day of two. Production departiente auet be giran tha chance to 

reorganise thair prograaaaa in advance. Failure to co-oparata 

will only cauae friction and diacontant between the departments 

and adversely affect the effacta of proper aaintenanca. 

S. A. CRUICKSHAHK 
PRODUCTION CONSULTANT 
U.M.D.P./OIHOC 
JULY 1977 
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1 DRIVE 

DRIVING 

SHAFT 

REMOVE TOP HALF OF 

GUARD AND CHECK 

SPROCKET KEYS FOR 

TIGHTNESS AND CHAIN FOR 

WEAR AND TENSION 

REMOVE TOP COVERS ON 

BEARINGS AND EXAMINE 

FOR WEAR AND DAMAGE TO 

BALL RACES. CHECK 

PULLEY KEYS FOR 

TIGHTNESS 

Weekly 

1 Fitter 

1 Labourer 
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1 Fitter 

1 Labourer 
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GIHOC 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

STOCK AND PRODUCTION CONTROL 

1.      Introduction 

This report is presented as a basis for discussion and agreement on 

the action to be taken to make further improvements in profitability in 

the Electronics Division through more effective stock and production 

control.    It has been prepared against the background of a very successful 

year in 1975, in which production, sales and profits reached very satisfactory 

levels.    Whilst not wishing in any way to minimise the considerable 

achievements which have been made by divisional management,  it is considered 

that the findings and recommendations discussed below indicate clearly 

that still further progress can be made. 

For convenience of the reader,  the r 

out under the following headings:- 

inder of this report  is set 

2. Background 

3. Summary of Findings and Recommendations 

4. Brief Description of Present System 

5. Conclusion on the Present System 

6. Financial Implications of Present System 

7. Proposed Stock Control System 

8. Procedures for Kits 

8.1 Receipt into Stock 

8.2 Discrepancies 

8.3 Issue from Stock 

9. Procedure« for Individual Components and gub-««i«««Uee 

9.1 Receipt into Stock 

9.2 Discrepancies 

9.3 Issue from Stock 

10.  Conclusion. 
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2. Background 

In our preliminary survey at the Division last year it was noticed 

that although the Division had in the past consistently operated with 

high levels of stocks this had not prevented  shortages occurring with 

the resulting disruption to production.    A significant part of the out 

of balance stock situation could be attributed to shortcomings in the 

stock control system which had been introduced some years earlier. 

It was concluded that the procurement/stocking/product ion control 

functions could be revised with benefit subject to a more detailed 

investigation. 

3. Su—ary of Findings and Recommendations 

3.1 A very significant change in the level of raw material 

stock has taken place since our initial survey last year. 

The  stock at the end of  1975 was equivalent to an average 

of about 6 months usage and even less at peak output.    In 

total terms this is not excessive for  imported materials. 

3.2 The overall investment in stock arises from placing 

orders for sets of parts  to meet the production programme 

rather than the operation of a stock control  system.    Also, 

this investment can be increased quite dramatically by the 

exercise of commercial judgement to procure quantities in 

excess of the current programme. 

3.3 An out-of-balance stock situation exists with stock 

outs and shortages on a number of items. 

3.4    One of the requirements for efficient production is 

an accurate knowledge of  the number of complete kits of 

parts available in the store and which could be issued for 

assembly purposes.    The present system does not provide this 

information which could only b« obtained by the laborious 

process of checking a larga number of individual pan or 

master cards. 
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3.5    Whilst Che bulk of components are ordered in kit 

quantities,  it is necessary to order quantities of 

individual components to meet additional usage arising 

for a variety of reasons.     The present system does not 

indicate in a systematic way: 

when a component should be re-ordered 

how many should be re-ordered. 

This difficiency in the system exacerbates the 

shortage situation,  because of the delay in re-ordering 

components. 

3.6    There is inadequate control over the issue of kits of 

components for normal production and this probably contributes 

to the shortage problem.     As an example,  the quantity of 

•orna components issuad against supply lists can exceed the 

number of kits produced by as much as 15X. 

3.7    Some parts of   the present system are not being operated 

satisfactorily.    Also,  the system appears to require an 

excess amount of clerical effort. 

Following on from these findings,  our principal 

recommendations are that: 

a system of  stock control should be  introduced 

which would place the emphasis on controlling 

kits of components rather than individual 

components 

provision should be made for individual control 

of those components whose usage exceeds the 

number of kits assembled.    For this to be 

effective,   the excess usage of those components 

should be monitored,  re-order  levels and quantities 

determined and procedures established to minimise 

the risk of running out of stock, consistent with 

acceptable stock holding costs. 
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More discipline should be   introduced to ensure 

that all aspects of the new systems are operated 

correctly.    This should  include  stringent control 

over  the quantities of individual components  issued 

for kits and also an audit  to  ensure that records 

are accurate and up-to-date.     Responsibilities for 

the various aspects should be  clearly defined  and 

delegated  to the appropriate members of staff. 

NOTE:      The proposed systems should  result in less clerical 

effort  than would be required   to operate the present 

system correctly. 

4.       Brief Description of Present System 

Components are ordered in kit quantities   to match the production 

programme.    Additional  quantities of some  components are ordered  separately 

to provide stock for excess usage,  servicing,   etc.    For these,  order 

quantities are decided on a judgment as   to   their likely usage.    No 

formal analysis of  historical consumption  is   attempted.    Bulk  supplies 

of   locally available common use items such as  paint,   glue,   labels may be 

ordered as and when required, again without   the benefit of  any usage 

analysis. 

Imported items  are received into the  bonded warehouse on site and 

taken from there when required and put  into  the main store.     When the 

items are despatched  from the supplier,   an advice notéis received  showing 

quantities despatched.    These quantities  are  posted to bin cards and 

subsequently to the Master Cards.    When  the  goods are  taken   into store 

from the bonded warehouse,  quantities are  checked against  the advice 

notes and if there are discrepancies a discrepancy note is  raised and 

the bin and Master Cards  adjusted from this.      When the components  are 

physically put into  their stores location,   pan cards and updated. 

It will be seen from the above that   3  separate records  exist for 

each component.    Pan cards are located with  the components and they show 

actual receipts and issues and any adjustments as a result of stock checks. 
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Bin cards, which are identical  to the pan cards, are filed  in boxes  in 

the store.    Their prime purpose is to show the location of  the component 

to which they refer.    In addition,  they are said to be used  as a cross- 

check on the accuracy of the pan cards.    On each occasion that an entry 

is made on a bin card,  the clerk in charge is supposed to refer to the 

pan card to check that it is correct.     In fact, however,  this is done 

only when the bin card shows nil stock. 

Finally, master cards exist for each component and they are designed 

to contain a considerable variety of  information including customs 

tariff,  supplier,  standard price, minimum stock level, order quantity, 

details of orders placed, receipts into stock,  deliveries   (or  issues), 

stock level and quantity committed to complete the programme.    Unfortunately, 

in practice the only information on most cards  is the component code 

number,  description,  set or sets used on, quantity per set,   unit price 

and details of orders placed,  receipts  to store,  issues and   stock  level. 

Even then,   details of orders are posted  to the cards only when the 

preliminary invoice or shipping advice note  is received from the  supplier. 

This could be some weeks after  the order is placed.    Also no  indication 

is given of  the   total quantity ordered and delivery dates  agreed.     The 

preliminary invoice refers only to those components being despatched in 

one  shipment. 

Stores  issues are  initiated in one of two ways.     The normal method 

for the production lines is by means of a supply list.    A line supervisor 

is  supposed to request approximately one week's supply of  complete kits 

of  components.     However, he can specify quantities of  individual  components 

and may order more of some items than others.     If there is a need  for 

additional supplies of specific components to replace those which have 

been rejected or  lost,  the supervisor raises a Stores Requisition Note 

(SIM).    Components required by the Repairs Department are aleo issued 

against SRNs.     In this case, however,   the SRN bas to be approved by  the 

Procurement Manager or the Production Controller before isaue to ensure 

that there  is sufficient stock available which is not  likely to be 

required by the production lines. 

Mien kits of components are issued, pan cards are updated and the 

issue quantitiee noted on the aupply list. At the end of each month a 

new supply list  is raised.   The previous one  is passed to the clerk 
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in charge of bin cards.    He totals the quantities of each component 

issued during the month» updates the bin cards and records the quantity 

of  each component left  in stock.    Similarly,   quantities of components 

issued against SRNs are posted to bin cards,   but on a daily basis. 

When all postings  have been completed  the supply lists and SRNs are 

passed  to the production controller to enable him to update the master 

cards. 

5.      Conclusion on the Present System 

At present,  postings to the master cards are  in arrears by 4 months, 

the most recent ones being for September,   1975.    This, of course,  renders 

them ineffective as means of determining the need  to re-order.    Even  if 

they were up-to-date,   however,  the cards do  not contain the necessary 

control  data i.e.  re-order  levels and order  quantities,  nor do they 

permit an analysis of  consumption. 

In other words,   the master cards  serve  no useful purpose other  than 

to  indicate the set or  sets  in which the component  is used and to show 

the unit price of  the  component.    As a result,   there is no effective way 

to control the level  of stock and an imbalance has resulted which affects 

production. 

The effect of  this  imbalance is clearly  illustrated  in the case of 

the Philips Mark II  radio.    There is said  to be sufficient stock of 

components to produce   12,000 sets.    At a production rate of 750 per 

week,   this is equivalent to 16 weeks production.     In fact,  an examination 

of  the pan cards for  this radio, has confirmed that some components are 

already out of  stock  including handles,  screws,  and capacitors.    Indeed, 

according to the pan cards,   there is  less  than 10 weeks supply for 

almost  a third of  the  componan ti (32 out of   a total of 103, excluding 

glue,  grease and other  common items)  and  less than 8 weeks supply for 

approximately 22X  (22  out of  103).    Details  of  the components involved 

are given in Appendix   I.     From this Appendix  it  also can be seen 

that  there is more than 15 weeks stock of  nearly  25X of  components 

including one component, a washer, for which there is more than 10 years 

stock available. 



One cause of shortages could be that certain components are issued 

against supply lists in greater quantities than others.    It is not known 

why this occurs, but an examination of pan and bin cards for several 

components has shown that  it does.    In particular,   it appears than 

excess quantities of telescopic aerials have been issued during 1975 as 

follows:- 

Model 
Issues Against 
Supply Lists 

Radios  Built 
in Year 

Excess  Issued 

Qty. X 

Philips Mk II 

Sony Mk II 

29,500 

14,230 

26,333 

12,339 

3,167 

1,891 

12X 

15% 

Reference has been made earlier  to the  incorrect use being made of 

the master cards.    In addition,   there  appear  to be many errors or omissions 

on them.    A 10Z sample was anlaysed amounting to some 230 cards,   in an 

attempt to get some measure of   the extent of   this problem.    The more 

important findings are discussed below. 

Out of a total of 232 cards, 69 did not  show the result of a stock 

check although it has not been possible to determine the reason or 

reasons for this.    Of the  remaining 163 cards,  the most recant stock 

check was shown to be more than 2 years ago  in the  case of  70 components. 

Half of these vere subsequently examined and  it was discovered by checking 

with bin cards, that physical   stock existed  for more than  501 of  them. 

It would therefore appear  that  there has been some  laxity in recording 

the result of stock checks on the master cards, or possibly even in 

carrying out the checks.     In one particular case the last stock check 

was shown to be in January,  1971 although there are still  210 of the 

components in stock. 
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Whilst the accuracy of entries and subsequent additions or subtractions 

was not specifically checked on every card of the sample, at least 15 

cards out of the total of 232 were seen to contain arithmetic errors. 

One component for the Philips Mark II radio has been purchased 

consistently up to August, 1975. According to the master card however, 

no issues have been made. As a result the stock is now said to be 

58,900. On investigation, it appears that this component is frequently 

used for other purposes but its issue has never been recorded on the 

. master card. 

All but one of the cards for the 7R-55 in the sample showed stocks 

i varying from 219 to 930 out of a total order for 3,300 sets. The reason 

for this serious imbalance is not known. There was evidence of unusually 

high usage of at least 2 components for this set. In one case, an 

additional quantity of 800 were ordered and 600 remain. 

Cards have been raised for the ITT Automatic telephone, but they 

contain only the component code number and description. No record 

\ exists of orders placed, items received or issued. No cards exist for 

the ITT CB telephone or for refrigerators, freezers etc. 

All of the above raises serious doubt about the effectiveness of 

the whole stock control system and the way it is operated. In the next 

but one section of this report, an improved system is proposed which 

should provide a more appropriate framework for effective control. It 

should require less clerical effort to operate and therefore it should 

be possible to maintain it with great diligence than appears to have 

been possible in the past. 

6.  Financial Implications of Prsaent Syst— 

There are 6 main areas where the stock and production control 

syst««, as presently operated, gives rise to excess costs or losses in 

profit. These arc: 
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excess clerical costs in operating 

cost of operators' non-productive tine when Hhortages 

stop production 

excessive changeover costs if one product has to be 

stopped because of shortage and a different one 

started up 

loss of profit from reduced throughput 

excessive management tine required to search for 

components, re-order then and adjust production 

schedules 

excess labour costs incurred by partly completing 

units and then subsequently finishing them when 

shortages are made up. 

unfortunately data are not available in the appropriate form to 

enable these excess costs to be quantified. 

7.  Proposed Stock Control System 

The present system is based on the philosophy of controlling the 

stock levels of individual components. If it were operated as originally 

intended, but extended to permit an analysis of usage of each component, 

the risk of running out of stock of any component before the completion 

of the assembly programme could be reduced to an acceptable level. 

However, this would involve a disproportionately high clerical effort. 

Instead, it is recommended that a system be adopted that is more suited 

to the usage pattern of the components. 

The prime objective of the system should be to ensure that complete 

kits are available to assemble the total numbers of each product that 

are planned. Superimposed on this should be a separate system to control 

the stock of individual components used to manufacture sub-assemblies 
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in-plant, finished sub-assemblies, component* mad« in-plant auch aa 

cabinets, general uae or bulk iaaue itene auch aa glue, solder etc. and 

components where Che uaage is greater than the planned quantity of kits 

to be assembled.  Such excess uaage could ariae in aeveral ways such as: 

replacement of components rejected in production 

repairs 

sales to other repairers. 

The need for a different system and individual component  stock 

cards arises because the pattern of either receipt or  iaaue  is normally 

quite different from the majority of kit componente e.g.   sub-assemblies 

may be produced at a different rate  from final product. 

For each product   there should be  a simple kit   stock  card  showing 

the number of kits on order,  received   into  stock,   issued   to production 

and currently in stock.     Additional   information to be  shown on  the card 

should include the planned issue quantity,   planned monthly usage rate, 

supplier or suppliers,  delivery  time,   review or re-order   level   and 

details of order  call-off quantities  and delivery dates.     Attached  to 

the kit stock card will  be a list of  bulk  items controlled by   individual 

stock cards  (i.e.   solder,  grease,  etc.). 

For each component   to be used  to  produce a sub-assembly  there 

should be a separate component  stock card similar  to that   shown in 

Exhibit 1.    The same deaign of  card  ahould  also be  used   to control 

finished sub-assemblies,  components  such as cabinets which are made 

in-plant,  general  uae or bulk issue   items  such as glue,   solder  etc.   and 

excess usage components.     In the latter caae,  the component  stock card 

would be used to control  the stock to be held  in excess ot   the kit 

quantities.    Ideally,   such stock should physically be  located apart  from 

the main kit components. 
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Procedures for Kite 

• .1    neceift into Stock 

The present method of  ordering kits, deciding call-off 

quantities and deliveries and receipt   into the bonded warehouse 

appears to be satisfactory and need not,  therefore,  be changed. 

However,  a copy ot   each order  should  be  passed to   the  stock 

controller  to enable hi« to enter details on the  kit  stock card. 

Withdrawal   irosi the bonded warehouse should  be controlled 

and only complete kits transferred  to  the stain store.    When 

received at  the store a Goods Received Note should  be  raised 

and one copy passed  to the   stock controller to enable him to 

record  the quantity ot  kits  received on the kit   stock card. 

When the components are checked and placed  in their  stores 

location the pan cards should be updated. 

8.2    Discrepancies 

If   any discrepancy  is  found between the quantity 

invoiced and  the quantity  received,  a discrepancy note 

should be raised by  the stores superintendent for  each 

component which is  short,  or over-supplied, as at present. 

One copy of   the discrepancy note should be sent  to accounts, 

one  to the stock controller  and one  to  the Procurement 

Manager  for  information.     In the event of a shortage,   the 

stock controller  should check to see   if   the quantity  in 

shortage  is available fro» the excess  usage conponent  stock 

and  it   so,  he should arrange for a transfer to the kit  stock 

and  tilt  the discrepancy note as being satisfied.     If  such 

stock  is not available the  stock controller should  rait.« a 

requisition and pass  it   to  the Procurement Manager  for hi* to 

arrange replacement   it  posaible.    Until  the replacement 

stock  is received,   the discrepancy note should be  filed with 

the kit  stock card.    Note:     a separate note is required for 

each component. 
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In the avant of over-euppiy, only  the ordered quantity 

should be placed in the kit atore,   the  excess being directed 

to the exceaa usage coaponent stock.     The  stock controller 

should update the appropriate excess usage component stock 

card and file the discrepancy note. 

8.3    Issue froai Stock 

When a production aupervisor requires a quantity of 

components  for kit assembly he should  raiae a Stores 

Requisition Note  (SM) .     The storeman  should sign this 

SRM and duplicates when the  issue has been »ade and  should 

then pass one copy to  the  stock controller  to up-date  the 

kit stock card,   the other copy being  sent   to the cost   office. 

The supply   list   is retained by the  storeman tor use at   the 

next  issue.     As each component  is res»ved   fro« stock   the 

pan card  should also be updated.     (Note:     Pan tards  should 

show the quantity of  the cossponent  uaed  on a set).     When  the 

stock controller has updated  the kit   stock  card,  he  should 

file the SU. 

On each occasion that an issue  is  recorded on the  kit 

stock card,   the stock controller should  compare the  resulting 

stock balance with the  re-order  level.     If  the re-order   level 

is reached,   the stock controller should   immmdiately  inform 

the procurement manager and the production manager,  who  should 

then decide whether to re-order or not,   depending on  the 

forward production plan.     Similarly,   if   the alarm level   is 

reached the procurement manager should be  informed to enable 

him to expedite outstanding orders. 

Certain items listed on supply  lieta cannot readily be 

controlled by means ol   the kit  stock  card.    These  ine lud« 

items manufactured in-plant  auch as cabinata, components 

for sub-aeeeesblies and general or bulk une items such aa 

aolder, paint, glue etc.    Tne means of  controlling these 
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items il discussed below. However, it should be noted that 

provision is made for a list of such items to be filed with 

the kit stock card. Ssparate requisitions should be raised 

by production supervisors when they require  such items. 

9.      Procedures for  Individual 
Components and Sub-assemblies 

9-1     leceigt   into Stock 

The aethod of orderinf sub-assembly components and some 

hulk issues  items such ss drive cords,  etc.   can remain 

unchanged.    However, since the usage of  some of   these items 

may be higher  than planned,   provision should  be made to 

monitor usage  and signal  the  need to re-order betöre it may he 

necessary to re-order kits.     Control  parameters  for these 

components and  tor the excess  stock of  high usage components 

would require   to be set.    Whenever  sn order   is placed a copy 

should be passed to the  stock  controller  to  ensble him to 

enter details  on the appropriate stock csrd. 

When the   items are received   into the   stor*  either from 

the bonded warehouse, from local  suppliers or  from within 

the  tactory   in   the i ase of   sub-aasembl ies  and  cabinet!,  a 

Goods Received  Mote should he   rsised and  one  copy passed 

to the stock  controller to enable him to record  the quantity 

received on the appropriate  component  stock  card.     In the 

case of  sub-assemblies and components such as i abineta,  the 

Finished Goods Transísr Note could be used  instead ot 

raising a Goods aereived Note.     When the components sre 

checked and placed in their  stores location,  the pan carda 

should be updated as st preaemt. 

9.2    Discrepancies 

The same procedure for over or under supply should he 

used as described ssrlier for kits sacept  that the need 

should not arine for aub-aasemthliea or cuma saints nade in-plant 
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I 9-3    !••>*• fro« Stock 

When a production eupervisor requires  a quantity of 

componente  for sub-assemblies, a quantity of   sub-asseafcliea 

or a quantity of general  or bulk issue components he should 

raise an SIM and give it  to the storeaan who  should sign  it 

unen the   i a sue has been nade and then pass  one copy to the 

stock controller for hisi to update the  component   stork  card. 

The second  copy should  be passed to the  cost  office.    As 

each cossponent  is removed  fron stock the  pan card should 

siso be updated.    Mien the  stock controller  has updated 

the cossponent stock card  he should file   the  SBN. 

When  a  production supervisor  requires  components  to 

replace  faulty or damaged  ones already  received or when  the 

repair  section or engineering require cossponents,  they should 

raise an MM and pass  it   to the stock controller before «oing 

to the store.    The stock  controller  should  ascertain  it   the« 

coaponent   is available  frcm the excess  usage   stock and   il   su 

authorise   issue.    The authorised SIM should   then b* taken  to 

the stores  and the noraal   issue procedure  followed.    If   however, 

there  is  no excess stock available,  the production manager  must 

agree before any coaponent  can be taken  fro» the kit  stock. 

If approval   is given the  stock controller   should  raise a 

shortage note and tile  it  with the kit  stock  card.    He should 

then check   if  there  is an outstanding order   for  that  component 

shown on the cuaponent  stock card which will   cover  the shortage. 

It   there  ia,   he takes no  further action until   the order   is 

received or until the alar» level  is reached.    He will  then 

arrange for  the appropriate quantity to he  transferred to the 

kit stock  to cancel the shortage note.     It  no auch outstanding 

order »Mists,  the stock controller should  raiae a requisition 

«ad pass it  to the procurement nana ser for hia to arrange 

replenishment. 
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0« ««eh occasion  that an issue  in  recorded on .1 

consonant  stock card   the nock controllar  should rampare 

the  resulting «tock  balance with the   re-order   level.      If 

th« re-ord«r  lavai   i*  reachad,   the  stock   controller  ahould 

raiaa a  ranuiaition  ior  replacement  atock  and pa.«  it   to 

tha procurant a-n-g.r.     if  tnt ulmrm  level  i§ rMch#df   th# 

procurement M nager  should be informad   to «nable hi« to 

aspad i ta outstanding orden. 

10 •    CofKlmion 

«Mist  th«  prêtant  atock control  syst«, could be revitaliaad and 

opar.tad corr.ctly,   this «mud rapire con.idar.bly «ore et tort   than ha. 

baen applied  in  tha p..t       Iv.„ tK.„,   it   ».  uftiik(ly that   u  ^^  hfing 

•bout a raductio«  i. stock-out. to an acc.pt.bl.   level  wUhout   a  corr..pom.inK 

increase  in raw material   stocks to an unduly  high level. 

I 
I 
I 

The new .y.tam propo^d  in thi. report   reflect, more accurately the 

n~d. of   the production -rthod. ia u...     It   mhoulá * S1«,u  aftd   ,.„ 

•ftpanaiv. to oprata.     If   it   is diligantly -int.in* it  should  «„sur, 

that thara  i. a »«had  ruction in the number  of kit. which  cannot  be 

collated at pr..ant  for  lack of . fw coa^onamts.    Thi. can only  re.ult 

in batUr  uaa of   th. division's rssourca. of   labour, c-.Ual   mná  ^i9mmt 

-ith it. con^a^nnt raflacti«, in .van highar   level, of profitability. 

(T.  WMtTII »ATtMÛH) 
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UlTilWTlOW Of AVAILABLE STOCK FOX 

PHlLIPf m.u (22BL-OOB) I 
| MOfli 1.      The following data exclude co«on  itnu such a* paint, 

flu«, great« etc. 

2. It it aaauMd that the conauavtion rate ia 750 kite 

pwr week. 

3. The data were derived fro« a check of all pan carda 

em 27th January, 1974. 

•W or STOCK AVAILABLE NO.  Of CflHtXXSMTi 
NIL 5 

NIL -  5 7 
5.1  - i.O 10 
•.1 -   10 10 

10.1  -   12 14 
12.1  -   15 12 
15.1  -  20 • 

20.1-25 t» 
25.1  -  10 3 
10.1  -  50 1 
50.1 - BO 2 
•0.1 -120 2 

120.1 -200 - 

200.1 -4M 1 

103 

«HP l0 MRjKf or BTOGK 

NIL STOCK 

Ite* Me.                            Cod« He. D»acr if t ion 
211                          2222-Oli-ltlOl Eleo 

Wi                           2522-001-0777« •crew 
*15                           3122-101-O40U Tena i on Spring 
•02                           3l22-ll«-700t0 Mandi i 

•17                           2*22-257-24201 Lovéaa««à«r 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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MIL - 5 WEEKS 
It«« No. Code No. 

219 #330-030-30000 
403 2522-6Ot-Q20O3 
405 2522-634-04005 
407 2222-807-10098 
sot 2522-600-17017 
• 14 3122-107-69900 
•21 3122-114-81070 

S.l -  8 HBEKS 
tie,   7 i • 9)330-300-80000 

314 3122-138-21150 
410 3122-101-56400 
414 0722-105-00001 
710 3122-103-12250 
•OS 2522-400-16029 
•20 3122-115-00460 
•23 3122-114-81100 
•27 3122-114-01910 
•2« 3122-114-01920 

• .1  -  10 tftKkS 
101 

10* 

220 

223 

»2 

305 

313 

318 

• 10 
• lft 

3122-103-42290 

2322-101-33331 

3122-994-2S610 

2222-016-16151 

2222-563-03392 

2222-563-02331 

3122-106-70380 

t39)O-O01-2O002 

24 22-01S-O1002 

2522-021-07009 
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Retaining Ring 
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Washer 

Telescopic Aerial 
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Transistors (3) 
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We«her 
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Disc 

Disc 

P.C. Board 
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Pin up 
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Introduction 

Following a depth study earlier this year,   a report was prepared and 

submitted   to Dr.   loye recoeaending • revised   ayate* of  (opponent   stork 

control.     The report was  submitted early  in March and discussed during 

April.    At   a aeeting on   Jrd Hay  it was  agreed  with Dr.   Boye  and Mr.   Iago» 

that,  subject  to  son» ni nor changes,   implementation  should  start   right away. 

Mr.   Pa ter»on,   the  UK  production consultant   who  conducted   the  depth 

study,   immediately  proceeded with the  first  stage of   implementation   ln 

the normal   way,   i.e.   on  the understanding that   he would  lead   the work  in 

consultation with divisional aanagenent,   and with the  amístame ot 

divisional   statt.     Subsequently on the   17th Hay,   it   bécane clear   that   there 

had  been a  ni sunder stending about   the consultant's  role.    Rather   than 

take advantage of   his  full-tin»  availability   to   lead   the project.   Dr.   Hoye 

wished the   impIesentai ion  to be  undertaken by   him own  «tail   in  spite oí 

the considerable  additional  burden this  would   place  upon  them.     Accordingly, 

it  was agreed  that   the  consultant  would  prepare   an  operational   manual   and 

this  inplenwitiatiun «anual   and  prog rasase  tor  uae  by divisional   staff.     It 

was also agreed  that  although the full  burden  and  responsibility of   the 

imp lament at ion would  tall   upon the divisional   ataff,   the conaultant  would 

be available  for discession and  advice.     He would also audit   progress and 

report at  approximately monthly  intervals over   the neat fsw Months. 

This manual  deacribes the various  tasks which have to be  undertaken 

to introduce the new systen.     It also containa  an agreed progresase of work 

against which progress can be noni tor ed.    The day-to-day running of  the 

syatea is described in a separate Manual. 
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Catturigli of Stock 

In th« ncv stock control ayataa there are three main categories of 

• tuck for each kit or mod*i  to be «••«•bled: 

kit stock it« 

bulk or separat* issu« itasM 

excess usage   itesM. 

Kit   atock comprises   those components  issued against  a  supply   list   in 

precise quantities tor  the number of  kits  to he built.     Control  or   these 

is exercised in te rae of   number of complete  kits  available  for  assembly 

or  being   issued to the  production belts.     Thus  for  example,   if   the kit 

stock  i ard   shows a stock  of   2,000 kits,   this  etani   that   there  »tre  2,(XW) 

of  each c oeaponent  in stock where there   is  1   of   that  component  used per 

kit  and 4.ÜÜ0 of  each component where  2 are  used  per kit   etc.     Similar I v, 

it  230 kit*,  are issued,   230 of  each component where  there  is  1  per kit 

will  have   been issued etc. 

bulk   or  separate  issue  iteSM are those   such as glue,   paint,   solder 

wire eti .   which are issued  in bulk quantities  separately  frost supply 

list   itesih   Oil items such as picture  tubes,   cabinets eti .   which «ay be 

issued  in   esuli  quantities because of   storage  space   limitations on the 

ptoduction   belt.    Control  of   auch i tests  is  by swans ot   individual  component 

stock carda  and  issue  is   initiated by a Stores teejuisition Note   (SUN). 

fcxreae  usage atock   is  the  additional   stork ot   kit   componenti« which 

has to be   held for use  as  replacetasnts on the  belts or   for engineering, 

servicing  or  sales.    The  usage  of  these components  is not  directly 

related  tu  kit assembly  and therefore they have  to be controlled  in 

exactly  the  same way as bulk iaaue items  i.e.   by  individual  stock cards. 

Issue  is   initisted by SIMs. 
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Ififnce iif  I^lffn^Ullim 

It has been agreed  that  tlM AM stock control  systen will  be  introduced 

for  20" and 24" TV aits and componenti followed by the Philipe Nark II 

radio.     This  is in  line with the  intended  start-up ot  production following 

receipt ot   kits fro» euppliera.     A decision has  still  to be nade on the 

sequence for  the regaining kits.     However,   the  systen should be extended 

as rapidly as possible to  cover all products  and components  including 

SKfi ones such as téléphonas,   light fittings,  deep freesers etc. 

Each activity  involved  in iapleaenting  the  systen for TV kits  is 

described below in the sequence   in which  they   should  take place.     S 

are one-off   activities relating to the total   systen.    Others,  which 

relate  specifically  to TVs,   should be repeate*!  for each of  the other 

kits  to be applied. 
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PAKT 1 

IMPLANTATION ACTIVITIES 

This part  of the manual describes each activity  involved  in  implementing 

the new stock control   system.       It   ia written  in the  sequence  in which 

the activities  ahould  take place.     Many of   the  activities  arc described 

aa being undertaken by  the atock controller.     This  should  be taken  to 

mean any of  the ataff   in the atock control  section. 

Reference  ia made  below to various documents.     Examples of  these 

are contained  in the  Component Stock Control  Procedures Manual.     Rather 

than rep«at them in this implementation manual,   therefore,   the reader   is 

referred  to that document. 

1-      Prepare TV Supply Lista    (Stock Controller) 

At   present  radio  and TV aupply   lists  contain all  components required 

to build  a kit.     Some  of  the components are   issued  separately and   in 

bulk rather  than aa kit quantities.     Since,   for   the purposes of   the 

stock control   system,   a kit  ia defined  as  those  components   issued   in kit 

quantities,  the other  components must  be   identified.     The  stock controller 

therefore  should agree with the production supervisor,  which are  th* 

a«p«rate  issue  i tema  for which requisitions are required.     He should 

then arrange for the words "Separate Requisition Required"  to be  typed 

on the master  copy of   the supply list  immediately  to the right of  the 

column headed "QTY",  opposite each auch component. 

All   such components should then be summeriaed on to form SC.2 - 

Supply  List  Items Requiring Separate Requisitions.    This form indicate« 

the part  number,  description,  code number,  quantity per kit  and  stores 

location  for each component.     (Storca  location should be  left blank,  to 

be filled  in by the storekeeper in due course). 
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When a component appears  «or« than once on the supply list,   it will 

have a different position number on each occasion.    These should be 

listed together on the form,  bracketed and the total quantity per kit 

shown. 

When the forai has been completed it will for« part of the supply 

list and also part of the kit  stock card. 

Finally,   the planned  issue  quantity  in terms of  the number of kits 

to be  issued per occasion,   should be noted on the  top line of  the first 

page of the supply list master   copy,   immediately to the right of  the 

word "QTY". 

2.       Instruct Staff and Issue  TV 
Supply Lists    (Procurement Manager) 

Separate briefing meeting«   should be held with the different  staff 

groups involved in the operation of  the new system  i.e.   production 

supervisors,   storekeepers,   stock control  staff and  goods receipt  storekeeper, 

At each meeting the objectives   of  the new system and the   involvement  of 

the various people should  be  explained.     Each person should be given a 

copy of the appropriate part  of   the procedures manual  and  the  intended 

programme for implementing the  various activities  should  be indicated. 

Those concerned should be   instructed  to  start operating the revised 

goods receipt,  requisitioning   and issuing procedures  immediately. 

Storekeepers  should however  continue  to use existing supply lists as   the 

basis for kit issues for all   kits except TVs.    They and production 

supervisors  should be issued with revised copies of  the TV lists and 

should operate the new procedures in relation to them immediately.    A 

copy of the  supply list should   also be sent  to the Divisional Accountant 

to enable him to prepare an aggregate cost for the kit issue items. 

3.      Prepared Kit Stock Recorda     (Stock Controller) 

Kit stock cards should be  prepared for each different kit to be 

assembled,  including SKD kits.     Information under the headings of 

DESCRIPTION,  MODEL NUMBER and  SUPPLIER is self-evident. 
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The PLANNED ISSUE QUANTITY should be confirmed with the Production 

Manager and it the number of kits to be issued at any one tine. The 

PLANNED MONTHLY USAGE is the nuaber of kits planned to be »••••bled per 

•onth when in normal production. Order details relate to all outstanding 

orders for kits of components. The information required, which should 

be obtained from the Procurement Manager, is date of order, order 

number, number of kits ordered and details of call-off quantities and 

delivery dates requested. The date of order, order number and quantity 

ordered, for each outstanding order, should be repeated in the main part 

of the stock card in the columns headed DATE, REFERENCE and ORDERS 

respectively. 

It is anticipated that the kit stock cards will be set up before 

any stock is received. Thus, the final entry in the main body of the 

card should be as follows: 

date of preparing the card - in the column headed DATE 

"Stock card initiated"    - in the column headed REFERENCE 

NIL - in the column headed STOCK. 

Each entry should be initialled by the stock controller, as it is 

made. 

Finally, the stock controller should agree with the Procurement 

Manager how the ALARM LEVEL should be set and the figure calculated and 

written in the space at the top of the column headed STOCK. It is 

understood that for kits, this level should be equal to 6 months usage. 

Thus the figure to be put on the card would be equivalent to 6 times the 

planned monthly usage. 

4.  Activate Kit Stock Records (Stock Controller) 

As soon as each kit stock card has been preparad* it should be 

brought into full use, as described in the appropriate part of the 

procedures manual. 
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5.      Prepare TV Component Stock Cardi    (Stock Controller) 

As soon as the stock controller hai prepared the kit stock cards, 

he should proceed to prepare the new separate  issue and excess usage 

stock cards for TV components.    This will  involve up to approximately 

480 new stock cards  (There are approximately 480 different components 

usad between the 20" and 24" TV kits). 

It has been suggested that the stock of existing master cards 

should be used up first.     This,  however,  may  take some  time since there 

are approximately 7,000 unused cards.    The  rate of usage has been stated 

to be between 100 and  2,000 per year.     It would  therefore be between i{ 

and  70 years before the  stock would be exhausted.    Rather than endanger 

the  success of the new system by delaying,   new cards, which are more 

appropriate to requirements,   should be introduced at the outset. 

Standard cards,  common to all divisions of GIHOC,   should be used. 

The  stock cards  should be stored in wooden boxes approximately  12 

centimetres deep by 25 centimetres long. 

The method of preparation of  the new cards  should be as follows:- 

5.1 Take a batch of  20 new stock cards and mark ink SEPARATE 

ISSUE ITEMS on back and front of each at  top centre. 

5.2 Refer to the document "SUPPLY LIST  ITEMS REQUIRING 

SEPARATE REQUISITIONS" for the 24" TV and  select the master 

cards for the first 20 components listed. 

5.3 Copy DESCRIPTION,  PART NO.  AND  (Kits)   USED ON in ink 

on new cards.    Determine from supply  list or production 

supervisor,  the total quantity,  length etc.  used on each 

kit and note this  in ink beside the kit used on. 

I 
1 

5.4 Copy supplier's n 

each master card. 

(if known) on to the new card from 
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5.5 Calculât« the Monthly consumption for each month of 

previous 2 years and alao this yaar and anter on to the 

new card, together with the totals for each of the last 

two years. 

5.6 If the component is imported, enter the words "ASSUMED 

DELIVERY 8 MONTHS" on line 1, "DELIVERY TIME FOR ORDERS", 

this being the average delivery time as assessed by the 

Procurement Manager. 

5.7 Replace OLD STOCK CARDS in original filing location 

and take batch of new cards to the purchasing office. 

5.8 Enter name of suppliers if not previously recorded in 

stores. 

5.9 For locally purchased components, obtain the Procurement 

Manager's estimate of the delivery times and enter the words 

"ESTIMATED DELIVERY   DAYS (OR WEEKS)" on line 1, 

"DELIVERY TIME FOR ORDERS". 

5.10 Check for any outstanding orders either for the 

individual components or for kits containing the components. 

Enter on the card, with the longest dated order written first: 

Date 

Purchase order number - in column headed REFERENCE 

Unit Price - in column headed UNIT PRICE 

Quantity - in column headed ORDER QTY 

Initials - in column headed INITIAL. 

MOTE: Columns headed TOTAL 0« ORDER and TOTAL COVER will not 

be ueed. 

5.11 Enter in pencil the REVIEW FREQUENCY, RUPPER STOCK, 

ALARM AT and RE-ORDER AT figures. The method of determining 

these it the subject of a ••parate papar. 
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5.12    PI «et MW STOCK CAM» into file, take another batch of 

20 cards and repeat the a tepe 5.1 to 5.12 until all supply 

list ite« requiring separate requisitions in the 24" TV kits 

heve been covered. 

5.13    Repeat for 20" TV bulk components, excluding those 

components common to the 24" TV kits. 

5.14 Take a batch of 20 new stock cards and mark in ink 

EXCESS ISSUE ITEMS on back and front of each at top centre. 

5.15 Refer to  the supply list for the 24" TV and select 

•Mister cards for the first 20 components issued against  the 

list  (i.e. excluding those already dealt with above). 

5.16 Repeat steps 5.3 and 5.4. 

5.17 Calculate the monthly consumption,  excluding issues 

against supply  lists,   for each month of the previous 2 years 

end also this year and enter on to the new card, together 

with the totals for each of the last two years. 

5.18 Repeat steps 5.6  to 5.11  inclusive. 

5.19 Place MEW STOCK CARDS  into file,  take another batch of 

20 cards and repeat steps 5.14 to 5.18 until all components 

have been covered. 

5.20 Repeat for 20" TV components, excluding those common 

to the 24" TV kits. 

6.     Activate TV Component 
Stock Caréf    (Stock Controller) 

Once all  the TV component stock cards have been prepared,  and 

assuming that supply lists have boon issued and staff instructed, the TV 

cards should be brought into use.    The various steps in doing this are:- 
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6.1 Take «11 of tha separata issu« items stock cards and 

salact tha corresponding amatar carda. 

6.2 ftafar to th« pan carda and antar on to th« NEW STOCK CÀIDS: 

tha date 

the words "PAM CAÏD STOCK" in tha coluan headed 

REFERENCE 

the quantity shown on the pan card in the column 

haaded IN STOCK. 

I 

Enter the same information in the appropriate place on the 

matter carda. 

6.3 Place aaater carda iato a "dead" file. 

6.4 Compare the quantity in stock with the HE-ORDER AT and 

ALARM AT figurea. IF THE ACTUAL STOCK IS BELOW EITHER FIGURE, 

INFORM THE PROCUREMENT MANAGER BY MEMO SO THAT HE CAN DECIDE 

WHAT ACTION SHOULD IE TAKEN TO PREVENT A FUTURE STOCK-OUT. 

6.5 Place NEW STOCK CARDS into file. 

6.6 Take 20 excess component stock cards and select the 

corresponding master carda. 

6.7 Refer to the pan card AMD kit stock cards for all kits 

on which tha component is used. Calculate the total number 

of kits in stock from the kit stock cards and check with 

the pan card to determine if there have bean any kit issues 

not yet recordad on the kit atock carda. If there have, 

deduct tha quantity issued from the total number of kits 

calculated aa above. Subtract tha reaulting figure from 

the quantity ehovn on the pan card aa being in stock to 

determine tha excess quantity. Inter on tha MW STOCK CARDSt 
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the ««t« 

the words "PAK CAM) EXCESS ST." - in the coluMi 

headed lEPERENCES 

th« «xc«a« quantity a« calculated «bov« - in ta« 

column heeded IM STOCK. 

Enter in the appropriât« plac« on th« master cards: 

«at« 

th« words "PAM CAIO STOCK" 

th« quantity shown on th« pan card. 

6.1 Plac« th« master cards into a "dead" fil«. 

6.9 Repeat steps 6.6 to 6.1 inclusiv« until all NEU STOCK 

CA1DS have b««n activated. 

7. Prepere Philip» m 11 
Supply List (Stock Controllar) 

Repeat activity 1. 

8. Issu« Philips HK II 
Supply List (Stock Controller) 

The revised supply list accompanied by the completed form, "Supply 

List Item« Inquiring Separate Réquisitions", should be issued to the 

appropriate storekeepers and production supervisors. 

••  Prepare Philips HX II Cosjnonant 
Stock Card« (Stock ControlUr) 

kepeet activity S. 
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10. Activate Philips MK II C nent 
Stock Cards kock Contro 

omaonen 
roller) 

Repeat activity 6. 

11. Other Kite (Ineludinj SKD Kite) 

Activities 7 to 10 should be repeated for all other kits, in a 

sequence to be agreed with the Production Manager. The sequence should 

be selected to try to ensure that all activities for a kit have been 

completed before the kit goes into production. 

The activities described above are those most directly concerned 

with implementing the new stock control system. There are also a number 

of supporting activities, most of which should be started immediately. 

They ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. 

12. Procure Summary Sheets (Procurement Manager) 

The Procurement Manager should arrange the early supply of suitable 

quantities of the various summary sheets described in the procedures 

manual. 

13. Activate Revisad Order Procedure and 
Su—ary (Procurement Manager, Stock Controller) 

The Procurement Manager should issue copies of all outstanding 

orders to the stock controller and the divisional accountant immediately. 

Copies of all future orders should also be issued to these people. 

Orders placed to relieve shortages should be clearly marked to indicate 

this. 

The stock controller should enter details of all outstanding orders 

on to the ORDER SUMMARY and keep this document up-to-date. 

14. Procure Kit Raquisition and Kit 
Shortage Note (Procurement Manager) 

The design of these documents has been agreed by the Procurement 

Manager and as at 17th May, arrangements were in hand to procure supplies 

from printers. 
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15. Activate Monthly Suamaries (Stock Controller) 

The varioue Monthly summaries described in the procedurea manual 

should be brought into uae aa aoon ae the TV component atock cards have 

been activated. 

16. Analyse Excess Stock (Stock Controller) 

At a convenient time in the near future, aa aoon as possible after 

component stock cards have been activated, the excess stock for each kit 

should be analysed. The purpose of doing this is to establish the 

quantity of the various components in terms of likely months of usage 

and to decide what action if any, ahould be taken if large stocks exist. 

One course of action would be to retain the stocks and not replenish 

them for however long it took to run them down to the re-order level. 

Another possibility, however, would be to order appropriate quantities 

of the low stock items to make up additional kits. Should this be 

decided upon, there would be a need to transfer components, in multiples 

of kit quantities, from the component stock cards and credit the number 

of kits which were made up to the kit stock carda. This should be done 

whenever the GUM is received, showing that the additional components 

ordered have been received into stores. 

17. Devise and Activate Monitoring 
Procedurea (Procurement Manager) 

The Procurement Manager ahould eatabliah an audit procedure whereby 

he receives component and pan cards frequently and on a random basis to 

check on accuracy of recording. It i a recommended that 25 component 

carda and their corresponding pan cards be examined each week. Any 

errors or discrepanciea found should be drawn to the attention of the 

person responsible. 

These procedures should br activated aa soon as the Philips Mk II 

radio componente have been applied. 
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Th« programas for full implantation of the new stock control 

system ig dependent upon the tiac which can be devoted to it.    Once the 

application has started,  however, and the personnel   have gained experience, 

it is essential that momentum i« maintained.    The  time table shown on 

the next page, which has been agreed with Mr.  Tagoe  assumes that Messrs. 

Howard Mills, Amah and Of ori will be able to devote all of the time to 

the implementation.    Thia should be possible aince  there is no need to 

continue to update the existing; master cards.    They are so far in arrears 

that a few more weeks will not matter. 

It should also be possible for Mr. Sackey to assist the others, 

although no allowance has been made for this in the  programme.    Mr. 

Sackey has until recently spent most of his time maintaining records of 

stock movement on bin cards.     Since there is no further need to do this, 

Mr.  Sackey will have time to devote to the new system. 
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IMPUMHTÀTION PKOOAJtC 

ACTIVITY/WEEK ENDING 18/6 25/6 2/7 9/7 16/7 23/7 30/7 

1. Prepare TV supply lists 

2. Instruct Staff and 
issue TV lists 

_ _ _ 

3. Prepare Kit stock recor 
records 

is 

4. Activate kit stock 
records 1 

5. Prepare TV component 
stock cards 

6. Activate TV component 
stock cards 

7. Prepare Philips NC II 
supply lists —— 

8. Issue Philips MK II 
supply lists 1 

9. Prepare Philips MC II 
components stock cards 

10. Activate Philips MC II 
components stock cards — 

11. Repeat 7-10 for all 
other kits 

12. Procure summary sheets 

13. Activate order proce- 
dure and summary 

- 1 
14. Procure kit requisition 

and shortage notas — 

IS. Activate monthly 
summaries 1 

16. Analyse excess stock 

17. Devise and activate 
monitoring procedures 
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ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

COHPOMINT STOCK CONTgQL 

PAKT A 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper sets out the Min features of the revised component 

stock control system to be introduced into the Division, together with 

the duties and responsibilities of the persons concerned with operating 

the system. 

A separate paper has been prepared which sets out the basic principles 

upon which the control parameters should be set for each component. 

1.  Purpose 

The purpose of the revised stock control system is to place emphasis 

on controlling kits of components rather than individual components. 

Provision, however, is made for individual control of those components 

which are issued in bulk or whose usate exceeds the number of kits 

assembled. 

The system indicates in a systematic way: 

when a component should be ordered 

how much should be ordered 

with the object of: 

minimising the disruption to production which has occurred 

in the past when one or more components were out of stock, 

thus preventing the planned number of kits from being assembled 

by maintaining: 

the integrity of kits of components i.e. sufficient 

quantities of all components are available to build 

the planned number of kits 
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an adequate stock of components for use over and 

above those required to assemble kite. 

2. Scope 

The revised itock control system should be applied to ALL production 

components and raw materials including plastics and SKD kits. 

3. Constraints 

The system will be introduced during a period when most purchases 

are subject to annual import licencing. The system has been designed to 

cope with this constraint, but could be easily modified if licencing 

were abolished and components could be purchased as required. 

4. Responsibility for the System 

Although the stock control system is designed primarily to aid the 

work of the Production Manager, responsibility for implementation and 

subsequent operation will be vested in the Procurement Manager, at least 

at the outset. He must therefore thoroughly understand both the concepts 

and the details of the system. 

This procedure manual has been drawn up at the request of Divisional 

management to enable their staff to undertake the implementation themselves. 

It is quite likely that some modifications may prove necessary as the 

system is introduced. These should, however, be carefully considered 

before finalisation and made only after agreement with the Head Office 

Production Control Consultant. This consultant will, of course, be 

available to give any assistance required and it is to him that any 

operating queries should be directed. 

5.  Pan Cards 

Since both the kit stock and the excess stock of any component will 

be kept in the sam« pan, it has been suggested that a separate pan card 

be raised for each. Thus, issues and receipts of components for repairs, 

replacement or sales etc. would be recorded on one pan card whilst 
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iaauaa and racaipta for kit» «wild ba recordad cm a eecond card. Thie 

ia thousht to b. an unnecaeanry alaboration, and i a not recoa^andad. Tha 

atock controllar will kaap ..parat. racorda and thare i« tharafora no 

advantage in duplicating thaaa by having two pan card.. Indead, there 

ia »ora likelihood of arrora being atada by tha atorakeeper through 

nuking antriaa on tha wrong carda If two carda ara «aintainad. 

ISSUE 1 
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PART I 

I 

COOPS RECEIPT  STOmKhKPKm. 

DUTIES AMD RESPONSIBILITIES 

This procedure reUtes  to the duties and responsibilities of the 

good, receipt .torekeeper in.of.r a. they are modified to meet the 

requirement, of  the new .tock control system.    Other function, of his 

job not referred  to here .hould continue as presently laid out. 

1.      Transfer Fro« Bonded Store 

l'I    Components Ordered as Kit. 

Components which have been ordered a.  kits .hould not 

normally be  transferred from the bonded .tore   to the 

component  store until   it   i. established (subject to 

shortages being found  later)  that  the complete order has 

been received  into the bonded store. 

When such components are brought from the bonded 

store, a Goods Received Note (GRN)   should be  raised as at 

present.    The GRN »hould  show the  total number of kits 

concerned and should also show the  order number or invoice 

number for reference purposes. 

Should it be necessary to take individual  components 

from kit stock in the bonded store  to relieve  shortages, 

this can be done only with the written authority of the 

procurement manager.    The appropriate GRN should indicate 

that the component or components are being taken into 

store for that purpose and that they are being taken frota 

kit stock. 
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1,2    Co^PQMnti Ordered at Individual Ufi 

When componente ordered aa individual iteas are brought 

into store fio« the bonded atore,  exiating GUN procedure! 

ahould continue to operate, with only minor modifications aa 

deacribed below.    Components will be ordered  in thia way for 

the following purpoaea: 

to replace damaged or loat components 

for repaira 

for engineering and development uae 

for re-aale to repairera 

to relieve shortages in kits. 

It is only for »tock ordered to relieve kit ahortagea that 

any changes are required. In thia caae, the CRN should show 

on it that the componente are for thia purpose. This will 

enable the atock controller to remove the appropriate shortage 

note or discrepancy note from the kit stock card. 

1-3 Discrepancies 

There will be no change in the procedure for raising 

discrepancy notes. 

2«  Locally Purchased Items 

There will be no change in the procedures for receiving locally 

purchaaed itema into atore. 

3.  Diatribution of CRNs and Discrepancy Notes 

Since it ia intended to diacontinue the use of bin cards aa atock 

recorda, the stores clerk who updatea them does not need to receive GRNs 

and Diacrepancy Notea. In future, therefore, his copiée of theae documents 

should be paased directly to the atock controller who will then be able 

to update the master atock recordé immediately. 

IS8UE 1 
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ITOmUtlPEM 

PUTII! AW) U8FONSIIILITIES 

Storekeepers «re responsible for the safe keeping of components 

allocated to them. They are also responsible for issuing correct quantities 

and maintaining the accuracy of the appropriate component pan cards. 

*•  Itsue Procedures 

1.1 Definition of Kits 

In most cases it will not be possible to define a kit as 

being all items listed on the supply list. Certainly in 

the case of radios and TVs, a number of items on the supply 

list «re issued either in bulk, such as solder, wire, tape, 

glue or in small quantities to save space i.e. TV cabinets, 

picture tubes etc. All of these items are currently obtained 

by the production supervisor by means of an SRN. Although 

these items should be reviewed, most of them should still be 

issued in this way. Thus a kit can be defined as the supply 

list items excluding those issued against an SRN. 

All supply lists will be marked up to indicate the item 

requiring an SIN and a list of those items attached to each 

copy of the supply list. A recommended form for this is 

shown in Appendix I. 

1.2 Kits 

The new stock control procedure is designed to ensure 

that the likelihood of shortage of components for kit 

assembly is reduced to an absolute minimum.    It follows, 

therefore,  that kits issued for production must contain 

precisely the correct quantity of each component. 
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Initially, production supervisors will rail« a Stores 

Requisition Note (SIM) for kits of components stating 

the musbsr of kits required. When available from the 

printers, a specially designed requisition will be 

introduced for kits as an aid to subsequent identification 

for stock control purposes (See Appendix II). 

It will be the responsibility of storekeepers to 

ensure that only precise quantities are issued on each 

occasion. Thus, if the SIM calls for, say, 250 kits, 

exactly 250 of each component will be issued (or 500 if 

2 components sre used in a kit). 

On receipt of an SRN or Kit Requisition the store- 

keeper will select the correct quantity of the appropriate 

components and deliver them to the production belt in the 

same way as at present. There will however be no need to 

enter the quantities on the Supply List, which can be held 

permanently in the store. As an aid, the storekeeper may 

place a tick opposite esch component as he removes it from 

store, or st the same time as he posts the issue quantity to 

the pan card. 

When the full kit quantity has been issued and accepted 

by the production supervisor, the storekeeper end the 

production supervisor should each sign the three copies of 

the requisition. One copy will be retained by the production 

supervisor. The storekeeper will take 2 copies, passing one 

to the stock controller and one to the cost office at the 

end of the day. 

1.3 Kit Items Requiring an SIN 

Issue of kit items requiring an SIM, as defined above, 

should take place in the normal way. 
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Th« production Supervisor will present an SUM to the 

•tor«« for th« quantity required. l«for« Baking an issue, 

however, th« «tor«k««p«r should «nsur« that the stock 

controller has approved the requisition. This approval is 

necessary to ensure that the quantity requested reflects 

the rate of production being achieved and to prevent the 

production supervisor over-ordering such components to 

replace any lost or daatagad without giving the proper 

justification. 

When the approved requisition quantity has been 

issued and accepted by the production supervisor the 

storekeeper and the production supervisor should each 

sign the three copies of the requisition. One copy will 

be retained by the production supervisor. The storekeeper 

will take two copies, passing one to the stock controller 

and one to the cost office at the end of the day. 

1.4 Excess Items 

Issue of excess itea» to production belts, repair 

workshop, engineering, or for external sale etc. should 

take place in the normal way. Before making an issue, 

however, the storekeeper should ensure that the stock 

controller has countersigned the requisition or sales 

order. This approval is necessary to ensure that there is 

sufficient free stock available to meet the requisition 

without reducing the nuaber of kits that can be assembled. 

When the storekeeper has ascertained that the stock 

controller has given approval, the procedure for issuing 

etc. should be as described above for kit iteas requiring 

an SIM. 
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2. itCaJPt  PtOC«tMTtt 

Mo Chang«* vili be aade in the procedures for receiving components 

into store, except that documents such as Storti Ratura Notai will ba 

passed directly to the stock controller. Thar* will be no need to pan 

the« to the itorei clerk lince there will b« need to Maintain a leparate 

record of stock aoveaents on bin cards. 

3. loutine Postina of Pan Cards 

Pan cards will continue to be posted with issues, receipts and 

stock balancea exactly in the sane way as at present. 

ItHH 1 
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PAIT D 

PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS AMP OTHERS 

REQUISITIONING COMPONENTS 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Thi. procedure relates to the duties and responsibilities of all 

•teff who requi.ition component, fro« the store.. Thi. includes production 

.upervi.ors, repair workshop supervisor, engineer, and anyone authorising 

the sale of c«aponant.. The procedure is written in terms of the production 

supervisor, but applies equally to all other, already referred to. 

1.  Requi.itioninp of Kit. 

Production supervi.or. will rai.e requisitions in future when they 

require an issue of kits of components. Initially they should use the 

existing Stores Requisition Notes (SRN) but when Kit Requisition Notes 

become available, these should be used.  (See Appendix II). Three 

copies should be prepared for each issue and both the storekeeper and 

production supervisor should sign each copy when they are satisfied that 

the correct quantity of component, ha. been i.aued. 

The production supervisor should retain one copy and pass two 

copies to the storekeeper who will, in turn. pa., one copy to the stock 

controller and one to the cost office. 

At present each production supervisor is aware of exactly which 

component, from the supply list he should obtain when he ask. for an 

i..ue of kits. The remaining components are obtained by means of an 

SRN, either because they are issued in bulk such a. wire, solder, glue 

etc. or because the full quantity cannot be .tored i.e. cabinets, picture 

tubes etc. 

New copie, of supply list, will be i..ued on which components 

requiring separate requi.ition. will be marked accordingly. The.e 

component, will al.o be li.ted on a .aparate .haet attached to the 

supply list. 
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2.  lequisitioning. of Individu»! Components 

Individual componenti, including the bulk issue item» referred to 

above, will be requisitioned on an SEN as at present. However, to 

ensure that control is exercised over usage, each requisition will be 

passed to the stock controller for his approval before being presented 

to the stores. This requirement will alao apply to sales orders for 

components. 

In the case of items being requested for normal production, prior 

approval is necessary to ensure that the quantity requested reflects the 

rate of production being achieved. Where the components are required to 

replace lost or damaged items, for servicing or engineering or for 

sales, the approval is necessary to ensure that there is sufficient free 

stock available to meet the requisition, without reducing the number of 

kits that can be assembled. 

ISSUE 1 
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PAIT E 

STOCK CONTROLLER AND ASSISTANT 

DUTIES AMP RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Introduction 

The stock controller is responsible for the accuracy of the main 

• tock control records - Kit and component stock card» (see Appendix 

III) and for ensuring that these records are kept up-to-date. He 

is also responsible for ensuring that components are not issued from 

stores against requisitions or sales orders unless these documents have 

been countersigned by himself or his assistant. 

It is the duty of the stock controller or his assistant to compare 

the quantity in stock with the figure, shown in the "REORDER AT" and 

"ALARM AT" boxes on stock cards, where appropriate, and to notify the 

Procurement Manager in all cas«, where the quantity in stock is equal to 

or less than these figure.. 

It is the duty of the .tock controller or his assistant to compare 

the quantity of any component on requisitions or sales orders, with the 

available excess stock as shown on the appropriate component stock card. 

He should then take the appropriate action as described later in this 

procedure. 

It is the duty of the stock controller to prepare and maintain the 

various summaries and analyses as described in this procedure. 

2.  Requisition and Sales Order Procedure 

All requisitions and sales orders for components should be approved 

by the stock controller or his assistant before presentation to the 

stores. The stock controller or his assistant should compare the quantity 

required with the available excess stock as shown on the appropriate 

component stock card. When there is sufficient stock and the level 

exceeds the ALARM level, the requisition or sales order should be countersigned 

and passed to the stores for issue. 
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When there is sufficient stock but the level is below the A I,AKW 

level, the issue should be pre-posted to the component stock card, the 

requisition or seles order noted accordingly and countersigned and then 

passed to the stores for issue. The objective of pre-posting is to 

ensure that subsequent issues are not authorised before the stock card 

is updated. Otherwise there would be a danger of authorising or issuing, 

when in fact there was no stock available. 

When there is insufficient excess stock available, but there is 

enough kit stock to cover the requirement, the stock controller should 

first check whether a part-issue of the available excess stock would be 

acceptable as a temporary measure. If so, he should pre-post countersign 

the requisition for the part quantity and pass to stores.  If, however, 

part-issue would be insufficient, the stock controller should get the 

agreement of the Production Manager and the Procurement Manager before 

allowing any of the kit stock to be issued.  Having got this agreement, 

the transfer of the additional quantity fron the kit stock should be 

noted on the component card and then the issue of the total quantity 

should be pre-posted to the component stock card.  The requisition or 

sales order should be noted accordingly and countersigned and then 

passed to the stores for issue. At the s aste time a kit shortage note, 

as shown in Appendix TV, should be raised and one copy tiled with 

the kit stock card. The shortage note should show the quantity of the 

particular component which has been transferred from the kit stock. The 

second copy of the shortage note should be sent to the Procurement 

Manager for him to decide on the action necessary to relieve the shortage. 

3.  Kit Shortage Procedures 

3-1 Origination of Shortages 

One of the main causes of shortage of components for kits 

will be the need to transfer the« for use as replacements, for 

repairs or for sales as described above. 
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Occasionally, short«««! «ay be du« to under-supply 

of (MM or «or« eflapoMiti vith a kit order. The normal 

discrepancy report procedure will operate and th« copy of 

th« diecrepancy raport racaivad by the stock controller 

will a* filed with th« kit stock card. The Procurement 

Manager should also receive a copy so that he can decide on 

th« actio« necaeaary to relieve the shortage. 

It aay also a« neceseary to take  individual components 

fro» kit stock in the bonded store to relieve shortages 

Cor r«pairs,  replacements or sales orders.    In this event, 

the geoda r«c«iv«d not« issued by the goods receipt  store- 

keeper will indicate this.     The stock  controller  should raise 

a kit  shortage note,  file  it with the kit stock card and paas 

the second copy to th« Procurement Manager. 

3-2    tali«* of  Shorta«VS» 

When components, ord«r«d  to relieve shortages,   arc 

received iato store and the goods received note  received 

by th«  stock controller,  h« should ch«ck that  the quantities 

•etch  th« requirements show« on the kit  shortage note.    If 

th*v  do,  th« ahortag« not« should be  r«»ov«d from the kit 

stock card, signed and datad to show that the shortage has 

been relieved and filed away. 

If  the quantity received is less than required,  the 

renaming quantity short should be noted on the shortage 

note.    The note should than b« r«-fil«d vith th« kit stock 

card aad the Procurement Manager advised by 

If the quantity received exceeds th** shortage,  the 

shortens not« should be signed and dated to show that the 

ahortag« ha« been relievad and then filed away.    The excess 

quantity should than be credited to the component atock 

card. 
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4. Receipt of Kit! into Stock 

Sow components such as wire,  tape,  glue etc. require to be issued 

to production in bulk and therefore they must be controlled individually 

by means of component stock cards.    It is  imperative therefore,  that   this 

is  taken into account when kits are taken into stock.    Not only should 

the kit stock card be updated, but also each component stock card where 

appropriate.    This is done by reference  to the supply  list which indicates 

those components which are controlled by component stock cards. 

5. Routine Posting of Kit Stock Card 

The following paragraphs describe the entries to be made on the kit 

stock cards on «ach occasion on which som« movement occurs.    Appendix HI 

shows a sample of  the kit stock card. 

5.1 Kit Issues 

Enter - date 

- requisition reference in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in column headed OUT 

- new stock quantity in column headed STOCK 

- signature in column headed INITIALS. 

5.2 Order Receipts 

Enter - date 

- goods received note number in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in column headed IN 

- new stock quantity in column headed STOCK 

- signature in column headed INITIALS. 

5.3 Orders Placed 

Enter - date 

- purchase order number in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in column headed ORDER 

- purchase order number in column headed ORDER NO. 
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- quantity in column headed QTY. ORDERED 

- delivery requested        in column headed CALL OFF QTY. 
& DELIVERY DATES 

- signature in column headed INITIALS. 

NOTE:    The above information will be entered from a copy of 

the order, provided by the Procurement Manager. 

5.4 Return«  to Store 

Enter - date 

- RTS and document number in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in column headed IN 

- new stock quantity in column headed STOCK 

- signature in column headed INITIALS. 

NOTE:     It would be unusual for complete kits to be 

returned to store.    This part of the procedure, 

therefore, may never apply. 

5.5 Stock Checks 

Entries  to be made in RED INK: 

- date 

- STOCK CHECK     in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in stock in column headed STOCK 

- signature      in column headed INITIALS. 

5.6 Alarm Level 

The stock controller will notify the Procurement Manager 

by memo, when the actual stock of kits reaches the alarm level, 

so that he may take whatever action is necessary to obtain 

delivery of en outstanding order or part of one, before a 

shortage occurs.    The Procurement Manager should, in turn, 

inform the Stock Controller by memo of  the action decided 

upon. 
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6.      Routine Potting of Component Stock Card 

The following paragraphs describe the entries to be made on the 

component stock cards on each occasion on which some movement occurs. 

Exhibit I shows a sample of the component stock card.    It should be noted 

that this card is standard throughout GIHOC.    For the meantime,  it will 

not be necessary to use the columns headed "TOTAL ON ORDER" and "TOTAL 

COVER". 

6.1 Stock Issues 

Enter - date 

- requisition or sales order 
reference        in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity        in column headed OUT 

- new stock quantity in column headed IN STOCK 

- signature       in colomn headed INITIAL. 

6.2 Order Receipts 

Enter - date 
- goods received note number in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity ¿n column headed IN 

- new stock quantity in column headed IN STOCK 

- signature in column headed INITIAL. 

6.3 Orders Placed 

Enter - date 
- purchase order number in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in column headed ORDER QTY. 

- signature in column headed INITIAL. 

NOTE:    The above information will be entered from a copy 

of the order provided by the Procurement Manager. 
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6>*   Return« to Store 

Enter - date 

- ITS and document number in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in column headed IN 

- new stock quantity in column headed IN STOCK 

- signature in column headed INITIAL. 

6.5 Stock Checki 

Entries to be made in RED INK: 

- date 

- STOCK CHECK in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity in stock in column headed IN STOCK 

- signature in column headed INITIAL. 

6.6 Shortages 

Reference has already been made to the need for 

requisitions and sales orders to be checked by the stock 

controller for availability and approval before issue from 

stores.     In the event that there is  insufficient stock of 

a component available and the Production Manager and Procurement 

Manager agree to release the appropriate quantity from the kit 

stock,  it will be necessary to record on the component stock 

card, the transfer of the stock from the kit stock before 

issue.    In this event,  the following entries will be made on 

the component stock card: 

date 

kit shortage note number in column headed REFERENCE 

quantity transferred in column headed IN 

new stock quantity in column headed IN STOCK 

signature in column headed INITIAL. 
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When the issue  ha« been made by the   stores the requisition 

or »ale« order will  be returned to the stock controller in due 

course, wherupon he will file it,  since  he will have pre-posted 

the issue, as described in paragraph 2 above. 

6.7    Monthly Consumption 

Each tine an entry is nade on a stock card, enter the 

quantity going out during each of the previous months in 

the table headed MONTHLY CONSUMPTION.     The quantities entered 

must include any adjustments that may have been made due to 

returns to store or  stock checks. 

During January of each year, or immediately prior to 

placing new orders, the monthly consumption and total for 

the previous year  should be entered on all cards. 

If there has been no stock movement   in any month,   enter 

NIL.    DO NOT leave  the space blank. 

6.8 When Actual Stock Reaches Re-order  Level 

The stock controller will inform the Procurement Manager 

by memo that the stock of the component   concerned has reached 

the re-order level,   so that he can make   a decision on placing 

the next order.    The Procurement Manager will,   in turn,  inform 

the Stock Controller by mamo of the action decided upon. 

6.9 When Actual Stock Reaches Alarm Level 

The stock controller will inform the Procurement Manager 

by memo so that he may take whatever action is necessary to 

obtain delivery of  an outstanding order or part of one, before 

a shortage occurs.     As above, the Procurement Manager will, 

in turn, inform the Stock Controller by memo of the action 

decided upon. 
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7*      Summaries and Analyses 

The stock controller should maintain up-to-date summary documents 

and analyses as follows:- 

7.1    Order Summary 

The order summary should be similar to the example 

shown in Appendix V,   its purpose is to provide the 

stock controller with readily accessible information on 

the status of all outstanding orders.    On each occasion 

that an order is placed and a copy received by the stock 

controller, he should enter: 

date 

supplier 

order number 

description (i.e. 008 kits or misc.  TV components etc.) 

delivery due. 

Where  the order calls for call-off quantities at delivery 

times,  the information should be entered separately for each 

delivery requested. 

On receipt of a part delivery, the date  (or dates) 

should be entered against the appropriate order number in 

the column headed PART DELY.    When the complete order or 

call-off quantity has been delivered,  the date of receipt 

should be entered in the column headed DEL.  COMPL. 

NOTE:    The date of delivery should be taken as the date 

when the goods are received into the main store. 

(In the case of imported items this will be the date on 

which they are received FROM the bonded warehouse) . 
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7.2 Kit Shortage Su—ary 

The kit shortage summary should be similar to the 

example shown in Appendix vi.  Its purpose is to 

provide senior management with a brief summary of kits 

which are short of one or more components. They will then 

be able to decide on any action, and its timing, which 

•hould be taken to relieve the shortage. 

On each occasion that a shortage note is raised or a 

discrepancy note received by the stock controller he should 

enter ; 

date 

kit description 

description and code number of short items 

quantity short. 

A   separate line  should be used for each component  involved. 

When the shortage  is relieved,   the date should be entered 

in  the appropriate line. 

Copies of the kit shortage summary should be sent 

to   the General Manager, Procurement Manager and Production 

Manager at the end of each month for decisions on any action 

to be taken to relieve the shortages. 

7 .3    Re-order Level and Alarm Level Summary 

The re-order  level and alarm level summary should be 

similar to the  example shown in Appendix VII.    It shows 

in  concise form,   details of all components whose stock has 

broken one or other for the levels  and the action agreed. 

On each occasion that the stock of a component breaks the 

re-order level or the alarm level,   the stock controller 

should enter: 
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date 

code number 

kit or kits used on 

ROL or AL depending upon which level  is broken 

Note of action decided upon by Procurement Manager 

in REMARKS colt 

Whenever an order is received which restores the stock 

level to above the level broken, the date should be entered 

in   the column headed LEVEL EXCEEDED. 

Copies of this summary should be  sent  to  the General 

Manager, Procurement Manager and Production Manager at the 

end  of each month. 

7 .4    Excess Usage Summary 

The excess usage  suanary should be similar to the example 

shown in Appendix VIII.      On each occasion that a requisition 

is   received from stores   for the  issue of a kit component normally 

issued from the supply   list,  for use of a production belt,   the 

stock controller should  enter: 

date 

component description 

code number 

quantity issued 

kit used on 

reason for requisition. 

At the end of each month,  the stock controller should 

summarise the issues during the month on to a fresh copy of 

the excess usage summary.    He should list each component once 

only, showing the total  quantity issued during the month.    He 

should also enter the number of kits assembled and excess usage 

as a percentage of the  number of kits assembled. 
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Copies of the monthly excess usage summary  should be 

sent to the General Manager,  Procurement Manager  and 

Production Manager when it has been compiled.     The Production 

Manager should  investigate the excesses with a view to reducing 

them. 

8. Annual Review 

The stock controller should examine each stock card in January or 

prior to placing an annual order. 

The purpose of this review is to assess: 

the likely import requirements for the year 

the need to adjust any of the control parameters on 

individual stock cards. 

If the latter is required, it should be done from the tables provided 

in the paper on Control Parameters. 

9. Stock-Taking 

On each occasion that a stock check is done, the outcome will be a 

statement of the physical quantity of the various components in stock. 

It will not be possible, nor will it be necessary, for the stock checks 

to differentiate between kit stock and excess stock.  However, the stock 

controller must do this to update his stock cards correctly. 

On each occasion that he receives a stock check report, therefore, 

the stock controller should: 

determine the number of kits still in stock from the 

appropriate kit stock card 

deduct the quantity of each component required for that 

number of kits from the total quantity of each component 

in stock at par the stock check 
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post the remaining quantity to each component stock 

card as described in paragraph 6.5 above. 

Should  the stock of any component be less than the quantity required 

for the kits still  in stock, NIL STOCK should be posted to  the component 

stock card.    At the same time a kit shortage note should be raised for 

the quantity short of kit requirements and marked "STOCK CHECK". 

One copy of the shortage note should be filed with the kit stock 

card and one copy passed to the Procurement Manager for a decision on 

the action to be taken. 

10. Obsolete Stock 

When new stock cards for all components of existing kits have been 

introduced and corresponding master cards filed away, the master cards 

which remain will be for obsolete stock. There is no need to prepare 

new stock cards for these components.  However, the opportunity should 

be taken to review the need to retain the items. This should be done in 

conjunction with the Chief Engineer. 

11. Retention of Documents 

All  the various documents discussed above should be  carefully filed 

in the most suitable way after they have ceased to be referred to regularly. 

They  should all be retained until the end of the calendar year,  following 

the one during which they ceased to be "live".    Thereafter they should 

be destroyed or otherwise disposed of. 

ISSUE  1 
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PAKT F 

PROCUREMENT MANAGER 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Procurement Manager is responsible for ordering kits and corapon-uts 

and for obtaining their delivery by the time required.    He  is also 

responsible for the stores function and proper operation of  the component 

stock control system.    This includes responsibility for the quantity of 

components held in store and therefore  the service provided and the 

investment  this involves. 

1. Routine Re-ordering 

The Procurement Manager will be informed by memo from the stock 

controller, when the stock of any kit or component reaches the re-order 

level. He must then decide when to place an order, bearing in mind the 

possibility of temporarily "borrowing" a component from the kit stock. 

The quantity to be ordered will be indicated on the stock card and 

will be equivalent to one year's usage, so long as the policy is to 

order once per year only. In practice, it may be necessary to increase 

the order quantity to an economic purchase quantity, or if it was considered 

that the usage rate was increasing. 

When an order has been placed for kits or individual components, 

the Procurement Manager will send one copy of the order to the Divisional 

Accountant and one copy to the stock controller. When the order has 

been placed to relieve shortages, this should be clearly shown on the 

order document. 

2. Expediting Delivery 

The Procurement Manager will take what action may be necessary to 

obtain early delivery of a component on being informed by th« stock 

controller that the alarm level has been reached. 
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3.      Monitoring Storta and 
Stock Control Function« 

The Procurement Manager should establish an audit procadure whereby 

he receives atock and pan carda frequently and on a random baaia to 

ensure accuracy of recording. 

He should alao evaluate the monthly kit ahortage aummary, the re- 

order level and alarm level summary and take whatever action ia possible 

to prevent atock-outs occurring.    He ahould inform the atock controller 

by asmo of the action decided upon. 

4. Management Information 

The Procurement Manager will prepare control returna in the form 

agreed with the GIHOC Head Office, Production Control Conaultant. 

ISSUE 1 
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STORKS USED SI FOLIO.. 



APPENDIX III 

FORM SC 1 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GlHOC - TEMA 

KIT STOCK CARD 

CARD NO. 

.—f 

DESCRIPTION MODEL NO. 

SUPPLIER   1. 

3. 

PLANNED ISSUE QTY: PLANNED MONTHLY USAGE: 

ORDER DETAILS: 

DATE ORDER NO. QTY. ORDERED CALL-OFF QTY. & DELIVERY DATES 

DATE REFERENCE IN 

ALARM AT 

OUT   STOCK ORDERS INITIALS 



APPENDIX   ÍV 

CQMfOHINT STOCK CONTROL 

KIT SHORTAGE NOTE 

ELBCTIOMICS DIVISION OF Gl HOC - TEMA 

KIT SHORTAGE NOTE 

NO. 

DATE. 

Kits for nodal 

following component: 

Description 

Quantity short 

3 art ihort of the 

Code No. 

Reason a) Transfer to excess stock 

b)  Stock check 

x Delete as necessary 

SHORTAGE FILLED ON 

(Date) 

Sgd. 

STOCK CONTROLLER 

Sgd. 

STOCK CONTROLLER 



APPENDIX V 

FORM SC 3 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GIHOC - TEMA 

ORDER SUMMARY 

PAGE 

DATE ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION SUPPLIER  i  j^Y- PART 
DELY. 

i-.;:.. 
COMPL. 

I 

 1 
! 

1 

i 

...4 

! 

l 

. ,   < 
i 

, 1 



APPENDIX VI 

I FORM SC 4 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GIHOC - TEMA 

KIT SHORTAGE SUMMARY 

FOR MONTH OF. 

DATE KIT 
COMPONENT IN SHORTAGE 

QTY. SHORTAGE 
RELIEVED DESCRIPTION CODE NUMNER SHORT 

 1 f-—- • • - 

1 - - -———— - 

.    ,, 

—————— 1 
i- 



APPENDIX VII 

FORM SC 5 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GIHOC - TEMA 

MB-ORDER LEVEL AMD ALARM LEVEL SUMMARY FOI> 

. MONTH OF  

S 
M 

si- 
gi 
a 
Q 
U 
V> o 
co o 
H 

se 

I 
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FOIM SC 6 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF Gl HOC - TEMA 

EXCESS USAGE SUMMARY FOR 

MONTH OF. 

I 

CO 
CO 

B 
8 
¿s* 

co   • 

H 

& 
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,T1ìi   nifi   ItlliTTEfwaTiifl   pTYTSTÌÌI 

Background to tha recoaaandationa aada for 
improving oontpol of «anufactura. 

1 • Introduction 

2. Factor» which affect Performance 

3. Baaia for Control Decieiona 
4. Standard» 

5. SuBJMry 

January I977 



COMTOOL MET« BUffiffTffB 

1*        I»TRODHCTT(f 

A factory« • performance can be improved by achieving 

better control of the manufacturing proceaa.    However, it 

•faould be remembered that taata and reporta do not control 

a factory.    Action muat be taken by management on the teat 

reaulta if control ie to be improved.    Thia report describe« 

briefly some of the main pointa to be coneidered when 

introducing controla during manufacture. 

2-       FACTORS WHTCH AFFECT    PffiRJgfflAQ 

During the day to day operation of Fibre Bag 

Manufacturing Division there are a number of factors which 

can vary and affect performance.    The main ones are 
summarised as follows:- 

2.1 Selection of Fibres 

2.2 Fibres during processing, maturing, oil 

content, moisture regain, emulsion application, 

emulsion quality, counts of silvers and yarn« 

2.3 Machinery and its capability 

2.4 Performance of production and engineering 

personnel. 

Items 2.1 and 2.2 ara concerned with control of the 

procesa and the oharactariatioa of the fibre before and 

during procemming. These factora are deacribed in detail 

in a further report entitled «Process and Quality Control - 

The Main Factora". Revised proceaa and quality control 

a procedures are contained in a separate appendix to this 

I raport, ref : "Proceaa and Quality Control Procedura«». 

I 
I 



ItwM 2.3 and 2.4 ara oonc«rnad aith tha |W'iorMM« of 

•achinan Ani parsonnal. 11M«« totora ara d«««rlb«d in «ora 

datali in n ««parat« report «at it lad "Production P«rfoi 

•ni Prooadur««" which oontaina th« raviaad procedura« far 

riportine «achine nal worker affidane lee. 

Th« «ff«ot« of any on« of th« factor« aua«*rieed ir, 2.1 

and 2.4 cannot b« considered in iaolation fro« th« «ffacta 

of tha othara.    Tha perforaanc« of ona production aaction 

can ba influenced significantly by factor« which oc currad 

in an aarliar aaction in tha proceea, ao*a hour« ^r «eye 

previously.    For eiaapl«, «pinning and weaving parf orsa* 

ara dependent largly on tha fibra naturity,  oil contant, 

moistur« regein and eliver count during carding. 

3. 

Procaa« and quality control, «achina capability aad 

vorkar parfo manca ara inter-related throughout tha factory. 

At Fibra Bag Manufacturing Division, control «eeieK 

ata« fro«:- 

tha raault« of taata bafor« aad during 

•«auf«etur« 

AM)   -     tha opinion« of 

oa thair own ««pari«««« 

Both tha«« aouroaa of laforaatioa ara oa««nU«i. 

However, it la important that auffioi««t control 

ara taken to «Mura that, vh«re posaibla, actio«« ara 

on fact a«d not opinio«.   Thara ara tao «ala adventage« i 

1.     Tha raal affaota of o«a«gai in tha 

ara aora aaaily Judged if appropriata %•«%• 

ara do«« «M fact« raoordad. 



4. 

t. ftat étto ou ta satlystd tad neoiii 

AtVtleiti  to «Milt MMftMIlt «1th  thtlr 

•ubtajuMt Juajaaarta tnt daciaioaa.    (By 

coat rat t, opinioat, aspariMca tnd knovlatft 

•rt rartly racordad Mtitfactorily.) 

At Piara Hg HftfiufteturlBff Diviaion, aoaa procaduraa 

ba eattgtd to próvida sort tnd bttttr inforattioni 

ote bt allaia*tad. 

Ovtiall, 

villi ltd 
•ort aaaaiajful inforaation can bt produco! 

Ovar Ut yttrt, aata operatine data haa »tan colltctod 

fro» tfco tMjr jut« ailla «rouai tht world.    Coaeaquantly, 

tasra art tot f tati ally aeeaptad production,  procaao and 

tatlity ataaiarda vhloh can bt uaod for aonitorin« Fibra 

mg* Raaafacturitf Dlriaien'a parformane« at varioua atacaa 

of aaaafaettirt.    Many of thoat atansarda ara alraady uaadt 
tow othtrt »hould bt addad. 

f. 

trtry Jutt factory fiait taall varlationt to thttt 

•taaaarda bttt aultad to thtlr otr opa rat in« circuaa tanca«. 

•tart ite •onufaeturlaf Di via Ion ahould rtcord and antlyat 

ttaroartata étto tito tat ob j activa of at tab lia hin« thtlr 
»«ft opUaua otarat lag oealitloa*. 

§.t tat bt) laarovad by 

Malaria* battar aoatrol enrías Mtufaeturt. 

I.f   TMto a loot do ati OMtrol.    Action by 

t la tat ttatrtlllat f te tor. 



I 
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5.3 Factory performance is affected by many 

factor« which ara inter-related and cannot 

be con* id arad in isolation fro« tha raaaindar. 

5.4 Proeeaa and quality control at tha early 

production a tagte is vital to overall 

factory performance. 

5.5 Any improvement to quality and production 

records enables management to base 

decisions sore on facta and lea« on 
opinion. 

5.6 SOBS of the generally accepted performance 

standards are in use at Fibre Bag 

Manufacturing Division to help control 

production; some further standards can 

be introduced to good effect. 

5>7   All data should be analysed and recorded 

with the objective of establishing 

optimum operating conditions. 

5.8   More meaningful information can be 

produced with less paperwork. 

S.J. 

U.I.O.P. 
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fJQffl»   Affi  mUAUTT 

TM  MAM  FACTOM 

COMTEHTS 

aiRggWTIQg 

FAIT i - fruir?•*• •* 
A.1    Currant Situation 

A.2   Considering the Optimum Blend 
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B.1    Maturing 

B.2   Oil Content 

B.3   Moisture and Relative Humidity 

Appandi» B3-I.      Moisture Regain of 
Jute at Various Humidities 

B.4   Emulsion Application 

Am>«ndix B*-I. Calculation of Oil and 
Water Additions to Jute for a Rang« of 
Emulsion 

Applications and Recipes 

B.5    Emulsion Quality 

Appendi» B5-I.      Procedure for Testing 
the Proportions of an Oil-in-Water Saul s i on 

B.6   Weights and Counts of S liters and Yarns 

Appendix B6-I.      Tarn Count Control - A 
Correction Calculation for Moisture Regain 

TAIT fi   -   MIT *•"*•* ""> ••BnammmATTiwa 

C. 1    General 

C.2   Existing Procedures 

C.3   Recommendations 

SPARATE APPfflm TO THIS REPORT 

"Process and Quality Control Proceduree" 



B I P g B T 
PBociaa   yp  QTT1fcfiTTT 

DTClODnCTUffl 

Thi. report diecuas.a th. Mm factor, which affect the 

oharacteri.tic. and quality of th. fibre for procaing.    The 

r.port reco—nde what procedure, .hould b. introduced to iaprov. 
proc... and quality control. 

Th... procdur.. are contained in a ..parate appendix to 

thi. r.port, R.f.renc: -Procee. and Quality Control Procedure.». 

It .hould b. not* that proc... and quality control will 
only b. .ucc.ful if  :- 

teet aethod. are sound 

record keeping i. .traightfonwrd 

th.r. i. a genuine d«eire to achieve 
good control 

teet r..ult. are oorrectly interpreted 
»nd Appropriate action taken 

it i. understood that it My be several 

year, b.fore good control i. satisfactorily 
eatabliehed. 

Th. r.port is divided into three parts: 

Part A   -   Sal.ction of Fibre. 

Part B   -   Ttbr— during Processing 

Part C   -   Currsnt Situation and ReeosMndatioiia. 
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fBQCigg m romn 

TM  HABT MfiTOJg 

Clearly, the gradea of fibra« purchaaed and aalaotad for 

blending affect the quality of the yarn produced.    The aain 

objective ia that the coat of the blend ahould be aa low ai 

ia oonaiatent with the quality required for the product. 



A.1     MM«!*    3ITHATIQM 

The fibre proeamaad at Fibre Bag Manufacturing Division 

is blended mainly from tvo iaportad fibre«, namely B.W.D. long 

juta and B.W.C.B.  juta cuttings.   Kanaf, both importad and 

locally grown, ukai up a anali proportion, normally lasa than 

10JÉ of the total fibra uaad. 

The lalaction of theaa gradaa for purchasing and 

aubeequently for •Batching' i.a. the blending of two or «ore 

qualities into on« unit for proceeaing, ia based largaly on 

the experience of ssmior mill management. 

The quality of the fibres now in uaa compares favourably 

with materiale uaad satisfactorily in other milla manufacturing 

aimilar producta.    However, since the mill waa commisaioned, 

there does not seem to have been a programme of teeta designed 

to eatablish the optimum bland of fibrea i.e.  the blend for 

which the ooat ia mm low aa is consistent with the quality 

required. 

A1/1 
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A.2    CQM8IDmi>Q  TBE OPTTMW BLWD 

The optimu* bland of fibra« la influenced by the following i 

Fibre Prices.     Prioe fluctuât ione, M much as 200 within 

a yaar, nay occur. 

Guarantee of fibra quality. It ia thought that tha 

quality actually delivered is not always conaiatant with 

tha quality ordarad. 

Factory operating oonditiona.        which includa aachinary 

capability, workar performance, prooaaa control and 

vaathar oonditiona. 

Tha firat two, which ara largely outaida Fibre Bag 

Manufacturing Diviaion's control,  affact tha daciaion at 

tha purchasing étage.    Tha third affecta tha daciaion at 
•Betehing'. 

During tha iaaediatt one to 2 yeara a nuabar of 

davalopaanta are taking place at Fibra Bag Manufacturing 

Division including tha rehabilitation of aachinary, 

training of peraonnal and introduction of revisad control 

procedures.    Theae will change the factory operating 

oonditiona.    A programe of teats to establish the optiaua 

bland ia not a practical propoeition with ao many changea 

taking place.    Only when theae changes in the Bill have taken 

plaoe and tha new operating oonditiona have becoae eetabliehed, 

will a fibre blending test prográmame be justified. 

In the aeemtiae, the batching of fibrea ahould continue, 

aa at présent, with Management using their aiparience to 

ohooae the aost auitable blenda for apaoifio conditions. 

It ia appreciated that Piare Bag Manufacturing Diviaion 

is entioue to study, in aore depth,  tha affeot of kenaf on 

factory perfonaanoe.   However,  tha recoaaendation to delay 

A2/1 
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fclMilac tMtt should apply to til fibm until UM rthançM 
T9  OOSpltt«. 
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rio«» A» mm 
TM  HAIM fACTOga 

POTI   -  niaifl IffîBTMft MW"1"1 

It ia the maturing of the fibras which largely determines 

the quality of th« yarn produced.    Both oil and water applied 

to the fibre as an emulsion,  play an important part in the 

maturing proceas and in subsequent processing. 

An understanding of the influence of theee factors provides 

important background to the need for prooeee and quality control 

procedures. 

This part of the resort discusses under separate headings 

the following: 

B.1 - Maturing 

B.2 - Oil Content 

B.3 - Moisture and Relative Humidity 

B.4 - Baulsion Application 

B.5 - Imulsion Quality 

B.6 - Heights and Counts of Slivers sad Taras. 



Ii1   HAWHrc 

If jut« fibra la prooeaaad direct from th« bal«, vaata 

ia hifh and th« eventual yarn ia v«ak.    Fibra i« tbarafor« 

oondition«d by adding oil and watar,  in th« fora of an «amiaion» 

which «oftana tha fibra, inereaaee ita axtanaibility and 

generally makea it nor« auitabla for prooaaaing.    Thia 

conditioning takaa plaoa during a aaturing pariod. 

Roll« of long juta, aftar «aulaion haa b««n add«d at th« 

epreeder«, ar« atocked, cov«r«d with canvas and left for 36 to 

46 hour« to satura.    A Biniaua t««parature of 130°F (55°C) 

ahould b« reached b«for« prooaaaing at th« breaker carda. 

Cut tinga, aftar emulsion haa bean added at the «oftenara, 

ar« stored in bina for 5 to 7 day« to matura.   A temperature 

of 150°P (65°C)  ahould be reached before processing at th« 

teaser carda. 

It should b« understood that fibrea are not neceeaarily 

wall matured b«oaua« a high temperatura haa been attained. 

It is the application of an emuleion which allow« th« oil 

to penetrata thoroughly into tha fibr« during th« time baoterial 

action and eubaaauent heating takaa plaoa.    Oil aaaiata in tha 

actual maturing,  producing «oft, pliabl« and «lightly 

fibres. 

11/1 



aftar taa oll hm» iMlitti taa M turi«« prooaaa,  il 

to luarloata ta« fiM M taa fiataa paaa tarata* taa Carila* 

Ml Bravini SjrottM, taaa allevia« aaltttlag, lmlU« aa* 

olaaniaf to tato »lo*« m • «aifora MMWT.   oil alaa 

•Urar OOhaaloa. 

Although tat aaouat of ell la aot arlttaal to taa 

•traafth of tao ya» at aplaalat, than at« otaar Uaitatioaa. 

Too auch oll (froatar taaa aaaraalaataly 0) »111 §m a» taa 

firn, ooatuetora aai rollara aerially laarlaatai by taa all 

áurln« prooaaalsf    Too llttla oil (lasa taaa aaaroaiaataly 

30) vili iaoraaao «aata, particularly at taa aartia* aaatiaa, 

through Moaaalv« traaka aai auat.    Aa attillo« of ** or a* 

li normal.    Oaa iaaortant polat la that jut« aalaalag la aat 

• eoaawreial propoaltloa vltaoat oil aaoao prwa» la taa 

aai aroAttct halpa to laeraaaa profitability. 

àpproilaately \& of taa oil 

loat la tha areeaaa. 

agallai at aataatag la 

i.a/1 



laftt 

it a# a*l«t»r« prWMt in th« flbr« h*a a blf 

afflolaao/ throw-out tha Bill. 

I«  II« Ml 

le tha 

tha Jat« 

1 ooailtloa, Jul« MEM U or giva« out 

afaaphar« ani tha sola tur« praaaat 

on UM raUtl*« huaUlty la tha 

to II. 

, tha «jalatara la laaraaaai aaova Ita 

»«ami ajwt if tha aat«r aaatainaé  la th« «aula 1 on 

•11 astio«.    SaaaAtuaatiy, aolatara la loat turine «rocaaalnf 

• il aflar »aiaalag, tha Molatura ahouU b« appro«laatcly at 

aajaja  lavai aa that aa turai ljr araaant bafora th« «aulalon 

ltaatie«. 

it of aaialwra IR imo 

•Ut 

ItaMtaffa aa«ta«t W    - rotei «atftit of aaamüo 

ar     Noi« tara a   (fi) 

•atattara »—Ha la aaPamUy prafarra« aai la \mmá in thla 

àftaaiia IVt ahowa ha« aoiatur« ragain rari«« alta 

ffjlajtlva htaitiAtf ta a alata of a%«Ularlua, ì.a. «fesa th« 

aai a«««r% aata* fra« or fflva «tir to th« 

tag a 

tafean«« ajniétly %• oaa tapnrtawt faolor ah loh 

«astraila* ai Piar« t* Naaafaaturta« Dm« lo«,    tarla* th« 

•MaBitam,  Ma raUt m hamttitr aa« ehaaja fra« 70* at th« 

ef ih« aaomiaj «hift,  te X*t la «lé-«ft«raoo«.    At o«rtala 

•f tha ajiian, a fall af —»««mi a»r«a«t la «alati 

a*    w*^"a«Mp«JB    «wP^P*aaw • 

i.Vt 



It i« i»portant aoaatisea to know to what extant any reduction 

ia fibre weight ia du« to * fall in aoiatur« regain. Thia ia 

particularly ao at «pinning whara tha final adjuata«nt ia and« 

to obtain tha oorraot yarn oount. 

Claarly tha estent to whioh Juta ia exposed affaota tha 

aoiatur« retain. Spreader rolla and outtinge will loae Molatura 

readily if covare ara not used. The breeae oeuaed by spinning 

fraaaa and oard oylindera aooelaretea aoiatur« loaa and thia 

oould have a aignifioent effect on aoiatur« regain. 

I.Vï 
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VtflQH  MTfcKâXIQM 

The quantities of oil and moliture present in jut« are 

important and, consequently, ao ia tha anulaion quantity 

applied.    Tha calculation and application of tha amula ion must 

be correct and there ia only one combination of emula ion 

application and recipe which will give a apacif ic molature 

and oil addition. 

Appendix B.4-I shows examples of emuleion calculations 

whilst Appendix B.4-II ahows a chart of oil and water additions 

for a wide rang« of combinations of emulsion application and 

recipes. 

At Fibre Bac Manufacturing Division the «amisión 

application ahould be approximately 2<$í to 250É at the spr«ad«rs 

and 30p6 to 3SP» «t the soft«n«rs. 

Emulsion is applied at the softeners and apreadera 

through spray jets which can be calibrated for «pacific juta 

f««d ratea using tha preesure gaugea in tha eenilaion aupply 

«yates.    An emulsion calibration procedure has already b««n 

documented.    Ref. CAL/SPR/I.    The following points should b« 

not«d regarding tha meaeurement of an emulsion application:- 

any blockage« which occur in the syst«« downst 

of th« gauges, whioh includa« blockage« «t 

the j«t«,o«uee back preaeure.    As a result, 

gauge readings will increase and thus imply 

that mor« liquid is passing, whereas,  in fact, 

th« flow has b««n restricted. 

To avoid auch a situation, filtere, pipa« and jeta must 

kept clear by regular maintenance. 

Calibrations must be dome separately for each 

Spreader ami Softener because therm vili be 

pressure drops in the ring main ama o ossequenti/ 

the earn* preeeure gauge reading will met give 

the sasM apelioatioa at different peints. 

•.4/1 



Calibration« should IM ohaoked regularly, 

(sta Prooeas and Quality Control Procedures). 

Although gauge« are liable to error il' the a«ulaion 

vieooeiiy ohangas significantly,  thie is unlikely to represent 

• problea at Fibre Be« Manufacturing Division since only snail 

changes of viscosity vili occur providing the batching oil 

viscosity is baaioally the aaas, and emisión aiiEinc procedure« 

are consistent. 

1.4/t 
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APPMDH B.4 .  I 

r^î/nfLATTQII Q» OIL « JOTt *C 

Blf pu i  - Tnigf1 *—**—-ti«* 4 tin nirniir 

•aulaion Application 

Oil Addad to Jut« 

gAJ^m^TTQIlt 

Vatar Adiad 
% Watar in fculaion 

22* 

* 

22 - 5 - IT* 

"       |J x 100 - 77* 

* Vatar in laulaion B eoH 
•aulaion Application » 391 

f¡j¡£jjjj¡£¡ELl 

«atar Adiad « 0.80 t 35 • 2# 

Oil Addad • 35-2«     -7* 

1.     Tha •ointura r«tmln »111 »• tlia Ntar adiad to tha 
juta Ti« tha anulaion fi* **• Mtuval aolatura 
in taa fiara prior to «miólo« addition.   Tnara- 
fora, if tha natural aalatura ra«mi» for aa««*l« 
2 U 1«*, tna «oiatur« r«§*ln i«a«dlatal)r of tar 
«apllottloa - (114 • \.a) -100-4«*. 

2.     Thar« i« only OM oaa*inatioa of 
affllMtloa Mal rwlp» «nUh «ill #**• • 
«foalfle naUtura «j* all additian 

L«a «at «pftUaatlaa «*t M 



AffiWU M-ll 

TAB« PT oïii á» WAIBI mmm TO JVTI m A 

«AMBI Qf -HVLSIOH AfTMCATiMfg AP MCIflg 

PERCENTAGE 
•TOLSI ON 
APPLICATION 

WATER 
PROPORTIONS 

] PIRCENTAGE 

—_______________ 

OP OIL ADDED 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

iape f> Water Addai 15 14 13 12 11 10 
i 

* Water in Eaul. 83 78 72 67 61 56 

2CJÉ f Water Added 17 16 15 H 13 12 

ft Watar in lüul. 95 80 75 70 65 60 

22JÍ * Watar Addad 19 18 17 16 15 H 

% Watar in Raul. 66 82 77 73 68 64 

24JÉ % Water Addad 21 20 19 18 17 16 

* Watar in Itul. 86 83 79 75 71 67 

26* ft Watar Addad 23 22 21 20 19 16 

* Watar in Raul. 86 85 81 77 73 69 

2* f> Watar Addad 25 24 23 22 21 20 

* Watar in toil. 89 86 62 79 75 71 

** t Watar Adiad 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 

% Wüter in Raul 90 87 83 80 77 73 70 

32* * Watar Addad 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 

% Water in Imi. 91 88 84 61 78 75 72 

34* t Watar Aidai 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 

It Watar in laul. 91 88 #5 82 79 76 74 

3* i Watar Added 33 3t 31 30 29 26 27 

•> Watar la lati. «2 •9 86 83 81 76 75 

5* * «atar Aüai 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 

fi Water la Imi. 92 •9 87 64 62 79 76 

«* fi Water adiad 57 3* 35 34 33 32 31 

fi Watar la ami. fJ 90 « 85 63 60 76 



fi» correct proportion« of oil «ad »atar in MI «aulaion 

•r« tha aott important rafuirsaant.   At ribro Bag Nanufaeturia« 

Division •aulaion proportion« ara normally 20pt oil and SCpf 

watar.    Thaaa oan bo chaokad by a standard proeadura auitabla 

for «11 oil-in-««tor ••ulaiona.   Thie proeadura i« daaoribad 

in Appendix B.5 - I. 

Apart fro« incorroct proportion« of oil and vatar, than 

•iv only tvo othar poMibl« aain aaulaioa dafaota. 

[i    Wharaby a nusbar of ooaparativaly larfa 

aaulaifiad droplat» riaa to tha top of tha aaulaion. 

It ia not a aarioua fault and oan ba ovareos* by 

fanti« atirriac, 

[i    vharaby drop« of fraa oil for« on tha 

aurfaoa indicatine a brofcaa anula i on.    Tha proeaa« 

oannot ba ravaraad MM tha aaulaion ha« bacoa» 

itabl« and tha atjulaio« smt ba raplaoad. 

I.tft 



IflfMPII B.5 . I 

1 BunMn Buntr 

1 S«»l« Botti« 

1 Pipott« 

1 TMt Tub« 

1 H«Murliiff CyllnMr 

1 Oi«M Boi. 
10* Sulphuric Aoii (10 al) 

Anhyirou« Soil« Sulpfeli« (*••) 
•aulsion fMfl« Upf*o«lMt«ly 110 •!.) 

1. Bra» «A «raroslMt« 110 al. «««to of «Ml«loa 

fro« tto «fray«* 

2. ah«*» MMl« tetti« ««U, MMUT« 100 «1. Uto 

tt» •»••urine cyllMor Mí traMf«r to tfe« 

HMt to 90° to 99°C. 

5.     AM 10 «1. of 10* •ulphurlc «eli «a* 9«.  of 

•oil« «ulffcli« to tM Mft«urUf «yllMM Mí P»* 

4.     stir tM OMìMU ««11 »1th tl* |UN rai «M 

I «HOT t« Mttl«.    fM oil MfMttM Ut« tM 

I 
I 
I 
I 

If tMM •*• '•' «i. of oll U %M t«f 
lira «MttlM '•** «U Mi (100-«)* MUr. 

Aft«* tM Mt mUtN ta» MM P"* *»•* UM *• 
mm—Km MIUAW, MM* MMI •* U*wt tM «MMBM 

•UN tlM rapii «ralutlra of M« Mjr f«w 

MM MIAU Mint IM «ut «f tM UMUAMT. 



olivara «ni yarn« inclue« oll and watari Ih«ir waighta 

tharafora ara a function of aoiatura ragain and oil contant. 

Tha oil contant la datarainad by tha aaulaion racipa and 

•aulaion application parean taca. Tha aaount of oil loat in 

vaata fibra baio« aaohinao ia fairly oonaiatant and providing 

tha aaulaion application and racipa ara) known, tha oil contant 

at opinning can ba aatiaatad fairly accurately. 

Molatura ragain ia laaa aaaily aatiaatad. It ia datarainad 

not only by tha aaulaion racipa and application parcantafa but 

by tha ralativa humidity and tha amount of aspoaura of tha 

fibra to tha ataoaphara during tha procaaa. 

A alivar of yarn tharafora nay ba abort or balow count 

aiaaly baoauaa of aoiatura. 

Tha thaoratically corract way of enacting tha quantity 

of fibra in a yarn ia to convert tha count to that at 'at 

aoiatura ragain (noraally 1#(). Hovavar, thia procadura naad 

not ba followed at Fibra Baf Manufacturing Divlaion. 

Providing aoaa check* ara aada of aoiatura ragain during 

tha procaaa to aaa whether any elgalfioant changa in alivar 

or yarn count ia dua to aeaoraal aoiatura ragain, thara ia 

to convert all count» to ataadard aoiatura ragain. 

It ia auffielaat to aa Ubi la h ovar a atrial, liai ta 

for aliver and yarn counto vi thin whiofc, for particular 

ooadltloaa, a aatlofaatary aad pi odea t vili 

t. 

l.a/1 
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If, in apaalal oirouaataaoaa, a ooaaarlaon of count at 

•tanáar* aolatura ragain la raa.uira4, tha calculation oan ba 
don« by rafaranea to Aaaandit B.6-I. 

Abnormi aoiatura rafain oould ba iua to 

incorraci aaulaio» appllaatlon, mi«—irm lo- 

ot salatura 4ua parhaaa to tha non-uaa of 

oorara «urlag aaturinf a¿ a alfalfiaaat el 
la valatlva biaUltjr. 

•.*7» 



APPMDIX H.fi-i 

Correct Count Count i (100 + Stentar* Molature 
• Oil Content) 

(100 • iNMuni Molature legnili • Oil 
Content) 

• fro« Linn 2 of the table belovs 

Correct Count    « Bffo8 i'ff : if' - 7.9 11../**. 

Count lb/3pentle 
(en aeeaurei) 

8.0 

8.2 

8.4 

8.6 

8.8 

Oil Content 

* 

¥ 
* 

* 

* 

Molature Me#eln 

1* 

1* 

1* 

2* 

2* 

Count lb/ 
Smnnfle 
(corrected) 

8.0 

7.9 

8.1 

8.0 

8.1 

Count oorrectce to 140 noleture retain 

eftien le the '»tenta««' eeceetea et 6J* 

Meletlve RwBlélty een 6ê*F (ao°C). 



1 E P 0 R T 

PARTÍ 

I 
I 
I 
11 

Ci1    -   gMHil 

Part A and Pert B descrito the most important factor» 

influencing process and quality control.    Mot all these 

factors are of equal importance, but it is necessary to 

appreciate that  they all affect the procees,  albeit to 

different eitents,  and that specific teets need to be done 

to enable BOB« control to be established. 

The choice of tests, and the frequency and accuracy 

of the aeeaureMnts,  to s ose eitent depend upon the results 

obtained.    That is,  it is necessary to establish the effect 

on performance of a particular factor before decidine how 

carefully the aaas factor should be monitored.    It ie possible 

for one factor to be measured for months or even yeare without 

noticeably havin« auch influence on the process,  but at the 

mi time, management may be reluctant to ignore totally its 

significance.    At Fibre Be« Manufacturing Division,  for 

•sample,  the Harmattan dry weather period durin« the early part 

of each year craatee conditions which do not recur during the 

•as» year.    Teats may be required through a period covering 

several Harmattans before the real effects of euch conditions 

are known.    Only then,  perhaps, will management feel justified 

in making changa* in procese with any certainty. 

This «sample illustrate* one of the main points referred 

to In the introduction to this report, i.e. tmat it may tain 

samel years for good control to be eetabliened. 

C.l/t 



«MJhnMBi 

Soaa froc— ani quality eoatrol  p>aaaÉaf«a at« urtili oat 

at Pitra Bag Manufacturing Ditriatoa.    WUWHI,  ta« taa ta ara 

oonfinai aalnly to tha íraparat i on aai »finning Pafaruajat«. 

Vallai thaa« iapartaanta ara taaortant,   Part  P of  thia rapart 

ha« ahowri that aaturlag,  oil e oat ant,  aotatura raga in.  «aula lea 

quality and aaulaion application üaaa ana» atgaifie«n«a *• ***• 

procaaa,  ani control  of thaaa fa«tora ahouM ba aatabuanai  in 

tha Batching Dapartaaat. 

Baúlaion quality ia chacaai  mfraa,uaatiy althaug»  tha 

aaulaion aning procaaa aaaa» vali aataalii 

aaaauraaanta coacaraai nth «¿taring,  at» la tar* ragai« 

aaulaion «»plication ara ioa» laaa aff»«tiraly or not  at «it. 

In aoaa inataneaa tha eorraet  laatruaaatation haa *«»*  M*n 

aval labia but  thia aituation attouli aa  taa-rnai ah«*rtly »tth  »aa 

raealpt of tha ralarant  itaaa no« m 01 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

In tha Präparat i on Dapartaaat,  tha aaiattng 

ineluia alivar ehaefca for avary aaahiaa.    Taaaa c 

aarrlai out to plan,  iua probably to tha aaat aawunt 

raqui rait    aa a raault aoaa aialaaiiag êata ta of taa 

apt 

tag 

«ai. 

riivar ehaefca ara 

ahouli ba c 

Ming taahaiqaaa but   tua i 

affaa tiv». 

Tha tant raaulta praiuoai «vary aa>y ara f»r«ar*ai ta 

acting Rill »magar,    duality Coat rol aaaa aat aaaa a away «# tut 

raaulta ani ioaa aat tharafora plat travia, »hart aaf*a*a»aaa at 

aaalyaa in any »ay taa aat« eoi la«tai.    Caaaaaaaatly  it aaat ba 

iiffieult to aaaaaa taa affa«ta aa parf raaaii af aay a# ma 

fact ora 

In ihm attuati«« it ia aat aarpa ta tag mat «aslity e an trai 

la aaan to ba Ufujaly taaffaatlaa aai Mia« aaaa «aft a« t« 

i« aat apara«iatai. 

c,t/i 
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• amifat« «f ieta «ni trait, «ti Ui« 
IMI «f maiu w mutiti part« «f ptiimi Mí 

ity t«*tf»i«   fmm mimrn M«***»»*« um« to primi M ««lity 

CI/? 



Ci3i M 

Clearly the coaaents in Section C.P  point  the vay for  the 

reooaaendationa in this section. 

One of  the aoat  important activities   in  to  îaprove  the  prece** 

and quality control   in Batching by  introducing tanta for eaulaion 

application«,  aaturin« temperature* and acinture regain.     It   in 

appreciated that  thara ara ahort  tara diff icultiet« in eet.abl iahinr 

the appropriata procaduraai    tha praaeura ¿augea ara unreliable 

and theraoaetere ara not at thia atage aval labia.    However, 

oreara nava baan placad for theee i tea* and procedure* ahould be 

introducad aa Boon aa they ara available. 

cali brationa «ill ba required  to eatabliah relet tnnahipe 

between areeeure gauge reeding,  jat »taa and eaulniot. application 

for avary aoftenar and npreader.    A calibrator procedure haa been 

vrittan.    Pull oaiibrationa ahould be doe* each year and  the 

eaulaion .jet application ahould ba cheeked,  ueir« the aaaa 

procedure, each aoath. 

n the Präparation Departa***,  ne« «aapltar 't^i^ 

The «aphaain  ia on the Teaaer Carda and  iuiht  .He* 

breaker <**rda beeauae ir the altver c**uttt   m aeunfurt >ry a*   ihta 

•a#e the «liver «ount» thro**jfeow<   i**  rea* » t» i a*«   erd* and diaaihji 

fraa** »ill  not   require #«> atte» a»teali<«, 

Ry  tntrndttriaa? '»*« revived 

of Quality ni>«trt»l para nana l  in 

Uy  teahaie,«** «*• eaftttaad 

tit* etil b» red awed by 

The ea*U el 

affect   >t.ty  the 

yarn tea ta efe«*Id 

t* the   >pi**i 

i* »Me* the pata  ta a* tati 

*«r an 

datai lad 

ta.  an 

art«' 

t\Vi 



Thaaa prooaiuraa «né aaapla incori fora» ara con «inai 

tintar 'Procaoa ani QuaHtjr Control Prooaiuraa'. 

ttly 

Tha prooaiuraa alao  i nel via« raooanjanaationa fur «a tab linn in« 

•pacific control  Charta.    Thaaa chart« vili  provi«« the b«m«  for 

noni torin*  trania ant cmatinr of flit«  'nlanaartn'.    As   Uno tain 

la built up,  quality control aaraonnal aunt  continu« t<> analyn* a 

•ai lntarprat  resulta, al**?*  lookia*; for rvlatlonanip» batv»«#i 

th« variati« factor« in th« prooasa ani  tha  pwrfornane«.    Cinari», 

tha initial   liât   rae nana ni a« for oontrol  chart«  m  iiaaly  to 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

fit« nain oajaativaa of than« Mcnanjaniation» «r« t«*> foia. 

Pirati«,  to proviéa aaanintful  tant ruauita «hie* »MM« 

aanagaanat  %»>  tali« any niaaaaary rormM»? art ton  >r> « aajr-t«»-. 

éajr »naia.     .'«©©nil»,   ».> bull« up raeori» an«  o«»t>trrl ciartf  ewar 

• pr*»onjr«t parto« •<   that  traíala «na na «at aal tu H«« r,»r 

«iff«ran*  aparut int «ant i*tona.     IK  Ma« ajanaauu«** ail» 

'»tannar«»'  afainat u*t?t> all  last rusulta <*» t*   .aliai 

tha até« variati«*  t» fiara eaaitttoas a* tan 0a«   *e*r « 

that vali« .o«cl**i«**a anan»«  h« «ma»   t« nvar*  «»»»'»»H-» fi 

anali  aanpioa   >r aa>«rt  taa«a.     *ua «^aat^fjaa*«  »f    fmtnrti 

ani variati*** t« na aanactai  i*  'Mfa>r   ar raaatng afe«*** 

l'i» «aatnt ajaia^ajaja««   m ina ir énatat«* aoaiiu? 

i.i.i.r, 

t<«? 

c.f/t 
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UM MTáiiMvr mtm «MLITT 

i.     Êm%m »fcif » il« 

l. *• «%rt •t 

$. 

f#» 

MiAmtai« 

IMP»   •#*   ,»••   SIMM 

4.      4t«) 
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1  »tttCT MO»!«»  «*f   '0 «HfWl   HMlfti 

M f*U, fr«« «MI «pri•Ènti mu* «rf 

•#   MM»  «HM P*it   I*  *   pt«*4*   Ml fOTMi 

im ti •*»•» tu* *••«  •• 

Í4I) enNMu ti» wlupi tu»«» •»»*»-*, 
««M«»*   «ff*   «Ml   f»«t« 

ti If«» 

tut      @«i*«*««* tM 

ME iw mu». 

m • 

f«l«  MW   full   flVS • ilfftPIBt 

•H«ft   t»   twt*. 
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MftlM. ••   U» «•» Alf*.     IM*««  UM ***«• 

•r UM *•!*• im prnmH Nr 

è.    teMN ìMpirii inr of Nttiv *UM«%«ì fM 
•Mitag M MM MM thirti   UM> t»pra»«w 
la MM.     IH«H «M MM* »f «ay« UM «Httll 

tm UMir mpitm M%wrt«c *t». 

••«•i   Ttt« MI* M» M MEM lifw« rr«a 
KM  taitvfc**! ti* •*•?«• MtlWlMi 
tot Mr. 

i. 



taf!  QCR/RáT/r. 

ti 

1. ÌHAMHLi^XAfci » ""' r      ,        ,        .      • pMÉMl 
trtoÉ  Ut.  (Km*) I   il»     '•' 

Tvati.    3pet <>fc««r»attoM «o »•  tafe** of 
in«. 

Tu» <>f 
f*et •ACTUM TTW                        9MAMÌ                         mffMMi 

HAOHMI io.            «»      m. «1     .«n m,      .«vi 

(r.i.n 

ifr .«fiar 

âm.!Câ?tae * 

I 
I 
I 

•i» *r '«in- 

**•!«-    ! Ma»»«* «.f ip Mtrw fr* 0mm p»u, 

tu ti 

*<ti*«MÌ MB«!« 

4âil 

IV». 

SU 

at«* ri 
&•!• 

••uf t. 

<t) 

m m. Mil F1UÄ !•».  «utât m, Jt »AVI* I,   flNMl   »U 

•f  ««tttaj» a* 
ê*9   Of  DM. 

»••p.  « MTC. 

•ifjmti 
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I. ilat M». 

^^^w ^PH^BW^P     • ^^äT       W 

t. •f ««Httap i« «M» m 



IIW 

•i ito 

J«t appi t ••! IMI fut 

M«ling fnr prwkwit«». 
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C«ltW«t« lit mmml»itm 

êm • 
jßU for 

Ml tirati M 

•f >•» ê%*m 

«MÜIM tMt !••«»< 

»i 

•f J*t  »MM 

MM 

•fpllMltl«« 



r»ii tritio« ^•t «al Ural io* pr»#«itti 

>llj te e«*ftl«t«4 

of  Ih« 

1.        PlMllf •*• MfiiNt »r 

i    tikts mttmf 

t.      flw *•*•» fMÉ «tlf I   lai« ifhitt 

tu   tH»  «MB« 

M  «•»AH»««  •pfltlMltlMHt. 

«•Itiratt«* 

r»it«Mi <•*. ctL/mWD 

I 
I 
I 
I 

%  **§«• »f  «*"»•*• 

«•>* »«ftU«B. 

•»nH to wt f «f 

<*•* •»•»• 

•f» ftJillf. 



^I^^AXJÜÜLS 

ÉJMLLAJLàJL 







1.0 111?    I!! 2 5 

122 

I.I 
12.0 

1.8 

.25 1.4 

Ml' km lil'r    h't M i| Ulli >N    II • 1   , MA|. í 



V 

1.      H«Mur« *ná record th« r«Utiv« luaiiity with!» 
th« factory. 

I 
I 



PlQCiaS    AMD    QUALITY    CONTROL    PROClDUIiES 

:YI lACH SHIFT 

Prepare the PREPARATION DEPARTMENT Shift Quality Control 

Record, Ref. QCR/PREP/S, as follows: 

1. Enter shift and data. 

2. TEASER CARDS AND LIGHT SIDE BREAKER CARDS ONLY. 

2(a) Por eajjh. card,   take 2 sliver samples 

of 10 aatres length each, from on« rolli 

weigh and record saaples separately.    Measure 

the moisture regain of the ease roll in 2 

placas and record separately. 

Record the times at which tests are done 

for teaser cards and light side breaker 

cards respectively. 

2(b) Calculate the average sliver weight and 

average moisture regain for all teaeer 

cards and record. 

2(c) Calculate the average sliver weight and 

average ao io ture regain for all light 

side breaker cards and record. 

I 
I 
I 

Mjcjtf: It is important that sliver weights fron the teaser 

cards and light side breaker cards are correct.    Tests should 

be carried out within the first 2 hours of each shift so 

that any corrective action can be taken early by shift 

supervision. 

Il FTNTSmW CARDS AMD U PAIR IWmCAMLS 

5(«) For awarv other naga,  take 2 sliver saaples 

of 10 Metres length eaoh, from one rolli 



I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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weigh and record eaaplee separately. 

Meaaure the aoisture regain of the saae roll 

in 2 places and record separately.    Record 

all taat data with tha card nuabtr froa 

which tha relevant taat «livara ara takan. 

Racord tha tiaaa at which tha tasta ara 

dona for haavy finiahar cards, light 

finiahar carda and 44" amir intarcarda 

raapactivaly. 

3(b) Calculate tha average aliver waifht and 

average aoisture regain for all heavy aide 

finiahar cards and record. 

3(c) Calculate the average aliver weight and 

average aoisture regain for all light 

aide finisher carda and record. 

Ml* 
Teat rolls froa AifXiElftl °*rds on aucceeeiv« 

ahifta. 

4.     Sign fora. 



MW*•!   DEyiBT*Mt'r *»tt QC8/PRlP/iJ 

ytfT QUALITY COHTROL MCQ8P 

To bt prepared «ach shift. 

Deter Shift   A / B 

1 tMt per shift from each card. Two samples fro« one roll. 

  
TEASER CARD TH1 TH2 TH3 TH4 TH5 TH6 

SLIVER WT. 
(KG) 

MOISTURE 
REGAIN 

i 

ftYBüT'F SLTVBB w< 

TIBI or tmi— 

_      ftYMHW •TgroM! MÌGAIM. 

BREAKER CARD BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BLI 5 

SLIVER Wt. 

MOISTURE 
REGAIN 

- 

âYlllflB HLTVm MT- 
yaH QF TEST» 

âlf-AOl MOTSTOH 

- 1   - 



I 

*•      FINISHER CARDS AND U PAIR IMTEgCARDr, 

1  test i»r ahift from every other cerda.    Two seapl« 

fron one roll. 

Test different carda on successive ahifta. 

HEAVY FINISH 

SLIVER WT. 

MOISTURE 
REGAIN 

TIME OF TEST: 

AVERAGE MOTSTURE REGAIN 

I 
I 
I 
I 

LIGHT FINISH 

SLIVER WT. 

MOISTURE 
REGAIN 

AVERAGE SLIVEB WT. 

TIME OF TEST: 

4± PAIR 

SLIVER WT. 

MOISTURE 
REGAIN 

AVERAGE MOISTURE REGAIN 

mma 

- 2 - 



PROCESS    AMD    QUALITY    CONTROL    PROCEDURES 

DEPARTMENT!    PREPARATION 

FRBÛURMCYi EACH WEEK 

Prepare the PREPARATION DEPARTMENT WEEKLY QUALITY CONTROL 

RECORD, Ref. QCR/PREP/W,  as follows: 

1. Enter shift and data. 

2. 1ST DRAWING FRAMES AMD FINISHER DRAWING 

MAMES ONLY 

2(a) For QM drawing frame in aaoh lina, take 

3 aliver samples of 25 metres length each, 

from one cant weigh and record samples 

separately. Measure the moisture regain 

from the same can in 3 place« and record 

separately. 

Record all test data with the drawing 

frame number from which the relevant 

test slivers are taken. 

Record the timee at which the tests 

are done. 

2(b) Calculate and record for each drawing 

frame tested 

average sliver weight (gas) 

average sliver count (ktex) 

- *vra«a sliver count ,^ 
standard sliver count  ' 

Average moisture regain (?6) 

- tTtTtáTf MUtaTi rtálÍR  /wx 
standard moisture regain \$) 

3. «mfLv ataiMâwv . CARD TESTS 

To be completed at the end of eaoh week using 

all the PREPARATION DEPARTMENT SHIFT QUALITY CONTROL 

RECORDS for the weak Just completed. 



Caleulat« and rooor* for aaoh typ» of tMtia 

3(a) Avon«« olivor voight (kilof?rana) 
3(b) Avance slivor count (kilottw) 

3(e) AYtfMt gilYffr IfflMlt     ^ 
Standard slivor oount    w 

3(d) Average moioturo regain   {%) 

3(e) fflMlf MlrtOT rmm     (jQ 
Standard noiaturo ragain       ' 

4.     Sign fora. 



ÌMèMllW PBfARTWBffT 

WEEKLY QUALITY CONTROL RECORD 

Ref: QC/PREP/W 
XI 

To be prepared each week for each shift. 

SLIVER WEIGHTS FOR 25 METRES (IM GRAMS) 

Date;  

Shift A / B 

1.  1ST DRAWING IRJI«* ^p FTWT^E« »**»"« •X*S 

One test per shift, per week. Each test:- 

Three samples from one can from one Drawing 

Frame in each line. Each Drawing Frame to 

be tested in turn. 

DRAWING FRAME M/C 
NO. 

SLIVER WEIGHTS 
(GMS) 

AVGE 
SLIVER 
COUNT 
(Ktex) 

STD 
COUNT 
(Ktez) 

AVERAGE 
STANDARD 

LIGHTSIDE 1ST D.F. 40 

LIGHTSIDE FINISHER D.F. 6 

HEAVYSIDE 1ST D.F. 40 

HEAVYSIDE FINISHER D.F. 9 

Time of teats 

Moisture Regain to be for the Sliver tested above 

DRAWING FRAME M/C 
No. 

MOISTURE 
REGAIN £ 

AVERAGE 
REGAIN 

STANDARD 
REGAIN 

AVBR/CJ: 
STANDARD 

LIGHT SIDE 1ST D.F. 27* 

LIGHTSIDE FINISHER D.F. 26* 

HEAVYSIDE 1ST D.F. 26* 

HEAVYSIDE FINISHER D.F. 29* 

Tin 9f Tfftf 

- 1 - 



WMKLY SUmm    -    CAM T1OT3 

TYPE OP 
CARD 

AVERAGE 
SLIVER 
WEIGHT 
(KGS) 

SLIVER COUNT (Ktex) MOISTURE REGAIN (*) 

AVERAGE STANDARD 
STANDARD 

AVER- 
AGE 

STAN- 
DARD 

AVESSE, 
STANDARD 

TEASER 110 32* 

LIGHTSIDE 
BREAKER 100 29* 

HEAVYSIDE 
FINISHER 78 27* 

LIGHTSIDE 
FINISHER 75 27* 

4± PAIR 
INTER 78 30* 

Figures calculated from 

al]  Shift reports ( For« QCR/PREp/s ) 

Si 

- 2 - 



AMD   QUALITY    fift»^, 

? f I M M I If ff 

PRlPABATIfìff 



PROCESS    AM)    QUALITY     CONTROL    PROCEDURES 

DEPARTMENT»       SPINNING 

TOEÛinaMCY,     TWICE PER SHIFT 

Prepare the SPINNING DEPARTMENT  SHIFT QUALITY CONTROL 

RECORD, Ref. QCR/SPIN/S,  as follows: 

1. Enter shift and date 

2. Select 10 bobbins at random from each of 

2 Warp spinning frames and  3 Weft spinning 

frames. 

3. Measure 100 metres length of yarn from 

each bobbin and weigh separately.   Record 

individual weights against   the relevant 

spinning frame number. 

4. 

I 
i 
I 
I 
I 

5. 

6. 

Using the Bame pieces of yarn, complete tests 

for twist and breaking strength and record 

twist (twist per inch) and breaking strength 

(kilograms) against the relevant spinning 

frame number. 

Calculate and record for stach spinning fra 

average weight per ICO metres (kilograms) 

average count (tex) 

average twist (twists par inch) 

average breaking strength (kilograms) 

average of the lowest 5 breaking strengths 

(kilograms). 

Calculate and record, for  the same parameters 

as paragraph 5,  the averages for the warp 

spinning frames (average 2 seta of results) 

and weft spinning frames  (mvarage 3 sets of 

results). 



7.     Calculât« and record the 'Dundee' Quality Ratio 

it) and 'Mackie' Quality Ratio {%) for aach 

•pinning fraM and for tht warp epiiming fraaee 

(avara«« 2 reaulte) and waft apinninf fraaaa 

(average 3 raaulta).    Saa calculation procedure 
attached, Ref. SP/ci. 

6.     later tiae of teat and alfa fora. 



PROCESS AMD QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES 

C1LCDLATIOM PROCEDURE SP/C I 

Cumulation for 'Bund««' and 'Maokia' Quality RflUPP 

Definitions 

•Dundee* Qualitv Ratio - AVf«it PrtfUtM StrtMtfí _ x 100 (*) Dundee Quality natio - Ayarftf, Tftrn waight per spindle      
v^' 

.- ... « ,,x . x,   Average Breaking strength of 
•Raokie' Quality Ratio « loitJî 5 br<^fl x   100 (0) 

Average Tarn weight par spindle 

The 'Dundee' aathod ia uaed in most mills but the 'Hackie' 

aathod does give aiaple measurement of the deviation of the 

yarna froa the average strength and therefore the inconsistencies 

in the proceaa. Consequently both calculations are recommended. 

CisfimalUfll? 

Because the breaking strength is measured in kilograms 

and the yarn weight per spindle is measured in tez the 

calculation is most conveniently done using a converaion factor 

as follows: 

Tez « 76 i Kga/spindle. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



Batánala t 

Breaking atrength (Kg) 

1. 3.9 
2. 4.2 

3. 3.5 Aeauae average yarn count 
4. 4.1 

- 400 tei. 

5. 3.4 

6. 4.1    Average Breaking atrength «= -22x2   .   3,9 ì[gt 

7. 3.7 

8. 3.9 Average Breaking atrength of the lowest 

9. 4.0 5 breaks « 3.9 + 3.5 + 3.4 + 3.7 + 3.Q 
5 

10. 4.2 

Total 39.0 1B.4 
5 

3.68 kg. 

•Dundee' Quality Ratio - 3.9 x  76 1 100 «  74.15t 
400 

•Mackie1 Quality Ratio   =   3.68 » 76 1 100   *     69.9)6 
400 



SPINNING    DKP^TM^ Rfj|.s   QCR/M'IN/.'J 

I 
I 
I 

To be prepared twice per Shift.        Date; 

Teat 2 Warp and 3 Waft Spinning 
Frame«. 

WT 1 PER 100 METRES (KGS) 

H/C 
HO. 

WARP WEFT 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

AVGE 

COUNT 
(TEX) 

AVERAGE 
COUNT (TEX j WARP WEFT 

Shift    A ( f 

Select 10 bobbin« per frane. 

BREAKING STRENGTH (KGS) 

M/C 
NO. 

WARP 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

AVGE 

OVERALL 
AVERAGE 
(KGS) 

WARP 

AVERAGE 
LOWEST 5 
(KGS) 

WARP 

WEFT 

WEFT 

WEFT 

I 
I 

- 1 - 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TWIST (T.P.I.) 

M/C 
NO. 

WARP WEFT 

D.P. 

T.P. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

AVGE 

AVERAGE 
TWIST 
(T.P.I.) 

WARP WEPT 

SOM; 

QUALITY RATIOS (#) 

M/C 
No. 

WARP WEFT 

DUNDEE 

MACKIE 

. 

AVERAGE 
DUNDEE 

ÍARP ÍEFT 

AVERAGE 
MACKIE 

ÍARP fEFT 

TIME OF TESTi 

3IGJS&L 

I - 2 - 



I 
PROCESS    AMD    QUALITY    CMWOL    nöC.mim^ 

UimWàK* OF CONTROL CHARTS 

The following charts should be maintained. 

MMW UULm 

Spreader Average sliver count 

Average moisture regain 

PamffâlâTîfîl   iâiffl ]?AT 

Teaser card 

Lightsids Breaker card 

Heavyaide Finisher card 

4-^ Pair Inter card 

1 • Average, highest and 
lowest sliver count. 

2. Average, highest and 
lowest moisture regain. 

EACH WEEK 

FROH FROH QMÇj PER WEEK TgSTS: 

Lightside 1st Drawing Frame 

Light8ide Finisher Drawing Frase 

Heavyaide 1st Drawing Frame 

Heavyside Finisher Drawing Frame 

Ayeriflg alivtr go»nt ^ 
standard sliver count ($>) 

FROM WEEKLY SUMMARY OF TESTS EACH SHIFT s 

I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

Spreader 

Teaser Card 

Lightside Breaker card 

Heavyside Finisher card 

Lightside Finisher card 

A\ Pair Inter card 

¿PJUQLUKL MSJLML 
For Warn and Weft 

1.    avi«««. laAYtr QQwflt   (*) 
Standard sliver count 

2*  AYtmt •gattiuri rtnin  (^ 
Standard moisture regain 

Average, highest and lowest count 

Average tviat 

Dundee Quality Ratio 

Maokie Quality Ratio 

^ 



AMD    QPILITY   COWEQL    P»OCBMIMa 

DianiBOTIQM OF »Bfl9pip 

1 copy of each completed record should be forwarded 

to the Mill Manager. 

1 copy of each completed record should be retained 

and filed in the Quality Control Departaent. 



VOLUME S 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

»IP PUT 

P10DDCTIOH   MTOBUKl    AMD    PBOOMDIIHfl 

ÇgliiMT g 

PAITA   -   PRQDPCTIOM AM MiCHIl 

A.1. Current Situation 

A.2. Conclusion« and Reco—ondation» 

-    Production Renort« 

Form Hoax 

P.1 - Batoning and Cardin«* - Roll Production Report 

P.2 - Drawing Franai - Monthly Production Rtcord 

P.3 - Spinning/Mating/Winding Card 

P.4 - Rssling - Shift Production Raeori 

P.5 - Spinning Franta - Monthly Production Record 

P. 6 - Twiater and Reeling - Monthly Produotion Raoord 

P.7 - Winding - Monthly Produotion Raoord 

P.8 - Beaming - Shift Raoord of Looa Bearne Nata 

P. 9 - leaning - Monthly Production Raoord 
P. 10 - Wearing - Daily Loom Pick« 

P.11 - Wearing - Daily Cuta, Produotion and Weights 

P. 12 - Monthly Wearing tfficiency Report 

P. 13 - Cloth Impaction Report 

P. 14 - Waaring - Monthly Produotion Report 

P. 15 - Finished Oooda Daily Baling- Report 

P. 16 - Cocoa Baga - Stock M prenante 

P. 17 - Daily Produotion Report - Sacking 

P. 18 - Daily Raoord for Produotion Partioulare 

R.1 - Machine Aotirity Report 



B.I 

B.2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

flQÛP QMBATTl« PBJfflTTil 

Batoning Departaent 

- Preparation Department 

Spinning Departaent 

- Winding and Batting Departaent 

- Weaving Department 



PRODUCTION PBBJOBMAMCE AMD PROCKDUBBS 

IMRODUCTION 

A separate U.N.D.P. report entitled »Control During 

Manufacture' summarisee the moat important pointa regarding 

improvement in control and performance. On« of the main commenta 

ia that more meaningful information can be obtained at F.B.M.D. 

with leaa paperwork. This comment appliea particularly to the 

recording of production performance in terms of machine and 

worker efficiencies. 

Part A of thia report desoribes the current situation and 

recommends the use of several new forme and the elimination of 

many existing forma. Forms which should be retained with little 

or no modification are also included in this report for completeness. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Part B refera to another important aepect of factory 

performance.   The various procese, quality and production teets 

help management to plan and control, but there are a number of 

matters, not necessarily reported in euch teata which require 

frequent, sometime almoet continuous attention if the factory 

is to operate satiefactorily.    Operators, engineers, supervisors 

and managers should be made aware of the more important points 

which could be said to make up 'Good Operating Iractice' which 

is described in Part B of this report. 

Many of the points listed should be oovered by routine 

maintenance planning but all of them orna be checked on a 

regular operating basis by production personnel to ensure good 

operating practice. 



I 
I 
I 

PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE AND PROCEDURES 

PART A PRODUCTION AND MACHINE EFFICIENCIES 

A-1 CÜMEBT SITUATION 

The current procedures are baaed on a report entitled 

"Production Control and Recording System" dated April 1970. 

Since that date some modifications have taken place to simplify 

the reporting procedure but over 40 different forms are 

currently in use; half of these require completion each shift. 

There are also numerous pieces of paper on which junior 

supervisors provide data required for some of these reporte, 

notably those which record electrical and mechanical 

efficiencies and breakdowns. 

A considerable amount of work and effort is required to 

maintain all thee« procedures. Both the Mill Manager and the 

Chief Engineer, together with their eenior staff, find little 

or no use for many of the reporte issued. 

There are two types of report. 

AiV f•*"«tiQn aborts 

These record outputs from machines and groups 

of machines. In some sections, notably between 

•pinning and finishing, detailed records of individual 

operator performances are used for calculating incentive 

payments which encourage higher efficiencies. 

For many of the machines in the batoning and 

preparation departments, the nature of the work makes 

it impractioal to record aocurate individual operator 

performancesj consequently recorde are relatively 

•imple. 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A. 1.2 Machine Efficiency Reporta 

These record machine efficiencies mainly in 

tenus of the machine processing time relative to 

the time available. Such factors as time lost due 

to mechanical faults, electrical faults or routine 

maintenance are recorded from information supplied 

by operators and supervisors. 

The main disadvantages of these reports are 

firstly, they are not based on continuous observation 

and the *:imes given to the recording clerks by other 

personnel are subject to error, even bias; secondly, 

the reports issued the following day or even later, 

provide historical information only, and are not a 

good basis for any management action. 

The doubts expressed about the accuracy of some 

of these reports - due to the way the information is 

collected - has prompted the situation whereby as 

many as 6 clerks, supervisors or superintendents 

sign and/or authorise many of the reports prior to 

issue, so that there is seen to be agreement between 

production and engineering personnel. 

Procedures in certain sections have the objective 

of letting operators and engineers know that their 

work is being checked. This acts as a form of 

motivation to such personnel who would not work 

so hard if no records were taken. This is always an 

important aspect when considering a recording system 

and is particularly applicable to the batching and 

preparation departments where detailed recording 

of individual operators efficiency is so impracticable. 

One final comment is that little attempt is made 

to collate and analyse the data made available by all 

these records to assist management in their decision 

making. 



A,p noKCLUSìnus AMP RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is too much paper work providing too much unnecessary 

data. The factory can be managed at least as effectively with 

considerably reduced paperwork. The effort spent by personnel 

at the various levels can be used more effectively by maintaining 

simpler procedures; any resources made available by reducing the 

workload can be allocated to the collation and analysis of the 

data obtained. 

The main recommendations are listed below :- 

3.1  Eliminate all unnecessary forms and paperwork 

to reduce the workload involved in maintaining 

a production recording system. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

3.2 Modify the remaining production reports, where 

necessary, to provide only the data required. 

3.3 Redesign the procedures and forms for recording 

machine efficiencies with two objectives in 

mind:- 

-     to provide data which can be used by 

management as a guide to immediate 

corrective action 

and     -     to provide data in such a for« that it can 

be analysed to help identify the main 

reasons for unsatisfactory machine 

efficiencies. 

loft One form   -    "Machine Activity Report" (Appendix M.1) 

can be used to replace approximately 10 forms, each 

of different design, currently in use throughout 

the factory.    This proposed form is designed to 

focus management's attention on reasons for 

stoppages and the action being taken.    This has 

the advantage also of directing attention to the 

personnel involved and motivating them to complete 

the work required. 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3*4  Reduoe the number of personnel signing vat/or 

authorising the various foras. 

The recommended forms for ths production and machina effioieaoy 

reporting are shown in the appendices attached to this seotion of 

the report. 



IQLL PlûDUCTIOM RETORT 

Î9IÊ Nfl, f,1 

MIL fJPBiàlffiP^ 

M/C MO. SR1 SR2 SR3 TOTAL 

•0. OF 
ROLLS 

Shift   A/g 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

CARD MO. 

MO. or 
ROLLS 

j|A^HLi^gß2 

CARD 
MO. 

TH1 TH2 TH3 TH4 TH5 TH6 TOTAL 

TiTffllT ffTIi ft"*1• rA•R 

CARD 
MO. 

BL1 BL2 BL3 BL4 BL5 BL6 TOTAL 

MO. or 
ROLLS 

CARD 
•0. 

M1 BH2 BH3 BH4 W5 BH6 TOTAL 

•o. or 
ROLLS 

1N1 1H2 TOTAL 

- 1   - 



For» P.1 

LIGHT SIDE PIKISHBR CARDS 

CAM) NO. FL1 FL2 FL3 FL4 FL5 FL6 FL7 TOTAL 

NO.  OF 
ROLLS 

HEAVY SIDE FINISHER CARDS 

CARDS NO. FH1 FH2 FH3 FH4 FH5 FH6 FH7 FH8 FH9 TOTAL 

NO.  OF 
ROLLS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- 2 - 



(FORK P.2) 

MàfTItò rBIB»8 - »Q"HLY pmPPCTIOM BKQBDS 

lOTEt 

If operator is not paid bonus on production 

than it is sufficient to spot check the production 

efficiency of   one frane per week in conjunction 

with the Sliver Weights recorded on the relevant 

quality control form Ref : QCR/PREP/W. 

If operator is paid bonus on his production 

then the form must be modified to include the 

efficiency calculation. 

I 

• 



FOB* NO- P-a 

SHIFT A/E 

HOMTHLY PRODUCTION RBflQRJft 

1ST 
HEAVY/LIGHT/HESSIAN        2ND 

FIH. 

mm DRAWING FRi Up NO, DRAWING FRAME NO. 1   DRAVTW2  VP AME NO   1 
DATE COUNTER 

AT END OF 
SHIFT 

PRODUCTION 
(YARDS) 

COUNTER 
AT END OF 
SHIFT 

PRODUCTION 
(YARDS) 

COUNTER 
AT END OF 
SHIFT 

PRODUCTIOl 
(YARDS) 

1 

? 
*-   
4 
5 

. <? 

7 
8 

-4  
JÄ —:  

11 

.1? 
Ji 
ull- 

15 

16 

1J 

JA 
.— 

Jâ 
JQ. 

21 

-22. 
23 

-21 
25 — 

26 
_ 

- 1 - 



Pon P.2 

BUEEä 
DATE 

ÍL 

iS_ 

SSL 
J3Q_ 

.21. 
TOTAL 

DRAMIMB PRIME 80 

COUlfPER 
AT ESD OP 
SHIPT 

PRODUCTION 
(YAHDS) 

DR1MIHG FRAME MO 

COUNTER 
AT EKD OF 
SHIPT 

PRODUCTION 
(YARDS) 

DRAJf[Hß FE AME HO I 
COUHTER 
AT END OP 
SHIPT 

PRODUCTION 
(YARDS) 

UOêAL 

I 
I 
I 

- 2 - 



ì 

(FOHM P.3) 

mmiEa/mmj&üimxLsm 

MOTBi 

The sane basic for« can te used for Spinning, Twisting 

and Winding. 

This mans that the time of Weighment is recorded 

also for Winding. Previously the time of Weighment has 

been recorded for Spinning and Twisting only. 



Fora M9t ff? 

SPIHNIHG/TWISTIHO/WINDING CARD 

Ymt/mmm i>9t MIL mz. 

smisi. wm SHIFT 

Time of 
Weigh- 
ment 

Lbs Time of 
Weigh- 
ment 

Lbs Time of 
Weigh- 
ment 

Lbs Time of 
Weigh- 
ment 

Lbs Time of 
Weigh- 
ment 

Lbs 

smm. AUTHORISED: 



ftra «9i fi4 

H*L i *o 

SHIFT FEOMICTIOM MKQBD.? 

Ma. — ffhift 

TTP1 OP YA8Ä NO.  OF HARKS MET WEIGHT (LBS) EFFICIERCY {%) 

aTMlPl ADTHQIISMh 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(goat p.sl 

- MOITOLT raOBOCTIOM MCOM 

JOUI 

The fon has been modified to include the 

counter reading at the beginning and and of each 

•hift.    This enables spot checks to be carried out 

on production figures (recorded in lbs.) and the 

calculated operator efficiencies.    Production, 

•eaaured in yards, could erentually prove «ore 

accurate and if more easily recorded than the 

current weighing procedures. 

i 

m 



I 
I 
I 

*>m «Q- M 

spirare F^S 

HOMTHLY PBOB^CTIQII B^ÇftRj 

HBAVY/LIGHT/HESSIAN 

¡mLSSL  NIKE 
SHUT 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 

8 

_LSL 
Jl 

Ji 
JA. 
JL 
IL 
IL 

Jâ. 
-2Û. 

DATE I PHOD-   EFF. 
OCTIOH  (JÉ) 
(LBS) 

COUNTER AT 
START OF 
SHIFT 

COUNTER AT 
END OF 
SHIFT 

PROD- 
UCTION 
(TARDS) 

EFF. 
(X) 

COMMENTS 

- 1 - 

m 



rom io. p. 5 

IDATE PROD- 
UCTION 
(LBS) 

EPP. 

(*) 
COUHTBR AT 
START OP 
SHIPT 

COUHTER AT 
END OF 
SHIPT 

PROD- 
UCTIOM 
(YARDS) 

EPP. 

(X) 
comarrs 

?1 
 n 
-Zi 
. 24 
-25 

 . 

 26 
-¿2 
-2S 
_2â — 

-Jfi 
—, 

31 

TOTALJ 

STQUg; AumoRism, 

- 2 - 



] PWISTER AND RgEJ-Tp ffÇFTF• 

1 $9t fj£ 

PRODUCTION   RECORD 

Mnn+.h 

Shi ft. 

TWISTER REELING 

DATE 2 PLY 3 PLY 5 PLY NO,OP HANKS REMARKS 

WT 
(LBS) 

EPP. 

* 

WT 
(LBS) 

EPP. WT 
(LBS) 

EPP. EPP. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

. 1 . 



j-'orm No.   I'.r, 

THIS TER REE LIN G 

DATE 2 PLY      |         3 PLY 5 PLY NO.OP HANKS REMARKS 

WT 
(LBS) 

EPP. WT 
(LBS) 

EPP. 
* 

WT 
(LBS) 

EPP. 
* 

EPP. 

21 

22 

?? 

.  ?4 
25 

26 

27 

28 

2? 
—_ 

30 

-23— 
TOTAL I 

SIfififfii              AUTHORISED : 

- 2 - 



Fara ttfli fi7 

¥TmT« MOMTHLY raoWCTI« aiCOttS 

lfT«T PT^HEAVY SIDE Urliti. 
Milli. 

NAME 
M/C N 0 

DATE wt. 
lbs 

Eff 
* 

wt. 
Iba 

Eff Wt. 
lbs 

Eff, Wt. 
lbs 

Eff 

* 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff Wt. 
lbs 

Eff Ch«ck«d 
By 

1 

2 • 

•* 
•""" 

¿ • 

A 

-^ 
2 
6 

7 

A 

Q 

10 

11 

12 
•*" ^ 

13 
"^— 

il 

1 R 

16 1   .- 
17 

18 • 

1Q J 
¿fi. . i . . - 

- 1 - 



fan Met iti 

•ANI 
ä/C «0 

DATI 

U 

-21 - 

wt. 
Iba 

Bff Wt. 
lbs 

Iff Wt. 
lb« 

Iff 
* 

Wt. 
lbs 

Iff Wt. 
lbs 

Iff Wt. 
Iba 

Eff Chackad 
By 

2fr 

TOT« 
— 

I 
I 
I 

- 2 - 



Form Ho. P.a 

BEAMING 

SHIFT RECORD OF LOO« BEAMS MAM 

B/C »Bi SMIL £ftiS. 

TIME COMPLETED KIND OF YARN GROSS WEIGHT NET WEIGHT TARDS 

TOTAL 

MmffiJiMPi 



fm JÇf ft? 

BEAMING 

MONTHLY PRODUCTION RECORD 

MONTH 

SHIFT 

NAME 
M/C NO. 

DATE No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff 
* 

No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff 
* 

Remaries 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

U 

15 

16 

17 

18 

1Q 

ft 

- 1 - 



Fora fai f ifli 

KAMI 
M/C HO. 

DATE No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff 
* 

No 
of 
Bearne 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lbs 

Eff 
* 

No 
of 
Beams 

Wt. 
lb« 

Bff 
* 

Remarks 

21 

22 

23 

24 
25 
2<? 
27 
26 
29 

30 

?1 
TOTAI 

sisaiLL AUTHORISE). 

- 2 - 
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I 

(FMI f |1Q) 

W • A T I • fl 

mw MM ?m§ 

Individual daily weaving and efficiencies are 

calculated and recorded in a production book retained 

by the production clerk at the Weaving Section.    These 

figures are taken to maintain the 'Monthly Weaving 

Ifficiency/Product Report' Ref. P. 12. 



Pit ft 

No. 

£. 

i£. 
11 
11. 
11 

16 
il. 
11 
11 
.il 

22 
.21 

.21 
¿1 

.21 
2± 

JSL 
-21 
-21 

.21. 

sfrin 

WEAVING F9I1 N°t ?tW 

DAILY LOOM PICKS 

liste Jiar. Pisto 
ja 
.2Í 
_21 
J8 
_2i 
_40 
Jti 
_4i 
.12 
.11 
£L 
Jé. 
AL 
M 
Al 
.50 

_5i 
J2 
il 
_5i 
.5á 
¿2 
Ja 
-52 
60 
61 
62 
ü 
Ü 
¿2 
66 
62 

Tea 

JZi 

21 

Mi 
ii 
jo 
Jl 

Jl 
JL 
31 
JS. 
Jl 
_§o 
Ji 
82 

J5 
86 
87 

listo. 

Jâ 
Ja 
_2û 
.21 
-22 
.22 
-21 
.25 
_& 
.22 
.2â 
iä 

itti 
ifiì 
Hi 

No. 
H2 
IM. 
J£i 
1fi6 
Ifil 
106 
122. 
HA m 
112 
112 
HI 
Hi 
116 
HI 
118 

Pici« 

IH 
120 
121 
122 
123 
121 
lü 
126 
127 
lia 
ilä 
120. 
121 
132 
122 
121 
125 
126 

uà, 
HL 
138 
HI 
Hi 
141 
Hi. 
H2 
144 
Hi 
146 
HI 
Ha 
Hi 

¿iste. 

Hi 
Hi. 
152 
HI 
Hi 
156 
157 
Hi 
Hi 
160 
161 
162 

HS 
166 
167 
168 
HSL 

Mi-listoL 
Hi 
172 
m 
HI 
Hi 
Hi 
HI 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
181 
182 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
187 
Hi 
ISi 
Hi 
121 
Ü2 
H2 
Hi 
125. 
12i 
122 
Hi m 
_20£ 

¿läJffiEj AUTHORISED; 



fgraffgt Ft1 i 
WEAVING 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

SìiifX 

DAILY CUTS PRODUCTION AND WEIGHT 

MIL 

SER. 
NO. 

LOOM 
NO. 

WT LOOM 
NO. 

WT LOOM 
NO. 

WT LOOM 
NO. 

WT LOOM 
NO. 

WT LOOM 
NO. 

WT LOOM 
NO. 

WT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

19 
11 
12 
15 
H 
15 
16 
H 
18 
19 
?9 
21 
?2 
2? 
24 
25 
26 
27 

29 
39 
31 
3? 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
3« 
39 
49 
41 

TOTAL 

?TgNJPj AVfflQMgPi 
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  Fora Ho. 
MQMTHLY WEAVING EPPICIEHCY/PRODOCTIQM REPORT 

L¿1 

SACKING HESSIAN 
Moi&L 

Sttiiftt 

LOOM 

-Iß, 
Checked 

By 
1 

,2 
-2 
-i 
-i_ 

6 
7 
e 

—2 j 
ÌQ 
M 
12 
12 

J4 
15 
16 
17 
19 
13 
2Ç 
?1 

...22 
22 
24 
25 
?É> 

 ¿7 
2§ 
¿3 
20 
21 
AVE 
TOTAJ 

áPTMIgPi 

1 



CLOTH IMSPBCTIOM REPORT 

Datei 

F9BH ffPi ft1? 

gftÇfcaM/BtlteM 

Loom 
No. 

Wt. 
lbs 

Leng. 
Yda. 

Misa 
Ende 

Weft 
Break 

Deft 
Selv. 

Frame 
Tie 
Bar 

Loon 
No. 

Wt. 
lbs 

Leng. 
Ida. 

Miss 
Ends 

Weft 
Break 

Deft 
Selv 

Frame 
Tie 
Bar 

n           I 

fllfflfpl 



rcm »9t fiH 
WEAVING 

MOMTHLY PRODUCTION RKPOBT 

SACKIMG 

fflSSláfi 
MONTH: 

SHIFT: 

Datt No.  of Cuta Total Tarda Weif ht Lba. R9URKS Chaokad By 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

$ 

7 

@ 

9 

lí 
11 

i? 
13 

H 

15 
16 

17 

1§ 

19 

 ifi 

- 1 - 



Mg» f,14 

t 

D*t© 

_2L 

il 

No.  of Cuti 

il 
24 

il 
iL 
27 

il 
il 

JL 

Total Yarda 

J«ML 

Weight Lba Reaarks Chaekad By 

ApmQMam» 

- 2 - 
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FORM HO.  P.I 5 

FINISHED GOODS DAILY BALING REPORT 

Date 

B/F 

TOTAL BALES BALES 

Serial 
Number 

Weight Received 
Daily 

Total B/F 
Received 

Sold 
Daily 

Total B/F 
Sold 

Stock 
Bal 

Remica 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

v 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

ÏQ 

- 1 - 
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rm not Ms 

Data 

B/P 

TOTAL BALES BALES 

Serial 
Number 

Weight Received 
Daily 

Total B/P 
Received 

Sold 
Daily 

Tota] 
Sold 

B/P Stock 
Bal. 

Reaka 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

2<3 

30 

31 

T 0 T Ü L 

JUfflkL IPTHQBISPt 

- 2 - 



TOé Bufi - .mi HO 

LAST BALE NO.  IM 19.... 

DATI ADVICE 
NOTE 
No. 

QTY 
DAILY 
RECEIVES 

CUMU- 
LATIVE 
DAILT 
TOTALS 

QTT 
ISSUE 
DAILY 

CUMU- 
LATIVE 
DAILT 
ISSUES 

STOCK 
BALAKCE 

BALES 
TAO« 
DAILT 
BT 3CNB 

TOTAL 
BALES 
TAKE! 
BT SCIO 

VF 
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•MM* 
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FORM HO. P.1B 

DAILY RBfiOM TOB PBODDCTTftM PaMTflm.AM 

TO:      GENERAL MANAGER Date:     
(6 a.m.    - 2.00 p.m.) 

Short Fibre  %     Bin Noa   Filled 
Long Libre  %     Bin Noe  Filled 

Spreader Rolla produced   
FIBRE USED IN TEASER CARDS ABl TtfM TOftM, 

Bin No    Filled on with BWCB 
Bin No    Filled on with BVCB 
Bin No    Filled on  with BWCB 
Bin No    Filled on with BVCB 

Yarn; 
Heavy Yarn,  Count  Tez Twist TPI, Strength .... Kg 
Light Yarn,  Count  Tex Twiat   TPI, Strength .... Kg 
Heavy Yarn Spool Stock  BLENDING 
Light Yarn Spool Stock 
Selvedge Spool Stock 
Beam Stock (Sacking) 
Beam Stock (Hessian) 

Looms Running    
Looms Waiting on Warp  
Looms Waiting on Weft   
Looms Without Spare Parta  
Looma Under Repair) Electrical  
or Other Reasons:  ) Mechanical   

Labour Shortage 
Other«   

Grade I Cocoa Baga  bales from serial No  to 
Grade II Cocoa Bags  bales from serial No  to 
Sugar Bags ( )   bales from serial No  to 
Food Baga  bales from serial No  to 
Twine (Light/Heavy) bales/lank from serial No  to 
Others  

Heaaian Cloth-Shorts 7  bales/metres from serial No  to 
"    "   "  9  bales/metres from serial No  to ... 
N    "   "  12  bales/metres from serial No  to ... 
"    "   " ( )  bales/metres from serial No  to ... 

Twine: 
2 Ply produced  stock  spools 
3 Ply produced   stock  spools 
5 Ply produced  bales/Hank« from serial No  to .... 
Othera  bales/Hanks from serial No  to 

CHECKED AND CONFIRMED BY: 

SENIOR MILL SUPERINTENDENT MILL MANAGER 



rom MO. m 

SHUT   A/B 

MiCHIKB 1CTIVITT MPOBT 

mL 

DESCRIPTION MACHINE NO: 
— 

MACHINE PROCESSINO 

NO MATERIAL 

IF OPERATOR ABSENT 

NOT ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

PROC. MACHINE BREAKDOWN 

OTHER (E.G. JAMMING, 
DOFFING 

TF THERE IS A BREAKDOWN:- 

-    ENGINEERS ALERTED 

-    ENGINEERS WORKING  ON 
MACHINE 

TF TïftgRJ  IS A DELAY:- 

-    WAITING TOOLS 

-    WAITING INSTRUCTIONS 

— 

-    WAITING STORES,MATERIALS 

-    WAITING WORKSHOP 

-    WAITING OTHER PERSONNEL 

-    ANY OTHER REASON  (STATE 
ON SEPARATE NOTE) 

AwTBQIHPi. 

•a 
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I 

ÜÉILI QOQP   ogmiTT110  MAfiTfil 



B.l.    BUCHI»    MPAtTMMT 

1. 

I 
I 

(a) Wild fluctuation« in the gauge reading, accompanied 

by uñaran apray uaually Indicata a dirty or partially 

blocked jet. 

(b) If frequent gauge adjustment ia required to Maintain 

the correct preaeure, the gauge may be faulty. 

For both (a) and (b), Engineer« muat be adviaed 

iaaediately.    Unleaa theaa faulta are eliminated, 

the «nuleion application will be incorrect. 

Snrav of Emulsion 

The sprays should always be directed evenly 

aerosa the jute and always within the limits 

of the shuts. 

Feed of Stricks 

The Operator must feed to the apeed indicate«1 

by the automatic pointer end strides must be 

laid evenly. 

Flax-Drive 

The flex-drive to the gearbox of the feed- 

indicating mechanism should operate with as 

smooth a line from the apreader to the weigh- 

bridge as possible.   Kinks and bends will eause 

the pointer to jerk, making it more diffioult 

for the operator to maintain the proper feedrate. 

Good operating practice at the spreaders will 

help to avoid variations in yarn count. 



2.      aow—fr 

Cutting Irraanilaritlaa 

Hop««, cluapa and long jut« (greater than 12" to 

15") should be eliminated.    If th««« irrafularitiM 

remain, aignifleant jamming probità« will occur 

at th« auto-hopp«rs and/or t«a««r card«. 

Imulaion Application 

Qaugee, J«t« and Spray«} c< 

Spr«ad«r«. 
>nt« a« for th« 

3.      MATÜRIMG 

Covra 

Covers should always b« in plac« for maturing 

bin« and roll« and for trolley« loaded with 

cutting« but not in ua«.    If thia ia not don«, 

exceaaive moisture lo«« can affact both 

maturing and processing. 

4.   mum am rTWTfflm mw 
Miaain* Doubling 

Mia a in« doubling« «uat be ayoid«d if th« card« 

are to achieve on« of th«ir main objectivée of 

providing even alivere.    Unarm «liven cause 

variation« in yarn oount. 

5.      DRAMIKG FBilgS 

Sliver Dividan 

Sliver divider« muat alwaya be «et to provide 

parallel «liver«.   Overlapping «livere over- 

load th« drawing fraae at th« entry rolls and 

may oaus« jamming. 



I 
Pill   Pin« 

HiMiaff, blunt or hooted fill pia« au«t b« 
raplaoaa iaw*diat«ly otaarwiaa the «lir«r 
will riit ovor th« pinning or th« pin« «ill 
not panatrata th« «lirar to proTid« good 
control of th« «hort fioro.   Piek ol«an 
ragularly. 

ftiftfT frai Mlm 

Inauro that «11 worn rollan aro rtgrouná. 



I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

B.2    PMEPAAATTQII    I»EPA»M«OT 

Boppn raps FOR TEASER CAMS 

Cutting Irregularities 

A double chock 1B required for the irregularitiss 

referred to previously for Softeners.   Thie can be 

done as the operator loads the hopper. 

I Excessive jamming causea long delays and low 

Bachine efficiency. 

Loading 

I An overloaded hopper plaoes excessive strain on 

the hopper feed mechanism.   An underloaded hopper 

may lead to inadequate pick-ups,  insufficient 

cuttings to feed the weigh pan and,  therefore, 

a lower than required feedrate to the teaser 

card.    The hopper should always be losded to the 
correct level. 

Cleanliness 

Although cleanliness is a high priority throughout 

the Mill, it ie particularly important to keep 

clean the weigh mechanism and pan assemblies. 

If these are dirty or loaded with jute and/or 

fluff,  the weighed cuttings, and therefore the 

feedrate to the teaser oard, will be incorrect. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

For handftd teaser carda, ths cosstenta sede for 

J Softener«, and hoppers are appi loable.    Irregularities 

may cause 'gulping' whereby a heavy or bulky part 

I of a cutting is held back and then suddenly released. 

As a rssult, the material does not get the full 

drafting treatment. 

2.     TBaflW fisflPtf 

Cutting IwgiilaritiM 



Th« faedrate for handfed teaser card» aust b« 

regular and at th« correct w«ight for th« 

required «liver count.    Irogular feeding will 

give an uneven «liv«r end caua« 'thiok and thin«' 

which will be carried right through the prooee« 

to «pinning. 

SSSÂ1     Tn» probi««* referred to «bore should 

largely be eliminated with the use of auto- 

hopper feed unite. 

Meat« 

Exc««siv« waat« oan occur at th« teeeer card«. 

Operatore should b« particularly careful when 

starting a new roll and when re-establishing 

a sliver after any jaaming at th« exit rollsrs. 

Build up of fluff and dirt at th« «sit roller« 

Bust b« avoided. 



B.T   gPTMIIMQ D'PjBnmy 

Bobbin« 

Bobbin! should b« free from rough or jagg«d tdgea 

that might catch the yarn and cause a yarn break. 

Spindlta must be exactly oentred to the flyara. 

Rubber Cojfjf 

Tha rubbar covara and tha drafting preee rollara 

ahould ba turnad to thair rollara for if thay 

buckla thara ia a tandaney for tha fibraa to 

work out of tha nip and causa a y»rn braak. 

Buildar S^ftf 

The alida carrying tha buildar ahould ba clean 

and tha builder ahould aova eaeily up and down. 

Jerky noveaents oauae irregular tensione which 

will inorease the end breakage rate. 

Excessively high apeada result in greater 

nuabere of yarn breaka and eause the yam to 

be 'hairier* than noraal. 



1.1    WTMnTMl     m    mmjm     PBPAMMBPP 

IHPMg MRim 
Sattln* 

Set for 10"   diaaatar on the oonea. 

¿HUBS 

Enaure that tag ending it olear to enable 
bean to be wound to ooapletion. 

TiBtiPB Riaii 

Uae tanaion ringa. Looaa baas tanaion 

triggera off tha atop notion on tha looaa 

thua leading to laaa production. 

Stop Motion 

If aavaral anda ara nlaaing on tha baaaa at 

weaving, reintroduca tha atop notion at 

beaming. Thia can be obeerved eaaily by 

checking tha number of bobbina naadad to 

•aupport' tha baa» at aaoh loon (ona of 

two bobbina ia aooaptabla). 

Keep tight all 



arno  MPAMMüP 

¡¿¡SUS. 

Cloth T«njjpn 

Maintain oorrtot tension on the oloth by 

setting pointers correctly and working to 

then.    Too much tension pecks eelwedg* 

end, Mkes the cloth too narrow. 

Cam Setting 

Ensure correct os« setting on Speer Weft 

grips. 

I 
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Hr. J. A.  o 

P.O.  Box 2784 
Aoor» 

13 February I976 

OvfMMl   PtOJMgW 
AoUl IniuatriM BivUiM 

Sir, 

ir. L. A. Oiet.1 «ilhmi«, co»l.tti th. introduction of 
tto oyt- of ipw fmru ,%99t eoBtrol fjr yow Dlnsíoní    It ti 

ttoptfor. .„«prut. th.t - moH for rou M.t hu bMn «ow «« 
flMli*« M • r^ult of th« project. 

ato* «Mtrol »j»t«a i. to 

1. 

Tto vurpoM of tho 

lailMto in • tyotowatic wayi 

•to» ta itw aüottU 

how «Mh ohouK bo ortorwi 

Tto objoot A. to •ülnM th. «Uwptio. to proiuction which 
•M m« who, . ^ä^ or M### of €i-lpBii|t fia-     Äu u te 

to •thiwwto to ••i.tHÄU, « «it,*.*, »,u ^«^ ,tocJt of -p||ft 

I»*..    It .houi4 to not« ttot it 1. Mt Uto** to trovi«. « 

l~ti of apmi wffioi«it to «fe, f0r «^ .^tuality M thi. 
~m« r«,«*» * •^nl, hi* l^iMt lt -tMk. 

2.      ^_ 

Th» itoto ooatrel 

mê •lwetriati p»rto.   to«u, 
•ro toft ln th« nu «t 

•• to row 0«« ot*ff «t « ut«r 

»loa 

tow Mt 

•ffUto   tO •MhAftiOtl 

i  VthieU OfATM  Which 

tot oouU M éoM 



3.  METHODOLOGY 

A a lock card was created for each aparea item. On thia was 

recorded the correct part number and deacription aa far aa we were 

able to determine. The item of plant on which the part was used, 

the name and location of aupplier together with the likely delivery 

time were alao entered. 

A physical atock check waa taken of each part and the quantity 

recorded on the card. In the few cases where the description or 

quantity recorded on the bin cards did not conform with the facta 

the bin cards were changed to suit. 

The control parameters, that is, buffer atock, re-order level, 

alarm level and minimum order quantity were aet out on the card and 

have been related to the usage during 1975. 

The system involves small additiona to the administrative 

procedures and these were developed and agreed with the personnel 

responsible in the accounts, production, procurement and stores 

departments. 

Instruction in the procedures has been given to each person 

involved. Further, a joint discussion was held to describe the 

system in total, the part played by each department and to resolve 

any queries. The detailed instructions and responsibilities for 

operating the syst en are aet out in a asperete paper. 

The stock cards are being maintained by the storekeeper and 

we have suggested that he should also oontinue to record stock 

movements on ths bin carde until the ead of this year. 

*•     QflgQïiiîl fm§ 

Of the 296 mechanical and eleetrieal spares held in stock, 

105 are for machinée which have been withdrawn froa service.    The 

value of theae i tese based on their original purchase prioe is 
¿22,805. 



At some date a firm decision will be required on the future 

of these parts.    In the meantime they have not been placed under the 

stock control system although they are of course recorded on the 
bin cards. 

5.       SHEETINC MA?m 

We notice    that no spare parts had been obtained for the new 

roof sheeting machine.    Whilst this machine is of robust construction 

there will undoubtedly be some parts which are liable to excessive 

wear or failure.    Should this occur the Division could lose the 

output from this machine for a considerable period of time. 

We strongly advise that a suitable number of spare parts are 

obtained based on the recommendations of the manufacturer. 

6.       CURRENT  STOCK SITUATION 

There are 191   items currently held as spares and which have 

now been covered by stocks control.    Coated at their last purchase 

price these items have a value of ¿29,700. 

Issues were made of 61 items (32*) durine 1975, the value 
of these issues being ¿4,677. 

At the time of making the stock control application there 

were 20 items (10*) which had reached their re-order levels and 

needed an immediate decision on re-ordering.    Indeed 17 of the 

20 items were completely out of stock.    The most important of 

the 20 are 9 which will need to be imported.    Becaume of factors 

such as inflation it is not possible to estimate precisely the 

J value of the items which should no» be ordered from overseas, but 

the quantities required at their previou. purchase price would 

J involve a cost of ¿1,327.   The .took cards for all 20 items were 

passed to the Production Manager for his decision on re-ordering. 

I 



For thi. .bov. it i. cl«r th.t th. DiTi.ion *.. „ out.of. 

Ul— -P.». .took .it««« ith «0M.iv. .«„uu« of ,0„. 

it«. and in.uf,ici.„t .took, of oth.r..    m. .it«ati.„ i. ,uit. 
nor«! at th. ti« of ^lng . .l00k C(mtrol .^ 

7.     FUTTOB SWC|r posTTjnft 

that ÜT ,t00k CMtr01 ""•*'"'  lf 0P#r*t,d »"»"^ "" «"»• that th. corract ,uantity of .p.r.. u ord.r- ,t t„, 
and th.r.for. g„ „« way tMrard, ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

» have tri«, to e.ti«t. »h.t th. v.lu. of th. .took .ould b. 
if it ..re „ balano, as this íípae „an b. Mrt „ . yardati(¡k 

for th. futur..    Such a »alu. oan only b. approximate however a. 

it must be bas.d on th. conaunption of th. 191  iUm during ,975 

However,    »ithin th«. ligation, th. lltal» inve8tmsnt t„ ,„.„, 
which »in be quired i3 toi7Xi . r^ction of * 

current items. 

do     T rCtiCe>  the atOCk "ln Mt «"-««U* «-«. with ti« 
down to thia sort of level   b.c.,,.. „<• .., 

f« •««, which hav. prob.bly b„„ i„ .t0„. for . nuMb.r rf 

•nd do «t      t C0MUMd ,t any ipprKUbii fmu_    Th< 

is d1Sp„.al.    H.r. again action «v b. Haiti but i, ,orth 

oon.id.nn« „„ . .el.ctiv. bMl,.    por ^^  ^ ^ ^ 

o«tor h.ld in ator. would provid. . ruction of ov.r ¿1.000. 

It **» th.refor. b. worth con.id.rin« th. «1. 0, itm ,uch 

AB these. 

S.      MONITOR^ 

During the coin* .onth. ». wiU riait th. ^^ ^ ^ 

tot», for the purpc. of «onitorin« th. option of th. .yet« 
«* r.8olving any qu.ri.a which Bifht ftriM.    0f OOUM§ ^ would 

alw«y. ,**. ourolvw miUlu fo. ^ ^^ ^^ 



It is aleo intended to introduce a simple control return to 

show the movement and value of spares stock for Head Office.   The 

actual form of this return has yet to be finalised but is likely to 

contain the sort of information contained in this letter.   The content 

and frequency of this return will be discussed with yourself and 

the Divisional Accountant in due course. 

9. 

The spares stock control system is a standard one which is 
being introduced across all Divisions of GIHOC.    It is conceivable 

that in time the system may be developed furthar,  parhaps with 

reference to the forecasting of requirements.     Thaaa further 

developments will be the responsibility of tha GIHOC Production 

Control consultant at Head Office. 

In the more immediate future, it nay be nacaaaary to revise 

some of the control parameters in January na*t year, when the 

usage figures for this yaar are known.    The Production Manager 

has been shown how to do this but a revision aaaaion will be held 

towards the end of the year. 

10.    H¡gfirE>iIsVffinüS 

During our work we notiead a number of pointa of which you 

are undoubtedly well aware but are worth recording;.    These aret 

within the conatraints of limited apaoa the 

stores are wall kept and the tin oarde ara 

clean and legible. 

the dlapoaal of obsolete aad ewesalve steak 

would oonsldarably ease the apaoa problem tad 

improve appearance. 

a shortage of escure storace faeilltiaa la the 

departssnta la resulting la the spans atore 

holding in safe kasaiat itami alraady IftWMi 

aad this in turn adda te ta* 



11.    COMCLUSIQM 

In conclusion vt would Ilk« to incori our affrawiation 

of tht co-oparation givan to ua by •atrlout aatfaara of your 
ataff during tha projact. 

(A.N. MARSHALL) 
FtlNCIFAL P100UCTIOIÍ CO«SULTA»T 

e.o. Daputy Rasatine Diractor, OIIOC 

Diractor of Davalopaaat,    OH0C 

1 

a 
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POT E PROCUREMENT OFFICII - DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
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«TAL IMDU3TRI1S DIViaiQM 

SPAB1S STOCK COWROL FttOClDHmRS 

PART A 

IMTlQDqCTIOM 

This paper asta out the »«in features of the aperes stock 

control system recently introduced into th« Division, together 

with the duties and reaponaibilitiea of th« persona concerned 

with operating the system. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of the aparee stock control systea is to indicata 

in a systematic way¡ 

when an item should be ordered 

how much should be ordered 

with the object of: 

minimising the disruption to production which 

can occur when a Bachine or piece of equipment 

fails 
by j 

maintaining an adequate, wall-balanced stock of 

spare parte. 

It should be noted that it is MOT intended to maintain a lavai 

of aparea stock sufficient to eater for ewarjr arasai »isii     To do ao 

would require an etoeaaively high lirrsataant. 

aeon 

Spares atook control has 

electrical i teas only. 

applied to aeehaaioel ani 

I 
Tools, oonjraaablea asi renie le 

location have not bam 

««itali atorad la tlia 



I 
I 
I 
I 

gPEglBAJOTS 

The system has been introduced during a period when pure haste 

of materials,   including spares, tre subject to annual import licencing. 

The system has been designed to cope with this constraint but could 

be easily modified if licencing vere aboliehed and spares could be 
purchased as required. 

RJSPQSSIBILTTY FOR SYSTE» 

The spares stock control system is deeigned primarily to aid 

the work of the Production Department, which includes the 

engineering maintenance function.    The Production Manager is 

therefore reaponaible for the complete operation of the system 

across all departments within the Division. 

The Production Control Consultant from GIHOC Head Office is 

responsible for the future development of the system and it is to 

him that any operating queries should be directed. 

à 
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METAL  IMDUSTRIBS PTVTgffl« 

aPMU5fi TOK CTfiflli 

PART B 

£Tj2mxiIEI& 

DiTTTia Am M5n»n^T1TI|TTTKn 

The storekeeper is responsible for the safe keeping of the 

goods in hiB store. He is miso responsible for the accuracy of 

the two nain records - the bin card and spares stock card. 

It is the duty of the storekeeper to compare: 

quantity in stock (a)  with figure shown in ALARM AT 

total cover (a + b) with figure shown in REORDER AT 

and notify the Production Manager in all cases where quantity in 

stock or total cover is equal to or lee« than the figures in the 
box. 

1.       ROUTIM PQgrillC  QF STOCK  CAM 

Bin cards will continue to be posted with issue«, 

receipts and stock balance« for at least the remainder 

of 1976. The following paragraphs describe the entries 

to be made on the spare« stock oard on each oc oasi on on 

which BOBS Boveeent occur«. 

1.1 

Enter - date 

-   requisition reference . la oolusw headed 

- quantity - in ooluan heeded OUT 

- ne« stock quantity - in coiva» headed I« STOCK 

- DtWCT quantity iesued 

fro« quantity «hovn as 

TOTAL COY« ani eater in selva* ha ad ad TOTAL COT» 

new total. 



1.2   ftrtir imiiti 

Enter   -   date 
- goods recaipt nuabar - in ooluan haadad RtMRWCE 

- quantity - in ooluan haadad IN 

- na* stock quantity - in coin» haadad IK STOCK 

- DEDUCT quantity received 

fro« total on ordar and antar in coluan haadad 
TOTAL ON ORDIR 

antar nair total. 

1.3 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

intar   -   data 
- purchase ordar nuabar - in coluan haadad RmRINCE 

- quantity - in coluan haadad ORDIR QUANTITY 

- ADD quantity ordarad - in coluan haadad TOTAL COVER 

to total covar and 

antar nav total. 

japTKi    This inforaation will ba antarad fro« a copy 

of tha Local Purchaaa Ordar (L.P.O.)  or a GIHOC Pro- 

fona invoice ahaat aa followa: 

1.3.1. 

Tha storakeapar will raceive a eopy of 

tha L.P.O. fro« tha Divisional Accountant. 

1.3.2. 

Tha atorakaaaar will raoeiva datai la of 

tha ordar fra« tha rraeuraaant Off law 

uelnc a QII0C pro-fona iavolaa far tha 

Tha L.P.O. or ara-fava» inwoAaa »ill W «lippa* 

to tha stoek aard «at i I tha foaia have aaa« reoaived m 

tha quantity antarad aa tha a took aard, •+*• tha 

will ha attaohad to tha roods raeaivad nata and aaat to 

tha Divisional Aeoountaat. 



I 

I 
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1.4  RittfM ta Start 

Enter - date 

- R.T.S. - in column headed REFERENCE 

- quantity - in column headed IN 

- new stock quantity - in column haadad IN STOCK 

- ADD quantity racaivad - in column haadad TOTAL 

to total covar and 

entar naw quantity. 

i.5   gtggfc Stuelli 

Entriaa to be mad« in RED INK 

- data 

- STOCK CHECK - in column haadad REFERENCE 

- quantity in atock - in column haadad IN STOCK 

- INCREASE OR DECREASE - in column haadad TOTAL COVER 

total covar by amount 

phyeical atock haa 

baan adjueted (if any) 

• put aignature - in column haadad INITIAL. 

1.6. 

Each tima an antry ia made on a atock card, 

eater the quantity foin« out durin« each of the 

previous months in the table headed MONTHLY CONSUMPTION. 

The quantities enterad must include any adjustments 

that may have baan made due to retumi to store or 

stook oheoka. 

Durimi January of •*ch **•*» th* monthly 

oonauaiftion and total for the aravioua year vili be 

entered on all oarea. If there has bean no stock 

it enter NIL. 



2.      NEW PARTS TO BE s^ftfip 

When new parts are to be atocktd the storekeeper will 

make out the stock cards.    It la hia duty to enaur« that the 

Production Manager gives the correct specification of 

DESCRIPTION,   PART NO.  and USED ON and that the ALARM AT and 

RE-ORDER AT quantities are set.    He must also ensure that 

the Procurement Officer specifies the name of supplier and 
delivery time. 

5'      OU PARTS TO  BE REMOVED PRfiM ^ft 

When old parts are removed from stores for diaposal 

or scrapping the storekeeper will pass the relevant stock 

cards  to the Divisional Accountant. 

*•     WHEK ACTUAL STOCK REACT» àiAm ]mi 

The storekeeper will notify the Procurement Officer 

so that he may take whatever action necessary to obtain 

delivery of an outstanding order before a shortage occurs. 

I 
I 

5. ICHES RE-OSpBF IfVEj 

The storekeeper will show the Production Manager the 

stock cmrd for him to make a decision on placing the ne*t 
order. 



PA» fi 
g*nBtl"'ìfÌ Ì1IIW 

The aparea «took control lyit« haa bean «ittbliih«4 te 

aaaiet the Production MioM«r aaintain an efficiant aenufeeturiaf 

and engineering opération.    H« la therefore reeponelfc le for the 

total opération of tha ayatea acroee ail departiente.    Ma la aleo 

reaponaible for tha typ« ani quantity of ita« hai«  m atora an« 

tharafora the .enrice prorida« M« tha inree tient  thia  mvolraa. 

1.    •ODTII« M-ninmir, 

Tha Production K«ne«*r »ill reoeire tha a tack oaide 

from tha atorakaapar aa thay reach thair re-order lavai. 

Moraally ha will re-order tha part, required but not dc 

ao if he kaove • «achina i« to be »ithdrajaa fro« a«**iea 
in tha near futura. 

The quantity to ba ordered »ill ba the alai«« ehovn 

on tha card any differano« betvea» tha total cover and the 

re-order lavai.    In practica it aitfr ba naoaaaan  to 

increase tha ainimai quantity to an »coneauc pur«he*e 
quantity or if it VM planned to undertake a 

of aaehina rehabilitation in tha futur«. 

2. 

I 
I 
I 

Tha Production »anacer vm apaelfy all 

to ba hald in atoek and tha initial quanti Mae to ba 

purohaeed. Thia ihould »of«all* ba daaa aa aa« itaaj 
plant and aquipaant era 



f. 

UM Praéwatiaa 
•toa* all parta for 

fr«i a«maa. 

la 
i Mi ich 

for ffiifHj fra« 
lUjr vlthéffwm 

4. 

flw hraittatiaa 

afta* tha ata 

loua ya*r. 

«ill aaasiaa aaah atoek atti le 

tu« MMM far tha 

of thia ajHMMl rari a» vili »a i 

tha lilaalj iafert ra*uira«anta for tha yaar 

ta* mmà to a4juat anjr of oontrol atra—tara 

o« laJmévftl ataafc atri«. 

If tlila la pasturai it orna »a êona fro« tha taalaa pravità* a«â 

la »aajvMtia« «lia tha QUKK •ni|nrtaii Protection Coaaul tarnt. 



PAW D 

Th« Divl«io**l Aecountont  io rMponom« for tho atoroo 

function ma th«r«for« for th« proper opmtloa of tho 
•took control ijnt« within th« otoroo. 

1. 

Tho DiTi»ion«l Accountant  loouoo • L.«al Puroh«*o 
Ovter (L.P.o.) for weh it «a purcho*«* within Qhñm. 

Tho ««con* copy of tho i.P.O., which bmm prwviouoly 

*••« rwtaiiMi in th« book,  will to loou«* to tho 
•torak«M«r. 

2. 

5. 

Th« Bivui,n*i àcce«»*«*! will notify th« oto 

of th« curro*t priMt nu for laport«* •***«• it 

Tho Binatomi AeooiMitMi« win pnpmi» coot MI rot 

u tu« foi« «pFMi «t* UM o woe iMt orrtM PMi«tiM 

Contrai Com«! 



tàÊLI 

n» I*r««yiww*iit Offiewr i» fpo-m« fer orw^rii« thw 

Mi ottantine thmit «tllwy a» tu« tla* faaMrwt. 

l. 

«>«t> th« l'meumwt Offle«* oktaiM  th«  lattar« 

of er^it h« »in  incori UM é« tal la of «li« orút «in* 

t r.tmx Pro-tor«* Imroie« pai for th« parpe««.    On« copy 

will  fea aast to Uta DirlilNil  Ae«*aHaat#   tu« aaeoai 

«•PF te UM »tnrwhupii Mí tu« thiri to u» Freat*Uoi> 

?. 

t   fftaar 

to o*t«m «ari* 

*y tu« «t 

will tat« «a*t MUM aay 

«w)ll«ary of am it«« *« 

tittt uw mimm üwwi 

to 





alloc lave orfici 
p.o. toi ?m 
ACCIA 

\m/n/*l.?* 9th JUM 1977 

Mr.  J.  A. 01 
oanarai 
Mat*l   Iniyatriaa Dirlalo« 
t.Q.   ftol 7009 

DMT Sir, 

Thu raport iiMirtwi tha aaj«r point« of th« autit raaartly 

naéartaltan Mí vJuafc harra fcaaa Uanmaai »m yanrawlf ani aoa» 

Of   tft«   9ffl9»ff* 

Tha «win M4MW that uiat« MMi ata* t eaaplata »raaiiuwii of 

tr« ayataa, «Man M» eiaar1/ Mt  ipar» tai for Html «wtM. 

Th» aar t ou» »nortooaun— eau k«t M i Unat ratai a* iaaartautf 

tha • t• 1 • of affair«  m aaa* of ta« turaa aajor *ra*a  »f 

utility m fallami 

1*a A«c©v*ta»t !• raspaaaiala far tha apara part« 

atora.    larliar thia ya*r UM attta* tapar, Hr. Taatiia- 

k, ate m trama* ay «a, «aw traaaftrrai.    Tha 

faamla atarafcaapar aaa »at ***•* aap tafttmauaa 

in tua »paratie« of tua ata«a aorta.    Aa a rao wit a« 

aattriaa »ara aaa> oa tua atta «atti )wt rawavmy. 

lattai tua a«ai*t a«« paatpaaal ay a vaafc, taaauat tua 

aorta ••ulé aa«  aa fauni vfcaa ! vtaitat tha f at" >rr 

laat vaafe.    î a* ita* tally ! aatiaoi tha torta war« 

filai m a h apata« ft lanar, atjoroaa til ta« »aria for 

a part» ou lar aoahi*a aaauli a« filai tafatoor vit), ta« 

aiaaaliaaoov» it aoa at »tat at laaolly farola« «aatnar 

«roup» 



firn Aeeountant «a* M leave iarlaf the parlo« of the 

•ME it sut tho veri ou« aattera «ere ileeusasi with his 

•MUtMt, Mr. C. Brefe-lia», «He MM vary helpful. 

(eì 

Proiuction orserei »puffi part« in Jaauery of thio 

year.    In thio contact  I <M pleaaei to aaa that aparas 

hava no« seen oriaraá for tha correr«tins' aaehina,  though 

steek raen ria eerie have «till  to be createi.    Mora 

eeriouely,  however,   tha part« oreara« for tha other 

aeehineahave been speciflsi ay reference  to shop 

sypanrinion «ni without any reforests» «t  all   '     the 

ptoofc  caris.    Tha  reeult   of this  action «ill   be  •<- 

perpetuate tha oyt-of-aalaaaa situation «feien   *he 

eye tea »as sat up to avoli.    It alec aaaaa if fouras 

that  tha forais» eetetoeaje is not  saia« uaei in  th» 

it appropri »t» 

fa illustrât» tha aalst, 

to tha attachai liât   if parta ah iah ara at or »aid« 

re-oraer lavai, tut »tuah aaaa not  yet  aaa* trierai. 

1*  ear   »e aaaa that  t&t tha safio» asá * i hash»roa 

anchina* aeay of the*» itaas «ara respirai m 

Naruery 'I"-   «ha» tha atoas ese tro i eye tea «a» 

intratueeá.    "ha i tassi »ere listai  ir. tha sui i* 

repart   of 'ith Btnresjter ifT»- sut «ere net  oriarai 

ih January,    T« tafea tha appeal ta aaaa,   thara ara 

itea» «<*» »n »fear «haaa s,ueatitiee hava aaaa 

spasifiai without «ay rafarane» tu tue stee* «ari 

asá tharafars the raaori sf as tuai 

Te fasta tao 

t) *V> aaeále »aarimi aa 
ftfcaehti 

t«m uee*e «as HL 
1«/F«  uaaara «as 1. asá 
still  t« steak. 

thara ara S 

tity a is too • Ti yaara 



il)   6*/34 Mooile boorir* on 
WlkMhtroa. 

197' UM«« «M 22  until it 
out of atoek in October aai ia 
•fUiTAlWlt   to  Ml  MAUtl   UM0* 
of »bout ?<   Mr jrMr. 

QuMtity orioroi it 100 - 11.5 MM* 

In KMtry.  th« itoM o 

relation to the ml 

in J llttlo 

U)      

In february '9"   it «•* «iM* that Mtloo ehouli 

M twwn M ««on M aoMible to obtain a MMW of 

lt«M thou out of atoa* but «Molt tho DlTieion haft 

eoeliei to hoi« in etorM.    Altaouf* thoro My nil 

luvt bm prohleM in laaortiag MM of the*e it«, 

there MM o tho« that M MM MO af»i eouli bo 

obtainei m (Man-    *e MM thorofoM ooMwHat 

•urorieei at  tuo tov«a*«r nailt te fiai that no 

•cuor hai MM tafceti. «ai M attachai a liât to 

tho »«it  rcfwrt  in tho hopo that 

Muli Mault,    àa you vili OM froo tho Hat 

••••enei to thia rapert tho «MI urn ia 

I fiai thia o«rjr eurprieia« but MO UM«lo t© 

él e« UM tho eituatiM vitk tho off leer 

of hio iutiM at 

Tho atoo* oMtMl mt« aheuli mm bo Mi M to toi M «natif 

libio,   M ««Mai %nmt m %M toatwUM matar *• 
libia far IM ml« ha eheuli ha*o tho ta** of fatua« 

rthia« »«Mia« earthly.   To half hia ta thia he *«* • e«f* 

of tao proMitiM aMM«al «Ma* efMiftei tM AutiM «ai rMMneiblliti« 

Of  MOh   offtM».      Sit ««fi« «f  MM MJUjal  M9«   IMUOi   t«   thO 

Di»ieioe in Htommf «f l«*t ft*»,   M M# «IM, if ha fMl it 
nimm; oall «afa» «He actnae» of %ha ProiuatiM Co-oriiMter, 

Mr. t. à. oèetoi.    I« «Mitt« m, Ota*«* «ili iatraiuM a 



I 
I 

to b* aubaitt«! to youraalf vh«f»vor »art« ar« to bo or*ar«a, which 

»ill,   hopafuUy,  proni« a chook that tho ay*t«a it bo in* o»arat«i 

P*«f«rly Mi ?*•*•• t MM of ttw proal«»» vhieh ar« no« t MU out, 

til« ouaaary «took oituotion lo «ho«« in th« following tab lot 

DATI 
OH 
3T0CK 
COHTHDÏ 

STILL toft 
•WISITIOH» 

HAÄMW 
WHiUIPITlOHB) 

our òr 

No.           * Bo. # Re. # 

«MUaKY  1<r?, 191 20 10.Ç          -            .           i-        s>9 

N VmWHKR  I97» »9* IS ia.i - - ri 1?.0 

.'UHI  1<*r- 
", " 

18.8 9 4.* V 1 •. - 

1 «S   -   ?1.# 

rro«, tu« ubi« it »r, t« m—n tn«r« io « oto«*? «»'onorati»* 
i« th« «para* 0 to«« in« paamoa o*uoh r*fi««t« «hat km 
to th« ay»t«a. 

iâ.H. IUMUU 

«Rt« nourrim comvLTàm 

o.e. D*s>uty 

Dir««ter of 

ttr««%«r (1 

lOfBMt 

aatar 

1.) 



PART N« . 

TUP,  ,>04-41 

?0  l   4 NU) 

M   §   1 «Üt) 

; at A) 

DtWCKIPTloN 

Griniin« • •*»• 

Gariati  tap 

t   «Mkf   f UM 

1 a.a.  «laavitif 

i Mp  S pin pluf 

K) up  fuaa 

iln  *«itri 

HO Mf TP« Min wiicr 

tart#r  bruahaa 

X> up  * m.v  Mit eh 

'   aay  roMDjMir um* 

»•, aap a*ir,  «vi tot 

la»#»r  pip»   •• aunartj.-m 

a • a.   fi aav i n$* 

*"  »a*»r pili* cannar t inri 

i" »a»ar pipa connacuof» 

rindit^r • » <na 

toàiar  for »ira atop 

IrMaura «au«a 

ili in* feoa piata 

k   »alt 

treìtp 

«• baarma- 

DATS 
mUoKWtH 
I.KVKI 
HA. 

?e.i.7< 

30.1.7» 

».?. '» 

' .¿.it 

• .?. 'h 

1 

1 

Í 
ura iayar far 

ut tara  lift 

r»u**ia joint 

in.t, *» 

1.'..»-' 

RWìfc 

• >:VKI 

0 

0 

o 

o 

0 

1 

.;TIH>, 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

m; 

am. 

mi. 
i< I  4 

N;I 

*»' ' « 

i 

1 

I 

1 

Ili 
i 

V ! ! 

MI 

.  1   . 
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Parr in. 
• 

Biaeiirtroi BAI           M- 
mumm   ornm 
LiVIL VA    LfVIL 

HÉfiMB 

PMStwT 
STOCK 

PAl'M CLir 

D* 1 Ta .'1 <*-4 «as« Contact  Startar • •.?. r» «IL 
jm 341 10 aaa ft«»« ??.7.7» 1, 1 

m o/no 
?*> Ball  baarin« '•./   7* c. • IL          j 
MAHuJ 
iJÙLUlL 
f  4«H Roller« PW.1.71 10 HTL 
?0*   '* A.r.  *ir contactor .?. *' 1 Nil 
"WH ?Oi   111 Aa\   Air pMBf contactor <*.?.*•• 1 NIL 
»'D -V* r»-off »wi teii 9.2. •» 1 »IL 
OK» t'ofUMMsttnir roe ?- .1. *• r 1 

Rollara      'raiftitarun« 10.9. *' 0 N:; 

-   a.a.  Aliar, «ora« rC» Í . •» i k 

- ? 
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GIMÛC 

WiTAL   IMPOaaiKî Dl Vit»Pi 

lwaopucriHfl 

Thia p«p«r ••tu out   th« Min faatur««  of an  lapr va4, 

eoapialitiuive pro4%*ction planning ana control «.rut«« for tha 

«Urtatoti.    Tha ays***  la «aaiffna«  pnaarily  for th« aairt 

mmufmrturxn? activit.v  of nati   peoáurtton.     Tha autiaa ani 

rMpoaaiaiutiaa  of  tha paraon»  conearna« aitt, oparatir« tha 

4iffar*«t  parta  of   tha lyata» ara alar daacriaa«. 

t. 

Tha aya ta« mrnrvm a of i»portaf>t  purpoaaa tin 

to «Mèla  tha annual   oap*oi'v  of   tha a»u 

jr——   t.    ha raaaiiy  calcul«»««  for a 

vartatjr   ,»f  pr4ur-   ataaa.     Ttua,   in  tar», 

p*f*ita   tha  racoiwil tatlnfi   >f  pro4t*c*iva 

''»H"'.» at<r> aaiaa  foracwM» an«  raa 

•»tart»!   «vat lati 11 tv . 

«i  «a*»i«   ih« »,>r*   i.-mê  to  »• » Habata«  to 

»ha »art.*« a^Niia«  t» th« »oat  «tH»»«»t«i»i 

mt ma  iPotMitiai   »«*, «a* «Ml«««!.*« 

• itaatiuM  téMttrt«i at M •»,!, at »«a. 

t« previe*   tha »MM»   «f é«tap*iftli* 

•f*it»»U««i tardata me «tvi«t»j 
»f »ha». 

*.1 
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to provide the means of recording daily and 

weekly outputs and comparing them with targets. 

The resultant efficiencies, which would be 

calculated weekly,  are an essential guide to 

management as they seek to improve manufacturing 
performance. 

2.      Scope 

The improved planning and control system has been designed for 

the main manufacturing activity of nail production. Provision can 

easily be mede to include the production of roofing sheets and paper 

clips in some parts of the systems where appropriate. However, all 

the other production activities such as manufacturing clothes hangers, 

wheelbarrows, playground equipment etc. cannot be included. These 

are largely manual activities in which a series of different 

operations are performed to make each product. A quite different 

planning and control system would be required. However, since 

such products represent no more than about 7&>  of turnover at 

present, the development of an appropriate system is not 

considered necessary at this stage. 

3.  Constraints 

The system is being introduced during a period when the 

availability of raw materials is restricted below the level needed 

to maintain full production throughout the year. This has no 

effect on the operation of the system. However, there may on 

occasion be a need to prepare the annual programme before knowing 

what raw materials can be purchased. This means that the programme 

may have to be revised when the amount of the import licence, and 

thus the availability of raw material, is known. 

4«  Responsibility for the Syîtîl 

The planning and control system is designed primarily to assist 

the production manager to make the optimum use of the nail presses 

to produce nails to meet sales requirements. Accordingly 
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responsibility for its empleaentation and subsequent operation 

should be vested in him. 

The Production Control Consultant from Head Office is 

responsible for the future development of the system and it is 

to him that any operating queries or suggestions should be directed. 

5'       Description of the Prnposed SvfltBm 

In order to make the description of the various parts of the 

proposed system more meaningful, it is illustrated using the 1976 

sales budget figures. To make these figures more appropriate to 

future operations, however, quantities of certain gauges which are 

likely to be discontinued have been consolidated with the next 

nearest gauges. 
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Introduction 

The purpose of programming is to derive a production plan for 

a fixed period  of time ahead which will,  as far as possible,  reconcile 

the load imposed by the sales requirements with the capacity available 

per period of  time in the most economical way.    The plan must,  of 

course,  take account of raw material availability as far as possible. 

The programme should be prepared annually and should,   in fact, 

be part of the procedures involved in preparing the divisional 

budget.    Under present circumstances the amount of the import 

licence for raw materials may not be known when the budget  is being 

prepared.    Therefore, some judgement will have to be used to assess 

the likely amount of raw material to be available and its  timing. 

As soon as the value of the import licence is confirmed and 

deliveries known,  the programme may have to be revised. 

The process of revision, however, is no different from the 

original preparation of the programme and therefore it will not be 

described separately. 

Preparing the Programme - Nails 

Under the present system of preparing annual budgets,  a 

production budget is drawn up in conjunction with the sales budget. 

This shows the planned output of each nail size in each calendar 

month in terms of numbers of cases (of 50kg. each).    However, no 

reconciliation is made with individual machine capacities and 
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there is no attempt to ensure that there is a balanced workload 

across the machines. If this were done, as proposed and described 

below, the result would, in effect, be a realistic production 

programme which could then be readily extended into a detailed 

production schedule for each machine month by month. The 

production programme may or may not indicate a need to modify 

the sales budget either in timing or total quantities available. 

Responsibility for preparing the production programme should 

rest with the production manager. The various steps involved are 

now described in detail, starting from receipt of the initial sales 

budget by the production manager. The 1976 sales budget is shown 

as Appendix I. Quantities are given in cases of 50kg and it will 

be noted that, as mentioned above, certain gauges have been 

eliminated and quantities consolidated with the next nearest sizes. 

The first step in preparing the production programme is to 

allocate the total quantities for each nail size from the sales 

budget to the various nail presses in sequence, selecting the 

most suitable machine for any particular size first and then the 

next suitable. This process is continued until either all suitable 

machines have been allocated or the total sales quantity of a 

particular size has been allocated. In doing this, the capacity 

of each machine for a particular nail size must be known. This 

comprises two elements - the number of shifts, and therefore hours, 

to be worked and the average rate of production per hour, or target 

output, on a continuous basis. 

Target outputs for moBt combinations of machine and nail sise 

have already been established from analysis of past production 

records. Only a small amount of work remains to be done to complete 

the compilation of this information which should then be tabulated 

in the form shown as Appendix II for easy reference in future. 

It should be noted that target outputs are based on the 

assumption that wire is of normal commercial quality, unfortunately 

occasiona arise when it is of a higher quality and greater hardness, 

although its specification, in terms of carbon content, is within 
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the normally accepted range.  This harder wire requires more 

frequent tool changes on machines and production rates can be 

significantly lower than with the softer, commercial quality wire. 

It is considered to be an unnecessary complication to derive 

separate sets of target outputs for different qualities of wire. 

It must therefore be accepted that target levels of output may 

not be achieved when harder wire is being used. However, every 

effort should be made to procure wire of a consistent quality and 

hardness. 

The number of shifts to be worked should be assessed from 

knowledge of the total output required for the year and,in the case 

of 1976 figures, 2 shifts have been assumed. As the allocation of 

quantities to machines is worked through the need for a 3rd shift 

will be highlighted and this can then be planned for. 

Defiled Description of the Programming s*.»p. 

The detailed steps in preparing the programme are now described 

with reference to Appendix III - Calculation of Nail Production 

Programme. 

1.  Select first nail size to be allocated and enter 

in column 1 - Nail Size. In the example, this is 

13 x 1.3 (£" x 18). 

2.  Enter total number of cases required by aal 

budget in column 2 - Number of Cases. 

es 

3. Calculate the total weight of cases in kga. and 

enter in column 3 - Total Wt.  (kgs). 

4. Select most appropriate machine and enter number 

and type in column 4 - Machine. 
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5. Enter the target output per week for the 

selected machine when producing the size 

of nail concerned in column 5. This figure 

is taken from Appendix II - Table of Nail 

Press Capacities for the assumed number of 

shifts to be worked (i.e. 2 in the case 

illustrated). 

6. 

7. 

e. 

9. 

Assess by inspection if the machine can 

produce the total quantity required in less 

than a year (assumed to be 48 weeks).  If it 

can,  divide the  total weight  to be produced 

(column 3)  by the target  output per week 

(column 5)   to determine  the number of weeks 

of production required.     Enter that number 

(rounding up to the nearest whole week)  in 

column 6 - Weeks of Production.     If more than 

a year is required, enter 48 weeks in column 6. 

If 48 is entered in column 6,   calculate the 

available production capacity for the year 

by multiplying the target output per week 

(column 5)by 48 weeks and enter in column 7. 

If leaa than 48 weekB are required, subtract 

the actual number of weeks from 48 and enter 

the reaulting figure in column 9 - Excess Weeke. 

This shows  the number of weeks available to 

produce other nail sizes.     There is no need 

to enter any figure in column 7 - Available 

Capacity,  since the figure should be approx- 

imately equal to the total weight to be 

produced (column 3). 

If 48 is entered in column 6,  subtract the 

available production capacity (column 7) from 

the total weight required (column 3) and enter 
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the resulting figure in column 8 - kgs to 

Carry Forward. In the first line of the 

example, this figure is b238 which represents 

the weight of 13 x 1.3 (i" x 18) nails still 

to be produced after the first machine has 

been loaded for a full year, working on 2 

shifts. 6238 kgs have to be allocated to 

another machine. 

10. When there is a quantity of a particular nail 

size to be carried forward to another machine 

the nail size and quantity (13 x 1.3 and 6238 

kgs in the example) are entered in columns 1 

and 3 on the following line. Steps 4 to 9 are 

then repeated as necessary.  In the case of the 

example, the second machine is not fully loaded 

and steps 4, 5, 6 and 8 only are repeated. 

11. Having repeated the steps above until either 

the total quantity has been allocated to 

machines or all suitable machines have been 

fully loaded, the process is repeated for the 

next nail size. This is shown in Appendix II 

and it will be seen that, for example, only 

machines 5,  7, 11, 20 and 24 (i.e. THA/14/25/I, 

THA/22/5O, UM/1536, S/40/1 and S/50/3) have 

been allocated to produce 25 x 1.7 (1" x 16) 

nails. When these have been fully loaded there 

still remains 120,784 kgs to be produced. 

12. When all nail sizes have been allocated to the 

most suitable machine, quantities still to be 

produced are allocated to remaining machines 

where possible. If necessary, an additional 

shift is allowed for and this can be seen in 

the case of s/l 10 producing 64 x 4.2 (2^-" x 9) 

roofing nails and also several machines producing 

25 x 1.7 (1" x 16) nails.  In spite of allocating 
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a 3rd shift for S/110,   the only machine able to 

produce 64 x 4.2 (2*» x 9)  roofing nails,  it ia 

not possible to produce the full sales requirement. 

The shortfall is 25,810 kilos or 5I6 cases out of 

a total requirement of 2705 cases.    All other nails 

can be produced in the quantities required with the 

exception of 76 x 4.6 (3" x 7) where there is a 

•Mil ahortfall of 1600 kilos or 32 cases out of 

a requirement of 6560 cases. 

13.    If, having completed the calculation» described 

above it is found that a significant quantity of 

on« or more nail sites (excluding roofing nails) 

cannot be produced,  the sales manager should be 

consulted.    He may consider that it would be 

preferable to produce the full quantity of one 

or more of these nails at the expense of some 

other size,    if this were agreed,  the production 

manager should then revise the calculation of 

the production programme accordingly. 

14.    Once all the calculations have been completed, 

column 10 - Cases per Week is filled in for each 

nail size and machine.    The figures are arrived 

•t by dividing the target production per week 

(column 5) by 50 kilo to convert to cases per 

WMk.    The resulting figures should be rounded 

up or down to the neareat    whole number for 
simplicity. 

15.    Finally, as ahown in Appendix III, indicate these 

weeks of production when machines are run on 3rd 

shift and underline quantities which cannot be 

produced.    When all of the above steps have been 

completed, as ahown in Appendix III, the reault 

is a 12 month production programme showing how 

the various quantitiea of nail» are to be 
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produced on the different machin«. 

The above calculations may require to be don« 

durine the course of a year, to take account 

of actual raw material availability, for example. 

Then the total availability of each machine will 

of course not be 48 weeks but some lesser period 

up to the end of the calendar year. 

When the programme has been completed, the next 

stage is to convert it into a period or monthly 

schedule and this is described in the following 

part of the report. 
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The production programme described in Part B shows the extent 

to which the production facilities allow the annual sales budget to 

be set in total terms. The next stage is to plan the production on 

a time-scale throughout the year to find out how nearly the sales 

budget can be met on a month-by-month or period-by-period bases. 

This is done in two stages. Firstly, a period or monthly machine 

schedule is prepared. This is arranged on a machine basis and when 

finalised, oecomes the key document from which weekly production 

requirements are derived and controlled. In order to compare this 

schedule with sales requirements however, it is then necessary to 

re-arrange the data by nail sizes. 

Bote on Accounting P.r^^ 

At present accounting periods are calendar months with each 

period ending on the last day of the month. It is planned, however, 

to change over to a different system whereby each period will end 

on the last day of a week. There will still be 12 periods par year 

but some will have 4 weeks and some 5 as follows: 4, 4, 5, 4, 4, 5, 

4, 4, 5, 4, 4, 5. 

When the change over is introduced, all budgets will be prepared 

on the basis of the above periods. Thus, the sales budget will show 

requirements per period, some of which will be 5 weeks, but most of 

4 weeks. Similarly, the periods for production scheduling will be 

baaed on the new 4 or 5 week periods. 

All documents illustrated in this manual have been prepared on 

the basis of the present calendar periods and this show the month. 

of the year. However, the procedures for preparing schedules, 
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programma  and control documents describes the methods to be used 

both now and after changing to the new perioda. 

Proration of PtTl•t »f Monthly Machine Schedule (Appendix IV) 

The period or monthly machine schedule is primarily a break- 

down of the production programme on a time scale basis, machine by 

machine. The various steps involved in producing this are as follows: 

1. Write the identity of machine No. 1 in column 

headed M/c. 

2. Select one of the nail sises to be produced by 

this machine and enter in column headed Nail Sise. 

3. Refer to Calculation of Nail Production Programme 

(Appendix III) to establish the number of weeks 

production planned for the relevant nail sise. 

4. If the number of weeks is 48, refer to column 

10 - Cases per Week and multiply this figure 

by 4 for each month in the Period or Monthly 

Machine Schedule. When new accounting periods 

are introduced, the figure should be multiplied 

by 4 or 5 as appropriate, making allowance for 

shut down periods. 

5. If the number of weeks is less than 48, refer 

to the Sales Budget (Appendix I) to determine 

the sales pattern and allocate the weeks of 

production to the appropriate periods or months 

in the year that will ensure that, as far as 

possible, production is available to meet 

expected sales demand. 

6. If, M in the case of machine No. 1 making 

102 x 5.2 (4" x 6) nails, the machine is 
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required to produce for 48 weeks on 2 shifts 

plus an additional 4 weeks on the third shift, 

decide when to allocate the 3rd shift and add 

the cases per week on that shift to the cases 

per week to be produced on 2 shifts. In the 

example, the 3rd shift has been allocated to 

February. 

7. 

6. 

Repeat steps 3 to 6 for each nail size to be 

produced by machine No. 1 and then continue 

for all other machines in numerical order. 

When scheduling of all machines has been 

completed, add together the period or monthly 

figures for each nail size and show the annual 

total in the last column. 

9. Finally, indicate as shown in Appendix IV, 

these periods or months in which machines 

produce on either 3 shifts or on the 3rd 

•hift only. 

frtMTttion of Period »r» Monthly M«q Products a,  

(AppandiT V 

As stated above, this schedule is a re-.rrangem.nt of the 

dmt. in th. P.riod or Monthly Schedul. (Appendix IV). 

It i. prepared as follows: 

1. Write the smallest nail sic. (i.e. 13 x 1.3 

or i» x 18) on the first line of the column 

headed Nail Size. 

2. Calculate the total number of cases of this 

nail size planned to be made on the various 

•achines in each period or month of th. y.ar 
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and insert these total in the appropriate 

columna for each period or month on the line 

headed "Planned". 

3. Add together the total number of cases of 

this nail sice to be produced each period or 

month and insert in column headed "Total". 

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for all other nail sices. 

Ü2JJ Space is left on the document to record 

actual production achieved month by month 

or period by period. 

tttP» Pf emulative  Period   nr f^hlv Wail   fraction  Srhftd^J 
fAppendi» V|T 

Preparation of this document is self-evident. It is a re-casting 

of the data in Appendix V, showing the cumulative planned production 

at the end of each period or month. AB with the monthly schedule, 

space is left to record actual cumulative production achieved month 

by month or period by period. 

fifgOBfiiUatlpn of Production sehad»1f ^th Sal»« ?Mflffft 

The next step in scheduling is to compare the production 

schedule with the sales budget and adjust one or other as necessary. 

To do this it is necessary to draw up a Cumulative Period or Monthly 

Sales Budget (Appendix VII). This is done in the same way a. for the 

Cumulative Period or Monthly Nail Production Schedule. 

The figures on the two above documents are then compared. In 

any period or month, the cumulative planned production for eny nail 

•ice amy be less than the cumulative aales budget by a significant 

amount. If so, the period or monthly machine schedule is examined 

to determine if machine allocations can be changed to bring forward 

the production of the nail si.es in question to match sale, needs. 

If this can be done, the appropriate amendments are made to the 

parie* or monthly ..chine schedule, and the nail production •ohedule. 
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If it cannot be done, the sale« manager should be infornai so that 

he can amend hie sales budget accordingly. 

fremati op of Weekly Production Pr^riVT 

A weekly production programe should be prepared for each week 

and issued to production supervisors on the Friday of the previous 

week. The programme is shown in Appendix VIII and is drawn up for 

the 3rd week in July (See Monthly Machine Schedule). It will be 

noted that the nail pre8s numbers and machine numbers are pre- 

printed. Additional space is left to repeat those machine numbers 

»here it is plann«! to change from one nail si.e to another during 

the week if required. 

The nail site to be produced by each machine is found by 

reference to the appropriate column of the period or monthly 

»•chine .chedule (App.ndix IV). The planned shifts to be 

opwated are al.o found fro» that .chedule, although material 

availability, changed sale, demands etc., may justify a change. 

If it is planned to operate any of the machines on the Saturday 

or Sunday, the number of shifts should be shown in addition to 

the weekday shifts. The target output in kgs/shift for each 

••chine and nail aiM iB found from the Table of Nail Pre.. 

Capaciti.. (Appendix II). 

The total target output in kg. per week i. calculated by 

Multiplying the target output per shift by the total number of 

shift, to be worked in the week (or taken from Appendix II). 

Finally, the appropriate number of coils of wire to be issu«! 

•ach day to each machine i. .......d and shown ». • guide to 

the .upervisor.. 

The co»pleted production prog««., when i..ued to production 

•up.rvi.or. beco... th. infraction, a. to what ha. to be produce 

in the following week.    It al.o provid.. the b..i. ag*in.t which 

production ,»rfon*nc. will be »*..ur«l and control!«!.    Th. variou. 

control procdur.. are th. .ubject of th. next part of thi. .anu.1. 
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Introduction 

The previous parts of this manual describe the various planning 

stages. This part is concerned with providing means of control by 

recording output and comparing it with what was planned. Deviations 

from the plan will indicate areas where control should be exercised 

to enable the overall plan to be met as far as possible. 

At present, output is recorded in terms of the number of coils 

of wire consumed by each machine. This is not very satisfactory, 

however, since coil weights can vary. Also, no account is taken 

of unused portions of coils. It is recommended that some means b« 

provided to accurately weigh the production from each machine. 

This means that the weighing should have to be done before tumbling 

since after that stage it is not easy to identify output to a 

particular nail press. 

Until it is possible to weigh the output from each nail press, 

the present method of recording the number of coils used should 

continue. However, an average coil weight for each gauge of wire 

should be determined and thus the output in tens of weight of nails 

calculated as described below. 

Three main documents are used for control purposes, the Weekly 

Production Summary and the two Nail Production Schedules. The 

latter documents have already been described. Reference was made 

to the provision of space to record actual period or monthly 

production against that scheduled. When this is done as described 

below, the need to alter future weekly production programmes to 
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Bake up shortfalls of particular nail sizes can be readily 
assessed. 

The preparation of the control documents will be facilitated 

by daily production records and work sheets.    The method of 

preparing each of these is described in sequence below. 

Daily Production Racnrd 

The daily Production Record (Appendix IX) should be completed 

•ach day by the production department clerk from the previous days 

output and submitted to the Production Manager.    The basic data 

•hould be taken from the daily machine records.    Initially these 

latter will show the number of coils consumed to produce a 

particular sice of nail.    Eventually, they should show the weight 
of nails produced in kilograms. 

The daily production record ahould have all the nail press 

nuabere pre-printed with space to add those machines which have 

produced aore than one nail sice during the day concerned. 

The steps in compiling the record are: 

1.     Sort the daily machine records into nail 
press number order. 

2. Bramine the machine record for nail press Number 1 

and determine the nail site produced.    Insert this 

in the appropriate column of the daily production 

racord.    If two sites ware produced, add the nail 

press number   and second nail aiie on one of the 

•pare lines at the bottom of the sheet. 

3. •han it becomes possible to weigh the output from 

each machine, refer to the Weekly Production 

Programme for the Target Output per shift and 

entar it in the appropriate column of the Daily 
Production Reoord. 
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While it is not possible to weigh output,   it 

should be recorded as quantities of coils 

consumed (see step 4 below).    The weight of 

each coil can vary widely and it would be 

an unnecessary complication  to calculate the 

average weight of each coil daily.    This should, 

however, be done for the Weekly Production 

Summary, as explained latter.    Since daily 

output is not known in terms of weight, 

therefore, it is unnecessary to record the 

Target Output on the Daily Production Record. 

4. From the machine record,  find the actual 

output per shift and insert this in the 

appropriate columns.    Initially this will be 

in terms of coils consumed but latterly in 

kilogrammes. Add together the outputs from 

each shift and insert the total. 

5. Refer to stores requisitions for the total 

number of coils issued to the machine and the 

total weight in lbs and legs and insert these 

in the appropriate columns. 

6. Repeat the above steps for all machines. 

7.     When the output from each machine is weighed and 

therefore the target outputs for each machine are 

(shown on the daily production record (see step 3) 

the production manager should ascertain how 

effectively each machine is being operated on 

a daily basia.   When the actual output is 

significantly below the target, he should 

I investigate the reasons and attempt to have 

an improvement made. The appropriate production 

supervisor should be informed of the shortfall 

and be held responsible for remedying the situation, 

if it is within his power to do so. 
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Weakly Production 3\ 

Tie Weekly Production Suanary (Appendix X) should be prepared 

after the end of each week by the Production department clerk. 

One copy should be submitted to the production manager and one copy 

to the divisional accountant. 

Until it is possible to weigh the production from each machine 

it will be necessary to calculate the average weight of each different 

gauge of coil issued and use this figure to calculate the weight of 

coils consumed.    A work sheet (Appendix XI) is given which will 

facilitate this.    This work sheet should not be necessary when 

production can be weighed directly.    For simplicity,  procedures 

to be used in each case to prepare the Weekly Production Summary 

are described separately. 

The step« in preparing the weekly summary when output cannot 

be weighed direotly are :- 

1. Sort the appropriate daily production records into 

date order. 

2. Refer to the first production record and copy the 

number of coils issued to each machine on to the 

work sheet for the appropriate day of the weak. 

Copy also weight of coils issued (in legs) and 

the number of coils used. 

3. Repeat Step 2 for each successive production 

record. 

4»      Add together the number of coils issued to each 

machine throughout the week and insert the total 

in the appropriate column of the work sheet. 

5.      Repeat Step 4 for the weights of ooils issued. 
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6.      Divide the total weight of coils issued by the total 

number issued for each machine to calculate the 

average weight of coil issued.    It will be assumed 

that this is equal to the average weight of coils 

used. 

I 7.      Repeat Step 4 for the number of coils used. 

I 8.      Multiply the total number of coils used by the 

average weight per coil for each machine and 

I insert the resulting figure in the final column 

• of the work sheet (total wt.). 

9.      Refer to the daily production records to find 

the nail sizes produced by each machine and 

insert these in the appropriate column of the 

weekly production summary.    When more than one 

nail size has been produced on a machine,   insert 

one of the sices against the pre-printed machine 

number and repeat the machine number on the spare 

lines at the foot of the summary for the other 

nail sices. 

tO.    Refer to the daily production records to find the 

total shifts worked, total shifts lost and target 

output per shift for each machine and insert  in 

the weekly summary.    Shifts worked are defined to be 

those shifts during which some production,  no 

setter how little, was achieved.   Shifts during 

which there was no production, because of machine 

breakdown, should be totalled separately and inserted 

in the column headed Total Shifts Lost. 

M.B, It will be appreciated that the above definitions 

are arbitrary and that some inaccuracies in calculating 

efficiencies will arise, p.- rticularly if amy, a 

machine breaks down just after the start of a shift. 

However, it is judged to be more practical to accept 
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thia rather than either include all shifts as 

productive or attempt to record the precise 

proportion of a shift which was available for 

production.     In the first case it would not 

be easy to differentiate between losses of 

efficiency due to breakdown and those losses 

which were due to a reduced pace of operation. 

In the second case,  it would be difficult to 

achieve the necessary degree of accuracy in 

recording the tinea and durations of break- 

downs. 

11. Multiply the total shifts worked by the target 

output per shift for each machine and insert 

the answer in the column headed Total Target 

Output. 

12. Refer to the work sheet to find the total 

actual output from each machine and insert 

in the appropriate column. 

13. Calculate the efficiency for each machine as 

follows and insert in the appropriate column : 

I Efficiency - T9tll Awtmll W   X 10CJÉ Efficiency - Totftl Targ,t 0utput 

This efficiency is one of the key pieces of 

control information.   The production manager 

should try to ensure that it is equal to or 

graater than but never less than 10$.    For 

normal commercial quality wire it should never 

be significantly lsss than 10G*¿ because the 

I target output is a practical, not a theoretical, 

figure.    It has been derived from an analysis 

I of actual rates of production achieved per shift 

allowing for inherent inefficiencies, short 

breakdowns and change-over 1 ossee. 

•OTIi   The production manager should also 

scrutinise the number of shifts lost oompared 
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with the shifts worked.    The extent to which the 

former arise is an indication either of bad setting 

and operation or of inadequate maintenance.    The 

causes should be examined and action taken to remove 
them as far as possible. 

M.    Refer to the work sheet and copy the total weight 

of coils issued to each machine into the last column 
of the production summary. 

15.    Finally, when the production summary has been completed, 

one copy should be given to the production manager. 

One copy should also be given to the divisional 

accountant for costing purposes. 

When it becomes possible to weigh the output of each machine, 

the step« in preparing the weekly production summary will be simplified 
as follows : 

1. Sort the appropriate daily production records into 
date order. 

2. Refer to the daily production records to find the 

nail sises produced by each machine and insert 

these in the appropriate coluan of the weekly 

production summary.    ¥hen more than one nail 

sise has been produced on a machine, insert one 

of the sises against the pre-printed machine number 

and repeat the machine number on the spare lines at 

the foot of the summary for the other nail sises. 

3.      Refer to the daily production records to find the 

total shifts worked,  total shifts lost, target 

output per shift, total actual output and total 

wire issued far each machine and insert in the 

appropriate oolumns of the weekly summary.    See 

note to step 10 above concerninf the definition 
of shifts worked. 

D.7 
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4. Multiply the total shifts worked by the total 

output per shift for each »achine and insert 

the answer in the column headed Total Target 

Output. 

5. 

6. 

Calculate the efficiency for each «achine aa 

describad in step 13 above.    See also step 13 
for not« on shifts lost. 

Finally, when the production summary has been 

completed, one copy should be given to the 

production manager.    One copy should also be 

given to the divisional accountant for costing 
purposes. 

Mil    Until the new accounting periods are 

introduced it will be necessary to prepare two 

Weekly Production Summaries (using two work 

sheets) for those weeks during which the 

calendar month ends.    This is to enable the 

accountant to collect information for costing 

purposes on the basis of a calender month. 

Thus one of the summaries will cover the days 

from the start of the weak up to and including 

the last day of the month.    The other will cover 

the days from the first day of the month up to 
the end of the weak. 

FtriPd or Monthly A^yi« of Prodjrtlgn, 

The Weekly Production Summwy, described above, provide, the 

- of controlling efficiency of production.    It is also necessary 

to control the volus* and au of nail, produced relative to planned 

rsquir—nts.   The planned «quire-ant. have baan indicated on the 

Period or monthly and tha cumulative nail production schedules 

(Appa-ndic V and VI).    it i. desirable to compare what ha. actually 

beam produced with th. raquir—»t. .hewn on ths .chedul. and thi. 

D.8 



should bs done on a period or monthly basis. Tha procedure for 

thia should be as follows :- 

1. At the end of each month or period, the appropriate 

weekly production summaries should be brought to- 

gether by the production clerk. 

2. The actual output of each nail size in kgs during 

the period should be totalled from the weekly 

sumaries, converted to case quantities, and the 

figures inserted in the appropriate column of the 

nail production schedule on the line headed "Actual". 

The cumulative production of each nail sise since 

the starting period should also be calculated and 

inserted in the appropriate column of the cumulative 

schedule, again on the line headed "Actual". 

3. On completion, the two schedules should be returned 

to the production manager. He should examine them 

and if there are any significant differences between 

planned and actual quantities, he should consult the 

sales manager and decide if there is a need to modify 

future production programmes. 
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APPENDIX  1 

OIHOC 

METAL INDUSTRIES DIVISION 

1976 NAIL SALES BUDGET   (CASES) 

(Certain Gauges have been eliminated 
and Quantities conoolidated) 
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APPENDIX TI 

1 GIHOC 

• mài INDUSTRIES DTVTSinp 

1 J4BHU ¡>F NAIL PRESS CAPACITIES 
.IARGET OUTPUT^ 

1 K/P 
MO. 

MACHINE NAIL SIZE _                   TARGET OUTPUTS 
KG/HR KG/VK 

1.SH 
KC/WK 
2.SH 

KC/WC 
3.SH 

1. SO/70 ixi 
6x4 

2. 11/60/1 111 
4 x 6 

3. THA/40 2 x 11 1 I 
ftjlg 
ixi 

4. THA/40 

5- 
THA/14 1 x 16 

ÎTTT4 
6. THA/14 1 x 16                       1 

Hm          1 
7. THA/22 ixJi 
8. 

9. 
111/46 

11/60 
ixi 
ixi 
ixi 

IO. - _ 

11. UDX/1536 JJJ6 
12. HI/46 ixi 

ixi 
13. S/50 *x 16 

1 x 16 

til M s 
U. S/40 ixJi 

1 x 16 

15. S/25 ixJfi 
- 1 

I 
I 

. 1 - 



APPENDIX II 
(continued) 

N/P 
NO. MACHINE NAIL SIZE KG/HR 

TARGET OUTPUTS 
KG/WK KG/WK 

2*S¡L 
KG/WK 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

S/75 

S/110 

LHO/110 

S/50 

S/40 

21. N/S 

22. S/25 

23. S/50 

24. S/50 

25. N/3 

26. S/75 

2 x 11 
2*x 9 J 

2 x 11 

IJLL 
|x16 
1  x 16 
Uri U 

i* 16 
1  2 16 

2 x 

•i- X 

11 

18 
1   X 

il 
16 

16 
1   X 

1*1 

ix 
1,1 

16 
14 

16 
16 

1i* 
Hi 

14 

2 x 11 

11 

ROTE: 1.  Nail Sises underlined are preferred sises for each 

Machine. 

2.  Target outputs are those which should be achievable 

on continuous basis over a full shift. They have been 

derived from an analysis of actual numbers of coils 

consumed over a reasonably large number of shifts. 

The average weight of each gauge of coil has beer 

derived fro« an analjraia of coil weights, again 

taking reasonably large samples. 
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APPENDIX III 

GIHOC 

METAL INDUSTRIES DIVISION 

CALCULATION OF NAIL PRODUCTION PROGRAMME 
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APPENDIX III 
(continued) 
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GIHOC 

METAL  INDUSTRIES DTVTSTnM 

PERIOD OR MONTHLY MAHHTMP SCHEDULE Tn MBBH. 

NAIL SALES BUDGET 
(CASES) 

APPENDIX TV 
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APPENDIX IV 

(g°nUn\tt4) 
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GIHOC APPENDIX V 
METAL INDUSTRIES DIVISION 

PERIOD OR MONTHLY NAIL PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 

TO MEET SALES BUDGET 
(CASES) 
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APPENDIX V 
(continued) 
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GIHOC APPENDIX VI 

METAL INDUSTRIES DIVISION 

CUMULATIVE NAIL PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 

(CASES) 
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GIHOC 

METAL INDUSTRIES DIVISION 

1976 SALES BUDGET (CUMULATIVE) 

(£2£gS.) 
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GIHOC 
APPENDIX VIII 

METAL INDUSTRIES TUVTSjnu 

WEEKLY PRODUCTION PROGRAMME W/B 

N/P MACHINE NAIL SIZE I PLANNED TARGET TARGET APPROX.  NO 
- • 

NO.        NO. ( INS X SWG)| SHIFT OUTPUT OUTPUT OP COILS 
ffifi   PAÏ        «KÏ/5WÎ     (Vr./W\    DPT>    TMV 

1.    SO/70 4x6 2 504 5040 13 
2.    II/6O/I 4x6 2 520 5200 .3       I 
3.    THA/40/120 2x11 2          1     360 3600 9 
4.    THA/40/120 24- x 10 2          1     512 5120 13 
5.    TEA/14/25/1 1  x 16 2 74 736 2 
6.    THA/14/25/2 1  x 16 2 43 432 1 
7.    THA/22 1  x 16 2 64 640 2               ! 
8.    III/46/1 3x7 2 296 296O 8              I 
9.    II/6O/2 4x6 2 568 5680 14 

10.   II1/46/2 • _ 

11.    UDX/1536 1  x 16   I     2 63 632 2 
12.    II1/46/3 3x7           2 384 2840 10 
13.    S/50/4 1*x 14 2 152 1520 4 
14.    S/40/2 i x 16 2 66 664 2 
15.    S/25/2 4" x 18 2 34 344 2 
16.    S/75/1 2x11 2 351 3512 9 
17.    S/110 2i x 9RN 3 152 2280 6 
18.    IHO/IIO 2x11 2 126 1264 4 
19.    S/50/1 14-x 14 2 144 1440 4 
20.    S/40/1 1  x 16 3 80 1212 3 
21.    N/3/1 2x11 2 233 2328 6 
22.    S/25/1 1  x 16 2 55 552 2 
23.    S/50/2 1  x 16 2 74 736 2 
24.    S/50/3 1  x 16 3 84 1260 3 
25.    N/3/2 1*x 14 2 120 1200 3 
26.    S/75/2 2 x 11   I      2        |      310 3096 8 

. 
1.    SO/70 6x41 1         |      880 4400 11 



GIHOC 

METAL INDUSTRIES DIVISION 

DAILY PRODUCTION RECORD 

APPENDIX IX 

PATE? 

N/P 
NO. 

——————— 
MACHINE 

NO. 
NAIL SIZE TARGET 

OUTPUT 
(Kc/SHi 

ACTUAL OUTPUT(KG) WIRE ISSUED 
PER SHIFT 

TOTAL 
NO. OP 
COILS 

WEIGHT 
1 2 ? \ì> Kf 

1, SO/70 
?, 11/60/1 
2, THA/40/120/1 
4, THA/40/120/2 
5« THA/14/2*5/1 
6, THA/14/2«5/2 
7, THA/22 

, §, III/46/1 
2, II/60/2 

1.Ö, ÎÏÏ/46/2 
11. UDX/15^6 
1?. III/46/3 
12, S/50/4 
14, S/40/2 
15, S/S5/2 
16T S/75/1 
17, S/110 
1?, wp/y<? 
19, s/59/1 
29, S/40/1 
?1, N/2/1 
2?, S/25/1 
22, S/50/2 
24, S/50/3 
25, ÎÎ/.2/2 

,26, S/75/2 
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APPENDIX XI 

WORK SHEET FOR WEEKLY PRODUCTION SUMMARY 
'n/z. 
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QIflW 

PAIHTS   PIYÌSÌ9P 
REPORT    ON    PAINT    PRODUCTION    CAPACITY 

AND    PLANT    BALANCE 

Introduction 

This report discusses briefly the production capacity of 

the division.    Each stage in the paint production process has 

been examined in relation to times  to process batches of the 

various product types.    Estimated times which have been provided 

by the production manager and his staff have been used as the 

basis. 

The capacity of many items of plant,  in terms of batches 

in a given time, depends on the typ« of product being processed. 

Therefore it has been necessary to make assumptions about the 

mix.    The load imposed on the plant by the 1977 production 

budget has been used for this (see Appendix I) and spare 

capacity has been expressed in quantities of specified products 

which could be processed after the 1977 budget requirements have 

been satisfied. 

A considerable load is imposed on milling machines by pigment 

pastes.    It is therefore vital to estimate the quantity of these 

pastes which is required for any given volume of production.    In 

the recent past it has not been possible to make sufficient 

quantities to meet the demand for many of the colours.    Thus 

historical information does not gire an accurate guide as to the 

proportion of the various paints which should be tinted and thus 

the quantity of pastes required in the future.    In an attempt to 

prepare a more reliable forecast,   outstanding orders have been 

analysed.   These have been for the 12 largest customers covering 

more than 87,000 gallons on enamel,  autospray and undercoat. 

The orders have been analysed by colour and percentages of the 

totals to be tinted have been calculated as shown in Appendix II. 

1. 



These percentages have then bsen applied to budget quantities.    It 

has been assumed, on the advice of the production manager,  that a 

batch of pigment paste is required for every 200 gallons of paint 

to be tinted.    Thus the total number of batches of pigment paste 

required for the 1977 budget quantities has been derived.    This is 

shown in Appendix III. 

Calculation of Load and Capacity 

The starting point for calculating the load imposed on the 

plant by the 1977 budgets,  is the quantity in gallons, of each 

type of paint to be produced or tinted. 

The calculations themselves are shown in Appendices IV (a), 

(b),  (c) and (d) for the main processes of mixing, milling, 

letting down and tinting respectively.    Appendix IV (e) contains 

notes on the calculations.    Quantities have to be converted into 

batches by dividing total quantities to be produced by the 

quantities of finished product per batch.     It is then necessary to 

establish the time taken to process each batch and thus the number 

of batches which can be prepared each day on the appropriate 

machines.    Quantities per batch,  times per batch and numbers of 

batches per day have been estimated by divisional staff. 

It should be noted that although some machines may process 

batches more quickly than others they may not necessarily be able 

to produce more batches per day.    This is presumably because of 

the differing lengths of time to prepare the machines between batches. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Dividing the number of batches to be prepared by the number of 

batches which the appropriate machine can produce per day, will 

indicate the total number of days required. Each machine has been 

assumed to be available for 220 days per year. This is 10*J leas than 

the figure of 245 days normally worked and allows for breakdowns and 

other contingencies. If therefore the total number of days needed 

to produce the required number of batches of a product is less than 

220, there will be some days available to re-allocate to other 

2. 



products.    When  this occurs the re-allocation is indicated by an 

arrow in  the appendices. 

Similarly,   when there are not sufficient days available on a 

machine  to process all  the batches,   it  is necessary  to re-allocate 

the outstanding batches  to another machine.     This has been  done 

until either all  the batches have been allocated or all the  suitable 

available machines have been allocated.    Where,  after all batches 

have been allocated,  spare machine time exists,  the spare days have 

been underlined.    The total spare time at each process has  then 

been summarised and the equivalent quantities  of product types 

which could be processed have been calculated,  as shown in 

Appendix V. 

In the case  of milling,  there is a shortage of capacity to 

produce pigment  pastes  (see Appendix IV (b)).     The required 

quantity, as calculated in Appendix III,  can be produced only if 

a new machine is  acquired.    On the assumption that this would be 

a PERL mill,   the  number of days  of production which would be 

needed has been calculated and  the spare capacity also shown. 

There is a severe shortage of milling capacity to handle 

pigment pastes.     Existing machines frequently take several  days 

to process a batch.    If all other production planned for 1977 is 

milled on the moat appropriate machine,   there  is very little 

capacity  to produce any pigment  pastes.    Even now,  it is not 

possible  to produce sufficient  pastes to provide the range and 

quantities of tinted oil paints which the market requires. 

The problem will be solved  if the PERL mill, for which Head 

Office approval  has been granted,  can be obtained.    That machine 

and the new high-speed dissolver which is on  order will enable 

the division to  produce the 1977 budget quantities in the required 

3. 



range of colours.    There will still be some  spare capacity  to allow 

for future expansion.     An attempt has been made to quantity this in 

Appendix V.    As a broad indication,   it would appear that emulsion 

production could be increased  to a total of  about 264,000 gallons 

per year  (3$ above 1977 budget quantities).     Enamel, autospray 

and undercoat could be  increased to about 169,800 gallons   (I956 

above 1977 budget) if  the 1977 budget quantities of all other 

paints were produced  (i.e. 86,680 gallons)  OR all other paint 

production could be increased  to 126,900 gallons (46$ above 1977 

budget)   if 1977 budget quantities of enamel,   autospray and under- 

coat were produced (i.e.  148,280 gallons).     Beesham production 

could be  increased to a total  of 24,150 bags  per year (1375g above 
1977 budget). 

It  is strongly recommended that  the capacity balance 

calculations contained  in this report should  not be considered to 

be a once-off exercise but rather as an integral part of the 

preparation of the annual production budget.     Only in this way 

can management assess  if the planned production quantities are 

achieveable and, if not,   what additional processing capacity would 

be needed.    It would be most appropriate for  the production 

manager  to carry out the calculations since he is most familiar 

with the  capabilities of the various machines and would be able 

to modify any of  the assumptions contained in this report should 

it  prove  to be necessary.    It would also be desirable that  the 

Head Office Production Co-ordinator be able  to perform the 

calculations.    Accordingly, both these people will be given the 

neceseary instructions. 

T. K.   PATERSON 
Production Consultant 

4. 
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GIHOC 

PAINTS    PTVTSÎOH 

1977    PRODUCTION    BUKETT 

PRQPVÇT 
Eaulaion 

Enane1 

Au to »pray 

Undercoat 

Floor Paint 

Primera 

Thinners 

Others 

Beesham 

Total 

QUANTITY 

190,212 Gallona 

125,764 Gallona 

15,911 Gelions 

6,605 Gallons 

15,252 Gallons 

20,381 Gallons 

15,631 Gallons 

35,422 Gallons 

425,178 Gallons 

10,183 bags of 50 Kilo 



APPEMDIX II 

QIHOC 

fAlHTS   PIVILCA 

AHALYSIS   OF    OUTSTAMDIMG     ORDERS    AS   AT 

1.11.76   FROM    12    LARGEST    CUSTOMERS 

(Enaael, AutoBpray and Undercoat Only) 

1 

DESCRIPTION ENAMEL AUTOSPRAY UNDERCOAT 

Total Quantity (Gallonß) 73,266 10,970 3,166 

White                      Gallons 4,660 2,698 535 

6 25 17 

Tinted                    Gallons 54,768 3,731 2.591 

75 34 82 

Ready Mixed          Gallons 13,838 4,451 40 

19 41 1 

White and               Gallons 
Tinted 

59,428 6,429 3,126 

81 59 99 



AfPEHPH ¿li 
GIHOC 

PAINTS    DIVISION 

DETERMINATION    OF    QUANTITY    OP    PIGMENT     PASTEE 

FOR     1977    BUDGET 

(Enamel, Autospray and Undercoat) 

ENAMEL AUTOSPRAY UNDERCOAT 

_Budget Quantity (Gallona) 125.764 15,911 6,605 
% to be  tinted 

Gallons  to be tinted 

75 

94,323 

34 

5,410 

82 

5,416 

% to be white 

Gallons  to be white 

6 

7,546 

25 

3,977 

17 

1,123 
% White and Tint 

Gallons White and Tint 

81 

101 ,869 

59 

9,387 

99 

6,539 

Prom above, total quantity to tint 

=    94,323 + 5,410 + 5,416 

=    105,149 gallons 

Assuming 1 batch of paste required for every 

200 gallons 

Total number of paste batches = 105.149 
200 

=      526 

or,  say,    500 batches 
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OIHOC 

PAINTS    DIVISION 

COMPARISON OF LOAD WITH CAPACITY 
FOR 1977 PRODUCTION BDDSBT 

NOTES ON CALCULATIONS 

APPENDIX Vi(m) 

(feutrai     1. Quantity par batch is the final quantity of 

paint which will be produced from a batch. 

Quantities have been assessed by production 

management. 

2.    Number of batches * Total Quantity to Process 
Quantity per Batch 

3. Time par batch has been assessed by production 

management. 

4. Number of batches per day has been assessed by 

the consultant as being the probable number of 

batches which could be processed in a normal 

8 hour working day. 

5.    Total number of days    .    Number of Batches 
Batches per day 

6. The machina to be uaed for the different products 

has bean indicated by production management. 

7. Total lays available has been assumed to be 

220 par year.    The figure of 245 ia normally 

uaed but an allowanoe of 10# for breakdown and 

other contingencies has been assumed. 

6.    The total days available will, of course, ba 

reduced by the tiae whan a machine has previously 

been allocated to another product. 

- 1  - 



APPEMDIX TVftï 
(continued) 

9. Unallocated days (i.e. spare capacity) have 

been underlined. The quantity of paint of a 

particular type or types which could be 

processed in the spare days has been calculated 

as shown in Appendix V. 

10. Spare days which have been allocated to other 

products are shown by arrows. 

Mixing:  1. Although each batch of emulsion mixed in the 

ball mill (MX 9,  10 and M) takes 7* hours, 

it is the practice to continue mixing into 

the evening. Thus each machine normally 

produces 2 batches every 24 hours giving an 

•ffeotive daily capacity of 6 batches. 

2. It has been assumed that enamel, autospray and 

undercoat will be mixed on the new high speed 

dissolver (H.S.D.) which is on order. 

Milling: 1. Only that quantity of emulsion which has been 

nixed on the existing high speed dissolver (MX 6) 

requires to be milled (i.e. 58,200 gallons as 

calculated from the second line of Appendix IV(a) ), 

2. Enamel, autospray and undercoat which has had 

pigment added at the mixing stage, (referred 

to as ready-mixed) is milled on a different 

machine from the enamel, autospray or undercoat 

which is sold, as white or is subsequently tinted. 

3. It has been assumed that MS 1, the three-roller 

»ill that is currently awaiting spares, will 

be available for at least 97 days. 
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AffTOH 17(f) 
(continued) 

4. The thrM single roller ailla HS 6,7 and 8 have 

not been considered. They are «airily used for 

dark pigment paataa and red oxida paint. However, 

thay are so slow that they could only produce a 

amali proportion of requirement. It has therefore 

been necessary to assume that a new mill (PERL 

mill) will be acquired. This type of machine will 

mill pigment pastes in around 1-J- hours compared 

to severak days on three or single-roller mills. 

Let Sown! 1. See tinting note 1 below about re-allocating 

of wall stirrer MS 13. 

Tinting: 1. Capacity of the three wall stirrers (TS 1, 2 and 

3) normally used for tinting is insufficient to 

meet requirements. However, one of the wall 

stirrers (MS. 13) used for letting down is under- 

utilised to the extent of 196 days (see Appendix 

rv(c) ) and this time has been allocated to 

tinting. 

2. The quantities which hare to be tinted have 

been derived in Appendices II and III. 
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£¡HJ£ 
PAIMTS DTVISTOM 

AMALYSIS OF CAPACITY TW nnffig ftF 

REQUIREMENTS POR 1Q77 18IDr.1T 

A.      MlllliC 

(a) (b) (c) (axbxc) 

M/C PRODUCT NORMALLY 
PROCESSED 

3PARE 
)AYS 

AYAIIf 

BATCHES 
PER DAY 

GALLS 
PER 
BATCH 

ADDITIONAL QTY. 
WHICH COULD BE 
PROCESSED 

MX6 

New 
HSD 

Emulaion 

Enamel,Autoapray 
and Undarcoat 

123 

30 

6 

8 

100 

90 
(••y) 

(gallona) 

73,800 

21,600 

NX2 Othar Painta 170 6 

OR 

60 61,200 

KX2 Pigment Paatea 170 6 - 1,020 
batchaa 

MX4 
ft 5 

Beeaham 127 10 11 13,970 baga 

B.        J ILLIKG 
(a) (b) (c) (azbzc) 

M/C PRODUCT NORMALLY 
PROCESSED 

3PARE 
)AYS 

BATCHES 
PER DAY 

• 

GALLS 
PER 
BATCH 

f . 

ADDITIONAL QTY. 
WHICH COULD BE 
PROCESSED 

Ma4 White ft Tintad 
enaael,autoapray 
and undarcoat 

123 3 100 

(gallons) 

36,900 

Mal 

New 
PERL 
MILL 

Other Painta 

Pigment Paataa 

123 

95 4 

OR 

80 9,840 

380 
batchaa 

New 
PERL 
MILL 

Other Painta 95 4 80 30,400 

Mal 7*1 Emulsion                 1 178 14 100 249,200 
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c.    ULBU 

(•)        (•) (e) 

APPMDI1 y 
(continuad) 

(axbxc) 

R/C PRODUCT HORRALLT 
PRODUCED 

SPAM 
DATS 

JKAUu 

BATCHES 
PU DAT 

GALLS 
PER 

ADDITIONAL QTT 
WHICH COULD BE 
PROCESSED 

Mal 2 

Rat 3 

Emulsion 

Ali Othar Painta 

93 

75 

15 

15 

100 

100 

(Gallona) 

139,500 

112,500 
if no tintinf 

D.      TilJJfi 

R/c 

Ral 3 

PRODUCT RORMALLT 
PRODUCED 

Emuleion, EnajaeL, 
Autoepray and 
Undercomt 

<•) (») 

SPAM 
DATS 
JaÁlk 

75 

BATCHES 
PER DAT 

(c) (axbxc) 

GALLS 
PER 

100 

ADDITIONAL QTT 
WHICH COULD BE 
PROCESSED 

22,500 
if no lat down 

1.      STEWART 

The follovinc tabla indieataa vary approximately tha 

additional production which could be achieved with 

axiatinff equipment plua a nav high-speed dimeolver 

and a PERL sill. It can be only approximate bacauaa 

different producta require different machines in 

•aryinf proportion* and there ia an infinita range 

of different mixes of product which could be proceaaed. 

Tha tabla therefore should ba used aa a rout» fuide 

only. 
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APPENDIX V 
(continuad) 

PRODUCT ADDITIONAL QUANTITY 
WHICH COULD BE 
PROCESSED (GALLONS) 

PROCESS    WHICH 
CONSTRAINTS 

•aulaion 

1 Enamel, Autospray 
1 or Undercoat 

All Other Paint« 

Beeaham 

73,800 

21,600 

OR 

40,240 

13,970 bags 

Mixing 

Mixing 

Milling - 
Ms1  and 
PERL Mill 

Mixing 

H22£: It ia not possible to produce 21,600 

gallons of enamel etc., AND 40,240 

gallona of all other paints because 

there would be a constraint at let 

down/tinting. 

From the above,  total capacitiea are of the order shown 
below: 

PRODUCT 

Emulsion 

Enamel, AutoBpray, 
and Undercoat 

All Other Paints 

Beeaham 

n GALLONS 

977 BUDGET 

190,212 

148,280 

86,686 

10,183 

ADDITIONAL 
CAPACITIES 

73,800 

21,600 

40,240 

13,970 

APPROXIMATE 
TOTALS 

264,012 

148,280)    (169,880 

AND     | OR S    AND 

126,926)    ( 86,686 

24,153 
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CHAMA IHDUSTRIAL HOLDING COEPOtATIQN 

3T1ILW0EXS DIVISION 

KOLLIMC MILL OPERATION 

TICHMICAL lEPorr 

!•      Introduction 

During Stage I a review was made of this division but, at the tine, 

the «ill vas undergoing rehabilitation and the plant was at a standstill. 

He were able to identify several areas where future development would 

contribute to improving performance and we recorded these in the Stage I 

Final Report. 

However, without being able to conduct studies and measurements in 

live production conditions, there was insufficient data available to 

assess the practical capacity level of the plant or to identify specific 

actions required to bring actual output closer to the potential capacity. 

The plant re sussed operation in October  1975 and it was subsequently 

agreed with the General Manager that a technical study should be made of 

the rolling mill operation and maintenance.    This study was undertaken 

in the three weeks 8th - 28th June 1976 and this report describes the 

results.    The conclusions and recommendations have been discussed with 

the General Manager and many of the detailed engineering changes proposed 

have been explained in more detail to his senior staff.    The survey 

reinforces the earlier findings particularly as regards the importance 

of maintenance engineering and spares. 

For convenience, the next section gives a summary of the principal 

findings and recommandations and the report then deals with the layout 

and condition of the plant, the analysis of the effects on output of 

present maintenance and operating practices and the assessment of plant 

capacity.    The subsequent recommendation» for improvements in maintenance 

and operation arc grouped into those independent of material purchase 

restrictions and those where authorisation of essential equipment and 

spares will be involved. 
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2.      Su—ry of Findings and Eacommendationa 

2.1 Present output is auch lower than the design capacity 

of the plant which is assessed at 22,500 tonnes per year 

for the existing pattern of shift working,,  given an adäquat« 

supply of ingots. 

2.2 There ia a particularly serious problea in the 

continuous breakdown of major iteas of plant and equipment 

which resulta in: 

frequent production stoppages and loss of 

output 

extended production tines with consequent 

reduction in rate of output 

hasards to safety. 

2.3   There ia no systematic approach to maintenance involving 

regular inapection, lubrication and servicing to prevent 

stoppages.    As a result,   these are coesnon and, when repairs 

are carried out, the engineering practices are of a low 

standard. 

2.4 There are insufficient stocks of spare parts, said to 

be due to the financial problems of the Division and 

difficulties of inportstion. 

2.5 When the Mill is rolling, output is lower than should 

be expected due to the opersting practices in use. 

I 

2.6 There is no visual or audible alarm system; ingots 

are often ejected from the re-heat furnace when there is 

a stoppage in the mill. 

2.7 On a few items of plant some modification of design is 

required to prevent stoppages or reduced rates of rolling. 
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2.8 In general, the Division should not require any 

additional major capital expenditure in the rolling «ill 

to increase tonnage.    There are, hovtvtr, one or  two minor 

i tens which it would be beneficial to purchase and these have 

been specified in the report. 

2.9 The Division should be given all financial aid and 

administrative backing necessary to obtain and maintain a 

balanced stock of spare parts.    This stock should be controlled 

by a spares stock control system which would indicate the 

volume and timing of stock replacement. 

2.10 Given an adequate supply of spares and maintenance 

materials, all items of plant should be refurbished. 

2.11 Planned maintenance should be introduced  throughout 

the Division.    All maintenance personnel should be trained 

to carry out specific maintenance tasks at pre-determined 

intervals and their activities should be supervised 

continuously until they can be relied upon to carry out 

the work to a consistent standard of reliability. 

2.12 Operating personnel should be re-trained  to use 

revised methods designed to give increased output. 

2.13   The many detailed recommendations contained in thii 

report should be implemented so as to obtain substantial 

improvements in quality and output which the mill is 

capable of achieving. 

3.      Plant - Layout of Plant - Exhibit 1 

I 
I 

This section of the report describes the various items of plant in 

the rolling mill, together with the problems observed and gives recommendations 

for overcoming these problems. 
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I 
I 

3.1    Furnaca Feed Equip—nt 

A fork lift truck deposit«  ingot» in random formation 

into an ingot sorter, which automatically ejects the«, one 

at a time on to an indexing, dog type, chain conveyor.    There 

is an ingot turner at an intermediate position in the conveyor 

whose function is to correctly orientate the ingots for 

feeding into the furnace,  that is, alternate large and small 

ends.    The ingots are discharged from the conveyor onto an 

individually driven roller table which transports them to 

the front of  the furnace.    They are then hydraulically pushed 

into and through the furnace. 

Observations 

The sorter and indexing conveyor functions satisfactorily, 

however,  th« ingot turner is erratic in operation and requires 

attention.    The problem could be electrical or hydraulic, 

probably the former. 

The individually driven rollers are in a severe state of 

neglect,  that is, motors are missing, couplings damaged and 

there is a poor guiding arrangement which together are giving 

rise to unnecessary manual operation and delays in feeding the 

furnace.    The furnace pusher appears to operate satisfactorily 

and to be reasonably well maintained. 

3.2   Re-heat Furnace 

This is an oil fired furnace with an output of eight 

tonnes per hour.    It was originally an and charge and end 

discharge furnace, but has been modified to an end charge, 

side discharge type. 

The ingots are pushed through the furnace in two streams, 

each supported on a track of rails formed by refractory bricks. 
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Observations 

Dut to low »ill production, only ont stream of ingots 

it passing through tht furnace. Also a rail of the left 

hand track (tht stress not in use) is badly buckled and the 

track is covtrtd in seal«. The right hand track has a 

slight twist in the refractory rails, which together with a 

heavy build up of scale is causing ingots to lift and fall 

on top of each other, giving rise to raulti-tier formation in 

the furnact. When this occurs, the ingots have to be manually 

manipulated into the discharge position, giving rise to 

considerable delays. In extreme cases, several ingots have 

to be withdrawn through the inspection doors and either dragged 

on to the mill table or allowed to cool and be recharged into 

the furnace. The automatic temperature control at the furnace 

is not functioning, which could be a contributory cause of 

the heavy scaling. The excessive scaling could also be 

caused by incorrect combustion and/or the fuel oil.  It would 

be beneficial to get the fuel suppliers to check that the 

burners are correctly set up for the type of fuel being used. 

Some method of removing the scale at the discharge end should 

be investigattd. 

3.3 Furnact Discharge Equipment 

This is an electrically driven pusher which traverses 

across the furnace to eject an ingot on to the mill table 

feed mechanism. 

Observations 

This equipment is frequently out of service, due to tht 

limit switch relays not functioning correctly, and distortion 

of the pusher head. The drive chain adjusters have not been 

used since installation, causing the chain to jump on the 

sprockets, due to excessive slack. Regular changing of the 

pusher head, the servicing of limit switch relays in the 

control cabinet and the correct tensioning of the chains, 

would eliminate thtst problems. 
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3.4    Roller Table Feed Equipant 

The ingot i» ejected fro« the furnace on to a hinged 

platform incorporating an ingot turner.     Alternate ingota 

are  turned to preaent the »«all end to the »ill.    The table 

is then hydraulically tilted causing the  ingota to drop on 

to the No.  1 stand approach table. 

Obaervations 

This turning equipment  is not in use due to hydraulic 

failure.    The ingots are dropped on to the No.   1 stand 

approach table and then turned aanually  causing delays.    The 

ingot turner should be immediately serviced and brought  into 

use. 

3.5    3-High Houghing Mill Train 

This ia a  three-stand train with open top housings 

driven by a 1500 h.p. A.C.  motor,  flywheel equipped gearbox 

and pinion houaing.    The rolla which run at 120 r.p.m.   are 

driven by universal type spindles and couplings.    All  the 

rolls are no«inally 530 a» dia x 1160 asi barrel  length and 

rotate on tapered bore spherical roller bearings directly 

mounted onto the roll necks by oil  injection hydraulics. 

The couplings  are similarly mounted on the rolls but 

incorporating an intermediate mounting  sleeve with tapered 

outside diameter.    This mill  train has  recently been altered 

from the original 400 mm dia.  nominal roll usins *H  the 

existing mill  stands,  screw-down and acrew-up gear.    Also 

* the mill speed has been increased fro» 95 r.p.».  to the 

present 120 r.p.».    The pass design has been changed fro» 

diamond/square to oval /square. 

Observations 

The alterations to thie «ill have resulted in an 

increase in the roll neck bending streas due to the increase 

in the r.p.a.  and roll diasaeter, which in conjunction with 

the stress raiaers in the roll neck profile, »ekes the roll 

assembly »ore susceptible to breakage.    A study of possible 

alternative roll neck profiles should be undertaken »aking 
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use ol   tit« existing parts.    The change in the pa«H design 

is an improvement  in that for given  reductions,   the  roil 

contact angle is kept  to a minimum.     However,  passes  2,  5 

and 7,   in Mo.  1  stand are just about on the limit  for entry. 

This causes difficulty in getting the ingot to enter at 

these passes as  the resistance to entering is nearly as 

great as the force taking it through the mill.    By reducing 

the work in stand  1 and increasing the work in stands  2 and 

3,  a decrease in  the contact angles  should be achievable 

thereby making entry into passes 2,   5 and 7 more positive. 

A reduction in the mill  speed  to 95 r.p.m. would  improve the 

pass entry.    See Appendix I and Exhibits 2,3,4,5,6  and 7. 

3.6 No.  1 Stand Approach Table 

This is a hydraulically driven roller table which conveys 

the ingots from the furnace to the mill. 

Observations 

For the length of  ingots used,   the rollers are  too widely 

spaced and the apron plates are prone to damage by  the rolled 

stock falling from the  top passes.     To improve the passage 

of the rolled stock down the roller  table,  idle rollers should 

be installed to alternate with the driven rolls.     The whole 

of the construction is  too light for this type of duty but 

short of replacement there is little that can be done. 

3.7 No.  1 Stand Tilt Table 

This is a table pivotted at the end remote from the 

mill which receives the rolled stock from the bottom roll 

passes Nos.  1,  3,  S and 7.    It is hydraulically tilted to 

present the stock to passes 2, 4, 6 and 8 and is of  similar 

construction to the approach table. 

Observations 

Again,  this is too light in construction, but again 

there is little that can be done to make any improvement. 

The table is showing signs of wear at the tilt cylinder 

connections ani one of the pivot pina has worked loose 

and has been operating in a partly exposed position. 
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Tbc table rollers arc too widely spaced and to improve 

I the passage of the rolled stock should have idle rollers 

• installed to alternate with the driven ones for the first 

. 3 pitches adjacent to the «ill. The tilt table does not 

» lift high snough to give the best conditions of entry into 

the top passes. A reduction in the mill speed would effect 

[ a slight improvement to the entry into the top passes. To 

obtain the best conditions of entry would require a re-design 
1 of the tilt table lift mechanism to incorporate an adjusting 

device between the tilt table structure and the lift cylinders. 

3«* Guides and Strippers at Stand 1 

i 

i All the guides are open topped, also the strippers at 

pasaes 5 and 7 with top and bottom half strippers on passes 

1» 2,  3, 4, 6 and 8. On the mill approach table there is 

a simple arrangement of falling chutes and there are guide 

plates attached to the tilt table. Both the chutes and the 

guide plates are arranged to position the rolled stock in 

line with the subsequent pass. 

Observations 

The rolled stock is »anually turned at passes 2, 3, S 

and 7 and has to be »anually held up and guided into passes 

S and 7. A saving in tine with an increase in production 

could be nade by using static twist guides. It is recommended 

that this can best be done by getting a supplier such as 

Morgardshssnsr to supply a complete set of guides and strippers. 

The patterns for these should alao be obtained so that Steelworks 

Division can cast their own replacements in the future. 

3.9 Crop Shear 

This is a hydraulic shear located in line with pass 7 on 

the furnace side of the mill and is used to end crop the rolled 

stock after pass 6, in order to present a clean front end when 

entering pass 8 and subsequent passes. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 

Ob—rvationa 

The ehear function« eatiefactorily «hm it ia in UM, 

but it ueed only intermittently, apparently beceuee of 

incorrect ehear blade Mteriel Mint eveilable. 

3.10   burner 

After pais 7, the tail and is annually burnt off to 

«void cold and eplit anda and to dispoaa of the ingot pipe 

etc. 

ObMrvations 

Becauee th% crop ahear ia not operating the burner 

haa to burn off both anda of rolled atock. The provision 

of only OM nan and one aet of equipment to do thia work, 

cauaea an additional delay. 

3.11 Repeater• 

Repeater a are uaed to tranafer and guide rolled atock 

fro« paaa 6 (atand 1) to paaa 9 (etand 2), fron paaa 9 to 

paaa 10 (atand 2), fro« paaa 10 to paaa 11 (atand 3), fro« 

paaa 11 to paaa 12 (atand 3) and fro« paaa 12 to No. 1 pinch 

roll.    All the repeatara are of fabricated ateel conetruction, 

with bolted on caat iron aegaanted outer walla.    Proviaion 

ia «ade for paea-to-paea adjuetaent. 

Obaervationa 

All the repeatera function eatiefactorily, but due to 

deflection in the repeater floor,  SOM eeesenta have had to 

be packed and othera fon ridgea and atepa fro« one eegaent 

to the next.    Alao, due to the wide gap between the imier 

and outer walla of the repeetera at the entry end, a long 

atraight length of atock ia initially fonnd which could 

cauae cobblea on entering the following guide tube.    The 
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break-out on the top lip of the outer wall is too short, 

causing a dog-leg to be formed.    The repeater floor requires 

stiffening to give better support  to the repeater outer wall 

and a staple Modification to the  inner wall at the entry to 

the repeater would inprove the shape of  the nose of the 

rolled stock.    The dog-leg formed on break-out would be less 

severe if the top lip on the outer wall was cut back for a 

greater distance or alternatively  the existing outer wall, 

which has a vertical channel section,  could be replaced with 

an 'L'  shaped section, the vertical leg  leaning inwards to 

fora an angle of say 65/70°. 

3.12 Pinch Molls and Cuide Troughs 

The rolled stock after leaving the repeater fro« pass 

12 (stand 3)   is driven through an automatically controlled 

vsrtical pinch roll into cne of three troughs leading to 

stand 4, 6 or 8, depending on the product being rolled. 

Towards the discharge end of each  trough,  there is a further 

vertical pinch roll to drive the rolled stock into the first 

pass in the finishing ai 11 train. 

Observation« 

During the period of observation, this equipment 

functioned satisfactorily. 

3.13 Finishing Mill Train 

This is  a 5 stand alternate top and bottom 2-high mill 

train with open top housings driven by a 900 h.p. 720 r.p.m. 

A.C. motor through a combined gearbox and pinion housing 

giving an output speed of 232 r.p.a.    The 300 mm dia. x 760 m 

rolls rotate on phosphor bronse bearings and are driven by 

wobbler spindles and boxes. 
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Observationa 

The wobbler box«* era cast phosphor bront« and arc 

being ahavad by tba ststl apindlas giving ris« to cxc«ssiv« 

wear and backlash resulting in a hammering action on tha 

roll bearings, chocks and housings.    This increases tha 

tendency to fora knuckle ends and badly shaped and finished 

bars.     To achieve consistent performance and a better quality 

finishad product, it is essential  that tha present «ill 

spindlas and roll neck bearings should be replaced with 

universal type spindles and roll necks with roller bearings 
as soon as possible. 

3.14    Eepeaters 

lep««t«rs are used frosi stand 4 to stand 5 and fro« 
stand 6 to stand 7. 

From stand 5 to stand 6 and fro« stand 7 to stand 8 

the rolled stock is Manually Manipulated. 

Observations 

Because of the sise being rolled, only one repeater 

fro« stand 6 to stand 7 was in use and working satisfactorily. 

As the rolled stock issued fro« stand 7, a wave formation on 

the «ill floor was manually induced and when the tail end 

left the «ill,  it was «anual 1 y transferred  to stand 8.    This 

technique is tine consuming,  allows a considerable drop in 

teaperaturc and causes an unsheared end to be fed into tha 

last pans, all of which contribute to a poor finished product. 

Repeaters between stands 5 and 6 and stenda 7 and 8, would 

eliminate theae disadvantagea. 

3*15   Flyina Dividine 8hear 

This shear and an individually driven run-in roller table 

has juat bean installed in line with the run-out fro« stand 8 

and is not commissioned.   See observations on the cooling bed. 
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3.16 Cooling Bed Run-in Table 

Thia roller table conveys the finished bar from the 

flying shear to the cooling bed;    all  the rollers are 

individually driven.    The first six rollers have parallel 

barrels,  the remainder have conical barrels with their 

small ends adjacent to the cooling bed.    Between each conical 

roller (at the snail end) is a braking/ejecting arm all inter- 

connected to lift simultaneously when a bar is detected.    There 

is a deflector at the beginning of the conical section which 

deflects the nose of the following bar clear of the raised 

braking/ejecting arms.    When the braking arms lift,  they stop 

and eject a bar  into the straightening pocket for transferring 

on to the cooling bed. 

Observations 

Out of a total of 36 rollers,  17 are without motors, 

including the last 8 and the lubrication system is in a poor 

condition.    The braking/ejection arms operate efficiently 

but the bars are too long for the bed,   therefore the tail ends 

have to be manually lifted into the straightening pocket. 

Before the flying dividing shear is commissioned and the sata Her 

bar sises rolled,  the roller table should be brought back to its 

original condition, complete with automatic control and be 

correctly maintained.    In its present condition, particularly 

when rolling small diameter bars, the outcome would be s high 

percentage of cobbles at the cooling bed. 

3.17 Cooling Bed 

The cooling bed is a dog-chain type which lifts the 

bars out of the straightening pocket and then indexes them 

across the cooling bed and deposits them on to a double 

shuffle bar transfer mechanism,  to form packs of bars. 

These packs are then transferred to and deposited on to 

the cold shear approach table. 
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Observation« 

The dog chain transfer function! efficitntly at Che 

prevailing rolling rate but du« to chain wear, could be 

suspect at a fatter fraquancy of operation, causing a chain 

to snatch and possibly jump a tooth on its sprockat.    This 

actually occurred on one occasion during observation, 

tegular inapaction and maintenance is essential.     The  shuffle 

bars are in a very bad condition.    Out of a total  52 pairs, 

22 have only one bar and the last pair, remote fron the cold 

shear,  ie completely mis s in«.    Of  those in use,  a high 

proportion i a bent or not sitting correctly on the shuffle bar 

lift rollara.    In this condition,   the shuffle bara cannot work 

efficiently under normal »ill operating conditiona, due  to 

different rates of transfer.    That is, a double shuffle bar will 

traverse the pack of bars twice the distance of a single shuffle 

bar,  for each revolution of  the eccentrica, therefore,   «lip 

and/or bunching of the pack vili occur, particularly on the 

smaller di asse ter bare.   It  is obvious that urgent replacements 

are required and thereafter proper service and mmint«nance. 

3-1*    Shear Approach Table 

This ia an individually driven roller table which convey« 

the pack of bars to the cold shear. 

Observations 

Out of  18 driven rollers, 7 were without motore which on 

length bar« overload« the remaining 11 driven roller« 

and causes akidding between the rollers and the pack of bars. 

The rollar table must be brought back to its original state for 

it to function correctly. 

3.19    Cold listar 

This ia a 200 tea sheer, capable of cutting 9 or IO x |" 

dia. bar« sismtltemeously, baaed on a W ton UTS. 
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Observation« 

At no tine during the period of observation, «hen only 

1" dia. bars were produced, vat the shear fully  loaded, 

therefore its present shearing capacity cannot be commented 

on.    The shear including the stop and measuring equipment 

appears by visual inspection to be in good working condition, 

except  for  the shear blades.    These are in need  of regrinding 

and possibly replacement.    The conditions  around   the end of the 

measuring beam are dangerous to personnel,  due  to piled up 

bars which also precluded  the use of the maximum cut length. 

There  are bar ends between the measuring beam web and  the stop 

carriage which could damage the carriage  if it were traversed 

away from the shear.    This area must be tidied up immediately 

before personnel are injured or machinery damaged. 

3.20 Back Shear Table 

This table has nine individually driven rollers and nine 

reversible transfer chains to discharge sheared  lengths into 

collecting pockets on either side of the roller  table. 

Observations 

This equipment operates satisfactorily under present 

rolling conditions but has 3 roller drives missing and the 

last  two transfer chains (remote from the shear)  missing. 

These missing parts  should be replaced to avoid overloading 

the table roller motors and the chains under normal operating 

conditions. 

4.      Maintenance 

There  is no systematic inspection,   lubrication or servicing of 

equipment at regular intervals to ensure prompt attention to defects 

before they develop sufficiently to result in a plant  stoppage.   As a 

result, plant stoppages do occur frequently and are  the major reason for 

the considerable  loss of output from the mill.    The repair work done 

during stoppages and breakdowns is not of a high standard and «any 

maintenance problems exist. 
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The major  ones have been noted  in section 3 but others are: 

4.1 The protective gaiters are «drift on the roughing 

mill  spindles which will permit ingreis of foreign matter 

to this precision equipment. 

4.2 At least one top roll  carrier bearing is missing in 

the finishing train;    as a result,   the rolls are sitting 

on each other.   There is,   therefore, no roll gap and this 

creates difficulty for the bar to enter the rolls. 

4.3 Lubrication systems on the cooling bed are  loose or 

disconnected, with feed pipes left hanging loosely. 

4.4 Where electric motors  have been removed,  loose 

connections  lie on the floor and  therefore represent an 
obvious safety hazard. 

4.5 Covers have been left  off the  junction boxes on some 

electric motors and again this presents a safety haiard. 

4.6 The method of removing coupling heads from roughing mill 

rolls by welding an extractor bridge to the coupling head is 

to be deplored.    It  is dangerous  to personnel and creates 

thermal stresses and distortion which will weaken the coupling 

and result in early failure.       Indeed,  it  should not be necessary 

if the  tapered sleeves are manufactured correctly with the 

designed finish and care taken to ensure  that they are not 

damaged.    The sleeves,  couplings and bearings could then be 

removed easily and quickly by the designed method of oil   injection. 

One instance was observed when it  took about ten hours to remove 

slteves and couplings using welded bridges.    This method was 

used because the component surfaces were  in such bad condition, 

that oil pressure could not be built up.     It so happened  that 

there were no spare sleeves available and  the parts, which were 

being removed from a broken roll, were required for the replacement 

roll.    On this occasion, at  least  twenty ingot tonnes of production 

were  lost, primarily because  spares were not available,  but also 

because of the length of time it took to remove the components 

from the broken roll.     In the event,  the  lost contribution was 

•bout ten times the cost of  two spare oil  injection mounting sleeves. 
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4.7   On a more general not«,  there is no facility for the 

correct storage of large itea*  such as roll chocks,  bearings, 

couplings and the associated parts.    These are left,   in 

most cases, unprotected on the mill floor scattered  in 

random fashion open to a humid,  dust  laden atmosphere.    A 

separate area remote from the mill should be provided  for 

correct and orderly storage of  all spares and  to provide a 

maintenance assembly facility.     Spares stock should  be 

built up to enable service and planned maintenance to be 

carried out with the minimum of downtime. 

For example, with the roughing mill, in addition to 

the roll assemblies in use, there should be one complete set 

of 3-roll assemblies built up ready for an emergency.    Also, 

a further spare set of bearings,  chocks, fittings and couplings 

with tapered sleeves should be awaiting assembly. 

4.8    The setting of the guides  and strippers requires more 

care in initial  setting up and  securing.    On occasions,  bad 

guide and  stripper setting has  resulted in cobbles.     Incorrect 

contact of  the strippers on the  rolls gives rise to deformed 

bars, therefore the strippers should be profiled so that a 

small area of contact on the roll is obtained. 

5.     Operating Practice 

In the two previous sections there has been discussion of the very 

my faults which exist with the plant, due to lack of preventive maintenance 

and an adequate supply of the appropriate spare parts.    However,  we were 

also concerned  to establish whether  there was scope  for raising output 

through the adoption of better operating practices.    Accordingly,   three 

random checks were made, each with a duration of approximately half an 

hour.    The average cycle time per ingot during these periods were  100, 

151 and 98 seconds.    The high value  for the  second period was due  to 

furnace delays and difficulty  in entering pass 8.    However,   this  apart, 

the teams were averaging 100 seconds per ingot.   This compares with a 

time of 80 to 85 seconds, which could be expect id from a mill of this 
type. 
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Thar« is « considerable losa of output dua to inefficient operating 

practices.    The main faults which tiara observad are: 

5.1 Delays are occurring in ejecting ingots from the 

reheat furnace on to the No. 1 stand approach table so 

that passas 1 and 7 are not rolling simultaneously.    The 

delays are caused by piled  ingota and acale in the furnace 

and also because the ingot  turner at the furnace discharge 

position is not operating. 

5.2 Mien entering the ingot into pass 2,  the crew-nan too 

often turns his back on the nill before the ingot has entered 

the pass.     If the ingot doss not enter first tine this causea 

a delay which on one occasion waa tined at five seconds. 

5.3    The bar should always be turned 90    before entering 

pass 3.    If  it is not, them passes 2,  3 and 4 will be rolled 

on the sasse faces,  giving rise to surface defects such as 

ripples,  rupture and bulgea, or overfill at the roll parting. 

In many caaea theae defecta cannot be rolled out during the 

subaequent atages of rolling,  the outcome being a sub-standard 

finiah. 

5.4    Delays occur on entry to passes 4 and 6 due to the 

sxceaaive run-out distane« fron passes 3 and 5.    This could 

be mininisad by nore careful obaervation on the part of the 

pulpit operators. 

5.5    Entry  to passes 5 and 7 is difficult because the oval 

shaped bar has to be held vertical to enter a square paas. 

Que to the high asead of the nill, this requires good visual 

and physical co-ordination on the part of the crew nen to avoid 

delaya.    Títere ia clearly a need for son« crew nsnbers to 

inprove thair operating techniques.   The installation of static 

twiat guidas on these two pa**** would provide automatic entry 

and lead to improved output. 
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5.6    Because the crop shear is not always working,  the 

burner has to reisove both the nose and tail ends of the 

bar after pass 7, thus creating a delay prior to entering 

pass 8.    A further delay sometimes occurs due to the 

burner having to cut up cobbles etc., at the finishing 

•ill.    The provision of a second burner would reduce the 

time delay. 

5.7    Further time savings could be «ade by more precise 

operation of the tilt table;    that is, as soon as the bars 

«re clear of the mill on the bottom passes,  the table should 

be lifted.    Similarly,  as soon as the bars have entered the 

top passes,  the tilt table should be lowered in readiness 

for receiving the bars returned on the bottom passes. 

5.8    It is normal practice to nose crop after every six or 

.even passes in order to have a clean, hot nose,  free of 

defect, and minimise the possibility of cobbles.    It would 

be advantageous therefore,  to install a flying crop shear 

»mediately after No.  1 pinch roll.    By nose and tail 

cropping with this shear,  it would be possible to dispense 

with the burner at pass 8, provided the stationary crop shear 

is working. 

5.9    On the finishing mill,  the practice of taking the tail 

.ad from stands 5 and 7 and manually entering it into stands 

fe and 8,  leads to time delays and a temperature drop, which 

can and will affect the dimensional accuracy of the finished 

product.    Repeater, in theae position, would lead to improvement. 

5.10   More care is required in the setting of the pairs of 

mill rolls,  to ensure that the grooves are in line with each 

other and are of exactly the same profile, particularly in 

the last pa...   This shortcoming i. at present causing too 

«any bars to be mis-shamen. 
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With attention to operating practice* as mentioned above, it ahould 

be possible to obtain an increase in output of the order of 15-20% above 

the average of 100 seconds per ingot which was observed. 

6.      Mill Capacity 

6.1 During the three weeks when the consultant was at the 

steelworks, it was clear that the mill was operating only 

intermit tent ly, for reasons already discussed.    Actual output 

was  therefore lower than the potential capacity of the plant; 

a state which appears to be normal, judging by past performance. 

Nevertheless, it is of value to know what the capacity of the 

mill should be, given of course,  an adequate supply of ingots. 

For this purpose,  three spot time checks were made, each of 

about half an hour duration, as follows: 

6.2 On Thursday the 10th June at 3.15 p.m. eighteen ingots 

were rolled in thirty minutes with no unexpected delays. 

This rate is equivalent to 19,400 ingot tonnes per year. 

6.3 On Friday the 11th June at 3.00 p.m.  fourteen ingots 

were rolled in 35.2 minutes.    This rate is equivalent to 

12,885 ingot tonnes per year.    During this study, unexpected 

delays were experienced at the re-heat furnace amounting to 

twelve minutes.    Allowing for this delay,  the revised rate 

is equivalent to 19,550 ingot tonnes per year. 

6.4 On Monday 11th June, nineteen ingots were rolled in 

thirty one minutes with no unexpected delays.    This is 

equivalent to 19,870 ingot tonnes per year. 

6.5    In addition to theae checks,  a production study was 

carried out covering three days, Thursday, Friday and 

Monday,  the 17th    18th and 21st of June.    The purpose of 

this longer study,  the detsils of which are given in 

Appendix II, was to establish the minimum mill capacity 

and to determine the reasons for, and extent of, plant 

disruptions. 
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6.6    liciuie of hydraulic failure on the  tilt table and  the 

pile up of in§ota in the re-heat furnace,  there were no ingots 

rollad during the six houra of obearvation on the Thuraday. 

On the Friday, a ti«e check waa «ade over a period of 

5.66 hours, which included délaya  totalling 2.16 houra.    On« 

hundred and twenty ingots were rolled during the period of 

which twenty four were scrapped in the «ill.    On the Monday, 

no ingots were rolled during the 5.75 hours of observation, 

due to the top roll breaking in a tatui Mo.   1. 

On the baais of the study during Friday 18th June, 

one hundred and twenty ingots were rolled in two hundred and 

ten «imitée.    Thie rate is equivalent to 18,500 toimea p«r 

year. 

6.7    Under the present intermittent pattern of operation 

caused by a aucceaaion of stoppages,  the «ill performance 

it at a rate varying upwards frost 4,000 tonnes per year. 

The four checks that were taken ahow that when the «ill  ia 

free fro« «aintenance problems,  it  is not difficult to achieve 

a rate of 18,500 tonnes per year.    Given attention to the 

probl.su «entioned in the previoua  two tactions,  it should 

be possible to roll at least 22.5O0 tonnes of ingots per year 

fro« the save shift pattern and without further «ajor capital 

expenditure. 

7.      kecosaaetvdations 

7.1   The «ajor findings contained  in this report haw« «a«n 

discuaaad with tha General Manager, who has bean able to 

elaborate on so«, of the fuadaajantai probles» underlying 

the we.kn.sses of plant and short costings of personnel. 
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It ha« been agreed with the General Manager that that« 

ii M urgent need to introduca planned Maintenance. In 

this division the prob lea is «ore difficult than nomai, 

because there ia a lack of knowledge of what ahould be done 

and alao an unusual degree of unreliability below the level 

of the Works Managen. There is therefore a requirement for 

an experienced steelworks engineer to work in this division. 

He will specify the work to be done, instruct the engineers 

and then check that the work has in fact been done, and is 

of a suitably high standard. It has been agreed that an 

inmediata start should be nade to identify a suitable 

engineer who could coa» to Ghana at the earliest opportunity. 

A. Major problem is said to be that this Division is 

having great difficulty in obtaining letters of credit and 

therefore the procurement of urgently needed «ateríais and 

apere parts ia being delayed. It was, therefore, agreed 

Chat in submitting reconmendations these should be grouped 

into two categories; those requiring Materials and those 

wnich do not. This categorisation has therefore been used 

in the listing below, which are alao given in a suggested 

order of priority. 

7.2 Mconmondations lot t—uirine 

Haterial Purchase 

7,2,1    *•-««•t furnace 

It is essential tv prevent the build-up of acale 

and this can be done by frequent annual raking.    Careful 

observation is required by the operator at the furnace 

charge control pulpit,  so that when an ingot starts to 

lift, the pusher is retracted to allow the ingot to 

retura on to the raila before further pushing strokes 

are Mae.    This action should prevent ingots fron 

piling en each other and lead to a consequent increase 
in output. 
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7,2,2   0—g«tÍM Practica 

Implement Section 5 above, which recommends 

improving the manual Manipulation and timing at the 

furnac« di schar g«, No.  1 stand and th« tilt tabla. 

7.2.3    Planned Maintenance 

It ie essential that all items of plant are kept 

in proper working order and are not aubject to unforeseen 

breakdowns.    This requires that there should be a 

systematic approach to plant maintenance involving 

inspection,  lubrication and servicing at regular intervals. 

The introduction of planned maintenance is therefore 

most important.    It is,  however, essential to build into 

the system, a supervisory check to enaure that maintenance 

work claimed to have been done, has in fact been carried 

out. 

All existing spara parts currently lying around 

the mill ami which are serviceable should be put back 

into servie«.   Ubare this cannot be done at the present 

tima,  they should be thoroughly cleaned, coated with a 

preservative where necessary and put  in a clean store. 

In the caaa of geared motor units uaod on roller tablea, 

it amy be possible to build a number of good unite by 

inter-changing parts, provided that they are of the same 

mama «ad from the same part of the plant. 

In order to prevent accidents, all covers owmr 

trenches should be replaced correctly.    This particularly 

ampli«« to the stool cover platea im the area of the 

Mo. I stand approach table ami the re-beat furnac«. 
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7,3    K*co*—adftion» Which seguire Material 
Purché»« Ut Out in Order of Priority"" 

7.3.1   ia-hoat Furnace 

The autooMtic taapsrature control should be put back 

into working order.    Overheated ingots hav« a lower rolling 

friction and whan th« contact angla is high,  it can giva 

risa to difficult antry and atickars in th« roils. 

7-3.2   louahina Mill Driva 

A najor causa of difficult »as« antry on stand 1 is 

the high spend of the nill.    It is a fact that the 

higher the speed,  the lover the contact angle bocones 

to ensure positiv« entry.    This «ill has high contact 

angles,  therefore the speed should be reduced to provide 

| better entry into the passes.     It is strongly recoansnded 

that the roll  speed should be reduced to 9S r.p.n. 

• Theoretically,  this would lengthen the tin» cycle, but 

with better entry into the pass«« an overall  invrovenent 

ohould be nade.    The best method of reducing the speed 

I »ould be to increase the ratio of the reduction gearboc, 

as by doing so the stored energy of the flywheels would 

I raaeia unaltered. 

| 7-3-3   g»i««a —j Itrinaers 

. A conflate set of guides should be obtained,  incor- 
1 poratiag static twister guides whore accessary, also top 

ani batta« ha li  strippers.    Thee« itone would provide 

I nutenatic entry, better strinning and iaprove production. 

V he-design of the tilt table necks« i em to incorporate 

am adjusting devics to vary the tilt table position 

I relative to th« tap passe«.    On both tablea idle rollers 
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should be installed to provide bitter traction 

to «ad fro« the «ill for th« short length ingot 

•ni rollai stock.    An alternative sehe«» would be 

to replace the hydraulic cylinders and uae pneunatic 

cylinders for 1 if tin« the tilt table and electrically 

driven rollers through chaina or 'vac'  halts. 

7.3.5    Cr— »boar 

Pit new shear biases of the corract notarial. 

It if fen up the roughing "il I repostar floors and 
•edify cha inner walls at the entry anal. 

7Î-7    Huilai Crop th—r 

A ansar of this type positioned iswjadisctly after 

io. I pinch roll would anaure clean, hot ends entering 

into the finishing train. 

7.3.Ì risiasi»» «ill 

Thia ni 11 should ha converted to incorporate 

universal apiadles ani couplings and roller bearing 

esuippsi roll nache. This would bring the nill «ore in 

Una with the production capability of the roughing «ill 

and proviso a hatter finished product. 

7>* ^fft IW M ##ff 

The «hale of thia eauipaont shouli ho brought 

hack to ita original condition ta conn with the 

iserenasi productÍes. 
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7.3.10    »ass Design 

A complete study of eh« past ¿«sign should be 

nade to reduce the work in stand 1 and  to inprove 

th« surface finish and shas«, particularly frasi th« 

finishing train. 

I.      Conclusion 

Steelworks Division is a vital element in th« eco nosy of th« country 

but,  sadly to say,  the rolling «ill does not fulfil the expected requirement« 

During the three weeks of  th« study, there was a succession of plant 

stoppage« causing a substantial reduction in output.    Host i tea« of 

equipment are in a serious state of neglect so that they either do not 

work at all or do so, but with a low efficiency. 

There is a clear need to provide and Maintain a well balanced stock 

of spare parts and Maintenance Materials.    However,  spares will  not be 

sufficient of themselves to change the situation.     It is of vital  importance 

to raise the standard of Maintenance engineering.    This will require the 

introduction of planas«1 Maintenance to reduce th« frequency of stoppages 

sad the heavy lossas which result.    It will aleo require the attitude of 

engineer« at most levels to he changed, so that  they can be relied upon 

to carry out Maintenance tasks to s high standard without continuous 

supervision. 

In this report we have detailed a number of Modifications to the 

plant and operating practices, which can all contribute to raising 

output to over 20,000 tonnes per year,    basically, the nill has the 

equipment it needs te produce the level of output quoted,    what  is new 

required is that the each i nor y is put back into good condition and that 

it i a kept that way and operated properly. 

«•?I«. frffWrMy 
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AH'hNLUA   i 

WCMUCáL AfPttCUTIOW Of TW hOWelUC MILL THAI» 

fifiJlLai   IHPTI^ ** *^**^ 

Thia Appandix covers the IIHIMM of linear apead«, rolling 

loeda, torquaa, roll Mck atreases and contact «««lo«, principally o« 

No. 1 stand of the roughing «ill. Tha calculation ara beaed on th« 

praaant roll pata da a if« for the production of ì"  dia. bar, at 120 

r.p.n. of tha rolla. For detalla, aaa imbibiti 2, 3, 4 and S. Thata 

figure« ara coapered with calculation« for a roll apaad of 95 r.p.a., 

•ee Ixhibita 4, 5, » and 7. Straaa concentration factor« have been used 

for calculating the roll neck atresaea and the equivalent ractangle 

net hod for tha calculation of the rolling load«, toréeos and horsepower 

f igura«. 

risen of Ubibita fer 120 end tS r.p.n. 

I-  f—s Proeressien - Inhibit« 2 end 6. 

The reduction in speed to approniastcly 2.5 aetres/sec. brings 

the angla of contact vithin ac cap tab la listi ta en defined in 

Exhibit« 5 end 5 - 1. 

*•  **•—««* * lAinita 3 end 7. 

There ia epproxiaetely a reduction of 1ft in 

at t5 r.p.a. 

rolling 

>•  1»U »eh »retile - Inhibit 4. 

The existing profile is tee highly a tressed, éwe te the eher» 

corners in the labyrinth seel arraesjeaent. A aedi fiad »retile 

ss enee» en Inhibit 4 reénces the anxiawa atreea by enereniantsly 

401. 
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APPEWPIX I 

4.      rféoctto» 

M4ucÍM ti» •*—* to vlthU tilt lt«U« •*••» •• t^Ult    5 - I 

for tl» coatoct «fi«, *ot»W rowit in cowUorooi« >«vl»j of 

s*ai»ul«ti«« tío*, i«« to iaprovoi ontry Uto ti» rolli. 

»«•• itti» 

TIM «xiotiwj p— «otUa *•• » »»•*•* of »MJW*«1 cl»r«ct«ri«tic«. 

MMf«t which oro ti» low roáuctioM U •«•••• t «o* li;    *»• »*•» 

retteti««« U IO «rf U;    «*i tl» crow ••etici oro« fro« M*« « 

«hielt i. .„»ro.i-t.ly tho •-» oo th. |" ai«.  f Ul»M b«r in M» ». 

' living rio« to «.rfoc« é«f«ct. mmà poor «hoo«.    Tl»««, *«d th« «ff«ct« 

of ti» hoovy iroftiwj U «too« i.  co«l« h« ov«rcoo» »y • co«ol«t« ro- 

I «••if« of th* MOO«« Wut nuiiUi ti» oval/otjiMr« •««,yooe«. 

I ymm» 

Ttw oáv«itc«M «f • roánctU* U ti» ro»j»i»« «ill *f* to 95 

r.r-o.  toff*th«r «Uh • c«##i«*o ot»ly of th« •*•• éNip, •*• cUwl* 

hooof ici.l to ti» StMlvorfco MvUiom ••» l«»»éi«t« «et io« «houle ho 

t«ho* to «n«hl« thi« wéif Ut*!«* to h« 
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APPKNDIX IJ 

riMPIHCI Or PhODUCTIOH STUDY 

Introduction 

This Appendix contains an analysis of the findings of a production 

study carried out ovar 3 days; Thursday and Friday the 17th and lith 

June and Monday 21st June. The study covered the key operations of the 

rolling nul. 

It was originally planned that the study would cover two days, 

starting on Thursday, 17th June. However, no saleable ingots were 

rolled on the first day, due to hydraulic failure on the tilt table and 

the probi «sa of removing ingots fro« the re-heat furnace.  It is understood 

that the tilt table problesi aroae because of a sticking relief valve 

caused by the ingress of foreign suitter. The furnace problew was caused 

by ingots piling on top of each other to a height of 3 ingots. 

Although the total production tin« lost through the above delays is 

not known, it was at laaat 6 hours during which observations were nade. 

Ingots were successfully rolled on the Friday and the findings 

during the study period arc discussed below. It was also decided to 

continue the study on Monday, 21st June to condensate for the abortive 

Thursday. However it had to be abandoned after 5| hours since no production 

was possible. The top roll in stand 1 had broken at approximately 1.00 

a.m. and by 5.00 p.m. the replaçassent was still not in place. 

The probla« arose, apparently, because there were no spare coupling 

sleeves available for the replaçassent roll. As a reault it was necessary 

to rénove couplings and sleeves from the broken roll to fit the« on the 

new roll. Noraelly this should not take long. However, because of the 

condition of both sleeves they could not be removed hydraulically as 

designed. Instead, bridges had to be welded to the couplings, heat 

applied and then the couplings and sleeves jacked fron the necks of the 

broken roll, ly 5.00 p.m. only one coupling and sleeve had been reaoved 

by this nethod. At present production rates this would represent a 

production loaa of at leaat 20 ingot tonnes, with a sales value of 

approximately £10,000. Against this, the cost of the two sleeves might 

be around t1,000. 
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AIM'KNDIX    I I 

Analysis of Production study 

Tonaes/hr    -   ***    *   l°°   -   O.ét tonnes/hr. 
1,000 

I 
I 

Th« total duration oí  the production study over tit* thro« days wae 

1 17.41 »ours.    During this tiat 120 ingote war« roiled.    Tfcnei- 

t Ingot« per hour    -   -*•*   -   ».•• ingots/hr. 
17.41 

I Aesuaing the tMiMl «night por ingot  to b«  100 kg. 

I 
§ A* tuning 7i hrs/shift,   15 shifts/vee*  and 4t veck/yr. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

O.et    x    7|     x     15    x    4S 

3,721  tonnes/year. 

A« discussed itovt,   it was possible  to  tine operations only on th« 

Friday ovar an elapeed tin» of 5.M hours.    During this period  120 

ingots war« rollad.    Thua the rata of production vas equivalent to an 

il output as Callows:- 

I production rata   •    l*°    *    •**    x   15    x    4i 
S.M x 10 

•    11,4)0 tonnes per year. 

Of the 120 ingots rollad, 24 were scrapped at soar stage of production, 

giving fé saleable ingots converted to rod. 

Thua, the annual  production rate of 

aaleeble output    *   t.lM tonnes 

During the tins study,  romarous a«lays aroee.    It «ma poesiblt to 

tine eon* of these aa follows ¡- 
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AH'I.NÜIX   il 

fJBW  TT fro" 

1.     Delay in feed fro« furnace - I* oceaai 

of l hour 5 »IM.  33 MCI. 

for • total duration 

Hot«:    « total of 3t ingots (331 of production) «or« Mt 

tv« i lobi« froa furnace in tine to tntor pass 1 

«hi lot provieni ingot entered enes 7. 

2. Clearing ingot otuck in »aas I,  stand  1-4 aim 50 anca. 

3. Adjust in« etand  1, du« to a »acker uno'or the «iddio roll chock 

falling out - le nias. 

4. Replacing »acker  in stand  1 and adjusting - 25 nina.   52 aeca. 

5. Clearing cotelé at flying anear - 5 nina 30 anca. 

e.     lop lacing g« ide at stand • (I»—aged «hon overfilled rod jaajsjed 

in tube between a tend no. • and flying ehear)  - 12 «ina. • eecs. 

Total of 4«lays   -    2.lb hours 

•    m of study tine, 

Untined Delays 

The fol leafing delays were obeerved but net ti«edi- 

1.     burner net availebU to hum ingot onda before entry to nana I, 

• (AIM   I • 

2.     Sticking ingots in stand 1-21 occasiona. 

3.     Turning ingot lengthviee to enter pa" 2-11 occaaieeuj. 

-  3 
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If timé éoUy. .r. «cUé*. «» toU1  tolHtm tim fof ^ 

3.50 tour«, giving «, ot^u«!.^ 
rat« as follow.- 

3.SO x  10 
*    15    x     4t 

»«»•v.r. «ai, H Ugota r.miUa. in aal«a*U product. 

Ttaa saioMlo 1 t 
3.S x  IO 

«    7i    X     1)    x    41 

'    u»*» ton—a/yr. 

" li.500 to**., i. tak€fl „ th. ,r.ctical  caMcity of ^ Blii 

Lirait oporati^-taoo-..   loa... iB rollint ilH>uU ^ .«caoo'st. 

«ma aaUoèl.  toasts«, should b* 17,570 toasaoa. 

Tt* ooaorvoal ssl.s.1, u«*,« m, of ut00 fc| 

raarsssots loaaas ia sroaWtioa of JOS. 

- 4 . 
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PASS   PROCESSION   120 »PM KXIIII'. 

«lid»   5SOMM  *HfcO MM 

ROUCHINC MILL TRAIN 

F R JENKS   AND" 
PARTNERS 

SHEFFIELD 

EXHIBIT  H* MK9 7 7fe 

3/ 
PtfièOff 'à   DIA 

PASS   PROGRESSION  ANO MANIPULATING   TIMES 

UNDER F°ESENT   CONDITÍONS   Of   ROLLING 

KX>Ì ANNUAL PRODUCTION TIME (ALLOWING VMR /SHIFT FOR 
PRCQUENT   CHANGING  OF MILL   CREV,'S) 

* 7* MRS x 15 SHIFTS * 48 WEEKS - 5400 MRS 

t 

1 
_4J 

_*. 

J?! 

.Ç3 jMM7J<* * 

SJtMOil« r2 4   }J7fr 

^ J?** :M w ^5 fc |*»M 1 !?o_ ¡ft O«M¿I Bi 

C_-> ,n*o 

-h 
0*(»O*7 
O  MO 

* W<ï«*f,SOI 

II •* ,14 *»» 4M *( ItO |J IW J 44 

44 7   »44 Ml ?   HO 

_•• ! Oa,lti   " fc *•»« J>*Q5 iao !»m¡m — 
?4^ 
4 

Î 

t 

OCLE  TIME (N* I S»AN0) 
WT OP   INGOT 
IGOjt- ^ XG0UC1.ON   * f^ff 

SOi PRODUCTION    :QfiK 

<P_¡.A*^# ©{I? » M* » t|Q  J lf>-tf 

38 18  StCS 
IOO KG 
1ÛI   . 5400 

i9 eoo 
« l*.800 TONNES 

«15,840 TONNES 
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ROLL   NECK   PROFILE 

REDESIGN   A/CHCXNG   STRESS CONCENTRATIONS 
tain KIT 4 

F R JtNKS h PARTNERS CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
447 GLOSSOP ROAD  SHEFFIELD S'OIr'R     TELEPHONE 667221 

JabNo ....!&;?>... 

[«WIBIT NO i*-.--. 

Dale ....3:.L\1*. 

21* 

1 



PASS ENTRY DATA 

F R JENKS & PARTNERS CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
447 GLOSSOP ROAD SHEFRELD S10 2PR.    TELEPHONE 667221 

m BIT g 

*#**  
 £L  

Dm» ...JL4.z7s.Zn.>. 
tnmnNo .-.! 

ét'9* 

/ 

CONTACT ANGLE • tt*-S4\' 
M   •r**£r-S4'   * 04. 

iti?**. 

*/•««• 

O */*í 

SSlsT 

©•? 

CONTACT ANQH «¿y •-<£»' 
M • TAHSr-4è' '0-333. 

QAA+H FûA/â. 

<snr ;«w fait, 
0'4 

900        IOOO      MOO       UCO       («M 

/túiltMÜ   HtMfC*ATU*C   *C 

Ar A Ñon INO TtWAATime Or //OO'C. ANO CAíT 7*QN MOIL st THí 

VALU: C* JU F*CM TH£ /ï$ov£ QJUPH 1$ Q-4. BOTH TN£ Asovf 
one   Attain   AM ON  Tue Lt*uT foA fìo&rtvf /**>*/,  AT  THIS 

TfMPt'fíATUAf. 
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PASS  PROGRESSION    95 REM. EXHIBIT 6 

Alice  530 MM * UGO MM 

ROUGHING MILL TRAIN 

F R  JENKS   AND 
PARTNERS 

SHEFFIELD 

EXHIBIT H*  Q> M*.9 77<j,l 

pmia   *'* DIA 

PASS   PROGRESSION  AND MANIPULATING TfMEC 
WITH AUTOMATIC   FEED INTO  S'lAND N° I 

USING STATIC TWIST GUIDES 

MILL SPEED RE.DUCED TO 95 PPM. 

tOO 2 ANNUAL PRODUCTION TIME » 8 »15 * 48   » 5760 H RS 

ï-.'•-—-—f 

_4 I Oj4fcfc3[a» A.3 34S ¿63 

Sut 
A A*CA JÍLD 

ÍH*M\ SC*»]      -- 

DM, IICVD 

(OO J 7 

M 
WO 

13 

(Ml 
J>e«e 
M/t/C 

Ifc 5I5S2 |43Äj »a_|l-i"»» 

/rcJ 

Oll 

en A i9 24 i m ;**» i »s   pa?t¡oa«. 

O   276^22 54   *<•   492 5 

^S   |2-36»lui 
«>5    |;40JiS9 

j_s_ 
7 

9S    1373 i 133 

II 

US 

«^1 t«8l 42401829490    f5     24»7> 40 

O I2IO 3*<»7 12 «91 BOI 
 y .  

95     2 449 2 29 

96     2 492 

C3  rS90 

"5" o 1« 

* 17 

»fco 

44 7|24» 44»M7 _*;*   i?:^9 ,6 

XtCS 

\o   - 

Ttm» 
S/cS 

\Q 7» 

i?L57_ 

35 97 

8 
54 Q9j 

*£*!>•* •<.! 

(£49 

521    ¡U fr 2994 MO* ?S   7 «»>9i» »5 

4- 

77 fcfri 

CÏCLE  TIME (*!°l STAND)* 77 r-»fc SECS 
'.VT   OF /NCOT * loo KG    (Ol TONNES) 
lOOX  PRODUCTION«  |*g§  «Ol  « 57fcO   «• 2£,700 TONNES 

e^Z PRODUCTION    = O 8 x 26» 700 - ¿i. 3foO TONNES 
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VOLUME S 
ANHEXE X 

CHAMA INDUSTRIAL HOLDING CORPORATION 

Divisional Results 1972 - 1 L976 

Division Year 
Net 

Capital 
Í0O0 

Sales 
Turnover 
fooo 

Pre-Tax  i 
Prcfit 
fooo 

Boatyards 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

623 
278 
(85) 

1,129 
609 

467 
1,157 
659 
748 

1,950 

(111) 
(131) 
(321) 
(411) 
(328) 

Brick and Til« 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

46 
(77) 

(231) 
(476) 
(678) 

73 
54 
31 
58 

110 

(67) 
(122) 
(152) 
(210) 
(184) 

Cannery 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

1,891 
2,771 
3,110 
3,364 
4,930 

1,527 
2,010 
3,439 
3,559 
6,401 

198 
140 
47 

197 
1,709 

Distillarias 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

4,614 
5,324 
6,172 
7,953 
9,294 

3,166 
3,930 
6,906 
5,847 
8,294 

445 
677 
851 

1,636 
1,756 

Electronics 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

1,252 
1,417 
2,158 
3,175 
3,370 

1,450 
2,130 
2,840 
4,275 
3,426 

68 
3 

460 
858 
442 

Pibrt Bat 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

10,241 
10,276 
10,437 
9,752 
10,270 

3,679 
3,808 
4,932 
4,811 
7,098 

439 
94 
119 

(695) 
519 

Footwear 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

4,802 
4,465 
3,822 
2,649 
4,793 

1,100 
1,487 
1,832 
2,007 
3,137 

(362) 
(328) 
(670) 

(1.147) 
114 

Glass Manufacturing 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

3,597 
3,105 
2,029 
2,901 
1,463 

1,978 
2,454 
2,715 
2,863 
2.297 

(835) 
(494) 

(1,581) 
(1,552) 
(1,788) 

Marble Works 1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

212 
205 
189 
184 
220 
 — 

66 
103 
141 
288 
557 

——      i 

(26) 
(6) 

(21) 
2 

45   , 

- 1 - 



VOLUME 5 
ANNEXE X 
(Continued) 

Net Sales Pre-Tax 
Division Year Capital Turnover Profit 

¿000 COCO foce 

Mtat Products 1972 (27) 1,033 (525) 
1973 (700) 980 (670) 
1974 (1,572) 1,090 (872) 
1975 (1.642) 559 (363) 
1976 (2,427) 2,954 152 

Matal Industrias 1972 263 778 18 
1973 302 1,217 44 
1974 301 1,605 (4) 
1975 590 2,083 278 
1976 1,222 3,102 639 

Paints 1972 2,063 1,816 364 
1973 2,485 3,103 447 
1974 3,019 3,998 533 
1975 3,558 3,996 592 
1976 5,587 5,626 2,048 

Papar Conversion 1972 5,098 4,246 1,054 
1973 5,565 5,335 861 
1974 5,827 7,450 303 
1975 5,916 9,460 80 
1976 8,141 10,470 2,153 

Pharmaceuticals 1972 2,088 1,996 
1973 3,041 3,999 951 
1974 5,189 7,240 2,181 
1975 8,297 9,092 3,108 
1976 11,125 10.386 2,831 

Steelworks 1972 1,712 1,652 (614) 
1973 2,025 3,402 147 
1974 2,952 4,847 913 
1975 3,269 2,799 (676) 
1976 7,062 6,908 159 

Vegetable Oil Mills 1972 (570) 3,035 (126) 
1973 (1,297) 2,531 (779) 
1974 (640) 4,678 (165) 
1975 2 6,407 (754) 
1976 (356) 7,956 (354) 

i  !  !  t ....     i ,  ., i 
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